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FOREWORD 

The main aim of this book is to edit, translate and comment on an oral text - with all the 
problems such an undertaking may pose. 

I present the recitation in much the same way as the philologist does with his written texts. 
Rather than using it as raw material - processed for interpretation, fragmented into quotations 
or into single terms inserted in brackets and exoticized by italics as mere illustrations - for 
our "rhetoric of ethnographic holism" (Thornton 1988) in a monograph, the recitation is treated 
and valued as textualized cultural evidence which should be allowed to speak for itself. This 
"ethno-philological" approach can widen our understanding of what the Tarnang shaman is and 
does. Above all, i t  can show how he conceives his vocation and negotiates relations between 
language, action and social reality, as Maskarinec (1990: v) aptly puts it. Yet the present study 
refrains from an exclusively intra-shamanistic interpretation (which is likely to result in some 
sort of a theology of shamanism). Instead, it intends to throw some light on what the text is 
and means to both the shaman and his audience. Working with shamans and laymen at the same 
time stimulated the quest for issues, such as the awareness of meaning1 in the performer and 
receiver of the text, and their competence for the religious and the literary or aesthetic in the 
text. In sum, I shall try (a) to treat the text of the recitation as a work of orature, more precisely 
as a specific kind of libretto which "exists both as a thing in itself and as a directive for its 
perceivers" (Foley 1990: 5-6), and (b) to show how the text affects its performance in a ritual 
and, vice versa, how its actual performance is likely to affect its shape and meaning. 

For reasons to be explained in a separate chapter, I have preferred a rather technical translation 
which should be read together with the annotations. Comparative analysis is kept to a minimum; 
attempts at etymological and other rapprochements are meant as a mere "remote sensing" of 
those processes of creative adoptions and understandings through which Tamang oral tradition 
has been constituting itself by reference to high-cultural and other regional traditions. 

The Introductory in Part I outlines the conceptual foundations, ritual techniques and language 
of the bombo, deals briefly with the bombo-client relationship, and justifies some principles 
underlying my interpretation of the text. Part I1 presents the text of the recitation in the context 
of the ritual. Two concluding chapters in Part 111 comment on textual pragmatics with particular 
emphasis on symbol-construction. 

Unless otherwise stated, in this book the term Tamang refers to the population of the fieldwork 
area in the central part of Dh3ding district. This population is part of the Western Tamang group 
which is concentrated in NuwZkot, Rasuwa, Dhfiding and Makwanpur districts and differs in 
dialect2 and culture from the Eastern Tamang, that is, the Tamang living to the north, east and 
southeast of the Kathmandu V a l l e ~ . ~  Since the late sixties, the Western Tamang have been the 
subject of several - linguistic, anthropological and interdisciplinary - investigations. Among 

I The awareness of meaning in the "user", rather than some kind of abstract "meaning in itself',cf. 
pp. 46 ff.. 

2 The Gurung, Thakali and Tamang (Murrni) languages were classified by Shafer (1974: 123 ff.) as 
belonging to the Gurung Branch of the Bodish Section within the Bodic Division of Sino-Tibetan. 
Mazaudon (1978: 157 ff.) adds to this branch the languages of M%nang and Nar. 

3 Tamang themselves do draw this distinction. - The problem of Tamang ethnic identity is discussed 
by Macdonald (1989) who is critical (undeservedly, as it seems) of my own views expressed in 
earlier ~ublications. - The name "Tamang" is spelt and pronounced rtimdng by Nepali-speakers. and 
pronou;lced tarnair by the Tamang themselves. 



the important studies that have come out during the last decade? Les collines du Nkpul Central 
(Dobremez 1986) might be regarded as the work most likely to provide a representatively genera] 
overview with contributions on ecology, subsistence fanning, social structure, religion and other 
aspects concerning the Tamang community of Salme. 

4 Cf.. e.g.. Fricke (1986) on demographic processes and household economy; Heller (1985) on the 
concept and experience of illness; Holmberg (1989) on the belief system in the context of ritual; and 
Toffin (1985, 1986) on ecology, kinship, and ritual, to mention just a few. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

MT = modem colloquial Tarnang 
N. = Nepali 
OT = "old" Tamang = ritual language 
Skt. = Sanskrit 
T. = Tarnang 
Tib. = Tibetan 
SB =  er Bahadur (informant) 
SR = Syirjaron Bombo (informant) 

fut. = future tense 
hon. = honorific 
imp. = imperative 
intr. = intransitive 
pf. = perfect tense 
pres. = present tense 
tr. = transitive 

< = derives from or etymologically related with5 
> = results in, develops into (etymologically, morphologically) 
[ ] = pronunciation or emendment (S. p. 48)6 
' ' (simple quotation marks) = lexical meaning or quotation from a translation 
/ (slash) = alternative form or meaning 
* preceding a word = hypothetic, non-attested 
2 = congruent with, approximately identical 
E = part of, contained in 
= = metonymic/synecdochic link 
- = associated with 
= = metaphoric link 

The typographical presentation of the text of the recitation and its translation is colometric 
and follows the execution by the performer. Numbered lines group what is recited between two 
breathing-spaces and/or between two short sequences of solo drumming. Indented lines are the 
continuation of a numbered line. Cipher with full stop = number of a section of the text, e.g., 
22.197 = section number 22, line (colon) 197. 

5 In several instances, this symbol is to suggest an etymological rappmchement, rather than a direct 
derivation from a form as attested in the dictionaries or in the literary sources. 

6 For further abbreviations S. also pp. 127. 174 and 3 12. 



TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLITERATION 

I have avoided a correct phonological transcription of Tamang since this would have resulted 
in an all too abstract presentation of the language. The transcription adopted here may be 
regarded as the transliteration of a fictive Tmang  writing and thus as a compromise between a 
phonological and a phonetic transcription. 

(1) In word-initial, the voiced consonants 6 ,  d, d, J and g are the realizations of the phonemes 
/p/, /t/, If/, /c/ and kl preceding a breathy vowel with low-level or low-falling pitch. 

(2) In other positions, the realization of the same phonemes is rendered regardless of pitch 
and vowel quality. Stems and suffixes are written together, and the assimilation of consonants is 
taken into account. I write, for example, phamoda, instead of phamo-ta, 'to the tutelary'; khaba, 
instead of kha-pa, 'to come'; meppa, instead of met-pa, 'to do wrongly', 'to commit (a sin)'. 

(3) The palatal nasal phone, a coalescence of In/ and /y/, is rendered by f i .  
(4) c and J are pronounced as [ts] and [ds]; cy, chy, Jy and sy as [tjj], [tlhj], [d3j] and [jj], 

respectively. 
(5) and d are retroflex. 
(6) Vowel with a colon (a: ,  e:, i:, etc.) = long vowel. 
(7) Lexical pitch contours are marked as follows: a, 6, i, etc. = high-falling with a tense vowel; 

a, k ,  i, etc. = mid-falling with a breathy vowel; a, g ,  i, etc. = low-level with a breathy vowel; 
the high-level pitch with a tense vowel is unmarked. Most suffixes have no pitches of their own. 
In words with two or more syllables, the syllables each having their own pitches are separated 
by a full stop, thus lo.sa, 'new year'. In compound absolutives and other forms in which the 
pitch of the first syllable supplants the lexical pitch of the second syllable, the latter pitch is 
unmarked. Prosodic features and possible influences of the musical perfomance on pitch are 
not rendered. 

Tibetan is transliterated according to the Pelliot system.' The transliteration of Nepali follows 
the method by R. L. Turner (1965) and respects forms prevalent in "popular" colloquial N e ~ a l i . ~  
With few exceptions, the pronunciation of Nepali by illiterate native speakers of Tmang is not 
rendered. I thus spell mai (mai), instead of mai or rncii, for 'mother goddess'. 

In names of castes and ethnic groups, the plural -S is omitted, except for Anglicized forms. 
I thus write "the Tamang", instead of "the Tamangs", but "the Tibetans" and "the Brahmins". 
Names of ethnic groups are given in broad transcription, thus "Chepang", instead of "CepMg", 
etc. 

7 Exception: the letter "sha" is rendered by S, instead of c. 
8 The i and li are rendered in Hindi and Sanskrit. but not in Nepali words. Differing from Turner. the 

distinction between tadhhava and semi-tatsama in Sanskrit loan words is neglected when quoting from 
Nepali, and the letter "vak8r" is always transliterated by M) or h in Nepali words while is reserved 
for Hindi and Sanskrit. 
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INTRODUCTORY 





THE BQMBO: HIS R W  AND INSlrnmON 

I. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS 
AND RITUAL TECHNIQUES 

l. The bgmbo: his role and institution 

Who is the bqmbo? 

If one is to try to describe an abstract role-type as resulting from a conspectus of the cimilmtier 
and discrepancies in the attitudes of individrurl w b o b  in both on-~lagr and off-me sit-. 
The Bombo may be said to represent 

- a healer who claims to be obliged to act for the g d  of the clients, r "umpnl of the 
gods", "who could not help becoming a bynbo" (S. 8.101); 
- a virtuoso of magic through word, sound and by vinuc of divine inspintion; 
- a heroic fighter and artful tactician; 
- a marginal specialist: a self-assertive esoteric as an individual, and the bearer of a 
subculrural, heterogeneous tradition as a performer; who as 
- an ecstatic escapes ultimate control and tends to be unpredictable, not knst b u b c  he 
deals with what is evil, impure or "liminal" between life and death, human and divine; 
who as 
- an artist with his reams of verses tends to be entravaganl. somclimes to the extent W 
the religious healer in him becomes questioned by the poet and entatainec and who 
tends to be seen as 
- an ambiguous specialist, admired rather than revered, respected rather than uncondr- 
tionally trusted. 

This is not to mystify the b m b o  (who is neither a holy man nor a mad saint. indttrl) or 
to overemphasize that component which Max Weber would have called awserulltiiglich in his 
imago of a charismatic person. Rather, it is to adumbrate one rathtr covert, but ncvenhclcss 
specific, momentum in the client's encounter with the bmbo.  This consists in che fact !hat for 
the layman, the oxymoronic facets in the bmbo's rok type: 

- the boisterous bonhomie of a ruffian versus the dignified reservedntss of a priest; 
- the spontaneity of an artist versus the elusiveness of an introverted person: 
- the simple kinsman and fellow-villager versus the eccentric; 
- the ralher flat routine of a professional versus the resourceful wit of a droll sophis1 
who can hit the mark by giving the banal a surprising "medical" twist or by banalizing 
the "supernatural"; 
- the ultimately unappealabte authoritativeness of the one who knows vemus rht ultimale 
indeterminacy in the "dialogic" pluralism of the one who knows only that the secrets of 
his profession remain secret even to himself; etc. 

defy neat summary gr synthesis, and often create, instead. situations in which the double-bind 
and double-take prevail (cf. pp. 40f.. 2211. 282. 300-3041. 
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"bombo", "bon-po", &'jhikriW 

Despite the etymology MT bombo c Tib. bon-po, the Tamang bombo's tradition has no ties 
at all with the so-called "organized Bon religion" of the Tibetans.' Rather, it is part of an 
inter-regional sharnanic tradition-complex the existence of which has been documented among 
various ethnic groups and (mainly lower) Hindu castes in the hill zones of Nepal, in a belt 
reaching from Darjeeling and the Kiriti groups in Eastern Nepal to the J?ij?irkot area of Far 
Western N e ~ a l . ~  The complex seems to be of relatively recent origin. Its different local variants 
have obviously evolved from older tribal or regional traditions and also drawn on high-religions; 
impulses from Shaiva asceticism, in particular, appear to have played some part in its formation. 
Its specialist is often referred to as jhdkri - a Nepali word used by the Tamang themselves as a 
synonym of bornb0.j Roughly defined, the jGkri is a "shaman", i.e., a socially recognized ritual 
specialist whose main task is curing the sick; he is claimed to be capable of controlling and/or 
producing paranormal experience - visions, possession, etc. - allowing for a privileged, direct 
contact with occult forces and beings; he acts by virtue of his divine calling, and thanks to his 
training is guided by a professional ethos which obliges him to neutralize the evil to the benefit 
of  other^.^ 

The Tamang bombo - invariably a male person - is such a shamanic healer. He is expected 
to be competent for both humans and cattle, and skilled in both medical and ritual methods of 
preventing and treating dysfunctions of "natural" and "supernatural" etiology. Medical methods 
include recording the anamnesis and examining the symptoms by pulse-feeling, etc., and the 
use of drugs of herbal and mineral origin along with dietary  prescription^.^ Ritual methods 
are employed in order to gain confirmation of a diagnosis or as a means of therapy in case a 
"supernatural" etiology is involved. Skill in the latter methods presupposes the mastery of the 
recitation of texts of varying length and complexity. 

The bombo is independent of any organization and has no function to fulfil1 in communal 
rituals. His clients are individuals whom he treats at their homes. The bombo-client relationship 
tends to be hereditary, and a son may be served by the son or the disciple of that bombo who 
served his father's family already. Yet the client is free to seek the help of any other bombo 
whom he expects to be better qualified for the treatment of a particular trouble. Ideally, no 
bombo should refuse treatment to any patient or claim more than the customary h~norarium.~ 

I For a recent discussion of the etymology and present meaning of the terms hon-po and dhon-po cf. 
Ramble 1987: 224. 239 f. 

2 Suffice it to refer to the contributions in Hitchcock and Jones 1976. Cf. also, e.g., Macdonald 1975: 
1 13- 128 (general), Sagant 1973, 1988 (Limbu), Fournier 1976 (Sunuwar), Miller 1979 (Central Nepal), 
de Sales 1985. 1989. 1991 and Oppitz 1981 (Kham Magar), and Maskarinec 1990 (Jajsrko!). - For a 
critical appraisal of the literature on the Nepal Himalayas S. Maskarinec 1990: 315 ff. 

3 jhzkri < jho'kro, 'hair allowed to grow long and left uncombed' (Turner 1965: 231), with reference to 
the 'long hairlock' of the jhzkri, S. also pp. 69-71. 

4 This ad hoc-definition owes much to Reinhard (1976: 16), Miller 1979 and Macdonald (1976). The 
latter, writing on the jha'kri of the Darjeeling area, also emphasizes his function as an "interpreter of 
the world". What de Sales (1991: 210) states with regard to the professional ethos of the Kham Magar 
shaman, also applies to the Tamang bombo's case: "Le chamane est le serviteur de sa vocation plus 
que des hommes qu'il est appelk a gukrir." - On the problem of terminology ("shaman". etc.) S. also 
Lewis 1986: 78 H. 

5 On Western Tamang nosology and experience of illness in general cf. Heller 1985. - The medical- 
anthropological aspects of Eastern ~ a ~ a n ~  shamanism are discussed by Peters ( 1981 ) and Weisbecker 
(1978). 

6 The rate at that time (1971-1972) was six to nine Nepalese rupies for a full-scale seance. (For the 
sum of Rs. 9, one could purchase a full grown hen, or two and a half kg of goat meat, or engage 
an agricultural labourer for one and a half day). Well-to-do clients may pay more, but they are not 
expected to do so. As a rule, no honorarium is claimed for consultation and interventions of short 
duration (treatment of wounds, exorcism by a mantra, etc). What makes the ritual a rather costly 
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The major rituals of the b m b o ,  all performed as nightlong dances, include the following: (a) 
nqpa  kydmba, intervention in the case of an acute illness of "supernatural" causation; (b) dfm 
kydmba (lit. 'to repair the house'). the consecration of a new house, or the renewal of such a 
consecration in case of some chronic disease or ill-luck; (c) cen syarba, periodic ritual to placate 
a cen fairy troubling a woman (S. pp. 53-54); (d) kdla cyolba, placing an infant under the special 
protection of a mother goddess; and (e) periodic worship of the bombo's own tutelaries. 

Lama, Iambu and bombo 

Since the relationship between the three major ritual specialists in Western Tamang society has 
been subject of a detailed and highly stimulating analysis by Holmberg (1989, S. also Holmberg 
1980), a few comments may suffice here. The lama (lama) is the priest of the Old Sect of 
Tibetan Buddhism which is the "official confession" of the Tamang, while the Iimbu may be 
roughly classified as a non-ecstatic specialist whose main tasks are to exorcize a particular 
group of spirits and - in some places also - to worship the divinities of the village territory.' As 
Holmberg (1989: 222 f.) points out, 

''The field is not closed into a coherent and tensionless order. What emerges through an overview 
of Tamang symbology is not consistent order but the juxtaposition of contrary orders. The ritual 
triad [...l takes shape in several different ways. Lamas oppose themselves to both Iambus and 
bombos as the ones who have unique access to final truth and authority; they often say Iambus and 
bombos 'lie'. In another context, lamas and bombos ally themselves in opposition to the lambu, 
who by his own hands kills [the sacrificial In yet another configuration, [...l the lama and 
the lambu conjoin in the determination of social and cosmic order. A final, totalizing picture of 
Tamang religion never takes form [but still] Tamang exegesis, like anthropological exegesis, also 
demands narrative closure, and [...l Tamang revert to glosses. They bring an overarching closure 
to their ritual polarities by according the lamaic an encompassing position." 

This encompassing position emerges clearly from the myth9 of Urgyen Pe:ma's alias 
Padmasarhbhava's victory over the First Bombo, Dunsur Bon: Dunsur is the First, but at the 
same time also the "False", Shaman because he arrogates the lama's privilege of performing 
death rituals and, still worse, because he also kills (instead of healing) the living. He is not 
simply defeated, but extinguished and turned into an evil being. The founder of the present day 
shamanism is Urgyen Pe:ma who establishes or re-establishes the division of labour between 
lama and bombo (the l h b u  is not mentioned in any version of the myth recorded by me). It is 
Urgyen Pe:ma's ally, the "good" or "normal" shaman NW, who continues the bombo's tradition. 
The story presents shamanism as a tradition with a "broken" line of transmittance, a tradition 
that required reform or restoration by the lama. Inasmuch as Urgyen Pe:ma is not only The 
Lama, but also The Creator of the world of humans and the "Establisher" of rites and customs 
(cf. section 20.), the reform also means integration into Creation. And yet, this integration must 

affair for the client, are his own expenses, especially when a he-goat or, seldom, a he-buffalo must 
be bought for sacrifice. Thus. for two full-scale seances during the period from September 1970 to 
September 1971, Phurba spent a total of 14 Nepalese rupies for the honorarium and nearly about 10 
percent of the cereals harvested and purchased for consumption by his household within the same 
period: a total of about 130-140 kg of paddy, millet and maize was needed for beer and brandy, for 
the dough-figures (rormo) on the altar, for meals for the bombo and the lay-helpers, and for four 
chickens. 

7 The spirits exorcized by the lambu are Wonden-Wonsya, cf. pp. 190 ff. On the Ihbu ' s  association with 
the cult of the divinities of the village area S. Hofer 1981 : 26 ff. On these divinities (syibda-nP:da) cf. 
pp. 124- 125 below. 

8 A lama is not supposed to kill at all, and he must even refrain from ploughing lest he does harm to 
worms and insects. A bombo is not supposed to kill the sacrificial animal in his own rituals, but is 
free to slaughter animals for meat. 

9 Cf. Appendix 11 and sections 1 10.-111. of our text. 
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be confirmed precisely by reference to the original transgression and its redress: virtually, no 
ritual act can be effective without the officiating bombo reciting, or at least referring to, the 
myth. Thus, Dunsur's failure is likely to be apprehended as a kind of "original failure" inherent 
in the bombo's institution. 

I presume that the Tibetan term bon-po was once, in a sense, imposed on the Tamang shaman 
by the lamas in order to associate him with "pagan" or "heretic". Yet, as to the present situation, 
the bombo may be said to represent an "accommodated" heterodoxy, rather than to bear the 
stigma of heresy. The usual way in which informants seek to determine the status quo is to 
circumscribe a kind of hierarchic complementarity in the "division of labour" between the lama 
and the bombo. Thus, they point out that the bombo "is concerned with life only", that is, 
with health, rather than with what comes after death: salvation. They stress that performing the 
mortuary rituals, even for a deceased bombo, constitutes the exclusive domain of the lama; or 
that when the patient dies amidst the curing ritual, the bombo is to interrupt his performance 
and leave the place immediately; or yet again that when a bombo dies his long hairlock and - 
in case he has no son or disciple - also his drum must be handed over to the lama as a gesture 
of respect. The latent reproach of heterodoxy can be voiced by laymen and lama infoimants 
in referring to the eclecticism of the bombo who, possessing "no book", "has stolen from both 
the lama and the Brahmin". His "bricolage" with elements tom out of their sanction-controlled 
original context and re-assembled in what is likely to appear, here and there, as mere artifice,I0 is 
also adduced as an additional evidence for the bombo's rather bizarre and potentially dangerous 
individualism. His pastiche is in turn also interpreted as the effort of a parvenu to legitimate his 
office after "having successively superseded the lama" as a healer in the recent past. 

Let us add that such ideological reserves contrast with the de-facto situation. Most households 
are regularly served by the bombo, and even lamas can consult the bombo or occasionally 
cooperate with him." In the fieldwork area at least, the bombo's "popularity" has obviously 
been furthered precisely by the weakness of lamaism which has so far not been invigorated by 
any reformist impetus and lacks the economic basis to cultivate a degree of learning that could 
provide the lamas with more interpretative authority as an ethnic Clite. The average Tamang has 
indeed little alternative to the bombo as a healer; and he prefers the latter to the lama in many 
situations in which consideration of individual factors in the family background or some rather 
unusual or even "experimental" methods are hoped to lead to a solution. This is so because the 
open and private character of his institution enables the bombo to react to cultural change by 
updating and "actualizing" the frame of reference of his own interpretations in such a way that 
what tends to assert itself "monologically" as an ethnic or local or even confessional context 
of tradition becomes interconnected with wider cultural contexts predominant at the regional or 
national level. His tradition is not the result of a dialogue with other traditions, but this dialogue 
itself. It is he - not the lama nor the lambu - who takes along his Tamang clients to Hindu 
places of pilgrimage, who establishes "correspondences" between the "Tamang" mamo and the 

10 As interviews and long-term observation of the bombo-client relationship show, different people may 
take different stances towards the bombo: sneering, skepticism, uninquiring tolerance or trust: educated 
males and ex-soldiers are openly critical, while the "believers" abound among women. The women's 
reliance is chiefly conditioned by the bombo being the specialist per se for problems with fertility 
and for the protection of children. - Conspicuously, 1 never heard adults imitating the lamas "just for 
fun" (even though individual lamas may exhibit scandalous behaviour when officiating in a drunken 
state), but quite often witnessed them parodying the bombo's characteristic demeanour, his whistles, 
his shrieky voice and nasal intonation while chanting. 

I I On one occasion, the nocturnal sCance for the consecration of a new house was opened by the lama 
reciting a short text and giving the bombo a hand-written charm to be used by the latter in a particular 
exorcism. The lama intervened only because the client wished him to do so. 
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"Newar" mother goddess, and who extends the route of his ritual journey to the places where 
until recently young Tamang were recruited to the British and Indian armies 1 2 . . .  

Exorcizing a specifically "Tamang" group of spirits, and - in some places also - worshipping 
the divinities of the village territory,I3 the ldmbu may be said to represent the most "ethnic" and 
"local" ritual specialist. There is a general tendency to see in him a kind of priest "of minor 
orders", who has for some reasons been debarred from becoming a b o m b  (cf. below). Bombo 
informants in particular stress that the lambu is not qualified for more than a "mere muttering 
of mantras"; that he acts without the guidance of divine inspiration, has a limited repertory of 
texts, and no ritual paraphernalia of his own. Asked to specify what distinguishes the lambu 
from the bombo, LCksare Bombo mentioned as the foremost criterion the following: "Both the 
lambu and the bombo have an ayo, but only the b o m b  has a phamo". 

'I'utelaries and ancestors 

For want of a better term, one may render ayoI4 by 'charisma'. It is a "quality" which a 
man inherits from his agnatic or, less often, uterine ancestors, such as from his father, or from 
his mother's father, respectively. The individual charisma of a bombo ultimately emanates from 
one of the Four Primordial Bombos ( h ~ n  syi:) each of whom is associated with an "altar" 
(hrange) in one of the four corners of the universe. From there it transmitted itself to the 
mythical successors of the primordial bombos and finally to the human ancestors. The line of 
ayo-inheritance is reduced to a line of succession of bombos and conceived of as a spiritual 
descent line with the mythical, deified bombos at its apex and including all human ancestors 
in whom the charisma manifested itself actively, i.e., all ancestors who were initiated bombos. 
The divine founders at the apex of such descent lines are the tutelaries, phamo15, of the human 
bombos; while all initiated bombos among the human ancestors of an individual b o m b  are 
invoked as helpers of their descendant whenever he is officiating. Such bomb-ancestors are 
referred to as gyuppa mPme, approx. 'lineage forefathers'. 

12 One may add as an anecdotic detail that Leksare Bombo readily accepted and used the stethoscope 
my colleague. the physician Gerhard Heller, gave him so that he could diagnose pneumonia and 
tuberculosis of the lungs. which are not part of traditional Tamang nosology. 

13 In the fieldwork area, there is a partial congruence of the oftices of the lambu and the village headman 
(who is always a descendant of the first settlers. and whose political function is now defunct). In 
some places, the divinities of the village territory (or village soil) are worshipped by the lambu 
on behalf of the village headman (N. mrrkhiyd), in some other places by the headman himself, and 
in one place by the headman who is also a I h b u  and a bombo. at the same time. - Informants 
cited a formula that "summarizes" the trinity of the ritual specialists, namely "chyegu. lungu, !ul,qu" 
for 'lama', 'hpmbo' and 'village headman'l'lamhu', respectively. The literal meaning of the terms 
was approximately rendered by 'religion (N. dharma)'. 'mantra', and 'saint', respectively. (The 
terminology has obviously been adopted from the Buddhist doctrine of the Three Bodies, that is, 
chyegu < Tib. Fhos-sku, 'religion-body'; Iirngrt < Tib. loils-sku. 'enjoyment-body'; and !ulgu < Tib. 
spr-111-sku. 'emanation-body'). 

14 Informants rendered the approximate literal meaning by 'will-power' or 'life-energy'; hence a-YO '? < 
Skt. ayu!~ > Zaniun a-yii = Tib. che, 'life'. 'life-time' (Haarh 1968: 13. 43). 

15 phumo seems to be etymologically related to Tib. pha-ma. 'parents', or to Tib. pha. 'father'. also "the 
founder of a lineage" (Aris 1975: 59). 
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The "four altars" constitute the very locus and origin of what is called gylilam, namely the 
ritual methods and text repertories that are - ideally at least - specific to each spiritual lineage. 
These altars are represented as being the "noumenal" equivalents, rather than just prototypes, 
of the altars as used by the bombos in our time. The latter "just" symbolize what the former 
are. On the one hand, all those beings which the bombo, here and now, gathers and deals with 
in his altar, were once gathered and dealt with in the primordial altar; on the other hand, the 
bombo cannot deal with these beings without "making" his altar temporarily identical with the 
primordial one (S. also pp. 30-31, 58-64). 

All this is a model. In practice, there is some confusion about the identity of the Four 
Primordial Bombos and their mythical successors.'6 Also, while these divine founders are 
apostrophized as the tutelaries of the individual lineages that issued from them, a human bombo 
can have virtually anyone of them as his personal tutelary,'' regardless of his membership in 
such and such a spiritual lineage (cf. below). Furthermore, the distinction between phamo and 
gylippa mPme tends to be blurred in that phamo also serves as an honorary term of address for 
the lineage forefathers and divinities other than one's own phamo (S. 8.89 note, p. 88). Again, 
some bombos have either more than one phamo or a special tutelary1* who does not fit into 
the category of the mythical founders; and, finally, no bombo informant appears to be able to 
trace his descent with precision and identify any of his bombo forefathers beyond the fourth 
ascending generation.I9 

16 The names of the four primordial bombos vary, or the informants give more than four names. For 
example, according to Chyamba Bombo, Naru Bon (cf. pp. 335 ff.) is both the guru of the four and 
one of them; thus: Naru Bon, Jy@sonam Bon, Nup Baldin Bon and Dol Bon. After some hesitation. 
Chyamba added Syelgar Bon as a further name. Another list has Jy@sonam Bon, Nup BBldin Bon. 
Loyurun Bon, Syaryurun Bon and Naru Bon, wherein the first four names seem to be associated with 
the four corners (north, west, south, east, respectively). Cf. also the names in our text in 8.93. 

17 Translated literally, gylippa phamo means 'lineage tutelary'. Informants said, however, that in the 
context in question, the expression referred to 'all personal tutelaries of all bombo-forefathers of the 
officiating bombo' (cf. 78.636 note). 

18 Thus, Chyamba Bombo has had Naru Bon as his "first" phamo revealed with the help of his guru; 
later he "inherited" from his uterine kin (over his maternal grandfather) Nup Baldin Bon as a "second" 
phamo; finally the spirit of a mad lama revealed itself in a vision as his "third" phamo. (The mad 
lama is possibly an incarnation of Lemba Gara Dliba,cf. pp. 109-1 10, 19.176 note). 

19 The name tends to survive when the ancestor has been renowned for some spectacular events in his 
life-history: a miracle, premature death. horrible illness or tragic accident, deviant bchaviour, etc. 
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The spiritual descent line is referred to as cdwa or kdwa20 or gyuppa, and the etymological 
meaning of these terms is 'root', 'pillar' and 'line of succession/descent group', respectively. 
The syllable gyu- in Tamang gyuppa and gyulam is related to the Tibetan word brgyud which is 
also used in the sense of 'spiritual lineage', 'line of succession of gurus', 'line of transmission'. 
Thus in Tibetan Buddhism, the power (dban) to be conferred on a disciple in the initiation 
ceremony so that he can read certain texts and practise meditation, is obtained by the gum 
from his line of transmission (hla-hrgyud) which issues from a divinity.*' Similarly, among the 
Vaishnavite ascetics, the lines of transmission in which the unique initiatory mantra is passed 
on by the guru to the disciple form "segmentary spiritual lineages" in that the followers affiliate 
themselves by pupillary succession to the founder of the sect - and ultimately to the sects's 
tutelary divinity who once divulged the mantra.22 In contrast to these highcultural examples in 
which such "segmentary spiritual lineages" perpetuate themselves by initiation rather than by 
sexual reproduction, the Tamang concept of gyuppa rests on real kinship: its backbone is not 
the succession of gurus as transmitters of a doctrine or an initiatory mantra, but the succession 
of ancestors as transmitters of the charismatic dyo. In short, due to the charisma inherent in his 
own patriline or in the patriline of his mother, every male descendant of a b m b o  is a potential 
bombo, or at least a potential I h b u ,  and is obliged to try his best to become a b m b o  when he 
happens to "get sick with ayo" (ayo neppa). There is only one, statistically rather exceptional. 
type of bombo who is independent of the constraints of descent: the one with a "self-produced" 
charisma, ayo r a n ~ y i n ~ ~  - in contrast to ayo gyuppa, "having an inherited charisma". 

Becoming a bombo 

The "shamanic illness" as a sign of divine calling is also circumscribed by "getting sick 
with a phamo" @hamo neppa). As already mentioned, this does not imply that the candidate 
automatically inherits the tutelary of his father24 or father's father or yet again of one of the last 
bombos among his forefathers, nor that he automatically inherits the tutelary of his guru. Rather, 
the candidate must find his own personal tutelary who can be virtually anyone within the category 
of the mythical founders grouped under (1) and (2) in our figure above. This "freedom" may also 
be interpreted as an expression or even guarantee of the bomb ' s  individuality counterbalancing 
the "facticity" in the automatism with which he inherits the dyo from his ancestors ... 

Before opening the inquiry, the guru has to ascertain that the illness is a shamanic one. 
Biographical accounts show that sometimes a person has been mistaken for, and treated as, a 
"normal" patient for years - until he proves to be a candidate25 "called by the gods" in that 
he suddenly starts shivering or trembling all over his body. Searching for the tutelary @ham 

20 cawa < Tib. rca-ba, 'root', as in Tib. rca-ha'i bla-mu, the 'root-lama' = a teacher of esoteric wisdom 
and extraordinary powers; kansa < Tib. h - h a ,  'pillar', also with metaphoric and symbolic connotations 
(cf. Stein 1962: 170 f., and Tucci 1970: 209-210). 

21 Stein 1962: 146-148. Cf. also Kvaerne 1973a: 19-22 ff., Aris 1980: 149 f. - Tib. hrgvud. 'lineage', 
'race'. 'descendants'; and rgyud-pa/ brgyud-pa, 'the one who transmits knowledge (spiritual teacher)' 
(Jaschke 1949: 1 12. 124). 

22 Burghan 1983: 649-650; also Burghart 1978: 125 f. 
23 raiisyin < Tib. ran-hvun. 'self-created'. (Tib. rail-hz'in-gyis, 'by itself, appears less probable as an 

etymon). 
24 It is even considered dangerous for a father and son to share the same tutelary. The father of Lkksare 

Bombo had to stop officiating forever soon after it was revealed that his son and pupil had the same 
phamo as he himself. 

25 There is no terminological distinction between 'candidate' and 'adept'. When a person regularly 
consults and assists a bombo. he is referred to as celo or Sisva. Nepali terms meaning 'pupil'. Once 
his tutelary has been determined. the adept refers to himself. in the ritual language. as kdwai lqnchya, 
approximately 'the young descendant of the spiritual lineage' (from lqnchya, 'child', 'youngster'). 
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salha) is a divinatory procedure: the guru recites the names of potential tutelaries, above all 
those of the Four Primordial Bons, repeatedly and expects the candidate to tremble on hearing 
the name of the one who will be his personal tutelary. The latter can also reveal himself to 
the candidate and/or the guru in a vision or a dream. In either case, the result is to be verified 
by test-recitations, on the one hand, and inquiries that deepen the anamnesis in exploring the 
shamanic pedigree of the candidate and in interpreting his calling experience, on the other. The 
formal initiation culminates in two acts. First, the guru must ensure that the divine being which 
has caused the shamanic illness ceases to act as a harmful agent (noccyen) and assumes the role 
of a personal tutelary (phamo). This is done by recovering the adept's soul from the tutelary 
and by promising the latter a regular worship. The ordination proper consists in "applying the 
tutelary" @ham0 kalba) - a metaphor for the ritual in which the guru touches the novice's 
forehead and shoulders with a jug (humba) containing holy water and pours over his head rice 
grains imbibed with life-power (che:, cf. pp. 246 ff.). Not only does the guru bestow a tutelary 
on the adept, he is also to equip him. The drum and other ritual paraphernalia, such as the 
rosaries or the long ceremonial robe, etc., are - symbolically at least - provided by the guru on 
condition that the adept bears the prime costs.26 

Resistance to divine calling is likely to entail divine punishment in the form of catastrophes 
and chronic illnesses; so in case the quest for the tutelary fails to produce any reliable result, 
the candidate is expected to specialize in the work of a I h b u  at least. 

Most bombos I knew were trained and initiated by their fathers or a close agnate, such as 
father's real or classificatory brother. In case there is no bombo among his agnates, or in case 
some revelatory experience or personal attachment directs him to do so, the candidate can choose 
a guru among other bombos. In any case, if the candidate turns out to have the same tutelary 
as his guru, the latter is not allowed to perform the initiation; for this task a second guru must 
be employed. Furthermore, few bombos, especially among the "self-produced" ones, claim to 
have been taught and initiated "by themselves" in receiving instructions from their tutelaries and 
other divine gurus directly. 

Once established, the guru-adept relationship tends to be hereditary ... until it is interrupted 
temporarily or forever (a) by a vacancy in the succession of bombos among the guru's or the 
pupil's linear descendants, or (b) by a candidate preferring, for personal reasons, another guru. 
To give an example: 

clan l clan 2 

A was the guru of  his son, B, and of C and E (belonging to the same local segment of clan 2, C and E are 
classificatory brothers). E was for many years an adept-a~sistant of A and refers now both to A and A's son 
B as his "guru fathers". Following the death of A, it was C (initiated by that time) with whose help E could 

26 Some prices noted in 1974 were as follows: Rs. 70 for a drum, Rs. 5 0  for a wooden ritual dagger. Rs. 
250-380 for a chain with bells and two rosaries. In the same year, the total expenses for the initiation. 
including the he-goat (Rs. 70-80) for a feast to be given to relatives and village notables, were said to 
amount to about 500 Nepalese rupies, that is. round about twice the average annual cash income of a 
household in the village where 1 worked at that time. - Since most bombos refrain (for professional 
reasons, as it seems) from enrolling in the Indian army or from seeking salaried jobs in development 
projects and urban centres, the bulk of their cash income comes from the clients. The rather precarious 
economic conditions in which some bombos live are often explained as a result of their carelessness 
and lack of time. Some others have reportedly benefited from the generosity of grateful clients and 
were able to acquire some land cheaply or even as a donation. No bomb0 in the fieldwork area had 
the reputation of being wealthy, however. 
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finally find his tutelary, but it was B who performed E's initiation. C also died in the meantime, and his 
ritual paraphernalia are now kept and used by B "in order 10 maintain the relationship with C's tutelary". 
The paraphernalia are to be handed over to his son, D. should the latter show any sign of calling; in this 
case, D would ask B to become his guru father. D is over forty, father of three sons, literate, committed to 
farming and family, and seems to be little concerned with his father's legacy as a bomb. F, by contrast. 
regularly assists his father. 

The guru-adept relationship lacks an elaborate etiquette; on the whole, it is one of solidarity 
and mutual assistance among those "who could not help becoming bqmbos", rather than one of 
unilateral veneration implying the unconditional compliance with a holder of divine wisdom. It 
should be stressed that the solidarity does not extend beyond this relationship, as is also shown 
by the absence of any "confratemity" or other type of association organizing the bmbos as 
members of a corporate A fellow-bombo is always a potential rival. This comes to the 
fore in conversations which almost inevitably turn to relating some episode to insinuate that the 
achievement of a certain colleague is not much to boast of, and in accounts of a "magical fight" 
between hmbos, which end by cutting off the long hairlock of the adversary or making his 
drum burst. 

27 The contrary is true of the Kham Magar shamans who "sont mernbres d'une association 2 I'inttrieur 
de laquelle les relations sont pkcisement institutionnalisees. I...] pour le temps du rituel, la societe 
des chamanes, englobke par la communaute des gens ordinaires. offre en miroir aux villageois une 
image exemplaire" (de Sales 1991 : 82 ff.: cf. also de Sales 1989: 108-1 1 1 H.). 



RITUAL TECHNIQUES 

2. Some ritual techniques of the bombo: a glossary 

"Fixing" 

What the bombo is and does is claimed to derive its raison d'etre from acts of mythical 
"proto-institutionalization"' called 
&mh ta:ba. The expression is etymologically related to Tib. darn-la 'dogs-pa, 'to bind by 

an oath', often used with reference to the act by which Padmasarhbhava obliged the subdued 
demons of the pre-Buddhist pantheon to become guardians of the Faith and the country of Tibet. 
In Tamang ritual texts, darnla ra:ba occurs with the meaning 'to fix by magic', i.e., to establish 
something or somebody in a function, role or position by means of the coercive power of an 
utterance, such as a mantra or another kind of self-fulfilling asseveration. Its coercive nature 
derives from the superhuman authority of the one who first emitted it. Thus, in the creation myth 
Urgyen Pe:ma "magically fixes the sun as sun, ... the gods as gods, ... the humans as humans", 
etc.; elsewhere he emerges as the one who established such and such a ritual.= Every ritual 
of the bombo is claimed to be made possible and efficacious by being referred - explicitly or 
implicitly - to the original instit~tionalization.~ 

Ecstasy 

Virtually, anybody can have some kind of paranormal experience. What distinguishes the 
bombo from other specialists and the laymen is the charismatic professional skill with which he 
generates, exploits and controls such an experience. The ecstatic character of his ritual techniques 
may be said to manifest itself in two main procedures: in a specific kind of divination in which 
he relies on an "inner perception" of the numinous, and a specific kind of "promiscuity" as 
shown by the voluntary assimilation of his own identity to the identity of others. 

salba, 'to search' (in one's pocket, inside a sack), 'to clarify', 'to find out' (a cause, etc.), is 
the verb employed in the enumerations of - virtually all - possible causes of a trouble andlor 
possible means of its remedy. The enumeration can be recited aloud or uttered mentally while 
pondering with the help of the bombo's "wisdom" (thudam); it can also be produced passively in 
that a certain choice of causes andlor remedies "appears" in the bombo's vision (rnisal, gbnsal). 
The result of these essentially divinatory procedures is 

pheba, 'to find' (a solution, a path), 'to arrive at' (a place, a decision), 'to gain access to', 'to 
get at' (something hidden or encumbered). The verb4 is used with reference to 'the finding of 
what is relevant' (as a cause, as a remedy) and 'the getting into close contact with a superhuman 
being' in its "abode". The pertinence of pheha is indicated by 

sirisin-kholkhol, a quivering which the bombo feels "inside his body, something like the 
sensation you have when urinating", as SR explained. This numinous signal can also manifest 
itself in a trembling or violent shaking, 

chydkpa, all over the body.-hen the bombo sits cross-legged, with his torso boundingh. 
his head nodding, his shoulders "fluttering", his knees spread apart and "flapped" against the 

1 In the sense of German Urstiftung. 
2 S. pp. 110ff. and pp. 257 ff., respectively. 
3 Cf. 17.152 note and 48.376 note. 
4 MT pheha < Tib. 'byed-pa @hye, etc.), 'to open/separate/choose/select/classify' (JBschke 1949: 398). 
5 chyekpa for "religious", especially shamanic, trembling, in contrast to dqrba which denotes "profane" 

trembling with fear or shivering with cold, 
6 Let us note in passing that in Tibet jumping (rebounding) up to two meters high with one's legs in a 

position which closely resembles the Tamang bombo's sitting cross-legged, is part of the meditative 
exercises of Old Sect novices (Dargyay 1978: 107). 
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ground - the shaking is reminiscent of the motion of a horse-rider. A quivering or shaking, often 
accompanied by a paroxysm of yawning, indicates that the b o m b  has been 'seized by the god', 
lajye cunha, from 

curiba, 'to grasp', 'to seize'. Such a seizure entails different degrees of intensity in the 
bombo's bodily contact with the superhuman, although no informant proved capable of providing 
a clear-cut classification. The most intense degrees are circumscribed by 

gon yuba which may be translated by 'to descend on to one's back' or 'to descend into one's 
body', the word gq meaning both 'back' and 'body'. Two types of such ecstatic contacts are 
worth mentioning: (a) when mounted by a superhuman agent, such a3 a tutelary divinity for 
example, the bombo's body becomes in a sense "enhanced" and transfused with divine power; 
and (b) by assuming the negative aspect of an evil or ambivalent superhuman agent, such as a 
spirit or a mother goddess for example, the bombo is capable of neutralizing and/or utilizing the 
fierce "criminal energy" inherent in the evilness in his fight against the same or some other evil 
or ambivalent being. 

This state of having a superhuman agent on one's back or in one's body only roughly 
corresponds to our notion of possession. In fact, the Tamang bqmbo seldom undergoes a full 
medial possession in which his identity would be wholly "supplanted" by the possessing agent, 
as is the case with the oracle where he claims to be a mere mouthpiece of the divinity (cf. 
pp. 221 ff.). The more frequent - and, as it seems, typical - state of ecstasy is attained by 
partially assuming the identity of the superhuman agent, a procedure which may be termed 
"ad-identification". This state implies an intense interaction which results in an interpenetration. 
rather than a fusion, of identities. Informants likened this relationship between the b o m b  and 
the superhuman to that between husband and wife. Indeed, the formula with which a divinity 
or spirit is summoned to "unite mouth, unite body with me, the bornbow, namely 

kha nolba, ii: nolba, is also used in common parlance to refer to the very implications of 
marital ties: intimate contact with one another's body and exposure to one another's bodily 
impurities.' The chiefly interactive character of ecstasy is best illustrated by another formula 
with which the bombo urges the divinity to cooperate, namely 

gyabna lidye khuriii, ribnna chya.jye terifii!, lit. 'let us go and carry (you) at the back on 
the back, let us go and toss (you) at the front with the hands!' 

OT l!: means (just as does MT go) both 'back' and 'body'; OT khurba means 'to carry forth', 
'to take along'; and MT tenba is 'to toss in the air', as one does affectionately with a little child. 
I presume that originally this expression depicted riding in a pickaback manner and referred to 
a state of possession. That is, the human medium carries the god possessing him and holds the 
latter's legs, resting on his hips, with his hands. The "tossing" with the hands "at the front" is 
produced automatically when the "canier" moves fast with his "rider". The same type of carrying 
a possessing god on one's hips or shoulders is mimed in a ritual observed by Gaborieau among 
Hindus in Western Nepal.# Tamang informants gave different interpretations. Thus, for SB, the 
image implied both, namely "carrying the god on one's back" and, at the same time, "tossing 
up and catching the god when it falls", while for Chyamba Bombo, the "tossing" alluded to 
the beating of the drum. In either case, the human partner is an active "mover" and "tosser". 
rather than a passive "carrier" dominated by the one he carries. The imagery may also apply to 
the bornbo's "riding" movement while shaking (S. above), and stress that both the divine rider 
and the human mount are involved in the activity of riding, as if inseparable from one another. 

7 kha nolba, lit. 'to joidmix mouth', can mean both: 'to speak with one voice', 'to be unanimous', 
or 'to partake of one another's left-overs of food'. In the wedding ceremonies, the act of making 
husband and wife eat from one single plate for the first time is called jura nolba (N. ju!ho rnisdunic); 
this implies the consumption of what has been polluted Gur-a) by the partner's saliva. 

H Gaborieau 1969: 38-39; 1976: 230. - MT gqri vuba is usually translated by N. dngmri rarhn~r which 
means literally 'to mount the body' or 'to climb on to the back' and may be seen as implying that 
the possessing agent sits astride on the back of the medium. 
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The Mmultivocality" of "tossing" - associable with different actions and different agents, such 
as the playful treatment of the divinity (tossed up like a baby) by the bombo; the beating of the 
drum by the bombo; or the rider's hands holding the bridle; etc. - even shows mount and rider 
coalesced to the extent of becoming nearly interchangeable. I would even go a step further and 
interpret "canying on the back, tossing at the front" not simply as a poetic periphrasis for the 
shaking us riding, but also as a clue to its effect on consciousness and to shamanic theophan~ 
in general: 

"For what else is the divinity but a certain trembling, a certain vertiginous intoxication?" 
Gell's (1980: 238) question concerns a dissociative experience of the self through what he calls 
"vertiginous play". This play, as manifest in the swinging/swaying/shaking/riding movements 
characteristic of ecstatic behaviour among the Muria Gond, is a "technique for the manipulation 
of consciousness and sensory-motor integration", resulting in the construction of a new self by 
attuning oneself to the rhythmicities which seem to originate in something other than an act of 
one's own will. The "body itself, in its semi-autonomous role as vibrating, shuddering entity 
that has been separated out, and divorced from, its normal place in consciousness [...l becomes 
a vehicle, a horse, and the rediscovery, across the trance-gap between intention and experience 
(between rider and horse) of its immanent rhythms, its inertial properties, its manipulability - 
the very discoveries we make when learning to ride a horse or a bicycle - is the vertiginous 
triumphs of the trance state and the origins of its religious signification" (Gell 1980: 234, 245, 
237, respectively). 

Precisely by its multipropositionality, the bombo's "carrying on the back, tossing at the front" 
proves to be an admirably imaginative key- top~s .~  Inscribed in it we find an explanation of 
shaking as a kind of archi-ecstatic technique, on the one hand, and of the specifically Tamang 
conceptualization of what this technique effects, on the other: the feed-back of vertiginous play 
which results in an "extension" of the shaking-oneself ("tossing") into a being-ridden ("carrying") 
in such a way that the shaker comes to experience himself as being part of both the mount and 
the rider, the human and the divine. 

The interpenetration of the two egos into which the shaker's identity has split up also appears 
to be conveyed by the hortative in the above-mentioned 

'let us go and carry (you), ... let us go and toss (you) ...' 
After all, the phrase is sylleptic, since it suggestsI0 that the bombo invites not only himself, 

but also the divinity to go, carry and toss. This sylleptic use of the hortative - frequently 
resorted to in other phrases, too - is one of the linguistic manifestations of what one may call 
the "conceptual zeugma"." The device of this "conceptual zeugma" is at work in several other 
parts of the recitation where the overlapping, merging or multiplying of subjects enhances the 
multipropositionality of the text. Take as an example the contextual treatment of the term mcli in 
the invocation of the mother goddesses (sections 1.-7.): that the term mdi "functions" at times 

9 As Nuckolls (1991: 58) points out. the current sociological and psychological interpretations tend to 
oversee that "possession is. after all, a phenomenon which usually expresses itself in language and 
which people interpret through explanation". It should be stressed, however, that in the present study. 
I propose to examine expressions relating to ecstasy as literary "facts", as elements of a traditional 
imagery that "describes" and "transports" cultural t.epresentations of such states or experiences, rather 
than as spontaneous utterances reflecting the psychic state of the one who actually uses them in 
recitation. On the problem of interpretation cf. also pp. 276-278. 

10 On the problem of interpretation cf. also p. 27gX. 
1 I One particularly illustrative example of this "conceptual zeugma" stems from another shamanic text 

where we have ekkai sath kheliu ncr hir! = 'let us make play together 0 hir! ' .  Here the use of 
the hortative khelau in addressing both the hir (goblin) and the bombo himself reveals a zeugmatic 
relationship inasmuch as, according to extra-textual evidence. it is the bomb0 who should make the 
hir "play", i.e., to compel the goblin to obey his will - and not the bombo plus the goblin make a third 
agent "play". There is a cooperation between two agents (subjects) one of  whom is simultaneously 
the object of the action. 
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as standing for The Mui (the sum total of all mdis), at times for just one of the several mdis; 
that She is (are) at the same time the cause of the whole trouble, the adversary and thc helper of 
the bombo; that She is treated now as separate from, now as part of the identity of the bqmbo - 
appears to express the very idea of "ad-identification" as the key-device of a specific ecstatic 
strategy pursued by the b m b o ,  the "keeper of metamorphoses"12. 

riargyal, lit. 'arrogance', is that excessive, tierce energy'bhich is simultaneously supplied 
externally by the tutelaries and/or by some tierce divinities to whom the bqmbo assimilate his 
identity, and generated inrernally above all by drumming, 

ria rappa, lit. 'to beat the drum', especially by beating the drum on its so-called "violent side" 
(S. pp. 68, 260). on the one hand, and by 

syaba. 'to dance', on the other. In certain ritual acts,l"he dance is a kind of "close c~mba t " . ' ~  
Transfused with nargyal and "mounted" by a fierce divinity, the dancer "stamps into the ground 
(nemha) the adversary whom he has stabbed with the handle of the drum and immobilized by 
the sound of the latter. In some instances, the adversary is identical with the one who has 
"mounted" the dancer - to the effect that the dance becomes a "playing together"16 with the 
adversary to be finally subdued. If dance and drumming have a controlling effect, this is due to 
their being controlled and ordered movements of the body. However, the bqrnbo may sometimes 
be overpowered by his own izcirgyal and 

myoba, lit. 'go mad'. He exhibits a ruthless, heroic fury which is claimed to make him 
unfeeling to pain or fatigue and even indifferent to taboos and other rules of what is considered 
normal, morally good human behaviour.17 

Ritual journey 

nrap denotes a periegetic enumeration of place names. Any ritual text, sharnanic and 
non-shamanic, can include such a joumey which follows a more or less ti xed itinerary, setting out 
from the site of the ritual and ending at that place which is believed to be the "abode" and/or 
"place of origin" of the superhuman addressee of the ritual. There is a difference, however. 
regarding the "distance" implied in one's dealing with the superhuman. As Sattalsyin L h b u  
commented, "the rirap is like a pilgrimage, one pays a visit (N.  darian) to the divinity: [but] 
once I, the Ilmbu, have reached the destination my work is over, whereas the bqmbo's is just 
to start". What his remark alludes to is the bombo's essentially ecstatic interaction presupposing 
a bodily contact, and even including a kind of urlio mysrica, with the superhuman. Chyarnba 
Bombo drove the point home in saying: "If the bqmbo is unable to 'gel at' @heha) the abode 
of the divinity he cannot be 'seized' (cunha) at all." 

As a rule, the enumeration starts from the bombo's altar erected in the client's house (S. 
pp. 59 f.) and moves, then, to the divinities "residing" in various parts of the house. the clan god 
of the head of the household, ... the divinities of the village territo ry,... to continue in regions 
beyond the client's village.18 Whether uninhabited (meadows, springs. lakes. caves. peaks, etc.) 

12 "Hiiter der Venvandlungen". as Elias Canetti calls the poet. 
13 Also referred to as Aoidub < Tib. diros-grub, 'the supernatural powers of a saint' (Jaschke 1949: 

474,cf. also 131). Skt. siddhi. - T. nargyal< Tib. no-rgval, lit. 'pride'. In the Tantric MahdcBla ritual, 
the priest achieves a mystic union with the divinity by "realizing the pride (no-rgval)" of the latter 
(Stabelein 1976: 367). 

14 In some instances. the dance can also be performed to please the superhuman. 
15 Cf. the dance of Dunsur Bon for "taming" the monster in the lake in 110.1068. 
16 On "playing" cf. pp. 73. 277 f. 
17 There exist numerous hearsay-accounts of the miraculous powers and odd or even scandalous 

behaviour some bombos exhibit in such a state. 
18 There is no clear indication of the qrap being conceived of as a "shamanic flight" or as a journey in 

the underworld. 
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or inhabited, the places mentioned in the rirap are treated as sites loaded with a numinous power 
which the traveller is to absorb. Usually, the bombo explains that he seeks support from the 
divinities of all these places to act as his helpers. (The enumeration in the final pan of the text, 
in section 112.. is an exception in that it serves the purpose of escorting the divinities back to 
their respective places). 

Sites of particular importance are: (a) Buddhist monuments, such as memorials (mdne) for 
persons of rank and wealth; shrines (gdmbo) of any size, ranging from simple village sanctuaries 
to temples and monasteries (the latter all situated outside the Western Tamang settlement area); 
(b) Hindu monuments, including local places of worship (N. thdn), stations on the route of 
travellers, especially pilgrims, such as inns and hostels (N. pdri, pauwd), and centres of divinely 
sanctioned political power, such as the King's Palace in KlthmiQdu. Equally loaded with 
numinous energy are (c) peaks and lakes in the high mountain areas, regarded as the abodes of, 
or even identical with, fierce divinities (ma:hon, dakpo); (d) furthermore springs and ponds, the 
sites of which are associated with a local epiphanic manifestation of Mahadew or the Goddess. 
The water of such lakes, springs or ponds is regarded as "holy water" (dupcyo) having a particular 
purifying power. 

The itinerariesI9 of all riraps in our text end "up in the North" in an area which includes, 
roughly speaking, the massifs of the Ganes Him21 and the ~ o s l i k u n d  Lekh, and parts of the 
Tibetan plateau behind these mountains.20 This area is often referred to as b<:y~l,~ '  approximately 
'mythic-mystic country', or lai yul, 'the country of the gods', or yet again nc:, 'the other world'. 
Here lie a number of places connected with the origin of Tamang society and religion in general, 
and Tamang shamanism in particular,22 such as Uiseme Gombo (Tib. c dBu'i bSam-yas, the 
famous Old Sect monastery in Central Tibet), the mythic site of Tamang ethno-genesis, from 
where the ancestors started migrating southwards; or the lake Cho Mamo, the site of the contest 
that resulted in the present division of labour between the bombo and the lama (S. pp. 19 ff.). It 
is also here in the country of the gods that the "four altars of the four primordial bombos" are 
located (S. p. 21-22). 

Evidently, the northward progression in the itinerary reverses the narrative chain of the myth; 
the rirap is a return into the myth. This is in keeping with the principle, relentlessly underscored 

19 Even ritual specialists know little about the location and hagiography of the further-away places. - 
The itineraries must have drawn on different sources. Free-lance trade trips (bamboo-cutting at higher 
elevations, salt-rice barter with Tibetans in the pre-World War I1 period), porterage, military service 
might have contributed as much information material to the religious geography as did Tamang 
Lamaism with its roots in Southern and Central Tibet. Another important source was, and still is. 
pilgrimage to mountain lakes and local springs regarded as particularly auspicious places for annual 
fairs (N. jdtrd) or individual initiation ceremonies for a bombo novice. ~ o s ~ i k u n d  is one of the most 
popular high-altitude places of pilgrimage (S. Macdonald 1975: 297-308 with useful references to the 
Indian and Tibetan framework). 

20 The enumeration of places in sections 99.-101., recited in Nepali, in which the mother goddesses are 
escorted in a southeastern direction back to their shrines in the Kathmandu Valley, was not classified 
as rirap by the informants. 

21 bq:yul < Tib. shas-yul, glossed by Aris (1980: 62-62) as a "concealed area in the high mountains 
awaiting the war that will cause the faithful to flee there, a paradise which will be revealed only when 
the right time comes", or (with reference to the specifically Bhutanese concept) as a "spiritual Arcadia 
where ideal geographical and human qualities together conspire to create perfect conditions for the 
religious life". As Macdonald (1989: 167) notes, many of the Tibetan enclaves in present-day political 
Nepal are regarded as shos-yul. - The Tibetan theme of "opening the doors of shas-yul when the right 
time comes" (Reinhard 1978: 17, 29) has been adapted to the Tamang bombo's effort to have access 
to the country of the gods: cf. t ~ p :  gpma pheha (30.247-248) the original meaning of which is 'to open 
the gates of the other world'. 

22 This is not the place to discuss the role of such itineraries "as an imagery mnemonic for the retention 
of mythological beliefs and other culturally relevant materials in a nonliterate society" (No11 1985: 
450). or that intense "realization of the inner meaning" of one's own culture. which the pilgrim is to 
achieve (Turner 1972: 221 f.). 
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by the informants, that no ritual can be effective without being referred to, and anchored in. 
the myth that founded it. Yet there is more. As can be inferred from both the text and the 
informants' comments, the journey also aims at identifying the altar as the very site of the holy 
places, especially those "up in the North". On the one hand, the bmbo travels to 'di.~xm' 
and 'get at' the 'divine abodes' in the mythic-mystic country; on the other hand, he makes his 
altar identical with these 'divine abodes'. The word for 'divine abode', namely lfgah, is also 
used as a synonym for 'altar' (hrange), and the divinity whom the hmbo wants to "encounter" 
(ndmdar) and influence is often expressly invited to come into the altar. Thus, one finds the 
pilgrim's itinerary - a movement from a familiar place to a far place, a "centre out then". and 
back to the familiar placez3 - compressed in the bmbo's rjrap into a double procedure through 
which the "centre" is approached from within and from without at the same time.24 

23 In Victor Turner's (1972: 21 3) formulation. 
24 Cf. also the "chant de voyage" of the Kham Magar shaman. As Anne de Sales (1985.1: 294 ff.. 308 

ff.) points out, the enumeration of places and names is a "double itinhire" in the sense that the 
movement in the geographical space is to particularize the journey in the mythical space: a brook is 
both an element of the landscape and an element associated with the underworld, the sphere of the 
dead. etc. 
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11. THE TEXT AND ITS TRANSLATION 

Texts and Tradition 

Tamang Tradition consists of different strands that are hierarchically ranked, and the 
informants' claims asserting its unity soon turn out to be raised with implicit reference to 
the apex of this hierarchy. 

Unlike the muddum/mundhum of the Kiriti groups,' Western Tamang has no single term 
for 'The Tradition' as a whole. The term pe:!him2 denotes the 'customary rules of behaviour' 
relating to clan exogamy, prestations, politeness and ritual, etc., while l ~ : ~  might be translated 
as 'tradition-sanctioned idiom'. Obviously cognate with the latter are the terms khPd.lu:, 'ritual 
language', khelu. 'the rules of (correct) recitation', and chye:lu," 'the rules of (correct) execution 
of ritual acts'. The Nepali bed, which ultimately derives from the Sanskrit word veda, is the 
most extensive term, but it is used for denoting the 'foundations' or 'source' of Tradition rather 
than Tradition itself as a corpus of texts, genres and codified customs. Not surprisingly, then, 
bed implies something written. Everybody claims that it exists as a book (or a group of books) 
in Tibetan script and in the lamas' possession, but nobody can say where it is kept and what 
it contains more e ~ a c t l y . ~  The reference to the bed is not only an assertion of the stability and 
coherence of the Tradition unalterably fixed in writing6 and equivalent in value to high-cultural 
traditions, such as Hinduism or Tibetan Buddhism; it is also an acknowledgement of the ultimate 
authority of (what is associated with) lamaic teaching as laid down precisely in those texts which 
are the most poorly understood ones.' As a concomitant of this hierarchy, the different strands 

1 As Martin Gaenszle states, the various ritual texts and ceremonial dialogues of the Mewahang Rai 
of Eastern Nepal are part of one Tradition, called muddum. This muddum constitutes "an independent 
reality", the locus of which lies beyond the individual member of the group; it is seen, therefore. as 
something which "transmits itself', rather than being transmitted by its bearers (Gaenszle 1989). 

2 < Tib. dpe, lit. 'model', 'example', + khrims, 'custom', 'law'. 
3 < Tib. lugs, lit. 'rite', 'method'. 'usage', 'custom'. 
4 < Tib. c'hos-lugs, 'ritual'. 
5 Among the various Tibetan blockprints and manuscripts kept by the lamas, which I could see, no 

one contained a codification of specifically Tamang customs. (I  am indebted to R. Kaschewsky and 
Geshe Pema Tsering for an identification of this material). Of course, these "books of the lamas" have 
to do with Western Tamang identity in the sense that they are used in rituals which are specifically 
Tamang, such as, above all, the death-feasts (gral). which constitute a veritablefait social total (Hiifer 
1978), and which, in Holmberg's formulation, provide "Buddhist paratexts" that "recreate a social 
world based on the restricted and reciprocal exchanges of spouses, service, cloth, food. drink and 
other valuables between opposed patriclans" (Holmberg 1989: 204). - Obviously of recent origin are 
those "Tibetan documents in Tarnang hands" which Macdonald (1980) found at Bodhnsth, a cultural 
centre of the Eastern Tamang, and in which there is mention, among others, of  the "eighteen Great 
Iclansj" of the Tarnang (Tib. rra-dmag). One has the impression that these documents "Tibetanize" 
the Tamang, i.e.. treat the Tamang tradition in essentially Tibetan and Buddhist terms. 

6 March (1984: 734) puts it more radically: "Tamang frequently refer to themselves as Lama [...l as a 
general term for Tarnang ethnic identity. To declare oneself 'Lama' is to claim [written] text, to assefl 
ethnic affiliation through text." - The Tamang of my own fieldwork area no longer refer to themselves 
as "Lama". 

7 In our days at least, not even the most respected Tamang lamas are able to understand their Tibetan 
ritual texts. Holmberg (1989: 183 ff.) is right in pointing out that these texts are chanted because of 
their inherent power, and that the meaning is not associated directly with the contents that are "read". 
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of Tradition - even though to some extent intersecting each other and to some extenl also 
complementary to each other - do not form one consistent "body". They do not coexist in a 
harmonious symbiosis, and there is no agency to make them appear in such a symbiosis. This 
contrasts with the situation among the Eastern Tamang whose tumhu, a singer-poet, mirw de 
ce'rkmonie and guardian of customs. functions as a kind of popular codifier. or at least as a 
relay through which the different strands become relevant and meaningful for each other, as 
Steinmann's ( 1987, 1989) studies show. 

A rapid inventory"emonstrates that the genera lifteraria comprise "sung" and "chanted" 
texts, to resort to Finnegan's (1977: 118 ff.) classification, and that they also include written 
texts. ("Spoken" texts, poetic or in prose, exist only as separate section5 integrated into what i s  
sung or chanted; and a myth related in prose in everyday conversations may be regarded as a 
paraphrasing quotation from sung or chanted texts). 

OPe n~me/~erformer language 
oral sung mundane la "warrarra" MT 

mund./relig. l b "hoi linma" MT 
religious 2a dongi wai OT/MT 
religious 2b mine OTtTib. 

chanted religious 3a (layman) OT/N. 
religious 3b (pujsri) N. 
religious 3c (lambu) OT 
religious 3d (bombo) OTN. 

written religious 3e ( ] h a )  Ti b./OT 

l a  ("warrarra"): said to be the "modem type of songs of the youth"; dialogic alternate songs between 
groups of young men and women with free variations and innovations; mainly love songs with allusions 
found frivolous by some elder persons; sung at fairs and in the forest. 
l b  ("hqi liizma"): said to represent the "old type of songs of the youth"; antiphonal. men singing the 
versus, and women a stable refrain; contain playful allusions both to the work actually done and to religion 
(superhuman beings involved with the fertility of the soil. etc.); sung in the field. 
2a (dqngi wai): responsory or antiphonal, between one precentor (or a gro_up of precentors) and a group 
of adult men; describing the origin of the world, the social order, the Dasai festival, etc. (S. Hofer 1986): 
sung on the Dasami Day of l ass. 
2b (mcinc): antiphonal between a group of male precentors and a larger group of dancers; occasionally 
polyphonal. rather playful and partly obscure long enumerations of "holy places" (resembling the b o m b ' s  
rirap and sanrap.cf. pp. 29 ff., 87l). ritual implements. etc.; sung either by a group of male and female 
dancers dancing around the effigy of the dead person at the death-fe+st, or by males only, who dance in 
the courtyard of the village headman on the Dasami Day of the Dasai festival (this so-called dasairnane 
is initiated by the dqilgi wai, S. 2a). 
3a includes some simpler texts pertaining to the cult of the clan gods or to the ceremonies for the protection 
of the cattle, that are recited by suitably versed laymen. mostly by the head of a household or a lineage 
elder. The hunter's pray for game belongs to this category. too. 
3b - 3e are texts of the ritual specialists; lamas often recite in groups, especially at the death-feast. b o m b s  
only seldom (S. below), Iambus and pujsris never. (The puji3-i is a specialist with no formal training, expert 
on certain rituals addressed to Hindu divinities). 

The main distinction is indicated by the verbs (a) naai kd:ha. 'to sing' (from nqai, 'song'). 
applied to what has been subsumed under la - 2b above; and (b) rl-ltgppa, 'to recite', 'to chant'. 

8 Not included in the inventory are the dirges of mourning women. which constitute a kind of "private" 
genre inasmuch as they are mostly individually delivered and allow for a considerable amount of 
improvisation to suit the needs of the occasion. - For a preliminary musicological analysis of the 
items listed under l a. I b. 2b and 3d cf. Hoerburger 1975: 77-94. 
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applied to categories 3a - 3e. It is interesting to note that MT kh2ppa also means 'to read'? and 
that this verb is also used with reference to the bombo, even though his text includes parts which 
are sung, rather than recited in the manner of the lamas, I h b u s  or pujaris. What distinguishes 
the bombo from all other specialists is that he is conceded, tacitly or openly, by the laymen to use 
spectacular "exaggerations" or paradoxes in his formulations, and to give a delivery which does 
not lack artistic values allowing for individuality and sensitiveness in articulating a relatively 
wide range of emotions. Informants have their own ways of hinting at the poetic and spectacular 
components: "this is just for saying so", "a play with words", "he wants to please", "the lama 
proceeds step by step while the bombo proceeds by his voice", etc. SB's comment was the most 
comprehensive one, since it meant to characterize not only the bombo's language, but also his 
professional activity as a whole: ddalane tala ranle sgnba, which may be translated in at least 
three different ways: 

'even if it is not truelnot allowedleven if it went wrong, (the bombo manages to) do in such 
a way that it appears it might be true/allowed/it would work'. 
As one may notice, this formulation (tala ranle, lit. 'might/would be like') cannot be taken as a 
straightforward accusation of fraud. Rather, it points out that it is not always easy to distinguish 
between what exists "in deed" and "just in speech" ... 

Language 

Any ritual idiom is classified as khPd.1~:. Within this broader category, one distinguishes 
between the Tibetan of the lamas, on the one hand, and the Old Tamang (danboi gydt) of other 
ritual specialists, such as the I h b u  or the bombo, on the other. Only the Tibetan of the lamas, 
"frozen" and "remote" as it is to the point of being hardly understandable even to the lamas 
themselves, might be seen as a sacred language in its own right. The Old Tamang (OT), by 
contrast, is more "open" and heterogeneous: it has much in common with modem colloquial 
Tamang (MT), and includes, besides expressions and grammatical forms that may indeed stem 
from an older stratumI0 of the Tamang language, "direct quotations" from Tibetan (expressions, 
whole phrases) as well as a few loanwords from Nepali. What distinguishes the bombo from all 
other ritual specialists, including the lamas, is, as already stated, the fact that the ritual idiom he is 
using is accorded to have role-specific artistic qualities, which implies a portion of individuality 
or even arbitrariness. 

A rapid survey (yet to be completed and corrected by more systematic research) suggests that 
Old Tarnang and modem colloquial Tamang are seen by the Tamang themselves as two different 
genres, rather than different languages. Objectively, too, Old Tamang is less a chronolect than a 
distinct speech level within a larger verbal repertoire, to adopt the terminology of sociolinguistics. 
There is no iso-distancial separation between these two levels; rather, they intersect each other 
at several points. This is also shown by the varying degrees of intelligibility and hierarchical 
value which the vocabulary of Old Tarnang has for the average Tamang speaker of today. To 
give just a few examples: 
- OT syi: (Tib. hii) is generally known as a more or less neutral substitute for MT hli, 'four'. 

9 More exactly, syo:syo kh2ppa. lit. 'to readtrecite (from) paper'. Informants rendered khkppa either by 
N .  pi!h garnu, an expression connoting 'to read aloud' (a lesson, a ritual text), or by N.  phaliknu. a 
verb which Turner (1965: 402) glosses somewhat exotically as 'to mutter or cry wildly or incoherently 
(as, e.g.. a wiza~d)', but which in the present context is equivalent to English 'to chant', 'to recite 
aloud' (cf. also SarmH 2019: 706). 

10 Presumably, the divide between "old Tamang" and "modem Tamang" is subject to regional 
fluctuations. Thus, certain terms relating to fauna, flora or agriculture, etc., which are obsolete for 
the Tamang of the fieldwork area, may still be part of the modem colloquial language of those 
Tamang who settle at higher altitudes. 
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- OT cyi, 'what', (MT td:), and OT cyig, 'one', (MT gj : )  are neutral substitutes and even 
recognized as Tibetan (fi and @ g ,  respectively). 
- OT da:bo is generally known as a high-grade honorific for MT hdbdo, 'owner', 'maswr', 
'head of the household'. 
- OT syabdo cu:ba (67.55 l), tentatively rendered by 'to pay homage', is a high-grd honorific; 
the literal meaning of syabdo is unknown. 
- OT densal (50.408). obscure; its approximate meaning ('declamation') w a ~  entatively inferred 
from its co-occurrence with sanrap, 'incense-recitation', classified as probably honorific or 
euphemistic. 
- OT lala lakpai 1i:ri (107.1031) is one of those numerous expressions in the bmbo's text of 
which both morphology and meaning are disputed. 
- OT pi.dina yin (26.226) is one of those expressions which are entirely obscure, and which 
therefore cannot be classified at all. 

We have in addition a number of interferences between Old and Modern Tamang. Expressions 
to be found in the ritual idiom may be simultaneously employed in everyday conversation, for 
example silba as an honorific for MT khruba, 'to wash'. Other expressions, such as rPrnba mlba 
or kidu &:hen saba (S. 110.1071 and 86.724, respectively) do occur in proverbs. invectives or 
sarcastic idioms, even if the lexical meaning of their constitutive elements is unknown. Finally, 
the same interference between OT and MT is to be found in a more or less regular fluctuation 
between: 
- MT ta: vs. OT cyi, 'what', 
- MT do:ba, 'to arrive', vs. OT dobaldowa, 'to go', 'to walk' (partial synonyms. quasi-hyponym 
vs. quasi-hyperonym); 
- MT pronunciation vs. "Tibetanized" pronunciation of the same OT word, such as keba vs. 
kewa, 'to be born', '(chi1d)birth'; in addition, M '  keba, 'to be enceinte', is a paronym of OT 
kebalkewa (the MT word for 'to be born', 'to give birth' is ~ b a ) .  

In addition, one finds entire phrases directly borrowed from Tibetan, such as, e.g.. da:bara 
rhamjye da:bara gyuro (S. 107.1024) wherein gyuro is automatically interpreted as an imperative 
form (-0 being one of the imperative suffixes in MT); or yet again m: gy6ppa (S. 26.226), the 
translation of which by 'to smite the mu:' results from "misunderstanding" the Tibetan original, 
but still can be seen as a context-proof rendering from the Tamang point of view. Not only 
do such borrowings provide the stuff for numerous similar "creative misunderstandings" (S. the 
annotations), but they also appear to be used deliberately to stress the archaic nature of the text 
or even to produce pastiche-like effects, as shall be shown further below (S. pp. 280 ff.). 

It could not be ascertained if Nepali, too, would be classified as khed.1~:. It is a fact, however, 
that most of the texts to be recited in full-scale rituals of the dim hyydrnha and neppa kyornba type 
(cf. p. 19) contain some sections in Nepali; the oracle at least seems to be obligatorily recited in 
Nepali. In our text, the use of Nepali, as the language of the "Hindu" mother goddesses (mdi), 
is conceptually justified, though, but the sections in Nepali nevertheless give the impression of 
something being "added" or "inserted". This is shown, e.g.. by the position of section 8. which 
in other cases comes right at the beginning of the recitation". And yet the Nepali sections 
do not constitute an entirely closed, separate universe; quite the contrary, we find numerous 
"correspondences" which are to safeguard that the parts in Nepali and the parts in Tamang 
remain not only complementary to each other but also mutually "translatable". The claim that 
the oracle in Nepali is to "verify" the message of the divination in Tamang (cf. pp. 154 ff., 221 ff.) 
corroborates this as much as the several equations which the informants themselves make, such 
as N. phul = T. mendo ('flower'), N. gunasing = T. ro.d!~nrna ('life-beam'), N. (< Newari) ajimd 

1 1  Cf. also the peculiar intercalation of sections in Tamang and Nepali in the mar lamdo exorcism 
(pp. 229 ff.). 
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= T. mqmo (goddesses) or N. nag G T. lu ('nags'), etc.'' Even so, there is an imbalance in that 
the sections in Nepali include no Tamang vocabulary at all, while, conversely, the sections in 
Tamang do contain Nepali names and loanwords. This imbalance is parallelled, to some extent, 
by everday speech situations where the Tamang speaker finds Nepali loanwords in his colloquial 
Tamang quite natural, whereas he would hardly use Tamang loanwords while speaking Nepali 
and would, of course, never expect a Nepali speaker to use Tamang loanwords. One is tempted to 
say that this imbalance reflects the specific position of the Tamang as a minority group within the 
greater Nepali society as defined by culturally and politically dominant "significant others" ... 

In contrast to the Tibetan elements which the bombo must have received orally from the 
lamas' recitations, the source of the Nepali parts of the text cannot be ascertained at the present 
stage of research. There are some forms which remind one of Hindi or a related North Indian 
dialect (cf., e.g., 1.6, 89.781, 93.851 notes), but their frequency is hardly significant enough to 
allow for a hypothesis. Two informants asserted that these parts in Nepali had originated from 
Chepang gurus of the past (cf. pp. 85, 337). Again, given the influence Shaiva asceticism, the 
Kanphata sect in particular, exerted in shaping " j h h s m "  (S. pp. 18, 70-7 1 )  as an inter-regional 
tradition, borrowings from the text repertory of the Kanphap ascetics cannot be excluded.13 Be 
that as it may, diction, grammar and the utilization of the name material seem to reveal a rather 
"popular understanding" that would presumably be alien to a high-caste speaker of Nepali with 
some education in Hindu tradition. Consider, for example, 

hramhaha~a,  hisnuha@a ( 100.937) 
and 

Bramha mar-ne, Bisnu marne ... hatya (101.968), 
where the second formulation explains the first one: hramhaharyLI < hrahmahatyd = 'the murder 
of a Brahmin' (one of the gravest sins for a Hindu) is meant as 'the murder of (the God-Creator) 
Brahmi', as is proved by what follows, namely *h i snuha~a ,  a word not attested in Nepali and 
meant here as 'the murder of (God) Visnu'. The folk-etymology "mistaking" Brahmin (Brahman) 
for BrahrniI4 has no doubt been facilitated by the paronomastic relationship between Bramha, 
on the one hand, and br.amha(hatyci), on the other, all the more as in the Tamang pronunciation 
of Nepali both words, BramhdBrahmB and hr-amha-lhrahma-, tend to become [bramma-l. 

Even a "popular understanding" - which is not necessarily a specifically Tamang understan- 
ding'" does have its own logic. Thus, the example just cited is defendable on the grounds that 
the God Brahma being superior to the human Brahmin, the "Brahmi-killing" is an even more 
heinous sin. Or, "lumping together" Satya Niriyan and Pirthi Nirayan (S. 2.27) - i.e., one of 
Visnu's names and the name of the great king of Nepal, respectively - appears to be an attempt 
to anchor the historical and national in what is mythical and eternal, and might be justified 
by the divine nature (abundantly stressed by panegyric epithets and official propaganda) of the 
Nepalese kings in general, and of this king in particular. 

12 In the light of the "translatabilities" (as is manifest, e.g.. in the approximations made between the 
"Tamang" and the "Hindu" pantheons), the relationship between Nepali and Ta~nang sections may also 
be seen as that between two discourses commenting on each other in a specific way: what is recited in 
Nepali is likely to actualize the "older", "ethnic" Tamang tradition by integrating i~ into a "modem", 
"national" context: conversely, what is recited in Tamang helps making relevant this wider "modem" 
context which is still new, and to some extent even foreign. to the "older", "ethnic" tradition. 

13 The krrmai hui!hau, sirui m! -h i iu . . . ! ,  lit.'sit on (my) shoulders, mount (my) head...!' ( S .  2.32). e.g.. is 
identical with what 1 heard in a song sung by members of this sect on one of their usual begging 
tours in the villages. 

14 From the strict etymological and theological viewpoint, this is no mistake. of course. 
15 In an oral text recited by a Jaisi Brahmin (!) exorcist we have: . . .R ohat\)a, hr.unlhuhur~a. Si~tclhut~fi = 

'the guilt of having killed a cow. of having killed a Brahmin. o f  having killed Siwa', but one wonders 
if this . f i ~ ~ u  stands for 'ascetic' (of a Shaiva sect). rather than for the god ~ i v a  himself, cf. Hofer and 
Shrestha 1973. 
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Text, transmission and delivery 

By what criteria can we call the verbal part of the bmbo's  recitation a rert in the habitual, 
conservative sense of the term? Does it exist as such for the Tamang'! 

Virtually, an individual bombo has as many texts in his repertory1%s there are wcasions to 
perform them in a particular ritual, depending on the time, place and addressee of the performance 
and, above all, on the etiology of the proble~n to be solved. What he recites on such occasitms is 
claimed to have been memorized. All b o m b s  claim to do no more than to re-'.ire. i.e.. to render 
as faithfully as possible the text as they learnt it." This is objectively true with the following 
specifications: (a) The "stories of origin" ([hunrap, krrup), certain enumerative patterns in the 
invocation of superhuman beings or in the ritual journey, the wording of formulas of benediction 
and apotropaeic incantations, and often entire "chapters" (chybwu) of a recitation in one of the 
major rituals (S. p. 19) do possess textual fixity in that they render what the b m b o  was taught 
by his guru. (b) In other parts of the same recitation, the b o m b  can draw on a thesaurus of 
phraseological units as "formulaic modules" and topoi which are typical of the "school" his guru 
represents, and which he can apply, elaborate on, repeat, combine with each other or substitute 
for one another according to the particular occasion and also according to his personal talent 
and temperament. Depending on the addressee and objective of the ritual (or a part of it), certain 
names and nouns are interchangeable. Often, the enumeration of the possible causes of a trouble 
must be repeated because the bombo could not find out the "right one" at once. And as an 
outcome of unforeseen divine intervention with reference to an individual client's situation, the 
divination and oracle are by necessity spontaneous speech, albeit interspersed with a number of 
standard idioms, stereotyped protextual and hyperbatonic elements, admonitions and the like. (c) 
Genuine innovations do occur, but it is difficult to determine their extent and frequency. In any 
case, when a bombo, prompted by a theophanic experience or some other kind of fresh divine 
inspiration, succeeds in creating a new song or verse, he will incorporate it into his personal 
repertory. Extensive improvisations in the strict sense of the term seem to be confined to some 
of the "self-produced" hmbos .  

A text - with this portion of fixity in the individual's repertory and with this range of freedom 
in its actual presentation - remains inefficacious. both aesthetically and magically, without its 
musical performance in a ritual. It is also true that the adept never learns a text as such, that 
is, without reciting it. Yet since the text is often likened by the informants to "what is written 
in the lama's book" and referred to as a libretto that explains and directs the bulk of the ritual 
acts, and since entire passages from it can be quoted (told in prose or declaimed as verses) in 
conversations outside the ritual, it cannot be regarded as inseparable from its perf~rmance. '~ 

16 Further research is needed to determine the typology of shamanic texts as a "genre" from the viewpoints 
of phraseology, diction and prosody, and with regard to differences between "schools" and individual 
performers. It appears expedient to study the prosody within the framework of a musicolopical analysis. 
1 hope 10 return to this in a future publication. 

17 This ideal is not confined to oral tradition. As Parry (1989: 51) notes. in India. and among North 
Indian Brahmins in particular. the "emphasis on the precise reproduction of the [written] kx t  has 
been motivaled more by a concern with the precise reproduction of sound than by a concern with the 
retention of the meaning it conveys". 

18 Blackburn (1988) pleads for a new. text-centered approach in the study of oral literature. Criticizing 
the performance-cenlered approach developed in the 1970s. for which "narratives in performance 
were process not products. events not texts". to the effect that the text receded into a metaphor since 
"everything except oral performance was approached as a text". Blackbum (1988: xvii-xviii ff.) rejects 
"the claim thal the meaning of a text lies only in performance. that the text is inseparable from its 
telling". It should be noted. however. that Blackhurn applies this approach to Tamil bow songs. that is. 
mylhological narratives which are recorded in, and performed by relying on. palm-leaf manuscripls. 
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In sum, different "schools" have more or less different texts for the same type of ritual, and 
there are variances between individual deliveries by bombos of one and the same "school", too.19 
It is interesting to note that while not passing unnoticed, and even expected, by the audience, 
such individual variances tend to be played down by the bombos; they appear anxious not to 
differ from the lamas or the l h b u s  in adhering to the ideal of "textual authenticity", and often 
justify deviations from the "original" version said to have been learnt from the human or divine 
guru either as mistakes or as resulting from some new revelatory inspiration. 

Ideally at least, the adept first has to learn the text by rote together with the melody; then only 
will he be instructed about the meaning.20 "The adept asks no questions; rather, he will be told: 
'Recite exactly as Father (= your guru) recites!', that's all", as Chyamba Bombo, an old and 
ingenuous gentleman, put it.?' A few days later. when the interviews with him were finished, 
the same informant, slightly inebriated, declared solemnly: "None of my own pupils have ever 
obtained as many explanations as you, Saheb!", and on saying this he blessed the ethnographer. 
All this seems to be in accordance with the general emphasis on "correct recitation", valued 
more than acquaintance with word meaning, and on "authenticity" in the sense that no part of 
Tradition, no doctrine and no technique, can claim "truth" unless it is received from a 

Reality is somewhat different. Instead of being taught in two consecutive phases, in most 
cases it is by assisting the guru as a helper (syero or 1e:ro) that the adept learns to handle the 
drum, becomes gradually acquainted with the text and gathers information on meaning from 
conversations with the guru or between the guru and the clients. (Often, the introspection as a 
consequence of his calling experience prompts the candidate to be preoccupied with everything 
shamanic, long before formally becoming an adept). After a period of at least one year, in some 
cases several yearsF3 he is capable of joining in the guru's recitation or reciting alone certain 
sections of a text. The alternative of a more systematic training at the guru's house at night or in 
a remote place in the forest or near a cremation ground was said to be practised less frequently 
nowadays because of the increasing lack of leisure time (S. Hofer 1981: 8). 

19 Strickland (1983) points to three constraints limiting individual variation in the Gurung p6 narratives. 
the most important one being the need to chant coherently in the company of other priests. This 
is not the case with the Tamang bombo who with few exceptions acts by himself. At the fairs at 
GiaigI-JamunB (S. p. 183) and elsewhere, b m b o s  may sometimes recite in groups, but these groups 
are formed by the adepts of a guru. On one occasion, three adepts were observed reciting together - 
encouraging and correcting each other - while their guru, laying his drum aside, was committed to 
purifying his clients. The same type of reciting in groups is practised on the day of Janai Pumimi 
in gatherings of Eastern Tamang bombos at Kumbheswar in PB!an; cf. also Jest 1966 and Macdonald 
1975: 297 ff. 

20 Strickland (1982: 34 f.) states the same with regard to the Gurung pajus and hlewris; and a similar 
principle prevails in the transmission of written tradition in Asian cultures. Goody (1981: 2.5) stresses 
that in India, a book is not regarded as " read until it has been learnt by rote, and according to 
Snellgrove (1961: 119), Tibetan lamas "[ ...l learn by rote, by constantly reciting certain texts, and 
when they have learned the words, some will go further and enquire of the meaning, but very few 
indeed can ever dissociate the meanings from the phrases they have learned and construe them with 
different words." 

21 Memorization may be one of the reasons why bombos prove to be evasive or even helpless when 
asked about their text itself, that is, when interviews turn to questions concerning phraseology. style, 
grammar or meaning. 

22 The tendency in Tantrism to identify the guru's teaching, especially the mantra which he transmits 10 
the adept, with the divine word .fabda (Steinmann 1986: 87 f.) is the most radical substantiation of 
this concept of authenticity. 

23 In JBjIrko!, "twelve years of training" (required for a mastery of the complete text repertoire) is a 
standard formula, according to Maskarinec (1990: 182). "Shamans evaluate each other and their pupils 
in terms of how many texts they have learned" (Maskarinec 1990: 214). This emphasis on texl learning 
and text quantity does not apply to the Tamang case, not least because the bombo's repertoire of texts 
is relatively small. 
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What Strickland (1982: 34) states with regard to the Gurung paju and hlwr i  also applies to Ihe 
Tamang bpmbo: "'originality', with all its positive and highly valued ovenones for the Wmtem 
ear, is not favoured explicitly, [...l but rather the clarity and vigour of delivery and the fineness 
of voice". SR was renowned for his fine voice and clear articulation. He could adumbrate a wi& 
range of emotional qualities, implore, coax, lament, "fight", be lyric or "go mad", withwt the 
somewhat theatrical complacency characteristic of certain other wk. Artistic skill, like his. 
is much valued, yet not regarded as having any decisive influence on the s u m s s  of the diagnmis 
and therapy. Some bombos, indeed, achieve on1 y a minimum of expressiveness and m i t e  rather 
monotonously; they splutter the enumeration of places and divinities in cascades and time and 
again allow the end of a phrase to be drowned in indistinct murmuring. The lavish consumption 
of brandy and cigarettes, along with the inhalation of smoke from the fireplace, is likely to 
make the voice hoarse; and exhaustion - during the "high seasons" in autumn and spring when 
a bombo officiates night after night in his clients' houses - may also affect the execution. On 
one occasion, a bombo who was over seventy years old and no longer in possession of his full 
strength, could not help calling a younger colleague (the son of his own guru) to replace him in 
the middle of the recitation. The latter, known as an enfant terrible and nevertheless recognized 
as a "great" bombo, had the habit of reciting in a partly shrieky, partly mumbling manner, to 
the effect that only a few words remained discernible. Still another bmbo ,  a cheerful, vigorous 
and highly eccentric elderly man who claimed to be "self-produced" (S. p. 23) and to have learnt 
several languages in dreams, among them "Chinese" and "English", cultivated a kind of private 
ritual idiom (the play-back of which he said he was unable to understand himself) in about 
two thirds of his recitation. These two latter cases appear to be statistically rather exceptional, 
however. 

The empathy some bmbos ,  like SR for example, exhibit in their recitations is invested in 
the artistic performance; it is never directed at the patient as an individual. As one informant 
remarked, the recitation serves the end of communicating with the superhuman, rather than 
with the humans. Conspicuously, the patient occurs in the text as a referent only, never as an 
addressee. He is never called by his or her name. A male patient is referred to as da:bo ('master' 
= head of the household); a woman patient as da:mo ('mistress'); and a child or an adolescent 
as lenchya ('youth'). Rather than respecting the patient as an individual in a particular situation, 
the text as a whole remains a highly general de~ ice , ' ~  and it is left to the client to find or make 
it relevant for himself - a "deductive" strategy well-known in curing rituals of other traditional 
cultures, too. But the Tamang case is conspicuous in that the patient is a passive object of 
the ritual acts. He is not involved in a psychodrama.25 Neither is he made possessed by the 
superhuman,26 nor is he to enact some symbolic persons, to publicly confess some guilt or to 
participate in a ceremonial reconciliation, as is the case in some other cultures. Nor is there 
anything like a "participatory audience situation" (Finnegan 1977: 222 ff.) in the strict sense of 
the tern. Except for one specific rite @i:hi, cf. 51.419 note) in whlch a group of men blow on to 
a blade of grass to generate a buzzing sound believed to please the cen divinities, the audience 
takes no active part in the musical execution. Neither the patient nor the audience listen to the 

24 The conspicuously low occurrence of deictics, demonstrative. personal and other pronouns in the 
bombo's text seems to be characteristic of ritual speech in general. As Kuipers stresses with reference 
to ceremonial events in eastern Indonesia, ritual speech tends to be used in situational contexts in which 
interaction between the participants is structured by convention and formality. In such contexts. "the 
need to refer to the components of the immediate environment is reduced". and "an air of aloofness 
from the particulars of an event [is] most appropriate to a speech genre concerned with the expression 
of generalities and eternal truths" (Kuipers 1983: 1 17- 1 1 R ) .  

25 Similarly Holmberg 1989: 167 f. 
26 Some bombos allegedly induce a state of possession in the members of their audience. but this is 

said to be a recent development inspired by exorcisiic rituals among Indo-Nepalese high castes and 
Untouchables, cf., e.g., Hofer and Shrestha 1973. 
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recitation uninterruptedly. Unless hisher state is serious, the patient is being kept busy by unruly 
children and by the logistics of supplying the bombo with the various offerings, fetching water 
or tirewood, preparing food. etc. Till late in the night there is constant coming and going 01. 
neighbours and relatives chatting or watching silently. 

Since these neighbours and relatives are not obligatorily served with brandy, they are not to 
be regarded as guests, and their presence has no formal character. In contrast to the institutional 
lay-helpers whose full attention is required to intervene at the right moment, the onlookers do 
not appear to follow every step of the ritual. (A typical question asked by a visitor who has 
just arrived is "Bomho khar~asomma pheiyi?", lit. 'Up to where has the bombo got at?', with 
reference to the enumerative sequences in the text). Yet their role as a public should not be 
underestimated. They - mainly the men among them - constitute a nonce-instance of social 
control and aesthetic arbitration. Not only do they report, the next day in the village, details 
of both the bombo's conduct and the patient's problems and reactions, but, being emotionally 
much less involved than the patient's family, they of necessity exhibit more interest in the style 
of the delivery and tend to seek entertainment in what is a rather "serious" and "religious" event 
for those in stress: their hosts.?' This polarity of expectations and the bombo's role-inherent 
ambivalence mutually reinforce each other, as it seems. 

The significance of the public in healing rituals has long since been recognized by 
 anthropologist^^^. Important for the present study is to note that, if there is anything like a 
continuous - face-to-face or indirect - dialogue between the bombo and the laymen, it is being 
furthered mainly by the presence of the audience as a public; and that, if this dialogue is a 
critical one it is because the bombo as a performer inevitably finds himself exposed to the tension 
between these two virtually different expectations. The critical element lies hidden behind the 
public's reactions which subject the bombo to a comparison with other bombos and ultimately 
concern his authenticity: a laughter acquitting what appears curious or at least unusual, and 
a question aimed at knowing which is the correct pronunciation of such and such a word, the 
correct version of a story of origin or the correct number of dough-figures (tor-mo) to be displayed 
on the altar, etc. The dialogue, needless to say, never assumes the directness of a debate: the 
layman formulates his questions in a polite or joking, often even "oblique", manner, while the 
bombo has his own ways to defend himself: "saying much without telling much" or "keeping 
silent in a way which is telling", "telling one thing but meaning another thing" - devices" apt 
to justify everything by tacit reference to the specificity of his profession which, in turn, is likely 
to keep the dialogue open, so that it can be resumed and continued the next time, with another 
bombo, in another context ... 

Even more important is the public's presence for the process which provides the recitation 
with a kind of sub-text through the conversations in the breaks between the different phases of 
the ritual. It is in response to the public - in answering questions, commenting on comments. and 
also in satisfying the demand for entertainment - that the bombo gives meta-ritual and parabasic 
interpretations: humorous or enigmatic, modestly evasive or brusquely defensive remarks on his 
own performance, on the divination and oracle, and on the prospects for the patient, etc. These 
clues, fragmentary as they may seem, make up the raw material for the process in which some 

27 This is not to say that the public would behave like claques. In contrast to the death-feasts in which 
disputes over inheritance often lead to noisy quarrels among relatives. and in which drunkenness and 
other "ugly scenes" in a crowd of up to 400 guests and onlookers are not uncommon. the bombo's 
rituals in the client's house have a definitely private character. 

28 More recently, Kapferer (1983: S f.. 215 ff.) has elaborated on the audience as representing that 
objective societal reality on which the patient's subjective experience of illness is to be reorientd. 

29 It must also be borne in mind that the "pondering". the visionary experiences and the muttered or 
mental articulation of mantras constitute "private performances" that escape any direct control by the 
audience. 
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consensus30 on the patient's situation can be built up, and through which the patimt h i m ~ l f  
happens upon what is "apropos" in the recitation against the background of his anamnesis and 
his past experiences with other persons' cases of affliction. The conversations themwlves "make 
good" the above-stressed lack of empathy towards the patient in the delivery; they free the 
patient from his isolation vis-a-vis an all too stereotyped and redundant text. 

At the same time, this approximation between the general and the actual goes hand in hand 
with a distancing effect. In a sense, the kmbo ' s  ambivalence, enhanced by the presence of 
the public, transmits itself to the patient. The latter"' is drawn into a discourse (with and about 
him) which is not free from paradoxes and imponderabilities, and which thus provides him with 
a chance of stepping out, again and again. from the entrenchment in his own subjectivity. It 
depends on a number of factors - sex, age, family situation and personality of the patient, the 
kind and gravity of his illness and the like - to what extent the staged and the unstaged, the 
said and the unsaid, the private and the public interact in such a way that the patient comes to 
perceive himself from different angles and with the eyes of the others so as to relarivize his 
own self by experiencing his present as something already past or as the others' present. If he 
succeeds, as often happens, in laughing at himself, and be it just for a few moments, he might 
have achieved the first step towards being healed ... When after midnight the onlookers have left 
or fallen asleep in a corner, the patient is fully exposed to the ritual. It is in this phase - which 
ends at dawn when life returns to the village, when children wake up and the heavy pounding 
of rice-huskers resounds all around the place - that the patient is given a further opportunity 
of pondering over his case and is also likely to have, rather rarely though, some psychosensory 
experience in the shape of a hallucinatory appearance that may lead to sudden "insighls" or 
produce a "missing link" in the anamnesis ... 

Meaning 

Some years ago I stated a "lack of analytical interest" with regard to texts among the Tamang 
(Hofer 1981: 38), and it should be stressed that what I meant by this was a disinterest in what 
we call exegesis, and not a disinterest in meaning in general. The degree to which informants 
turned out to be ignorant of lexical meanings struck the ethnographer. indeed. and prompted 
him to ask if this ignorance is not as much pan of their tradition as is the text it.self.j2 

The archaic vobabulary is just one of the factors to be taken into account. It should be borne 
in mind that no Tarnang layman is ever confronted with the entire text as a text, i.e.. in isolation. 
After all, the recitation is no treatise on philosophy or curing; it does, in contrast to the process 
of reading, not require a gradual incorporation of lexical meanings by the listener. The average 
Tamang layman lacks the autonomy of the reader who appropriates a written product even 
materially (he buys a book, holds it in his hands and stores it on a shelf). who is thus in a position 
to re-read in exploring spots of indeterminacy and different levels or perspectives in a text as a 
whole. Even though he is not debarred from such "re-readings" by lateral comparisons between 
different recitations3hhich he has already heard, the average Tarnang listener experiences the 
text mainly as the product of a performance fully dominated by the bmbo: he is exposed 
to the bulk of text as part of a kind of Gesun~rkunsmvrk. This implies, among other things. 

30 Cf. Sagant's excellent essay showing how illness and healing among the Limbu of Eastern Nepal 
activate "social memory" and how the three worlds of Body. Society and Gods become temporarily 
integrated into one coherent system thanks to the shaman's proposing "the past as a hypothesis" 
(Sagant 1988). 

31 Or the parents in case of a child patient. 
32 To my knowledge, anthropologists and philologists have devoted as yet little attention to the problem 

of reception of such kinds of text. 
33 Similarly Finnegan 1977: 129 f. 
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that a portion of linguistically articulated meaning is indexically "re-presented",   illustrate^ 
by ritual (symbolic) acts; that the choice of words and their collocation are also determined 
by what one may call the "form"; and that phrases, entire cola or sections are often governed 
or even supplanted by the musical execution. What prevails is the immediacy of an aesthetic 
experiencing. Words are likely to be absorbed in that - often-stated - medial "thickness" which 
poetic language (along with its musical delivery) takes on. Since the combinability of words is 
restricted by the repetitive, formulaic organisation in which they are heard again and again, the 
hearer's attentiveness or "analytic alertness" (otherwise indispensable in free discourse where 
an infinity of choices awaits him) tends to be reduced to the point that words often impose 
themselves upon him more as elements of form, as gestures and as sounds than as mere signifiers 
in the linguistic sense of the term. On the whole, the result seems to come close to what Bloch 
(1975: 18 f.) states on the highly formalised political oratory: most of the words just "keep their 
contextual halo and these, fused into each other, form solidified lumps of meaning". 

Of course, the inability to formulate a meaning cannot always be taken as an indication of 
a lack of acquaintance with, or a lack of representation of, meaning. As demonstrated by the 
informants' spontaneous reactions, there are cases where a lexical meaning is "present", even 
though it cannot be verbalized with ease. Let us examine a few examples: 

(1) When asked about the meaning of the terms kdwa or brange, the informants prefer to 
quote the standard formula34 

"bon syi:la khwa syi:, kiwa syi:la brange syi:" = 
lit. 'the four kdwa of the four bon, the four brange of the four kawa'. 

(a) That OT bon syi: means 'the four (primordial) bombos' will be explained by every informant 
without difficulty, since there is extra-textual evidence, namely myth fragments that are known 
to everybody. (b) More problematic is to gloss the term kawa. Non-existent in MT, and its 
etymology (Tib. ka-ba, lit. 'pillar') being unknown, kawa cannot be explained by refemng to a 
literal meaning. Instead, the informant quotes other formulas in which kawa occurs andlor tries 
to circumscribe what he thinks is meant, namely the 'spiritual descent line' which connects the 
bombos of our days with one of the Four Primordial Bombos (S. pp. 21-22). (c) Conversely, the 
problem with brange consists in that the informant can give its literal meaning only, namely 
'altar' (platform on which ritual implements are placed and manipulated to certain ends), while 
he is aware that in the present context it is the figurative meaning which would be required 
to know. In fact, no informant, not even SB, could offer a satisfactory gloss, and it took the 
ethnographer some time to infer from different contexts and from the function of the altar in the 
rituals what this figurative meaning might be (S. pp. 21, 29 H.). 

(2) This preference for "phraseological quotation" can also entail that the informant answers 
by quoting entire sections from the text, for example the "story of origin" (kerap. !hunrap) of a 
ritual implement or of a divinity, instead of explaining its function or identity. 

(3) When quotations of this kind are impossible because the text lacks a respective "story of 
origin" or epithet, the informant contents himself with classificatory information: the identity 
of a superhuman being is defined by, say, "this is a divinity" (la), or "very dangerous spirit" 
(mdh), etc. Similarly, a verb which has to do with "neutralizing the evil" may be rendered by 
a rough-and-ready translation, such as "leave now!" (MT dkrem ygro!) or, on another occasion. 
"to purify" (N. cokho garnu), etc. 

(4) The identification of several superhuman beings can be established only by analyzing the 
description of their respective cults, which the informant gives on request, and in these cases 
there is no reason not to take the informant's acquaintance with the circumstances and technical 
details (why, when, where and in what manner to sacrifice which kind of animal, etc.) as part 
of his knowledge of the meaning of that superhuman being's name. 

34 Not in our lext in this formulation, bul S. 1 1 1.1079. 
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(5) Still there remains a relatively large number of "logo-fossils", i.e., words - mainly names - 
which cannot evoke more than just vague associations, if any, and in such cases the informant 
readily confesses his ignorance or the highly tentative character of his attempt. 

The insufficient verbalization and the essentially para-exegetic approach is evidently connected 
with the fact that under normal conditions there is little demand for a translative communication, 
i.e., a thematicized, explicative transfer (from one language or one cultural idiom to the other) 
that would necessitate glossed formulations, as required by, say, the ethnographer. Rather, the 
Tamang's access to meaning rests on what could be termed an "interlative" learning: spontaneous 
and intuitive discovery procedures that result from a switching between, and mutual "checking 
against", contextual, inter-textual and extra-textual evidences within (what he sees as) his own 
culture. The largely imitative type of learning that prevails in the guru-adept relationship among 
the bombos (and in all other processes of acquiring some traditional skill or knowledge) becomes 
reduced, in the case of the layman's encounter with the text, to an incidental learning in which 
the so-called sequential, lateral and vertical transfers in information processing remain selective 
and unguided by any external controlling instance. In other words, whatever the average, adult 
layman learns about the text results from repeated participation (as a patient, member of the 
patient's family, helper, onlooker) in different rituals of dozens of hmbos  over the years. Soon 
he can quote longer passages, and soon no text is entirely new to him. His representations of 
meaning accrue from mainly sub-reflective inferences from the context, on the one hand, and 
from reflective discriminations stimulated by snippets of interpretation given by the bombos or 
the fellow-laymen, on the other; rather than relating directly to the text of a recitation, many of 
these interpretations are conveyed in anecdotes, diagnoses, instructions concerning therapy or 
the technical details of the ritual. 

The layman is, of course, particularly sensitive when his own actual situation prompts him to 
"evaluate" what appears relevant for him in the text. This happens mostly when he is listening, 
paying full attention, to the divination and the oracle (cf. pp. 154 ff., 221 ff.) and scrutinizes 
nearly every word in trying to distinguish between "literal" and "allegoric" meanings. It is 
here - precisely in these obscure and ambiguous sections of the recitation - that he is addressed 
as a partner in a dialogue. both with the bombo and with himself. The divination and the 
oracle constitute the only part of the text in which the bombo shifts from a "definitive" to an 
"affinitive" language,35 i.e., to a basically dialogic discourse in which the separation between 
the speaker.as the subject and the world as an object is relativized or even suspended by an 
interpretive oscillationM between past and present. Otherwise, such a "close reading" is not 
regularly practised by the layman, and it is never extended to the entire text. Hundreds of 
names of superhuman beings, though far from passing unnoticed by him, may leave the layman 
indifferent not least because he holds that shamanic thinking sui generis has an inexplorable 
luxury of signifiers at its disposal." Dozens of terms referring to anatomy, ritual techniques, etc. 
are being treated by him as if they were either shorthands standing for themselves, so to speak, 
or epitomes whose full content is determined by naming just one of the possible components 

35 Cf. Galliker 1990. In contrast to "definitive" phrases, consisting of illocutionary acts and propositions 
which "build up" and determine, Galliker's "affinitive" phrases. characteristic of personal accounts in 
conversation ("I think", "I find", "in the sense that". etc.), constitute "open relations" between past and 
present in giving references and/or detecting analogies that provide the basis for further interpretation. 

36 Both the divination and oracle induce in the client a dialogue with himself so as to discover what 
may apply to him in the veiled message. In the divination (nisjfi soldap) where the k m b o  describes 
and interprets his own visionary sensations. the client's dialogue with himself is also an interpreting 
another interpreter's, namely the performer's, dialogue with oneself. In the oracle (munoi soldup), by 
contrast, the bomb0 claims to retreat as a performer in becoming a mere medium of the divinity (cf. 
pp. 227-228). 

37 To paraphrase Levi-Strauss 1971: 198-202. - Not even bombos are versed in hagiography; their 
acquaintance with the Hindu and Buddhist (Tibetan and Newar) pantheons in particular is rather poor. 
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or connotations. In sum, much is left in the penumbra of those latent structures of contrastive 
relationships which constitute meaning, and those implicit "differences" between meanings which 
make up the sense. Rather than evoking established denotata, a large number of words just 
provide stimuli that activate a loose network of respective connotations and dissociations. One 
might perhaps say that decoding processes often tend to stop at the level of what psycholinguists 
call the formation of connotative 

All this may be valid for ritual texts in general, but the question of what the bombo's text in 
particular means to the Tarnang cannot be treated without asking what it is for him. Clearly, the 
contemplative method of ruminatio (which requires that one even goes to bed with a verse from 
the Bible) is as alien to Tamang tradition as is Luther's conformitas (the orientation of one's 
conscience on the Scripture by means of an "inner understanding"). Some of the bombos' claims, 
and some of the laymen's attitudes suggest that the text is regarded as a specifically arranged 
sequence of spells, i.e., mantras. The Tamang conception of mantra (ha:), to begin with, may 
be called "magic"39, in contradistinction to the "yogic" one in Tibetan high religion. That is, 
the perlocutionary efficacy of a mantra does not presuppose a correct cogitation by means of 
meditative "realization" or exegetic appropriation of its meaning by the one who emits or only 
mentally40 articulates it. To "know" a mantra is to reproduce the formula faithfully. Once emitted 
or mentally articulated, it becomes effective, provided it is the "right" one: applied correctly, 
and stemming, ultimately, from a source endowed with superhuman authenticity, such as a guru 
or a witch. 

Visualizing the recitation as a series of such mantras would explain the apparent "ignorance" 
of meaning, and i t  would tally with the often-asserted ideal of the divine origin and self-fulfilling 
effectiveness of ritual texts in general. It could also justify the preference of some bombos to 
recite with a poor articulation. Yet, this interpretation runs into difficulties. First, there is no 
terminological evidence for i t ,  since the recitation does include some mantra-formulas, but is 
not called mantra (nu:) in its ent i re t~ .~ '  Rather than being a series of mantras, the text, as part of 
the ritual, is based on an archi-mantra, inasmuch as the bombo cannot achieve success without 
explicit reference to the damla ta:ha speech acts through which Urgyen Pe:ma established that 
world order in terms of which any acting upon reality becomes meaningful and efficacious (S. 
pp. 26, 11  1, 261). Second, while a mantra's self-fulfilling perlocutionary success depends on 
its "knowledge" (S. above) and correct reproduction alone, the recitations are part of a ritual 
that cannot be carried out without a charismatic qualification: both the bombo and the lambu 
are initiated specialists who act by virtue of divine calling and wisdom (hisve, thudam). Third, 
the most important argument against treating the text as mantras is that in contradistinction 
to any other ritual specialist, the bombo is also seen as an artist: singer, actor and even poet. 

38 For experimental psycholinguistics, meaning is inherent not in the word. but in the reactions a word 
is likely to generate. Words are thus treated as referential stimuli that activate certain associative 
processes (cf., e.g., Flade 1984. Marx 1984). And meaningfulness (as the psycholinguist understands 
i t )  implies a wider range of gradations; in experiments it has proven difficult to produce "absolutely 
meaningless" words that would evoke no associations at all in the test subject, as Marx (1984: 73 ff.) 
notes. 

39 Blofeld (1977: l 0 0  ff.) would prefer the label "Hindu". -The  Vedic "mantra is not a prayer but a kind 
of sound form of the deity it embodies. More than a supplication it is a means of coercion" (Parry 
1989: 51). 

40 According to some classical Indian sources, the reproduction (;upo) of montras is of three kinds. 
namely audibly uttered, inaudibly uttered and mentally revolved. "each succeeding one being ten 
times superior to each preceding one" (Kane 1974: 685). 

41 For a detailed discussion of the same problem with reference to texts from Jajarko! cf. also Maskarinec 
(1990) who concludes that mantras "can be conveniently viewed as an extensive subset of any shaman's 
repertoire of  oral texts" (Maskarinec 1990: 156 ff.). - Strickland (1982: 29) stresses the difference 
made by the Gurung pujus between "mere songs" (krr:;) and "spells" (ngo); he regards the p+ recitations 
as a "continuum between strong and weak illocutionary acts" (1982: 264 fr.. 29 1 ). 
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Since the personal characteristics, occasional improvisations or personal "inventionsH in the 
individual bombo's performance are clearly recognized as such, the claim of divine authorship 
and unchanged, faithful reproduction are likely to be questioned. Performance, interpretation 
and authorship become inextricably interwoven in whatever he, as an individual, is actually 

executing within the framework of a Consequently, in contrast to a mantra, the text 
of the bombo's recitation is always susceptible to being a matter of some critical dialogue4] 
between  he performer and his public, and in contrast to the Ihmbu or the lama, the b m b o  
inevitably assumes a portion of (co)authorial responsibility, too. 

This conclusion requires a differentiation in at least two respects. The individual client's 
attitude towards the text may depend on his past experience with bombos in general. The family 
tradition in which one has grown up, one's own encounter with the numinous, etc. can promote 
belief or devotion to the extent that the mantric, "self-perlocutionary" view gains precedence 
over the artistic and (co)authorial components, while for other, rather sceptical clients, it is the 
"make" which is more in the foreground. This implies that the client's attitude also depends on 
the attitude and character of the individual bombo who serves his family. Some bombos may 
have more "credit of seriousness" than others, even though the distinction between pakkcS and 
kacca (roughly 'genuine' versus 'non-genuine') bombo is far from being unanimously accepted. 
and the recognition of pakkd-ness has more to do with success, degree of training, "spiritual 
vitality" (hargyal) than with earnestness or seriousness in individual behaviour, as we have seen 
(pp. 17, 20). The most extravagant b m b o  whom I have encountered, and who excelled in all 
sorts of gags designed to calling off, as it were, certain taboos and professional ideals, had 
nevertheless the reputation of being "one of the greatest" bombos in the fieldwork area. 

In sum, the average Tamang layman's attitude is not free from contradictions and even 
situational fluctuations, and individual differences are a matter of degree or emphasis, rather 
than of radical conviction. Divine tradition or human make: "self-perlocutionary or artistic; 
whether words create and control the things they denote, or whether they denote at all those 
things they are meant to create and control - these alternatives come only rarely to be felt or 
articulated as a confrontation between viewpoints mutually excluding each other; they remain, 
not least because of the bombo's own ambivalence, unresolved as a latent dilemma inherent in 
any attempt at interpretation by the layman. 

On the one hand, there is the view that any ritual text becomes a perlocutionary act by virtue of 
being correctly recited. rather than by virtue of being correctly understood. Acknowledging this 
implies that the ultimate meaning or sense may for the time being be "left" in its text-immanency; 
there is no need to appropriate this sense through intensive exegesis. On the other hand. there 
is a demand for meaning, not only because the text is lan~ltage. and not only because of the 
(co)authorial responsibility of the bombo, but also because his recitation concerns individual 
lives and necessitates important decisions on the client's pan. Perhaps we may conclude that 
the implicit or explicit awareness of this dilemma provides both a permanent challenge to raise 
the quest for meaning and a permanent source of frustration for the same quest, - but it also 
comforts one in this frustration. Hence. in part at least. the seemingly paradoxical attitude of the 
average Tammg who c m  "put up" with the text, both believing in. and having doubts about. 
its authenticity and effectiveness. In so doing, he renounces a full appropriation of its meaning 
and nevertheless postulates the possibility of such an appropriation, because to deny it would 
amount to denying the raison d'@tre of the text and its performance. Indeed. most informants 

42 As Tedlock (1983: 236 f.)  stresses. performing is also an interpreting. rather than just a "doing". 
S.  also Sullivan 1986. 

43 S. pp. 40 f . .  300 ff. 
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postulated - vaguely, but spontaneously - a "future he rmene~t ics"~  that would resolve their 
problems with a "close reading", an optimal interpretability of ritual texts in general, which 
existed in the past and which might be restituted in future to reveal the "identity of thingsw 
behind the "mere signification", the "content" behind the "play of form", and the "divine" in 
what has been adulterated by human intervention. 

Interpretation: its scope and limitations 

One way to explain the informants' problems with exegesis is to admit that the original 
meaning of the text has been lost to a great extent, and that the Tamang of our days have 
an incomplete and partly false understanding of it. Thus, the tibetologist Tadeusz Skorupski 
claims that Tamang rituals "stem from Tibetan rituals", and that, consequently. "without an 
understanding of the layout of different parts of the Tibetan rituals of similar kind, it is impossible 
to understand, translate meaningfully or analyse the Tamang rituals".45 This is tantamount to 
saying that Tamang texts are Tibetan texts and are to be treated as such. 

Such a radical attitude is a typical example of what may be called the exegetic illusion which 
equates authoritative with authentic and authentic with authorial. The irritation we feel in the 
presence of "insufficient meaning" and in the absence of an author has much to do with our 
own Western tradition of exegesis. Enrooted in classical Antiquity and Judaeo-Christian Bible 
interpretation, further developed by Protestantism, Humanism and Romanticism ("the truth lies 
in the origins"), the concern with reducing meaning to original authorial referentiality was until 
recently central to the philologists' work, and it still seems to haunt the back of our minds.46 The 
exegetic illusion tends to reify the text as a self-sufficing entity in which the "true" message is 
inherent, while "false" messages can only be imposed from without, i.e., by incorrect reading. In 
particular, the axiom that a true understanding consists in a congenial re-production of authorial 
production, has serious implications for dealing with partly obscure, oral ritual recitations: it 
necessarily implies that the participants in the ritual are acting with a "false consciousness", 
since they fail to mentally appropriate and enact that original authorial referentiality which 
is supposed to make up the central concept of the act as a whole. It amounts, in the last 
analysis, to expecting a genuinely pietistic religiosity. Just as in pietism individual devotion and 
intense knowledge of the Word are to be mated to attain a spiritual rebirth and to experience a 
"break-through of divine grace" - so it is stipulated that an ideal participation4' in any ritual and 

44 1 adopt this term from de Man (1988: 201 f.) although "decoding" would perhaps render more 
adequately than "hermeneutics" the procedure meant by the informants. For de Man, if I understand 
him correctly, presuming the "possibility of future hermeneutics" is an escape from the dilemma as to 
whether (poetic) language is a mere vehicle or the ultimate source of man's knowledge of himself and 
the world, whether man or his language is endowed with the autonomy of a transcendental subject. 

45 Skorupski 1982a: 205 f. This radical view also seems to have prompted Skorupski to suggest some 
rather haphazard etymologies. Cf. also Hofer 1985. 

46 Viewed sociologically as a behaviour, this approach rests on several tacit axioms (enrooted in the 
Western subjective-objective dualism), such as, e.g.: (a) it reduces the text-receiver relationship to a 
relationship between an individual author and an individual reader: (b) it credits the author with a 
considerable expressive and creative autonomy, and sees the reader as a more or less passive receiver; 
(C) it assumes that the reader achieves a re-production of the authorial production by means of a 
reflective discourse ("accelerated", time and again, by intuition); and (d) it is grounded in a referential 
objectivism, i.e., in the tacitly held conviction that each word is objectively attached to a (correct) 
meaning, and that the mutual intelligibility is possible, provided the author chose the correct word 
and the reader is enabled to conclude from the correct word its correct meaning. - On the history of 
authorship cf. Shils 1981: 150 ff.; on authorship in oral tradition cf. Finnegan 1977: chapter 6 and PP. 
65 f.; for a brief and illuminating discussion of hermeneutics cf. Frank 1977. 

47 On the problem of an "inner participation"cf. also Peter Burke's (1988: 186 ff.) interesting discussion 
of the theories of ritual in early modem Europe. 
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in any culture presupposes not only devotion, but also a correct exegetic understanding on the 
part of the individual participant. Consequently, if the Tarnang nevertheless "stick" to the text 
and believe in its effectiveness, this is to be imputed to a "blind faith" that is likely to produce 
auto-suggestion and to be proven by incidental success. 

Evidently, the bombo's recitation - and most probably any other oral ritual text - requires a 
different approach. (a) A strict division between text and interpretation cannot be upheld.4H In 
principle at least, the recitation has as many authors a.. users: authors are all those who have 
ever contributed, both morphologically (as particularly "inspired", poetically active gums or 
creative recitors) and semantically (as laymen and specialists participating in the never-ending 
process of sense-making), to what we tape-record as a textual performance at a given time 
and place. (b) The notion of meaning must not be restricted to glossarial acquaintance and 
mastery of doctrinal content. First, as already stressed, there exists also a "knowledge without 
verbali~ation"?~ deriving among others, from associative processes, inter-contextual and even 
inter-textual "readings". Second, meaning - or better: meaningfulness - can also accrue from 
those aesthetic and rhetorical factors which contribute to what we call the pragmatic effect of 
the text - not as a text "in itself', but - as it is actually performed.50 (c) While it is perfectly 
legitimate, of course, to raise the quest for the historical origins of the text,s' one first has to see 
what the text means, here and now, to the Tamang and consider their interpretation authentic - 
however vague and contradictory it sometimes may be. If my translation tries to render their 
own interpretation only, while etymologies and other aspects of analysis remain confined to the 
critical apparatus, it is to avoid confounding different levels of interpretation: the interpretation 
of the text by present-day Tamang informants; the interpretation of the Tibetan prototypes (yet 
to be discovered!) by learned Tibetans; and the comparative, meta-textual interpretation. The 
interpretations by the Tamang and by the Tibetans are not freely interchangeable, for they stem 
from different periods and quite different socio-cultural contexts. "Reducing", in the translation, 
the Tamang interpretation to the Tibetan interpretation by completing or even correcting the 
former with the help of the latter would presuppose that texts have. as it were, an absolute 
meaning, i.e., that they are meaningful in themselves and independent of those who actually 
make use of them. 

Now it is one thing to denounce the inadequateness of our own tradition of exegetic illusion 
developed on written materials, and quite another to live up to the standards of a "science of the 
spoken word" called for by T e d l o ~ k . ~ ~  The claims raised above with regard to (CO-)authorship, 
performance and meaning, and the aim to re-create the original performance in situ so that the 
reader of its presentation reduced to writing is put in a position to become an audience in an 
approximate way must compromise with technical limitations. The first limitation arises from 
the fact that no empirical investigation was made into the non-exegetic. i.e.. psycho-aesthetic 
aspects of reception that could have allowed for treating the problem of meaning within the 

48 The same is true. of course, of any written literary text: rather than being an "objective monument 
surrounded by interpretations" (Selden 1989: 188). its identity is also determined by reception. 

49 Cf. Dixon 198 1 : 254. 
50 S. pp. 275 ff., 300ff., and also Finnegan 1977: 121 H. - Our inclination to dissociate meaning from 

aesthetics seems to go back to Kant for whom aesthetic judgements were subjective judgements, made 
by the imagination. rather than by the understanding (Selden 1989: 245, 248). 

51 We must learn more about the history of an oral tradition, like that of the bombo. in order to understand 
better its very nature and "functioning". Above all, we must learn more about the elements that stem 
from older strata of the same tradition or from other traditions. about how and why they have been 
kept or integrated, transformed and re-interpreted. Cf. also Foley's (1990: 2-5 ff., 359 ff.. 386-3871 
convincing arguments in favour of a diachronic orientation in the study of oral epic. 

52 Tedlock 1980. 1983. - The criticism does not apply to the philologist only. As Tedlock (1980: 828) 
stresses, even "linguists begin their work by disposing of the voice. committing to writing only those 
aspects of oral performance that are most comfortably noted by alphabetic writing". The "science of 
the spoken word" is still in its infancy, indeed. 
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larger framework of the experiencing of the ritual as a polymedial (audio-visual) performance, 
My presentation even neglects the musical execution to a great extent. Second, an imponant 
aspect of oral literature. that of "composition-in-performance" (Finnegan 1977). could not receive 
the attention it deserves. The few inferences made from certain structural properties of the text 
(pp. 275 ff., 300 ff.) await verification by long-term observation. Third, the translation is based on 
the work with just a couple of informants willing and able to cooperate. They were necessarily 
recruited from among the ritual specialists (all illiterate), on the one hand, and those laymen 
who. thanks to their modest education, belonged to the village Clite, on the other. It is only by 
these two criteria that their interpretations may be regarded as representative. 

In sum. 1 necessarily treat the recitation as if it were a "closed" written text5' and translate 
it by resorting to the informants' basically exegetic interpretation which was partly stimulated 
by my own interpretive efforts. Thus, my translation results from what is called "textualization" 
in modem anthropological jargon, since I have "made" data in collaboration with informants, 
instead of simply "collecting" data from them, - to use James Clifford's formulation referring to 
the work of Maurice Leenhardt on Melanesian texts, an undertaking that bears some similarities 
to mine.s4 

Translation 

The consrirutio rextus was based on the tape-recorded version. SR. the reciter. insisted on 
some emendments, saying that the tape-recording contained some omissions and other flaws due 
to his "spontaneity" and "exhaustion". He was, however, not systematic in this. On the whole, 
his instructions resulted in treating the text more as a spoken poem than as a sung recitation; for 
example, he completed a binarism that had been mutilated, or contributed an emended version 
of a passage that he said he had recited "confusedly". I have respected his emendments, and 
consequently, the transcript of the recitation deviates, here and there, slightly from the original 
version on tape. Regrettably. SR seemed unable to reconstruct, from the tape. a few passages 
that had been recited in a low voice or distorted by the drumming. Such passages are marked 
by a row of "X"-es in the transcript. A second group of emendments stem from SB, my chief 
informant, mainly with regard to word morphology. It is his pronunciation of Tamang (slightly 
differing from SR's) that my spelling follows. Finally, my own emendments. a very few indeed, 
are printed in square brackets when they concern the grammar of the Nepali as spoken by (mainly 
illiterate) Tamang, or when they insert what SR seems to have omitted to emend. Parentheses, 
by contrast, contain interpretive supplements, chiefly addenda deemed necessary for the reader 
not acquainted with the language: they add suffixes or words the occurrence of which in ritual 
or poetic language is facultative. In the translation, parentheses indicate what is contextually 
implicit (for example, personal pronouns), or they simply render what is written in the same 
parentheses in the Tamang original. 

The break-down of the text in sections and the punctuation have been introduced by me in 
order to facilitate the orientation of the reader." 

Most of the work of interpretation was done in the presence of at least two informants. 
the bombo himself (SR) and a layman, and most of the interviews came close to what is 
called "conversational narrative"": spontaneous narrations (autobiographical accounts, myths, 

53 In so doing, I must face objections by those who hold that a "transcription of oral discourse, regardless 
of its precision and faithfulness to the original, creates a text - 'something written to be read' - out 
of what is not a text" (Swearingen 1986: 138). 

54 S. Clifford 1980: 529 f.; cf. also the critical appraisal by Pearce and Chen 1989. 
55 S. p. 12. 
56 To my knowledge. this term was coined by R.J. Grele, quoted in Lacey 1980: 74 ff. 
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memorable events in the village) and discussions with, or among, the informants often provided 
more insight than any direct answer to my questions. SR's cooperation, rather role-specifically 
rhapsodic.s7 turned out to be of more help for clarifying some conceptual aspects (mythological 
foundations, ritual techniques, etc.) than analyzing the text itself. He failed to contribute any 
substantial interpretation to the work on the sections in Nepali. The laymen, often trying their best 
to "provoke" the bombo to give more information by questioning or completing his comments, 
showed more discipline and commitment. It was with their help that the bulk of lexical meanings 
could be clarified. Contextual cross-checking, tracing down extra-textual evidences, looking for 
equivalent terms in Nepali, etc. were resorted to in order to verbalize the informants' "implicit 
knowledge", i.e., to formulate the content of what I call their understanding as an interpreration 
(S. pp. 275-276). SB, who had soon developed into a genuine folk-philologist, did the bulk of 
this work. Equally important was what he contributed, thanks to his remarkable intellectual 
sensitivity, to both the linguistic processing and the literary analysis of the recitation. Working 
with two or three informants at a time proved useful for at least two reasons. On the one hand, 
discussions among the interview partners stimulated self-controlled reflexion and helped to fill 
out with more content those vague and commonplace-type statements with which every Tamang 
is likely to gloss over conceptual matters in his first encounters with the ethnographer. On the 
other hand, the procedure demonstrated both the differences in the individual interpretation (of 
which I have been taking note in the annotations) and the limits of any interpretation of one and 
the same text which remains nevertheless part of a living tradition. 

For the Western reader, parts of my translation may appear as uneven and lacking in comfort 
as is the original for the Tamang interpreter. I see no reason why the translation should foster 
in the reader the illusion that the text is unproblematic. Nor should my translation plough over 
certain structural and poetic qualities, inasmuch as these qualities are part of the meaning: means 
of evoking associations, building up images, providing cross-references between contexts, and 
imposing formal or imaginary "solutions" on to what is conceptually irresolvable. This is of 
course not to deny that some formulations in my rendering are t e n t a t i ~ e . ~ ~  

The translation is a free and interpretative "study translation". Whenever deemed necessary, 
it is free from the constraints of the stylistic taste of the target language and tries, instead, to 
render both phraseology and diction of the Tamang original. And it is interpretative in that (a) 
it gives priority to what the text is to the Tamang themselves, namely something different from 
modem colloquial Tamang, often "unusual", manneristic and sometimes even nonsensical; and 
(b) it tries to come to terms with concepts from a cultural setting quite different from ours. 

I have preferred literal translation - at the risk of sounding clumsy - where no other solution 
seemed viable, but have chosen an idiomatic rendering for those expressions which could be 
soundly established as idiomatic in Tarnang. Thus, ilasyiii cu:ba is translated as 'to operate the 
violent (side of the) body of the drum', instead of 'to beat the drum's (so-called) violent side', 
in order to give an idea of how precieux. or at least artificially archaic, this formulation sounds 
to the Tamang of our days (S. 110.1068, 110.1070). By contrast, kidu-1q:iien saho is rendered 
idiomatically by 'come what may', inasmuch as it  is clearly a Tibetan loan-expression (also used 
in modem colloquial Tamang) the etymological word-by-word meaning of which was unknown 
to the informants (S. 86.724 note). The ambiguity of some verbs also required literal translation. 
A striking example is provided by d!nha, lit. 'to soar'. 'to hover'. Once this verb occurs no longer 
with a bird, but with a porcupine, as a subject. both the native informant and the ethnographer 

57 Roughly the same is true of other bombos interviewed. As Holmberg (1989: 160) puts it: "The 
shamanic defies attempts to contain it analytically. Bombos often laugh at direct questions about their 
practice or revert to their measured chants. They evade positive declarations and acquire their authority 
from elusiveness. Although often deadly serious, some joke that their soundings are deceptions." 

58 Further fieldwork in 1982183 has enabled me to "refine" the translation of certain terms; hence some 
deviations from the wording chosen in Hofer 1981. 
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are in a dilemma as to whether or not to look for a "secondary" meaning that could also apply 
to a porcupine. But if such a "secondary" meaning cannot be found - why should the translator 
of a shamanic text refrain from making a porcupine 'soar', all the more as this porcupine is 
in a sense a superhuman protagonist in the context in question? Clearly, in modem colloquial 
Tamang, dinba can also be used for describing the attitude of a fidgety person who is always on 
the go. ye;, this is only a joking extension, and the "joke" lies in the paradoxy of synaesthetics. 
There is no reason not to presume that the bombo's recitation leaves it to the imagination of the 
listener to figure out how a non-winged being can 'soar'. That a porcupine soars or hovers is 
no less and no more scandalous in such a text than, say, Yeats's "stony sleep" or ValCry's "le 
Temps scintille" ... 



PART TWO 
THE RECITATION 





RECITATION: THE SETTING 

The setting 

The trouble 

One day in 1968. a man by the name of TBsyi walked to a neighbouring village to buy a 
goat and happened to meet there a girl, Najom. Months later, Tisyi eloped with Najom who 
"ran away", leaving behind a lame brother. Mutual sympathy, perhaps even love, was as much 
a motive as sheer necessity. Twice widowed and three times divorced, Thsyi, then 36. needed 
a housewife to look after his five children, the eldest of whom was 12 at that time. N~jom, 
then about 25, abandoned by her father and living in poverty in her mother's natal village, 
was "overdue" for being married. There existed no gossip about her, and people admired her 
skill in weaving. Tasyi, a handsome and intelligent man, was - for Tamang standards - neither 
prosperous nor poor, but his position as the son of a village headman and as an assistant teacher 
lent him enough prestige to be recognized as one of the village leaders. The match seemed all 
the more promising as he had what most of his fellow-Tarnang - peasants with yields too low 
to subsist on them - did not have: a regular cash income. 

Coming to live in a village, Bhokteni, where she had neither relatives nor friends, and put hard 
to become a good stepmother for children of whom she knew they would not care for her once 
they were grown up, Najom must have experienced very intensely the usual "status insecurity" 
to which any newly married wife is exposed. In the end, she turned out to be a good stepmother, 
but a bad wife, in Tasyi's opinion at least. He accused her of squandering, considering how 
minimal her dowry was, and found her manners utterly impolite in comparison to the respect 
with which a Brahmin or Chetri wife treats her husband. She protested, but her quick-temper 
made things even worse. One day when he was drunk, Tasyi threw her out of the house - only 
to collect her two days later at the house of one of her paternal uncles in a distant village and 
under conditions quite humiliating for him. Months later, when in a fit of rage she had cut off 
the beak of a hen which intruded into the vegetable garden, it came to violence. Tkyi  slapped 
her, and she attacked him with a sickle, etc. This time, Najom had fled to the landlady of the 
ethnographer who did play some part in finally settling the hspute ... 

The tension between the protagonists cannot be explained by their biographical background 
alone. After all. elopement and divorce, fatherless daughters and good or bad stepmothers, 
demanding husbands and "energetic" wives are far from being uncommon in Tamang society. 
The main problem was no doubt Najom's obvious barrenness. She complained about menstrual 
troubles, and it was soon agreed that "her flower had been spoilt" (mendo nonbala). More 
than two years after her arrival in Bhokteni, the couple consulted Syirjaron Bombo (SR) who 
promptly suggested (what everybody expected) that one should find out which cen might have 
caused her trouble. 

The cen: flower versus "flower" 

Bombos claim to be the only specialists competent in dealing with the cens whom they 
regularly worship.' The cens are etymologically identical to, but conceptually somewhat different 

I This worship is based on the cult of a mythical bombo called Cen Bon or Ui Yermai Bon. I was told. - 
Holmberg 1989: 15 I M. gives an explanation for the special attachment of the bomb0 to the cvns, which 
is plausible. but was not confirmed by my informants. Nor did I come across the beautiful myth of the 
tragic marital alliance between a cen and a human man. which Holmberg (1980: 124 ff.. and 1989: 
170 ff.) quotes and congenially interprets as a rationale of the problems involved in divine-human 
and man-woman relationships. For an interpretation of the role of the cen in Tamang pantheon cf. also 
Toffin 1990: 170 ff. 
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from, the bean demons in Tibetan belief. The latter are represented as horse-riding warriors armed 
with bow and arrow and residing on red rocky  mountain^.^ For the Tamang, by contrast, most 
of the tens are fairy-like female beings3 wearing beautiful costumes and jewellery. They play 
with flowers and adorn themselves with flowers. There is a mystic linkage between a particular 
kind of flower, a particular kind of cen and the genitals of a woman, the latter being also called 
"flower", as we have just seen. In short, virtually each botanical species of flower is inhabited 
by, or closely associated with, a certain cen, and thus once the bombo has found out which 
flower corresponds to his woman patient's "flower". he can identify and placate the cen held 
responsible for the woman's barrenness (S. sections 5 1 .-77.). 

In normal cases, the mystic linkage remains in a state of latency. The trouble starts when 
the cen becomes attached to a woman. "If she plucks a flower, a red one in particular, which 
happens to be inhabited by a cen, the cen will 'mount' her (the informant used the verb for 'to 
climb') and suck, as if it were nectar, the mucus in her menstrual flow so that she becomes 
barren." (This mucus, called ser.mendo, is believed to be indispensable for conception). "She, 
then, will feel sick. lose much weight and occasionally shiver, just like the bombo, and people 
know: she has been seized (cunba) by her cen." (Nothing of the like happened to Najom, by the 
way). Having a weakness for the colour red, as well as for gold, silver and everything which 
glitters, a cen clings to one's cloth and jewellery, and she can thus also be inherited from mother 
to daughter, or transferred to other women. Once mounted by a cen, the woman in question will 
remain under her control until death. She has to avoid impurity by strictly observing the taboos 
during her menses, by refraining from eating pork and the meat of any animal killed by a leopard 
or a fox; she is also forbidden to touch any meat with raw blood on it, to take any medicine 
of red colour, and to wear new cloths of red colour. Her case requires regular ceremonies by a 
bombo who will take care to allure the cen, again and again, back into her abode proper: the 
flowers (S. pp. 264, 266). 

Conspicuously, the cen is closely associated with red colour, yet at the same time she dislikes 
red4 (blood, medicine, cloth); she abhors impurity, yet at the same time she sucks the impure 
mucus; she loves flowers, yet she spoils the "flower" of a woman. One is tempted to interpret 
these "contradictions" as expressing the very nature of the cen. Her vanity - both childishly naive 
and prudish at the same time - with which she delights in the botanical species as an object of 
ornamental or aesthetic value and free from impurity, prevents the flower from developing into 
fruit, its natural destination. In a sense, the cen could be said to take "flower" literally, i.e., treat 
the "flower" of a woman as a flower, as is shown by her mistaking the mucus for nectar. Thus, 
the real threat the cen poses to humans lies in her deconstmcting the Flower as a metaphor of 
fertility and life. 

Divine Mother, Divine Witch 

The noun "flower", mendo, is not only a euphemism for 'womb' and/or 'vagina'. Every 
human being is born from, and with, a flower, referred to as "life-flower", ro.mendo, or simply 
mendo. The concept (with which I shall deal in more detail below pp. 3 10-3 12) is vague and 
complex, and so it may suffice here to summarize it as follows: On the one hand, a person 
retains his "life-flower" until death, on the other, his "life-flower" develops, at the age of 139 
into a tree, referred to as ro.dunma, lit. 'life-beam', in the texts. In the case of an adult man, it 

2 Cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 299; Tucci 1970: 224 f.; and Hoffmmn 1950: 141. 
3 Nevertheless, Tamang tradition has still preserved some reminiscence of the older Tibetan conceP1 of 

hcan. S. Hofer 1981: 15. 
4 Similarly in Tibetan belief: the sight of red colour both angers and deters the hcarl demons (Ribhach 

1940: 182; Klaus 1985: 365). 
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is his "life-beam" which stands in the foreground, while in the case of an adult woman, it is her 
"life-flower" which is important - all the more as it tends to be treated as something cognate or 
even identical with her "(womb-)flowerw. 

Ultimate responsibility for the "life-flower" is attributed to two mythical kings: Kaliama and 
Lasya. Our text extols Kaliama as the Divine Mother who bnngs forth the human M y  with 
all its organs and functions, and the creation myth (section 23.) identifies her, allusively, with 
the flowers on the branches of the primordial tree. Kaliama is The Flower. Lasya, by contrast. 
emerges from the rather fragmentary and cryptic references as the supreme mistress-guardian 
of the "life-flower". Lasya is said to "choose" and "hand over" an individual's "life-flower" to 
Kaliama, as if the latter were just a surrogate mother. When, as is customary, a young child 
is to be placed, against a vow, under the particular protection of a goddess, mainly a "Hindu" 
mother-goddess (mcii), Lasya must be invoked as a mediator and asked for consent. At the 
same time, Lasya is also the First Witch, the Queen of Witches, and, like any witch, can do 
harm to humans, especially children and women. While Kaliama appears as the quintessence 
of goodness, beauty, purity and life, Lasya is associated with ambivalent power, ugliness, dirt 
and decay. She is described as a huge woman with uncombed long dirty hair and said to lick 
and eat up the "flower" - and this word can imply, in the case of a female, the genitals, too, 
as we have just noted.5 She is both guardian of life and destroyer of life, "out of jealousy", as 
the informants added. Except for the cen, any female superhuman agent which does harm to the 
"life-flower" is tentatively likened to a witch who, in turn, is said to act "on behalf' of Lasya, 
the First W i t ~ h . ~  Much of what the texts and the informants' comments reveal about Lasya and 
witches in Tamang belief tallies with Bennett's observations concerning high-caste Hindus in 
Nepal: "[ ...l the common belief that the witches can cause harm - especially fertility problems - 
if they are allowed to see the menstrual blood of the victim"; that the unoiled, uncombed hair 
is a symbolic expression of a temporary loss of control over female sexuality; and that human 
witches, who are almost always female. are symbolically "like extensions of the violent and 
dangerous aspect of the goddess in the human world".' 

Two points deserve particular emphasis. First, there is some evidence to conclude that Lasya 
and Kaliama are one and the same being, or at least that Lasya "encompasses" Kaliama in 
the sense that Kaliama represents but the positive mother-aspect inherent in Lasya. l lus dual 
Lasya-Kaliama reminds one of the ambivalent ~ e v T  in Hinduism, of the Great Goddess ~21;~.  
the World Mother-Destroyer who "ushers one into life and, obscurely, into death" (Wayman 

5 Cf., e.g., sections 46.. 47., 95. and pp. 228, 253 ff., 3 10 ff. 
6 According to SB, lasya is an obsolete term for 'witch'. 
7 Bennett 1983: 259 and 307 respectively.- Among the high-caste Hindus. unoiled and uncombed hair 

marks liminal phases in one's life-cycle in that it is worn by menstruating women, new mothers and 
new widows (Bennett: 1983: 259). - A further parallel to Tamang belief with its theme of "eating 
up" lies in the idea that "[ ...l one is also vulnerable to witchcraft at mealtimes. The most common 
way of casting a spell over someone is to put something in their food or simply to recite a spell while 
looking at the food which will be eaten by one's victim" (Bemen 1983: 50). 

8 Lasya-Kaliama is also called Gyagar Khanda:rno_ Ra:fii, lit. 'Indian ~ d c i n i  Queen', and we know 
that the &kinis (S. below) are attendants of Kili. - High-cultural hagiography is more explicit in 
giving such "approximations". To give just one example: one of Lasya's names is Palden Lama < 
Tib. dPal-ldan Lha-mo. The latter is the chief guardian goddess of Buddhism, the "chief ma-mo" 
(= the marno of the Tamang), the "Great Life-Mistress", accompanied by the witch-like dakinis and 
demons. - and identified with KBIT (cf. pp. 193, 21 1 below; and Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 22-37; 
Martin du (3rd 1985; and Neumaier 1966). - The cens, by contrast, are said to constitute a separate 
category of superhuman beings, with no relationship whatsoever with the "mother goddesses". One 
informant surmised that the cens originated from the same flowers on the primordial tree as the human 
race, too. 
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1973: 173). Even the name Kaliama appears to be a derivate of KBli Although the 
bombo's pantheon lacks any explicit hierarchy, oblique references, as manifest in some attempts 
of "translation" (S. pp. 227 f., 293), etc., suggest Lasya-Kaliama as a being who in a sense 
epitomizes or subsumes all "mother goddesses" invoked in our text, e.g.. the ambivalent mais 
collectively called "Spirits of the Kathmandu Valley", and the principally evil mamos which in 
turn are again approximated to some of the mclis, especially to AjimUSitalii (cf. pp. 85, 148). 

The second point to be dealt with is Lasya-Kaliama's specific relationship with the bombo. 
In our text (and in other texts, too), Kaliama and Lasya share two epithets, namely d6lm0 and 
khanda:mo, which derive from Tib. sgrol-ma = Tars, and mkha'-'gro-ma = ddkini, respectively. 
Lasya is also apostrophized as nenjyurmo c Tib. rnal-'byor-ma = ~ogin;  These three terms (of 
which only the first two have a vague meaning for the Tamang of our days) reveal the influence 
Tantric Buddhism, especially the Old Sect, must have had on the Tamang bombo's tradition. Let 
us recall, very briefly, the role these three beings - personifications of cosmic female energy, 
holders of wisdom, possessing both peaceful and wrathful, exoteric and esoteric aspects - play 
in Tantric s o t e r i ~ l o g ~ . ' ~  T a a ,  the benevolent Saviouress, whose popularity in Tibet is due to the 
belief that she can be approached by laiety directly, without mediation by learned lamas, has 
also wrathful forms of manifestation and is assisted by dakinis." The latter, often also referred 
to as yogin( are known as miracle-doers who fly through space, divine mothers and guides of 
the mystics, revealers of wisdom - but also as witches with loose hair, who dwell in cemeteries, 
have the power of depriving every creature of its vitality and delight in flesh and blood, etc.I2 
Some further epithets of Lasya and Kaliama connote their association with light and illumination: 
Lasya is apostrophized as the queen (of) fienser, 'beam of sunlight', Kaliama as the queen (of) 
hpsal and nunsal< Tib. 'od-gsal, lit. 'clear light' (figuratively also 'state of consciousness at the 
time of death', and 'enlightening'), and snan-gsal, 'light', 'brilliant', etc., respectively. Possibly, 
Lasya and Kaliama go back, ultimately, to the two goddesses Lasys (alias sGeg-mo-ma) and 
Puspa (alias Me-tog-ma) classified by the Tibetans as dakinis or hodhisat~as in the company 
of ~ a m a k i ,  a form of T a a .  Lasya is depicted holding a mirror in a coquettish attitude and 
personifies 'beauty', while Puspa, holding a blossom in her hand, personifies 'b lo~som' . '~  

In any case, the epithets of Lasya are likely to throw some light on two problems relating to 
her position in the bombo's pantheon. First, there is one of the most important acts in our ritual. 
the "unio mystica" between the bombo and Lasya, of which we only know that the former is to 
pass through under the legs, astride, of the latter (sections 108.-111.). Not only is the posture 

9 MT ama = 'mother'; SB suggested another etymology for Kali-, namely < OT ka+li:, lit. 
'word'+'body', but this should have resulted in Kali- (high-falling pitch), rather than in Kali- (mid-level 
pitch), 1 presume. - On Kaliama in Tamang belief cf. also Toffin 1990: 172 ff. with details somewhat 
differing from my data. 

10 As Wayman (1973: 164 H.) notes, Buddhist Tantras employ the following generic words for the 
goddesses or females: prajfid, 'insight', yoRin; 'female yogin', vidyd, 'occult science', 'wisdom', 
devL 'goddess' or 'queen', m d q .  'mother', and ddkin;, etc., while in Hindu Tantras the term Sakfi. 
'[female] power' is general. 

l I Cf., e.g., Getty 1962: 119 ff., Beyer 1973, and Waddell 1894. 
12 Kalff 1978; S. also Evans-Wentz 1960: 127 ff. - In Snellgrove's ( 1  959,I: 135) summary, the term dakini 

"refers in Buddhist tantric tradition to a type of yogin: with which word it  is all but synonymous. 11 
is commonly related with the Sanskrit verbal root di, 'to fly', and represents that 'perfection which 
acts throughout the whole space' [...l. The Tibetan translation mkha'-'gro-ma means 'she who goes 
in the sky'. The d ~ k i r z ~ ~ s  par excelletzc~e are the five yoRin;s who are identified with the tive Buddhas 
and represent the unity of existence [...l." 

13 Evans-Wentz 1960: 108; also Waddell 1959: 366. - On some futher occurrences of a Lasya or La-bya 
bse in Tibetan sources cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 1 14: Schuh 1973: 412 f.; and HGfer 1981 : 20 f. - 
Wayman (1973: 186) mentions a LBsya as "the goddess of Wanton Movement". The name seems 
to derive from Skt. Idsya, 'feminine dance', 'dance by females', connoting a 'graceful dancing'. In 

contradistinction to r ~ n d a v a .  'masculine dance'; these two "genres" being connected with Parvati and 
Siva (Tandu), respectively (Vatsyayan 1968: 29, 184, 230, 238 f.; cf. also O'Flaherty 1980: 130 ff.). 
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with "legs astride" reminiscent of the &kin& who are often repre~nted in a dancing attitude 
(with one leg drawn up to the abdomen or stretched out up to the height of the head), or, even 
more, of the well-known yob-yum position of divine couples in Indo-Tibetan art. but the act 
itself is reminiscent of Tantric gnosis in which enlightenment is attained thmugh the union of 
the male (adeptf 'means") with the female (goddessf 'wisdom") element, described as a sexual 
intercour~e '~ or as a process of the adept's becoming aware of himself as the goddess. 

The bombo will of course give a - seemingly - different explanation by stressing the necessity 
for him to "return" to the place of a mythic event which "established" both Lasya and him, 
the bombo. in their present roles. The myth (Appendix 11) shows Lasya as a "fallen woman" 
(associated with a "fallen b ~ m b o " ) ' ~  who has nevertheless been integrated by Padmasarhbhava. 
the Supreme Lama-Creator, into the bomb's  pantheon to act thenceforth as his principal 
partner-adversary.16 The bombo's gnosis consists in his "returning into" this myth. The xnse  
[ies in the origins - this is conveyed by the informants' preference to refer to any myth of origin 
(rhunrap, kerap) as orrho, a Nepali word meaning both 'sense' and 'purpose'. Perhaps one may 
conclude from this that by "returning into" the myth, the h m b o  re-performs the original act of 
creation - not as an event, but rather as a "sense", a "sense" that "founds" his charisma, lending 
him paranormal faculties which include "wisdom" (thudam, hbsye, hlsye). In any case, both the 
Tantric and the bombo may be said to have the same aim, namely a self-identification with the 
goddess in order to appropriate her powers, but while the former strives ultimately for the Great 
Bliss, the latter's union with Lasya appears to be accomplished with the purpose of growing 
as powerful and as ambivalent as Lasya. Only thus will he be capable of absorbing, and thus 
neutralizing, what from the human standpoint is evil in her, and of activating what from the 
same standpoint is good in her: the life-giving mother." 

The site 

The ritual of "looking for the cen" (cen maiba) took place on 12th October 1971 in Tbyi's 
house. 

Custom makes it incumbent upon the client to collect the bomb's  paraphernalia before, and 
to deliver them after, the ritual, and to beat the drum while walking. Custom also prescribes 
that the client should be assisted by 2-3 lay-helpers who cooperate in organising the ritual and 
among whom at least one person should represent the kin category of "wife-givers", i.e.. male 

14 The term hodhicitta. 'thought of enlightenment'. refers, in the texts dealt with by Snellgrove (1987: 
258 ff., 290 ff.), to the vital force resulting from the union of Wisdom (female) and Means (male); in 
particular, it refers to the semen retaken from the vagina of the female partner, with which the adept 
receives the Secret Consecration. 

15 The "fallen woman" provides, again. a parallel with the Tantric consort, the "dissolute outcast woman", 
who as "insight" initiates one into knowledge, and who, for this function, has to be "dissolute" 
(Wayman 1973: 170: S. also Snellgrove 1987: 157 ff., 291 ff.). 

16 A rather "utilitarian" version of this theme appears in myths attested in Far Western Nepal. After 
having killed her elder sisters, the primordial shaman of the Chantel comes to an arrangemenl with 
the surviving youngest witch-sister who explains to him that if she dies, he too will die, for without 
the necessity of  neutralizing the witches again and again. the shaman could not make a living (de Sales 
1992: 9 ff.; S. also Oppitz 198 1 : 20 and de Sales 199 1 : 208-2 13 on the Kham Magar; and Maskarinec 
1990: 98 f. on JBjiirko!). - The bombo's mystic encounter with Lasya may also be seen as a variant 
of the marriage between the shaman and a witch or a goddess (S. Toffin 1990: 175 ff. with reference 
to Himalayan traditions). 

17 For a variant of the theme of neutralizing the destructive aspect of the female Ihrough a "union" 
or interaction with the male cf. Toffin (1984: 478 C.) who in charac~erizing the iconographical 
representations of the ~ e v r  (DurgB) in the Kathmandu Valley, stresses a general tendency: the Goddess 
assumes her wrathful form when she dominates the male. while She appears in her peaceful form 
when united with the male in a couple (as ~ i v a - ~ a a t l ,  etc.). 
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agnates of the wife or the mother of the head of the household.'"he latter also sends for one 
of his "wife-takers", i.e., those men who have married a woman from his lineage, especially 
when a larger animal, such as a goat or, seldom, a buffalo, is to be sacrificed, since the work 
of slaughtering and disembowelling on ritual occasions must always be done by kinsmen from 
this category. Finally, the presence of one of his real or classificatory brothers, too, is welcome 
as a token of solidarity. Thus, when Syirjaron Bombo, accompanied by a disciple of his, arrives 
on the scene at about 6 p.m., everything is ready. 

Being. at the same time, an epitome of the shamanic universe. a bridge between the human 
world and the superhuman sphere, the place where the bombo meets the gods, the place which is 
identical with both the altar of one of the Primordial Bons and the mythic-mystic country (bq:yul) 
in the northern mountains and beyond (S. p. 30 f.), - the altar becomes the most important focus 
of all activities, and its installation in the "northernmost" corner of the house, entails a change 
and revaluation of symbolic spatial order. 

0 a l t a r  
' I t  ondar" 

f i r e -  
p l ace 

I 1  mondar" 

window 

porch 

door 

Fig. 1. The house. 

Throughout the ritual, the "upper half' (rondur-) will be occupied by the bombo, his disciple and 
the lay-helpers sitting in a row and facing the fire-place, while the head of the household (actually 
the patient's husband, Tasyi) will tenlporarily stay with his children and their mother (actually 
their stepmother, Najom), the patient, in the "lower half' (mondur-). The "upperw-"lower" 
dichotomy existing, under normal conditions, in terms of gender thus becomes equivalent to 
a divine-human and specialist-client dichotomy. This is also manifest in the two main directions 
of the ritual transactions: the one, vertical, in which the bombo is communicating divine boon 
and purity from the "upper half' to the clients in the "lower half'; and the other one. diagonal. 

18 This category of relatives (real or classificatory mother's brother/wife3s brother) plays an irnpoflanl 
role in life-cycle ceremonies in bestowing purity and a new status. among others, on to a boy on the 
occasion of his tirst haircut or on to the mourners after the death-feast (cf. also Holmherg 1980: 188 
if.. Holmberg 1989: 190 ff.). 
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in which the bombo expels. with divine assistance obtained from the "northernmost" corner. 

the evil forces through the door in the "southemmost" As a rule of thumb, while 
communicating with the gods, the b m b o  is facing the altar; while dealing with the spirits, he 
is facing the door; while dealing with the clients, he is facing the tatter. Dealing with the spirits 
to be expelled from the house, and dealing with the clients to be purified or blessed, make it 
necessary for the bombo to leave the sphere of the "upper half '. During the divination and oracle 
he stands in the "upper half', but recites facing the clients. The border zone between the "upper" 
and "lower halves" is the bombo's "battlefield" (as one informant put it) where he dances. 

The altar 

This time, the altar - brange or lhgahZO - consists of a bamboo winnowing tray placed on a 
conical basket (N. rhumse) that serves as a stand and that has been "consecrated" by throwing a 
mixture of maize, paddy and millet into it. In front of the basket, on the floor, are deposited: a 
cup for the incense (N. dhupiiro); a heap of marblestone splinters to be used as projectiles against 
harmful spirits; and a copper measuring vessel (N. Mnd) containing husked rice (MT mone, 
N. a c h e ~ a ) ~ '  to serve as an offering or as a vehicle of a spell or of some magical substances 
(boon, life-force, etc.). Up on the tray are displayed the ritual implements some of which the 
bombo also apostrophizes as personal entities, as his divine helpers (S. sections 17.-19.), on the 
one hand, and the various offerings, on the other. 

The central piece of the altar, the chene, corresponds to the measuring vessel (Tib. bre) filled 
with barley (called in Tib. gii-nas > Tamang syine[-syimrol]) on which lamps and various items 
for sacrifice are displayed in Tibetan rituals.22 And Tamang chene (also chyene) derives from 
Tibetan mfihod-gnus, lit. 'the place of sacrifice', a term which S.R. Das (1970: 439) glosses in 
quoting a Tibetan source as follows: ( 1 )  "objects to which offerings are made". "the objects to be 
venerated comprise two: persons and symbols; the persons are the assembly [Sa~igha], Buddha, 
and the lamas; the symbols are images, the receptacles of what has been said, relics, and such 
like"; and (2) "the officiating priest, the sacrificator". Indeed the whole set of the bmbo 's  altar 
reminds one of the rnandala in certain Tibetan rituals, in which the offerings symbolising the 
universe also serve as device for meditative "realization" (sgrub-pa), such as the transformation 
of the officiating priest himself into a god, etc.2J 

19 "northernmost" = ideal North-West; "southernmost" = ideal South-East. Complementary to this vertical 
division (tondar-lmondar) is the horizontal one opposing (a) the closed space between the "western" 
wall and the fire-place, said to be the favourite place of the clan god (also called the god of the house) 
where no human is supposed to sit. to (b) the neutral and open space of circulation near the door on 
the "eastern" side of the house. 

20 In a stricter sense, the term hrange denotes another type of altar-platform made of branches and used 
in some larger-scale ceremonies (S. plate 4). hrqnge < Tib. bran-rgyas. 'offering of eatables', often a 
heap of tsarnpa, which, in Ladakh, is identified with the Meru mountain (Brauen 1983a: 1 I I). lugan 
< Tib. Iha-khan, 'temple', 'shrine'. 

21 mone < Tib. mo-nos. lit. 'divination barley' (S. also p. 1606. 49.389 and 96.897 notes). in the ritual 
texts often referred to as sergi mone, which the informants translated by 'golden (husked) rice'. sergi 
mone is reminiscent of N. pahPIo [= yellow] achetci. the term for barley used for burnt offerings in 
Hindu rituals. 

22 Cf. Tucci 1970: 21 1 ,  Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 523. or Ribbach 1940: 225 ff. 
23 Cf.. e.g., Tucci 1970: 131 ff.; for an explanation of the norion of mun&la cf. Snellgrove 1957: 287, 

and in more detail Snellgrove 1987: 198 ff. 
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Fig. 2. The setup of the altar. 

The central piece of the set is a copper vessel, the traditional measure pdthi (N.) (= 4.36 litres), filled up 
to the brim with various sorts of cereals that serve as a "bedding" (syine-syimrol) for the following items: 
(a) porcupine quills; (b) feathers of the Himalayan pheasant; (c) a kind of fan (melon) decorated with the 
tail-feathers of the peacock; (d) a stick with strips of cloth in different colours (darlun); (e) a wooden ritual 
dagger with two horse-riders at the top of its handle; (f) a brass lamp; (g) different stones (phola); (h) three 
tridents (N. trisul); and (i)  a round Rat piece of dried yeast (as used in brewing alcoholic drinks; S. the 
"white disc" on plate 3), a raw egg, a fried egg and a few coins (ladar), each in four separate leaf-cups. 
Around the chene vessel, on a thin layer of grains of various cereals (syine-syimrol), the follo_wing items 
are displayed: Cj) two cups, one with millet beer, and one with milk; (k) some hashish (N. gijd) strewn 
on glowing charcoal; (I) the skeleton of a snake (pukhri chi:), held together by a thread so as to form a 
necklace; (m) a trumpet (kai~lin) made of the thigh-bone of a leopard; (n) a rosary of rudrdcche fruits (S. 

below pp. 63. 69-70); (0) a jug (bumha) containing holy water; (p) the beak of a hombill (khyun), held 
together by two hoops of brass sheet and standing upright in (q) a tortoise shell filled with grains of the 
syine-syimrol type. 

The bombos give less sophisticated explanations. When asked about the function of the altar, 
they would refer to the text and stress that it is in the chene that they "get at" (pheha) or ''look 
for" or "find" (salha) the gods who "come down" (huppa) into it24; or that the chene - which 
they apostrophize as a goddess (da:mo) - provides the starting point of any ritual journey of 
the r-!rap and sanrap type, not least because the implements therein "are" their powerful divine 
helpers andlor magical tools. Let us examine some of these implements2' in  more detail: 

(a) The porcupine quills (dumsyin mru:), once activated by a mantra, become sparking 
projectiles sent out to annihilate an enemy or to light the way of the bombo searching for 
the enemy at night.26 The quills are also employed to counteract a particular type of contagious 
black magic called doi nemba, namely to detect and bring back the nail-clippings or hairs from 
a person, which his enemy has stolen and hidden beneath a stone (S. 72.601 note). 

24 Cf., e.g., 40.302, 46.351, 57.469, 67.553, 68.564-565 and 1 1  1.1077, 1 1  1.1079. - In describing what 
the gods and spirits should be caused to do, two informants used the MT expression hranaer.~ d!.'hfl 
(rendered by Nepali thdnma milnu), 'to cooperatelto become partners of interaction in the altar'. 

25 Cf. also the annotations to sections 18.-20., 22. and 25. 
26 The porcupine, a night-active animal, is said to "search" in holes and places covered by dead leaves 

and underwood. - On the similar function of the porcupine quills for shamanic specialists in other 
areas S., e.g., Macdonald 1976: 319 (Darjeeling) and Mumford 1989: 120 (Gyasumdo). 
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Fig. 3. T h e  altar (in preparation) with the clic~tie and the khvrrii. 

(b) T h e  feathers of  the pheasant" (t1o:dail g r ~ : )  sen le  as  projectiles which pierce the enemy: 
they can  fly'x over  long distances in the air. Both the quills and the feathers are said to return 
into the chene after having fultilled their task. 

27 N. &phr = Lopophorus impejanuh according to ToHin 1985: 118. - What the Tammg b o m b  keeps 
in his altar is elsewhere pan of the shamanic costume. Thus a headgear of feathers - of the pheasant 
or other birds. but in any case a symbol of "shamanic flight" - is worn. e.g.. by the Limbu hijuw~ci. the 
Bhujel ,jh:Xt.i. the Kham Magar runtu. the Gurung pqjrr and the Eastern Tamang bpmbo, to mention 
just a few examples (cf. Sapant 1976a: 58. 88: Hitchcock 1976: 175: Oppitz 1981: 166; and PignPde 
1966: 295 respectively). Porcupine quills are either s~uck in a belt or are part of the headgear (Sagant 
1976a: 88 [Limbu]: Hitchcock 1976: 176 [Bhujel]: Foumier 1976: 106 [Sunuwar): and Pignede 1966 
[Gurungj). Finally, while officiating. the Gurung pajrc keeps under his amipit a "grand bec d'oiseau" 
which appears to he the beak of the hornbill (Pignede 1966: 795). 

78 One informant. a bombo. denied this in stressing that the feathers have no other function than to be 
"ornaments" of the god of rhe c,hc*n~. 
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(C) The melon consists of a disc with cowrie shells sewn around the edge, and with a "halow 
of peacock feathers. No further information was available. The term melon obviously derives 
from Tib. me-Ion, 'mirror', which is conceived of as a symbol of the visible world and also 
used for fortune-telling (cf. Tucci 1970: 137, 224). The bombo's melon, however, looks like a 
ceremonial fan, rather than a mirror, and the text itself suggests that it symbolises the peacock's 
(spread) tai1.z9 It should be noted that a similar mqlon is worn by the jhdkris in eastern Central 
Nepal as a headgear (Miller 1979: 25, plate 16). 

(d) The darlun is a stick with strips of cloth (or thick threads of wool) attached to it; the 
strips are in five different colours, namely those of the four corners and the zenith, and are said 
to "attract" and "retain" that magical substance which is called yan or se: and which I have 
translated by 'blessing of riches/food/crops' (S. 14.135). The darlun is similar in both form and 
function to the Tibetan mda'-dar, usually translated by 'divination-arrow', a symbol of prosperity 
and in some cases merging with the life-tree or axis mundi symbol.30 

(e) The wooden ritual dagger, phurba, is to stab and nail down spirits into the ground. It has 
a three-edged blade which issues from the open mouth of a monster, both provided with the 
same carvings as we have on the handle of the drum (S. below); on the head of the monster 
stand two horse-riders referred to as Tibu N6rbu or Timrin and said to be the divinity of the 
instrument. As emerges from the text (17.150), Tibu Ndrbu is also the name of the divine horse 
the bombo is riding3'. The phurba is identical with the Tibetan ritual dagger, the phur-pa, as 
described in detail by Huntington (1975), and the riders on its top may no doubt be seen as 
a variant of the horse-head, in the Tibetan prototypes, representing the god ~ a ~ a g s v a  whose 
Tibetan name rTa-mgrin corresponds to Tamrin in Tamang. - I also saw another type of phurba, 
called ddba phurba, without the two riders on top of its shaft. SR kept it in his basket, even 
though a particular passage in his text possibly referred to it as being part of the set in the 
~ h e n e . ~ ~  

(f) The brass lamp (kdna or cansal-mgmar) is a butter-lamp of the Tibetan type; however, in 
contrast to the Tibetan and Tamang lamas who use butter, the bombo invariably fuels it with 
oil, "just like the [Hindu] Indo-Nepalese in their rituals", as one informant remarked. The lamp 
is said to illuminate the altar so that the gods and spirits who, once gathered in the altar and 
visible in the light of the lamp, become tractable for the  bomb^.^^ 

(g) The pholas are stones of different shape and colour. The following ones were in SR's 
possession: (1) gyagar phola = round rubble-like pieces of black colour, said to be meteorites 
and the bodies (go) of the god Gyagar na:dun Gyagar Syitta Guru. (2) cho:na phola = a 
pyramid-shaped greenish crystalline rock, said to have originated from the bottom of green-blue 
lakes which are the abode of the evil beings called dud. (3) syelgar phola = white glassy crystals, 
said to be the bodies of the goddess Syelgar Jyomo. (4) sergi pholu = white-yellow crystals, said 
to be the bodies of the cen and men d i ~ i n i t i e s . ~ ~  The phola stones are said to rise and strike the 
enemy if activated by a special mantra. - We know of similar stones being utilised by shamanic 

29 Cf. section 19.173-174. - The Kgnphata ascetics are reported to use a fan of peacock feathers for 
driving out spirits (Briggs 1938: 127). - In Indian mythology, the peacock is the bird which can 
annihilate poison, and in Tibet, the tail-feathers of the peacock are used as an aspergill (S. KmaY 
1987: 68). 

30 Cf., e.g., Corlin 1980: 89, Brauen 1980: 46, Buffetrille 1987: 58 f., Karmay 1987: 63, 72-76. also 
Mumford 1989: 96 f. 

31 In some other texts. Tabu Norbu is replaced by Tabu Bungu < hlingu < Tib. hon-hu, 'donkey'. 
32 Cf. 19.176 note. - On the Tibetan ritual in which the phur-pa is part of a set closely similar to the 

bombo's altar S. Klaus 1985: 204 ff. 
33 Cf., e.g., "1 have come to find [the cen] in the divine abode (altar), in the ray of light, the beam of 

light...", in 68.565. 
34 A letter-weight of glass with a coloured picture of the elephant-headed god GaneSa was also kept in 

SR's basket. When I asked if it, too, was a phola SR laughed and told me that i t  had been brought as 
a present by one of his clients from India. 
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specialists among some other ethnic groups of Nepal3', but the etymology of the term p h i o  
is not clear. Its derivation from the Tibetan pho-lha, lit. 'male god', remains hyp~het ic~] .  The 
ultimate origins of the bqmbo's pholas - which, by the way, should always be displayed in thc 
chene in an upright position - might perhaps be sought in those stone monuments called Ih-rho, 
and/or those stone piles called Iha-rjas, which in Tibetan belief are symbols of sacred mountains 
and residences of the divine owners of the territory. In the /ha-rho type, for example, the stones 
are associated with the three tiers of the universe: white ones with the gods ( I h )  in heaven, red 
or yellow ones with the bcan or gn'an demons in the middle sphere, and blue or black ones with 
the klu in the aquatic or underworld sphere. And the gods "inhabiting" the stones in the /ha-rjas 
are the same ones who reside in the human body, too, such as the "enemy god" dgra-lha and 
the "male god" p h o - l h ~ . ~ ~  

(h) The iron tridents (MT tirsula < N. trisul = triifila) are both in size and shape similar to 
the ex-voto tridents pilgrims stab into the ground around the cult places of Siva-~ahBdew and 
his consorts. For the bombo, the trident is identical with MahBdew's body; at the same time, it 
is apostrophized as the "Three-Faced Mistress" (18.168) and said to fly "raking in the sky and 
earth in search of what is concealed", and to drive away evil spirits. 

(i) and Cj): the yeast, eggs, beer and milk, said to be offered to the multitude (dehge) of the 
divinities the bombo is to invoke during the ritual, represent, synecdochically, "food-and-drink". 
Enriched with boon, they remain in the house and will be consumed, symbolically at least, by 
the client's family. The coins, ladar31, by contrast, are the hmbo's honorarium. 

(k) The smoke of hemp is said to please MahBdew. It might be recalled that some Hindu 
ascetics - following the example of Siva who is drowsy with drugs - favour hashish as a means 
of stimulating meditative e~per ience .~~  

(1) The necklace made of the skeleton of a snake (pukhri chi:) and provided with one tooth of 
the wild boar is likewise reminiscent of Shaiva symbolism: of ~ i v a  with snakes coiled around 
his neck.39 It is said to protect the bombo against "magic arrows" (N. ban. MT kulahp, etc.), 
i.e., curses and destructive charms being launched llke projectiles. 

(m) The trumpet (kanlin) made of the thigh-bone of a "man-slayer" leopard, is identical with 
the Tibetan rkan-glih also used by Tamang lamas. When one blows into it, the spirits and ghost.. 
are believed to get terrified by its roaring sound and flee. 

(n) The rosary of rudrticche bemes is said to be used in certain divinations (which I never 
observed). It is not identical with the rosaries worn on the bombo's torso, to be described further 
below (pp. 69-70). 

(0) The bumba (Tib. bum-pa, che-bum) is, actually at least, a k a r u ~ d  (N.), a handleless jug 
of bell-metal, with a straight spout. It contains the holy water (du~cvo) and a few small copper 

35 For the Thulung Rai. Mewahang Rai, Sunuwar. the Gurung of Gyasumdocf. Allen 1976: 131 f.; 
Gaenszle (pers. communication); Foumier 1976: 107; and Mumford 1989: 122 f.. respectively. - A 
rather remote parallel from outside the Himalayan area is provided by the Na-khi in China. According 
to Rock (1952.1: 250). the life god resides in a special basket for each family, and in this basket. "a 
black rock the size of a fist [...l represents indestructibility and unchangeableness and [...l the father 
of the Na-khi (human) race." 

36 Stein 1962: 169-176. On the dgra-lha and pho-/ha in the human body cf. Tucci 1970: 207 f.; on the 
pho-/ha as ancestral and/or territorial divinities cf. Macdonald 1980: 207. 

37 The rate at that time was six to nine Nepalese rupies, as already noted (p. 1R6). - ladar ? < Tib. 
*/ha-hdar, lit. 'god-fee'; cf. sbel-bdar, 'fee or reward given to an escort' (Jaschke 1949: 269). 
Provided with sacred symbols, such as ~ i v a ' s  trident, etc.. the coins are numinous objects likely 
to exercise some auspicious effect. It is for this reason that coins are kept in the drum, the jug for 
holy water or on the life-tree (S. pp. 68. 169). 

38 On the KHnphatH ascetics who "become divinely intoxicated" by taking narcotic drugs cf., e.g., Briggs 
1938: 153, 205. 347. 

39 Similar rosaries of snake-spines are used in "necromancy and divination" in Tibet (Waddell 1959: 
209). 
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coins; 2-3 twigs of the aromatic Artemisia plant, also serving as an aspergill, and some flowers 
stuck into it indicate its function as a source of life and purity (cf. fig. 8 and sections 25., 
106.-107.). Some texts apostrophize the humha as 'Mistress', i. e., goddess, but I could obtain 
no further information on this.'"' 

(p) The beak of the hornbill is the Khyuri, the powerful mythic bird which is said to rake, 
with its giant beak, earth and sky, just like the trisul with its points. The bombo sends it out 
to discover the do; nemha (S. above p. 60) or to "tame" certain beings. above all those which 
"hide" beneath or behind some phenomena of the natural world, such as the aquatic monster 
k h r d a ,  or the spirits inhabiting stone, water, and steep rocky slopes (dohon, chyuhon, bra:bon, 
S. section 22. and p. 110). - Tamang belief has no doubt drawn on the Tibetan Khyun which 
is - roughly speaking - an amalgam of the khyun of ancient Tibetan mythology and the Indian 
Garuda, the enemy of the ncigas, and which Aris calls "a vehicle of expulsion and ~ombat".~l 

(q) The tortoise shell. called the khyun-support (khyun.dqn), is not mentioned in the text, and 
was denied to be the manifestation or symbol of a divine entity. Its use must hang together with 
Indo-Tibetan cosmology in which the tortoise is the support of the world.42 

The drum 

Michael Oppitz ( 1  99 1: 84 f.) distinguishes between two basic types of shamanic drum in Nepal, 
namely (a) a one-membraned tamburine-like drum to be found in the Bheri river area or among 
the Kham Magar shamans and the Gurung pajus, and (b) the dhyangro, a two-membraned drum 
with a handle, which is prevalent in the central and eastern parts of the country. The Tamang 
bombo's drum is no doubt a variant of the latter type. 

Considering the drum's extreme importance as a ritual implement, one cannot help being 
surprised to see how vague the information on the terminology and iconography of the carvings 
on its handle is. The captions in fig. 4 below render the identifications by SR only. 

As Helffer (1983) points out, the dhyangro drum of the Nepalese jGkr i  differs from the drum 
of the Tibetan lamas in that it has a handle in the shape of a ritual dagger.43 Indeed, the handle of 
the Tamang bombo's drum is a replica of what Huntington (1975: 6, 14) calls the "basic structure" 
of the Tibetan phur-pa. Suffice it to compare our fig. 4 b with plates 41-43 in Huntington to show 
the similarities. Thus, the haha-hihi (4) corresponds to the three faces of the deity Phur-pa on the 
upper end of the handle of the dagger; the endless knot (10) is, in the Tibetans' interpretation, a 
symbol of the endlessness of the universe; the monster's head (6) is that of the marine monster 

40 Tamang informants render humba by N.  kolas or ghala, and it is worth noting that in Hinduism, this 
ceremonial vessel (kulaia. ghafa, kumhha) symbolizes, among others, 'womb', 'cornucopia', and 'the 
presence of the goddess Durga', as Slusser (1982,I: 352) summarizes with reference to Nepal. - In 
Tantric Buddhism, the sacramental jar, kalaiu, is the symbol of Buddha Wisdom. It should ~Ontaln 
pure waler, five kinds of medicaments (which remove afflictions), five types of grains (for a good 
harvest of virtue), and five types of gems (which fulfil1 all aspirations); the mouth of the jar is to be 
decorated with foliage (Snellgrove 1987: 223 ff.). 

41 Aris 1980: 68-70; S. also Tucci 1949: 718 ff., and Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 256-258. The "Naked 
Bird" of the Kham Magar shamans, which is said to root the earth and turn over stones in search of 
a lost soul, appears to be a remote relative of the Tamang Khyun (Oppitz 1986: 73 f., and de Sales 
1985,I: 174 f., 186 f.). 

42 Cf., e.g., Klaus 1985: 365 F., Tucci 1949: 7 l 1 ,  719 ff. on Tibet; and O'Flaherty 1986: 162, 275, Arole 
1987 on India. 

43 Tamang lamas in my fieldwork area use the same type of drum with the same handle. 
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rnukur.~ from whose mouth issue both the three-cdged blade of the dagger (7) and the entwincd 
bodies of nci,qus ( 17), the guardians of treasure. 

(1) frame (nqgor) made 1. h? 
of the wood of 

the airisin tree 

( l a )  tightening thongs made 

of split cane 

(2) akin (of the 

domcatic goat) 

(3) the body of the drum 

(nasyirl) 

4 (4) four (in eome 

caees three) faces 

(8) drum stick (narjyo) 

made of a particular (5) section serving 

kind of cane called as the handle proper 

no: Cred ('forest cane'), 
6 

(of circular 

and with a carved cross-section) 

wooden handle 

(6) head/face of an 

aquatic monster 

(chyudtnn)? 

(7)  bottom part of 

triangular cros+ection 

Fig. 4a. The drum (ha) with the drumstick. Lateral view. 
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(9) cord attaching the 

handle to the frame 

(5) patterns called 

pe:ma c y a : ~ i  syi: 

(15) vase (bumba) with 

leaves 

(10a) endless knot pattern 

(16) oblong leaves, lotus? 

(19) strip of iron (studded 

on the three edges, each) 

(4) four "laughing" faces 

called haha-hihi lajo 

(10) endless knot 

(1 1) rhomboid patterns 

(12) moon or eye? 

(6) monster head 

(13) sun 

(14) mouth with four 

carnassial teeth 

(17) four intertwined snakes 

called samdul-namdul 

or samrul-namrul 

(18) tip of the handle mount 

with iron sheet all around 

Fig. 4b. Carvings on the handle (na . yu )  of the drum. Lateral view. 
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(20) leaf patterno, lotus? 

(21) two thunderbolt ayrnbols 

forming a c m  (dorjvc gvqr rmp  

(22) double trident ( irtrul)  

standing in 

(23 )  a vase (bamba) with 

leaves 

(24) snake identified by SR as 

Bauki Nag, the king of the 

underworld n i p  or 1- 

Fig. 4c. Carvings on the handle of the drum. Back view. 

Notes on fig. 4 a, b. c: ( 1 ) The frame can also be made of the wood of the juniper tree. For the handle (nq.yu 
< Tib. rna-yu), the wood of juniper. prunus or koiralo (N.)  (Bauhinia sp.) is preferred. The iron sheet for (18) 
and (19) is provided and lixed by the local Kiimi blacksmiths. Unlike what Oppitz ( 198 1: 124 ff.) reports 
on the Kham Magar shamans. the manufacturing of a drum for the Tamang bqmbo requires no detailed 
ceremonies. - (3) By extension, the term riqsyin also denotes the drum as a whole. - (6) OT chvudirin 
< Tib. Ehu-srirl = makara. Other informants interpreted the head, tentatively. as that of Dunsur Bon. the 
First Bombo, or yet again as that of the mythic bird Garud. - (8)  nar jw < Tib. rna-lc'ag. 'kettle-drum 
stick' (Jaschke 1949: 133. 148). - (17) and (24) According to another informant, (17) = Namdul alias 
BBsuki NBg "piercing the floor that separates the underworld from the upperworld". while (24) = Samdul. 
In any case, (24) closely resembles the representation of nugs on the religious "posters'. the inhabitants of 
the Kathmandu Valley paste on house facades on the occasion of the Niig Paiicarni festival. (No Tamang 
informant was aware of BBsukilVIsuki Niiga's role of serving as a cord for the Churning of the Milk 
Ocean in Indian mythology). - (21) might also be a simplified version of the Endless Noose (Tib. dpul 
hr'rc). one of "the eight auspicious emblems" of Northern Buddhism. 
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There is a terminological distinction with regard to the techniques of beating the drum: !hdwo; 
lajo rappa, 'beating the violent (!hdwui) side', and syinpai lajo rappa, 'beating the mild or 
peaceful (sviwai) side'. The bombo says [h&wai lajo rappa when the monster's head points 
ahead, i.e., is turned away from his body; in this case, the membrane may be beaten, depending 
on the kind of the rite to be performed, either from in front on the violent side itself or from 
behind on the mild side. And the bombo says syiwai lajo rappa when the monster's head is 
turned towards his body; in this case, the membrane is beaten from in front on the mild side, 
Beating the violent side is necessary when the bombo wants to "round up" andlor expel spirits, 
while beating the mild side is resorted to for invoking gods or "coaxing" spirits, to put it in the 
shortest possible way.44 

As the text reveals, the drum is a divine being since it is apostrophized as nasyin lamo, lit. 
'goddess drum body'; informants, by contrast, contented themselves with stressing that the drum 
is, temporarily, "inhabited" and "operated" by divine beings, such as those represented by the 
carvings on the handle. In addition to these carvings, the numinous power is also enhanced 
by what is kept between the two membranes, namely at least one "bead" from the rudrcicche 
fruit, a few splinters of marblestone, and at least one Nepalese copper coin bearing auspicious 
symbols such as the trident, the sword, sun and moon, the characters ~ r i ;  etc. Informants did 
not fail to note the self-inducing effect the drumming can have on the drummer himself in that 
a powerful drumming is likely to enhance the drummer's (feeling of his own) power, or that 
a "mild" beating may influence the drummer's state of mind correspondingly. One may add 
that any more vigorous drumming necessarily entails a shaking of the drummer's torso with 
the bells and rattles on it (S. below), thus increasing the net acoustic output to a considerable 
extent. The incessant jingling and clanging must have a feedback to the drummer inasmuch as, 
subjectively, his energy consciously invested in handling the drum alone suffices to create an 
orchestral effect. 

Yet the drum is much more than just a percussion instrument. The aforementioned articles 
kept inside it produce a characteristic rattling sound when the drum is agitated, and the bombo 
can also exploit the effect of resonance created when he sings "into the drum", keeping his 
face close to the membrane. The drum also fulfils several non-acoustic functions. It serves as 
a "sensor" and "collector". Thus, by sniffing at the tip of handle, which has been brought into 
contact with a heap of "divination rice" (S. pp. 159- 160) the bombo can both identify the person 
who deposited the heap of rice on the altar, on the one hand, and detect the causes of this 
person's trouble, on the other. And i t  is on the membrane held out in a horizontal position that 
the bombo collects certain vital substances, such as the che: or wungur, to be transferred as a 
kind of blessing to the patient (cf. pp. 246 f.). Finally, the drum is used as an offensive andlor 
protective weapon. Stabbing with the tip of the handle into the ground or towards the body of 
the patient frightens or "nails down" harmful agents4'; when laid on the floor in front of the 
patient, the drum prevents the harmful agent just expelled from returning into the victim; and 
when used like a hammer, it crushes the harmful agent, etc. 

44 ! h b ~ ~ u i l s ~ i w a i  lajo < Tib. khro-ha'ilii-ha'i Ihu-chogs, lit. '(the side with) the group of wrathfullpeaceful 
gods'. (AS is well known, the "wrathful-peaceful" dichotomy is a pervading feature of Indo-Tibetan 
pantheon and ritual). - Helffer (1983: 68) mentions four different categories o f  drums used for different 
rituals in Tibet: for acts classified as "peaceful", "of prosperity", "of submission" and "terrifying". In 
some instances, one and the same drum may also be used for different acts: acts of propitiation and 
protection require its being beaten from ahead and towards the drummer, while acts of expulsion and 
"execution" require its being beaten from behind (Helffer 1983: 72). 

45 The handle of the drum, itself a replica of the Tibetan ritual dagger, makes the ph~o.hu superfluous: I 
have never seen a bombo using his dagger otherwise than by just keeping it on the altar. 
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"Ornaments of the gods" 46 

The ceremonial robe, jdmi (N.), with long sleeves, and reaching down to the ankles consists, 
ideally at least, of nine pieces of usually white4' cloth stitched together and measuring altogether 
nine hdt (N., a length from elbow to finger tips). 

In some ritual texts, the compound ralho-gomdo is used to denote the total of insignia which 
are worn above or over the robe, and which distinguish the bombo from other specialists and the 
laymen: (a) ralbo refers to his long hairlock and also includes, according to one informant, (b) 
a specific tuft of ribbons, MT kr.assu phunda, on the bombo's back; while gomdo refers to what 
in MT is called phrenma gyaram, lit. 'rosaries (worn) crosswise', namely both (c) the rosaries 
proper. phrehma, and (d) the straps with bells, syansyah rolmo, on the bqmbo's torso. The term 
gpmdo appears to derive from Tib. sgom-[hag, lit. 'meditation cord', which reveals a pan of the 
present function of these rosaries.48 

(a) The long hairlock, ralho, an extension of the "pigtail" (MT hr~ndo,  N. lupi) and ideally 
never trimmed, lends the bombo exceptional power and is said to serve as a kind of ladder for 
the various superhuman beings entering the bombo's body. It also connotes, however vaguely, 
a feminine aspect inherent in his personality: once uncoiled it can "irritate" or "mislead" Lasya, 
the First Witch, who is likely to mistake the bombo for a woman or even a witch.4y 

(b) The krassu phundaS0 is a bunch of long ribbons ending in tassels of different colours, 
which the bombo usually fastens to his rosaries at the point where the latter intersect one 
another on his back (cf. plate 6). Inasmuch as some bombos are said to tie it into their hair, it 
might perhaps be regarded as a kind of extension of the long hairlock, ralbo, and as to its actual 
function, informants pointed to the protective amulet attached to one of the ribbons. This amulet, 
a piece of paper with a charm written by the lama and sewn into a small bag, is called cya:gi 
gosum, a term which was rendered, in this context, by 'iron protection'; gosum is apparently 
Tib. sgo-gsum, lit. 'the three doors' equated to body, speech and mind as the three media of 
moral activity (S., e.g., Schwieger 1978: 98 f., and Rigzin 1986: 233, 236). 

On the bombo's chest and back, two rosaries, phrknrna, and two straps or chains with small 
bells and metal rattles, syansyan rolmo, are worn crosswise and in such a way that one rosary 
and one bell-strap reach from the left shoulder to the right hip. while the other pair reach from 
the right shoulder to the left hip (S. plates 6 and 7). 

(c) The rosaries consist of strings of the bemes of the rudracches tree; occasionally the 
bomb0 also wears two separate strings with the black bemes of the soapnut tree (N. r i ? ? h ~ ) ~ ~  
or combines the two kinds of benies in two rosaries. The depressions on the surface of the 
rudrdcche bemes are called mukh (N.), lit. 'face' or 'mouth'. and their number determines 

46 For the following cf. also section 16. with the annotations. 
47 In contrast to the Eastern Tamang shamans wearing white robes only, the Western Tamang jamd can 

have any colour, except for red. as I was told. 
48 sgorn-!hag is "a long piece of cloth l...] which is worn by the Yogi when he sits in meditation; it is 

stretched round the neck and under the knees [...l. [...l Buddhist ascetics used to wear it in the manner 
the sacred thread is worn by the Bramans.  passing round the right shoulder to the side below the 
arm-pit". as glossed by Das ( 1970: 326 f.); cf. also Wayman 1973: 121 f. 

49 As Gaborieau (1969: 3 1 )  points out, the N. expression jh&n ph~jfiunu means both 'to uncoil the long 
hairlock of the jhdk-i'. on the one hand, and 'to untie one's hair(knot. etc.)'. of a woman who is a 
witch or is in a state of possession, on the other. 

50  Literally 'braid of hair' and 'tuft'. It is also called siilgu ~ y a l e  or Ryribdol/~qyahdal < MT gvab, 'back', 
and informants stressed its resembling the dorsal ribbons on one of the lamas special headgear with 
the images of the five so-called Dhyani Buddhas. 

51 N. 1.14d1.di.i.h~ < rudrak~a = Eleocarpus ganitrus. or according to Shrestha (1984: 67). Eleocarpus 
sphaericus K. Schum. - The same rosary is also attested in Tibet. especially among the followers of 
the Old Sect (Waddell 1959: 208 f.) 

52 S. section 16.140 note. however. 
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the efficiency of the bead, the one-faced ones being the most valued. According to a bombo 
informant, a rosary should contain an odd number of over 100 beads which fill out a measuring 
vessel of one pithi (approx. 4.36 litres) and among which there is at least one one-faced bead 
associated with the atmosphere, one three-faced bead associated with the four (sic!) corners, and 
one five-faced bead associated with the underworld, etc. Other bombos give other recipes for 
the ideal composition. but there is some agreement that different beads must be "activated" for 
dealing with different spheres andlot classes of superhuman beings, and that it is by "counting" 
the beads that the bombo gets prophetic insight while pondering (gomha) in a kind of meditation, 
or can mobilize (conjure up) certain divinities for help.s3 

(d) The small bells of the syansyan rolmn resemble the bells hanging in Hindu or Newar- 
Buddhist shrines, and are said to fulfil1 a similar function, namely to invoke and please the gods. 
They can be interspersed with rattles of different sizes, made of copper or brass sheet, as well 
as yak-bells and one or two metal disks called melon (S. plate 7, and for the tern mglon p. 62 
above). 

"If the altar forms a world, the costume of the bombo forms a being", as Holmberg remarks 
(1980: 302). Indeed, the whole apparel - his long hairlock, robe, rosaries, bell-strings and the 
tuft on his back - are identified as "ornaments of the gods" with whom he has to deal, and one 
informant compared the bombo in his ceremonial dress with the images of the gods provided 
with jewels and ornaments, as one can see in the temples. Not only do these ornaments protect 
the bombo's body or "open" his senses for what is normally invisible and inaudible, but they 
also enhance, as it were, his personality in approximating it to that of the gods, in particular to 
that of his phamo who is one of the Four Primordial Bons. The same concept, albeit at a higher 
level of philosophical sophistication, prevails in Tantrism. Suffice i t  to quote Wayman writing 
on the connection between the "five ornaments" (belt, necklace, bracelet, etc.) and the "five 
kinds of knowledge": when the adept meditatively generates himself into a god or goddess, the 
respective ornaments associated with the latter as their attributes are to appear on his person. 
This is why Tantric theory regards these ornaments as "seals" (Wayman 1973: 120 ff.). 

Let us briefly note in concluding that the apparel of the Tamang bombo also indicates the 
direction in which one of the sources of the tradition of Nepalese "jhikrism" in general could be 
sought by future research.54 With a certain degree of variation, the jhdkri shares his "ornaments of 
the gods" with a number of other specialists who are in a sense marginal: ascetics, exorcists and 
artists, the latter often of low-caste affiliation. Thus, the long hairlock and the rosary of rudracche 
beads, both common to jhdkris in Nepal, might have derived, ultimately and indirectly, from 
Shaiva asceticism." Suffice it here to refer to the "topknot" of Siva56 in his representations as 

53 For 'to count', the bombo uses the Nepali expression mald japnu, 'to tell one's beads', from japnu 
which Turner (1965: 208) glosses as 'to mutter the name of a god or a religious formula repeatedly'. - 
On similar practices among the jhGkris of Far Western Nepal cf. Maskarinec 1990: 163 f. On the 
Tibetan technique of "telling one's beads" cf. Waddell 1959: 209 f. 

54 1 hope to come back to this in a separate publication. 
55 The relationship between shamanism and the KBnphaiB ascetics in South Asia was already noted by 

Eliade (1969: 306 f., 31 1 If.). - The healer-renouncers associated with the syncretic Kataragama cult 
in Sri Lanka provide a particularly interesting example of a combination of asceticism with ecstatic 
practices closely reminiscent of shamanism (cf. Obeyesekere 198 1 ). 

56 On the "topknot" and ~ i v a ' s  specific hairdress, the jo!rSrnuku!a cf. Kreisel 1987. On the origin and 
meaning of the u ~ n b a  in Buddhism cf. Getty 1962: 198 f. - Unlike the ,alL? which means 'a chignon 
of matted hair', the bombo's ralho is only twisted (and then worn in a coil on top of his head) but 
nevermatted. T. ralbo < Tib. ral-pa for which the dictionaries give 'long hair'. 'mane', but which also 
occurs in /?an-10 ral-pa, a synonym of Skt. ja!ci. - On the long hairlock, la!!d, of the medium dhami 
in Far Western Nepalcf. Gaborieau 1969 and Levine 1989. The la!!d (Levine ibid.: 13, renders the 
term by "rope of hair") serves, once uncoiled, as the entry of the god into the body of the medium. 
just as is the case with the bombo's ralho. 
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an ascetic, or to the rudrdba rosPriess7 worn by Siva himself and Shaiva ascetics. A g h .  the 
long white robe as a ceremonial dress, small bells attached to the strap of their clmm m o n g  
the bards of Kumaon and Far Western Nepal - whose tradition and practices are firmly rooted 
in Shaiva asceticism, and some of whom also act as exorcists inducing possession in secondary 
mediums - are reminiscent of the jhn'kri's robe and bell-strings respe~tively.~~ 

57 Interestingly, the rudrarche rosary as such is not mentioned in our text (cf. section 16.). For a more 
detailed description of meaning and function of the rudruk~a rosary as used among the Kinphap 
ascetics cf.. e.g., Briggs 1938: 198 f.: The 108 berries correspond to the successive appearances of 
Siva on earth; or the 84 (= 7 X 12) beads stand for the seven planets and the 12 signs of the Zodiac, 
etc. 

58 Cf. the excellent analyses by Gaborieau 1975 and 1977. - Tibetan snags-pa exorcists are also reported 
to don a white garment (Tucci 1970: 153). -The long white robe of the Newar dancers impersonating 
Nawa Durgs is also called jcirna (Toffin 1984: 469). 
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1. - 7. Invoking the Ma'i. 

The first seven sections in Nepali focus on the Mother Goddess, her male consort 
and their various local manifestations or subordinates within a wider frame of reference such 
as provided by classical Hindu mythology and cosmology. The text abounds in enumerations 
of divine beings, sanctuaries and other numinous entities, and this "luxury of nomenclature" is 
afforded to achieve completeness or exhaustiveness. Various means are exploited to this end: 
numbers (five, seven, nine) to cover totalities; paronomasy to stress "correspondences"; obviously 
fictive reduplications or echo-names (ThB-ThBkBli Mai, Gubha-Gubhaju) to hint at something 
like the essentially dual nature of the divine; and a personal name (Dhan Kumih-i) or a tern 
denoting a ritual specialist (gubhdju) is metamorphosed into that of a god; etc. 

The goddesses invoked in these sections are apostrophized as mai, kanyd, kumari, nau durga, 
dewi or ajima, and collectively referred to as Yembui Mhi or Nepali Bhut, lit. 'Spirit of the 
Kathmandu Valley'. They appear to correspond to what Slusser (1982: 322 f.) calls the "collective 
Durga" in the pantheon of the Kathmandu Valley. This "collective Durga" comprises a number 
of divinities of both Indian and local origin, known as the mdtrikd (mdtrk,  asfanujtrka), mai, 
ajinuj, kumdri, kaumari (the latter often confounded with kumdri), bhairawi, etc. and all treated 
as personifications of the Mother Goddess Durg2 or Kali or CSmundB, etc. "The cults and 
practices associated with the collective Durga are inextricably mingled with [...l the cult of 
[...l the indigenous mais and ajimas, the terrifying manifestations of the Buddhist Tars, the 
personification of smallpox as ~Tta~a/Hait i ,  and the various yogink and dakinis. Like them, 
the collective Durga is also fused with the Bhairava cult" (Slusser 1982: 323), Bhairaw being 
the male consort of some of these goddesses. Many mother goddesses are "considered at once 
personifications of the disease itself, the causes of it, and, if properly propitiated, the ones to 
take it away" (Slusser 1982: 328). 

Our text apostrophizes the Spirit(s) of the Kathmandu Valley as 'mother' (mcii, maiju) 
or 'virgin' (kanya, kumdri). This distinction, so important in the Hindu world,' has a less 
elaborate conceptualization among the Tamang. As a bombo informant put it, these goddesses 
are ambivalent and arbitrary in their dealing with humans, since as mothers, they can also be 
partial, whimsical or overprotecting, just as some human mothers, while as virgins, they may 
also act inhumanely thanks to their excessive energy and the envy they feel at the sight of a 
happy m ~ t h e r . ~  Mothers or virgins, they are invoked both for assuming guardianship over small 
children, and exorcized as beings whose activity is likened to that of wi tche~ .~  To a certain 
extent, these mdis appear as "foreign intruders in Tamang' country", who are to be escorted 
back to their respective shrines in the Kathmandu Valley (sections 99.-101.), and their being 

1 On the two basic aspects of the Goddess: the carnivorous virgin/wanior/guardian of the realm verslu 
wife/mother/mediator between her husband and the devotees, etc. cf. the excellent summary by 
Biardeau (1981: 144-149 ff.) with regard to India. (As G.D. Sontheimer informs me, Biardeau's 
dichotomy is not applicable to Indian folk-religion). On the mcitrkcis in Indian mythology cf. Kinsley 
1988: chapter 10; on the distinction between "virgin" and "mother" in the sociological context in 
Indiacf. Khare 1983. - In the Kathmandu Valley. the distinction "virgin" versus "mother" is less 
clear-cut (Slusser 1982: 3 1 1 .  3 16, 32 l ,  334 ff.); many mother goddesses are carnivorous and rather 
malevolently disposed towards man, or they assume both negative and positive functions. Thus, the 
as!amcit/.kcis (often identified with the ujimcis and Nava Durga) protect the territory and preside over 
illnesses (Slusser 1982: 322 ff., 328 ff.; and Toffin 1984: 457 ff., 463. 478 ff.. 482). 

2 In Newar belief, Ajima (Sitala/Hariti) was in her previous life an ogress devouring her own children: 
later she became the mother of the Buddha (Coon 1989: 1 ,  4). This is a variant of the Indian legend 
of ~i l r i t l ,  'The Rapacious One', who as a virgin is plagued by hunger for children (S. Getty 1962: 84 
ff.). 

3 The mciis can also turn humans, especially women, into witches. - In the Kathmandu Valley. two 
of the mother goddesses. namely Sobhi Bhagwati and Mhaipi Ajimi are known as the goddesses of 
witchcraft (Slusser 1982: 334; and Nepali 1965: 309 f.). 
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labelled as 'spirits' (MT &A, N. bhut) suggests that it is their negative apect which stands in 
the foreground for the Ta~nang.~  

It is against the background of the mciis' ambivalence that one c m  try to undentand their 
treatment by the bombo. Having a command of the specific ritual techniques required, the 
bomb0 is the specialist sui generiss to deal with this ambivalence, that is, to ad-identify himself 
(S. Pp. 27-29) to the mais in order to exploit their powers for the good cause to control them 
through these very powers of theirs. The process is an intricate one, and the text allows for two 
interpretations which do not necessarily exclude each other: on the one hand. each m; invoked 
should help the bombo in activating all other mais; on the other hand, these "other mdisV are 
just different names and forms of the one actually invoked. 

The key-verb employed in these sections is calaunu which can be rendered, depending on the 
context, (a) by 'to set in motion' = 'to activate' the agents considered helpful andtor harmful so 
that they disclose their identity or become manifest and thus tractable for the bqmbo; and (b) 
by 'to move away', 'to leave', as in the honorific idiom suwari calaunu, for example. Another 
important verb is khelnu, lit. 'to play'. If used in reference to a superhuman being, this verb 
conveys the meaning 'to be active', 'to romp', 'to bustle a b u t '  - as do. e.g., goblins, such as 
the bir or the masan haunting certain places. khelnu connotes (a) an activity which from the 
human viewpoint appears arbitrary or even gratuitous, but which at the same time implies a 
'controlling', or 'ruling over', a place or a person.-his part of the recitation is not only to 
mobilize, but also to let the bombo have close contact with what he has mobilized: he wants his 
body to be "mounted" by the MSi (S. 2.32 note), and he also wants everything (spirits, illnesses, 
constellations) that is likely to do harm to the patient, to be "brought" to him or near him so 
that he may identify and influence7 it accordingly. The verb employed for this is lyaunu with 
its absolutives, such as ~arilyaunu (gurileunu in the bomb's  pronunciation), etc. 

The bombo's dealing with the mais during the ritual as a whole includes the following steps: 
(a) He sets about the process in section 2.19.-21 where he identifies himself with the mythic 

shaman couple Sun Jhikri, according to extra-textual evidence, that is. the informants' comment. 
The text itself is not unequivocal because we cannot decide whether the word jhzkri [=bomb01 in 
2.20 refers to the mythic shaman in 2.19 or to the officiating human b o m b  or to both of them. 
All we have in support of the above-mentioned comment is a double parallelism constituted 
by the twofold occurrence of 'gold/golden' in the text, on the one hand, and by the (indexical) 
congruence between what the recitation describes and what the bombo is actually carrying out. In 
other words, the 'golden (sun-ko) drum' can refer to both, the Sun (sun = gold) ~h%r i  couple's 

4 The relatively harsh treatment of the rndis by the bombo. coming next to that of the evil spirits 
and ghosts, seems to contrast with Hindu (and Buddhisl) devotion. As to the latter. Kondos (1985: 
244 f.) stresses that "[ ...l although Devi is understood as the source of the destructive power. she 
is not identified as the one who is exactly 'responsible' for inflicling the disease". since "Hindu 
speculations posit that a range of factors impinge on the matter of what we would call 'innocence' or 
'responsibility"'. - As Levy notes. the dangerous Nine Durgas (Nau Durgi) of Bhaktapur "kill people 
not because of their 'sins' or violations of the dharma. but simply because of accidental encounters", 
and "are brought under control not through ordinary moral action nor I...] devotion. but by an act 
of power, the Tantric mantra l...]". At the same time. they "are responsible for the protection of the 
traditional ritual and moral life, although they are beyond morality themselves. They are ambivalently 
made use of when that moral order is threatened [...l" (Levy 1990: 506. 574, respectively). 

5 Recently. Toffin (1990) has stressed an inlimate link between female divinilies and shamans among 
the sino-tibetophone ethnic minorities in Central and Eastern Nepal. He hypothesizes, i.a.. that as a 
consequence of  Hinduization, shamanism among these groups must have undergone a marginalisation 
to the effect that "d'itres polyvalents au depart. les chamanes se seraient en somme progressivement 
specialises dans la face nocturne et fkminine de I'univers I...]" (Tofin 1990: 182-183 ff.). 

6 Seeing this double meaning. I have preferred to render, invariably. khelnlc by 'to play'. and its factitive 
form kh&ju,l,, by 'to make play'. -Cf. also Hofer and Shrestha 1973: 57. 

7 For the same ritual technique, I heard a Jaisi exorcist and a jhzkri of the KSmi caste using the 
expression /aphnu] pcj.qmrj pdrriu. approx. 'to cause to be near oneself/to be in one's comp*~'. 
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drum and the officiating bmbo's  drum; and, similarly, the 'uncoiling the hairlock' + 'putting 
on the bell-strings' can refer to both the Sun Jh%ri's mythic activity and the officiating hmbojs 
actual activity (S. below pp. 105 and 277-279). Again, when the Mii is asked to 'make play' 
'set in motion' the drum and the drumstick in 2.20-21, the text leaves it to the listener to decide 
whose drum is meant, and whether or not the passage alludes to a double ad-identification: 
b m b o  z Sun Jh& E MBi. 

(b) The next step is less allusive, even though not free from ambiguity. The bombo now 
conjures the Mai to have "close contact" with his own and the woman patient's body: 

"... sit on (my) shoulders, mount (my) head!" (2.32); 
"... mount my shoulders, mount my head!" (5.58); and 
"... bring the soul, ... awaken and bring the flower, ... the nine veins of this mother (= 
patient) 0 MBi!" (3.38). 

Mounting one's head and shoulders is suggestive of a heightening of the body or an enhancement 
of the personality of the bombo by the divine agent (informants cited as an example the Tarnang 
lama's ceremonial headgear with images of the so-called Dhyiini Buddhas), and implies a 
hierarchical symbiosis, a dominance8 and protection of the "mounted" by the "mounting" one 
(S. 2.32 note). However, both the text and the bombos' explanation confirm that the dominance 
by the MSi is striven for just to be finally enabled to dominate her, and that the protection bv 
the M&i is to be ultimately reversed into a protection from her. The underlying idea is, here 
again, that this kind of close, bodily contact is required because "you cannot come to terms with 
somebody who is distant and aloof', i.e., it is only by making the Mai a partner in interaction 
that the bombo can have a chance of controlling her. (Money-lenders and power-hungry village 
leaders follow the same strategy when casting the net of their intrigues over potential clients). 

(C) It must be borne in mind that the 'mounting one's head/shoulders' (sirlkum cayhnu) neither 
means nor entails what we would call a state of possession. The expression for the latter is dngma 
carhnu, lit. 'to mount the back (of the medium)'? and the transition from "being mounted on 
the head/shouldersl' to "being mounted on the back" will take place in the oracle (sections 
93.-96.) when the MBi (one of her personifications) speaks through the mouth of the bombo.'O 
(d) Finally, the process of de-identification towards the end of the ritual (sections 99.-101.) is 
preceded by a reassertion of the double ad-identification to the Sun J h h i  and the Mf. Only 
thus - in assuming the power of the Mai and using it against her - does the bombo seem to 
be enabled to separate the Mai, first, from the patient and then from himself, and to escort her 
back to the respective cult places of her manifestations in the Kathmandu Valley ... 

After invoking Mahidew (Mahaguru), the bombo takes a few grains of husked rice (N. acheta) 
into his fist, blows a mantra on to them (cf. p. 59) and throws a portion, each, on to his body 
(starting with the head, then continuing with shoulders, back and legs), on to the altar, his ritual 
implements, and finally on to the patient and her family members. This is a measure to "bind", 
i.e., to protect himself and all that is going to be focussed on as a place, as a means ot as an 
object of the ritual. 

8 Cf. also the N. expression sirma rcikhnrr, lit. 'to put on the head', for 'to honour a person (guest. etc.) 
by making him seated in a place that is likely to confirm his pre-eminence'. - The divinity mounting 
one's head is reminiscent of the practice of the Khpha!a ascetics carrying a miniature image of 
Gorakhnith on their heads when going on pilgrimage (Unbescheid 1980: 50 f., 79-81). 

9 Cf.. however, pp. 27 f. 
10 Compare the divinalion (sections 46.-49.) where no such ad-identification occurs. and the bolnbo is 

just describing what he himself experiences as a vision. - On the problem of possession during the 
oracle cf. also pp. 227-228. 
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Om Mahiiguru! 

[Whistle] 

hoi, Om Mahiguru, om Mahiiguru! 
phott ! , phott! 

[The achetd is being thrown] 

a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a, 
hare, kheliu na M%, caliiu na MBi!, 
hare, mere guru caliu na Miii!, 
hare, ikisa[mii] Nau Kanne Sarasoti, pattiila[mii] Siit K a ~ e  Sarasoti. 
hare, Dhanasri Mahiidew, Buddhasri Mahidew, 
hare, nau tala [tale] gkis[mi] utpanna hunubho [hunubhayo], 
hare, utpanna bhaeko, 
hare Miii!, 
hare, pattiila siit dharti[mi] utpatti hunubho, 
hare M%!, 
hare Candra, Surje, MahHdew!, 
hare Miii!, 
hare Biisuki Niga, Rim, Lacchiman, Mahidew!, 
hare Sri Krisna, Mahiidew! 
hare, uttara Kailisa[mH] utpatti hunubho. 

Om Mahdguru! 

[Whistle] 

hoi! Om Mahdguru, om Mahaguru! 
phott ! , phott ! 
a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a, 
hail, do make play 0 Mai, do set in motion 0 Mdi!. 
hail, do set in motion my gurus 0 MZi!. 
hail, Nau Kanne Sarasoti [in] the heavens. Nau Kanne Sarasoti 

[in] the underworld, 
hail. Dharlasri Mahddenl. Buddhasri MahcSdPw. 
hail, (you who) originated [in] the nine-storeved heavens, 
hail, originated. 
hail 0 Mdi!, 
hail, originated [in] the underworld (consisting of) seven earths. 
hail 0 Mdi!, 
hail 0 Moon. Sun, Mahdden)!, 
hail 0 Mdi!, 
hail 0 Bdsuki Ndg. Ram, Lacchiman, Mahdew!, 
hail 0 Sri Krisna, Mahidew!, 
(you who) originated [on] Kailas in the north. 
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Notes: 

1: Orn MahBguru, ~ahiidewl~iva as the divine tutelary of all kmbos. and the subsequent whistle may 
indicate that the MahHdew is being identified with the mythic shaman. the Sun Jhikri, who is mule and 
can only communicate by means of whistles (S. below 2.19). 

3: phoy ? < Skt. pha!, the syllable as used in mantras, also in Tibet (cf. Das 1970: 819 f.). The bombo 
utters it with the intent of "making definite" the effect of his magic acts, here the protective "bindinf 
(S. above). 

5: hare is used here as a formula of invocation, not as an exclamation of distress or pity. 
6: mere < Hindi plural of merH. 'my'. The bombo addresses all divinities to be invoked here as his gums. 

The word guru fulfils the same honorific function here as the address phamo in the Tamang parts of the 
text (S. pp. 22 ff., 88). 

7: Nau Kanne Sarasoti, lit. 'Nine Virgins (kanne = kanyi) Saraswati (~arasvatr)'. Possibly contaminated 
by Nau DurgH. In the Kathmandu Valley, Saraswati, the goddess of eloquence and learning, is represented 
as the daughter and the virgin aspect of DurgH (Slusser 1982: 23 1 ). 

8: Dhanasri ? < Dhaneswar MahHdew (whose famous sanctuary lies in Panauti, outside the Kathmandu 
Valley). Buddhasri = ? the Buddha, contaminated by "Dhanasri"? 

14: Candra, Surje = Moon and Sun, meant as divinities or as epithets of Mahidew (one of whose 
iconographical attributes is the crescent worn in his hair)? 

16: Basuki (Vssuki) NBg. representing, here, the subterranean/aquatic sphere in contrast to the heavens 
with the Sun and Moon. Cf. also p. 67. In the Kathmandu Valley, VHsuki is associated with the cult of 
MahBdew and has a shrine in the PaSupatinHth temple area (Levi 1905,I: 323 f.; Slusser 1982: 358). 

- Lacchiman = Laksmaqa, the younger brother of the epic hero RHma. 
17: Sri Krisna = S< K p a ;  the word S< sounds [sri] or [siri] or yet again [jjiri] in the pronunciation of 

Nepali by the Tarnang. 
18: Kailas. the mount KailaSa, the abode of MahHdew (and also of the dead, cf. Tucci 197 1: 549). 

hare Suna J h h ,  Suna J h h i ,  J h h i n i ! ,  
20 hare, jhikri ]aria ghigro-mala lagai, eka hata 

sunako darnburu, eka hata rupako [rupaulo?] gaju [gaja], 
hare, khelaikana calau na Mai!, 
gailo bana, cakra bana, khalga bana, tirsula bans, 
Bhuktinatha, Bhuktichetra, Sorga Parpata, Sorga ~ n a n d a  Prakara, 

~ n a n d a  Parpat, 
hare, khelau na MS!,  

25 hare, dharti[rna?] Parlad utpatti hunubho, 
hare, calau na M&!, 
hare, Satte Narayan[ko] palo[rna] utpatti hunubho, Pirthi Narayan[ko] 

palo[rna] utpatti hunubho, 
hare, merai sunai partabi [partab?]. 
hare, yasai jananiko disari (=?), 

30 hare, liibaithau, bai!hau, chattisa jata, car bama[ko] Dukkhini Riijri, 
Dukkhini Rani calau na M%!, 

hare, carai siddha, carai nisan, brira siddha, bara Manthali M%, 
hare, kurnai baithau, sirai calhiau!. 
hare Mai!, 
hare, cilaune[ko] phedrna utpanna bhaeko Kallen Dharni, Sik5ri Mai, 

35 hare, calsu, ho!, Mai, &lsa nau tala khelau na Mrii, 
pattala sat tala calau na Mai, pattala, dharti khelau na M%!. 
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hare. dhmi  dagaileu M&, Yendrai [Indrai) dhasi phonleu na M!, 
hare, sanai gahgi, sit samundra phon, jaliii. phonleu Mai! 

Hail 0 Sun Jha'kri, Sun JGkri, [Sun] JGkrini!. 
20 hail, uncoil the jh&-hairlock, put on the hell-string. and 

(make play) the golden damaru [with] the one hand, 
the silver-like (?) drumstick [with] the other h a d .  

hail, make (them) play, do ser in motion 0 Mai, 
hail, the magic gailo-arrow (.?), the whirling mugic arrow, 

the magic sword-arrow, the magic trisul-arrow, 
Bhuktindth, Bhuktichetra, Sorga Parpdt, Soqa Ananda Praura. 

~ m n d a  Parpit. 
hail, do make them play 0 Mdi!. 

25 hail, Parldd originated [in] the earth, 
hail, do set (him?) in motion 0 Mdi!. 
hail, (you who?) originated [in] rhe time [ofl Sarte Ndrdpan. 

originated [in] the time /ofl Pirthi Ndrdyan, 
hail, my glory (?) of pure gold, 
hail, the dis2t-i (=?) of this mother, 

30 hail, take (?) and sit, sit (on my shoulders?) (and) 
do set in motion the Dukkhini Rdja, the Dukkhini Rani 
[ofl the thirty-six castes, the four classes 0 Mdi!. 

hail, all the four siddhas, all the four jlags, rhe hvelve 
siddhas, the twelve Man!hdli Mdi. 

hail, sit on (my) shoulders, mount (my) head!. 
hail 0 Mcii!, 
hail, Kallen Dhrimi who originated at the foot [ofl a cilaune 

(tree) (and) Sikdri MLSi, 
35 hail, do set (them) in motion, ho!, 0 Mdi, do 

make the nine storeys [on  the heavens play 0 Mcii, do set 
in motion the seven storeys [ofl the undem~orld, 
do make the underworld (and) the earth play 0 Mcii!. 

hail, make the earth quake and bring it, pierce the entire 
(abode ofl Indra, do break open and bring it 0 Mcii!. 

hail, break open, burn, break open and bring all rhe seven 
rivers, the seven oceans 0 Mdi! 

Notes: 

19: Sun Jhikril~hikrini are said to be identical with the Ban ~h&ri cwple of Indo-Nepalese belief. They 
are of gwarf-like stature, live in the forest, their shamanic implemenu and dress arc of pure gold (sun); 
Sun JhZkri, who is dumb. is believed to capture men to train them as jhlris .  Here they are obviously 
referred to as a kind of proto-jhlris or archetypal gurus with whom the officiating h m b o  identifies 
himself as their adept and or spiritual descendant (cf. above p. 73 f.). In a myth recorded by Macdonald 
(1976: 316, 321 f.) in Darjeeling, the bun jhzkri is referred to as a devotee and sharnan~c pupil of 
Mahidew. On the hon jhikri (lit. 'forest shaman') in eastern Central Nepal cf. Miller 1979: 16. 146 f.. 
156 ff. 

20: damburu = damaru, the two-membraned drum operated with pellets on strings, instead of a drumstick. 
is one of the iconographical attributes of Mahidew, the divine ascetic and - in the presenl conlext - Ihe 
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supreme guru of the Sun ~ h k  and all other j h h s .  Hence the obvious equation of the bomboVs drum 
(called fiyiirigro) with the damaru. 

- l a w  = MT ralbo, the bmbo ' s  hairlock, cf. pp. 69-70. 
- ghigro-mala, for the_straps or strings with bells (T. SyadSyaIi rolm0, S. pp. 69-70) worn on the bombo's 

torso. ghagro- ? < gh&o. 'bell tied on an animal's neck'; -mHIH, lit. 'garland'. 'rosary'. 
21: The apokoinou, as manifest in the posilion of khelHikana ('make play and'), suggests that it is the ME 

who activates both the b o m b  z Sun J h f i  and the various "arrows" at the same time. 
22: bans = ban is likened to an "arrow" and is to be understood as a magic projectile, that is, the (material 

or immaterial) vehicle of a curse, a spell or other harmful influence. (Because of conceptual similarities, 
I preferred to render certain Tamang terms by 'arrow', too). 

23: Bhuktinath(a) = ? MuktinHth, the famous Hindu-Buddhist sanctuary in Western Nepal.Cf. 88.771 
where we have MuktinHth, instead of BhuktinHth. Note that in Hindu thought the terms mukti ('final 
liberation') and bhukti ('enjoyment') constitute a pair. 

- Sorga Parpat(a) ? < Swarga, 'Heavens', 'Paradise', + PrapHt, 'Waterfall', with reference to the celestial 
waterfall which is the source of the Ganges? 

- Ananda Prakar(a) ? < Znanda prakkko swarga, lit. 'the Paradise of the blissful kind'. 
25: Parlad ? < Prahllda, the daitya who was made ruler of one of the divisions of the underworld by 

Vi~nu (NkHyan here). 
27: Satte Narayan < Satya NBrHyqa, one of the one thousand names of Visnu; also the name of a 

ceremony popular among the Indo-Nepalese neighbours of the Tamang. - Note also the paronomastic 
leap from Satte NLHyan to Pirthi NkHyan, the name of the great king of Nepal. 

29: janani, 'mother', here with reference to the patient who in the sections in Tamang is referred to as 
da:mo. 'mistress'. 

- disari ? < disH sari, lit. 'changing direction'. 
30: Dukkhini RajdRani,  with reference to a divine couple? dukhini, lit. 'woman in distress', < dukha, 

'grief', 'pain', 'trouble'. 
- a r  barna chattis jat, 'the four vamas (and) 36 castes', an expression denoting the (ideal) totality of 

castes in the realm. 
31: siddha, 'the perfect one', perhaps with reference to the saints among the K%nphatH ascetics, who have 

attained perfection and possess superhuman powers (cf.. e.g., Lienhard 1978: 159-160; and Bouillier 
1989). Elsewhere in the text, MahHdew is also being apostrophized as siddha (> T. syitta), S., e.g., 
28.235. - bara siddha, 'the twelve siddhas', might have been influenced by Bgra Panthi, the name of 
the chief authority of the KZnphatH sect. 

- nisan, rendered by 'flag'; nisHn. 'sign', 'mark', 'armorial bearings', probably with reference to the 
numinous emblematic representation of a divinity, such as on the regiment flags of the Nepalese army. 

- Manthali = ?Cf. also MaqdIli MHi in 82.666. 
32: kurnai ..., sirai ..., 'sit on (my) shoulders, mount (my) head', S. p. 74 above. 
34: cilaune, the tree Schima Wallichii. Kallen Dharni =? The term d h h i  denotes a relatively large variety 

of ritual specialists mainly of the ecstatic type, cf., e.g., Hofer and Shrestha 1973: 51 f. 
- Sikari Mai, lit. 'Hunter Mother', here perhaps as the female consort of Kallen DhPrni, or as another 

name of Ban Dewi who, in Indo-Nepalese belief, roams the forests, rides a tiger, is equipped with bow 
and arrow, and is the mistress o l  wild animals. - Macdonald (1976: 320 f.) lists sixteen divinities called 
sikHri in the pantheon of the jhikris in Darjeeling. On divinities of the "wild hunter" type in Westem 
Tamang pantheon cf. also Hofer 198 1 : 2 1 ,  124 ff. 

36: Yendrai dhasi phorileu, 'pierce ... lndra ...', i.e., Indra's abode, the heavenly Indrasan. This may be 
interpreted as a challenge reminding the MHi that she is as powerful as Indra, the "Slayer of Demons" 
and "Shatterer of Citadels"; even the "breaking open" is reminiscent of Indra who opens the bellies of 
mountains and demons (cf., e.g., O'Flaherty 1986: 74 ff., 91-93). 

37: sat samundra, 'seven oceans', is reminiscent of the concentric oceans between the seven continents 
in Indian cosmology. 
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hare, yo  jananiko sat0 boliiileu, gunasing jagaileu, phul jagaileu, 
nau nSri jagaileu MBi!, 

hare, lagan kholileu, lagan jicileu MBi!, 
40 hare, kuracche, biracche kholi jicileu MBi!, 

hare, marne din, janrnaune Ijanrnine] din ke khapyo Bhagwa?, 
Baikunfhabgs, YendrasSn jkileu na Mai! 

Hail, call and bring the soul, awaken and bring the gunasing, 
awaken and bring the flower, awaken and bring the nine 
veins of this mother 0 Mai!. 

hail, unveil and bring the constellarion, examine and bring 
the constellation 0 Mai!, 

40 hail, unveil, examine and bring the bad protection, 
the good protection 0 Mai!, 

hail, which one was determined as the day of dying, 
as the day of birth 0 Bhagwdn?. 
do examine and bring Baikunyhabas, Indrusdn 0 Mdi! 

Notes: 

38: dto,  rendered by MT bla, 'soul', by the informants; N. sSto also means 'spirit', 'presence of mind' 
(Turner 1965: 598). 

- gunasing (the term is not in the dictionaries) was vaguely equated with T. ro.dunma = 'life-beam' 
(S. pp. 54-55 and 310-312) and T. che.dpsyin = 'life-pole' (S. 10.1 18). The material manifestation of 
gunasing is said to be a piece of flesh, about 2 cm long and of the thickness of a straw-blade, somewhere 
in the entrails of both humans and animals; when it loses its usually upright position, the person is going 
to die. - gunasing ? < Skt. < guna, lit. 'property', 'quality', also with reference to the three substrata of 
matter. 

- phul, 'flower', in its metaphoric sense here (S. pp. 54-55). 
- nari/n@i. 'vein', 'artery', 'pulse'. 
39: lagan, lit. 'auspicious moment': my 'constellation' renders the informants' understanding of the term; cf. 

also 93.851 note. 
40: biracche (biraksa) was explained as meaning 'good (real) protection' in opposition to kuracche. 
41: Baikunthabas is the heavenly abode of Bisnu (Visnu). IndrasHn is that of Indra. The passage may 

also be understood as follows: the MC is urged to inquire about the fate of the patient, i.e., about her 
dying-day which has already been determined by B h a g w ~  on the day of her birth (more exactly on 
the sixth day after her birth). on the one hand, and about whether Visnu's or Indra's heaven has been 
allotted to her soul after death. on the other. 

hare, dokhai-docche sasfin8 [bhailcaliiu na Mgi!, 
hare, &Ss ban, pattal bfin, maresyi. bir, masfin, 

dokh-des8n sasfini [bhailcalau na M%!, 
hare, racches, rscches, mero kum cqhisu, sir cqhiau MS!,  

45 hare, kugyiina, kubhed, c h q o  bhed, cilIune bhed m%rileu. 
cakra bhed, suki bhed, cakra pholileu Mai!. 
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hare, kalo bhed. rat0 bhed, pahelo bhed, nilo bhed, kugyiina, 
kubhed, sora jlt, chattis jatko bhed miirileu Mai!. 

hare, Sangali Dewi. Sahgali Deuta, mero kum carhiau. 
sir carhiau, ho MS!, 

hare MBi!, 
hare, gharko kul deuta guharyo [guhiire] M&, 

Bhimsing [Bhimsen] Th&ur guhkyo [guhare] M&, 
calau na Mai! 

50 hare, ga6-gharko sime-bhume, dhanapati, nag-nagini guhlryo 
[guhire] Miii, 

kalo nag, rat0 nag, pahelo nag, hariyo nag, nilo nag, 
sora dewi, nau dewi, Yendra Deuta jagaileu Miii!, 

hare, pattala[ko] sat patra, sat dhoka kholileu, akisa[ko] nau patra, 
nau dhoka kholileu! , 

hare, purba dhoka, pacchim dhoka, dakkhin dhoka, uttar dhoka 
kholileu, c%ai disa, cka i  killa jicileu merai Langa Hanuman, 
jicileu, jagaileu!, 

hare, Langa jicileu, Palanga jicileu, charlanga dekhai piirileu!, 
55 hare Mai! 

Hail, minimize and do set in motion all the illnesses 0 McSi!. 
hail, minimize and do set in motion the magic sky-arrow, 

the magic underworld-arrow, the spirit of the dead, the bir, 
the mas%n, the epidemics 0 Mai!, 

hail, (do set in motion) the racches, the racches, (and) 
come and mount my shoulders, come and mount (my) head 
0 Mai!, 

45 hail, kill and bring the black art, the evil charm, 
the str-ay-charm, the charm which causes itching, 
break open and bring the whirling charm, the charm which 
desiccates (one's body), the whirl(ing charm) 0 Mai!, 

hail, kill and bring the hlack charm, the red charm, the yellow 
charm, the hlue charm, the black art, the evil charm, 
the charms of sixteen castes (kinds), of thirty-six castes 
(kinds) 0 Mai!, 

hail, Sangali Dewi, Sangali DeutcS, come and mount my shoulders, 
come and mount (my) head, ho, 0 MLii!, 

hail 0 Mcli!, 
hail, ( I )  have cried for help to the clan god of the household 

0 Mai, have cried for help to Bhimsen Thakur 0 MBi. 
do set (them) in motion 0 Miii!, 

50 hail. ( I )  have cried for help to the sime-bhume, the lord(s) 
of riches, the nag-nsgini of the village 0 Mai, 

hail, awaken and bring the hlack nag, the red nag, the yellow 
niig. the green nag, the hlue nag, the sixteen goddesses, 
the nine goddesses, lndra DeutG 0 Mdi!, 

hail, open and bring the seven layers [ofl the underworld, 
[its] seven doors, open and bring the nine layers (storeys) 
[ofl the heavens, (their) nine doors!, 
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hail, open and bring the eastern door, the western door. 
the southern door, the northern door, examine and bring ull 
the four corners, all the four boundaries 
0 my Luhga Hanumdn, 
examine and hring, awaken and bring (rhem)!. 

hail, examine and bring L a n ~ a ,  examine and bring Pulohga (?), 
make (them) clearly visible und hring (them)!, 

55 hail 0 Mdi! 

Notes: 

42: dokhai-docche < dokhdocche, 'illness', according to the informan~c; ? < dokh. 'serious, fatal illness' 
(Tumer 1965: 320); cf. also 96.897 note. 

- sasana [bhailcal8u. 'minimize and set in motion', that is, the evil may be reduced in its intensity and 
removed. 

43: pattal ban = MT sa ba:n (< sa. 'earth') = a sudden, invisible irradiation from the earth, believed to 
cause swellings and enormous blisters. 

- a k b  ban = MT mu ba:n (< mu, 'sky') = another invisible irradiation from the sky, believed to cause a 
strong burning sensation and cicatrisation all over the body. 

- maresg; (marky:?) c mamu. 'to die' + sy:. The term (not in the dictionaries) was explained as a 
synonym of N. bhut and MT syimo, 'ghost', 'spirit of a &ad person'. Cf. din. 'spirit of a dead person' 
(Darjeeling) (Macdonald 1975: 118); siyo. 'spirit of an adult who suffered an unnatural ka th '  (Chanul) 
(Michl 1976: 163 f.); sahain, 'ghost'. 'evil spirit' (Sunuwar) (Fournier 1976:117, 123); and syolsyaagi. 
'evil spirits of persons who suffered a violent death' (Gurung) (Glover et al. 1977: 205): siyo, 'he  lost 
part of the soul (of the living or dead). wandering about' (JHjao!) (MasLrarinec 1990: 112, 128 f.); 
zya. 'esprit dangereux', 'sorcitre', 'esprits des morts qui hantent encore le mmde &S vivants' (Kham 
Magar) (de Sales 1991: 142, 145-147 f., 331). 

- bir and masan = goblin-like and principally evil beings because of their association with death. The 
masan is believed to originate from corpses and to haunt the cremation grounds ( m m  ghg!). 11 can also 
assist the bombo in "snatching" a harmful agent and bringing it "into the presence" of the bgmbo. - The 
bir is said to be of non-human origin; it is characterized by restless aclivity (khelnu) and a preference to 
attach itself to humans even after the death of the latter. It, too. lingers near the cremation grounds. The 
b m b o  can activate a bir as his helper, par$cularly when he wants to exorcize the ghost to which the bir 
has attached itself. The word bir < Skt. vim, 'hero'. In Indian folk-belief, a vlra is the powerful ghost 
of a hem who died a violent death (cf.. e.g.. Sontheimer 1976: 23. 180, 196; Srinivas 1965: 160). 

44: racches = riiksasa (demon). 
45: kugyana < kugyin, lit. 'bad knowledge'. i.e.. knowledge (gyHn) of black magic. 
- kubhed < bhed, 'secret', 'witchcraft' (Turner 1965: 482). 
- charo bhed, i.e., the harmful charm moves around like a stray (ch2.p) animal? Or recte charo, 

'epilepsy '? 
- cakra [bhed], i.e., the charm whirls or revolves like a wheel (cakra)? 
47: Sangali ? < S d a r i  (&ilkG), one of the names of Mah2dew's spouse. 
49: gharko kul deutS. 'the clan god of the household'. here the tutelary god of the clan of the head 

of the household, the patient's husband (cf. 48.379). Bhimsen is mentioned here as the "Nepali/Hindu 
name" of this clan god whose Tamang name is Jy@jyen Mqbo, i.e., Bhirnsen as a divine mythic hero 
r Jyanjyen Mqbo as a fierce (dabla) hunter divinity. (On the term dablacf. 26.223 note: on the cult of 
BhimsenIBhimasena in Nepal cf. Slusser 1982: 258). 

50: she-bhume. 'gods of water and dry land'. as glossed by Turner (1965: 608). For the Tamang. this is 
the Nepali name of syjbda-n8:da. the divine lords of the village territory (S. 28.233 ff.). 

- dhanapati. with reference to the nHg-nPgini as guardians of riches? 
- nag-nagini (< n2ga) are treated here as a category corresponding to, or congruent with. the Tamang Irc 

(Tib. klu). cf. 91.820 note. 
51: "black/red/yellow/green/blue &g**, on the association of the nHga kings with nine colours in the 

Kathmandu Valley cf. Toffin 1984: 450. 
53: carai killa < c2r killi/kilo. lit. the 'four stakes' which demarcate the boundaries of an area. 
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- Lafig~ Hanuma, h i g a  < LahkH (Ceylon), the country of the r%k$aSaS who, in the epic, were defeated 
by Rhna and Hanumh. 

54: P a l a h ~  may be seen as an echo-word of M g a  which is referred to here as the domain of demons 
(Lafiga = mki); or L ~ g a  + Palatiga < N. lahk8-palaik2, 'pell-mell', 'chaos'. These two interpretations 
do not necessarily exclude each other, seeing the hmbo's foremost task, namely to investigate (N. 
j&u, MT salba) into the mess of possible causes and possible remedies (cf. pp. 26-27. 305). Note also 
the homoeophony of Langa - (Pa)langa - (char)langa. 

hare MC!, 
hare, Gorkha KdikB, h i n i - ~ a ~ h i n i  MBi, Siiigha Raja, Sidgha Rani, 

Nau DurgB Bhawiini, Nau Durg7, Yendra, 
nau d h y h ,  nau b h a w h  [sic], mero kum c q h i h ,  mero sir cqhiau!, 
calau Mai!, 

60 Dorlon Khola khelne Bhutan Kanne Dewi, Kaule khelne 
Leso K b i  Kumka [Kumki] Dewi, Masegaii [khelne] Sri 
Mangda [Ma~igalii?] Dewi, Gajuwa D h h i ,  BijuwB MBi, 

gaiira-gaiir8mFi sunako tak chbicalBu, Bitteswararna calau, 
narsing sanna (?) calau, sattur bijai [bijaya] garileu, 
satturko jagqa (?) phorileu. manthal (?) m&ileu!, 

mero bhakti calau, satturko sakti miirileu, mero bhik (?) calau, 
satturko bhik m&ideu!. 

mero 213-bBlii, jajman, bastu-bhBu jBi Ijaya] garileu Miii!, 
hoi. calau na M&!, 

65 K q e  Doman [Dobha]  khelne Kare M a s h ,  K q e  Bir jagaileu MBi, 
kum baiDau MBi ! , 

hare, Teku Doman [DobhBn] khelne Teku M a s h ,  Kalo Bhairun, 
Seto Bhairun, sorasai Bhairun g u h w o  [guhke] MBi. 

Hail 0 Mdi!, 
hail, (do set in motion?) Gorkhd Kdlikd, Akhini-Bdghini Mdi, 

Singha Rdjd, Singha Rdni. Nau Durgd Bhawani, Nau Durga, 
Yendra (Indra). 

hail, (do set in motion?) the nine wisdoms, the nine bhawfms (?). 
mount my shoulders, mount my head!, 

set in motion 0 Mdi!, 
60 (set in motion) Bhu!an Kanne Dewi who plays [at] Dorlon Khold, 

Leso Kdsi Kumdri Dewi who plays upright [at] Kiule, 
Sri Mangald (?) Dewi, Gajuwd Dhdmi, Bijuwd Mdi 
[who play in] Masegafi!, 

sort out and set in motion the golden seal in the ofices, 
set (them?) in motion at Bitteswara (?), set in motion the 
narsing sarma (?), defeat and bring the enemy, 
break open and bring the tangled hair (?) of the enemy, 
kill and bring the manrhal (?) !, 

set in motion my devotion, kill and bring the power of the enemy, 
set in motion (the efficiency of) my alms (?), kill the 
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(efficiency of the) alms (?) of the enemy!, 
make my young girl, (my) client (and her) property overcome and 

bring (them) 0 Mdi!, 
hoi, do set in motion 0 Mdi!, 

65 awaken and bring Kare Masdn, Kare Bir who play [at] Kare Dobhdn, 
sit on (my) shoulders 0 Mdi!, 

hail, (awaken) Teku Masdn who plays [at] Teku Dobkn!, ( I )  have 
cried for help to Black Bhairaw, to White Bhiraw, to the 
sixteen hundred Bhairaws 0 Mai. 

Notes: 

57: Gorkha Kalika, the goddess KdikH with her famous sanctuary in GorkhH (S. also section 71.1. 
- i k h i n i - ~ a ~ h i n i  ? < h i ,  lit. 'jealousy', 'evil eye', + baghini, lit. 'tigresss, 
- Siirgha Rajmani,  lit. 'lion kinglqueen'; with reference to the (sculptural representation of the) 

lion-guardians of temples? Or Singha RHjWRbi + BHghini ? < Skghini + BHghini = the lion-headed 
SirhhavaktrH and the tiger-headed VyHghravaktrH worshipped as guardians or children of the mother 
goddesses (Slusser 1982: 326, 331). 

- Nau Durga = Nawa DurgI (< Nava DurgH), the goddess DurgH in her nine (naulnawa) forms; S. Slusser 
1982: 344; Toffin 1984: 466 ff.. 471 ff.; and Levy 1990: 501-576 concerning the Kathmandu Valley. 

- Bhawani = one of the names of DurgflHrwati. 
58: bhawan = ? bhawan, 'palace', referred to as a kind of numinous entity, i.e.. the abode of Bhawbi? 
60: Bhutan Kanne (Kanya) Dewi is said to have a famous temple in He!aii@ (TarHi). 
- Masegau = ? MacchegHii on the northern slope of CampH Dewi in the Kathmandu Valley, with the 

MacchenHrHyan temple. 
- Mangala = ? MahgalH = DurgH, P m a t i .  
- Gajuwa Dhami = ? the deified spirit of a dhmi  (cf. above 2.34). 
- Bijuwa Mai = ? - N. bijuwH denotes, among the Limbu, a male or female ritual specialist whose main 

task is to exorcize evil spirits and conduct the funerals for those who died a violent or premature death 
(Sagant 1976: 163 f.). 

61: gaura, rendered, here, by 'office' (of the district administration of the R e 2  era), seems to derive from 
gaiilo, 'pass', 'col', as a strategically important site. 

- tak, 'seal', with reference to the auspicious symbol/emblem in a seal, in the same sense as in the case 
of n i s b  above (2.31). 

- Bitteswar(a) ? < Bijeswari, the well-known temple on the western bank of the Bisnumati river in the 
Kathmandu Valley. 

- narsihg sarma, tentatively explained as the name of a particularly powerful mantra. Perhaps with 
reference to the Narasirhha-stotra or Narasimha-mantra "deemed to be efficacious for curing diseases 
and preventing calamities" (Jaiswal 1967: 123). - narsing ? < nars~g(h)a, 'champion', 'distinguished 
person', 'man-lion' (Narasirhha, the man-lion form of Vi~nu); s m a  ? < S m a ,  'bliss', 'protection'. 

- jagara = ? jagal!H, lit. 'tangled hair', with reference to the uncombed, dishevelled hair of a witch or of 
a divinity in its terrifying aspect? 

- rnanthal = ? mqdal, 'group' (of enemies here). 
62: sakti = Sakti. 
- bhik, lit. 'alms'; obscure. 
65: Dobhln, lit. 'confluence of two rivers'. Kqe Dobhb might be the site of a cremation place which is 

haunted by masbs and birs (S. above 4.43 note). 
66: Teku Dobhan lies at the confluence of the Bisnumati and BHgmati rivers (SW of KHfhmwdu city). 

Teku M a s b  is also the name of a cremation place and a sanctuary at Teku Dobhb. 
- Bhairun = Bhairaw (Bhairava). The temple of Pacali Bhairaw is in the area of Teku. 
- sorasai, 'sixteen hundred' stands here for 'all'; cf. also sora, 'sixteen', in the same function in the next 

section (6.67). 
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The b m b o  recites with growing excitation con brio/furioso: 

SimbhuthanmB utpanna bhaeko AjimB-Bajima, Gubha-Gubhaju, 
Anamaiju-Dhanamaiju, LSlkumiiri, satsorasai, sora kanne, 
Bd&anne, Lariga-LangatB Mai, 

hare, BhatB-Bhateni [Bhai-Bhateni] MBi calau na Mai, sir cqhiau, 
kum cqhiau, dokha-docche sasBn3 bhaicalau na Mgi!, 

DhanakumSri, Siddha KumBri, Siddha Sittali [Sitala] MBi, 
Cola-Golani (?), Siri [Sri] KumLi MBi, Siri KBli Mai, 
Gubhajuni MS,  sir cqhiau, kum calhiau!, 

70 calau na, dokh-docchesanga l q ~ i  khelau M%!, 
yo manukhyako dokh-docche sasana bhaicalau na M%!, 
calau na M&!, 
purba Mahatiiri Bhir, Sawa Tar [Tar?], Kali Khola khelne, 

GhisghLi, Thagar KhSri (?) khelne, Phedan muni Khabar 
Phed khelne Buyha-Buyhluni, Cakmaya SikBri, 
Bek-Bidhuwa MBi, 

calau na MBi!, 
75 Kamlan-Kamlarini (?), Sikari MBi, Lembu-Lembuni (?), 

Cobahg [Cepang] Guru guhiiryo [guharZ] Mgi, 
p h a l m o  banduk, sis&o goli calIu merai guru Phaudiiri Mai! 

(Do set in motion) Ajimd-Bajimd, Gubhd-Gubhdju, 
Anamdiju-Dhanamdiju, who originated at Swayamhhundth. 
Ldlkum~iri, the seven (times) sixteen hundred, the sixteen 
virgins, Bdlcikanne, Langa-Languid Mdi!, 

hail, do set in morion Bhdl-Bhaleni Mdi, come and mount (my) 
head, come and mount (my) shoulders 0 Mdi, minimize and 
do set in motion all illnesses 0 Mai!, 

(do set in motion) Dhanakumdri, Siddha Kumdri, Siddha Sitald Mai, 
Gola-Goldni Mdi, Sri Kumdri Mdi, Sri Kdli Mdi, 
Gubhdjuni Mdi, (and) 
come and mount (my) head, come and mount (my) shoulders!, 

70 do set in motion (and) make (these goddesses?) wage war against 
all illnesses 0 Mai!, 

minimize and do set in motion all illnesses of this person 
0 Mdi!, 

set in morion 0 Mdi!, 
(set in motion) Bu!-hd-Burhduni, Cakmdyd Sikari, 

Bek-Bidhuwd Mdi, who play [in] the east [at] Mahatiri Bhir. 
Sawd Tdr, Kali Khola, who play [at] Ghdsghdri, 
Thagar Khdri (and) Khahar Phed helonl Phedan!, 

do set (them) in motion 0 Mdi!, 
75 (1) have cried for help to Kamlan-Kamlanni, Sikdri Mdi, 
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Lembu-Lemhuni, Cepang Guru. 0 Mdi!, 
set in motion the iron riJle, the lead buller 0 my guru 

Phaudrlri Mdi! 

Notes: 

67: Ajima-Bajima < Ajimi (SilalH) the small-pox goddess, here with reference to k r  sanctuary at 
Swayambhunith = SimbhuthHn; + BajimP, coined. as an echo-word, from N. bajai. 'grandmother'? 
Newari ajimH means 'grandmother', and one of the Tamang names of the goddess AjimH is Ajyi M m  
wherein mamo Tib. ma-mo = 'grandmother' (cf. pp. 148. 150). 

- Gubha-Gubhaju < gubhHju, the Buddhist priest among the NewL. Apostrophizing Gubha-Gubhaju as 
a divinity obviously derives from the fact that the sanctuary of Ajimi at Swayambhunitth is served by 
gubhiju priests (cf. also Slusser 1982: 341 ). 

- AnamPiju-Dhanamaiju ? < Manmi(i)ju = Mhaipi AjimH whose sanctuary is on the eastcm bank of the 
Bisnumati river, near GalkopHkhH (S. also 100.953). 

- Lalkumari =? Bllkumiri. Bakumtiri, with her sanctuaries at Sahkhamul and mimi, is a protectress 
of children (bHla = 'child'). According to Slusser (1982: 334-337), Bllkumiiri = ~~1akau-T who is 
possibly an amalgam of k a u m ~ h  (= the Sakti of the g d  Kumaa) with a mai or a j i d .  

- Balakanne (bll i  + kanyl. lit. 'girl' + 'virgin') was said to be identical with T. Syar Ba:la K h e  in 
47.36 1. 

- Langa-Lahgap ? < larigay2. lit. 'lame', 'cripple'; an allusion to the ghosts of disabled humans in the 
retinue (gana) of certain gods, such as Bhairaw or MahHdew? 

68: Bhai-Bhateni = a deified Brahmin couple, protectors of children; their temple is near Tai~gHl in 
Kiyhrnwdu. 

- Dhankumari, "adopted" from the maiden-name Dhan Kumiri? To my knowledge, there exists no 
goddess by the name of Dhankumiri. 

- Gola-Golani ? < GoldGwala, the Newari name of DewpHpn. Gwala < Newari gwa. 'deity'. Perhaps. 
Gola = Siva-PaSupati, and Golini = ~ ~ a t i  (whose Newari name is Gwa Mtiju) or = Jaya V Q ~ S V ~ .  
the tutelary goddess of Dewpi!an, known as one of the nine Durgk (Slusser 1982: 110 f.; and Uvi 
1905.1: 378). 

- Kumari Mai ('virgin' + 'mother') as a name seems to illustrate the confusion between kumG and 
kaumtiri, as stated by Slusser with regard to the Kathmandu Valley (S. p. 72.) 

- Gubhajuni, lit. 'the wife of a gubhiju priest', cf. line 67 above. 
71: manukhya = manusya, 'man', 'mortal person'. 
73: All nam_es unexplained. Burha-Burhauni ? < bufiH, 'old man' + bufii, 'old woman'. In the pantheon 

of the j h l r i s  in Darjeeling, there are seven burhenis believed to cause various diseases (Macdonald 
1976: 322 f.). Conspicuously. Mahidew is also apostrophued as BufiP Siddha MahHdew in our text (S., 
e.g., 28.235). 

75: Sikari Mai, S. 2.34. 
- Lembu ? < Limbu (the ethnic group in easlem Nepal). 
- CobangICyoban = N. CepMg (Chepang). The shamans of this ethnic g m p  (formerly hunters and 

gatherers) are said to be particularly versed in magic, and to have in the past been the gurus of a number 
of Tamang bombos. Cf. also pp. 36. 

76: Phaudari ? < phauj, 'army', or ? < phaujdari. lit. 'highhandedness' (Turner 1965: 41 l ) ,  also 'criminal 
court'. 

Citwan T&r wai-pBri khelne Durbisur (?), Paca Linga. tirpanna, 
bBra Bangali [BangBli?] d a b ~ g  garicaliu! , 

caliiu na, Mahiikdi Bir. Mah&Ai MasPn calBu MBi!. 
Dakkhin MahdcBla-MahdcAi, BijuwB KBli, Rakta KBli ME, 

Siwa Dewi, Siwa MBi, Jal Dewi. Jal MBi, 
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Didi-Didini [sic] Mgi, Kusundti Phakkir, sai dhanukka 
khelne MHi, calau na Mgi!, 

80 KunHghiit, Nau Duna Sahar, Bommai Sahar [Bombay], 
Dhote Sahar (?), Lakhnau Sahar [khelne] baunna bir, 
cafisa.$i masHn, cafisatfhi bir caliiu na M&!, 

Barauli (?) Sahar khelne Barauli Masan, Barauli Bir 
calau na M&!, 
Th& Khola khelne ThB-Th&Ai MBi calHu Mgi!, 
sai barna, sora barna, chattis barna 

85 calPu na Miii!, 
kum baithau, kum cqhiau na MBi!, 

bPl2 jajmanliii pireko dokh-docche sasGnS bhaicalau na M&!, 
guhiiryo [guh&rE] Mgi! 

[Long, vigorous drumming to a gradually accelerated rhythm] 

Make invincible and set in motion Durbisur, Paca Linga, 
thefifry-three, the twelve Bangali who play on both sides of 
Citwan Tdr!, 

do set in motion, set in motion Mahdkdli Bir, Mahdkdli Masdn 0 Mdi!, 
do set in motion Dakkhin Mahakala-Mahahli, Bijuwa Kdli, 

Rakta Kdli Mdi, Siwa Dewi, Siwa Mdi, Jal Dewi, Jal Mdi, 
Didi-Didini Mai, Kusudd Phakkir, the Mdi who 
plays one hundred bows and arrows, 0 Mdi!, 

80 do set in motion the fifty-two birs, the sixty-four mashs ,  
the sixty-four birs [who play in] Kundghy, Nau Duna Town, 
Bombay Town, Dhote Town, Lakhnau Town 0 Mdi!, 

(do set in motion) Barauli Masdn, Barauli Bir who play [in] 
Barauli Town!, 

do set (them) in motion 0 Mai!, 
set in motion Thd-Thdkdli Mai who plays [in] Thdk KhoM, 0 Mdi!, 
the one hundred classes, the sixteen classes, the thirty-six 

classes (of superhuman beings), 
85 do set (them) in motion 0 Mai!. 

sit on (my) shoulders, come and do mount (my) shoulders 0 Mdi!, 
minimize and do set in motion all illnesses that trouble the 

young girl, (my) client, 0 Mdi!, 
( I )  have cried for help 0 McSi! 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

77: Citwan Tar = Citwan, Ripti Valley. 
- Paca Linga ? Pacali Bhairaw or Paficalinga MahBdew. 
- Bangali-? < Barigili, lit. 'of Bengal'. Another text has "BHra B ~ g B l i  MBi". 
78: Mahakali BirIMasan = ? a particular birlmasin in the retinue of Mah&Bli/Durgi. 
79: Dakkhin ... Mahakali, possibly with reference to CHmundB worshipped at Dakkhin Kiili in the 

southwestern corner of the Kathmandu Valley. 
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- Bijuwa Kali, S. 5.60 note. 
- Rakta Kali, possibly with reference to the Rakta KHli temple in TengH1, KHlhmSndu; S. also 82.666 and 

82.674. 
- Siwa DewilMai = the goddess ( ~ i v ~ )  as a consort of s iva/~ahaew? 
- Jal ~ e w i l M a i  ? jal, lit. 'water'. Either with particular reference to Jaleswar (JaleSvara), one of the 64 

MahHdew sanctuaries in and around the Kathmandu Valley (cf. Gutschow 1982: 19), or generally for 
any goddess represented in a sacred tank or public fountain (dhlrs)? 

- Didi-Didini < didi, 'elder sister'; the female suffix -ni is a hypemepalism. 
- Kusunda Phakkir = ? a deified ascetic (fakir) among the Kusunda. The Kusunda are known as hunters 

and gatherers, just like the Chepang, and the mention of "bows and arrows" might be a reference 
to this. Elsewhere (82.673-674), our text also has KusundH Mgi. According to one informant. the 
above-mentioned Dakkhin KHli is "the divinity of the Kusunda sui generis" (cf. also 93.849). As Reinhard 
(1968: 105) notes, the name of the supreme divinity worshipped by the Kusunda, Qaoli, may derive 
from Kdi. 

80: Kunaghat, one of the main recruiting centres for Gurkha soldiers, near Gorakhpur. Bihar. 
- Nau Duna = NautanawH, near Bhairawahs, T-i. 
81 : Barauli = ? Barwa-Barauli in Bihar. 
83: Tha-Thakali < Th&Hli, the inhabitants of the ThHk Khols region. 

The next part of the text, in Tamang, is called "the evening incense-recitation" (iiisyi sairrap)' 
and may be subdivided as follows: 
- Sections 8.-14.: Invocation of the lineage forefathers who, in a rather wholesale manner, are 
informed about the state of the patient and requested to assist the k m b o  in carrying out his 
professional tasks as enumerated at length. 
- Sections 15.-25.: Consecration of the ritual paraphernalia by incensing and by activating the 
divinities which they embody or represent; the creation myth (20.-23.) is part of the act and 
may be regarded as a full narrative variant of the "stories of origin" which in other instances are 
simply summarized by the epithets or emblematic periphrases describing the main properties of 
the paraphernalia-divinities. 
- Sections 26.-32.: The first ritual journey (r!rap) that starts from the client's house and ends 
in the mystic-mythic country (be:yuT) located in the northern mountains and South Tibet, and is 
undertaken with the aim of "finding the abodes" (lagan salba) of the divinities enumerated. 

Fast tempi (presto-prestissimo) predominate, and the bombo recites precipitately - as if he 
wanted to "get through" something which is a matter of course and nevertheless obligatory. The 
repeated exclamation 'ha:y. 0 lineage forefathers!' (&:y gyLppa meme!), which sounds nearly 
like a desperate cry for help, provides the only emotionally adumbrated part of the otherwise 
rather monotonously articulated enumerative sequences. If the text remains to a great extent 
audible, it is due to the fact that the drum is being beaten only in the intervals between the cola. 
The creation myth is an exception to this rule inasmuch as the bombo seems to make an effort 
to slow down the tempo and articulate more clearly. 

I As a category, the term sonrap is also applied to any longer enumerative sequence, even without 
incensing (sanha); it thus includes the sequence of a ritual journey or the enumeration of flowers (S. 
below sections 5 1 .  ff.). 
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8. - 14. The state of affairs and the tasks ahead 

While in section 2. above the bombo anchored his identity as a Nepalese jho'kri in Mahadew 
and the Sun Jh&, it is here in section 8. that he reveals his identity as a Tamang bombo sui 
generis - a specialist who acts by virtue of that "Gentilcharisma" (to borrow Max Weber's term) 
which derives from his membership in a corporate group: the spiritual lineage consisting of all 
bombos among his ancestors (gylippa mPme) and their divine tutelaries (phamo). 

chya:.j@o Phamo! 
90 fiendu salo, thu:la gomo! 

kekki chya: cal bumba nomba, 
yongi chya: syel bumba nomba, gyuppa mkme, 
Mkme Syel Bon, Mkme Niyu Bon, Mam Syilinmo, 

Syaryurun Bon, Mkme Ransyin Bon, Mkme Ta:gur Bon, 
Mkme Baldin Bon, gylippa mkme, 

bondam kha salyu, l!: salyu, syerap salyu, sorap bqyu!, 
95 yongi bamdi kalbi c h y u d ~  bqyu!, 

yongi [recte: kekki] bamdi kalbi melun bgryu!, 
bongi nirgyal cheyu, bongi punma gulgul jedyu! 

Hail 0 Phamo! 
90 Listen with the ears, ponder in the mind! 

The right hand takes the cal (=?) jug,  
the leff hand takes fhe crystal jug, 0 lineage forefathers, 
Grandfather Syel Bon. Grandfarher Naru Bon, Grandmother 

Syilinmo, Syaryurun Bon, Grandfather Ransyin Bon, 
Grandfather Ta:gur Ben, Grandfather Baldin Bgn, 
(you) 0 lineage forefathers, 

come down and make clear the mouth (speech), come down and make 
clear the body, come down and make clear the alertness, 
come down and make the voice (?) of the bon expand!, 

95 come down and make the sea-water (in the jug) put on (his) left 
shoulder expand!, 

come down and make thejame put on (his) right shoulder expund!, 
come down and make the bon's arrogance grow, come down and make 

the bon's shoulders (.?) quake! 

Notes: 

89: phamo refers (a), in a strict sense, to the mythic founder-tutelary of a spiritual lineage (cawa, kawa* 
S. pp. 22-24); (b), by extension. to all human forefathers (gyuppa mkme) in such a spiritual lineage; and 
(C) i t  can also be used for any divinity as a flattering term of address or even term of reference, as we 
shall see further below. 

- OT chya:.jalo (< Tib. phyag 'chal-lo), a respectful greeting reserved for the gods. 
90: OT nendu salo is an idiom: Rendu < Tib. shan-du, lit. 'in the ears'. 
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- OT thu:la ggmba Tib. *thugs-la sgom-pa (Jaschke 1949: 117 gives hugs sgom-pm). 'lo meditate', 'to 
ponder', 'to have in one's mind'. 

91: cal bumba, cal ? < Tib. rcal, 'skill', 'energy'. 
92: syel bumba. syel Tib. kl. 'crystal', 'glass'. - The jug (Nmba) is a source of purificatory and 

consecrating power. The two kinds of jug mentioned here, along with the c h y u d ~  and melun in lines 
95-96, might allude to the mystical transidentification the b o m b  is to undergo through the tr;lnsfusion 
of power into his body. Cf. also 8.96 note below. 

93: Syel Bon, Naru Bon, Syaryurud Bon, BBldin Bgn were identified by SR as the four primordial MS 
(S. pp. 21 ff.). Naru Bon is SR's tutelary (phamo), i.e., the founder of his spiritual descent line. 

- Syilidmo/Syilikmo was tentatively identified as the wife of one of the four primordial bns. 
- Rarisyin and Ta:gur are the names of two bombos among SR's ancestors in his patriline. 
- gyuppa meme, 'lineage forefathers', with reference to all bombs among the officiating bmbo's 

ancestors, both paternal and maternal. 
94: OT bqn (= MT bmbo) .  Throughout the ritual, the officiating h m b o  refers to himself as m. 
- salyu < OT salba, 'to make clear' + MT yuba. 'to come down', 'to descend'. To be understood as a 

request to the lineage forefathers to "make one body and mind" with their descend an^, and to enlighten 
or inspire him. 

- OT kha, lit. 'mouth', obviously also 'speech'. 
- I/: (< Tib. lus) means - in MT at least - both 'body' and 'back' (cf. pp. 27 f.). 
- syerap, 'alertness', < Tib. Ses-rab, 'wisdom', or, in Guenther's (1963: 123, 269) rendering, 

'discrimination-appreciation'. 
- OT sorap, 'voice' (?), ? < Tib. *sro-rab < sro, 'heat', 'ardour', 'passion'. 
- baryu < MT barba, 'to grow', 'to expand', 'to blaze (of fire)', + yiiba (S. above). 
95: chyudan (OT chyu, 'water') was rendered by 'sea water'. 
96: OT melun/melon (not to be confounded with the ritual implement called melon, cf. p. 62). 'flame', < 

Tib. me-lin (Jaschke 1949: 417). - The chyudh and melun placed on the shoulders = an allusion to the 
initiation ceremony in which the jug (bumba E chyudarl) is brought 10 the head and shoulders of the 
novice by his guru, and which, in former times, perhaps also included a touching of his body with a 
burning lamp (= melun)? In any case, the MT idiom phamo kalba, lit. 'to place the tutelary on to (the 
novice)', refers to that part of the initiation in which the jug is applied to the novice "to send the tutelary 
into his body", as SR formulated it. For a Tibetan example cf., e.g., the "initiation into the worship of 
Padmasambhava" where various ritual utensils (thunderbolt symbol, ceremonial staff. conch shell, etc.) 
are applied to the head, rhroat, heart. etc. of the disciple (Huntington 1975: 68). 

97: hargyal (< Tib. na-rgyal) was rendered by 'arrogance', and the informants stressed that nkgyal implied 
an excessive, coercive vitality or will-power that might also become effective "to the detriment of others" 
(cf. also p. 29). 

- OT punma, tentatively rendered by 'shoulder', < Tib. dpun-pa, 'shoulder'. 
- OT g"lgul jeppa, 'to make quake', possibly a reference to the shaking of the bmbo's shoulders while 

dancing and drumming. gulgul < Tib. 'gul-ba, 'to move'. 'to shake', and jeppa < Tib. byed-pdmjad-p& 
'to make'. 

bongi geppu khyuma syembu cu:jyi, 
sa gyamjye thunbai bon rnayin, nam barkap yinle ~hunbai bon rnayin. 

100 l / :  sennem d/njyen pharnojye, sem kenem dorjye lobonjye, 
cawa bappai bonjye, kawa bappai bonjye. ma.kuina kuibi bonjye. 

ma.cu:na cu:bi bonjye. 
jy/nda dodah cu:na bonda gyabna kha tanbai noccyen syoda,  

nonna chi: tanbai noccyen syonla. 
gyibna tanrnen syonla, nonna jukmen yonla, 
bombo iie:bai bonsur syonla. Ihna chebai chesur syonla. 
jo:n nakpoi kuldap syonla, jo:ri nikpoi fiendap syonla. 
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sandun-prahdun ykrmai da, jo:gi bjdi syonla. 
de:wa machyu:go, dynba machyu:go thu: dynbi Gliru Phamo, 

wari dambi Guru Phamo! 
bqkap tinle phamoi 1Pgari pheiii, nanbai tinle phamoi 1agah pheiii!, 

105 s@sam syibai temrul pheiii, iiensam iiembai temrul phefii, 
gyuppa m&me! 

chya: .jalo! 
da:mo iiinda nawai bardo jyunba - saliii, chawai b q d o  jyunba - saliii! 
y q a  blonbai khari pho:jyi wa:, m q a  blonbai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 
thya. wgya.  lansya, iiengi @:ri pho:jyi wa:?, 

karda y:r i  pho:jyi wa:, marda y : r i  pho:jyi wa:?, 
sawai khari pho:jyi wa:, iialwai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 

110 dowai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 
to sabai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 
chyari sabai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 
a:ra sabai khari pho:jyi wa:?, 
niwai bqdo jyunjyi wa:?, 

115 y g  syelne jyunjyi wa:?, 
m q a  oine jyuijyi wa:?, 
da:mo iiinda thomdom-nri, rinrin-phetphet jyui?iyi wa:? 

As the bon's senior departed, another one has taken up (his work), 
(he) is not a bon who originated from the earth, 

(he) is not a bon who originated from the atmosphere, 
100 (his) body was made by the djnjyen phamo, 

(his) spirit was born of the dorjye lobon, 
of a bon who is descendedfr-om a ciwa, of a bon who is 

descended from a kiwa, of a bon who could nor 
help becoming a bon, of a bon who could not help 
pe$orming (the rites). 

When performing the ceremony [for] the client, the bon may be hurt 
at the back by a harmful agent which presents ( i f s )  mouth, 
may be hurt at the front by a harmful agent which presents 
(its) backbone, 
may he hurt at the back by a defamation, may be hurt at the 
fi-ont by an accusation, 
may be hurt by the bombo('s) harming magic bon-weapon, 
may be hurt by the lama's harming magic weapon, 
may be hurt by the ferocious enemy's magic arrow, 
may he hurt by the ferocious enemy's harming charm, 
may be hurt by the sandun-prandun('s) magic arrow (made) 
of the ykrma wood, by the yogi('s) harming formula. 

Do not perturb the action (?), do nor perturb the distinction 
(in the mind), 0 GLiru Phamo with the distinctive mind, 
0 Gliru Phamo with the distinctive blessing (?)! 

Let us go and get at the phamo's divine abode in the middle 
of the armosphere, let us go and get at the phamo's divine 
abode in the middle of the underground sphere!, 

105 If it is a good one, ler us go and get at the good omen, 
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if it is a bad one, let w go and Ret at the bad omen, 
0 lineage forefathers! 

Hail! 
The dear mistres.~ is befallen by a state of illness - let us go 

and heal (her), (she) is befallen by a state of pain - let us 
go and heal (her)! 

Has (she) been affected by something which arises above, 
has (she) been affected by something which arises helo~l?, 

has (she) been affected by the impurity ofthe horse-meat, 
the pork, the ox-mat,  (the impurity of) mating?, 
has (she) heen affected by the karda-impurity?, 
has (she) heen affected by the marda-impurity?, 
has (she) been aflected while eating?, 
has (she) been affected while sleeping?, 

1 10 has (she) been affected while walking?, 
has (she) been affected while taking a meal?, 
has (she) been affected while drinking beer?, 
has (she) been affected while drinking liquor?, 
has (she) been befallen by a state of illness?, 

1 15 has (she) been befallen by a "rinsing-up" ?, 
has (she) been befallen by a "jlowing-down"?, 
has the dear mistress been befallen by thbmdom-rjri, 

by (all sorts of) illnesses and ailments (?) ? 

Notes: 

98: geppu (< Tib. rgad-po), lit. 'old man'. here with reference to the youngest bqmbo-predecessor of the 
officiating k m b o  within his spiritual lineage, e.g., his father or father's father, etc.. whose professing 
of shamanism is now being "continued" by the officiating bmbo.  

- OT syembu (< Tib. gian-pa), lit. 'the other one', with reference to the officiating b~mbo. 
- cu:ba, a polysernic verb, frequently employed in ritual texts, meaning. 'to begin'. 'to do', 'to execute'. 

'to cause', 'to prepare', etc. 
- khyurna khyurba, lit. 'to turn', stands here for 'to die', as in the MT idiom gyibna khyurba. lit. 'to 

(re)turn back', for 'to die'. 
99: OT nam barkap yinle < Tib. gnam, 'sky', 'heaven'. + bar-skabs, 'internal' (instead of Tib. bar-snati, 

'atmosphere'). + dbyins, 'space', + -las, 'from'. OT -le was in some cases interpreted as a locative 
suffix, cf. also "bqkap" in 9.104 note below. 

- OT mayin = MT hyin, 'is not'. 
- sa gyhmjye ... rnayin = not originated from the earh/atrnosphere. Meaning: the b m b o  is not a product 

of a miracle; rather, he was shaped in the womb and -born like any human, and trained and initked. 
like any other bmbo.  - The "earth-born shaman" (bhuiphor) of the Kham Magar (de Sales 1991: 104) 
seems correspond to the Tamang b m b o  with a "self-produced'' charisma (iyo pisyin), cf. p. 23. 

- sa gyhmjye < MT sa. 'earth', + MT gyh jye ,  'from', 'because o f .  'by way of' (lit. 'following the 
path [gyim]'); or ? < OT *sa gyhm. 'underneath'. 'grotto'. < Tib. gym,  'recess (in a rock)', 'shallow 
grotto'. 

100: OT dinjyen pharno < Tib. drin-?an pha-ma. lit. 'kind parents' (cf. also Jaschke 1949: 262 1.). dprjye 
lobon < Tib. rdo-rje lop-dpon (Skt. vajric%rya), 'teacher' (who directs the adept to the path of salvation, 
S. Tucci 1970: 150). In Tamang, "djnjyen phamo" is both an epithet of the Divine Mother Kaliarna (S. 

pp. 55-56) and a euphemism for 'one's own mother'. Similarly, "dorjye lobon" is both a euphemism for 
'one's own guru' and 'one's own father'. There was disagreement among the informants as to which 
meanings were intended here. On the terms "djnjyen phamo" and "djn" cf. also March 1990: 1 1.  

101: OT bappa (< Tib. 'bab-pa), lit. 'to come down', figuratively 'to become incarnated'. The "cPwa/khwa 
bappai b n "  may also read: 'the bombo in whom all bmbo-forefathers of his spiritual lineage became 
incarnated'. 
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- ma.kuina ... bQnjye, 'a bon who could not help becoming a bon' = a reference to the involuntary 
character of the b m b o ' s  vocation resulting from the shamanic calling experience. 

102: jyinda (< Tib. sbyin-bdag). 'client (of a religious specialist)'. 
- dgdal, 'ceremony' (with reference to the bombo's ritual only), ? < Tib. bro, 'dance', and 

'music'. 
- gyabna kha ... nbnna chi: ... syorlla. 'may be hurt at the back ...' = the harmful agent attacks from behind 

and opens its mouth to swallow the victim, or it attacks from the front to carry away the victim on its 
back. tahba, lit. 'to give', 'to offer'. 

- noccyen. 'harmful agent', may refer to both personal (gods, demons, witches) and impersonal agents 
(spells, magic projectiles, etc.). noccyen ? < Tib. *gnod-Ean, 'the harmful one'. 

- OT syonba. 'to hurt', 'to befall'. y6nba (elsewhere 'to come on to', cf. 47.365 ff.) seems to be treated 
here as a synonym of syonba. 

- OT chi: (MT cikpa), lit. 'backbone'. < Tib. chigs, 'joint', 'vertebra', and sgal-chigs, 'backbone'. 
- bonsurmnsor and chesur/chesor, -sur < sor (< Tib. zor, 'magic weapon'), the "vehicle" of a spell or 

curse, which may be a dough figurine (tormo) or a slip of paper with a charm written on it. Cf. also 
kuldap, iiendap, da and daser, below. 

- jo:ri ndkpo, 'ferocious enemy', or also 'black magician', according to the informants. n&po ? < Tib. 
snags-po, 'sorcerer', or snags-pa. 'Tantric magician'. 

- kuldap, nendap. (material or immaterial) magic projectiles "loaded" with a curse or spell, cf. also note 
on da below. - kuldap ? < Tib. skul-ba, 'to exhort', 'to impose'; nendap ? < Tib. iies-pa, 'wrong', 
'evil', 'damage'; + -dap < Tib. 'debs-pa, 'to hit', etc. 

- sadduh-prandufi < sandun, a (non-initiated) specialist who is proficient in particularly powerful mantras, 
+ prandun = obviously an echo. 

- OT yerma, a thorny shrub, Zanthoxylum armatum. ykmia < Tib. gyer-ma (Lo Bue 1981: 98; the 
etymology given in Hofer 1981: 24, 27 f. is probably erroneous). 

- da (? < Tib mda'. 'arrow'), a particular type of magic projectile made, in the present instance, of the 
thorns of the ytrma shrub. da is apparently synonymous with dasyu (1 1.125) and daser (12.130). 

- bjdi < N. bidhi. 'formula', possibly with reference to the ascetics of the KInphata sect, said to be 
proficient in magic. 

103: OT de:wa. 'action (?)', with reference Lo the bombo's ritual activities. de:wa ? < Tib. bde-ba, lit. 
'happiness'. 

- machyu:go < OT chyu:ba < Tib. 'Chug-pd'phyugs-pa. 'to be mistaken'. 
- damba (< Tib. 'dam-pa, 'to select'), 'distinction', 'discriminatory faculty of the mind', 'to distinguish'; 

with reference to one of the bombo's main ritual techniques: the sorting out of what is relevant a 
cause from among a number of possible causes. etc. (S. pp. 26, 305). The faculty by virtue of which 
this sorting out is being done is called thudam; hence "thu: dambi phamo", an epithet which seems 10 
express that it is the divinity (phamo) who inspires or enlightens the bombo while carrying out this 
task. -Cf. also sem damba sonba in 46.357, and soisoi-damdam in 57.469. 

- wan is a kind of life-power (Tib. dban) conferred through an act of blessing. cf. dupcyoi wangur in 
section 106. The "wan dambi phamo", 'the phamo with the distinctive life-power' (?) = the divinity with 
whose help the bombo is enabled to discriminate the source from which life-power can be obtained for 
the client? 

- Guru Phamo, here as a term of address for all tutelaries of all bombos among SR's ancestors. 
104: barkap, s.9.99 note. tinle < tin (< Tib. sdins), 'the middle', 'core', 'heart'. Note the fluctuation 

tinle/yinle/linle ( 17.150, 20.189. 21.196, 23.207, 43.334, 1 10.1068). 
- phamo, here for any of the divinities involved: those who will provide the various blessings. help in 

restoring the patient's soul, etc. 
- pheni < MT pheba, 'to get at (a path, a decision)'. 'to discem'. 'to separate' (S. p. 26). + the hortative 

first person of iiiba, 'to go'. 
- nanba, 'underground sphere', 'underworld', synonymous with nankap in 104.995 and N. pattsl in 1.7. 
105: ensam sanbai OT sanba (< Tib. bzan-po). 'is good/favourable'. 
- temrul (? < Tib. *Itas-'phrul), any sign to be interpreted as an omen (S. also te:nen in 37.281 and jumml 

in 91.819). Meaning: may the bombo be enabled to recognize the omen which is relevant, whether i t  is 
a favourable or a bad one. 

107: ninbaliiiri. 'dear', S. Hofer 198 1 : 62. 
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- nhwa, chhwa = MT nhba, 'illness', 'to be sick', and chhba, 'pain'. 'to ache', both terns in a 'TibetanizedV 
pronunciation. 

- bardo (< Tib. bar-do), 'state', 'period'. 
- jyunba (< Tib. 'byun-ba), 'to come about', 'to befall'. 
- jyunba - salni!, 'befallen - let us go and heal!', or 'befallen - let us go and find out (the cause)!'. Here 

the polysemy of the verb salba allows for either interpretation (cf. p. 26). 
108: OT yar(a) + mar(a), lit. 'above' + 'below', respectively, may, in some contexts. also be u n d m t d  

as meaning 'everywhere'. 
- OT blonba (? < Tib. lan-ballon-ba), 'to rise', 'to arise'; MT blonba, 'to boil over'. 
- OT khari, (here) 'due to', 'by what...'; elsewhere also 'in', 'at'. S. also Hofer 1981: 58, 104. 
- pho:ba (< Tib. 'phogs-pa), 'to affect'. 'to befall'. 
109: wasya < OT wa, 'domesticated pig', + sya, 'flesh', 'meat'. The indigenous black pig is considered 

impure and seldom eaten by the Tamang. 
- lansya < OT lan (< Tib. ba-gld). 'ox'. As the cow is not mentioned. l have avoided translating the 

word by 'beef'. Seeing that the Tamang are notorious beef-eaters (the Nepalese legislation of the past 
did allow certain castes to eat beef of dead cattle), the idea of the impurity of ox-meat might be of 
Tibetan origin. On the avoidance of ox-meat in Tibetan Bon-po literature cf. Snellgrove 1967: 143 ff. 

- nengi < OT iien (< Tib. giien, 'kinsman') which has survived in the expression "fien br@baW. 'to establish 
marital alliance' (by exchanging wives between clans). 

- OT ru:, 'ritual impurity'. 
- OT karda and marda = ? 

- sawai OT saba (< Tib. za-ba), 'to eat', in a "Tibetanized" pronunciation. 
- khari, (here). 'while'. 'at the time of'. 
- nalwai < OT ngba (< Tib. iial-ba), 'to sleep', 'to lie down', in a "Tibetanized" pronunciation. 
110: dowai < OT doba (< Tib. 'gro-ba), 'to go', 'to walk', in a "Tibetanized" pronunciation. 
1 1 1 : OT to < Tib. Ito, 'food'. 
112: OT chyan (< Tib. fhati), 'beer'. 
113: OT a:ra (< Tib. a-rag), 'liquor', 'brandy'. 
115: OT yara syelne = "rinsing-up" = 'vomiting'. syelne ? < Tib. blal-nad, 'indisposition from diarrhoea' 

(Jaschke 1949: 567). The informants' rendering of syelne by 'rinsing' might have been influenced by 
MT syalba (< Tib. blal-ba), 'to rinse', 'to wash'. 

116: OT mars oine = "flowing-down" = 'diarrhoea'. The "rinsing-up" + "flowing-down" was explained as 
a metaphor for gastroenteritis or cholera, the main symptoms of which are vomiting and diarrhoea. Cf. 
also "yqa syelne, mqa  syelne" in 34.270 and p. 296. 

117: thomdom-rjri, the OT name of a little-known illness; one of its symptoms is dullness or absent- 
mindedness, according to SB. Hence thbmdom ? < Tib. 'thom(s)-pa, 'to be dull/confused'. + rig-rig, 'to 
stare with revolving eye-balls', 'to look timidly' (Das 1970: 609, 1180; Jaschke 1949: 246). Holmberg 
(1989: 166) gives 'fear' for what he spells "thomthom", and 'dark haze' for what he spells "rhi-rhi". 

- OT rinrin-phetphet, tentatively rendered by '(all sorts of) illnesses'. 

da:moda kha fiynmu, l!: f i e m u ,  so iiammu, ro iiammu, bu: f i g m u ,  
mendo fiynmu, che.dqsyin iiynmu, lundan i i e m u ,  p ida  
melun fiammu, tinla tltwa iiammu, che .dcy in ,  d v a  lundah 
iiammu da:moda. 

ha:y gyuppa mltme, 
120 semjye machorna bu:jye lun gyumu.  1j:jye nawa sepmu, 

1j:jye chyu gyurmu, 1j:jye donbo gyumu,  
awai sombo tapmu. mi:la migcyun bvpmu,  

da:mo gyaden.tongi chyoppa phulma.djri gayan magamu, 
gyuppa mltme. 
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dg:mo fiinda karbo wa:ri ba:jyi wa:, mqbo  1ha:ri ba:jyi wa:? 
khairsari ba:jyi wa:, syjnsari ba:jyi wa:? 
khansai noccyen wa:, syjAsai noccyen wa:? 

The mistress's mouth (speech) appears to be injured, (her) body 
appears to be injured, (her) vital principle appears to be 
injured, (her) life-principle appears to be injured, 
(her) breath appears to be injured, (her) flower appears to be 
injured, (her) life-pole appears to be injured, 
(her) respiration (?) appears to be injured, the flame in (her) 
knee appears to be injured, the centre in (her) heart appears 
to be injured, the mistress's life-pole, (her) respiration (?) 
appear to be injured. 

ha:y, 0 lineage forefathers, 
120 unawares, the breath appears to have turned into wind, 

the body appears to have withered into illness, 
the body appears to have turned into water, 
the body appears to have turned into a tree, 
(it) appears to have become dissolved in the living (lively?) 
air (?), tears appear to Jlow from the eyes, (and even) 

when offering a million sacrifices, the mistress appears 
not to become happy (not to get better), 
0 lineage forefathers. 

Has (the harmful agent) affected the white blood, 
has it affected the red blood of the dear mistress?, 

has it affected the homestead, has it affected the fields?, 
is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the homestead, 

is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the fields? 

Notes: 

118: so and ro, 'vital principle' and 'life-principle', respectively. No clear-cut conceptual difference could 
be established between these two notions. Both words occur in the terms s o . d u h a  and ro.dunma (S. 
27.228, 58.475, and pp. 3 10-3 1 1). 

- so < Tib. srog, 'life', 'vitality'. In the Tibetan dialect of Lubra, srog is the 'life-principle' which does not 
survive the physical body (Ramble 1982: 339 f.). Again, in the Thakali language, the 'life-principle' - 
which is different from 'soul' (bla) and 'mind' (sem) - is called rohk (Vinding 1982: 313 f.). a term 
which appears to be etymologically related to Tib. srog, 'life'. 

- ro ? < Tib. sro, 'ardour', 'passion', or < Tib. ro. 'body'. It cannot be excluded that both Tamang terms. 
so and ro, ultimately derive from Tib. srog; cf. the Thakali rohk < Tib. srog. 

- iiarnrnu < OT f i e b a .  'to be injuredtdamaged' (here); as the particle -mu indicates, the speaker refers 
to an evidence yet to be confirmed. 

- mendo, 'flower', with reference to the genital organs or the life-flower, or both, cf. pp. 54-55.310-31 1. 
- che.darsyih, 'life-pole', obviously a synonym or partial synonym of ro.dunma = 'life-beam' (S. 27.228 

and pp. 310-31 1) andlor sosyin (S. 86.734) as the "axle" of the body. - che.dgsyin, ? < Tib. che, 'life'. 
+ dar-gin, 'flag-staff'; sosyin < Tib. srog-Sin, lit. 'life-tree', which is also the name of a stick or staff 
planted in the middle of a gtor-ma (dough figure) or a mehod-rten in Tibet (cf. Jiischke 1949: 585 and 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 496). 

- lundan = d q a  lundan = dara, according to SR. who rendered all three terms tentatively by 
'respiration' (?). dara lundan ? < Tib. brdar(-Sa), 'nerves', + rlufi = viyu (the name of one of the 
humours of the human body) + mdaris, 'vital fluid'. 
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- pQLla mqluh, 'the flame idof the knee', a euphemism? 
- tjhla thwe, 'the centre idof the heart', a euphemism? OT 3wa c Tib. I k - b ,  'uvcl', 'L.', 

119: hg:y seems 10 be used, in some cases, as an exchation of eddrern, and in ~omc h, m onglide 
that helps the reciter to tune himself into what follows after a m. 

120: gyprrnu < OT gyurba (C Tib. 'gyur-ba). 'to becorn'. 'to turn into'. 
- I!:]ye ..., other texts also mention the 'blood having turned inm wwr', and the 'h* having imo 

stones', etc. 
- OT awai sombolawai som, 'living air' (?); sombo < Eb. gsun-po, 'living', 'alive'. The comcx~s in 

which awai (< ?) occurs, suggest the connotations 'height' (upland), 'lofty' and 'air' (atmmphm). Cf. 
below "awai somgi mqndo/pi:bi sorngi m~ndo" = 'flower of the upland/flower of the lowland' (51.419. 
56.468), and "awai jyya n*poW = 'black vulturt of the air' (1 10.1069). - owri lwnnbo toppr, 'co b e c m  
dissolved in the living air1(?), may also convey the meaning 'to be reduced (socially) to Ming'/'m 
become lonely', as SE added. 

- OT migcyudlmigcyu < Tib. mig-fhu, 'tears'. 
121: OT gyaded.tod, 'a million', in the sense of 'innumerable'; qmologically < Tib. brgya ML W. 

'100 X 1000'. 
- MT chyoppa (< Tib. mthod-pa). a general term for 'sacrifice', 'sacrificial offerings' (cf., however. 

p. 331). 
- gayan magamu < OT gayan gaba < Tib. dga' y d  dga'-ba, 'very good'. 
122: ninda < OT iiin(gi)/fiin(bai), 'dear'. Tib. siii~i. lit. 'heart'. 
- OT karbo tha: (< Tib. dkar-po, 'white', and khrag, 'blood'), 'white blood', may refer to 'marrow' or 

'lymph', as one h m b o  informant added. 
- ba:jyi < MT ba:ba, 'to cling tolon', 'to befall'; ? c Tib. 'bag-pa, 'to defile'. 
123: OT khahsa (< Tib. *khah-sa, lit. 'house-site'), 'homestead'; cf. also "ghar-ghvri" in 93.85 1 note. 
- OT syidsa (< Tib. iih-sa. 'field', 'arable land'). 'fields', 'area under cultivation'. 

125 sadai.so:i kuldap, sadari.sb:i iiendap, 
ypra khyugpai noccyen saliii, mara khyugpai noccyen saliii!. 
ta:dai surbai noccyen saliii, pha:dari surbai noccyen salfii!, 
mprlamdai noccyen saliii, yvlamdai noccyen sahi!. 
phosyibi syimo saliii, mosyibi syimo saliii!, 
phoni sende saliii, moni sende saliii!, 
sonde-demoi kuldap salfii, lasya-demoi kuldap saliii!. 
bombo iiembi iiensur saliii, I h a  chebi chesur saliii!. 
saridun-praidun ytrrnai W y u  saliii, gyuppa meme!, 

sa gyAmjye djnbai noccyen saki,  
n8m bprkap tinle djnbai noccyen saliii!. 
dMboi si salfii, d@boi ri saliii!, 
phojye noppa - saliii, sy@jye noppa - saliii!, 
si gyqa  saliii, gyuppa mtme, si tonra saliii!. 
si d6po i  kuldap saliii, si gyilboi kuldap  sal^!, 
ha:y gyuppa mtme! 

125 Let us go and find the magic arrow1 (made) of the sadari.so: 
(n900d), the hurming charm (conveyed by the mgic  arrono 
made) of the sadair.sb: (wood), the harmful agent which roams above!. 
let us go and find the harm@/ agent which roams below!. 
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let us go andfind the harmful agent which roars with (like) 
the leopard, 
let US go andfind the harmful agent which roars with (like) 
the wild boar!, 
let us go andfind the harmful agent of the lower crossroads, 
let us go and find the harmful agent of the upper crossroads!, 
let us go and find the ghost of the dead male, 
let us go and find the ghost of the dead female!, 
let us go and find the male sende, 
let us go and find the female sende!, 
let us go and find the magic arrow of the sonde-demo, 
let us go and find the magic arrow of the lasya-demo!, 
let us go and find the bqmho('s) harming magic weapon, 
let us go and find the lama's harming magic weapon!, 
let us go and find the sandun-pr~dun('s)  magic arrow 
(made) of the ykrma (wood), 0 lineage forefathers!, 

let us go and find the harmful agent which soars (coming?) 
from the earth, 
let us go and find the harmful agent which soars in the middle 
of the atmosphere!. 
let us go and find the si of the past, 
let us go and find the ri of the past!, 
it does harm from the male side - let us go and find it, 
it does harm from the aflnal side - let us go and find it!, 
let us go and find hundreds of si, 0 lineage forefathers, 
let us go and find thousands of si!, 
let us go and find the magic arrow of the fierce si, 
let us go and find the magic arrow of the si-king!, 
ha:y, 0 lineage forefathers! 

Notes: 

125: OT sadah.so:, most probably the 'birch tree' (MT takpa), the twigs of which are said to have been 
used in former times for manufacturing "magic arrows". 

- OT khyugpa (< Tib. rgyug-pa), 'to roam', 'to run about'. 
- OT ta: (< Tib. stag, 'tiger'), 'leopard' (MT cyen). 
- OT pha: (< Tib. [ri-Iphag), 'wild boar'. 
- yarlamdai, marlamdai < MT lamda (< Tib. lam-mdo), 'crossroads', the place where evil spirits and 

ghosts are expelled to. Cf. also the rituals of the "upper crossroads" and "lower crossroads" (sections 
97.- 102., and 1 10.- 1 1 1 ., respective1 y ). 

- MT syimo, 'ghost', 'spirit of a dead person'. 
- phoni and moni, morphologically obscure; in MT, only phonet and monet, 'ghost of a male', and 'ghost 

of a female', respectively, are attested. 
- MT sendetsande (< Tib. za-'dre, lit. 'eating demon'), the malevolent ghost of a lama, bombo, witch or 

a sandun (S. 9.102 note). 
- OT sonde-demo (< Tib. gson-'dre + 'dre-mo), 'witch', 'sorcerer'. 
- lasya-demo, another OT term for '(female) witch'.Cf. also Lasya, the name of the First Witch 

(pp. 54 ff.). 

- OT dasyu (? < Tib. mda'-gtu, 'bow and arrow'), 'magic arrow', cf. note on da in 9.102 above. 
126: dihba, 'to soar', 'to hover'; on the translation of this verbcf. p. 49 f. 
- si and r i  were explained as particular demons who cause various mishaps and who can be "inherited" 

from one's father's or mother's ancestors. si < Tib. sri. 'a class of malevolent goblins', personificationS of 
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dangerous periods of time in the life of a man (cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 216,300-303.5 16 ff.; Beyer 
1973: 299 f.; and Huntington 1975: 9). ri might be etymologically related to Gurung rhi, 'malevolent 
spirits' of non-human origin (Pigntde 1966: 368 ff.), Thakali rhr, 'spirits which cause death' (Vinding 
1982: 3071, and ultimately -just like T. si - also with Tib. sri (S. above). 

- ~ h o j y e  < OT pho, 'male side', here with reference to the ancestors in the lineages of both the (woman) 
patient's father and the patient's husband's father, i.e.. their father's father, father's father's brother, 
father's father's sister, etc. 

- syanjye < OT sy@ (c Tib. iari[-PO]). 'affinal side', here with reference to the ancestors in those lineages 
which are "wife-givers" either for the (woman) patient's father's lineage or for the patient's husband's 
lineage, i.e., their mother's father's lineage, mother's mother's father's lineage, etc. 

- phojye ... noppa may also be translated by '[let us go and find] what does harm from the maleJaffina1 
side'. 

- OT gyara < Tib. brgya-phrag. 'a hundred'. 
- OT toirra < Tib. ston-phrag, 'a thousand'. 
- dakpo < Tib. drags-po, 'violent', 'terrifying', cf. also Hiifer 1981: 15 f. 
- OT gyalbo Tib. rgyal-po. 'king'. 

lam gyiyam gu:ri d/nbai noccyen saliii!, 
dursa gu:ri djnbai noccyen saltii!, 
kharda-chobda, sabda-lunen, dori ne:bi dobon chyembo, 

chyuri ne:bi chyubon chyembo, syinbon, bra:bon, b/r-masa:n, 
kico biiyu saliii, gyuppa mtme!, 

130 iiemai iienser n@ djnbai noccyen saliii!, 
dawai hoser n y k i  djnbai noccyen saki!, 
c e n p  daser syonbai noccyen saliii!, 
mengi daser jypnbai noccyen saliti!, 

chalam i i g b i  noccyen saliii, bularn i i w b i  noccyen salhi! 

Let us go andfind the harmful agent which soars near the 
crossroads!. 

let us go and find the harmful agent which soars near rhe grave!, 
let us go andfind the kharda-chobda, the sabda-lunen, the grear 

dobon which dwells in the courtyard, the great chyubon 
which dwells in the water, the syinbon, the brkbon, the 
bjr-mba:n, the k k o  biyu. 0 lineage forefathers!, 

130 let us go and find the harmful agent which soars in the sun's 
beam of light!, 
let us go and find the harmful agent which soars in the 
moon's beam of light!, 
let us go andfrnd the harmful agent which hurts with the 
daser of a cen!. 
let us go and find the harmful agent which befalls (one) with 
the daser of a men!, 

let us go and find the harmful agent which injures 
the great-grandchildren (?), let us go and find the harmful 
agent which injures the grandchildren (?)! 
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Notes: 

127: OT lam gyqram (< Tib. lam, 'path'. + rgya-gram. 'cross') for MT lamda. 'crossroads'. Cf. also mamoi 
gytyam in 83.685. gy:ri < MT gu:. lit. 'corner'. 

128: MT dursa (< Tib. dur, 'grave'), the small mound heaped up over the calcinated bones collected from 
the funeral pyre of a dead person. Cf. also dursa kii in 39.301 where gu: 'corner'. is replaced by L;", 

'nine'. 
129: kharda-chobda, a kind of aquatic monster. According to one informant, kharda denotes a male, and 

chobda a female being. kharda-chobda < Tib. mkhar-bdag mcho-bdag, lit. 'lord of the fortress, lord of 
the lake', originally the epithet of a klu (= MT lu), as it seems; cf. pp. 116, 258 f., 335 f. below and 
Hofer 1981: 16-17. 

- sabda-luden, another kind of aquatic monster. < Tib. sa-bdag, klu, giian, cf. p. 296. The etymology as 
given in Hlifer 1981 : 17 is obviously erroneous. 

- dori < MT do, 'courtyard (in front of a dwelling house)', according to the informants, but in this instance 
do- < Tib. rdo, 'stone', appears more probable (cf. the next note). 

- dobon, chyubon, br8:bon and syidbon were described as dwarf-bombos of non-human origin who 
inhabit stone boulders, water, steep rocky slopes and trees (do, chyu, bri: and syin), respectively. 
Sometimes one can hear the sound of their drums: "tek-!ek-!ek, !ek-!ek-tek. According to Holmberg 
(1989: 154), they have tails with which they beat their drums. - The reference to these drumming dwarfs 
who are associated with the elements of the natural landscape, and to the ban jh&ri (cf. 2.19 note) who 
lives in the wilderness and can only whistle (but not speak), seems to stress, among other things, that 
speech and music in shamanic performance are both rooted in, and distinct from. "natural" rhythms and 
sounds of a pre-linguistic articulation. 

- OT chyembo (< Tib. Ehen-po). 'great', 'mighty'. 
- bjr-masa:n < N. bir + masHn (cf. 4.43 note). The hyphen reflects the pronunciation which in turn suggests 

these two goblins being, in a sense, inseparable from one another (both haunt cremation places). 
- N. kaco bayu is the ghost of a person, who troubles his relatives; as long as it remains unknown why 

he does so and by what means he can be placated regularly, he is called "raw" (kico) bHyu. On the bByu 
worship among the Jaisi Brahmins in Nepal cf. Hofer and Shrestha 1973. 

130: OT nema (< Tib. iii-ma). 'sun'; OT nenserfiieser (< Tib iii-gzer), 'the sun's beam of light'. "iemai 
fienser", lit. 'the sun's beam of sunlight', as one of the informants insisted, but my translation ignores 
the pleonasm. 

- OT dawa (< Tib. zla-ba), 'moon'; OT hoser (< Tib. 'od-gzer), 'beam of light'. 
- MT daser (< ? Tib. mda', 'arrow', + gzer, 'nail') = da, the magic projectile (cf. 9.102 note) which is 

believed to be shot by a superhuman agent or a human enemy into the body of the victim and to cause 
piercing or burning pain. When extracted by the bombo with the help of his sucking horn, it appears in 
the shape of some marble stone splinters, a few hairs, grains of sand or fragments of moss and various 
plants. 

- cen, S. pp. 53-54. 
- men, vaguely identified as the companion or child of a cen fairy; SB even suspected that men was but 

an echo-word of cen. - men < Tib. sman, a class of goddesses in the ancient Bon pantheon. Originally, 
sman denoted the female consort of any god or demon, according to Tucci (Tucci 1949: 720 f.; S. also 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 198-202). The Tibetan word sman also means 'medicine' and 'woman'. 

131: chalam and bulam < OT chalam-bulam, approximately 'progeny'; the compound is artificially 
disjoined here. chalam < Tib. cha, 'grandchild', and bulam < Tib. bu, 'son'. Despite the etymological 
evidence (bu = 'son'), 1 have followed SB's attempt to give a literal translation of -bulam, namely 
'great-grandchildren'. 

The task of restoring the family's prosperity in general (as alluded to in section 14.). and 
the patient's health and fertility in particular cannot be carried out without the help of Kaliama 
(Lasya), the Divine Mother. Indeed, the bombo will request her intervention at several stages 
of the ritual (cf., e.g., sections 24.-25., 34., 67.-68., 105.- 106., 108.- 109.) and try to "find her 
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abode" in the mythic-mystic country on at least three occasions: at the end of two of his rim1 
journeys (sections 32. and 87.) and in the "unio mystica" in the yqr bmdo x t  ( ~ i m  1 1  I . ) .  
The first step in approaching Kaliama will be to narrate her myth (-ion 23.)... 

132 Kaliama Hosye N d s y e  D6lm0, Kaliama Sergu l?6lmo, 
Kaliama Mvgu D6lm0, Kaliarna Khancja:mo RB:fii. 

!ha:. l!: senbai djnjyen phamo, bu:. lj: @bai djnjyen pharno, 
kha keba, Ij: keba. so  keba, ro keba, bu: keba. 
lundai bqbai djnjyen phamo. lun& keppai d/njyen phamo. 

iiemadah chebi dinjyen phamo, dawadiui sycubai &njyen pharno. 
Kaliama phamoi Iaga salili, gyuppa &me! 

132 Kaliama Hqsye Nahsye D61mo. Kaliama Sergu Dblmo. 
Kaliama Margu 461m0, Kaliamo Khan(ia:mo R6:iii, 

the djnjyen phamo who makes (creates) the blood, the body, 
the djnjyen phamo who makes (creates) the hrearh, the body. 
of whom the mouth (speech) is born, of whom the body is born. 
of whom the vital principle is horn, 
of whom the l@-principle is horn. of whom the breath is born, 
the d/njyen phamo who makes the respiration (?) expand. 
the d*jyen pharno who gives birth to the respiration ( Y ) ,  

the djnjyen phamo growing with the sun (shining like the sun?), 
the dlnjyen phamo rising with the moon (shining like the moon?), 
let us go and find the divine abode of phamo Kaliuma, 
0 lineage forefathers! 

Notes: 

132: Kaliama, Dolmo, KhanQa:mo, S. pp. 54-57. 
- Hpsye and Nalisye. obviously epithets of Kaliama, just like Hpsal and Nahsal, S. p. 56. Hpsye ? < l ib.  

'od. 'light', and Narisye < Tib. snari-ba, 'light'. In line 134 below. Kaliarna is likened to the sun and 
moon. On the epithets of T*ii (= D6lmo). such as "the brightly glorious". "of white-moon brightness". 
etc. cf. Getty 1962: 1 19 ff. 

- Sergu ? < Tib. gser-sku, lit. 'image of gold', or Tib. *ser-sku, lit. 'yellow imagebody'; and h@-g~ ? 
< Tib. *drnar-sku, lit. 'red image/body', with reference to the different manifestations of T-? One of 
the 21 T m s  is called "the Golden Coloured One"; and the Yellow and Red Th% belong to her umlhful 
forms (Getty 1962: 121-1 24 f.). 

- Ra:iii < N. r b i ,  'queen'. 
133: kha, ... bu: keba, instead of kebai; except for the last member(s) of an enumeration. the participal 

suffix -i is often omitted, s. pp. 286-290 and 23.21 1 note. 
- barba, S. 8.94 note. 
- keppa < OT keppa < Tib. skyed-pa, 'to procreate'. versus OT keba C Tib. skye-ba, '10 be b'. In 

similar contexts and phrases, there is a frequent fluctuation between keba and keppa (cf. kha keppa in 
23.21 1 versus kha keba here). even though keppa seems to be the correct form, from Ihe etymological 
viewpoint at least. 

134: nemadah chebi. ... dawadali syarbai .... 'growing with the sun, ... rising with the m m ' .  The 
alternative translation (in brackets) the informants gave is partly supported by etymology in that syarba 
< Tib. tar-bd'thar-ba, 'to rise'. 'to shine'. - Both "fiqmadah chebi" and " e w a d h  s y h "  also occur 
epithets of various flowers (cf.. e.g.. 51.420) and constitute, thus, links in an associative chain: (botanical) 
Flower - "Flower" (life-flower plus womb-flower) - Kaliama, the Giver of "Flower"/The "Flower" - 
cen, the holder of Flower and the usurper of "Flower". 
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135 ha:y gyuppa mhme, bn:gi hon saliii, norgi yan saliii!, 
khala se:, la:la nor saliii! 
lanjyen nbrbu, b a l ~ - p a m o ,  rabui homa, d q a  iiynba - salii, 
gyljppa mkme! , 
luwa-buwa i i e b a  - saliii!, 
luwa iiynba - saliii!, 
buwa iiamba - saliii!, 
luwa-buwa fiynba - saliii, gyuppa mkme! 

135 ha:y, 0 lineage forefathers, let us go andfind the crops' 
blessing, let us go and find the riches' blessing!, 
let us go and find (the blessing of) the mouth's,food, 
(of) the riches in (one's) hand! 
The milk, the buttermilk of the precious cattle, the cow, the 
goat is injured (spoilt) - let us go and find (out its cause), 
0 lineage forefathers!, 
the downy hairs (of the cattle) are injured (damaged) - let us 
go and find (out its cause)!, 
the down (?) is injured - let us go and find (out its 
cause)!, 
the hairs (?) are injured - let us go and find (out 
its cause)!, 
the downy hairs are injured - let us go and find (out its 
cause). 0 lineage forefathers! 

Notes: 

135: br/:gi hon < OT bri: (< Tib. 'bru), 'crops', and MT hon, a sort of magic substance inherent in, or 
attached to, the crops, hence 'blessing'. 

- norgi yan < OT nor (< Tib. nor), 'riches', and yan (< Tib. gyan), 'luck', conceptualized as a magic 
substance, just like hon. 

- khala se: < OT kha, 'mouth'. and OT se: (< Tib. zas), 'food'. 
- la:la < OT la:tl&pa (< Tib. lag-pa), 'hand'. 
- OT lanjyen norbu, rendered by 'precious cattlelox', < Tib. glan Ehen, lit. 'precious ox', and nor-bu, lit. 

'jewel'. 
- OT balan-pamo, rendered by 'cow', < Tib. ba-glan, 'ox', 'bull', and ba-mo, 'cow'. 
- OT rabu, rendered by 'goat' (MT ra), < Tib. ra-pho, 'he-goat'. 
- OT homa (< Tib. '0-ma), 'milk'. 
- OT dara (< Tib. da-ra), 'buttermilk' (here). 
- OT luwa-buwa, this term refers, in ritual texts, to anything 'flocky', 'fluffy', 'fuzzy', 'hairy' or 'downy'. 

such as moss, the hairs and feathers of an animal, or the trichoma of plants and the "hairiness" of some 
flowers (cf., e.g., 21.195). The compound is artificially disjoined here, cf. pp. 297 f. luwa-buwa ? < Tib. 
Ibu-baldbu-ba, 'foam'. A derivation from N. ruwI, 'cotton wool' + bhuwa, 'tine down', as suggested by 
SB, is rather improbable. 
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15. - 25. Divine paraphernalia and the creation myth 

The following pan is the incense-recitation proper designed to consecrate the paraphernalia as 
implements and to activate them as divinities.' The onset (section 15.). announcing2 an incensing 
from "all" pans of the world by "all" kinds of incense3, sets a universal frame of reference for 
the act as a whole - a spatial frame of reference which will be completed, further below, by the 
myth as a temporal one. The sequence of incensing, first, the drum, the robe and the rosaries 
along with the bell-strings (section 16.), and then the paraphernalia on the altar (sections 17.-19.) 
is continued by the creation myth. The origin of the world and the proto-institutionalization of 
shamanism (section 20.) are recapitulated as the "logical precedents" of the stories of two beings 
represented in the altar, namely (a) the Khyun, the mythic bird-helper embodied by the hornbill's 
beak (section 22.), and (b) Kaliama, the Divine Flower and Mother (section 23.). whose purifying, 
protective and life-bestowing powers are evoked (section 24.) and transferred to the lasl among 
the ritual paraphernalia to be consecrated: the jug with the flowers in it (section 25.). At the same 
time, the recitation of the myth also serves the purpose of "deriving" the patient's life-beam and 
life-flower from the primordial cosmic tree (cf. also pp. 243 ff., 310ff.). 

,136 chya:.jalo! 
d!:ba laru dajye d!:ba, thi:ba mendu dajye thi:ba, 

mrawai lui?iye satiba jesyin paina dubi gyajye satiba, 
panjye sanba pahsati-lugu [dubi gyajye] saba .  
lagai chyejye sanba syukpa pha:syu dubi gyajye satiba, 

nupjye sahba gulgul dubi gyajye sabba, 
syarjye sahba cendiri mgbo dubi gyajye s ~ b a ,  
lojye sabba arura-b-ra dubi gyajye sanba, 
chyujye sabba chyuden-dCmo dubi gyajye sanba, 
brl:jye sahba bra:jyu-noljyu dubi gyajye sanba, 
rkkki lumbu sahba syinne-na:jo dubi gyajye sanba. 

136 Hail! 
(In order) ro pe$ume, ( I )  perfume wirh the pure lam, 

ro purify, ( I )  purf i  wirh the pure mendu, 
to incense fiom the lon~land, ( I )  incense with one hundred 
(porrions of) rhe resin of rhe jesys, 
to incense from rhe meadow, ( I )  incense (with rhe incense o n  
the pahsan-lugu. 
ro incense from rhe region of the upland, ( I )  incense with 
one hundred (portions of)  the incense of the syukpa pha:syu, 

to incensefr.om the npest, ( I )  incense nith one hundred 

I Sections 16.-19. and 22.-25. come close to what de Sales calles the "chant d'accessoires" (or "chant 
d'objets") in the Kham Magar shaman's recitation. These are songs which substantiate the ritual usage 
of an instrument, an animal or plant, often by describing their mythical prototypes (de Sales 1985.1: 
290 ff. and 1991: 271 ff.). 

2 Actually. the incense was l i t  long after the recitation of section 15.. S. below p. 105. 
3 Cf. pp. 290-292. 
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(portions of) the incense of the giilgul, 
to incensefr-om the east, ( I )  incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the red cendiri, 
to incense from the south, ( I )  incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the arura-b-ra, 
to incense from the water (river). ( I )  incense 
with one hundred (portions of) the incense of the 
chyuden-dCrmo, 
to incense from the steep slope. ( I )  incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the bra:jyu-noljyu, 
to incense the whole world. ( I )  incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the syinne-na:jo. 

Notes: 

137: OT d/:ba < Tib. dri-ma, 'smell', 'scent'. 
- laru and mendu, said to be two plants growing at higher altitudes and no longer used for incensing. 

(According to one informant, mendu is the OT name of the dub0 (N.) grass, while other informants 
denied this). laru ? < Tib. lug-ru, the name of 'several species of Pedicularis' (Jaschke 1949: 548); 
mendu ? < Tib. smin-drug. 'Eremurus spectabilis' (in the dialect of Purig, Jaschke 1949: 427). - With 
the exception of syukpa, jesyin and cendiri, to my knowledge none of the plants mentioned here is used 
for incensing in Tamang rituals. 

- dajye < OT *da ? < Tib. dag-pa, 'pure', 'holy'. 
- OT thi:ba, the informants derived the verb from !hi: (< Tib. khrus, 'ablution'), the name of a purification 

ceremon y . 
- mrawai lun, 'lowland', < OT mrawai = ?, and MT lun (< Tib. lun), 'valley'. In ritual texts, one finds 

"mrawai lun" contrasted to "awai somlawai sombo". cf. 10.120 note. 
- MT sanba, 'to incense', sah being the smoke of any material (plant, resin, butter, etc.) which is burnt 

as an offering andlor for purifying a place, the body, etc. s~ < Tib. bsans, 'suffimen', in Tucci's (1970: 
220 f.) translation. 

- MT jesyin, the sIl tree, Shorea robusta. paina, said to be the OT word for 'resin'; in 55.456, however, 
paina appears to be used as part of the name of the sII tree. 

- OT dubi ? < Tib. dud-pa'i, lit. 'of the smoke'. 
- gyajye < OT gya < Tib. brgya, '100'. 
- pansair-lugu, the 'Saussurea gossypiphora'. 
- lagai < Tib. la-kha'i, lit. 'on the side of the pass', but la in MT = 'upland'. 
- chyejye < OT *chye, 'region', also 'direction'; instead of "lagai chyejye", some other ritual texts have 

"lagai chyo:jyeW, < MT chyo: (< Tib. phyogs), 'direction'. Cf. also "phu: lagai chyele" in 16.140. 
- MT syukpa pha:syu, 'Juniper sp.' 
138: OT gulgul ? < Skt. gulgul, Tib. gu-gul, the fragrant gum resin of the Amyris agallochum, used as a 

medicine and perfume (Jhchke 1949: 69; S. also Klaus 1985: 361 and Monier-Williams 1970: 356). 
- MT cendirilctndi marbo, 'Artemisia wallichiana' or 'Artemisia roxburghiana', with reddish (rnarbo) 

flowers. S. also "ctndi" in 53.440 note. 
- arura-barura (< Tib. a-ru-ru, Skt. arura + Tib. ba-ru-ra), said to be identical with Nepali hano and 

barro, i.e., 'Terminalia chebula' and 'Terminalia belerica', respectively, two varieties of the myrobolan 
(S. also Shrestha 1984: 50, 79, Wayman 1973a: 158, and Lange 1976: 121). 

- jyan, 'north', is actually lacking in the enumeration. 
- OT chyuden-dermolchyuden-dho ? < Tib. Ehu-srin sder-mo, 'a medicinal plant useful in leprosy' 

(Das 1970: 421 ). 
- bra:jye < MT bra:, 'steep slope', originally also 'rock' (Tib. brag). 
- bra:jyu-lioljyu, 'Didymocarpus sp.', said to grow in rocky places. 
- OT rekki lumbulripki lumbu, 'the whole world', < ~ i b .  ri-rab Ihun-po/ri-rgyal Ihun-po. 'the mount 

Sumeru', the centre of the world. 
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- syidne-na:jo (< Tib. Sin-nas sna-chogs, lit. 'various sorts of -S'), the name of a bundle of twigs end 
stalks of various plants, bent into a "U" and kept smouldering by means of some glowing charcoal 
 laced in the bend. Used in specific rituals only. Here. the expression stands for 'the toullity of plants 
for incensing'. 

- Such "universal incensings" with 'lowland'/'upland'/'meadow'/'wakr (course)'/'steep rocky slopc'/'the 
whole world', plus the four cornera: as recurrent categories are to be found in some non-shamanic texts, 
too. On similar categorizations of the cosmic landscape in Tibetan and LadaWli folk-songscf. Tucci 
1966. and Brauen 1980: 74. 

Nasyin Lamo sanba, Samdul-Namdul satiba, 
gyibna Syjwai Lajo sahba, libnna Dowai Lajo sahba, 
pe:ma cya:ri syi: sahba, 
H&a Lajo sanba, H/hi Lajo sahba, 

140 phu: lagai chyele fhunbai Sinsin D6lmo sanba, 
br8:gai t i ~  munbai tansar-hosargi pa:ba sanba, 
khardai gla:ri rhunbai krkggi j~a -na ra  satiba, 
na bongi kahba ku, l&pa ku sanba, 
cya:gi gosum ku sahba. srpigi gosum ku sanba. 
narnba ku. goila-goijyen, syansyan rolmo, righe pa:ni, 
syelgi fhbna, phrknma gyvam kii, cya:gi rdbo kil, 
syigi ralbo ku sanba. 

li: sennem djnjyen phamojye, sem kenern dorjye lobonjye, 
chya:.j@o Debge Phamo! 

( I )  incense the ~ a s ~ i n  Lumo (?), incense the 
Samdul-NaMul, incense the Mild Lojo at the back, 
incense the Violent Lajo at the front. 
incense the pe:ma cya:ri syi:. 
incense the Haha Lujo, incense the Hihi Lajo, 

140 incense the Sinsin Dblmo (tree) which originates from the 
region of the upland, 
incense the skin of the ghoral nphich originates in the middle of 
the steep slope, 
incense the roots of the cone which originates in the kharda's 
place. 
incense my, the bon's, onin nine feet, nine hands. 
incense the nine iron gosums, incense the nine copper gosums, 
incense the nine stripes (of the robe), the vestments, 
the sydsyan rolmo, the ritthe head, the rudricche bead (irt) 
the nine crossed rosaries, the nine iron rdbos, 
the nine copper ralbos. 

(My) body nlas made by the djnjyen phamo. (my) spirit H'US born of 
the dorjye lobon. 

hail 0 Multitude-Phumo! 
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Notes: 

139: Nasyin Lamo. lit. 'Drum-body Goddess'. On the terminology concerning the bombo's drumcf. 
pp. 64 ff. 

- Samdul-Narndul/Samrul-Namrul (? < Tib. *sa-sbrul, 'earth-snake', and *gnam-sbrul, 'sky-snake'), with 
reference to the carved snakes on the drum's handle (pp. 65-67). 

- SyjwaiIThowai Lajo, S. p. 68. 
- pe:ma cya:ri syi:, the four (syi:) zones of carved patterns of endless knots and rhomboids on the drum's 

handle (fig. 4b); pe:ma < Tib. pad-ma, lit. 'lotus', and cya:ri ? < Tib. ]rags-ri, 'wall encircling an estate 
or town' (Jaschke 1949: 148; cf. also Tucci 1949: 728). 

- HahaIHihi Lajo, the "laughing" faces on the top of the drum's handle (fig. 4b); h@a (associated with 
the "violent side" of the drum) < Tib. ha-ha, 'the frightening laugh of a hero', and hjhi (associated with 
the "mild side" of the drum) < Tib. hi-hi, 'the pleasing laugh of a hero' (Rigzin 1986: 248 f.). 

140: OT phu: lagai < Tib. phu, 'the upper part of a valley'; cf. also 15.137 note. 
- Sinsin Dolmo < OT sinsin (MT silin), the name of the tree (unidentified). According to the informanls, 

there are two varieties: a "male" tree which does not bear fruit, and a "female" one. Only the wood of 
the "female" tree is used for manufacturing the frame of the drum; hence apostrophized as a goddess 
(D6lmo. cf. p. 56). 

- bra:gai ? < Tib. *brag-kha'i, lit. 'of the side of the rocks'; cf. also 15.138 (MT br6:). 
- OT tansar-hosar, 'ghoral' (wild goat), according to the informants. Its skin was used in former times 

for manufacturing the membrane of the drum. - The membrane of the drum of the Gurung paju in 
Gyasumdo is made of the skin of the deer called "thangsar" in the spelling of Mumford (1989: 64. 
122). 

- khardai gla:ri, 'in the kharda's place', i.e.. in a place with a pond or source which is likely to be 
inhabited by the aquatic monster kharda-chobda, cf. 12.129 note. 

- kreggi MT krkd, 'cane', of which the drum stick and the tightening thongs for the membranes are 
made (fig. 4a). 

- jara-nara, 'roots'. jara ? < N. jar& 'root', and nara ? c MT narara, 'densely thriving' (of roots and 
creepers). 

- OT kanba (< Tib. rka+pa). 'foot', 'leg'; OT lakpa/lappa/la: (< Tib. lag-pa), 'hand'. 
- 'nine feetlhands' unexplained; the number 9 often denotes a symbolic totality. Cf. also "namba kii" 

below. or "debge kii" and "dursa kii" in 35.274 note and 39.301 note, respectively. 
- gosum, the amulet on the bombo's back (S. p. 69). cya:gi < OT cya: (< Tib. IEags), 'iron'; and sangi < 

OT san (MT sanmo < Tib. zah ) ,  'copper'. On the protective qualities attributed to these metals (actually 
not contained in the amulet) cf. panja-ranna in 24.213 note. 

- narnba ku < Tib. mam-pa dgu, lit. 'nine parts', here with reference to the nine pieces of cloth in the 
robe (S. p. 69). 

- OT goila-goijyenlgoima-goijyen. the bombo's 'ritual robe' (N. jsma); goi- < Tib. gos, 'dress', goijyen 
? < Tib. gos-Ehen, 'silk fabric', 'Chinese satin' (Das 1970: 232). (Nowadays at least, the robe is made 
of simple bazaar cotton cloth). 

- syansyan rolmo, the straps or chains with bells and rattles (cf. p. 69 f.) wom. along with the rosaries. 
crosswise on the bombo's chest and back. syansyan ? c Tib. @an, the name of a 'low, broad bell' 
(cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 13, 256 ff., and Snellgrove 1967: 280); rolmo < Tib. rol-mo, 'music', 
'musical instrument'. 

- ritthe pa:ni, with reference to the black beads either in separate rosaries or interspersed with the 
rudracche berries (cf. p. 69 f.). ri!!he < N. ri!!ho, the 'black seed of the soap-nut tree'; pa:ni ? < Tib. 
nan-ga p%-ni = the name of a rosary with the black seeds of a tree (Waddell 1959: 209) which appears 
to be the soap-nut tree. 

- syelgi thena < Tib. Sel-'phren(-ba), lit. 'string of glass-beads', but interpreted by the informants as the 
OT name for the rosary of rudrEche beads, cf. pp. 63, 69. Both OT fhkna and MT phrknma derive from 
Tib. 'phren-ba, 'rosary'. Tibetan rosaries have beads of crystal. amber, pearl, emerald. lapislazuli. etc. 
(Waddell 1959: 205). 

- phrenma gyaram ku, rendered by 'the nine crossed rosaries'. refers to all rosaries worn by the bombo. 
as the symbolic 'nine' indicates. gyaram, S. 12.127 note. 

- ralbo, the long hairlock. The "iron/copper ralbo" may allude to the praclice of coiling some iron and 
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copper wire around the ralbo as a protective measure against the black magic of a rival bpmbo (cf. note 
on gosum above and pp. 69-71). 

141 : l/: ... lobonjye, S. 9.100 note. 
142: Debge Phamo, 'Multitude-Phamo', here as an honorific t e n  of address for 'all divinities' (S. 8.89 

note). Possibly, one should read "debgei pharno", 'phamos in/of the multitude (of gods)'. Cf. 35,274 
and 68.566 where we have "debge kbi phamo", 'phamo(s) of the nine rnultiiudes'. OT @bge < Tib. 
sde-brgyad, 'the eight classes (of gods and demons)', also in the sense of 'great many' (Jilschke 1949; 
295. Das 1970: 7 1 R; cf. also pp. 2 1-23 above, and Hofer 198 1 : 68). 

It is only now that the bombo lights the incense4, dons his robe, uncoils his hairlock, puts 
on - after "blowing" some mantras on to them5 - his rosaries and bell-strings. He then Iighu 
the oil lamp (cahsal-memar) - the first object mentioned in the following sections addressing 
the paraphernalia on the altar. 

[Long drumming] 

ha-a-a-a-a-a-a-ay, Phamo chya:.jalo! 
iiendu salo. thu:la gomo! 

145 cakil-memar nomge!, 
iiemai hotta pheiii, dawai hot~a pheiii!, 
chya: .jalo! 

[Repetition of section 15.1 

Phamo .chya:.jdo! 
bqkap tinle lungi khorlo notniii!, 

150 nyibai tinle Thbu N6rbu khumi!, 
Phamo chya:.jdo!, 
chyo:syi damla ta:iii, linsyi dmla ta:iii, 
Phamo chya:.jdo!, 
p h r ~ d i  phrarigu sya:fii, lamdi l@gu sya:iii!, 

155 noccyen damla ta:Ai, noccyen chyibda br+lfii le Pharno! 

ha-a-a-a-a-a-a-ay, 0 Phamo hail! 
Listen with the ears, ponder in the mind! 

145 Let us take the lamp!, 
let us go and get at rhe beam of the sun's light. 

let us go and get at the beam of the moon's light! 
Hail! 

[Repetition] 

0 Phamo hail!, 
let us go and take the n~hirln~ind in the middle of the atmosphere!, 

150 let us go and carry (take along?) Tabu N6rhu in rhe middle of the 

4 This "delay", along with the repetition of section 15. within section 17.. was explained as SR's 
individual habit. 

5 S.  V.  74. - In so doing. the bgmbo passes the beads of the rosaries through the thumb and index finger 
of jlis right hand. - 
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underground sphere!, 
0 Phamo hail!, 
let U S  go and magically f ix the four corners, let us go and 

magically fix the four worlds!, 
0 Phamo hail!, 
let us go and remove the phrai-obstacle in the phrai (=?), 

let us go and remove the path-obstacle on the path!, 
155 let us go and magically fi\- the harmful agent, let us go and 

break open the union (of) the harmful agents 0 Phamo! 

Notes: 

145: OT cahsal-memar, with reference to the oil lamp; cabal ? < Tib. *gcaibgsal, (approximately) 'pure 
and bright', and memar < Tib. mar-me. 'butter lamp' (as used in Buddhist ritual). Cf. also pp. 60, 62. 

146: OT hot@ (= hoser, S. 12.130) ? < Tib. 'od-spro, 'light'. 
- nemai ... pheni, 'let us go and get at the beam of the sun'stmoon's light', might be interpreted as 'let us 

go and get at the cause of the trouble, etc. by shedding the light of the lamp = sun/moon on to it'. 
149: OT lungi khorlo (< Tib. rlun-gi 'khor-10, 'wheel of wind'), 'whirlwind'. 
150: Tabu N6rbu (< Tib. rta-po nor-bu. 'precious horse') is a divine horse, actually not identical with the 

horses on top of the ritual dagger (cf. p. 62 and 19.170), also called Tibu N6rbu. according to SR. 
- OT khurba, lit. 'to carry (away)', but in the present context perhaps 'to take along' or 'to be taken 

along'. 
152: chyo:syi (< Tib. phyogs bii, lit. 'the four directions'), 'the four corners'; and lihsyi (< Tib. glin bii, 'the 

four continents'), 'the four worlds'. In other texts, the two terms occur as a compound: chyo:syi-linsyi. 
- chyo:syi ... damla ta:ni. 'let us go and magically fix the four cornershhe four worlds'. Meaning: it is 

by reiterating the original act of "fixing/establishing" (damla) that the b m b o  is enabled to extend his 
control to the whole world (cf. pp. 26. 11 1). 

154: phrandi < OT phran ? < Tib. 'phran, 'foot-path'. 
- langu < OT l@. 'path', and *gu which the informants derived from MT gu:ba, 'to hold up', 'to hinder' 

(< Tib. 'gugs-pa, 'to draw back', 'to cause to return'). 
- sya:ni < OT sya:ba (? < Tib. skya-ba), 'to put aside', 'to remove'. 
155: noccyen(gi) damla ta:ni, 'let us go and magically fix the harmful agent(s)', expresses the wish for 

control in the sense of a containment strategy: to confine the harmful agents to that identity and that 
sphere to which they were confined by the original act of "fixing". 

- chyibda (MT chyippa. 'to join', 'to be joined'), 'union', with reference to a characteristic feature of 
Tamang pantheon: the permanent association of a ghost (syimo) with a particular god (la, cen) or goblin 
(bir, mash).  

- bralni < OT bralba (MT phralba), 'to force open', 'to split'. 

Phamo chya:.jalo!, 
bongi nargyal cheyu, bongi punma gulgul jedyu Phamo!, 
Phamo chya:.jalo!, 
bonda misal, gansal thonyu, hjsye, nosye thonyu!, 

160 Pharno chya:.jalo!, 
Chene ~ o l g i  Da:mo, Chene Sergi Da:mo, 
Phamo chya:.jalo!, 
Chene Palgi Da:mo, Chene Brjgansyi Da:mo, Chene Chegara Sanmo. 
Phamo chya:.jalo!, 

165 Phola Karbo, Phola Marbo, Phola Syelgar Jyomo, 
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cengi Phola, dudgi Phola, cho:na d d g i  Phola, 
barkap dudgi Phola, 

Gyagar Tha:dun Norbu. Gyagar Phn*, Gyagar Syitta Guru Phamo, 
Dylun Karbo, Darlun Mqbo, Dqlun Serbo, Darlun Jyangu, 

Dvlun Thingu, Dqrlun Singa Rkiii,  
Tirsula Kharul Ma:deo sala d y a  djnba, n M a  d~ d/nba, 

Syal Sbmgi Da:mo, 
Pharno chya:.jalo! 

0 Phamo hail!, 
come down and make the bon's arrogance grow. come down and make 

the bon's shoulders (?) quake, 0 Phrno!, 
0 Phamo hail!, 
come down and have clear-sightedness, clear-sensedness (?), 

come down and have mystical wisdom, mystical knowledge to 
the benefit of the bon!, 

160 0 Phamo hail!, 
0 Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Golden Mistress, 
0 Phamo hail!, 
0 Chene Blissfil (?) Mistress, Chene Br!gansyi Mistress, 

Chene Chegara Sanrno, 
0 Phamo hail!, 

165 0 White Phola, Red Phola, Syelgar Jyomo Phola, 
Phola of the cen. Phola of the dud, Phola of the cho:na dud, 
Phola of the atmosphere-dud, 

0 Gyagar Tha:dun Nbrbu [Phola], Gyagar Pdn&, Gyagar Syitfa 
Guru Phamo [Phola], 

0 White Darlun, Red Darlun, Yellow Darlun, Green Darlun, 
Blue Darlun, Singa R6:Ai Darlun, 

0 Tirsula Kharul Ma:deo (which) soars raking in the earth, 
soars raking in the sky, the Three-Faced Mistress. 

0 Phamo hail! 

Notes: 

159: misal, gahsal thohyu!. 'come down and have clear-sightedness, clear-sensedness!', = it is the divinity 
(phamo) who imparts hisher clear-sightedness, etc. to the officiating bpnbo. In other texts, "misal-@sal 
thonba" or "misal thodba" = 'to have a vision', 'to experience clairvoyance'. misal ? < Tib. dmigs(-kyi) 
gsal. 'clear to the mind' (Das 1970: 983); and gansal ? < Tib. *gai-gsal, lit. 'whatever is clearlperceptible'. 
OT thonba (< Tib. mthon-ba). 'to see'. 'to perceive'. 

- OT hisye, 'mystical wisdom', < Tib. ye-Ses. 'sublime wisdom'. OT nosye, approx. 'mystical 
knowledge', cf. MT dbsye:ba (< Tib. no-Ses-pa). 'to know'; (for phonetic reasons, Tib. nuion-ies, 
'clairvoyance', as an etymon is improbable). 

161: chenelchyene, the metal vessel. the central piece of the altar (cf. pp. 59ff.), apostrophized here as 
'Mistress' (Da:mo), in other texts also as 'Master' (Da:bo). 

- riolgi < OT no1 (< Tib. dnul), 'silver'; sergi < OT ser (< Tib. gser), 'gold'. 
163: palgi, 'blissful' (?). ? < Tib. dpal. lit. 'glory'. 

- chene brigahsyi da:mo ? < Tib. mfhod-gnas 'bru ga-kyi bdag-mo, lit. 'the mistress of the sacrificial 
vessel filled with seeds'. 
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- chegara sanmo, obscure. In other texts, OT chegara (< Tib. ches-dga'-ba) occurs with the meaning 
'auspicious day'; sanmo ? < Tib. bzd-mo, 'noble lady'. 

165: phola, the stones of different colours placed in the chene, S. pp 62 f. 
- Syelgar Jyomo. a female divinity believed to reside in whitish rocks, S. 29.240 note. 
- cho:na < Tib. chon-sna, lit. '(of) different colours'. 
- dudgi < MT dud < Tib. Mud, often rendered by 'devil' or 'fiend' (S., e.g.. Hoffmann 1950: 140 f.). The 

duds of Tamang belief are principally malevolent beings living in lakes, ponds or near springs. 
- barkap, S. 9.99 note. In Tibetan belief, the bdud inhabit the intermediate sphere. 
166: Gyagar Tha:dun ... Syitta Guru, said to be the epithets of a divinity represented by the black phola 

stones, S. p. 62. Gyagar (< Tib. rgya-gar), 'India'. - Tha:dun < Tib. khrag-'thun, lit. 'blood-drinkingv, 
an epithet of certain Tantric gods, such as Heruki, etc.; for its occurrence in our text cf., e.g., sections 
19. (Timrin, Duba), 26. (Dabla), 46. (salu), 73. (Bhairawi), 84. (Gorkhai Ma:bon), 85. (Kirba) and 87. 
(Rongai Ma:bon). - N b b u  < Tib. nor-bu, lit. 'jewel'. - Panda ? < Hindi pandi, 'temple priest', also 
'wisdom' (S. Turner 1965: 361). As van der Veer notes with reference to North India, the pandGs "are 
Brahman priests who work in sacred centres (rbthas). Their position is highly equivocal. They act as 
sacrificial vessels by accepting gifts (dun) of all kinds. Sacrificers (iajmans) try to get rid of sin @GP) 
and illness (rog) by giving donations to these pandas, who become tainted as a result" (van der Veer 
1988: xiv, cf. also 183-267). - Syitta < N. siddha, cf. 2.3 1 note. 

167: darlun, the stick with strips of cloth in five different colours, cf. p. 62. OT karbo (Tib. dkar-po), 
'white', OT marbo, (Tib. dmar-po), 'red', OT serbo (Tib. ser-po), 'yellow', OT jyangu (Tib. ljan-khu), 
'green', OT thidgu (Tib. mthin), 'blue'. Cf. the same colours associated with the superhuman beings 
called lu/nig (4.51 and 91.820). The term dvlun looks like an inversion of MT lundar (Tib. rlun-dar), 
'(Buddhist) prayer flag'; cf. also Tib. dar-dpyans, 'strips of silk' (on the headdress of a lama or on a 
thread-cross) (Tucci 1970: 147. 202). 

- Singa Ra:ni. singa ? < Tib. sin-gdsen-ge, 'lion', with reference to the great power of the darlun?: and 
ra:Ai N. riini, 'queen'. As already mentioned, the Tamang bombo's darlun is essentially identical with 
the Tibetan mda'-dar (S. p. 62): in Ladakh, the mda'-dar is referred to as "she-arrow" (mda'-mo), and 
its staff is believed to possess the strength of a tiger (Brauen 1980: 46). 

168: Tirsula Kharul Ma:deo, explained as the full name of MahPdew (MT Ma:deo), the god of the trident 
(N. trisul,cf. p. 63). kharul ? < N. garul, 'eagle', with reference to the trident "soaring" (djnba) like a 
bird, and "raking" (dara) like the beak of a bird? 

- daraldada, derived by the informants from MT daba, 'to scratch (with a sharp tool)'. 
- Syal Somgi, lit. 'three-faced' or 'three-mouthed', obviously with reference to the three points of the 

trident. 

The next items to be incensed are: the ritual dagger (lines 170-171), the porcupine quills 
(line 172), the peacock feathers in the chene and in the fan called melon (lines 173-174). the 
thigh-bone trumpet (?) and the second dagger (?) (lines 175-176), and finally the beak of the 
hornbill (lines 178- 179). 

170 Phurba Thilden Lajo, Hjdam Timrin Tha:dun, 
H&a ~ a i  Lajo, Hjhi ~ a i  Lajo, 

Timrin Rura Ma:bon. Dakpo Calgi Lajo, Hjdam Tamrin Lajo. 
Tamrin Tha:dun Norbu. 

sala syururu djnba, iialna kuibam wagan nanri iialba. 
sala kuibam d6nbo chyemboi kara sala kuiba, 
syai ama(i) bjsiri gyiilboi syorai syaldo saniii le! 

0: namla phiriri djnba, sala syururu djnba. 
sala kuibam pe:ma gesere brebu sala kuiba, 

mapcyi amai melon karboi syorai syaldo saniii le Phamo! 
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175 Sanlin-Nanlin, Chyu Geppu-Gemo saniii le Phamo!, 
Lemba Gara Duba va:dun,  Duba Thu:jyen Chyembo, 
Phamo chya:.jalo! 
Khyun, Jyakhyun, Bjkhyun, Khyun, Jy&hyun, 

Khyun Ragu Chyembo, Mahaila,  MahakHli, Khyun mi 
Rayun n a : y u n  Norbu, Khyun G q r a  Ma:bon, 

ha:y Guru, gyabna I/:jye khumi, nbnna chya:jye tenii! 

170 0 Phurba Thilden Lajo, Hidam Tdmrin Tha:dun, 
the Lajo of the Five Haha, the Lojo of the Five Hlhi, 

Tdmrin Rura Ma:hon, Dakpo Calgi Lajo, Hldam Tdmrin Lajo, 
Tdmrin Tha:dun Nhrbu. 

It soars [sic] scurrying on the earth, as to sleeping, it 
sleeps in a hole, 
as to eating, it eats the syrup of the (flowers of the) 
great tree, 
let us go and incense the bristliness of the wild animals(') 
prickly king! 

b: it soars fluttering in rhe sky, soars scurrying on the earth, 
as to eating, it eats the fruit of the pe:ma gesere tree, 

let us go and incense the brisrliness of the white (bright ?) 
melon (made of the feathers) of the mother peacock 0 Phamo! 

175 Let us go and incense Sanlin-Nanlin, Chyu Gfppu-Gemo 0 Phamo!, 
Lemba Gara Diba Tha:dun, Duba Thu:jyen Chyembo, 
0 Phamo hail! 
Khyun, Jyakhyun, Bjkhyun, Khyun, Jyakhyun, Khyun  rag^ Chvembo, 

Mabkala,  Mahiikali, (and) from among the khyuns (also) 
Rayun Th:yun  Nbrbu, Khyun Garura Ma:bon. 

ha:y, 0 Guru, let us go and carry (the Khyun) at the back on the back. 
let us go and toss (the Khyuh) at the front with the hands! 

Notes: 

170: phurba, the ritual dagger with the two horse-riders on top of its handle (cf. pp. 62, 64 f.). The bqmbo 
had no explanation for the names in lines 170- 17 1. 

- Phurba Thilden Lajo < Tib. phur-pa khri-ldan Iha-chogs, approx. 'the (group of) divinities seated on 
the ritual dagger'. 

- Hidarn Tarnrib Tha:dub < Tib. yi-dam rta-mgrin khrag-'thun. lit. 'tutelary divinity Hayagnva blood- 
drinker', here with reference to the carved horse-riders (S. p. 62). On the Tibetan concept of yi-dam cf.. 
e.g.. Snellgrove 1957: 288. 

- Haha /Hihi Nai Lajo, 'the Lajo (= gods) of the five H&a/I-ljhi', obscure. Possibly referring to the "five 
main aspects of the r ~ o - r i e  phur-pa divinity" in the Tibetan conceptualization (S. Huntington 1975: 16 
f.. 69-71). For "h@a/h/hi lajo" in connection with the drum's handlecf. 16.139 note. 

171: Rura Ma:bon < OT qra ,  'wrath' (according to SB), and Tib. dmagdpon. lit. 'commander', 'general', 
i.e.. TBmrin as the wrathful leader of hosts of gods and demons. The word ma:bon frequently occurs 
as an epithet of fierce gods in the hmbo's text; cf., e.g., the Khyun below and sections 26. (Dabla), 
30.-3 1 ., 42.-44.. 83.-87 (various gods of mountains and lakes). 

- Dakpp Calgi Lajo < Tib. drag-po rcal-gyi Iha-chogs. lit. 'the (group of) gods of the terrifying force'. 
 DO-rje drag-PO-rcal is a manifestation of Padmas~bhava.  the patron of the phur-pa ritual in Tibet 
(Klaus 1985: 256 ff.; and Huntington 1975: 8-10, 68). 
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172: syururu, MT onomatopoe for the "scurrying" movement of the porcupine. 
- OT nalna kuiba, the intensive form for Aalba; similarly, sala kuiba = saba. Cf. 9.109 note. 
- OT kara, 'syrup', ? < Tib. ka-ra, 'sugar'. 
- MT syai ama, lit. 'mother of the BesWmeat', a euphemism for 'game', 'wild animal'. 
- MT bjsiri, onomatopoe for the 'prickliness' of the porcupine. 
- syorai < OT syora < Tib. glor-ba. 'bristly', 'shaggy'. 
- OT syaldo (< Tib. ial-du, lit. 'in the mouthlface'), honorifically for 'to', 'for', 'to the benefit of' 
173: MT phiriri, onomatopoe for the 'fluttering' of the peacock. 
- MT pe:ma gesere, the red cotton tree (Bombax malabaricum), S. also 23.207-210 below. 
- OT brebu (< Tib. 'bras-bu), 'fruit'. 
174: MT mapcyi ama, a euphemism for the peacock, < mapcyi (< Tib. rma-bya), 'peacock' and ama, lit. 

'mother'. as in "syai ama" in 19.172 above. 
- OT melon karbo, lit. 'white melon', with reference to the fan of peacock feathers (S. p. 62)? 
- syorai, here with reference to the 'bristliness' of the feathers. 
175: sanlin-nanlin, said to be another term for the thigh-bone trumpet (kadin, S. p. 63). 
- Chyu Geppu-Gemo, (lit. 'Water Old Man-Old Woman'), the OT name of Lonai MBn which in turn is 

said to be identical with the Ban Jhkr i  or Sun J h k i  couple (cf. p. 73 f. and 2.19 note; on the Lonai 
M h i  S. also Hofer 1981: 23-24). In certain rituals, Chyu Geppu-Gemo is represented by a dough-figure 
(tormo) on the altar; actually this was not the case. 

176: Lemba Cara Duba ... Chyembo, said to be the divinity of the ritual dagger called duba phurba 
(which was actually not displayed on the altar, S. p. 62). Other texts describe Dubs as wearing the 
headdress of a lama, holding a &man-type of drum (cf. 2.20 note), as a temfying (!ha:dun) helper 
of the bombo (especially in rescuing a lost soul) and a benevolent protector of children. He is foolish 
(lemba), both a lama and a bombo in one person, speaks only Tibetan and is said to be a master of 
magic "because he can read books". The Duba of the bombo might have been inspired by the figure of 
the "mad saint" in Tibetan tradition (cf., e.g., Kretschmar 1981). Another name of Duba is said to be 
Duba Khamburu@ubaru Kharnburu, cf. 106.1003 note. 

178: Jyakhyun, Bikhyun, Rayun, vaguely explained as the names of different kinds of the hombill (?l. 
J y w y u n  ? < Tib. bya. 'bird'. as in bya-then which is another term for khyun (Tucci 1949: 712). Ragu 
Chyembo, the epithet of all kinds of khyun, according to SR. Mahakala, Mahakali, here as further 
names of the Khyun? Garura < Skt. Garuda (S. p. 64); informants spontaneously rendered the word 
khyun by N. garud. The epithet Ma:bon (S. 19.171 note above) alludes to the warlike character of the 
Khyun. amply stressed in the myth in 22.200-203. 

179: gyabna I/:jye ... tenni, 'let us go and carry at the back on the back, ... toss at the front with the hands', 
the standard formula expressing the wish for a particularly close interaction with the superhuman agent 
(actually the Khyun = Guru) , S. pp. 27-28. 

The creation myth exists in several variants in both shamanic and non-sharnanic texts. 
Common to all variants are, to my knowledge, the themes of the primordial cataclysm, the 
two cosmic trees and Urgyen Pe:ma's (i.e., Padmasambhava's) role in "fixing" the world by the 
magic act of damla ta:ha. The dualism of the two trees, each associated with two beings (the 
Khyun and Kaliama in our text), emerges more elaborately in some versions where we have 
binary clusters such as 

"tree X/sun/daylight/lama/bird A" versus "tree Y/moon/night/bombo/bird B". 
For example, the Khyun sitting on the surjen tree, and the raven sitting on the pe:ma gesere tree, 
swallow the fruit of these trees, and each lays one egg, out of which originate Urgyen Pe:ma, 
the First Lama, and Dunsur Bon, the First Bombo, respectively (cf. pp. 19-20, 335 ff.), etc. 

All the variants I have come across s o  far may be said to have drawn on motifs from Indian and 
Tibetan mythology. Suffice it here to recall the cosmic fire which in epic and puranic tradition 
periodically bums the world to ashes6, or  the cosmic tree and the cosmic egg in ancient Tibetan 

6 For a summary S. O'Flaherty 1986: 37 ff. 
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still surviving in folk-songs7. Even Urgyen Pe:mals figure as the powedul *'poto- 
institutionalizer" (rather than as a creator ex nihilo) owes much to the Tibaan hagiography 
of Padrnasarhbhava who, being the manifestation of different gods or of h e  Buddha himself, 
civilizes the world by subduing and transforming the demons into guardians of the faith. The 
specifically Tamang element in the variants of the myth lies in the revaluation of the loan-motifs 
in terms of a conspicuous dualism and in treating these motifs as a kind of groundwork for 
numerous follow-ups that justify ethnic customs and institutions, such as the division of labour 
between the lama and the bombo, the clan exogamy, the office of the village headman or, say, 
the Tamang-specific celebration of the Hindu  ass festival, etc. And the specifically "bqnboic" 
element in the variant of our text, in particular, lies in the artifice with which the same loan-motifs 
are selected and elaborated on for symbol construction (S. pp. 314-323). 

180 chya:.j@o! 
danbo-d*bo iiema kb thufmem, dawa ku t h u ~ e m ,  
chya:.j@o!, 
fiema ku [hufma, dawa ku thutina semjen repta gyurnem. 

sa ni mera lcil chya:nem, 
do thamjye melun gyumem, 

donbo thamjye yororo jednem, 
cadati.ju, pradatipri repta gyumem. 

185 khadatiwai n@ri Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunne thunnem, 
Guru Urgyen Pe:ma @unnam kai d w l a  ta:nem, thu:i damla ta:nem, 
iiemai iierna W l a  ta:nern, dawai dawa d q l a  ta:nem, 

lala largu dynla ta:nem, mi:la rnjrgu damla ta:nem, 
chyui dynla ta:nem, doi d q l a  ta:nem, 
semjen d ~ l a  ta:nem. 

chya:.jdo!, 
bqkap tinle mukpa ra:ru jednem, 

n@bai tinle chyu mi simsim jednem, Phamo!, 
190 chyu simsirn jednam sa ni merai khala sergi IagaiI chya:nem, 

nolgi lagan chya:nem, 
sergi lagaiI, nolgi Iagati chya:nam 
bon syi:la khwa syi:, bryige syi: chya:nem, Pharno! 

180 Hail!, 
in primordial times, nine suns originated, nine moons originated, 
hail!, 
as the nine suns originated, as the nine moons originated. 

all living beings perished. 

7 Cf., e.g. Tucci 1949: 71 1 ff. and Brauen 1980: 77 H. In one of the examples dealt with by Tucci (1949: 
712). the world tree has three points, and six branches (corresponding to the six points of the compass) 
with six different birds (khyun, vulture, eagle, etc.) on each of them. Eastern Tamang myths collecled 
by Santabir LFml (2025: 13ff., 28. 60) and myself show the influence of another t o p s  of Tibetan 
cosmogony, namely the evolutionary sequence void-light-wind-[ ...l fire-water-sea-foam-tonoise-six 
eggs. etc. (Tucci: ibid.). 
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there were nine (heaps OS) ash and dust remaining, 
all stones turned into flames, 

all trees crashed, 
all insects, dung-beetles (?) perished. 

185 Ar that rime (?), Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunne originated. 
(and) as Guru Urgyen Pe:ma originated, he magically&ed 

the word, magically fuled the mind, 
magically b e d  the sun as sun, magically fuled the moon as moon, 

malqically jixed the gods as gods, magically fuled the humans 
as humans, 
magically jixed the water, magically jixed the stone, 
magically fired the living beings, 

hail!, 
in the middle of the atmosphere, he made the clouds come up thinly, 

in the middle of the underground sphere, he made the water 
jlow thinly, 0 Phamo!, 

190 as he made the waterjlow thinly, in the ash and dust (on the 
earth) there was (appeared?) the golden divine abode, 
there was the silver divine abode, 

as there were (appeared?) the golden divine abode, the silver divine 
abode, 

there were (originated?) the four kiwas, the four altars of the four 
bons, 0 Phamo! 

Notes: 

181: dahbo-dahbo may also be translated by 'long, long ago'. Roughly speaking, while MT danbo refers 
to the historical-human past, d@bo-d@bo marks off what is prior to the latter. "d@bo-dqibo" is a short 
form of the usual proem of a myth (when recited), namely "danbo-danbo, samyun meppi tinn, namyuli 
meppi tinri ...", cf. 1 10.1063. 

183: OT -na/-nam (as in !hunna here), may be translated by 'when', 'as', 'while, 'after' or 'because'. 
depending on the context. 

- OT semjen < Tib. sems-Ean, 'sentient being'. 
- repta gyurnem < OT repta gyurba, 'to perish entirely'; repta is both morphologically and etymologically 

obscure. < MT rep- which, in absolutive verbs, connotes 'radically', 'without a remainder'. 'completely 
and at once'; on gyurba S. 10.120 note. 

- sa ni mera ku, 'nine (heaps of?) ashes and dust'. < sai mera, '(a layer of) ashes and dust'. In other 
texts, "sa m y ~ a "  and "sa meru" occur in the same context and with the same meaning. sa. 'earth', 'soil'; 
OT ni is identical with Tib. ni. the so-called isolating particle, but its function is not clear here (S. also 
p. 301); mera/myiya/meru ? < Tib. me-ro, 'cinders', 'extinct embers' (Das 1970: 970). 

- chya:nem < OT chya:ba, 'to reside' (honorifically), 'to sit', 'to be there', and MT chya:ba, 'to lie', 
'to remain' (of a layer or sediment). In the present instance - contrary 10 the informants' translation - 
chya:ba might have originally meant 'to emerge'. 'to originate', as suggested by both its etymology (Tib. 
Ehags-pa, 'to be produced') and the context in which it occurs. 

184: OT do thamjye (c Tib. rdo thams-fad). 'all stones', or 'all that was of stone'. 
- OT melun, S. 8.96 note. 
- OT yororo jednem, lit. 'made yororo'; MT yororo as an onomatopoe for the 'crashing'. 
- OT cadanju. rendered by 'all insects', and OT pradanpri, vaguely rendered by 'dung-beetles'. 
185: OT khadahwaikhadariwalgi nanri, 'at that time' (?). 'meanwhile' (?); MT nanrilnandi. 'in', 

'inside'. 
- Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunne < Tib. 'U-rgyan Pad-ma 'Byun-gnas. 
186: kai < OT ka (< Tib. bka'), 'word', 'speech', 'mantra'; in some cases, kha, lit. 'mouth'. is substituted 

for ka. 
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- thu:i < MT thu: (< Tib. thugs), 'mind', 'intellect'. 
187: OT lala largu, lit. 'of the god(s) the gods'; largu < Tib. Iha-dgu, 'nine = m y  gods'. 
- OT mi:la m/rgu, lit. 'of the human(s) the humans'; mjrgu < Tib. mi-dgu, 'nine = many humans'. 
189: mukpa r h u ,  approx. 'slightly overcast with clouds'; slmsim, onomatopoe for 'flowing in a thin 

stream', ? < N. sim-sim, 'falling in light showers' (Turner 1965: 608). 
190: OT khala/khari, 'in', 'on', 'at'.cf. also 9.105 note. 
- Jagan, 'divine abode', 'altar', with reference to the abodesr'altars" of the Four Rimordial Bqns = bgn 

syi:la ... brahge syi:, cf. pp. 21-22, 42. 

Phmo! ,  
tabd sombo chyu mandal n@di thu~ern ,  

thbd sombo thunnarn yqa dryndm, mqa dryn&rn cu:nem, 
195 luwa-buwa kena surjen d6nbo t h u ~ e m ,  

siirjen d6nbo thunna n@bai yide jqa  sombo khilnem, 
ma ni sombo kenem, ha:nga som chya:nem, 
mendoi gyara chya:nem, mendoi gombo chya:nem, 
mendoi linsye chya:nem, mendoi kabu chya:nern, 
mendoi brebu t h u ~ e m .  

0 Phamo!, 
the living dub0 grass originated in the round lake, 

as the living dub0 grass originated, 
it grew densely above, densely below. 

195 as the downy hairs were born, the shrjen tree originated, 
as the shrjen tree originated. (its) living roots grew 

whirling in the underground sphere, 
(its) living trunk was born, (and on it) there were three 
branches, (and on these) 
there were hundreds offlowers, there were heaps ofpowers, 
there were scores of powers, there were buds of flowers, 
(and) the fruit of (from) the power originated. 

Notes: 

194: MT thbah, N. dubo = the durva grass, Cynodon dactylon; here as a symbol of 'life', obviously 
because of its exuberant growth. 

- OT sombo (< Tib. gson-po), 'living', 'lively' (MT sombo, 'life-time'). On sombo S. 10.120 note. 
- chyu mandal < OT chyu, 'water', and Skt. mqdala. Here, mandal is a euphemism and connotes 

'wholeness', 'completeness' in a symbolic or ideal sense, as is also reflected by the informants' 
translation: 'round lake'. 

- MT damdam, onomatopoe for the 'vertical and horizontal proliferation' of the roots underneath ( m e )  
and the shoots above (y+ra) the soil. 

195: luwa-buwa, here with reference to the 'bushiness' of the dubo grass.cf. 14.135 note. 
- MT ~ " r j e n  was identified by the informants themselves as 'a kind of sandalwood tree'; it is either 

Pterocarpus santalinus or Daphnephyllum s p  - surjen ? < Tib. 'dab-zur-tan. a species of sandalwood 
tree, agaru (Das 1970: 678). - In Ladakhi marriage songs, too, the cosmic tree is the sandalwood tree 
(Brauen 1983a: 108 ff.). 
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196: MT jara, 'root(s)',cf. jara-nya in 16.140 note. 
- MT khilba, lit. 'to whirl', in ritual texts also of the dense growth of plants or roots. 
- ma ni sombo. 'living trunk', C MT ma, 'trunk', and OT ni the function of which is as unclear here as 

in "sa ni" in 20.183. Cf. also "ma ni sbm" in 23.207-208 and 58.478. 
- hh:hga &m, 'three branches', MT hl:bga < N. 'branch'. In some other texts, "hA:bga sombg, 

'living branch', instead of "ha:nga sbm". 
- gyara. cf. "si gyva" in 1 1.126 note. 
- OT kabu, 'bud (in a half-opened state)', according to SB; ? < Tib. kha-'bu-ba, 'the opening of the buds 

of flowers' (Das 1970: 132). 

gyagar mendu khri Khyun G v r a  Ma:bon thunnem, 
bqkap tinle lungi khorlo nomnem, nhmla phiriri djnnem, 

shrjen d6nboi hh:nga sbmdi chya:na shrjen ddnboi brebu sala kuinem, 
siirjen ddnboi hh:nga sbmdi chya:nam, 
syar.degati chyo:ri fiembu syo:la kuinam, 
iiema kb nomnem, dawa ku nomnem, 
sala d q a  jednem, n h l a  d q a  jednem, 
thalun-mjlun gelnem pharno Khyun Ma:bonjye. 

Khyun Ma:bonjye hh:nga sbmdi chya:nam kharda-chona dulnem, 
don ne:bi dobon chyembo dulnem, 
chyuri ne:bi chyubon chyembo dulnem, 
syinbon, bra:bon dulnem, 
dMboi si dulnem, danboi ri dulnem. 

200 chya:.jalo sergi ligati!, 
N e  Bongi lhgati n a ~  chya:na mi ..., 
chya:.j@o!, 
... N- Bongi lhgan n+ui chya:nam 

danboi si dulnem, dyiboi ri dulnem, 
phojye noppa dulnem, syyijye noppa dulnem, 
si gyqa  dulnem, si tonra dulnem, si d&po dulnem. 
si gyilbo dulnem, 
mj:i kuldap dulnern, mj:i iiendap dulnem, rnj: d&poi kuldap 
dulnem, 
sala dursa gelnem, nhmla rnukpa sya:nern, 
sala dursa, syiwala khansa gelnem. 

chya:.jqlo Phamo Khyun Ma:bon!, 
205 gyibna li:jye khuriii, nbnna chya:jye teniii!, 

Phamoi le:dap sonfii le, Phamoi cyoldap sonfii le Khyun Ma:bon b:! 

In India's nine wombs (?) Khyun Garura Ma:bon originated, 
it took the whirlwind in the middle of the atmosphere, 
it soaredjuttering in the sky, (and) 

as it resided on the three branches of the silrjen tree, 
it ate the fruit of the sbrjen tree, 
as it resided on the three branches of the surjen tree. 
(and) as it (later?) advanced to the eastern corner, 
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it took (swallowed?) the nine suns, took the nine moons, 
raked in (through) the earth, raked in the sky, (and) 
destroyed (the world) by turning it topsytuny, 
the phamo Khyuh Ma:bon. 

As Khyun Ma:bon resided on the three branches, 
it tamed the kharda-chona, 
tamed the great dobon which dwells in the courprd,  
tamed the great chyubon which dwells in the water, 
tamed the syinbon, the brkbon, 
tamed the si of the past, tamed the ri of the past. 

200 Hail 0 golden divine abode!, 
as (the Khyun) resided in Naru Bon's divine abode .... 
hail!, 
. . . as it resided in Naru Bon's divine abode, 

it tamed the si of the past, tamed the ri of the past. 
tamed (those which) do harm from the male side, 
tamed (those which) do harm from the afjinal side, 
tamed hundreds of si, tamed thousands of si, 
tamed the fierce si, tamed the si-king, 
tamed the magic arrow of humans, 
tamed the harming charm of humans, 
tamed the magic arrow offrerce humans, 
destroyed the grave on the earth, 
removed the clouds in the sky, 
destroyed the grave on the earth, the homestead of the dead. 

Hail 0 Phamo Khyun Ma:bon!, 
205 let us go and carry (you) at the back on the back, 

let us go and toss (you) at the front with the hands!, 
let us go and ensure the support of (you 0)  Phamo, ler us go and 

ensure the guardianship of (you 0) Phamo, Khyun Ma:bon b:! 

Notes: 

197: gyagar mendu ku, 'India's nine wombs' (?), obscure. OT gyagar c Tib. rgya-gartrgya-dkar = India 
(= the Made6 of the informants) which is indeed the place of origin of certain gods of the Tamang 
pantheon. (Cf. the Tib. expressions for India as the 'birth place of the holy ones' and as 'the country 
of the saints', namely 'phags-'khruns and 'phags-yul, respectively). OT mendu is nowhere else attested 
with the meaning 'womb'. Interestingly. however. Holmberg's (1980: 294) informants rendered the same 
expression by 'originating in the nine constellation(s) of India'. Hence, highly tentatively. OT "gyqgar 
mendu" ? < Tib. *rgyu-skar smindrug. 'the lunar mansion of the Pleiads', wherein rgyu-sl-ar might 
have been "misunderstood" for OT gyqgar (Tib. rgya-dhr), 'India'. as the place of origin of gods (cf. 
above). Possibly. the "originating in the Pleiads" was a panegyric label for "divine birth", and referred 
to the miraculous birth of the god of war, Skanda or Ksrttikeya who. originating from Mahadeva's 
semen incubated in the water of the Ganges. was nursed by the six Kpikis, the six stars of the Pleiads 
(cf. O'Flaherty 1986: 104, 205 f.. and Desgodins 1899: 772). In Tamang ritual texts. the "origin in 
gyagar mendu" frequently occurs with gods who are apostrophized as m:bon (cf. 19.171 note), i.e.. 
have an epithet which etymologically and conceptually tallies with Skanda's role as a terrifying leader of 
divine armies (Tib. Iha'i dmg-dpon). If the derivation of OT mendu from Tib. s m i n a g  is correct. the 
"totalizing" kh = 'ni"e' in the Tamang expression might have been a later addition. - On the occurrence 
of the "pure" and "auspicious" Pleiads with rgya-skar (= ? rgyu-skar) in a Tibetan divination textcf. 
Thomas 1957: 122, 132, 139. 154. 

- lulgi khorlo nomnem, 'took the whirlwind', as a metaphor for the flight. 
198: surjen ... sala kuinem, 'ate the fruit of the scrjen tree'. In another version of the creation myth, Lhe 
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Khyun eats the fruit of the pe:ma gesere tree, becomes pregnant and lays an egg from which Urgyen 
Pe:ma originates. 

- syar.degali chyo:. 'eastem corner', < Tib. Sar, 'east', and phyogs, 'direction'; OT degh? < Tib. sde, 
'part', 'region'. 

- OT nembu syo:la kuiba, rendered by 'to advance', 'to go', 'to come'; "iiembu syo:laW 
obscure, cf. 102.972 note. 

- sala dara ... jqdnem, 'raked in the earthlsky', with reference to the powerful beak of the Khyun; S. also 
18.16s'where the same is said with reference to the trisul. 

- MT thalun-m/luli, with reference to a 'mess', 'chaotic disorder' resulting from any destructive activity, 
here from the Khyun's search for harmful agents (S. 80.651-653 and also pp. 60, 64). 

- OT gelba, 'to destroy', < Tib. sgyel-ba, 'to throw down'. 'to overturn'. 
199: kharda-chona = kharda-chobda. cf. 12.129. 
- dulnem < OT dulba (< Tib. 'dul-ba), 'to tame', 'to subdue'. 
- dobon ... si.cf. 11.126 and 12.129. 
201: Naru Bongi Iiqan. 'Nqu Bon's divine abode', with reference to the first bombo-altar (Iigan = 

bpige), i.e., the altar of the mythic bqmbo who reformed or re-established shamanism (S. pp. 335 H.), 
and who was the first bombo to act with the Khyun's assistance. 

203: phojye noppa ... si gyalbo, 'do harm from the male side ... si-kingl.cf. 11.126. 
- kuldap, nendap. cf. 9.102 note. 
- syiwala < MT syiba, 'dead person', in a "Tibetanized" pronunciation. khansa, 'homestead', here with 

reference to the grave (dursa), the place haunted by all sorts of spirits; cf. also 43.329. 
206: OT le:dap, 'support', 'protection', ? < Tib. legs-pa, lit. 'good', + Tib. 'debs-pa. 'to make', as in mthu 

btab-pa, 'to pronounce a charm', or gsol-ba 'debs-pa, 'to make a request' (Jaschke 1949: 279). 
- OT cyoldap, 'guardianship', 'protection', < MT cyolba (< Tib. 'Ehol-ba), 'to entrust' (e.g., a child to a 

divinity for protection). + -dap as in 1e:dap above? 
- o:, here as an appellative exclamation. 

nanbai linle pe:ma gesere donbo thunnem, pe:ma gesere donbo 
thunnam j q a  sombo khilnem, ma ni sbm [sic] kenem, 

ma ni som [sic] chya:nam ha:nga sbmdi mendoi gyFa  chya:nem, 
mendoi linsye chya:nem, mendoi kabu chya:nem, 
luwa-buwa chya:nem. 

Jyan Doya~igi ha:nga somdi Kaliama chya:nem, 
Kaliama Hosye Nansye Dolma, Kaliama Damjyi Dolma, 
Kaliama Sergu 461m0, 

210 Kaliama Margu Dolma, Kaliama Khanda:mo RB:iii, 
l!: senbai dinjyen phamo chya:nem, 

tha:gi l!: [sic] senbai dinjyen phamo chya:nem, 
bu:i l!: [sic] senbai dinjyen phamo chya:nem, 
kha keppa, 1.i: keppa, so keppa, ro keppa, bu: keppa, 
lundan keppa, mendo keppa, 
lundan kednem, lundan bpnem, 
[ha:nga sbmdi] iiemadan syarba, dawadaIi cheba, iiemadan, 
dawadan syarbi d.injyen phamo ga: chya:nem. 

In the underground sphere, the pe:ma gesere rree originated, 
a s  rhe pe:ma gesere rree originated, 
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(its) living roots grew whirling, (its) rhree trunks [sic] were 
born, 

as there were the three trunks [sic], 
on the three branches there were hundreds offlowers, 
there were scores of flowers, there were buds of flowers, 
there were downy hairs. 

On the three branches (pointing towards the corner?) of 
Jyan Doyan, Kaliama resided, 
Kaliama Hosye Nansye Ddlrno, Kaliama Damjyi Ddlmo, 
Kaliama Sergu Ddlmo, 

210 Kaliama Margu Ddlmo, Kaliama Khanda:rno R6:Ai, 
the d!njyen phamo who makes (creates) the body resided, 

the d!njyen phamo who makes the body of the blood [sic] resided, 
the djnjyen phamo who makes the body of the brearh [sic] resided, 
(she who) gives birth to the mouth (speech), 
gives birth to the body, gives birth to the viral principle, 
gives birth to the life-principle, gives birrh to the hrearh, 
gives birth to the respiration (?), gives birth to the flower, 
(she) gave birrh to the respiration ( ? l ,  made the 
respiration (?) expand, 
the d!njyen phamo rising with the sun (shining like the sun?), 
growing with the moon (shining like the moon?), 
rising with the sun, with the moon, resided [on the rhree 
branches]. 

Notes: 

207: nanbai linle, 'inlfrom the underground sphere', OT lin ? < Tib. glin, 'region'. Cf. also 9.99 note. 
9.104 note and 21.196 (yinle). 

- MT pe:ma gesere, Bombax malabaricum: pe:ma gesere ? < Tib. pad-ma ge-sar, which appears to be the 
name of a tree in Tibetan, too (Macdonald 1986: 34; S. also Jhchke 1949: 70, and Das 1970: 778). 

- ma ni som, 'three trunks'. erroneously for "ma ni sombo" (as in 21.196), according to SB and another 
informant. Cf. also 58.478 and p. 301. A tree with three trunks does not figure in any other version of 
the Tamang creation myth, but, interestingly, in one of the Western Tibetan songs analysed by Tucci 
(1949: 712), the cosmic tree is mentioned as having rhree points and six branches. 

209: Jyan Doyad (Duba) is the name of the guardian divinity of the north, < Tib. ByaN-sas-rgyas) 
don-yod grub-pa (Amoghasiddhi). "on the three branches...". erroneously for "on the branch..."? 

- Kaliama Hosye ..., on the epithets of Kaliamacf. p. 55. Damjyi ? < Tib. dam-chig, 'vow', also with 
reference to the vow made by a divinity to save mankind. Cf. also Tib. dam-chig-fan, 'having pledges'. 
with reference to 'divine yoginis who have received the four consecrations' (cf. Kalff 1978: 153). 

21 1: dinjyen phamo, S. 9.100 note. 
- kha, I/:, so... keppa, cf. 13.133 where we have "keba", instead of "keppa". 
- syarba, cheba, S. 13.134 note. 
- ga: is a padding here. 

212 Kaliama Phamoi 1e:dap sonfii le, Kaliama Phamoi cyoldap sonfii le!, 
cya:gi koldo, sergi koldo, sangi koldo, 

rawai koldoi le:dap, panja r ~ n a i  le:dap, Khyun Ma:bon!. 
bra:ri do:na cima cu:ba, chyuri do:na samba duppa, 
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da:mola nbgyal cheba. lai lenchya kula l/:i b ~ j y e  silba, 
li:i dj:ma da:ba, khhwai [recte: khai?] b q j  ye silba, 
1i:nen di:ma da:ba, ke:nen bqjye silba, 
kuldap, iiendap silba, 
syimo, sende, bir-mhsa:n, kico bayu chamjo sonbai 
p b j a  ryma rawai koldoi le:dap, 
Kaliama chya:.jalo! 

212 Let us go and ensure the support of (you 0) Phamo Kaliama, let us 
go and ensure the guardianship of (you 0) Phamo Kaliama!, 

support (by means) of the iron koldo, golden koldo, copper koldo, 
the koldo of protection, support (by means) 
of the phnja rFna ,  0 Khyun Ma:bon!, 
support (by means) of the koldo of protection (in the shape of) 
the phnja r F n a  (which) provides steps when arriving 
at the steep slope, (which) provides a bridge when arriving at 
the water (river), 
(which) makes the mistress's arrogance grow, (which) washes 
off the god's nine youths' defilement-damage of the body, 
(which) cleans out the impurity of the body, (which) washes 
off the defilement-damage of the snow [recte: mouth?], 
(which) cleans out the impurity (caused by way) of the 
corpse-pollution, (which) washes off the defilement-damage 
(caused by way) of the childbirth-pollution, 
(which) washes off (the effects of) the magic arrow, 
the harming charm, 
which binds the ghost, the sende, the bjr-masa:n, 
the kico bZiyu, 
0 Kaliama, hail! 

Notes: 

- This section is a typical example of the emblematic periphrasis (cf. pp. 286 ff.) in which different formulas 
(text modules) are "compressed to attributes or properties. Thus, the frequent prayer formula "Provide 
steps when arriving at a steep slope, provide a bridge when arriving at a river!" appears here as one of 
the properties of the protective bracelet. 

213: koldo, the protective thread of cotton yam, which the bombo will later tie around the neck of the 
patient (S. pp. 246-250). MT koldo ? < Tib. *'gol-thag, lit. 'separation-cord'. 

- panja ranna < N.  pa5ca ratna, lit. 'five jewels', the name of a protective bracelet made of five metals: 
gold, silver, copper, iron and brass; here figuratively for the koldo. 

- OT rawa, 'protection'. < Tib. ra-ba, 'fence'. 
- do:na < MT do:ba, 'to reach', 'to arrive'; elsewhere (107.1030) replaced by OT dpba, 'to go'. 'to walk'. 

S. also p. 35. 
- MT cima, 'artificial step' on any sloping surface, here with reference to the steps dug in slopes and 

supported by stones. 
- OT samba (< Tib. zam-pa), 'bridge'. 
- nargyal.. 'arrogance', cf. 8.97 note; the patient should be endowed with the same "arrogance" which the 

bombo has demanded for himself, as SB commented. 
- OT lenchya (< Tib. lan-cho), 'youth'. 'adolescent child'. "lai lenchya kb", lit. 'the nine youths of the 
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god(s)', a euphemism for the children of the client, referring to the custom of plocing small childm 
under the special protection of a divinity (S. 22.206 note and pp. 19. 55). 

- MT barjye/bqjyo, 'defilement-damage', < Tib. bar-thodlbarEhad, 'obstruction'. 'failure'. brjyo is a 
calamity (ill-luck. poor harvest, chronic ailmen1 or death) resulting from a defilement m u c a d  by 
the violation of a taboo, such as, e.g., the intake of impure food, touching a woman in c h i l d w  or 
defecation in the precincts of a cult place. The shamanic "calling illness", too, is often imputed to an 
initial defilementdamage. There is a rather neat distinction between the notions of bgrjye. on the one 
hand, and d+pa, on the other, in that djkpa denotes 'sin' or 'moral failure'. such as transgressing the 
(Buddhist) prohibition of killing a living being, or a breach of the norms of the social code of conduct, 
which condemn aggression, envy, theft, exploilation, etc. Cf. also "d$pa" in 37.280 note. 

- silba (< Tib. bsil-ba), in MT, honorifically for khruba, 'to wash'. 
- OT dj:ma, 'impurity', < Tib. dri-ma, 'dirt'. 'excrement'. 
- khhwai or recte khai? The informants could not reach agreement as to which of these terms were c o m t  

in this context: kha, 'mouth', or khhwa, lit. 'snow', but figuratively also applied to the 'white substance' 
which appears when the bornbo receives the 'life-force' (che:) from the gods, cf. p. 246 and 61.496. 

- MT da:ba (< Tib. 'dag-pa), 'to clean', 'to purify'. 
- OT Ij:rSen. 'pollution caused by a corpse'. Ij: (< Tib. lus), 'body', + hen <%b. han, lit. 'evil', 'harm'. 
- OT ke:len, 'pollution caused by childbirth', < keppa (< Tib. skyed-pa), 'to give birth', + hen as above. Cf. 

kebi ry: in 25.218 below. 
- syimo ... kico bayu, S. 1 1.125 and 12.129. 
- chamjo sqiba/senba. 'to bind' by magic (cf. English "spell-bound"), used in two senses: 'to paralyzc' 

the adversary, or 'to make invulnerable/impenetrable' a body or space. MT chamjo < Tib. mcharns 
gfod-pa, 'to draw a line of demarcation' (cf. Jbchke 1949: 455). 

gyigai dupcyo nomba, syongai dupcyo nomba, 
215 mendoi gombo chya:ba, mendoi linsye chya:ba, mendoi gyqa chya:ba, 

mendoi kabu chya:ba, 
mendoi j q a  khilba. 
cya:gi bumba, sergi bumba, nolgi bumba, s@gi bumba, 

gyigai dupcyo nomba, syongai dupcyo nombai sergi, syigi 
bumba, 

da:bo, da:mola, lai lenchyala yar blonba, mar blonba, 
dsya, wgya, lafisyai y:ri pho:ba thamjye silba, 
kebi q:ri, fiengi q : r i  pho:ba thamjye silba, 
thabsan-syobsafi q:ri pho:ba thamjye silba. 
karda, marda, thabsiui-syobs~ q:ri pho:ba thamjye silba, 
sawai, fialwai khari w:ri pho:ba thamjye silbai syigi bumba, 

mi:i kuldap silba, mj:i fiendap silba, myi gdcpa, thhibi iiendap 
thanljye silbai syigi bumba. 

220 Pharnoi 1e:dap soniii le, Phamoi cyoldap s o ~ i  le Kaliama!, 
ha:y Guru chya:.jplo! 
Phamoi 1e:dap s o ~ i  le, Phamoi cyoldap sontii le! 

(The jug nlhich) takes (receives) the holy water of the mountain, 
takes the holy water of the river, 

2 15 (put in the jug) there are heaps of flowers, there are scores of 
powers, there are hundreds offlowers, there are buds of 
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the roots of the powers grow whirling, 
(in) the iron jug, golden jug, silver jug, copper jug, 

(which) takes (receives) the holy water of the mountain, 
which takes the holy water of the river, 
(in) the golden, the copper jug, 

the copper jug (which) washes off whatever (in the bodies) of the 
master, the mistress, the god's youth has been affected 
by the impurity of the horse-meat, the pork, the ox-meat, 
(by the impurity which) arises above, which arises below, 
(the jug which) washes off whatever has heen affected by the 
impurity of childbirth, the impurity of mating, 
(which) washes ofl whatever has heen affected by the 
thabsaIi-syobsah-impurity, 
(the jug which) washes off whatever has been affected by the 
karda-, marda-, (and) thabsan-syobsan-impurities, 
which washes off whatever has been affected by the impurity 
(contracted) while eating, sleeping, walking, 

the copper jug (which) washes off (the effects of) the magic 
arrow of humens, (which) washes off (the effects of) the 
harming charm of humans, 
which washes off all bad dreams, harming charms (which are 
the cause) of the thiriba (illness). 

220 Let us go and ensure the support of (you 0)  Phamo!, 
let us go and ensure the guardianship of (you 0)  Phamo!, 
0 Kaliama!, 

ha:y, 0 Griru hail!, 
let us go and ensure the support of (you 0)  Phamo!. 

let us go and ensure the guardianship of (you 0)  Phamo! 

Notes: 

2 14-2 19: On the problem of translation cf. pp. 288 ff. 
214: dupcyo. 'holy water', < Tib. sgrub-fhu, lit. 'water of realization', also with reference to a 'holy 

spring'. The water in the jug will be transubstantiated into dupcyo in a specific ritual (cf. pp. 246 ff.). 
- nornba, 'to take', here in the sense of 'to receive', 'to be used as a receptacle'. On the polysemy of this 

verb cf. p. 308. 
215-216: mendoi gornbo .... 'there are heaps of flowers...', with reference to the flowers put in the jug on 

the altar. The set is clearly likened to the primordial scenery of the creation myth (cf. section 21. and 
pp. 288 ff.). 

2 17: burnba, 'jug', S. pp. 60, 63-64. 
218: yarlmar blonba ... pho:ba. S. 9.108-1 10. 
- OT thabsari-syobsan = MT thab.syob (< Tib. thab-giob, 'burnt smell', < thab, 'hearth'), the name of 

'the inauspicious effect of a pregnancy resulting from an incest or intercourse with an Untouchable', but 
originally the 'defilement of the family hearth'. Cf. the Tibetan hearth-god (thab-lha) whose anger arises 
when the hearth is polluted (Hoffmann 1950: 169 ff., and Tucci 1970: 127). 

219: man gokpalman gokpa, 'bad dream' with some unfavourable portent, < MT man, 'dream'. 
- thhnbi < OT thanba = ? MT thhnli, the name of an illness causing dark scabs. according to SB. 
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26. - 32. The first ritual journey: from the clan god to Lasya 

As already stated, the term r!rap denotes any longer enumeration of place names (pp. 29 H.), 
which starts from the house of the client and ends at the "abode" or the place of origin of a 
certain superhuman agent. Such a "journey" has, in principle at least, the chene on the altar as 
both its starting point and terminal, inasmuch as the ritual cannot be effective without achieving 
a kind of fusion of the symbolizing with the symbolized, that is, of the altar with the bg:yul, the 
country of the gods. It is in this sense that the following rjrap constitutes the final pan of the 
"evening incense-recitation". To be incensed and called upon are: 
- (a) first, the gods associated with the client's house and village, such as the god of the 
fire-place, the goddess of the main post (pillar), the clan god of the client (along with the clan 
god of the officiating bombo) (section 26.); the gods of the door, the floorlearth, the ceiling/sky, 
the courtyard (section 27.); and the divinities believed to be the owner-guardians of the village 
temtory (section 28.); 
- (b) then, various divine beings associated with certain places (boulders, springs, cult places, 
mountain peaks and lakes, etc.) which the bombo, coming from the client's village. "visits" 
in following, first, a NW-N-NE route, with Gorkha as its westernmost and Gosaikund as its 
easternmost stations (sections 29.-31.), and then a straight northern route leading, via Kyirong, 
to the lake of Cho Myno in South Tibet, the "divine abode" of Lasya-Kaliama (section 32.). 
The journey culminates in activating the positive aspect, and simultaneously disactivating the 
negative aspect, of Lasya, the tutelary of "all divine abodes", "all altars". 

phu:i la Alen Dewa, da:i la Da:dar Dolmo. 
paxilep syi:, dalin syi:, sergi duiuna, yoi dunma, 
khaxisa ne:bi tembai la Jy@jyen M ~ b o ,  
Syabut, pa :but ,  Hjsye, Nbsye Dabla, Dabla Kiii Ma:bon. 

gyabna I/:jye khumi, nbnna chya:jye teniii, Dabla Ma:bon!, 
225 na bongi Dabla Ma:bon, Syabut, pa :bu t  Dabla. Phola Dabla, 

Mtme Dabla. HCsye Phola Dabla, ~ b s y e  Phola Dabla, 
Rhsuwa Dabla, va :dun  Dabla, Kirba Dabla KCi Ma:bon, 

ma: gyabla kuiiii, pi.djna yin machya:iii (=?l!. 
fie:bi d&po duliii, iie:bi tinso nomiii Dabla Ma:bon! 

0 god of the fire-place, Alen Dewa, god of the (main) post. 
Da:dar Ddlmo. 
0 clan god Jyah,yen Marbo, Syabut. Tha:bur, Hjsye. Ndsye 
Dabla, Dabla Kui Ma:bon who dwells in the four shingles, the 
four beams, the golden beam, the turquoise (?) beam. (who 
dnlells) in the homestead, 

ler us go and carry (you) at the bark on the hack. let us go and 
toss (you) at thefr-onr with the hands 0 Dabla Ma:bon!, 

225 0 my, the b p ' s ,  (clan god) Dgbla Ma:bon. Syabut, Tha:but Dabla. 
Pholu Dabla, Grandfather Dubla, H!sye Phola Dabla, 
~ o s y e  Phola Dublo, Rasun~a Dabla. Tha:dun Dabla. 
Kirba Qablu Kui Ma:bon. 
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let us go and smite the ma:, let us go and ... [obscure]!, 
let us go and tame the harming ddcpo, let us go and take (its) 
harming heart 0 Dabla Ma:bon! 

Notes: 

- No information was available on the divinities Alen R w a ,  Da:dar Dolmo here, and Gomosyi Ri:ja. 
Gomen Dolmo, Akam.ba:ri in the next section. Both sections betray some parallels to Tibetan concepts 
of the dwelling house as a microcosmic entity inhabited by certain gods (S., e.g.. Tucci 1970: 207-210, 
and Corlin 1980). 

223: Da:dar D6lmoPa:dan Dolmo < MT da:, 'the main post/pillar' of the dwelling house, also associated 
with the clan god; and dolma, S. p. 56. 

- MT panlep. 'shingle', < Tib. span-leb, 'board', 'slate'. 
- OT dalinldalen (< ? Tib. gral-ma, 'rafter'), rendered by 'beam', probably 'rafter' (= MT dalin < N. 

dalin). 
- OT syi:, 'four', possibly a metonymic allusion to the four corners delineating the house as a totality. 

The "four beams" are also reminiscent of the Tibetan house with its four horizontal beams supporting 
the ceiling, which run to the four corners and rest on the central pillar, as reported by Corlin (1980: 
87). 

- OT dunma < Tib. gdun-ma, 'beam', possibly with reference to the beams supporting the rafters on the 
ceiling. 

- yoi < OT *yo/yu: < Tib. gyu, 'turquoise'. 
- tembai la. 'tutelary god of a clan', ? < Tib. brten-pa'i Iha, lit. 'the supporting god'. Cf. Hofer 1981: 14. 

The clan god is also called dimgi la, lit. 'god of the house'. 
- Jyanjyen Marbo Dabla Ma:bon, the name of the clan god of the client, i.e., of the head of the patient's 

household, actually. The god of the bmbo ' s  own clan (line 225) is another (manifestation of) Dabla. The 
term dabla, deriving from Tib. dgra-lhaldgra-bla/sgra-bla, denotes a particular class of fierce divinities 
associated with mountains and hunting, cf. Hofer 1981: 15, 125. (For a recent discussion of the Tibetan 
dgra-lha/dgra-bla cf. Gibson 1985). 

- Syabut ... , the epithets of Dabla. syabut, lit. 'sacrificial share of meat'; tha:but, lit. 'sacrificial share of 
blood', cf. 98.922 note; h/sye and nbsye, cf. 18.159; dabla khi ma:bon (< Tib. dgra-lha dgu'i dmag-dpon, 
lit. 'commander of the ninelmany dgra-lhas) was explained by the informants as an epithet referring 
either to the nine (ku) manifestations or to the nine hairlocks ("pigtails") of Dabla. 

225: Phola ? < Tib. pho-lha, lit. 'male god', cf. p. 6336; a clue for any link with the phola stones (pp. 62-63) 
could not be found. On the epithets of Dabla cf. also p. 284. 

- Rasuwa < N. Rasuwl, the name of a settlement on the Nepal-Tibet border, said to be the residence of 
a particularly powerful Dabla. 

- Kirba < MT kirba (< Tib. khyir-ra). 'hunting'. 
- Tha:dun, cf. 18.166 note. 
226: ma: (< Tib. dmag, 'army'), most probably with reference to the 'host' of gods of the "wild hunter" type, 

such as the &kpos, S. below; gyabla kuini, 'let us go and smite!', < OT gyibla kuiba, the intensive form 
of *gyappa, 'to smite', according to the informants. It cannot be excluded, however, that "ma: gyippa" 
< Tib. dmag rgyag-pa, 'to wage war' (Jaschke 1949: 421). Cf. also 87.740, and p. 35. 

- pi.d/na yin ..., obscure. 
- ne:b(a)i < iie:ba (< Tib. Aes-pa). 'to cause harm', 'to do evil', 'to be at fault', S. also Aendap in 9.102 

note. 
- dakpo, 'ferocious'. 'fierce' (1 1.126 note), here as the name of a class of "wild hunters", overlapping 

with the class of the dablas, cf. Hofer 198 1 : 124- 125. 
- OT tinso = MT tin, 'heart', according to the informants. Hence, nomba, lit. 'to take', here perhaps 'to 

devour' or 'to tear out'. 
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chya:.jalo!, 
mrhbgi la Gomosyi: RB:ja, sai la Temba Cunne, nhmgi la Gomen 

D6lm0, do la Dobon Chyembo Akam.ba:ri n@ri 
kedah sali dunma, ro.dunmai le:dap sonfii!, 

da:mola chalam salba. bularn salba, syabla tkwa salba, 
pilila melun salba, tinla tkwa, rnendo, che.&rsyin, diya 
iiamba salbai, 
lundan biyba, lundah keppa, 
da:moi nbgyal chebi ro.duiunai le:dap, 

230 neggi charnjo, *gi chamjo sonba(i), ha-a-a-a-a-a-a-a, 
1e:dap sofi i ,  cyoldap s o ~ i !  

br6:ri do:na cima cu:ba. chyun do:na samba duppa(i) 
kedah sali dunma. 
Phamoi 1e:dap sonfii le! 

Hail!, 
0 god of the door, Gomosyi: Rd:ja, god of thejloor (earth) Temba 

Cunne, god of the ceiling (sky). Gormen Ddlmo, 
courtyard-god, .Dobon Chyembo Akam.ba:ri, 
let us go and ensure support for the kedan sali-beam, the 
life-beam in [the courtyard]!, 

support (for) healing the mistress's great-grandchildren (?), healing 
(her) grandchildren (?), healing the centre of (her) legs [sic], 
healing the jlame in (her) knees, healing the centre of 
(her) heart, (her) jlower, lge-pole, respiration (?) (when) 
injured, 
(support for) making (her) respiration (?) expand, 
for giving birth to (her) respiration (?), 
(support) for the life-beam which makes the mistress's 
arrogance grow, 

230 let us go and ensure the support, let us go and ensure the 
guardianship (which) bind the illness, bind the epidemic!, 
ha-a-a-a-a-a-a-a, 

(the support by means of) the kedah sali-beam (which) 
provides steps when arriving at the steep slope, 
provides a bridge nlhen arriving at the water (river). 
Let us go and ensure the support of (you 0)  Phamo! 

Notes: 

228: Gomosyi: Ra:ja, gomosyi: ? c Tib. sgo-mo bii, l i t .  'four gates', with reference to the four gates of a 
building? + ra:ja < N. rajS. 'king'. On the Tibetan sgo-lha. who is believed to increase one's wealth, cf. 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 333. 

- sai < sa which in the colloquial language means both, 'earth' and 'floor'. 
- Temba Cudne < Tib. brtan-pa btu-gfiis, the 'twelve earth goddesses', who are the protectors of Tibet 

(cf., e.g.,  Houston 1974: 212 f.; and Macdonald and Dvags-po Rin-po-che 1981: 263). 
- MT nam. l i t .  'sky'. 'rain'. 
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- MT do, 'courtyard'. The text has "do law, instead of the more frequent "doi law. 'god of the courtyard'. 
- W h n  Chyem h..., obviously identical with the dwarf "stone-Wmbo" (dobon) in 12.129. (Notice the 

paronomastic linkage between OT do. 'stone', as in d~bon,  and MT do, 'courtyard'). The passage runs in 
literal rendering: 'in the courtyard-god Dobon Chyembo Akam.ba:ri'. The gods of the door, floor/earth 
and the courtyard are invoked (and apostrophized as phamo), since the pa:sam tree (kedan), symbolizing 
the patient's life-treellife-beam (ro.dunma), is usually planted in a hole near the entrance of the clientss 
house (pp. 243 ff.). 

- kedah, the name of a non-identified high-altitude tree which was used in former times as a pa:sam; now 
replaced by the chestnut tree, MT tehsyin, Castanopsis hystrix or Castanopsis tribuloides. 

- sali (< ?) is frequently added to names of animals and plants. S. 53.437 note. 
- "kedah ... duhma, ro.duhmaW, the apposition stresses the identity between the pa:sam tree to be planted 

in the courtyard and the patient's life-beam. 
229: chalam. .. luhdah, cf. 10.1 18 and 12.13 1 note. 
- sygbla < MT syab, 'leg'. 
- "... tihla tewa, mendo...", lit. '...the centre of the heart, the flower...'. Here the latter appears to refer 

to the 'life-flower' or the '(womb-)flower' or both. Yet elsewhere the text also has a "tinla mendo" 
= 'flower of/in the heart', the name of a white spot of connective tissue on the outer surface of the 
heart. Cf. 43.355, 53.443, 79.641; and 84.697 note on "mendoi chercher". 

230: neggi < OT ned (< Tib. nad), 'illness'; r/ngi < OT r/n (< Tib. rims), 'epidemy'. 
231 : bra:ri ... duppa, cf. 24.213. 

chya:.jalo!, 
Bhokteni y q  dola [recte: phola] ne:bi yulgi syibda-nk:da, 

mar dola ne:bi yulgi syjbda-ni:da, 
kebam gyagar mendu kuri keba, 
dinbam Syaranjo n@ri d!nba, 
thunbam Kalliri G6mbori thunnem, 
djnbam sa rkkki lumbu kuri djnba, 
chya:bam Bhokteni d6nbo chyembo, do.cha:jo, do.ragrog 
nanri chya:bai yulgi sylbda-n&:da, La WMgu, 
La Gyabjyen Norbu, 
sa ne:bi syjbda, do ne:bi sylbda, sai tewa mathu:go, namgi 
kiwa mathu:go!, 

sa ne:bi sy!bda, do ne:bi syjbda, sanrap iiembu syukhajyi. 
235 Mahiikalika, Mahalutra Dewi, Bura:.syitta Ma:deo, K a i  Nag, Bramha 

Nag, Bisnu NSg, DBmdar Deurali. Garura, Bura:.syitta Ma:deo, 
sanrap iiembu syuiii le! ... 

Hail!, 
0 sy!bda-nk:da of the area, who dwells in the upper part. 

syjbda-ne:da of the area, who dwells in the lower part of 
Bhokteni. (who), 
as to birth, was born in India's nine wombs ( r ) ,  (who), 
as to soaring, sours in Syaranjo, (who), 
as to origin, originated in Kalliri Gdmbo, (who). 
as to snaring, soars in the nine whole worlds. 
syjbda-nkda c$ the area, who. 
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as to residence, resides in the great tree, the rocky place, 
the place f i l l  of boulders (within the area of) Bhokteni, 
(and whose name is) La Wdhgu, La Gydhjyen Nbrhu, 
0 sy/bda who dwells in the earth (soil), syjbda who dwells in 
the stone, 
do not disturb the centre of the earth, do not disturb the 
klwa (=?) of the sky!, 

0 syjbda who dwells in the earth, syjbda who dwells in the stone, 
( I )  have come to ask (you) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation. 

235 0 Mahcfkalih, Mahalutra Dewi, Bura:.syitta Ma:deo, Kdli Ndg, 
Bramha Nag, Bisnu Nag, Ddmdar Deurali, Garura, 
Bura:.syitra Ma:deo, 

let us go and ask (you) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation! 

Notes: 

233: O T  (yar) phola < Tib. phu-la. 'in the upper part'. 
- OT (mar) dola < Tib. mdo-la, 'in the lower part'. 
- OT yul (< Tib. yul), 'area', 'country'. 
- MT syibda-ne:da (< Tib. gii-bdag gnas-bdag, lit. 'lord of the soil of the place') is the collective name 

of the divinities believed to be the owners and guardians of the village territory, especially of the soil, cf. 
Hofer 198 1: 12-14, also Toffin 1987 for a comparative analysis. 

- kebam ... kuri dinba, another typical example of an emblematic periphrasis (S. pp. 286 ff.) wherein 
thunnem erroneously for rhunba, as it seems. 

- gyagar mendu, cf. 22.197. 

- Syaranjo = Si racok ,  a village near Gorkhl. Kalliri = Jhakalleri, a village on the left bank of the 
Trisuli river. These two villages were vaguely identified as the places of origin of two Gurung persons 
who, after their deaths, "joined" the syjbda-nt:da divinities to form a "union" (chyibda, cf. 17.155) with 
them. 

- Gombori ? < MT gombo (< Tib. dgon-pa, 'hermitage'. 'monastery'), '(Buddhist) sanctuary' (chapel. 
stupa, mani wall, etc.). Other texts have "Kalliri pe:maW or "Kalliri komburu", instead of "Kalliri 
G6mbori". 

- sa rekki lumbu kuri, 'in the nine whole worlds' (sic!), < dkki  lumbu, cf. 15.139 note. 
- OT dg.cha:jo and do.ragrog, for places covered with rocks and large boulders, as in river gorges or 

moraines (there is no such place near Bhokteni). 

- La Wangu/La WMbo and La Cyhbjyen, two of the many names of the syjbda-nkda: La WMgWWBnbo 
? < Tib. Iha'i dbah-po, 'the lord of gods (Indra)'. 

- sai tewa, 'the centre of the earth/world', < Tib. sa-yi Ite-ba, 'the centre/navel of the empire' (cf. Jischke 
1949: 2 18, Das 1970: 971. Stein 1962: 170 ff.; and "tida ttwa" in 10.1 18 above). 

- namgi kawa < Tib. gnam-gyi ka-ba, 'the pillar of the sky' (axis mundi), with reference to sacred 
mountains. the yul-lha and gii-bdag, etc. (cf. Stein 1962: 170 ff.). For the Tamang informants, the word 
khwa in the present context did not make sense at all. 

- mathu:go O T  !hu:ba < Tib. 'khrug-pa. 'to be disturbed'; S. also "machyu:go" in 32.261 below. 

234: sanrap nembu syukhajyi. tentatively rendered by 'I have come (MT khajyi) to ask (OT syu-1 you 
to listen to the incense-recitation', in that the informants interpreted A p b u  as an OT etymon of MT 
iiemba, 'to listen', 'to hear'. Yet since OT syuba < Tib iu-ba. 'to request'. 'to communicate respectfully'. 
and since O T  fiqmbu probably = Tib. sfian-pahan-po. 'well-sounding' (Jaschke 1949: 196 f.), the phrase 
might read: 'I have come to beg to present you a well-sounding incense-recitation'. Cf. also line 236 
below. 

235: Mahakalika.. . Ma:deo. Hindu divinities whose cult places are situated on a crest above Bhokteni. 
Mahalutra = ? M a h h d r l  (Durgti). B"ra:.syitta. a frequent epithet of Ma:deo = Mahadew in some 
Tamang ritual texts, ? < N. buyha. lit. 'old', + N. siddha, cf. 18.166 note and 2.31 note. Kali Nag 
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? < KIli ~ a ~ i n i ,  the wife of the king of the nagas. Dlm(o1dsr DeurPli, with refer- to r cult 
place of MahAew on the p+ (deufili) above Bhokteni. which is said to have kcn e m w  by 
famous statesman Damodar P*; in some other texts, the same cult place is referred to as "Modar 
Mahgdew". 

- Garura = Garu@a, the mythic bird-vehicle of Visnu, possibly with refe~nce to a cult place of the 
latter. 

In continuing the sanrap and repeating, again and again, the greeting formula chya:.jalo, the 
b m b o  now turns, first, to the area to the northeast and northwest of Bhokteni. His itinerary1 is 
as follows: 

0 Ganes Him51 

W - E  r i d g e  

Br6:di pbdurl 

W - E  r i d g e  

Bhokteni 

e foot path to GorkhH foor path to Trisuli Baj& 3 

KSli Nsg at Bydru Syon (R) 
Near CautSrH (ST); no specific cult place, no regular worship. 

Dupcyo-Menjyo Phamo. Pharno Cyansyar Larno, Karyul Jyomo of Lapsyire (UN) 
Lapsyire = a former pasture ground E of CautaH (ST). 
Dupcyo-Menjyo (Tib. sgrub-Chu, 'holy spring'. + sman-fhu, 'medicine-water') Pharno is 
believed to provide the holy water of a spring at which an annual fair with the participation 
of a few Tamang b~mbos takes place at Migh S-ti. The goddesses Cyhsyar Lam0 and 
Karyul Jyomo (Tib. Iha-mo and io-mo, respectively) are believed to control the area around 
the spring. NI. 

I Abbreviations: DIV = divinity; LK = lake; n. = name; NI = no information available; PK = mountain 
peak; R = river; ST = settlement (village); UN = uninhabited (meadow. bush, forest, slope, hill spur, 
etc.). 
Names in quotation marks render the spelling as followed by the maps of the Survey of India. 
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Syitta Ma:deo, lndar Dewi, Gorkha K2liki of Caut2ri (ST) 
Siddha Mahiidew, Indar (= Indra) Dewi, Gorkhii Kiiliks each having separate cult places (N. 
t h h )  within the village; Gorkha KBlikH is chiefly worshipped by ex-Gurkha soldiers. 

The kharda-chobdo of Lhyun (UN) 
Lhyun (< MT lu NUR + yunba, 'stone') = n. of a place between Semdon and pbdun (ST~),  
with a stone boulder inhabited by a lu which is worshipped irregularly, i.e., when believed to 
have caused a particular type of skin efflorescence. Cf. 4.50 and 91.820 notes. 

La Kundu Sanbo, La Megdun Remo of Jondali (UN) 
Names of the sylbda-nt:da of this place above pbdun (ST); Kundu S@bo < Tib. kun-tu 
b z ~ - p o .  'the Primordial Buddha'. 

240 Lima Khilden Dakpo, Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, Phamo Desum Sarige, Pharno C a ~ i  Jyomo 
of Phoni Dapcon J o  (PK) 

These three divinities are said to have their residence (chya:bi gla:) in the ruins of a building 
on the peak to the NW of CautLa (ST). Tradition has it that the building was the palace of a 
legendary king of the Wiiba clan (although it rather looks like a hermitage). Lima Khilden 
Dlcpo (NI). Syelgar Jyomo = n. of a goddess who resides in whitish, marble-like stones on 
slopes and peaks (cf. Tib. Sel-dkar, 'crystal', 'glass'); Catiri Jyomo is the name of one of the 
(two) clan gods of the Waiba clan. Desum Satige (< Tib. dus-gsum sans-rgyas, 'the Buddhas 
of the three times') (NI); elsewhere occurring as an epithet of Urgyen Pe:ma (S. 87.736). 

Yapden-yupgi Da:mo, Chyu Geppu-Gemo of Do Alijyo (UN) 
Yapden-yupgi was rendered by 'male-with-female', hence < Tib. yab + yum, 'father' + 
'mother', respectively; probably with reference to the couple of Chyu Geppu-Gemo (S. 
19.175). 

C y ~ s y a r  Lamo of G6mbo Gan (UN) 
G6mbo G@ = n. of a hill spur below pbdun (ST), with a mine, i.e., a chorten-shaped 
memorial erected in memory of a lama (and referred to as g6mb0, cf. 28.233 note on Kalliri 
G6mbo). Cyatisyar Lamo (DIV, NI). 

KBli Nag (DIV, NI) of 'lilijyet (UN) 
Near pbdun (ST). 

the syibda-nt:da of Phlanjyet (UN) 
Near pbdun. 

Sariga Ma:deo [Mahadew] of Byurudun (UN) 
Near pbdun. Satiga < sankha ( S W a ) .  'conch shell', which is blown by a Brahmin priest 
during the (regular) worship, according to the informants. 

Mandili (Maqdali?) of Kolo Syon (R) 
NI. Near Bra:di ("Dharadhiri") (ST) 

KdikB Dewi of Bhadre (UN) 
NI. Near Bra:di ("DhBrBdhiri") 

Kanne (Kanya) Nag of Takpa Syon (R) 
NI. Near Bra:di ("DhPadhiri") 

Syki Khnne Ma:deo of Guinsa (UN) 
Sri (S;) Kanya Mahadew, with reference to the female consort of Mahadew? Guinsa = n. of 
a place near Bra:di. 

Yajyo-Gai?iyo, Dupcyo-Menjyo, Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, Phamo Cyansyar Lamo of MS.budu 
(and) Thala Gan (UN) 

Yajyo ... Lamo = names of the divinity said to control the area of the hill spur called Thala can. 
The water of a spring is regarded as holy water (dupcyi). Annual fair with the participation 
of Tamang bombos. 

The bombo now "jumps" to the sacred lakes and peaks in the Ganes Himal. Latigpng and 
~osBikund massifs: 
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Syar ~ e m a  Karsan D6lmo (DIV, PK) 
As can be inferred from other texts. it  is also the name of the female consort of the guardian 
divinity of the East (MT syar), namely Dorjye Semba (Tib. rdo-rje scms-dpa'). 

Laran-LurunLahrah-Lumn (DIV, PK) 
The well-known "LSngEing Lirung" peak, N of the m g m g  Valley. 

Cye:na Chirin (DIV) 

NI. Also the n. of a peak? 
god of the north Jyiyijyen M v b o  

Jy@jyen Mqbo is the clan god of the Mqnba clan (d. 26.223 note. and Htifer 1981: 14. 
144). The guardian divinity of the North is otherwise Jyafi Dqyari Dliba, S. 35.273 below. 

god of the south Lapsah Karbo (DIV, PK) 

Lapsah Karbo as a peak = ? ManHslu or Bauddha. The guardian divinity of the South is 
otherwise Lo Rjnjyen Ku or Lo Rjnjyen Jyyine, S. 35.273. 

Nup Nhwa Mkuhunga Ra:ja (DIV) 

Apparently a contraction of two names, namely (a) Nup Nawa Thh:ye. the guardian divinity 
of the West (nup) (S. 35.273). and (b) Mhuhunga Rh:ja. Mhuhuiga is said to be the n. of 
a ridge near GorkhH, hence = ? "Mhungkot" peak at the confluence of the Seti and Mdi  
rivers. Ra:ja C N. riijH, 'king'. 

245 Rosyan Ma:gi Gyalbo (PK, DIV) 

NI. OT gyllbo, 'king'. 
Gyib Thaldon (DIV, PK) 

NI. 
Dorjye b : b a  (PK, DIV) 

A peak of the Ganes HimHI. according to the informants. 
Paldor Jo (PK. DIV) 

The "PHldor" peak in the Ganes HimH1. 
Byhndal (LK) 

The "Bridhg Kund" in the headwater area of the h u  KholH, or the "KHIo Pokhri" behind 
the "PHldor" peak? In other texts, Byhida or Phyanga where the word seems to 
stand for 'upland'. 

Ma:bon (DIV) of Yapden-yup (PK) and Gelun Sbm (PK), Phamo G@ser (DIV), Phamo Hoser 
(DIV), Mbme n a : g i  N6rbu (DIV) of K d i  Raha and Seto Raha (LKs) 

KAi Raha and Seto Raha are said to be two lakes in the headwater area of the h u  KholH, 
hence = "KHloseto Raha" ? 

Ma:bon (DlV) of Cho:na Ge: (LK?), G y i  R*syih [Ma:bon], G@ Rura Ma:bon ( D N )  of 
Khyunkhyun Jo-Syjbon Jo 

These gods are particularly fierce and powerful helpers of the bombo. (Cho:na Ge:i Ma:bon = 
? Cho:na G=: Ma:bon in 43.328. and Cho:na Ge:i D&po-in 87.736). K h y u ~ y u n  Jo-Syjbon 
Jo = n. of one single peak in the headwater area of the Akhu KholH (?). 

Here the enumeration of names is interrupted by: 

247 ha:y, G6ru Gorkhai Ma:bon Phamoi 1agah salfii, ne: goma phefii, sergi 
goma pheiii, siyigi goma pheiii!. 

Be:yul Honga Rh:ja, Be:yul Honga Ra:fii Phamoi lhgan salfii! 

247 ha:y, let us go and find the abode of (you 0) Phamo Guru Ma:bon of 
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Gorkhtj, let us go and get at the ne: goma (?), let us go and get 
at the golden goma, let us go and get at the copper goma!, 

let us go andfind the abode of (you 0) Be:yul Hohga Ra:ja, Be:yul 
Honga Rd:iii! 

Notes: 

247: Cqrkhai Ma:bon = GorakhnZth with his famous sanctuary at GorkhI. 
- ne: ggma MT ne: (? < Tib gnas), 'the other world', 'the world beyond'; goma ? < Tib. sgo-mo, 'gate', 

obviously with reference to the gate of the Other World = the h:yul. 
248: Bq:yul < &:yul (< Tib. sbas-yul, lit. 'the secret country'), is what I have attempted to render by 

'mythic-mystic country',cf. also pp. 29-31. MT lai yul, lit. 'the region of the gods', is a synonym of 
&:yul. Here the term k:yul  might refer to the GorakhnBth sanctuary "hidden" in a cave. 

- Ho6ga R6:jalRh:ni (Hobga KingIQueen) = ? GorakhnZth and his Sakti. MankMnH Dewi (cf. Unbescheid 
1980: 35-45, 57, 183; also Gutschow 1985). 

M h e n  Dolmo, Doman KGi Da:mo, L h a  Kudan S-10, Phamo Jyawa Jyunne (DIVs) of 
Phyuguri M h e n  Jo (PK) 

Elsewhere (S. below), Lima Kudan S@mo is replaced by Kudun Gyilmo. - 
Jyawa Jyunne, erroneously for Pho Jyawa Singi L? (S. below). Phyuguri Jo = 
n. of a peak of the ridge "Tiru Danda" between the Akhu and Mailun rivers. 
The peak is said to be a place of pilgrimage for some Tamang bombos. 

Pho Jyano Singi Lamo [recfe: Pho Jyawa Singi Lamo], Kungar.syi: Da:mo (DIVs) of Gyibna 
J o  Namjo (PK) and ~ b n n a  Jo Phurjo (PK) 

Kungar.syi:, lit. 'four kungar', < kungar, a stone monument erected in memory 
of a bombo (in former times): it consists of a pillar standing on a platform. and 
is different from the rather chorten-shaped memorials (mane) for lamas and 
laymen (S. Hofer 1981: plate 3). - Gyibna ... Phurjo = two peaks, one of them 
behind (gyhbna), and the other one in front of (nbnna), the above-mentioned 
Phyuguri Jo, as the informants explained. Cf. also 91.821 note. 

Mojyo Mengi Da:mo (DIV) of Sinla Sergi Bumba (UN) 
Sinla = the peak "Sangita" of the ridge between the k h u  and Mailun rivers. 
Sergi Bumba, lit. 'golden judvase', here with reference to the pinnacle 
(resembling an inverted water jug) of a kungar memorial. (Usually, a kungar has 
no pinnacle). In some other texts, it is the above-mentioned Pho Jyawa Sitigi 
Lamo who resides in this kungar. 

250 Phamo Sinsin Rh:fii, Jesur Kunda Ra:fii [= Jayiswar Kunda Rani], Phamo Khamja Rh:fii, 
Phamo Norja Dolmo, Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, Phamo Cyansyar Lamo (DIVs) 

These divinities are said to reside in the area around the Jayiswar lake = 
"JBgesor Kunda" in the headwater area of the Mailun KholB. According to a 
bombo informant who went up to this place on pilgrimage, the water gushes in 
jets from a kungar memorial and flows from there into a rather small lake. 
Several informants emphasized that the water of Jayiswar Kunda was considered 
the holy water (dupcyo) sui generis, and that any dirt floating in the water of 
the lake was instantly removed by birds. 

Phamo Y&ri D6lm0, Kungar.syi: Be:yul Khi Da:mo (DIVs) of Lari GMn (PK) 
NI. Kungar.syi: appears to refer, here again, to a place with four kungar 
memorials (cf. above). Be:yul Kui Da:mo, 'Mistress of the nine mythic-mystic 
countries'. As already stated, the whole region of the Himalayan peaks and lakes, 
along with the Tibetan plateau behind them, js regarded as b:yul. - L+ri Ganri 
= n. of a ridge in the headwater area of the Akhu KholI, cf. also p. 246. 
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Khelari Ma:bon, Dalan Ma:bon (DIV) of Ronga (UN) 
Two particularly powerful ma:bons. On the terms khelan and @Id S. 
85.712-714. Ronga (= "Ronga Bhanjybg"), n. of a steep 
rocky slope near the confluence of the Bhote Kosi and the Lahgmg Khola. 

Ma:bon of Syirka:li (PK), Ma:bon of Sykdola (PK), Ma:bon of Syhila Jo (PK), Ma:bon of 

Kudi.j6n (ST) 
These peaks were located in what the informants called Tibet (N. Bho!). 
Kudi.j6n = ? N. Kuti = KodG = "Nyalam Dzong". 

Mime  n a : y a l  D e p o ,  Mime  Choyal D&po of Yahgar.j6n (ST) 
These two names are said to be epithets of the clan god of the Dimdun clan the 
ancestors of which immigrated, according to a myth, from YaAgar.j6n. 
Yangar.j6n = ? "Yangra Kharka" in the upper valley of the "Chilime Khol$' 
(Ganes HimHI). 

Kunda, Dudhi Kunda, Issur Kun*, MahHdew Kunda. Sarasoti Kun*, Bhairu" Kunda 
These lakes of the ~osiiikund massif - an important Hindu place of pilgrimage. 
for K%npha@ ascetics in particular - are revered by hmbos among both the 
Western and Eastern Tamang (cf., e.g., Unbescheid 1980: 49-53, Macdonald 
1975: 297-308, and Jest 1966). Issur = Iswar (isvara); Sarasoti = Saraswati 
(~arasvad). 

Mime  Lasyin Dabla, Mam Kudun Gyilmo, G h . c e n g i  Ma:bon, Guru.cengi D&po, Yap Do rjye, 
Yup Dorjye (DIVs) 

Mkme (grandfather) Lasyin is the deified ghost of a hunter who, after his death, 
became associated with dablas and dtkpos, the hunter divinities par excellence 
(cf. 26.223 note and 26.226 note). Mam (grandmother) Kudun Gyhlrno is 
Lasyin's wife. The story of this couple is told in more detail in 85.707-718. 
Guru.cengi Ma:bon ... Yup Dorjye, cf. 85.714. 

Ma:bon of Yangar.jon 
The same as Mkme pa:yal ... D&po above. 

Syabut Dabla, p a : b u t  Dabla, Hjsye Dabla, ~ b s ~ e  Dabla, Dabla Kiii Ma:bon (DIV) of ~ o l a  
Briyige (UN) 

Cf. 26.223 above. ~ o l a  ~r@~e/&'olo Bpige, the abode or place of origin of 
Dabla Kii Ma:bon. was located near "Kyirong" in South Tibet (S. also Hofer 
1981: 133-1 38). Bpige ? < "Bhrfige KholH", a tributary of the "Chilime 
Kholi". 

Phaba Cere.syi: (DIV) of Kerun 
Tib. 'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs. the Bodhisattva ~ r y a  Avalokiteivara with his 
famous temple in "Kyirong" (Tib. skyid-gron). 

There follows a list of holy places, mainly monasteries and/or sanctuaries (gdmbo), in South 
Tibet. According to the informants, the word gdmbo in these names refers to both the 'sanctuary' 
(< Tib. dgon-pa) and the divinity (< Tib, mgon-po) of the same sanctuary (cf. p. 193): 

255 Sybjon Gombo, Nupjon G6mbo NI. 
Dagar Pambar G6mbo 

Dagar = ? "Dragkar Taso", a monastery to the north of "Kyirong"; Pambar = ? 
"Pambar/Palbitr", near the holy mountain of "Ribo Palbar" (cf. Brauen 1983: 
189: 41. S l ,  respectively). 

Gra:ma Pansyin Gombo 

Pansyin = ? '.Pangshing" on the trade route from "Kyirong" to "Jongkha". 
Chkida-Chondi Gombo 

= ? "Tsongdu". to the NW of "Kyirong". 
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= ? "Lande/Lende0 = n. of the region to the SE of "Kyirong". 
Kukur.ga:r Gombo 

= Kukurghii!, between "Kyirong" and "Jongkha". 
Jbnga G6mbolJonga G6mbo 

= "Jongkha Dzong". 
Lo Dqjyun G6mbo 

NI. In other texts also Lo D ~ a h  G6mbo. 
S h e  Dqda Gombo 

= Uiseme Gdmbo = Tib. dBu'i bSam-yas, cf. pp. 30, 190. 
Pal.hjsye G6mb0, Cinba:ca Gdmbo 

NI. Pal.hjsye G6mbo < Tib. dpal-ye-Ses mgon-po mahgkiila (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 47; cf. also 
"Ijyet G6mbo" in 77.624 and 87.748). 

Cha Bumba Nombi Da:mo 
NI. In 87. below, and according to SB correctly, Cha Bumba Nombi G6mb0, lit. 
'the salt jug-taking g6rnbo'. OT cha (=MT cada), 'salt', was interpreted by the 
informants as a reference to the traditional salt-rice barter between Tibetans and Nepalese prior to 
the Chinese occupation of Tibet. 

RMjyun Wodi 
NI. 

Having "touched" Uiseme G6mb0, which is, in a sense, the very centre of the mythic-mystic 
bg:yul, the b m b o  now reaches the destination of his journey: the lake Cho Mamo, the abode 
of Lasya-Kaliama. 

Myunja Rkfii, Phamo Tulbi Da:mo (of) Cho Myno 
The name Myunja/Yunja figures in some other texts as part of the name of the 
lake, thus Cho Mamo Yunja Chyu Mandal Kh (lit. 'nine lakes'), or as the name of a goddess, 
namely Ama Yunja (Mother Yunja), who is apparently identical 
with Lasya. The epithet Phamo Tulbi Da:mo, lit. 'the phamo-bestowing 
mistress', is obscure. I understand: 'the mistress who assumes her benevolent 
aspect and acts as a tutelary (phamo)', or 'the mistress who assumes her 
benevolent aspect as the one by whose mediation the bombo can obtain the help 
of other divinities' (who are usually apostrophized as "phamo", cf. 8.89 note). S. 
also L i g a  Kh Tulbi Da:mo in line 260 below. 
The name of the lake, Cho M+mo (< Tib. mcho, 'lake'), was tentatively brought 
in connection with the myth of the Fallen Bombo, Dunsur Bon, who had turned 
into an ogress, m+mo (Tib. ma-mo, cf. 43.325-328 note, and pp. 5 9 ,  148). Cho 
M+mo was located "somewhere in Tibet", and since this name often occurs 
together with Palgu Jdn (109.1062. 110.1067). the Cho Mamo of the bombo may 
be identical with the lake "Pelgu TsoWr'Pekhu Tso" of the maps. According to 
Aufschnaiter (Brauen 1983: 52, 188), by contrast, "Pelgu" is the name of a plain 
to the SW of this lake, while the lake itself is also known as "Lam Tso Shim 
Tso". - A Tibetan text quoted by Neumaier (1966: 25 f.), localizes the abode of 
~ e m a 6 ,  the chief ma-mo, in a fortress constructed of human skulls and situated 
near a blue lake in the Northwest. 

260 ... sergi lagan phefii Gyagar Khanda:mo, L a g a  Kh Tulbi Da:mo, 
L h g a  Kb Phebi Da:mo!, 

Guru Phamoda phamoi syabdo cu:jyi, 
Phamo, de:wa machyu:go, dynba machyu:go! 

[Long drumming] 
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phoF!, syot!! 

[Drumming J 

260 ... Let us go and get at the golden divine abode 0 Gyagar KhanQo:mo, 
(0 you) the Mistress-who-bestows-the-nine-divine abodes, 
the Mistress-who-gets-at-the-nine-divine-abodes! 

( I )  have paid phamo-homage to (you 0) Guru Phamo, 
0 Phamo, do not perturb the action (?), do not perturb the 
distinction! 

[Long drumming] 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

260: sergi Iagan, 'golden divine abode', with reference to Lasya's residence, which is at Cho M q o ,  and 
which is also the abode of the Four Primordial Bons, the proto-altar of all human bpmbos (cf. pp. 21-22. 
31). 

- Gyagar Khanda:mo Tib. rgya-gar mkha7-'gro-ma, lit. 'Indian m i n i ' ,  one of Lasya's names (cf. 
pp. 56. 256). 

- LPgab Ku Tulbi Da:mo, lit. 'the mistress who bestows the nine divine abodes', obscure. Obviously 
alluding to Lasya's role as the co-founder of the institution of shamanism. I understand: 'the mistress 
who assumes her benevolent aspect as a guardian of the nine (= all) divine abodes'. 

- Lagan Ku Phebi Da:mo, lit. 'the mistress who gets at the nine divine abodes', obscure. I understand: 
'the mistress who assumes her benevolent aspect as the one with whose help the bpmbo is enabled to 
get at the nine (= all) divine abodes'. 

- Tulbi < MT iulba, 'to bestow', 'to assume/make someone assume the form o f ,  < l ib.  sprul-pa. 'to 
change', 'to transform one's self'. 'to alter by magic'. 'emanation' (S. J k h k e  1949: 336 f.. and D% 
1970: 8 12). 

261: Phamoda phamoi syabdo ..., "phamoi" is a pleonasm here. 
- OT syabdo cu:ba, 'to pay homage', syabdo < Tib. iabs-tog. 'worship', 'service'. 
- de:wa ... machyu:go. S. 9.103 note. 
262: phott, the mantra-syllable to make the result of an act (here the finding of Lasya's a w e )  definitive 

(S. 1.3. note). 
- syott, the mantra-syllable to drive away ghosts and spirits (cf. p. 331). used here in order to "bind" the 

negative aspect of Lasya and to separate it from her benevolent one. I presume. 
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33. - 45. In search of the harmful agent (not mdiba) 

This part of the recitation focusses on the soul (bla) of the patient and elaborates, at first sight, 
on the well-known theme of the "lost soul" as the cause of the trouble. Yet on examining the 
text more closely, the Tarnang bombo's operations turn out to differ from what we know of the 
classical ethnography of shamanism. 

One may first state that if the Tamang bombo undertakes a ritual journey, as was the case 
in the preceding chapter, he does so in search of the gods, rather than in search of the soul. 
Or, if one insists on the term "journey", his search for the soul, then, may be said to require a 
movement more across categories1 than through space. Second, in the text itself, it is not the 
fate of the soul as such which stands in the foreground. Rather, the long enumerations show the 
bombo concentrating his efforts on a double quest starting from, and returning to, the question 
of "which kind of harmful agent might have caused which kind of trouble for the patient?" This 
quest, anticipating a potential plurality of troubles caused by a potential plurality of harmful 
agents, is continued even after that specific ritual act in which the bombo restores the soul to 
the patient (section 41.). Interestingly, the text does not disclose the identity of that particular 
agent from which the soul has been rescued; nor did SR himself comment on it in a talk with 
the  client^.^ All we learn in listening to the text is that "the harmful agent" is summoned to 
come into the altar (section 40.), and then even into the bombo's own body (so that it may 
become tractable) (section 41.). What follows thereafter is made up - again - of enumerations 
of various harmful agents causing various kinds of troubles which the bombo wants to be "dealt 
with" (senkhulba) by certain beings, such as the powerful mountain ma:bons and even the mamo 
ogresses (sections 42.-45.). 

It should be stressed that the term noccyen, 'hannful agent', can refer to any personal or 
impersonal cause of affliction: a superhuman being or an act of black magic or a poison, for 
example. And in the bombo' case at least, the term is an essentially neutral one. That is, it 
depends on the actual context who or what is considered harmful. A god or spirit who turns out 
to be, actually, the harmful agent in question may, on other occasions or even at the same time, 
become a helper, a "tutelary" or a "guru", and vice versa. Thus in section 41., "0 Phamo!", 
lit. '0 Tutelary God!', is meant - flatteringly or in all seriousness - as a term of address 
for that harmful agent which should "unite mouth, unite body" with the bombo. As a rule, 
the h m b o  transcends the (rather broad) exoteric and "popular" distinction between principally 
benevolent and principally evil beings. One may perhaps go as far as to say that a divinity is 
either ambivalent sui generis, like Lasya, the mdis, etc., or-is made ambivalent by the bomb0 
himself, as is the case with the ntanlo ogresses or the dud$. In the former case, the bombo will 
try to separate the benevolent aspect from the evil aspect, while in the latter case he will try to 
appropriate and "convert" that energy which is, in a sense, inherent in the evilness as its very 
driving force. 

1 This is what I shall term "categorical enumeration". in contrast to "itinerary enumerationW.cf. 
pp. 284-285. - As Desjarlais (1989: 291 ff.) stresses, the Nepalese shaman's journey in search of 
the soul is a combination of environmental features and metaphoric images that are icons symbolic 
of human experience of illness and health. It is interesting to note that in the enumerations of the 
Tamang bombo in sections 3 3 . 4 . .  the percentage of such images ("grave", "sky and earth shaking". 
"drooping clouds", etc.) is rather low. What prevails are clusters of names, many of which are too 
abstract or archaic for the patient to be associated with some personal experience. 

2 Generally, unconsciousness (fainting, coma) is attributed to the loss of one's soul. Asked why it was 
necessary to search for the soul of a patient like Najom who had not been troubled by unconsciousness, 
both SR and a lay informant replied spontaneously, 'saying that actually the search for the soul was 
"just for the sake of singing". 

3 On the dud cf. p. 62 and 18.165 note. 
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Dramatic emphases and a portion of empathy, suggestive of a personal commitment to 
for the patient's well-being, prevail in the musical performance. In the first part 

(sections 33.-41.), entire clusters of enumerations, neatly articulated, are recited without the 
usual intemptions by drumming in the intervals between the cola - quite in contrast to the 
second part (sections 42.-45.) in which the text is accompanied by incessant drumming. 

The recitation begins with the invocation of the founders and forefathers of the spiritual 
lineage. 

ho Guru, Mhme Syel Bon, Mtme Nar(u) Bon, Mtme Syaryururi Bon, 
Mam Syilinmo, Mhme RMsyin Bon, Mtme Ta:gur Bon. 
Mtme Baldin Bon, 
sansam s@bai ternrul phekhajyi, iiensam iiembai ternrul 
phekhajyi, 

de:wa machyu:go, dqnba rnachyu:go!, 
265 chya:.jalo! 

ho, 0 Griru, 0 Grandfather Syel Ben, Grandfarher Nar(u) Bon, 
Grandfather Syaryurun Bon, Grandmother Syilinmo, 
Grandfather Ransyin Bon. Grandfarher Ta:gur B y ,  
Grandfather Bdldin Bon , 
if it is a good one, I have come to get at the good omen, 
i f i f  is a bad one, I haw come to ger at the bad omen, 

do nor perturb the action (?), do not perturb the distinction!, 
265 Hail! 

Notes: 

263: Meme Syel Bon ,... BBldi6 Bon, S. 8.93. 
- sansam ..., S. 9.105. 

The bombo then addresses Kaliama, the Divine Mother: 

da:moi bla g q a  khurjyi, ro g q a  khurjyi. mendo gana khurjyi?, 
Phamoi lagah salkhajyi, 

Ij: senbai Djnjyen Phamo, sem kebi Dorjye Lobon, 
tha:gi l!: [sic] senbai Dinjyen Phamo, 
bu:gi 1j: [sic] senbai D-injyen Phamo, 

kha keba, l!: keba, so keba, ro keba, mendo keba, che.dqyin keba, 
lundan bvba, l u n d ~  keppi Dinjyen Phamo! 

ho-O-O-0-0-0-0 Guru!, 
270 da:mo(da) nawai b ~ d o  jyunmu, chhwai bvdo jyunmu. 
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yy-a syelne jyunrnu, rnFa syelne jyunmu, 
khokpai d q i  jyutimu, thbmdom-nri jyunmu ..., 

[Repetition of 10.1 18- 12 l] 

... da:mo mi. 
da:mo(da)m syai serne jyunrnu, tha:gi seme jyunrnu, 

kahbai serne jyuiunu, lakpai serne jyunmu, 
chye:ne-wabne jyunmu, da:moda. 

Where has the mistress's soul been carried off to, where has (her) 
life-principle been carried off to, where has (her) flower 
been carried off to?, 
( I )  have come to find the divine abode of (you 0) Phamo, 

0 Dlnjyen Phamo who makes the body, 0 Dorjye Lobon of whom the 
spirit is born, 
Djnjyen Phamo who makes the body of the blood [sic], 
Dinjyen Phamo who makes the body of the breath [sic], 

Dlnjyen Phamo (of whom) the mouth (speech) is born, (of whom) 
the body is born, the vital principle is born, 
the life-principle is born, the flower is born, 
the life-pole is born, (who) makes the respiration (?) 
expand, who gives birth to the respiration (?)! 

ho-o-o-0-0-0-0, 0 Gliru!, 
the mistress appears to have been befallen by a state of illness, 

appears to have been befallen by a state of pain, 
appears to have been befallen by a "rinsing-up" , 
appears to have been befallen by a "rinsing-down" , 
appears to have been befallen by a magic arrow (causing an 
illness) of the interior of the body, 
appears to have been befallen by thbmdom-riri ... 

[Repetition] 

... the mistress. 
The mistress appears to have been befallen by a disease of the flesh, 

appears to have been befallen by a disease of the blood, 
appears to have been befallen by a disease of the feet, 
appears to have been befallen by a disease of the hands, 
appears to have been befallen by tearing pain and burning pain, 
the mistress. 

Notes: 

266: MT bla (< Tib. bla). 'soul'. 
- OT gana occurs together with its MT synonym khina. 'where', 'where to'. 
- khurjyi < OT khurba, 'to carry', 'to carry away'. cf. also pp. 27 ff. 
- salkhajyi < salba, cf. pp. 26 f. 
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267: Dorjye Lobon, here the bpmbo's own guru glorified as a kind of Divine Father to provide Killlama 
with a male counterpart, as it seems. Cf. also 9.100 note. 

267-268: l/: ... lundad,cf. 10.1 18 notes, and 13.133 notes. 
270: nawai bardo ..., yara... syelne, cf. 9.107 and 9.1 15-1 16 notes and p. 296. 
- OT khokpai dani MT khokpa (< Tib. khog), 'the interior of the body' (hon.). also 'diarrhoea', + 

OT d-+ni/diini. The latter was derived from G, the 'magic projectile' (cf. 9.102 note), and explained 
as the 'focus of the illness', which tends to form where the magic projectile gets stuck in h e  victim's 
body. 

- thbmdom-r/ri, cf. 9.1 17 note. 
271: OT q r n e ,  'disease', < Tib. gzer-ba, 'pain', + nad, 'disease'. Cf. also MT sqrba-gumba. 'arrhritis', 

'rheumatism'. 
- chye:ne-wabne < MT chye:ba, 'to ache with a tearing sensation', + MT wippa, 'to ache with a burning 

sensation'. 
- "dg:mo(da)m ... jyunmu da:modaW, the repetition of "da:moW as an epiphrasis may also be interpreted 

as a deictic construction conveying the sense: 'as to the mistress, she appears to have been befallen...'. 

noccyen damla ta:iii, noccyen chyibda brdliii, noccyen saliii le!, 
sa g y h j y e  saliii, nim bqkap yinle saliii!, 

Nup Niwa Tha:ye nyile saliii!, 
Lo Rjnjyen Khle saki!, 
Jyyi Doyan nyile saliii!, 
Ui  Nanbar n@e sabii!, 
Syar Dorjye Semba nqile saliG!, 

debge kiii Phamo, Phamo chya:.j@o! 
275 kha iiammu, I!: i i q m u ,  so iiamrnu, ro i i v u ,  bu: i i v u ,  

mendo iiynmu da:mola. 

Let US go and magically jix the harmful agent!. 
let us go and break up the union (of) the harmful agents!, 
let us go and f ind the harmfil agent!, 

let us go and find it (by starting?) from the earth!, 
let us go and f ind it in the atmosphere!, 
let us go and find i t  in (the corner dominated by) 
Nup Nanla Thh:ye!, 
let us go and find it in (the corner dominated by) 
Lo  R!njyen Ku!, 
let us go and find it in (rhe corner dominated by) 
Jyan Doyan!, 
let us go and find i t  in (the corner dominated by) 
Ui Nanhar!, 
let us go and find i t  in (the corner dominated by) 
Syar Dorjye Semba!, 

0 Phamo of the nine multitudes, 0 Phamo hail! 
275 The mouth appears to be injured, the body appears to be injured. 

the viral principle appears to be injured, the [$c-principle 
appears to be injured, the breath appearby to be injured, 
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theflower appears to be injured, of the mistress [sic]. 

Notes: 

272: noccyen(gi) ... brhlni, cf. 17.155. 
273: Nup Nhwa Tha:ye, the guardian divinity of the west, < Tib. nub, 'west'. + (sahs-rgyas) snd-ba 

mtha'-yas = the Buddha AmitFibha. 
- Lo Rinjyen Ku, alias Lo Rjnjyen Jyynne, the guardian divinity of the south, < Tib. Iho, 'south', + 

(sairs-rgyas) rin-then 'byun-gnas = the Buddha Ratnasarnbhava. 
- Jyad Dgyah, alias Jyiyi Dqyan Dliba, the guardian divinity of the north, < Tib. byah, 'north', + 

(sans-rgyas) don-yod sgrub-pa = the Buddha Amoghasiddhi. 
- Ui Nadbar, alia.. Ui Naiibar Nanjye, the guardian divinity of the zenith. < Tib. dbus, 'centre', + 

(sans-rgyas) mam-par snah-mjad = the Buddha Vairocana. 
- Syar Dorjye Semba, the guardian divinity of the east, < Tib. Sar. 'east', + (sans-rgyas) rdo-Ge serns-dpa' 

= the Buddha Vajrasattva. - On further names of divinities associated with the four corners cf. also section 
30. 

274: debge kui phamo, 'the tutelary of the nine multitudes' (cf. 16.142 note), here with reference to 
Lasya-Kaliarna, the Divine Mother, or just as a term of address for all divinities whom the bmbo is 
approaching? 

255: kha ... nammu, S. 10.1 18 note. 

276 [da:moi bla] khansai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
syjnsai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
mj: tharnai kuldap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
mj: tharnai iiendap gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
yara khyugpai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
m q a  khyugpai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
ta:dan surbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
pha:dan surbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
sadah.sb:i kuldap gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
sadan.sb:i iiendap gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
yara khyugpai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 
rnara khyugpai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
yarlamdai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
marlarndai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 

da:mola bla khana khurjyi, ro khana khurjyi, rnendo khhna khurjyi?, 
chalam iiamba - saliii!, bulatn iiamba - saliii! 

276 Has [the soul of  the mistress] been carried off to the place 
(of) a harmful agent (nlhich inhabits the sphere) of the 
homestead?, 
has it heen carried qff to the place (of) a harmful agent 
(which inhabits the sphere) of the fields?, 
has it been carried ofS to the place (of) the magic arrow of 
a malevolent human?, 
has it heen carried ofS to the place (of) the harming charm c$ 

a malevolent humun?. 
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has it been carried off to the place (of)  a h a r e 1  agent 
which roams above?, 
has it been carried off  to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which roams below?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmficl agent 
which roars with (like) the leopard?, 
has it been carried off  to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which roars with (like) the wild boar?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the magic arrow 
(made) of the sadahso: (wood)?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the harming charm 
(conveyed by means of the magic arrow made) of the sadati.sb: 
(wood)?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which roams above?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which roams below?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent of 
the upper crossroads?. 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmfitl agent of 
the lower crossroads?, 

where has the mistress's soul been carried off to, where has (her) 
life-principle been carried off to, where has (her) flower been 
carried off  to?, 

the great-grandchildren (?) are injured - let us go and heal (them)!, 
the grandchildren (?) are injured - let us go and heal (them)! 

Notes: 

276: noccyen gla:ri, instead of "noccyengi gla:ri", 'to the place of a harmful agent'. The present section, 
along with the following ones, is a fine example of the combinatory technique which uses different text 
modules as substitution frames to be filled in with some "actual" content, cf. pp. 307 ff. 

- OT m/: thama, 'malevolent human', < Tib. mi, 'man', + tha-ma, 'last'. 'vile'. 
- yara khyugpai ... marlamdai noccyen, S. 11.125. 
278: chalam, bulam, S. 12.13 1. 

- salni, the verb salba means here 'to heal', in contrast to, e.g., 35.272-273 and 37.280 where i t  occurs 
with the meanings 'to find (out)', or 'to seek (for)'. 

chya: .jalo!, 
280 layo meppi noccyen salfii, djkpa meppi noccyen salfii! 

gyabna kha t ~ b a i  noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 
ndnna chi: tabai  noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
man gokpai te:nen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, da:mola [bla]?, 
thhimai fiendap gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, ... 

chya:.jalo!, 
... phosyibi syimo gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 

mosyibi syimo gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
sonde-demoi gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
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lasya-demoi gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
bornbo fiembi iiensur gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
I h a i  chebi chesur g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
saridun-prandun y2rmai dasyu g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
boimi thaldap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, da:moi bla?, 
da:mola mendo khana khurjyi? 

chya:.jalo!, 
285 sa g y h j y e  djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 

bgkap yinle djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
sala dasyu, n h l a  dasyu, cengi dasyu, mengi dasyu g1a:ri 
khurjyi wa:?, 

da:mola ro khhna khurjyi, bla khina khurjyi?, 
jo:ri dtkpoi g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 

jo:n nikpoi g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
da:rnola ro khina khurjyi, bla khana khurjyi?, 

Hail!, 
280 let us go and find the harmful agent which commits the crime of 

killing, let us go and find the harmful agent which commits 
(this) sin! 

Has (the soul) been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which presents (its) mouth at the back (from behind)?, 
has (the soul) been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which presents (its) backbone at the front lfrom ahead)?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a bad omen of a bad 
dream, [the soul] of the mistress?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the harming charm 
(which is the cause) of the thinma (illness)?, ... 

hail!, 
... has (the soul) been carried off to the place (of) the ghost 

of a dead male?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the ghost of a dead 
female?. 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a sonde-demo?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a lasya-demo?. 
has it heen carried off to the place (of) the bombo('s) 
harming magic weapon?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the lama's harming 
magic weapon?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) the 
sandun-praridun('s) magic arrow (made) of the ykma 
(wood)?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) swaggering, the 
mistress's soul?, 
where has the mistress'sJower been carried ofl to? 

Hail!, 
285 has it been carried off to the pluce (of) a harmful agent which 

soars from the earth?, 
has it heen carried off to the place (of) a harmful agcnt 
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which soars in the atmosphere?, 
has it been carried o f f  to the place (of) the magic arrow of 
Cfrom) the earth, the magic arrow of Cfrom) the sky,  
the magic arrow of the cen, the magic arrow of the men?, 

where has rhe mistress's life-principle heen carried off to, 
where has (her) soul heen carried off to?. 

has it been carried off to the place of a fierce enemy?, 
has it been carried off to the place of a ferocious enemy?, 
where has the mistress's life-principle been carried off to, 
where has (her) soul heen carried off to? 

Notes: 

280: MT layo (< Tib. la-yogs). 'the sin of killing a living being', whereas MT dikpa (< Tib. dig-pa) is a 
rather general tern for 'sin'; cf. also "b~ jye"  in 24.213 note. 

- mepp(a)i < OT meppa (? < Tib. smad-pa, 'to violate', 'to blaspheme'), lit. 'to fail', 'to disregard'. 
281: gyhbna ... tahbai,cf. 9.102 note. 
- MT te:nen < Tib. ltas-nan, 'evil omen'. 
- thanmai < thiuima = thhiba, cf. 25.219. 
283: phosyibi ... yermai dasyu, cf. 1 1.125. 
- OT boimi thaldap, 'swaggering', 'idle talk'; thaldap < MT thalba (< Tib. thal-ba). 'to exceed', 'to go 

beyond'. 
285: salalnamla dasyu. 'the magic arrow from the earth/sky', possibly identical with N. "ikis/patt%l b ~ "  

r MT "sa/tho: ba:nW, cf. 4.43 note. On dasyu, cf. 11.125 note. 
285: cengvmengi dwyu, 'the magic arrow of the cedmen', cf. "cengilmengi d+ser" in 12.130. 
287: dakpo, cf. "si @PO" in 11.126, and "m/: d&po" in 22.203. 
- jo:ri nakpo, cf. 9.102. 

ho-0-0-0-0-0 Guru ! , 
noccyen chya:bam khina, !hunbam khina, djdbarn khhna?, 

290 noccyengi chen cyi yCnjyi? 
noccyen b: !, 
na bonded kha nolkho, lj: nolkho, syajyik so~ikho, 

!ha:jyik soirkho noccyen b:! 
[bla] khyugu jyjnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 

lai?jyen jy/nbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
jyabu djrbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 

do chyembo nlbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
sa mera kC thalun-mjlun jeppi noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:? 

ho-o-0-0-0-0, 0 Guru!, 
the harmful agent resides - where?, originates - (from) where?. 

soars - where.?, 
290 what is the name of the harmful agent? 

Harmful agent o:!, 
come and unite mouth, come and unite body with me, rhe hn!, 
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come and make one flesh, come and make one blood (with me) 
0 harmful agent! 

Has [the soul] been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which scares the dog?. 
has it been carried off to the place (on  a harmful agent 
which scares the ox?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmfil agent 
which makes the cock crow?. 

has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent which 
turns the great stone over?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which turns the nine (heaps o f )  ash and dust topsyturvy? 

Notes: 

289: chya:ba, thudba and dihba, with reference to the place(s) of 'residence' (abode), 'origin' and 
'soaring', respectively, which are the most important identity markers of a superhuman being. 

290: OT chen < Tib. mchan, 'name', 'distinctive feature'. 
- cyi = Tib. fi, 'what'. 
291: o:, an exclamation stressing a question or command. 
292: kha/li: nolkho, 'come and unite mouthbody', cf. p. 27. MT nolba (< Tib. snol-ba), 'to join'. 
- syajyik and tha:jyik < Tib. Sa. 'flesh', and khrag, 'blood', respectively, + Tib. gEig, 'one'. 
293: OT khyugu/khyigu, 'dog', < Tib. khyi-gu, 'puppy'. 
- OT jyiirba (? < Tib. 'jigs-pa), 'to scare', 'to be afraid'. 
- OT jyabu (< Tib. bya-pho), 'cock'. It is a bad omen if a cock crows at night before dawn. 
- lanjyen, cf. "lanjyen n6rbu" in 14.135. 
294: OT do chyembo (< Tib. rdo Ehen-po), lit. 'great stone', here obviously with reference to 'boulder'. 
- rilbai < MT rjlba (< Tib. sgril-ba), 'to turn over', 'to roll'. 
- sa mera ku and thaluh-m/lun, obviously borrowed from the creation myth, cf. 20.183 and 22.198. 

295 ho-o-0-0-0-0 Guru!, 
sa rkkki lumbu khri jyjndai dodan cu:bi bonjye l* gyqam gu:ri 

chyoppa cu:la noccyenda. 
rabu sabi noccyen wa:?, 

jyabu sabi noccyen wa:?, 
phesor canma sabi noccyen wa:?, 
candor, mjdor [recte: mindor] sabi noccyen wa:?, 
sergi gona karbo sabi noccyen wa:?, 
candor, midor [recte: mjndor] sabi noccyen wa:? 

noccyen chya:bam khhna, noccyen dinbam khina, noccyen thunbam 
khana?, ... 

chya:.jalo! 
300 ... yul ganbai khale dinbai noccyen wa:?, 

[bla] yul ganbai khale dinbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
lam gyaram gu:ri dinbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
dursa ku nanri dinbai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
donbo chyembo, do.cha:jo naiui dinbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
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sabda-lunen. dori ne:bi dobon chyembo, chyuri ne:bi chyubon 
chyembo, syinbon, brkbon. blr.rna:bon g1a:ri khurjyi wa:? 

295 ho-o-o-0-0-0, 0 Gliru!, 
(l) the bqn, who performs (he ceremony Cfar the benefit) of the 

client in the nine whole worlds, will perform near the 
crossroads a sacrifice to the harmful agent. 

Is it a harmful agent which eats (the sacrifrcial share of) a 
goat?, 
is it a harmful agent which eats (the sacrifrcial share on a 
cock?, 
is it a harmful agent which eats (the offering of) the pure 
phesor?, 
is it a harmful agent which eats (the offering on the cahdor, 
the mindor?, 
is it a harmful agent which eats (the offering on the golden 
white [sic] egg?, 
is it a harmful agent which eats (the offering of) the catidor. 
the a d o r ?  

The harmful agent resides - where?, the harmful agent soars - 
where?, the harmful agent originates - (from) where? ... 

hail!, 
300 ... is it a harmful agent which soars in the whole (?) area?, 

has [the soul] been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in the whole (?) area?, 
has (the soul) been carried off to the place (of) a harmful 
agent which soars near the crossroads?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in the nine graves?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars (near) the great free, in the rocky place?, 
has it bein carried off to the place (of) the sabda-lunen. 
the great dobon which dwells in the courryard, the great 
chyubon which dwells in the water, the syinbon, the brkbon, 
the bir.ma:bon? 

Notes: 

295: sa rekki lumbu = "rkkki lumbu".cf. 15.138 note. 
296: dodan, cf. 9.102 note. 
- lam gyaram. cf. 12.127. 
297: OT phesor = MT phemar, the 'kneaded mixture of maize flour and ghee' which is put on a piece 

of glowing charcoal and kept smouldering as a kind of incense in certain rituals. phesor < Tib. bsur, 
'mtlange de farine et de beurre pour fumigation' (Dollfus 1987: 218, for Ladakh); phemar < Tib. 
phye-mar. 'flour roasted with melted butter. sweetened with sugar' (Jaschke 1949: 352; cf. also Brauen 
1980: 65, 103, and Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 363 f.). 

- OT canrna < Tib. gcan-ma, 'pure'. 
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- +b(a)i noccyen, 'the hannful agent which eats', with reference to the particular items required for 
sacrificing to a particular god or spirit. 
- MT caddor and middor, two types of tonno (C Tib. gtor-ma), dough-figures which are conceived of 

as both a representation of, and an offering to, a superhuman being. The mindor is anthropomorphous 
(with head, arms, etc.) and offered to a parlicular superhuman being "known by name" (Tib. mi", MT 
min). The caddor, by contrast, is a simple, conically shaped figure offered to a "nameless" being, usually 
regarded as a consort or companion of the one represented by the mjndor. Cf. also pp. 229 ff. 

- OT sergi gona karbo (< Tib. gser-gyi sgo-na dkar-PO), lit. 'golden white egg'; the expression was 
interpreted by SB as a double reference to the "golden" yolk, on the one hand, and the white egg-shell, 
on the other (?). 

300: OT yul gahbai khale, 'in the whole (?) area'; g@bai ? < Tib. gari-ba, lit. 'full'; khale = khari,cf. 
9.108 note, 9.109 note. 

301: dursa ku, 'nine graves', versus "dursa gu:" in 12.128. 
- sabda-luden ... bra:bon, cf. 12.129 notes. 
- bir.ma:bon. instead of bjr.mha:n (N. bir + mash) ,  as in 12.129; possibly a reference to the fierce 

nature of the bir. On ma:bon cf. 19.171 note. 

ha:y debge kui Phamo, na bongi chene bngarisyi n m  ula m v a  
bapkho noccyen! , 

gyibna 1j:jye khurna, nbnna chya:jye t e ~ a  lam gyararn gu:ri chyoppa 
cu:la, noccyen! 

jo:ri d&poi kha dqbai noccyen wa:?, 
lama chebi chesur, bombo iiembi iiensur, d&poi kuldap wa:?, 

305 [bla] phosyibi syimo g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
mosyibi syimoi g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, da:mo mi? 

chya:.jalo!, noccyen thunbam khana, noccyen djnbam khana?, 
chya:,j@o! 
lay0 m w u r o ,  d!kpa m w u r o ! ,  

semjen repta gyurbi lay0 pho:la noccyenda. 

ha:y, 0 Phamo of the nine multitudes, come and descend into my, 
the bon's, chene brjgansyi, 0 harmful agent!, 

while carrying (you) at the back on the back, while tossing (you) 
at the front with the hands, ( I )  will perform a sacrifice near 
the crossroads, 0 harmful agent! 

Is it a harmful agent which conjures (one on behalf) of a fierce 
enemy?, 
is it the lama('s) harming magic weapon, the bombo('s) 
harming magic weapon, the d&pols magic arrow?, 

305 has [the soul] been carried off to the place (of) the ghost of a 
dead male?, 
has it been carried off to the place of the ghost of a dead 
female, (the soul of) the mistress? 

Hail!, the harmful agent originates - (ji-om) where?, 
the harmful agent soars - where? 

Hail! 
Do not carry the crime of killing, do not carry (this) sin around 
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with you!, 
the blame for the crime of killing, through which a living 
being has perished, will fall upon (you 0) harmful agent! 

Notes: 

302: 0 Phamo appears to apostrophize the harmful agent here. 
- ula mara bapkho was treated as an idiom and rendered by 'come and descend!'; c OT mar(a), 'down', 

'below', + OT bappa, 'to descend' (cf. 9.101 note), + MT khaba, 'to come'. If OT ula ? < Tib. dbu-la, 
lit. 'on(to) the head', the expression would roughly correspond to N. "sir c@i8unuv = 'to come and 
mount the head' (5.58). 

- chene brjgansyi, with reference to the "core area" of the altar as the focal point for all transactions 
between the k m b o  and the superhuman beings, cf. pp. 59 ff., and 18.161-163. 

303: gyabna ... telina, 'while carrying on the back ..., tossing with the hands', the key-image of close 
interaction, cf. pp. 27 ff. 

304: jo:ri dakpoi kha darbai noccyen, I understand: 'the hannful agent through which a fierce enemy 
imposes his will on the victim'. OT kha darba. 'to conjure', in the sense of imposing one's own will 
by an act of magic, and also 'to conjure up'. d ~ b a  < Tib. War-ba, 'to pray earnestly in casting lots and 
divination' (Das 1970: 666), 'to invoke or pray to a divinity' (Snellgrove 1967: 300). 

308: layoldikpa makhuro < layo/djkpa khurba which corresponds to N. pap boknu, 'to live with an 
unexpiated sin'. 

- semjen repta ..., cf. 20.183 note. 
- pho:la < pho:ba, 'to affect', 'to fall upon', 'to accrue', cf. also 9.108 note, and "hatyH ISglB" in 100.937. 

ha:y Guru!, 
310 sansam syibai ternrul pheyu, tiensarn iiembai temrul pheyu! 

[bla] Nup NAwa ThA:ye n@ui djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 
Jyan Doyan n@ri d@bai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
Syar Dorjye Semba nyiri djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 
Lo Rjnjyen Kh n@ri djnbai noccyen gla:ri khu rjyi wa:?, 
Ui N a b a r  n@ri djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?. 

cyi donle layo mejyi, cyi donle djkpa mejjyi noccyenjye? 
[bla] mendoi na:jo, mendoi linsye, mendoi debge ku, mukpa rdrul 

n a ~  d/nbai noccyen g1a:ri khujyi wa:?, 
gyfilboi 1aga  nanri djnbai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?, 

cyi donle lay0 mejyi. cyi donle djkpa mejyi noccyenjye? 
315 na bonden kha nolkho, lj: nolkho, syajyik sono, tha:jyik sono noccyen! 

[Long drumming] 

ha:y, 0 Guru!, 
310 if it is a good one, come down and get at the good omen. 

if it is a bad one, come down and get at the bad omen! 
Has ([he soul] been carried off to the place (of) a harmfil agent 

which soars in (the corner dominated by) NW Nawa Tha:ye?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in (the corner dominated by) Jyan Doyair?, 
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has if heen carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in (the corner dominated by) Syar Dorjye Semba?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in (the corner dominated by) Lo Rlnjyen Ku?, 
has it heen carried off to the place (of)  a harmful agent 
which soars in (the corner dominated by) Ui Nanbar?, 

for what reason has the harmful agent committed the crime of 
killing, for what reason has (the harmful agent) committed 
(this) sin? 

Has [the soul] been carried o f f  to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in (near) various powers, scores of flowers, 
the nine multitudes ofjowers, (in) cumulous, drooping 
clouds?, 
has it been carried off to the place (of) a harmful agent 
which soars in the king's divine abode?, 

for what reason has the harmful agent committed the crime of 
killing, for what reason has it committed (this) sin? 

315 Come and unite mouth, come and unite body, with me, the bon, make 
one flesh, make one blood (with me) 0 harmful agent! 

Notes: 

310: pheyu (versus "phefii", as in 9.105) < MT yuba, 'to come down'. 
31 1 : Nup NAwa Tha:ye ..., S. 35.273. 
312: cyi donle = Tib. lii don-las. 'for what reason'. 
- meJyi (/met-cyi/) < OT meppa, cf. 37.280. 
313: OT na:jo < Tib. sna chogs, 'various sorts'. 
- mendoi debge ku, 'the nine multitudes of flowers',cf. "the phamo of the nine multitudes" in 35.274. 

The mention of flowers might allude to the cen fairies who inhabit flowers, cf. pp. 53-54. 
- gyalboi Iagan, 'the king's divine abode', i.e.. 'palace' here. As one informant stressed. "the King 

(of Nepal) is like a god, and his palace harbours several cult places". Cf. also 43.326 below, and 
75.610-61 1. 

There follows a long sequence of drumming. Impressive crescendos and sudden stops stress 
the dramatic moments of the process in which the bombo is now trying to "get at" the harmful 
agent(s) in question. Finally, the rhythm slows down, and the strength of the strokes gradually 
decreases - till only the rattling of the coins and bemes4 inside the drum is audible. The rattling 
is caused by the bombo's rocking his torso, as if he were dozing in a sitting position. After 
having pondered, with his eyes shut, for a while, he performs the act of bla ta:ba, lit. 'receiving 
the soul'. He holds out the drum horizontally, strews a few grains of husked rice (morte or mone 
syit) on to its membrane and examines them. If the grains, to which the rescued soul ch'%s, 
appear to be covered with a reddish dew resembling blood, the patient may die soon. If the dew 
remains limpid like water - as was actually the case - it is a favourable omen.5 The bombo now 
approaches the patient and "blows away" the harmful agent(s) from her body with a noisy 

4 S. p. 68. 
5 Different bombos have different ways of interpreting the position of the grains and the colours and 

substances appearing on the membrane of the drum. 
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and pours, then, the grains from the drum on to her head (plate 10). Having, thus. restored the 
soul6 to her, the b m b o  resumes the recitation and calls upon certain mighty m:bon divinities 
to "deal with" the various harmful agents as enumerated in the inquiry before. 

42. 

ho:y seno, ho:y Ma:bon, Sy?irka:li Ma:bon!, 
layo meppi noccyen wa:, djkpa meppi noccyen wa:?, 
karbo tha:ri ba:bai noccyen wa:, m@ tha:ri ba:bai noccyen wa:?, 

khansari ba:bai noccyen wa:, syjnsari ba:bai noccyen wa:?, 
ho-o-0-0-O! 

320 do chyemboi khale geliiu, d6nbo chyemboi khale ralfiu 
sa linlin jeppi Aye Singal Dorjye!, 
sa linlin jediiu, senkhuliiu!, 

gydbna pe:ma iiambi noccyen, nbnna lagu iiynbi noccyen, 
syabla ttwa f i c b i  noccyen, pcila melun A c b i  noccyen, 
tinla tkwa iiambi noccyen, che.dpsyin, d q a  i i ~ b i  noccyen, 
chalam i i ~ b i  noccyen, bularn fi+nbi noccyen serikhuliiu 
Ma: bon! 

ho:y, act, ho:y, 0 Ma:bon, Syhrka:li Ma:bon!, 
is it a harmful agent which commits the crime of killing. 

is it a harmful agenr which commirs (this) sin?, 
is it a harmful agent which afects the white blood, 

is it a harmful agent which affects the red blood?, 
is it a harmful agenr which affects the homestead?, 
is it a harmful agent which aflects rhe fields? 

h?-0-0-0-o!, 
320 go and destroy (the abode of the harmful agent) in (rhe shape 

o f )  the great stone, go and pull it down in (the shape of) 
the great tree 

0 AVO Sihgal Dprjye who causes the earth to shake!, 
go and cause the earth to shake. go and deal nith ir!. 

go and deal with the hurmful agent nvhich injures the lotus at 
the back, 
the harmful agenr which injures the god's image at the front, 
the harmful agent ~ ! h i c h  injures fhe centre of the legs. 
the harmful agent which injures the flame of the knees, 
the harmful agenr which injures the centre of the heart, 
the harmful agent which injures the life-pole, the respiration (?), 
the harmful agent which injures the great-grandchildren (?), 

6 There will be a second hla ta:ba to rescue the soul, this time from the mois (section 92.). This 
repetition was explained as a speciality of SR, while other bombos content themselves with One single 
act. - The hla 1a:ba is an obligatory part of any greater ritual, to be performed even when the client 
is not sick. as is the case. e.g., with the votive ritual for a child whom the Mmbo places under the 
Protection of a particular divinity. 
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the harmful agent which injures the grandchildren (?), 
0 Ma:bon! 

Notes: 

316: Syarka:li, cf. section 3 1. 
318: karbo tha:ri ba:bai ..., 'which affects the white blood...', cf. 10.122-123 notes. 
320: ralnu < OT ylba (< Tib. 'dral-ba), 'to pull down', + MT Aiba, 'to go'. 
321: lihlih jepp(a)i c OT linlin jeppa, 'to cause to shake'. ? c Tib. lin-lin, 'dangling'. 'reeling' (S. Das 

1970: 1214). Cf. also "gulgul jeppa" in 43.335 below. 
- Aye Sihgal Dorjye, alias Satigul Dorjye (c satigul, 'earthquake'), names of the ma:bon divinity of Ronga 

(S. section 31., and also 84.689. 87.740). 
322: sehkhulba, 'to take action', 'to deal with', 'to do downlfor', < MT senba, 'to make', + OT khulba ?< 

Tib. 'khul-ba, 'to subdue'. 
- gyabna pe:ma, lit. 'the lotus at the back', obviously just a euphemism for the 'back'. Cf. also Jaschke's 

(1949: 472) note on the Tib. expression iabs-pad. 
- honna lagu, lit. 'the god's image at the front', obviously just a euphemism for the 'face' or for the 

'front of the body'. MT lagu (< Tib. Iha-sku). 'statue of a god'. 
- syabla tewa ... bulam, cf. 10.1 18, 12.13 1 ,  and 27.229. 

In the following section, the bombo mobilizes as his helpers the mamos, those hideous ogresses 
who devour children, cause various diseases and who live on dirt. Their chief is Neggi Ama, 
the 'Mother of Illness'. In exorcistic rituals, she is represented by a rormo which is wrapped in 
the bowels of the sacrifical animal and fed with all kinds of ordure, saliva and nasal mucus. The 
mgmos no doubt embody the negative aspect of the mother goddess, the Mi, and informants did 
not hesitate to identify one of the mamos, namely Ajyi Mamo (S. below), with AjimB, the goddess 
of small-pox in the Newar pantheon. Historically, the mamos of Tamang belief correspond to 
the Tibetan mu-mos who are depicted as ugly, ferocious women, half-naked and with emaciated 
breasts, carrying sacks full of diseases; they both cause and counteract illness, and are at the 
same time both, evil demonesses and guardians of the doctrine.' 

ho-o-o-o-o! [whistle], 
senkhuliiu Nansur Ma:bon!, 

325 thudbarn gyagar mendu kuri thunnem, 
djnbam gyalboi lagan nanri djnnem, 
chya:bam ~ s o r o - ~ r a s o r o  n*ri chya:nem, 
Ajyi Mamo, Syijyi Mamo, Nansur Ma:bon, Cho:na Ge: Ma:bon, 

Neggi Ama. 
namla mukpa sya:iiu, sala dursa geliiu!, 

syiwala khansa, phursyin sombo, nemba kh thalun-mjlun 
geliiu Nansur Ma:bonjye!, 

330 ho-o-o-o-o! [whistle], 
khansai noccyen, syjnsai noccyen, 

7 Cf. p. 5 9  above, and Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 269-273. - Seeking the help of the most powerful 
mamos is paralleled by the Tibetan practice of requesting the Chief Ma-mo, ~ema t i  (dPal-ldan Lha-mo. 
S; ~ e v i )  to pacify the mu-mos who are her subordinates (Neumaier 1966: 20). 
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sadan.sb:i kuldap, sada.so:i iiendap, 
yarlarndai noccyen, m ~ l a m d a i  noccyen. 

phosyibi syirno, rnosyibi syimo, 
phoni sende, moni sende, lasya-demoi kuldap, 
lamai chebi chesur, bomboi iiembai iiensur, 

kharda-chona, sabda-lunen, don ne:bi dobon chyembo, 
chyuri ne:bi chyubon chyembo nanbai tinle thim.gyurilu!, 
cya:lan kujye neniiu Ma:bonjye, sarrna kujye neniiu!, 

335 ho-o-o-o-o!. sala dasyu, n h l a  e y u ,  
sa gulgul jeppi noccyen duliiu!, 
nhm gulgul jeppi noccyen duliiu!. 
chalam-bulam fiiynbi noccyen duliiu!, 
syabla ttwa, puila melun, tinla tkwa, mendo, 
che.dqsyin, d q a  iiiynbi noccyen [duliiu]! 

ho-o-o-o-o! [whistle], 
Go and deal with (them) 0 Nansur Ma:bon!. 

325 as to origin, (you) originated in India's nine wombs (?), 
as to soaring, (you) soared in the king's divine abode, 
as to residence, (you) resided in ~soro-~r=soro,  
0 Ajyi Mamo, Syijyi Mamo, Nansur Ma:bon, C h o : ~  Gq: Ma:bon, 

Neggi Ama. 
Go and remove the clouds in the sky. go and destroy the grave on the 

earth!, 
go and destroy the homestead of the dead, the living phursyin, 
the nine nernbas by turning them ropsytuny, 
0 Nansur Ma:bon!, 

330 ho-o-o-o-o! [whistle], 
the harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the homestead, 

the harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of thefields, 
the magic arrow (made) of the sadaksb: (wood), the harming charm 

(conveyed by the magic arrow made) of the sadatisb: (wood), 
the harmful agent of the upper crossroads, the harmful agent 
of the lower crossroads, 

the ghost of a dead male, the ghost of a dead female, 
the male sende, the female sende, the magic arrow of the 
lasya-demo, 
the lama's harming magic weapon, the bombo's harming 
magic weapon, 

the kharda-chona, the sabda-lunen, the great dobon n'hich dw~ells 
in the cour~ard,  the great chyubon which dwells in the water. 
go and make (these beings) sink into the middle of 
the underground sphere!, 
go and load (them) donm by nine cya:l&. 0 Ma:hon, 
go and load (them) down by nine (stalks of the) sma-grass!, 

335 h?-0-o-o-o!. go and tame (the harmful agent which sends?) the 

magic arrow of (from) the earth, the magic arrow of (from) 
the sky, the harmful agent which makes the earth quake, 
go and tame the harmful agent which makes (he sky quak!, 
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go and tame the harmful agent which injures the proReny (?)!, - . -  
[go and tame] the harmful agent which injures the centre of 
the legs, the flame of the knees, the centre of the heart. 
the flower, the life-pole, the respiration (?l! 

Notes: 

325: gyagar ..., cf. 22.197 note. 
326: gyalboi Iagan, 'the king's divine abode', here referring to the palace of the Newar king at Balbu J6,j 

where the mamos once resided according to some rather fragmentary myths. - The story of the marnos 
alluded to in 43.325-328 is somewhat confusing. In one version, Urgyen Pe:ma had "established" them 
in a place called Balbu Jon in the Kathmandu Vall~y, but as they subsequently killed a large number 
of Newar inhabitants, they were finally banned to Asoro Prlsoro. In another version, the mqmos were 
banned to Cho Mamo (cf. section 31.) which, in turn, is associated with Palgu J6n, the site of the 
mythic defeat of Dunsur Bon, the First Shaman who finally turned into a mqmo (cf. pp. 336-338). What 
further complicates the case is that in numerous other instances Balbu Jon occurs as the OT name of 
NuwIko! (MT Na:gor), and not as that of a place in the Kathrnandu Valley, as the first version of the 
story has it. All these fragments and names in the Tamang versions betray the influence of the Tibetan 
legends of Padmasambhava's civilisatory feats. Interestingly, OT Balbu Jon is Tib. Bal-po rJon ('Newar 
Fortress') = Nuw&o!, and a Tibetan author indeed mentions some residences of the ma-mos of the Hindus 
in the area of Nuwiiko!, adding that the place had been visited by Padmasambhava and Mi-la ras-pa 
(Macdonald and Dvags-po Rin-po-che 1981: 269-270; cf. also Wylie 1970: 28). Even more interesting 
is the place name Asoro-Prasoro which obviously derives from A-su-ra'i brag-phug, the Tibetan name 
of the GorakhnIth Cave near Pharphing in the Kathm&du Valley, the place where, as Tibetan tradition 
has it, Padmasmbhava subdued the demons forever (Kaschewsky 1982: 432, 435; S. also Unbescheid 
1980: 79-81). 

327: ~ s o r o - ~ r a s o r o  (cf. above), in 83.683 mentioned as a peak, Jo, and in other texts also as a slope, 
Bri:. 

328: Ajyi Mamo, Syijyi Mamo, Nansur Ma:bon and Neggi Ama, the names of the most important 
m q o s .  Neggi Ama, 'Mother of Illness', < Tib. nad, 'illness'. In Tibetan, the ma-mos are called "nad 
bdag-mow, 'mistresses of illness' (Neumaier 1966: 20). 

- Cho:na Ge:(i) Ma:bon is, to my knowledge, not regarded as a mamo; cf. section 30. and Cho:na Ma:bon 
in 65.525. 

329: namla ... gelnu, cf. the Khyun myth in 22.203. 
- nemba ku, 'nine nembas', < nemba. 'what is being pressed down' = hidden as the cause of a trouble, 

with reference to black magic, cf. "doi nemba" on p. 60, and also "neniiu" in line 334 below. 
- phursyin sombo < MT phursyin, the name of four wooden stacks which prevent the funeral pyre from 

collapsing before the corpse is consumed by the fire. The stackiare pointed at both ends, rammed into 
the soil, then pulled out and rammed again, but now with their upper ends, into the soil one by one at 
the four corners of the pyre. The practice was explained as a precautionary measure taken "to separate 
death from life". - In SB's view, what is to be "destroyed" here is the fatal consequence of the evil 
omen which the sight of the phursyin in a dream means, rather than the stacks themselves; hence, SB 
argued, the adjective sombo, 'living', since the tree out of which the stacks are likely to be made for 
one's pyre is still living at the moment the omen appears. - The term phursyin also occurs as the name 
of an inauspicious constellation that governs every fourth year reckoned from the year of one's birth. 

33 1-333: khansai ... nensur, cf. 10.124 and 1 1.125. 
334: kharda-chona ... chyembo, cf. 12.129. 
- nanbai tinle, lit. 'inlfrom the middle of the underground sphere'; cf. 20.189 where the same expression 

is used for describing the mythic event. 
- OT thim.gyurnu < thimba (Tib. thim-pa), 'to sink', + gyurba,cf. 10.120 note. 
- MT cya:lan (< Tib. Ifags-slan), the name of a large, spherical iron pan with a vertical handle, which 

is used for roasting cereals and preparing popcorn. Just like certain other ulensils of iron (such as the 
tripod for cooking pots), the pan is believed to keep away evil spirits. In another text, the harmful ghost 
of a bombo is "loaded down" by nine such iron pans. 

- nennu < MT nemba. 'to press down', 'to load down'; here in the sense of immobilizing and neulralizing 
the harmful agent, in contrast to line 329 above where nemba as a noun refers to the cause or source of 
evil which is hidden and thus inaccessible to any effort to neutralize it. 
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- OT sarma (MT sarsyi) = N. amreso/amliso, Thysanolaena agrestis, the stalks of which arc u . d  a a 
broom. Here with reference to a particular apotropaeic act in which the harmful supemuman agent is 
"loaded down" by a pile of flat stones with a few stalks of sarrna between them. - It is also with the 
sama stalks that one sweeps off spirits and witches believed to cling to one's body. On sarma 6. also 
p. 336. 

335: dasyu, cf. 1 1.125 and 37.285. 
- glilgul jeppa. 'to make quakelshake'. cf. 8.97 note. 
- dulhu < dulba, cf. 22.199 with reference to the Khyun's activities in the myth. 
- chalam-bulam, here in its normal form as a compound and thus rendered by 'progeny' (?),cf. 12.131 

note. 
- tinla thwa, mendo, cf. 27.229 note. 

The bombo now urges the mountain ma:bons to "deal with" the harmful agent: 

Sykka:li Ma:bon, Sykdola Ma:bon, SyMa  Joi Ma:bon, 
Ya1igar.j6ngi Mkme ma:yal Guru, Mtme Choyal D&po!, 

senkhuliiu Ma:bon!, 
Gan Ransyin, G@ Rura Ma:bonjye!, 
Gorkha J6ngi Ma:bonjye, Gyib Thaldon Dorjyei Ma:bonjye, 

Paldor Jo, Byindal, Ganes Kun@ Ma:bon!, 
340 Cho:na Ge: Ma:bonjye sedchuliiu!, 

Ma:bon! ... 

[Enumeration of further harmful agents, as in 43.331-3321 

... setikhuliiu!, 
syar sende, nup sende, jy@ sende, 10 sende, ui sende @ p ,  

sende ma:bon 
seikhuliiu Ma:bon!, 
sa linlin jeppi Ma:bonjye jo:n d@poi ro geliiu, Ma:bon!, 

jo:ri dakpoi sya syipsyip, !ha: syipsyip jediiu, Ma:bon!, 
sala dursa geliiu, nimla mukpa sya:iiu!. 
syiwala khansa geliiu, phursyin sombo geliiu Ma:bon! 

[Long vehement drumming, repeated whistles] 

0 Sydrka:li Ma:bon, Sydrdola Ma:hon. Ma:hon of S.ydnla JQ, 
Grandfather Tha:yal Guru of Yangar.jbn, 
Grandfarher Choyal Dakpo!, 

go and deal wirh it 0 Ma:bon!, 
0 Gun Ransyin, Gun Rura Ma:hon!. 
Ma:bon of Gorkha Jbn, Ma:hon c$ Gyah Thaldon Dprjye. 

Ma:bon (of) Paldor Jo, Bydidal, of Ganes Kurtdo!, 
340 go and deal wirh ir 0 Cho:na Ge: Ma:hon!. 
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[Repetitions] 

... go and deal with it!, 
the east-sende, the west-sende, the north-sende, 

the south-sende, the fierce zenith-sende, the sende ma:bon, 
go and deal with it 0 Ma:bon!, 
0 Ma:bon, who causes the earth to shake, 

go and destroy the fierce enemy's life-principle 0 Ma:bon!, 
go and cause thefierce enemy'sflesh to be sucked out, (his) 
blood to be sucked out 0 Ma:bon!, 
go and destroy the grave on the earth, go and remove the 
clouds in the sky! 
go and destroy the homestead of the dead, go and destroy the 
living phhrsyin 0 Ma:bon! 

Notes: 

336-339: On these divinities cf. sections 30. and 31. above. 
339: Ganes Kunda = N. Ganes Kund (pronounced Gi%ies/GGisya Kund by Tamang speakers), the name 

of a lake located "somewhere in the Ganes HirnBI" by the informants; S. also 66.637, 106.1018 and 
113.1099. 

342: syar sende ... ui sende. 'east-s&e ... zenith-sqnde', here with reference to all kinds of harmful agents, 
especially those whose identity is not known, as SR explained. It is with a similar extension of meaning 
that the term is used in the veiled language of the divination, S., e.g.. 49.395. On the meaning of the 
term sende in the stricter sense cf. 1 1.125 note. 

- sende ma:bon, original meaning: 'chief sende'; in SB's view, the term may refer either to any particularly 
fierce harmful agent or to any deified sende, i.e., the ghost of a lama, bombo, witch, etc. To illustrate 
the latter, he added that, to his knowledge, MankBmnH Dewi of GorkhH (cf. 30.248 note and 71.580 f.) 
originated from the ghost of a Magar witch. 

344: sa linlih jeppi Ma:bon, the 'Ma:bon who causes the earth to shake', identical with Aye Singal Dorjye 
in 42.321. 

- OT syipsyip < Tib. ' j i b ( ~ ) - ~ a ,  'to suck out'; cf. also MT sya syippa, 'to feel a tearing pain in the body 
(flesh)'. 

The bombo concludes with an invocation, in Nepali, of a goblin of the masdn class, and then 
one of the mother goddesses (mdi): 

345 ho-0-0-0-0 merai Kelati [Kirzti] Guru!, 
sai gyan phirai calau!, 
yahi dokh-docche haran gari calau!, ho M%, ho!, 

pattal ban, &as b5n, 
purba ban, pacchim ban, dakkhin ban, uttar b5n haran gari calIu, 
merai Guru Mangala [Matigala] Dewi! 

[Long, vehement drumming, immediately followed by the recitation of 
section 46.1 
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345 ho-0-0-0-0, 0 my Kela'ti [KirGti] Guru!. 
turn hack and set in motion the one hundred magic arts!, 
seize and set in motion all these illnesses, ho, 0 Mii, ho!, 

the magic underworld-arrow, the magic sky-arrow!, 
seize and set in motion the magic east-arrow, the magic west-arrow. 

the magic south-arrow, the magic norrh-arrow!, 
0 my Guru Mahgala [Mangali] Dewi! 

Notes: 

345: ~ e l i t i  or ~ i r i t i ,  identified as a particular mas& (S. 4.43 note). ~ e l i t i  roams the cremation grounds 
and carries a blazing torch which scares away ghosts and spirits, and can thus be activated as a helper, 
according to SR. 

346: gyan, lit. 'knowledge', 'wisdom', 'science', but here in the sense of kugyh (cf. 4.45). i.e., knowledge 
of, or misused for, black magic. 

347: dokh-docche. cf. 4.42 note. 
- ban and p a t ~ V a k b  ban, cf. 2.22 note and 4.43 note, respectively. 
348: purba ... uttar ban. 'east-arrow ... north arrow', might be seen as a "translation" of 'east-qn& ... 

zenith-sende' in the preceding section. 
349: Mangala. cf. 5.60 note. 
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46. - 49. The divination (n'isyi saldap) 

'Prophecy' - in the sense of a communication of paranormal experience concerning the past 
and the future - seems to be the best possible translation of the MT word sa1dap.l In any 
larger-scale ritual, two such saldaps are the norm: the divination called 'evening-saldapl (iisyi 
saldap), delivered in Tamang, and the oracle called 'night-saldap' (munai saldap), delivered in 
Nepali (sections 93.-96.). In contrast to the latter, in which the divinity speaks through the bombo 
as a medium. the evening-salhp is a discourse on omina. Referring to himself, conventionally, in 
the third person singular, and reciting with a nasal intonation, as if to stress his speaking "from 
the offstage" of a particular state or level of consciousness, the bombo describes, interprets2 
and submits to further interpretation by the clients what he experiences in a combination of a 
dream-like vision (misal. gunsal) and intuitive insight (hisye, n6sye)%hanks to divine inspiration. 
He is said to perceive certain signs which appear as wavering shadows or blurred contours in a 
flickering dim light; "it is just like in a dream or in a moonlit night", or, according to another 
b m b o  informant, "like the delusion one has when dazzled by the glaring light of the sun". A 
quivering inside the bombo's body confirms that his actual interpretation of a sign as an omen 
has been pertinent, andlor it indicates "what applies" in a list of possibilities enumerated by him 
in a process of pondering (gomba). 

The bombo frequently cautions the client against taking his words for a quotation from, or 
translation of, a divine message. When he says: 

"it may be caused to come on or not to come on" (47.365, 48.368), the bombo concedes that 
a sign X cannot with absolute certainty be interpreted as an omen meaning Y and entailing Z. 
And when he says: 

"(the quivering which indicates Y) appears to have been caused to come over the bon" 
(48.382), 
he even questions his own perception, i.e., his perceiving of a sign X (the quivering) as such. 

To fulfil the triple function of providing information with regard to diagnosis, therapy and 
prognosis, any saldap is an attempt to make both the past and the future "present". Thus, the 
verbal suffix -nem4 indicates that the fact stated with reference to the past has only just become 
known to the  peake er.^ Furthermore, the distinction between diagnosis, on the one hand, and 
prognosis or prognostics, on the other, often tends to be blurred. Thus, the suffix -/a, otherwise 
the marker of a future tense which implies a condition ('will be'l'may be'), can, in the actual 
context, also make "present" something that has already happened in the past and will have a 
bearing upon the future. For example, when interpreted against the background of Najom's story. 
the phrase "the cen. .. may be caused to come" can also read "the cen ... might have been caused 
to come" (47.365). Rather than to predict a future event, the phrase in this reading corroborates 
a precedent: what has been presumed well before as the cause of the patient's trouble (cf. p. 53). 
Or if it is read (or is meant) as a prediction, it predicts the corroboration of the precedent by 
anticipating that act in which the bombo will identify the particular cen who has caused the 
trouble (S. p. 179). 

On the whole, as the text suggests, both the reconstruction of the past and the correction 
of future fate is left to the client; the bombo contents himself with contributing some clues 
to the former, and recommending some means - more or less on a trial-and-error basis - for 
the latter. The client is aware that what is said is not always what is meant. The bombo often 

1 saldap < Tib. gsul blab-pa, 'to meditate'. 'to refresh the memory' (Das 1970: 1305). saldap s?'~PPa 
is the expression used for 'to recite the saldap', from MT sycppa, 'to tell', 'to explain'. 

2 Cf. also pp. 43, 59. 
3 Cf. 18.159 notes. 
4 Elsewhere. the same suffix marks an "epic preterite" used in accounts of a mythical-historical Past. . . 

as is the case, e.g., in the creation myth in sections 20.-23. 
5 Cf. also the use of Nepali r-ahrchu in the oracle, sections 94.-96. 
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substitutes one name for another; enumerates several names that may denote ON 

the same thing, or, vice versa, relates one single name to different things; and combines 
nouns and adjectives in a rather unusual manner. Thus, jyan sende may refer to a witch living in 
a house to the north (iyan) of the patient's house, or to a malevolent spirit which has its residence 
"in the north" (49.395). Again, rather than referring to the superhuman beings themselves as the 
cause of the trouble, the enumeration of their names in "salu dakpo. ... sabda-lunen" may be a 
"cipher" and mean, say, that the site of the patient's house is inauspicious (46.353-355). 

The complex and partly enigmatic text of the saldap with its fragmented phraseology contrasts 
with the neat articulation throughout its performance. Each word is clearly audible for the clients 
who listen attentively. 

Sections 46.-48. concern the patient, Najom, while section 49. is one of those four additional 
saldaps which SR recited for other clients. 

350 oho, iienjyem salo, thu:la gomo!, 
bonjye Iigan n a ~  debge phemai deso nyiri semjyeno!, 
oho, khahsa d!la, semjyeno!, 
khansa djla, nMbai yinle, semjyeno! , 
salu d&po, salu rna:bon, sabda khelah sernjyeno!. 

355 salu tha:dun, sabda-lunen semjyeno!, 
sinsin-kholkhol cu:kharnu, sernjyeno!, 
sem dgnba sono, semjyeno!, 
bonjye Iagan n@ri ~hkmai  deso n$ui iiemai hotfa macheyumu, 

dawai hot~a ka cheyumu, semjyeno!, 
semjyeno!, da:moda lai Iagah nyiri bonjye debge phemam 

da:moi mendo i i ~ b a r n ,  
360 da:moi ro f iebarn ,  semjyeno! 

350 oho, listen with the ears, ponder in the mind!, 
while the bon gets at the multitude in the divine ahode, 

consider!, 
oho. in this homestead, consider!. 
in this homestead, in the underground sphere, consider!. 
consider the fierce salu, the salu ma:bon, the sabda khelan!, 

355 consider the salu tha:dun, the sabda-lunen!. 
the quivering appears to have been wlrsed to come (over the h n ) ,  
distinguish well, consider!. 
while the bon gets (at the multitude) in the divine abode. the beam 

of the sun's light appears not to have come out (yet), 
instead, the beam of the moon's light appears to have come 
out, consider!. 

consider!, the mistress's (jlon*er), while the bon gets at the 
multitude in the divine ahode, (he learns that) the mistress's 
jlonler is injured, 

360 the niistress's life-principle is injured, c-onsider! 
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Notes: 

350: nenjye(rn) salo is the MT version of OT "iiendu salo", S. 8.90. 
351: lagah naAri debge phernai deso nanri. 'while getting at the multitude (debge) in the divine abode 

(IAgati)', i.e.. 'while gaining access to a multitude of possible causes to be examined in the presencelwith 
the assistance of the tutelary god(s)'. The word Iagan refers to both the permanent abode of a divinity 
and the altar as hisher temporary abode (cf. pp. 22, 31). 

- phernailphebai < MT pheba, cf. 9.104 note. 
- deso nanri, 'while', 'during', is of frequent occurrence in the narrative parts of ritual texts; OT deso < 

Tib. dus-su, lit. 'at the time of', + MT nanri. 'in', 'within'. 
- sernjyeno. 'consider!', 'think over!', the imp. of OT *sem cyemba (? < Tib. sems, 'mind', + Tib. 

spyan-pa. 'to give heed'). 
352: dila = Tib. 'di-la. 'in this'. 
353: nanbai yinle, 'in the underground sphere', cf. 20.189 and "bgrkap tinle" in 9.104 note. 
354-355: salu rna:bon ... sabda-lunen, here interpreted as an allusion to the inauspicious site of the patient's 

family's house. No informant could explain the occurrence of "salu" with "ma:bon". "khelan" and 
"!ha:dun"; cf. also pp. 292-293. 

- salu, identified as a variety of lu dwelling in the soil (sa). 
- sabda < Tib. sa-bdag ('lord of the soil'), the name of a class of demons who are bound to that particular 

piece of soil over which they preside (Tucci 1949: 722, and Hoffmann 1950: 159 f.). 
- khelan/khail~,  in other contexts identified as 'revenant' (S. 85.712. 85.714). 
- OT tha:dun < Tib. khrag-'thun, 'blood-drinker', cf. 18.166 note. 
- sabda-lunen, cf. 12.129 note. 
356: sinsin-kholkhol, the quivering sensation in the bombo's body as a numinous signal confirming the 

pertinence of what is thought of by the bombo, cf. p. 26. 
- cu:kharnu, 'appears to have been caused to come', < cu:ba, here 'to cause', 'to be caused'. + khaba, 

'to come', + -mu, a suffix indicating the subjective character of the speaker's experience (cf. also 
10.120-121). 

357: sern darnba sono < sem damba sonba, 'to distinguish carefully', < sem, 'mind', + damba, 
'distinction', cf. 9.103 note, and "soisoi-damdam" in 57.469. 

358: dawai hotfa ka ..., 'instead, the beam of the moon's light...', explained as a double reference (a) to 
the customarily nocturnal ritual, and (b) to the dimness of the bombo's vision. 

- rnacheyumu. 'appears not to have come out', < cheba, 'to shine', 'to rise', 'to come out', + yhba, lit. 
'to come down', here perhaps for 'to shine from above'. 

After a short pause, the bombo continues with the diagnosis: 

Syar Ba:la K h n e  khurbi demojyenjye lennem, 
Dakkhin Kiilik&, Dolakha Budhbgre khurbi demojyenjye, 

Syar Ba:la Kinne khurbi demojyenjye lenla kuinem 
da:moi ro, mendo, 

lai lagan nanri bonjye debge phemam semjyeno!, 
mj: thamajye kha d m e m  da:moda, semjyeno!, 

sem d ~ b a  sono, bonjye lai ligan nanri debge phebi deso 
nanri semjyeno! , 

365 Jyan Doyan nangi cen dakpo tha:dun yon-mayon cu:la, semjyeno!, 
yarsoi chyoppa cu:go, m ~ s o i  chyoppa cu:go! 
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A witch carrying (being the vehicle ofl Syar Ba:la Kdnne turns 
our to have licked (taken possession of), 

a witch carrying Dakkhin Kal ib ,  Dolakh Budhbdre, 
a witch carrying Syar Ba:la Kdnne turns our to have licked 
(taken possession of) the mistress's life-principle, 
(her) power, 

while the bon gets at the multitude in the god's divine abode, 
consider!, 

a malevolent human turns out to have conjured the mistress (with 
a charm), consider!, 
distinguish well, while the bon gets at (he multitude in the 
god's divine abode, consider!, 

365 (the mischief of) the fierce cen tha:dun in (the corner dominated by) 
Jyan Doyan may be caused to come on or not to come on (to 
the mistress), consider!, 

peqorm the sacrifice of y g s o ,  peflorrn the sacrijice of marso! 

Notes: 

361: Syar Ba:la Kanne = Nepal Bal&anne (95.872) = Balakanne (Bili KanyP) (6.67 note). as one of the 
manifestations or names of the Mother (M%) alias Spirit of the Kathmandu Valley (S. pp. 72-73). 

- khurbi demojyen, 'the witch who carries', with reference to the specific symbiosis of a human witch 
with the goddess. While the verb 'to cany' may convey, here. the sense that the woman in question 
is but a passive "carrier" of the goddess, the phrase "... the witch who makes Dakkhin KglikP play" 
(95.872) indicates the contrary, namely the manipulation of (the powers of) the goddess by the witch. Cf. 
also "khurbai" in 85.714 note and pp. 55-56, 72. 

- OT demojyen, 'witch'. < Tib. dre-mo-tan, lit. 'the one with a demoness'. 
- 1ennernPenla kuinem < lemba; there was disagreement among the informants whether MT lemba. 'to 

lick', or OT lemba. 'to take', was meant here. On a similar conflictcf. 97.914 note: on "licking a 
woman's 'flower"' cf. pp. 55, 228. 

362: Dakkhin Kalika, cf. 7.79 note. 

- Dolakha Budhbare alias DolakhL BudhbLe Bhut alias Mhyi Mhi ('Buffalo Spirit') is to be worshipped 
on Wednesdays (budhbf) only, according to the informants. The cult of this goddess (?) is said to have 
originated from the Newar town of DolakhH. 

- lenla kuinem, the OT intensive of the verb lemba, cf. above. In some cases, OT kuiba also fulfils a 
causative function, as it seems. 

- r0 and mendo. 'life-principle' and 'flower (= womb)', respectively; cf. 10.1 I8 notes and pp. 3 10 ff. 
364: m/: thama. 'malevolent human', here for the witch referred to as "demojyen" above. The identity of 

the woman suspected of being a witch was not disclosed to me. Open witchcraft accusations. considered 
a slander, are avoided as far as possible. 

- kha darnem < kha d+rba, here in the sense of 'to bewitch'. cf. 40.304. 

365: Jyan Doya" naiigi cen. 'the cen in Jy* Dqyati (= north)', anticipating that cen divinicy of the Ganes 
Kund lake in the northern mountains, which the bpmbo later (section 66.) diagnoses as the cause of the 
trouble? Jy* Doya~i, cf. 35.273 note. 

- ~6h-mayon. lit. 'come-not come', < OT yonba (Tib. yon-baj'on-ba), 'to come (on to)', 'to happen to'; cf. 
also 9.102 note. Following its interpretation by the informants. I have preferred a literal rendering of 
this OT form. 

366: OT yarso, the 'upper (yar) half of the year'. roughly corresponding to spring and summer: and OT 
marso, the 'lower (mar) half of the year'. roughly corresponding to autumn and winter. y F 0  and m- 
are probably synonymous with yarsati and mars& (cf. 66.543 note and Appendix 111). respectively. and 
reminiscent of the division of the year in a "rising" and a "falling" period among the Indo-Nepalese (N. 
fibhauli and fidhauli, cf. Gaenszle 1991: 164 with reference to eastern Nepal). - The "sacrifice of marso" 
may refer to the ritual to be performed on the full-moon day of Matisir Purne (~ovember-December). 
as mentioned in 54.446. 
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mendoi na:jo sabai .... 
oho!, ... cengi pruldap y6n-mayon cu:la da:moda, 
oho!, semjyeno! , 

370 da:moda yilyal-dupdup cu:ba, syai serne jyunba, tha:gi serne jyunba, 
thbmdom-nri jyunbam, cen-mengi daser y6nnem da:moda, 
sem dpnba sono, bonjye lhgan nanri debge phejyi, semjyeno!, 
Dakkhin Kalika, semjyeno!, 
Dakkhin Kalika apso cu:go, DolakhB Budhbiire apso cu:go!, 

375 Syar Ba:la KBnneda apso cu:go, semjyeno!, 
mengi damla ta:go, narai dqnla ta:go!, 
lai lagan nanri debge phebi deso n@ri, semjyeno!, 
Gorkha Kalika apso cu:go!, 
r@gi khansa djla Bhimsen Th5kur apso cu:go!, 

380 semjyeno!, 
khansa d/la, semjyeno!, danboi si yonla, d@boi ri yonla, salu khelh,  
sabda-lunen, salu dakpo, khelah ma:bon y6n-mayon cu:khamu, 
sem dpnba sono, bonjye debge phejyi lai lhgan n m ,  semjyeno!, 
ha-a-a-a-ay, semjyeno!, 

385 khahsa n@ri yam mi gan khyugpai noccyen yon-mayon cu:yumu, 
y h  mi bjr.ma:bon y6n-mayon cu:khamu, 
sinsin-khblkhol cu:khamu, semjyeno!, 

[Drumming] 

The magic of a cen which eats variouspowers, ... 
oho! ,... may be caused to come on or not to come on to the mistress, 
oho!, consider!. 

370 the mistress (suffers from an ailment which) at times recedes, at 
times worsens, a disease of the Pesh befalls her, a disease 
of the blood befalls her, 

the thbmdom-nri befalls her, the daser of the cen-men turns 
out to have come on to the mistress, 

distinguish well!, the bon has got at the multitude in the divine abode, consider!, 
Dakkhin Kalikd, consider!, 
put trust (in) Dakkhin Kalika, put trust (in) Dolakha Budhbare!, 

375 put trust in Syar Ba:la Kanne, consider!, 
magically fur the medicine, magically fuc the formula!, 
while the bon gets at the multitude in the divine abode, 

consider!, 
put trust (in) Gorkhd Krilikd!, 
put trust (in) Bhimsen Thdkur in this (your) own homestead!, 

380 consider!, 
in this homestead, consider!, the si of the past may come on (to 

the inhabitants), the ri of the past may come on, 
the salu khelah, 

(the quivering which indicates that) the sabda-lunen, the frerce 
salu, the khelan ma:bon come on or do not come on (to the 
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inhabitants) appears to have been caused to come (over the 
bon), 

distinguish well!, the bon has got at the multitude in the divine 
abode, consider!, 

ha-a-a-a-ay, consider! 
385 for a while (a  quivering which indicates that) a hurmful agent 

which roams the mountain comes or does not come on (to the 
inhabitants) in the homestead, appears to have been caused 
to come (over the bon), 

again, for a while fa  quivering which indicates that) a bjr.ma:bon 
comes or does not come on (to the inhabitants), appears to 
have been caused to come (over the bon), 

the quivering (which indicates this) appears to have been caused 
to come (over the bon), consider! 

Notes: 

368: MT pruldap. 'magic', 'an act of magic', ? < Tib. sprul-ba, 'witchcraft' (i.a.), or 'phrul, 'jugglery', 
'magical deception' (Jaschke 1949: 336f.. 360). + -dap ? < Tib. 'debs-pa. 'to hit' (as in le:dap,cf. 
22.206). 

370: OT yalyal-dupdup cu:ba, approx. 'to have an alteration of chronic and acute phases'. yhlyal ? < 
Tib. yal-ba, 'to vanish', or yel-yel, 'clear' (Jaschke 1949: 514); dtipdup ? < M u n  dub-dub, 'misery', 
'distress' (Haarh 1968: 34). 

- serne. cf. 34.27 1 note. 
371: ten-men, with reference to the cens and their children or companions, the rnens,cf. 12.130 note. 
- daser, cf. 12.130 note. 
374: OT apso cu:ba = MT apso laba. 'to trust', 'to believe in'. Cf. also the oracle (95.890-895) where the 

Nepali word bhakti ('devotion') seems to have been chosen as an adequate "translation" of apso. - apso 
? Tib. bzod-pa, 'patience', indulgence', 'perseverance', 'steadfast adherence to the four truths' (Das 
1970: 1111-1112). 

376: mengilharai damla ta:go!, 'magically fix the medicine (men)/the formula ( h a ) ! ' .  implying that 
neither the medicine nor the mantra would be effective without repeating, through the ritual, that 
primordial act which "magically fixed" (damla ta:ba) them as such. Cf. also "noccyen d q l a  ta:fiiV 
in 17.155 note. Ideally at least, no medicine should be administered without activating it by a mantra. 

- MT men (< Tib. sman), 'medicine', 'drug', also 'poison' (!); iiara = na: (< Tib. shags). 'mantra', 
'spell'. 

378: Corkha Kalikii, cf. 5.57 note. 
379: Bhimsen, here for the clan god of the head of the household, cf. 4.49 note. 
381: si and ri,cf. 11.126 note. 

385: MT yam, 'a moment'; the particle mi stresses the contrast between two different perceptions. 
- gaii khyugpai noccyen, 'the harmful agent which roams the mountain', was suspected to be identical 

with Paca BhaiyH, a divinity of the "wild hunter" type (cf. Hofer 1981: 21, 124). also mentioned in 
94.863. 

386: b/r.ma:bon, cf. 39.301 note. 

385-386: cu:yumu < yhba, 'to come down', 'to descend', possibly with reference to the harmful agent 
which might come down from the mountain. - in contrast to cu:khamu < khaba, 'to come'. with 
reference to the bjr.ma:bon. 

The bombo now performs the saldaps for a few clients outside the family of the patient. Each 
client has deposited on the altar a fistful of husked rice brought in a leaf-cup from his home, and 
it is by sniffing at the rice grains that the bombo is expected to gain insights for the divinatory 
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d iagno~ i s .~  The 
few days later) 
jyan spqie. 

first such saldap concerns an old woman and her grandson (who both died a 
and reveals their being troubled by the mother goddess Syar Ba:la Kiinne and a 

aha-a-a-a-a-a, semjyeno!, 
mone canmai noccyen semjyeno! , 

390 m/: thamai kuldap mayin, mi: thamai iiendap mayin, lenchyada ..., 
aha-a-a-a-a-a, semjyeno! , 
... Syar Ba:la Kinne, semjyeno!, s y a  se:nen ybnnem, sya sana 

se:nen ybnnem, 
a:ra s+a. c h y ~  s y a  Syar Ba:la KBnne thu: m e p o  kednem, 
Syar Ba:la K h e  li:mam, semjyeno!, 

395 jy@ sendei pruldap ybn-mayon cu:mu, 
bonjye lai ligah n@ui debge phejyi, 
kasta ka ybn-mayon cu:mu, semjyeno!, 
da:moda, semjyeno!, jyan sendei pruldap yon-mayon ... - chyoppa cu:go! 

400 lai lenchya, da:moda, semjyeno!, Syar Ba:la Kinne Dewi 
noccyenda chyoppa cu:go! 
bonjye lagan n*ri debge phejyi, 

Syar Ba:la Khnneda chyoppa cu:ma.djri gayah magasarn jyan sendei 
chyoppa cu:go, semjyeno!, 

bonjye lai ligan nanri debge phemam iiemai hotta macheyumu, 
dawai hotta cheyumu, 

semjyeno! 

[Drumming] 

aha-a-a-a-a-a, consider!, 
consider the harmful agent (as indicated by the smell) of the 

pure rice!, 
390 (this harmful agent) is not the magic arrow of a malevolent human, 

is not the harming charm o f  a malevolent human, 
(rather) to the youth ... , 

aha-a-a-a-a-a, consider!, 
... Syar Ba:la Kanne, consider!, as he ate, a dietary damage 

turns out to have come on (to the youth), as he ate meat, 
a dietary damage turns out to have come on (to the youth), 

as he drank liquor, as he drank beer, Syar Ba:la Kcinne turns out 
to have got very irritated, 

(and the quivering which indicates that) after Syar Ba:la Kanne, ... 
consider! 

6 Before depositing it on the altar, the leaf-cup is brought into contact with the forehead. shoulders and 
knees of the client. - Rice used for this purpose is called mone syit or mudu syit, lit. 'divination rice' 
(cf. p. 59) ,  hence the name of the procedure: mudu syit saldap, in contradistinction to the "normal" 
saldop for the patient, for which a rice-smelling is not required. 
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395 ... the magic of a north-sende comes on or does not come on (to the 
client), appears to have been caused (to the k n ) ,  

the b n  has got at the multitude in the god's divine abode, 
(a quivering which indicates that a state of being) very 

seriously ill indeed comes on or does not come on (to the 
client), appears to h v e  been caused (to the bon), consider!, 

to the mistress ..., consider!, 
the magic of the north-sende comes or does not come on (to 

the mistress) - perform a sacrifice!, 
400 (for the benefit of) the god's youth, for the benefit of the 

mistress ... , consider!, 
pegorm a sacrifice to the harmful agent (who is) Syar Ba:la 
Khnne Dcwi!, 
the b n  has got at the multitude in the god's divine abode, 

if (the client) does not become happy (does not get better) 
through the sacrifice to Syar Ba:la Kbnne, perform the 
sacrifice (for the propitiation) of the north-sende, 
consider-!, 

while the bon gets at the multitude in the god's divine abode, 
the beam of the sun's light appears not to have come out (yet), 
(instead) the beam of the moon's light appears to have come 
out, 

consider! 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

389: mone canma, 'pure divination rice'. Tib. mo-nas g c ~ - m a ,  'pure divination barley'. 
390: OT mayin, 'is not'. 
- lenchya, cf. 24.21 3. 
392: OT se:nen = MT cabai nosse = N. khiiibigP (S. 96.903). which I have preferred to render by 'dietary 

damage', because it refers to a specific concept of nosology. The "damage" is caused by the intake 
of food which is either inappropriately prepared (not sufficiently cleaned, not well done) or considered 
impure (pork) or yet again contraindicated in case of certain illnesses and in certain stages in one's 
life (childbirth, mourning). Such food is believed to "get stuck in the entrails and to cause various 
complications ranging from diarrhoea to death. - se:nen < Tib. zas-nan(-pa), lit. 'bad food'. 

393: a:ra, chyan, cf. 9.1 12-1 13 notes. 

- OT thu: makpo kednem, 'got very irritated/angry'. !hu: makpo ? < Tib. 'khrug(-pa). 'disorder'. 'to 
be disturbed', + smag-PO, lit. 'dark', reminiscent of MT "black anger", an idiom for 'excessive anger'; 
kednem < keppa (< Tib. skyed-pa), 'to produce'. - Despite his fever afflicted by Syar Ba:la Kanne, the 
boy (lenchya) went on partaking of what this goddess detests and what is generally believed to result in 
a "dietary damage" in case of fever, namely meat and alcohol. 

394: OT Ii:mam, 'after'. 

395: jyad sende, 'north-sende', seems to correspond to "northern hir" in 96.905. The relatives of the clients 
reportedly agreed, after some discussion, that these two terms had alluded to Ra Mhi, 'Goat Spirit'. 
which is a "union" of the ghosts of a Tamang man and a Ghale woman. 

397: MT kas@/kasta, 'very seriously ill', < N. kasta 'misfortune'. 'trouble'. 398: da:moda, 'to the mistress'. 
with reference to the grandmother; read: 'the magic by the north-sende [turns out to have come on] to 
the mistress'. 
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400: Dqwi = N. dewi (devi). 
401: g@yafi magasem < OT gay& gaba, cf. 10.121 note. 

On having finished the divination for three further clients the bombo lays his drum aside and 
asks for a dnnk. In the break - the first one since the beginning of the ritual - the conversation 
among the participants does not touch the issues treated in the saldap. contrary to what will 
happen in the break following the oracle (sections 93.-96). It should be noted in passing that in 
a talk with the ethnographer a few days later, neither SR nor the patient's husband appeared to 
exactly remember all details mentioned in the recitation. As SB commented: If a saldap happens 
to abound in names and details, "it is too much" for the client who, as a rule, would pick up 
only what appears instantly plausible to him, or what he finds conspicuously contradcted by 
a previous diagnosis. In any case, whatever has been stated in the first saldap, the divination, 
requires confirmation by the second one, the oracle (S. also pp. 227-228). 
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50. - 77. The second ritual journey: in search of the cen (cengi sarirap) 

The "incense-recitation for the cen" (cengi sanrap)' is an impressive effort to interrelate three 
"worlds", namely the inner one of the patient's organism, the outer one of physical nature, and 
the hidden one of metaphysical nature. It is undertaken (a) to find out which botanical species 
of flower corresponds to the "life-flower"/"(womb-)flowerw of the patient, and (b) to identify the 
one particular cen who controls both these flowers. The search is effected by means of applying 
two grids that are either intercalated with one another or superimposed on to one another: the 
enumeration of genera and species, on the one hand, and the enumeration of places (itinerary), 
on the other. 

The ritual journey (rirap) - which starts, strictly speaking. from the chene on the altar, leads 
to Uiseme and then back to the chene (sections 50. and 77. respectively) - does more than just 
provide a frame for the cengi sanrap as a whole. With its meandering but nevertheless fixed 
itinerary, the journey also subdivides into clusters and provides with spatial coordinates what 
otherwise would remain random and, due to repetitions, redundant: the enumeration of names of 
flowers and cens. The entire journey up to Uiseme must be completed, regardless of where, at 
which point in the itinerary, the bombo succeeds in finding the cen which has caused the trouble. 
SR himself explained the double-grid procedure as follows: The bombo has to enumerate name 
after name until the quivering in his body indicates which of these names is the right one; at 
the same time, he must also seek the support of gods of many different places to be enabled 
to "meet" the cen in question. As the text reveals, the cen is invited to come into the "divine 
abodes" of each of the gods enumerated, i.e.. into the altar, so that the b m b o  may interact with 
her, - and this effort results, here again, in a blurring of identities2 in that the "abode" of each 
god called on tends to become fused with that of the cen sought, or in that the cen tends to be 
merged in a tutelary @hamo) or even in Kaliama, the Divine Mother. 

Fresh incense is brought, and after a long drumming sequence, the b m b o  greets the "All 
Gods" (Debge Phamo) whom he will, in the following sections, visit in their residences and 
simultaneously convoke in the chene. The sanrap starts with the "universal incensing" (cf. 
section 15.). 

ha-a-a-a-a-ay, chya:.jalo Phamo!, 
405 iiendu salo, thu:la gomo!, 

Debge Phamoi syaldo chya:.j@o!, Chene ~ o l g i  Da:mo, 
Chene Sergi Da:mo chya:.jalo, hoy! 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, Phamo chya:.jalo!, 
iiendu salo, thu:la gomo! 

[Repetition of the "universal incensing", as in 15.137-1381 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, s a r a p  nari cu:ba, sanrap-densal cu:ba, 
Phamo chya:.jalo! 

After dancing for a few minutes. the bombo sits down in front of the altar and continues: 

1 Also called "searching for the cen" (cen maiba). 
2 Informants were rather confused when asked to identify the addressee in some of the passages in this 

part of the text. For example. no agreement could be reached on whether "Dlnjyen Pharno" was meant 
to address Kaliama or - flatteringly - the cen. in sections 67.-68. 
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410 sabrap n@ cu:ba, saivap hqi  djnba, 
Phamo chya:.jplo! 

ha-a-a-a-a-ay, hail 0 Phamo!, 
405 listen with the ears, ponder in the mind!, 

hail to (you 0) Multitude-Phamo!, 
hail 0 Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Golden Mistress, hoy! 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, 0 Phamo hail!, 
listen with the ears, ponder in the mind! 

[Repetition] 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, ( I )  perform the incense-recitation to the rhythm of 
the drum (?), perform the declamation (?) of the 
incense-recitation, 

0 Pharno hail! 

[Dance] 

410 (1) perform the incense-recitation to the rhythm of the drum (?). 
( I )  soar Cfrom place to place through) the incense-recitation 
to the rhythm of the drum (?), 

0 Phamo hail! 

Notes: 

406: OT syaldo (hon.). 'to', 'in honour of'. ? < Tib. ial-du, lit .  'in the face'. 
- Chene, cf. pp. 59 ff. and 18.161-163. 
408: sahrap. cf. p. 87. 
- OT hark tentatively interpreted by SB as 'to the rhythm of the drum (na)' (?). I presume that in the 

present context, OT nari (*ilhri?) < Tib. snarlsna-ru, 'ahead', 'onward', with reference to the bombo's 
movement from place to place in the ritual journey (section 58. ff.). 

- OT densal, 'declamation', 'recitation' (?), < demba (< Tib. 'dren-pa), 'to recite'. 'to enumerate'. 'to 
invite'. 

410: d/hba, lit. 'to soar', here figuratively for the dancing bombo's movement from place to place in the 
subsequent journey, according to SR (?). On djnba cf. also p. 49 f. 

In extolling the beauty of flowers and cens, the following sections (51., 53.-57.) are recited 
with lyric, or even elegiac, overtones. The bombo's singing "into" the drum produces a fine 
echo-effect . 

sala kebi mendo, n h l a  charbi rnendo, 
sala ci:ji mendo, 
cendan je:bi mendo, cengi rnendo, 

41 5 chya:.jalo! 
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g q a i  cen ka iie:le, g q a i  men ka tie:le, 
mendoi gombo nombai +:mo, mendoi debge nombai &:mo, 
mendoi linsye nombai da:mo, mendoi debge nombai da:mo, 

mendoi gyva  nombai da:mo, mendoi kabu nombai &:mo. 
awai somgi mendo, cengi mendo, pi:bi somgi mendo, cengi mendo. 

420 cendati je:bi mendo, iiemadari chebi mendo, dawadari syarbi mendo, 
chya:.jdo! 
jyjnlap tembi mendo, khawai mendo, 
chalam tembi mendo, bulam tembi mendo, 
chya:.jalo! 

425 g q a i  cen ka iie:le, ganai men ka iie:le, yulsan cendafi iie:le, 
cyen.denjyi, 

syb: C e n d ~  Rkiii! 

0 flower born in the earth, flower thriving in the sky, 
tinyflowers on the earth, 
flower lovely like the cen, flower of the cen, 

4 1 5 hail! 
The cen of whichever place may cause harm, the men of whichever 

place may cause harm, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) heaps offlowers, 

the mistress who takes (up her abode in) a multitude of 
flowers, 

the mistress who takes (up her abode in) scores of flowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) a multitude of 
flowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) hundreds offlowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) buds offlowers. 

0 flower of the living air, flower of the cen, 
flower of the li\*ing pi:bi,flower of the cen, 

420 flower loltely like the cen. 
flower growing with the sun (shining like the sun?), 
flower rising with the moon (shining like the moon?), 

hail! 
0 flower ulhich provides the boon, flower of the snow. 
flower which provides the great-grandchildren (?),flower which 

provides rhe grandchildren (?). 
hail! 

425 The cen of whichever place may cause harm, the men of whichever 
place may cause harm, the c e n d ~  (of M-hichever?) area m y  
cause harm, ( l )  have invited (rhem), 

come 0 Cendah Ra:iii! 

Notes: 

412: nhmla charbi mendo, 'flower thriving in the sky' = flowers above the ground, i.e.. growing on a tree 
or shrub. - charbi < MT charba (< Tib. 'Ehar-ba), 'to grow'. 'to thrive'. 

413: sala ci:ji mendo, a collective name for low-growing plants with (relatively) small flowers. 
414: je:b(a)i < MT je:ba (< Tib. mjes-pa), 'to be beautifullpleasing', 'to adorn'. 
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- cengi myndo, 'the flower of the cen': the flowers are both abode and ornament of the cen, cf. pp. 53-54. 
4 16: ganai < OT gga ,  cf. 34.266 note. 
- ne:le < MT iie:ba, 'to cause h m ' ,  etc.; cf. 26.226 note. 
417: mendoi gombo ... nombai demo,  'the mistress who takes heaps of flowers', wherein the verb ''nombaW 

may mean both: (a) the cen (mistress) who takes up her abode in flowers, and (b) the cen who eats 
(damages) the life-flower/(womb-)flower of a female. The context suggests version (a). Cf. also "mendoi 
na:jo sabai cen" in 48.367-368. 

417-418: gombo, linsye, gyara, kabu,cf. the primordial tree in 21.196. 
419: awai somgi < OT awai som(bo). cf. 10.120 note. Here as a metaphor for 'lofty height', that is, 

'upland', 'hillside', contrasted with pi:bi som(bo), metaphorically for 'lowland', 'valley'. The latter 
term was derived from MT "pi:bi rappa", 'to produce a buzzing sound by blowing on to a leaf held 
between the lips'; this "music" is believed to please the cen, and is to be executed by the clients in 
certain cen rituals; the leaf must be from the kksyin tree (N. aule cil8une. Schima wallichii sp.) which 
is classified as a tree of the lowland. - pi:bi ? < Tib. pi-pi, 'flute', 'fife' (Jaschke 1949: 323). 

420: nemadah ... syarbi, cf. 13.134. 
422: jyjnlap tembi mendo, 'the flower which provides the boon', interpreted by the informants as an 

allusive reference to the flowers placed in the jug with holy water (cf. section 25.); the purificatory and 
invigorating power of this water is regarded as a boon (section 106.). The expression is also reminiscent 
of the Hindu concept of prasdd (familiar to the Tamang, too), that is. that part of an offering which, 
"enriched" by divine boon, is distributed among the participants in a sacrificial act; for example, flowers 
(or a few petals) picked up from a plate with offerings and stuck in the hair of the participants, can 
also serve as a vehicle of boon. - jyjnlap (< Tib. byin-rlabs), 'blessing', 'boon'; tembi < OT temba, 'to 
provide', 'to keep', 'to put'. 

- khawai < MT khlwa, lit. 'snow', here with reference to that snow-like white substance which, as the 
vehicle or the materialization of divine blessing, appears either on the membrane of the drum or between 
the thumb and the index finger of the bombo, and is, then, transferred on to a flake of fresh butter; the 
butter is applied to the client's forehead as a fikH mark (cf. p. 250). "May khiwa descend upon you!" is 
a standard formula of blessing. Cf. also "khhwadati bappi mendo" in 58.477. 

423: chalam, bulam, cf. 12.131 note; the line alludes to the "(womb-)flower" for whose fertility jy/nlap 
and khawa are indispensable. 

425: OT yulsan = yul, 'country', 'area', 'territory of a village'; yulsati < Tib. yul-bzati, lit. 'good country' 
(S. also Das 1970: 1 141 ). 

- cendah = ? a variety of cen, addressed below as "Queen" (Ra:iii). 
- cyendenjyi < MT cyen.demba (< Tib. spyan 'dren-pa), 'to invite ceremonially'. 
426: syb: = Tib. Sog, 'come!'. 

Addressing the divine personification of the chene at the very beginning (50.406) and, again, at 
the very end (77.628) of this sanrap is obviously meant to re-establish the relationship between 
the symbolizing (the chene as a group of paraphernalia) and the symbolized (the abodes of the 
gods to be rallied for support). In the section which follows, by contrast, the chene appears just 
to be addressed as the abode of the first god among those to be rallied for support in the course 
of the journey: the divinity of the phnla stones. 

gana thunbi cen jyabu bomo, gana chya:bi cen jyabu bomo? 
Chene ~ o l ~ i  Da:mo, Chene Sergi Da:mo, Chene Palgi Da:mo, 

Chene Bngansyi Da:mo, Chene Chegara Sanmo chya:.jalo! 
Phola Karbo, Phola Marbo, Phola Syelgar Jyomo. 

cengi Phola, dudgi Phola, cho:na dudgi ,Phola, 
bykap dudgi Phola, 

430 Gyagar ?'ha:dun Nbrbu, Gyagar Phnda Syitta Guru chya:.jalo! 
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Where did the beautifil cen-maiden originate, where does the beautiful 
cen-maiden reside? 

0 Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Golden Mistress, 
Chene Blissful (?) Mistress, Chene Br!gansyi Mistress, 
Chene Chegara Sanmo hail!, 

0 White Phola, Red Phola, Syelgar Jygmo Phola, 
Phola of the cen, Phola of the dud, Phola of the cho:na dud, 
Phola of the atmosphere-dud, 

430 0 Gyagar Tha:dun Ndrbu, Gyagar P h d a  Syitta Guru hail! 

Notes: 

427: jyabu bomo, 'beautiful maiden', OT jyabu (< Tib. 'Jag-p) = MT jyaba, 'good', 'pretty', 'pleasant'; 
+ OT b m o  (< Tib. bu-mo). 'girl', 'daughter'. 

429: Phola. cf. pp. 62-63 and 18.165. 

430: Cyagar ... Guru, cf. 18.166 note. 

cendaii gawai ctnso. m e n d a  gawai mtnso, 
mendoi gombo nombi da:mo, mendoi linsye nombi da:mo, mendoi 

gyga  nombi da:mo. 
g q a i  cen ka iie:le, g q a i  men ka iie:le, 
sala ci:ji mendo wa:?, 

435 n h l a  charbi mendo wa:?, 
cendan je:bi mendo, cengi mendo, 
sala ci:ji mendo, thbari sali mendo, 
cendari je:bi mendo, awai somgi mendo, cendan je:bi mendo, 
syondi do:na pi:bi somgi mendo, cendh  je:bi mendo. 

440 cltndi sali mendo, gorjawali mendo, siipadi mendo, cendari je:bi mendo, cengi mendo. 
sala thunbi mendo, ctndi sali mendo wa:? 
cen jyabu bomo, cen jyabu ... [stammering] bomo, 
da:moda kha i i q b a i  cen jyabu. I!: i i q b a i  cen jyabu, 

chalam [-bulam] f iwbai  cen jyabu. syabla ttwa ii-bai cen 
jyabu, puila melun i i ~ b a i  cen jyabu, tinla ttwa, mendo 
i i q b a i  cen jyabu bomo, che.dqsyin, d q a  f i e b a i  cen jyabu 
bomo, 

gana chya:bi cen jyabu bomo, gana thunbi cen jyabu bomo? 

The ctnso which pleases the cen, the mtnso which pleases the men. 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) heaps of flowers, 

the mistress who takes (up her abode in )  scores offlowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) hundreds of flowers. 

The cen of whichever place may cause harm, the men of whichever 
place may cause harm. 
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(is their abode in) the tiny flowers of the earth?, 
435 the flower thriving in the sky?, 

rheflower lovely like the cen, thejfower of the cen. 
the tiny flowers on the earth, the tiban sali flower, 
the flower lovely like the cen, the flower of the living air, 

the flower lovely like the cen, 
the power of the living pi:bi (which one gets) when arriving at 

the river, the f l o ~ ~ e r  lovely like the cen. 
440 The ckndi sali power, the gorjawali flower, 

the siipadi power, power lovely like the cen, flower of 
the cen, 

thepower which originates in the earth, is it the ckndi sali 
flower? 

The beautiful cen-maiden, the beautiful cen-maiden, 
the beautiful cen which injures the mouth, 

the beauriful cen which injures the body, 
the beautiful cen which injures the great-grandchildren (?), 
the beautiful cen which injures the centre of the legs, 
the beautiful cen which injures the flame of the knees, 
the beautiful cen-maiden which injures the centre of the 
heart, the power (of the heart), 
the beautiful cen-maiden which injures the life-pole, the 
respiration (?) of the mistress, 

where does the beautiful cen-maiden reside, where did the 
beautiful cen-maiden originate? 

Notes: 

431: gawai = OT gabai, 'pleasing', 'happy', in a "Tibetanized pronunciation (< Tib. dga'-ba'i). 
- censo, menso MT ctnso-mknso (disjoined here), the name of the bunch of twigs and flowers fastened 

to the top of the pa:sam tree (cf. p. 243). If possible, this bunch should include twigs of the plant called 
c&nso = Gaultheria sp. (identified as Gaultheria fragrantissima Wall. in Toffin and Wiart 1985: 134, 142). 
The same plant is also used in the syinne na:jo,cf. 15.138; its smoke is said to kill bedbugs. The term 
mknso does not denote, to my knowledge, a botanical species. , 

437: taban sali < thban, the dub0 grass, cf. 21.194; + OT sali, frequently added to names of plants and 
animals,cf. 27.228, and "jyabu sali" in 97.914. 

439: syondi do:na, lit. 'when aniving at the river', i.e., at the lowland/valley which is associated with 
"pi:bi som", cf. 51.419 note above, and 56.468 below. 

440: cendi = Artemisia japonica Thunb. var. paniflora (Toffin and Wiart 1985: 142). MT ctndi and cendiri 
are alternatively used for various Artemisia subspecies; cf. also "cendiri marbo" in 15.138. 

- gorjawali, the name of a yellow chrysanthemum (?). 
- saipadi < N. saipatri, 'marigold', Tagetes erecta. 
443: kha ... namba, cf. 10.1 18. 12.131 and 27.229. 

445 chya: .jalo!, 
Mansyir Pbne bardo(i) khan sergi ligan cu:nam mana kui 

tonno-torsyol, bromo-brosyol, laral-dundal, gyhbdol, 
mendo cu:la, sergi lagan cu:la, 
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cen jyabu bomo chya:.jalo! 

445 Hail!, 
within the period of Mahsir Purne, when preparing a golden divine 

abode. (we) will prepare the tormo-torsyol, the bromo-brosyol 
of nine m b 8  (of grain), the lard-dundal, the gyhb~jol, 
the Jlower(s), (we) will prepare the golden divine abode, 

0 beautiful cen-maiden, hail! 

Notes: 

446: Mansyir Puriie = N. M ~ s i r  Purne (Wmiml), the full-moon day bearing the name of the month 
MahsirtM~gsir (November-December) of the Nepalese calendar. This full-moon day may also fall in 
the month of Kiirtik (October-November). 

- bardoi khari, 'within the period', meaning that the ritual can be performed either on the full-moon day 
itself or within five days after the full-moon day. 

- sergi Iagan, 'golden divine abode', here with reference to the hmbo's altar in the ritual of "cen syarba" 
promised to the cen, cf. pp. 266 ff., 271. 

- mana < N. m&%, the weight by volume, actually about 0.40 to 0.45 kg of maize or husked rice. In 
reality, the amount of grain, ground and boiled for the dough with which the tormos are made. is much 
less than nine m&% 

- tormo-torsyol, a general term for the dough figures, tormo, cf. 39.297 and pp. 229-230. 
- bromo-brosyol, a general term for the dough pieces pasted on the top and sides of a tormo; they look 

like ears or tentacles said to represent the hairlocks of the divinity. -syol ? < Tib. iol, l i t .  'that which 
hangs beneath', 'beard' (Das 1970: 1077). 

- laral-dundalfladar-dundal is the name of an offering of a few coins (1-3 pices) tied to the top of the 
pa:sam tree in certain rituals; laral/ladar < ladar, cf. p. 63. 

- gyabdol/gyawl refers, here, to the screen of plain cloth on the two sides and at the back of an 
altar-platform (cf. br@ge, p. 59). - gydwol ? < Tib. rgyab-yol, 'back piece (of a ceremonial throne)', 
(Snellgrove 1967: 283). 

- mendo, 'flower', the altar prescribed for the ritual as promised is decorated with flowers of the season. 

chya:.j@o!, 
iiemadan je:bi mendo, cengi mendo. 

450 dawadah syarbi mendo, cendah je:bi mendo nombai cen jyabu h m o ,  
sala thunbi mendo, fap!ep sali mendo, cendah je:bi rnendo, 
chya:.jalo, hay cengi mendo! 
gana chya:bi cen jyabu bomo. g q a  thunbi cen jyabu h m o ?  
da:mom niwai b ~ d o  jyuiunu, chlwai b v d o  jyunmu, 

455 yara syelne jyunmu, rnqa oine jyunmu, 
chalam iiammu, bulam i iwmu,  mendo iiammu, 
thomdorn-nri, rinrin-phelphet jyunmu, da:mo mi. 

chya:.jalo mrawai lungi mendo!, 
jesyin paina mendo, cendan je:bi rnendo, 
mrawai lungi mendo. M1 sali mendo, byuru sali mendo, 

dawa sali mendo, cendah je:bi mendo, cengi rnendo, 
chya:.jalo! 
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460 cen jyabu Karcen wa:, cen jyabu bomo wa:?, 
cen Catisal wa:, cen Djncen wa:, cen Karcen wa:?, 
cen mi C ~ s a l  Ra:iii wa:, cen Djncen wa:?, 
g q a  thunbi cen?, 

Sacen wa:, n a : c e n  wa:, Ma:cen wa:? 

Hail!, 
0 flower lovely like the sun, power of the cen, 

450 the beautifil cen-maiden who takes (up her abode in) the power rising 
with the moon (shining like the moon?), the flower lovely like 
the cen, 

the power which originates in the earth, the tapiep sali power, 
jlower lovely like the cen, 

hail, hay power of the cen! 
Where does the beautiful cen-maiden reside, where did the 

beautiful cen-maiden originate? 
The mistress appears to have been befallen by a state of illness, 

appears to have been befallen by a state of pain, 
455 appears to have been befallen by a "rinsing-up", appears to have 

been befallen by a ‘yawing-down", 
the great-grandchildren (?) appear to have been injured, 
the grandchildren (?) appear to have been injured, 
the flower (of the mistress) appears to have been injured, 
(she) appears to have been befallen by thbmdom-nri, by 
(all sorts of) illnesses and ailments (?), the mistress. 

Hail 0 flower(s) of the lowland!, 
the jesyin paina power, flower lovely like the cen, 
flower(s) of the lowland, the bC1 sali power, the byuru sali flower, 

the dawa sali flower, power lovely like the cen, 
flower of the cen, 

hail! 
460 Is the beautiful cen (in question) Karcen, is (Karcen) the 

beautiful cen-maiden?, 
is the cen Cansal, is the cen Dlncen, is the cen Karcen?, 
is the cen Cansal Rd:iii, is the cen DlncenY, 
where did the cen originate?, 

is she Sacen, is she Tha:cen, is she Ma:cen? 

Notes: 

45 1 : taptep, Anaphalis sp. 
454: da:mom, lit. 'as to the mistress', instead of da:moda. 
- nawa and chawa, cf. 9.107. 
455: yara syelne ... rinrin-phetphet, cf. 9.1 15-1 17. 
456: mrawai lun, cf. 15.137. 
457: jesyid paina mendo, l i t .  'ss1 resin flower' (cf. 15.137 note), erroneously for "jqsyin sali mendo"? 
458: bbl = MT btl, Rhododendron carnpanulaturn D.Don (Toffin and Wiart 1985: 156). or = N. bel, the 

tree Aegle marmelos? 
- MT byuru, Prunus cerasoides D.Don. 
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- MT dawa, Ficus lacor Buch.-hrn. 
460: Karcen, Calsal ... Ma:cen, the names of different cens on whose identity no fudcr  information was 

available. 

cen chya:ba gana wa:, cen Fhunba g@a wa:?. 
da:moda li:ri noppa, son noppa. bu:n noppa(i) cen jyabu b m o  rni. 
hay, mrawai lungi mendo mi, byliru sali mendo, khma sali mendo, 

465 phu: g@gai mendo, ph:to sali mendo, tensyin sali mendo wa:?, 
chya:.jalo!, 
sala ci:ji mendo, cengi mendo, 
g@ri do:na awai somgi mendo, cendah je:bi rnendo, 

syondi do:na pi:bi somgi mendo chya:.ji@o! 

The cen resides - where?, the cen originates - where?, 
the beautiful cen-maiden (who) does harm to the mistress in (her) 

body, does harm in (her) vital principle, does harm in (her) 
breath. 

hay, among the flowers of the lowland, (is it) the byliru sali flower, 
the kilma sali flower?, 

465 (among) the flowers of the upland, is it the pa:to sali flower, 
the tensyin sali flower?, 

hail!, 
0 tiny flowers on the earth, flower(s) of the cen, 
0 flower(s) of the living air (which one gets) when arriving at 

the mountain. flower(s) lovely like the cen, 
Oflower(s) of the living pi:bi (which one gets) when arriving 
ar the river. hail! 

Notes: 

464: kurlia, Wendlandia sp. 
465: OT phu: galigai. 'of the upland', (? < Tib. phu, 'the upper part of a valley', + *sgh-kha'i, lit. 'of 

the side of the mountain spur'); synonymous with "phu: lagai". cf. 16.140. 
- pa:to, Rhododendron sp.; Toffin and Wim (1985: 137, 142) give Rhododendron arboreum J.E.Smith 

for what they spell "phda". 
- tensyid, the chestnut tree, Castanopsis hystrix or, according to Toffin and Wiart (1985: 1421, Castanopsis 

tribuloides. This tree is of particular relevance for the bombo; its branches serve as the symbol of the 
"life-beam" of the patient (cf. pp. 243, 266 and 27.228 note), while its twigs and foliage provide the 
material for the basic structure of an altar platform. 

sarlun-djrlun soisoi-damdam cu:khajyi lagah nanri, 
470 cen chya:ba k h b a ,  cen punba k h h a ?  

na bonden kha nolyu, I/: nolyu, syajyik senyu, tha:jyik senyu 
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cen jyabu borno rni! 

( I )  have come to distinguish and sort out from the jumble 
(of possibilities) in the divine abode, 

470 the cen resides - where?, the cen originates - where? 
Come down and unite mouth, come down and unite body with me, 

the bon, come down and make one flesh, come down and make 
one blood (with me) 0 beautiful cen-maiden! 

Notes: 

469: MT sarlun-djrlun, 'jumble', 'welter', 'chaotic disorder'. 
- MT soisoi-damdam, 'selecting/sorting one by one'; soisoi < MT soso (Tib. so-so), 'different'; damdam 

< dynba, 'to distinguish', etc., cf. 9.103 note. 
471: kha nolyu ... senyu, 'come down and unite mouth', etc., cf. "kha nolkho ..." in 38.292. The verb for 

'to come downldescend' might refer to the fact that the most powerful cens are believed to reside in 
high-altitude areas. - sen- < MT senba = OT sonba. 'to make'. 

The journey proper sets out, here again, from the fire-place in the client's house. After 
having repeated section 26., the bombo continues by reciting a modified version of section 
27. elaborating on the "floral aspect" of the patient's "life-beam" (alias life-tree alias primordial 
tree) and its connection with the c m .  

rnribgi la Gomosyi Ra:ja, sai la Ternba Cunne, 
nlrngi la Gormen D6lm0, doi la Dobon Chyembo, 
da:rno fiinla kha keppa, li: keppa, ro keppa, so keppa, bu: keppa, 

lundan barba, lundan keppa, iiemadan cheba, dawadan 
syarba(i) kedan sali dunma, 

475 da:moi ro.dunma, da:moi nirgyal chebi ro.dunma, 
cengi mendo, 
khawadan bappi rnendo, jyjnlap tembi mendo chya:.jalo! 
j q a  sornboi le:dap, ma ni sbmgi [sic] le:dap, ha:~iga sbmgi le:dap, 

rnendoi g y ~ a ( i )  le:dap, mendoi gombo(i) le:dap, mendoi 
linsye(i) 1e:dap [syukhajyi (?)l. 

0 god of the door, Gqmosyi Ra:ja, god of the poor (earth), 
Temba Cunne, 

god of the ceiling (sky), Ggrmen Dblmo, god of the courtyard, 
Dybon Chyembo, 

0 kedan sali-beam (which) gives birrh to the mourh, gives birth 
to the body, gives birth to the life-principle, gives hirth to 
the vital principle, gives hirth to the breath, 
(which) makes the respiration (?) expand. gives hirth to 
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the respiration (?) of the dear mistress, 
(0 kedai sali) growing with the sun (shining like the sun?). 
rising with the moon (shining like the moon?), 

475 0 life-beam of the mistress, life-beam which makes the mistress's 
arrogance grow, 

jlower of the cen, 
jlower descending with the snow (falling like the snow?), 

jlower which provides the boon, hail! 
[I have come to ask for (? ) l  support for the living roots, 

support for the three trunks [sic], support for the three 
branches, support (for) the hundreds offlowers, support (for) 
the heaps of powers, support ('for) the scores ofjlowers. 

Notes: 

472-473: mrhbgi ..., cf. 27.228. 
474: kha ... keppa, cf. 13.133 and 23.2 1 1 note. 
- nemadan ... syarba, 'growing with the sun, rising with the moonl,cf. its occurrences with Kaliama 

( 1  3.1 34) and with "the flowers of the cen" (5 1.420). 
- kedan sali dunma, referring, here too, to the symbol of the patient's "life-beam", the pa:sam which will 

be erected in the courtyard, cf. 27.228 note, and pp. 243. 266. 
475: nargyal ..., cf. 27.229. 
476: cengi mendo, 'the flower of the cen', here with particular reference to the flowers to be tied to the 

top of the pa:sam tree (cf. "cknso-mtnso" in 53.431). 
477: khawadan bappi mendo, lit. 'flower descending (falling) with the snow', cf. "khawai mendo" in 

5 1.422 note. 
478: jara sombo... linsye.cf. the creation myth in 21.195-196 and 23.207-208, and also 25.215-216. 

51.417418. 
- ma ni som, 'three trunks', recte: "ma ni som(bo)". 'living trunks', cf. 23.207 note. 

Bhokteni ne:bai KBli Nag, sairap iiembu syukhajyi, 
480 DSmdar DeurBli, Gy-ura, Bura:.syitta Ma:deo. 

[Repetition of 28.233-234 addressing the syibda-nk:da of Bhokteni] 

Tharpu, TamBi, ~ r u  Kharka, Ghormu, Brenbren Na:ni Sy:lri K h n e  
Ma:deo, saiuap fiembu syuiii le cen jyabu bomoda! 

gana thunbi, g+a chya:bi cen jyabu bomo? 
Ckndi G @ ,  Laban [Syongi] Kalika Dewi, Sidhi Syelgar Jyomo, 

sanrap iiembu [syuiii le], sanrap-densal cu:iii le! 

0 Kali Nag who dwells in Bhokteni. (I) hove come to ask (yorc) 
to listen (?) to the incense-recitation. 

480 0 Ddmdar (of) Deurali. Garura, B~tra:.svirta Ma:deo. 

[Repetitions] 
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Tharpu. Tarn&, Aru Kharka, Ghormu, 0 Na:ni Syiri Kdnne Mu:deo 
(of) Brenbren [Syon], let us go and ask the beautiful 
cen-maiden to listen (?) to the incense-recitation! 

Where did the beauriful cen-maiden originate, where does she 
reside? 

CPndi Gun, 0 Kdikd Dewi (of) Labah [Syon], Syelgar Jyomo (of) Sa'dhi, 
[let us go and ask to] listen (?) to the incense-recitation, 
let us go and perform the declamation (?) of the incense-recitation! 

Notes: 

479-480: Kali ... Ma:deo, cf. 28.235. 
481: Tharpu, Tamai, Chormu, non-Tamang villages near Bhokteni; Aru Kharka, a slope near Tharpu. 
- Na:ni Sy/ri Kanne Ma:deo < N. NZni Sri (S;) KanyS MahZdew (according to the informants), with 

reference to a cult place of MahZdew and his female consort ( N h i ,  lit. 'girl', elsewhere also identified 
as KSlikH) in the valley of the Brenbreh Syon river to the east of Bhokteni. 

- sahrap nembu ..., cf. 28.234 note. 
483: Cendi Can = N. PZti D:@, a hill spur near Bhokteni. 
-  idh hi, an uninhabited place near Bhokteni, from where that steep slope can be seen which is believed 

to be the residence of the goddess Syelgar Jyomo (cf. 29.240). 
- Laban Syon, a river to the north-west of Bhokteni. 

In continuing the journey the bombo groups the names in rather hastily enumerated clusters, 
and repeats, in the intervals between the clusters, the greeting chya:.julo; the requests "to listen", 
"to protect the patient", and "not to disturb the centre of the earth", etc.; the inquiry about the 
identity of the cen; and the formula "I have come to find you 0 Phamo in your divine abode". 
His itinerary"~ as follows: 

Kali Nag at Byuru Syon (R), Kali NSg, Dupcyo-Menjyo Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, Phamo Cya~War 
Larno (DIVs) of Liipsyire (UN) 

S. section 29. 
Syitta Ma:deo [Siddha Mahadew], Gorkha KglikS of Caut&rS (ST) 

S. section 29. 
485 The kharda-chohda and Dud Legen Chyembo (DIVs) of Lhyun, La Kundu Sgbo.  La 
Megdun Remo (DIVs) of J6ndali (UN) 

S. section 29. 
Kalika Dewi of Skmdon (ST) 

A village W of CautarZ. 
Syblmojyet, Chaja-Pma,  Thilden Gu:, Bknajyet (UN) 

Slopes above CautarS; no divinities mentioned. 

3 Abbreviations: DIV = divinity; LK = lake; n. = name, NI = no information available; PK = mountain 
peak; R = river; ST = settlement (village); UN = uninhabited (meadow, bush, forest, slope, hill spur, 
etc.). 
Names in quotation marks render the spelling as followed by the maps of the Survey of India. 
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L h a  Khilden D&v. F'l~amo S~e lga r  Jyomo, Phamo &sum S&ge. ham0 W j y m o  (DIVJ) 
of Phoni Dapcofi Jo (PK) 

S. section 29. 

yapden-yupgi Da:mo. Phamo Karyul Jyorno, Phamo Cyatisyar Larno (DIVs) of Alijyo 
(UN) 

S. section 29. Chyu Geppu-Gemo omitted. 
The khardu-chobda and Dud Lxgen Chyembo of Ph:syin.dun (UN) 

NI. 
490 Ra:ja-Rkiii, Syjri Syitta Ma:deo of Kimdan Wodi (UN) 

Rkja-RB:iii (N. riljii-rhi, 'king-queen') is believed to send leopards into the cattle-shed when 
angered by man. K i m h  Wodi = n. of a watering place N of Cauw.  

saiuap iiembu syukhajyi cen jyabu bomoda, 
chya:.jdo Cen Ra:iii!, 
cen jyabu bomoda, mendoi gyya nombi da:mo, mendoi linsye nombi 

da:mo, mendoi kabu nombi da:mo. mendoi gombo nombi 
da:mo[da] 

satirap n~ cu:ba [cu:iii], s~rap-densal  cu:iii le! 
495 chya:,jalo!, 

da:moda li:i barjyo silba, 1i:i dj:ma da:ba, lchawai byjyo silbai 
sa&ap iiembu syufii le! 

chya:.jalo! , 
da:moda gyabna 1j:jye khuriii, nonna chya:jye tetitii!, 
phamoi lagan n*ri khlwai barjyo siliii!, 

500 bgjyo silbi saiwap fiembu syuiii le! 

( I )  have come to ask the beautifil cen-maiden to listen (?) to 
the incense-recitation. 

hail 0 Cen R&:Ai!, 
for the beautiful cen-maiden. 

the mistress who takes (up her abode in) hundreds of powers. 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) scores offlowers. 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) the bud offlowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) heaps offlowers. 

[let us go and] peqorm the incense-recitation to the rhythm of 
the drum (?), let us go and perform the declamation (?) of 
the incense-recitation!, 

495 hail!, 
let us go and ask (her) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation 

(which) washes off the mistress's defilement-damage of the 
body, (which) cleans out the impurify of the body. 
which washes off the defilement-damage of the snow (?) ! 

Hail!. 
let us go and carry the mistress at the back on the back. 

let us go and toss her at the front with the hands!, 
let us go and wash off in the phamo's divine abode the 
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defilement-damage of the snow (?) !, 
500 let us go and ask (the cen) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation 

which washes 08 the defilement-damage! 

Notes: 

493 @:mo. 'mistress', here with reference to the cen, while in line 496 with reference to the patient. 
4%: barjyo and dJ:ma, cf. 24.213 notes. 
- khawai or khai? Cf. 24.21 3. 
499: phamoi Ihgad, 'the phamo's divine abode', may refer, here, to the cen's permanent residence or to 

the residence of one of the gods visited during the journey, in which the kmbo  intends to meet the cen 
(cf. above p. 163). Likewise, "pharno" may be interpreted either as an honorific term of address for the 
cen, or as an honorific lerm of reference for one of the gods visited. 

Mah2kHlikB Dewi, Mahalutra Dewi of N h u n d u n  (UN) 
S. section 29. 

Cyatisyar Lamo, KSlika Dewi, La Kundu S h b o ,  La Megdun Remo (DIVs) of G6mbo Gyi 
(UN) 

S. section 29. where only Cyansyar Larno is mentioned with reference to this place. La 
Kundu ... Remo = names of the sylbda-nt:da of this place. La Kundu Siyibo < Tib. Iha kun-tu 
bzd-po. 'the Primordial Buddha'. 

Kali Nag of Tilijyet (UN) 

S. section 29. 
The syjbda-ne:da of P i lh jye t  (UN) 

A place near pbdun village, W of Cauta2. 
505 Pho Jyawa Singi Lamo (DIV) of m a n a  Jo (PK) 

Cf. section 3 1 .  where this divinity is mentioned in connection with another place. nana  JO = 
a peak near pbdun. 

Tahja Mane. Skdere G@, Jo:gi Gab. S h h ,  ~ m b a j ~ e t  (UN) 

Uninhabited places near pbdun and Bra:di villages. 
The syjhda-n8:da of the Kol D%s area 

Kol ~ i ~ 2  = a ridge near Brkdi. 
KSlika Dewi of Bhadre (UN), Sanga Mahadew of Byurudun (UN), Kanne Nag of Takpa Syon 
(R), Syjri K b n e  Ma:deo of Guinsa (UN) 

S. section 29. 
Yajyo-Garijyo, Dupcyo-Menjyo. Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, Phamo Cyhsyar  Lamo (DIVs) of Kiora 
(ST), Man.budu (and) Thala G@ (UN) 

S. section 29. Ktora = N. Keor2 ("Kenra"), a village near Fbdun. 
Chyu Geppu-Gemo of Do Alijyo 

S. section 29. 
Phamo Karyul Jyomo (DIV) of Ri:p G@ (ST) 

Ri:p G @  = "Rip" (village). 
GorkhS KSlik3 of Cirange (ST) 

Ckrdge = "~haurangi", a Tamang village NW of Katunje (S. below). 
Phamo Cyansyar Lamo (DIV) of Tbrke G@ (UN) 

Tbrke Gan, n. of a hill spur near Chrdge. 
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l3ggh-Baghini Dewi of Kh t i j ye t  (ST) 
BHgh-Bighini, lit. 'Tiger-Tigress'. NI. K h n j y e t  = N. Kajunje, a bazaar settlement W of 
Bhokteni. 

510 LHmH Tha,  KumHi JyZmrung, NLsai DarbL, Dhola, Phursut, Maidi (STs) 
Cf. " L ~ i t h ~ " .  "Kumfii Jamairing". "Dhola", "Phursu" "Maidi". Non-Tamang villages W 
and SW of Karunje. No divinity mentioned. 

Jalmukhini [sic] Dewi of Khari (ST) 
NI. ? < Skt. JvAimukhi ~ e v i ,  a form of the goddess DurgH. 

Righe Guru of Salen Jo 
Righe Guru = ? Gorakhnith. Salen Jo = Salyiincok, the _upper part of Salyh* ("SalintL") 
village near the confluence of the Buri Gandaki and the Akhu Kholi rivers. 

515 Saptar, Mebalan, Bare KhHni (STs) 
Villages on the eastern bank of the Akhu KholH. Sap!& = "SaptiW"' No divinity mentioned. 

Pbljyet, L h e d k H ,  Thda  
Villages near M W & ,  S. below. No divinity mentioned. 

Phamo Karyul Jyomo, Phamo CyAsyar Lamo, Indra Dewi (DIVs) of ~ m - b " b a - ~ ~ ~ a r n  (and) 
MCnjyo Piikhri (ST) 

~ m - b r i b a - ~ ~ ~ a r n  = n,of a place with a rock on which two thunderbolt symbols in the shape 
of a cross (Tib. rdo-rje rgya-gram) are carved. Near MCnjyo Wkhri = N. MirpBk Pokhri 
("Mirpak". "Pokhri"). 

Syelgar Jyomo of Tar Bra: (UN) 
NI. 

Chhgare G@ (UN), Yi.khapjyet (UN), ~ t n a m j e ~ e t  (UN) 
Near M W & .  No divinity mentioned. 

Kharda G q r a  Chyembo (DIV) of Nhphum Jo (PK) 
Read: kharda(-chobda) + G e r a  (Ma:bon). NI. 

~HilH-~hi i lH Dewi (DIV) of A:ljA (ST) 
N. kHilH-thHilH, lit. 'fourth eldest-fifth eldest'. NI. 

Barsunjyet (ST), Nagur JF, (PK), Na:dA-M/dA.syi: (UN), ~ h m b a l  Gombo (UN) 
Barsunjyet = "Barsanchet", NE of M%rp&. No divinity mentioned. 

Pho Jyawa Singi Lamo (DIV) of D@a Phulum Jo (PK) 
S. sections 3 1.  and 62. The peak lies E of '!lIana Jo, N of CautBrS. 

520 Pleh Nen (UN), Khduluri Syon (R), KimdA-MingA (ST), Silin.nilr (ST), Prundud G6mbo 
(UN), Dabla.sA (UN), Gad Mrin (UN) 

No divinity mentioned. Kbndulun Syon = "Kundal KholH", Kimdari-MCngari = "Kintag 
MengBgaon". Silin.nar = "Kintiing Salengar". 

Phamo Syelgar Jyomo of Padi Kharka (UN) 
A former pasture land above K i m d d  village ("Kintag"). 

Gydle Mensyar Jyomo (DIV) of Sere G@ (and) Gyiile Brti: (UN) 
In the Mailuh KholH valley. 

Ih i la i~  G": (UN), CyarlA U: (UN, a cave) T h A  BrB: (UN), Dud Legen Chyembo (DIV) of 
Naiba-Kharda (UN) 

In the Mailun KholH valley. 
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Ra:m Cyatiba. Rd:m Gren (UN) 
In the Mailuri KholH valley? 

Duhsyel (UN), Thambu (ST), Mhgur (ST). Ragli.jyet (UN), Narisere G@ (PK, ST), Damjyet 
(UN) 

MBgur (= "M&urV) and Tharnbu. N of Kimdati; Narisere (="Nahsariw), NW of Kimda". N~ 
divinity mentioned. 

Do Syelgar Jyomo (DIV) of Amba G @  (PK) 
A hill spur near Gombon = "Gumbung", NW of Kirndari. 

Gomboh.jbn (ST), Para Guisye (?), Darkha, Chirnrekharka, KhanniyBbas (STs), Tim Bra: (UN), 
Byurujyet (UN), Mvja  G@ (UN), Kyun (ST), Kandaran (ST) 

Cf. "Gumbung", "Chinyakhark, "Darkha". "KhanayHbh", villages on the eastem bank of the 
&U Kholii, NW of Kimdari. - Kyun = "Kyun". Kandarati = "Kandrang", both in the valley 
of the "Gasli KholH". 

525 Chona Ma:bon N6rbu (DIV) of Bendi Wala (UN) 
NI. 

The kharda-chona of Kuire M a n d ~  (ST) (and) Bijuli DhungH (UN) 
kharda-chona = kharda-chobda. = ? "Mungang" in the "Gasli KholH" valley. 

Singari, Gajuwali (STs), Dhobi Kilo (UN), T h H  Kilo (UN), Jqnan (ST), G/linjo Gornbo, Larjo 
G6mbo 

Singari = "Singing", NE of DarkhH. Gajuwali ... THmH Kilo- are places near Jignai~ = N. 
JIThLlHng, a large Tamang village on the eastem bank of the Akhu KholH. Gllinjo G6mbo is 
the n. of a Buddhist shrine in Jamari. 

Phamo Carisal Ra:iii (DIV) of Kasyuba-Bjdisyubi G6mb0, Cen Carisal Ra:fii (DIV) of Gjlinjo 
G6mbo 

Cansal is the n. of one of the cen, cf. 55.460 above. Khsyuba ... Gombo is another shrine in 
Jamati. 

530 ~ : l a n  (UN), Baran, Awai, Serdun, CBlise, Timlin, Yhijo, Linjo, Naber, Yondon (STs) 
 lair = a cave (U:) near Jaman. BLan = "Bur%ng"; Awai = " ~ v i ~ a o n " ;  Serdun = "SHthigaon"; 
CHlise = "ChHlisgaon"; Timlin = "Tiplinggaon", Yhnjo ="YangjuW; Linjo = "Linju"; Naber = 
"Nebar"; Yondon = "Himdung", all villages in the upper Akhu KholH valley, inhabited mainly 
by Tarnang. 

Thwal-Dhusyini (ST) 
'THol" and "Dhuseni", two neighbouring villages on the western bank of the Akhu KholH. 

Ma:bon (DIV) of Khyuikhyun-Syjbon Jo (PK) 
The peak is said to be situated N of Thwal-Dhusyini. 

Gyhmdi Cengi Da:mo, Mkme Hoser Bon, G6ngowali Cen, Karcen, Tha:cen, Ma:cen (DIVs) of 
Pa:sam Jo (PK) 

Grandfather Hoser Bon, who hailed from Thwal-Dhusyini, is the deified ghost of a bomb09 
now acting in a "union" (chyibda) with a cen by the name of Gongowali Cen alias Si:si 
RB:Ri G y h d i  Cen Dakpo (S. Hofer 1981: 100-1 14). Cengi Da:mo, lit. 'the mistress of the 
cen'. - Karcen, pa :cen,  Ma:cen.cf. 55.460 above. - Pa:sam Jo = n. of a mountain peak N 
of Thwal-Dhusyini. 

gyabna 1j:jye khurjyi, nbnna chya:jye tenjyi, Mkme Hoser Bon, 
535 s ~ r a p  iiembu syukhajyi, sanrap-densal cu:khajyi. 

chya:.jalo!, 
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Gyib Thaldon, Dorjye &:ba, Rosyah Ma:gi Gyilbo, KZLlo Raha, 
Seto Raha, Yapden-yup, Gmes Kunda n+riri chya:bi cen 
jyabu bomo wa:? 
Dorjye &:bap Rosyan Ma:gi GyBlbo, Kdo Raha, 
Seto Raha, Yapden-yup, Ganes Kunda n@ri chya:bi cen 
jyabu bomo wa:? 

On uttering "Ganes K u n w ,  the bqmbo feels the quivering that indicates Karcen as the cen 
who might have caused the trouble. As a test, a part of the enumeration is repeated - with a 
positive result. 

hay Guru!. 
Phamoi Iiigail salkhajyi, Phamoi ligah phekhajyi, 

540 gana @unbi cen jyabu b m o ,  g c a  chya:bi cen jyabu bmo? ,  
na bonden kha nolsam, 11: nolsam, syajylk sonsam, tha:jyik sonsarn 

y ~ s o ( i ) ,  mvsoi chyoppa cu:la cen jyabu bmoda,  
Mansyir Pirme bgdo(i) khari sergi 1igah cu:la. nolgi 1 a g ~  cu:la, 
sergi liigail cu:na, nolgi 1hgail cu:na, sergi br@ge cu:na, nolgi br@ge 

cu:na yarsan gawai br@ge mayin, marsah gawai sergi lagah 
cu:la, 

mana khi torrno-torsyol, bromo-brosyol, laral-dundal, gyhwol, 
mendo cu:la, 

545 awai somgi mendo phulla jyabu bmoda,  
pi:bi somgi mendo phulla jyabu bomoda, 
ygsoi chyoppae cu:la, mvsoi chyoppae cu:la. 

( I )  have carried (you) at the back on the hack, hove tossed (you) 
at the front with the hands, 0 Grandfather H ~ s e r  Bon, 

535 ( I )  have come to ask (you) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation, 
have come to pe$orm the declamation (?) of the 
incense-recitation. 

Hail!, 
is it the beautiful cen-maiden who resides in Gyab Thaldon, 

Dorjye Le:ba, Rosyail Ma:gi Gyalbo, Kiilo Raho, 
Seto Raha, Yapden-yup, Ganes Kunda?. 
is it the beautifil cen-maiden who resides in Dorjye Le:ba, 
R ~ s y a n  Ma:gi Gycilho. Kilo Raha, Seto Raha, 
Yapden-yup, Ganes Kunda? 

[Quivering, seizure] 

ha:y, 0 Gliru!, 
( I )  have come to find the divine abode of (you 0)  Phamo, 

haw come to get at the divine abode of (you 0)  Phamo, 
540 (and I ask:) n'here did the beautiful cen-maiden originate, where 

does the beautiful cen-maiden reside? 
i f  (she) ut~ites mouth, i f  (she) unites body, if (she) makes one jesh. 

i f  (she) makes one blood, nith me, the b p .  (we) will 
perform the sacrifice of yqso (and) mqso to the 
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beautiful cen-maiden, 
within the period (of) Mansir Purne, (we) will prepare the golden 

divine abode, will prepare the silver divine abode, 
(and) when preparing the golden divine abode, when preparing the 

silver divine abode, when preparing the golden altar, when 
preparing the silver altar, 
it will not be the altar of the pleasant yarsan, 
(instead we) will prepare the golden divine abode of the 
pleasant m q s h ,  

will prepare the tonno-torsyol, the bromo-brosyol of nine m%nS 
(of grain), the laral-dundal, the gydbdol, theJower(s), 

545 (we) will offer theJower(s) of the living air to the 
beautiful cen-maiden, 

will offer theJlower(s) of the living pi:bi to the beautiful cen-maiden, 
will prepare both the sacrifice of yqso  and the sacrifice of marso. 

Notes: 

534: Mime Hoser Bon, the same as in the preceding section. 
539: lagan salkhajyilphekhajyi. 'have come to findfto get at the divine abode', appears to refer to Ganes 

Kunda, the abode of Karcen. 
543: yarso, marso, cf. note on yarsail and mqsan below. 
- brahge. 'altar' on a platform, as used in larger-scale rituals, S. p. 59. Here the "golden/silver divine abode 

(Iigari)" refers to such a brange. 
- yarsan and marsan, probably synonymous with yyso and myso, respectively, that is, yarsati = 'spring 

+ summer'; and marsari = 'autumn + winter', approximately. Cf. 47.366 note and Appendix m. 
- yarsan ... mayin, 'it will not be the altar of the pleasant yarsail', means that the bombo would not wait 

until the spring, but fulfil the promise to perform the sacrifice on Mailsir Pume within the current mvsaIi 
season (cf. 54.446 note and p. 271). Again, yarso, marsoi chyoppa cu:la, 'will perform the sacrifice 
of (both) yarso and miyso' (lines 541 and 547), is to be interpreted as a promise to worship the cen 
twice a year. As SR himself commented, such a generous promise is "just to coax the cen" to reveal 
her identity; and SB added that, as a rule, a bombo would prefer to announce miyso/marsa~i (autumn 
and winter) as the date for the sacrifice, because this is "the more pleasant season" in which clear sky 
and sunshine predominate. 

544: mana kui ..., cf. 54.446. 
545: awai .... cf. 5 1.419. 
546: pi:bi ..., cf. 5 1,419. 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, Guru!, 
da:moda 1j:i barjyo silba, lj:i dl:ma da:ba, khlwai bqjyo silba, 

ke:nen barjyo silba, 
550 1j:nen dj:ma da:go o!, 

[Repetition of 25.218 without mentioning the jug (bumha)] 

Guru Phamoda syabdo cu:jyi, 
Phamoi dundi bapjyi, Phamoi apso cu:jyi, 
Phamoda Phamoi Ihgai~ nanri gyabna 1i:jye khurna, nonna chya:jye 

tenna Phamoi syabdo cu:jyi, Da:mo mi, 
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chya: .jalo!, 
555 Phamoda le:dap sonjyi, 

Phamoda cyoldap sonjyi, 
1.i: seribai D:lnjyen Phamoda, iiemadai cheba, &wadai syarbai 

Dinjyen Phamoda le:dap s o ~ i  le! 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, 0 Guru!, 
(you who) washes off the mistress's defilement-damage of the body, 

cleans out the impurity of the body, washes off the 
defrlement-damage of the snow (?), washes off the 
defilement-damage (caused by way) of the 
childbirth-pollution, 

550 do clean out the impurity (caused by way) of the corpse-pollution! 

[Repetition] 

( I )  have paid homage to (you 0) Guru Phamo, 
have attended on (you 0) Phamo, have put trust in (you 0) Phamo, 
in carrying (you 0) Phamo at the back on the back, in tossing (you) 

at the front with the hands in the Phamo's divine abode, 
( I )  have paid homage to (you 0) Phamo, the Mistress (. . .), 

hail!, 
555 (1) have ensured the support of (you 0) Phamo, 

have ensured the guardianship of (you 0) Phamo, 
let us go and ensure the support of (YOU 0) Dlnjyen Phamo who 

makes the body, the Dinjyen Phamo growing with the sun 
(shining like the sun?), rising with the moon (shining like 
the moon?) ! 

Notes: 

548-557: Guru, Phamo, Djnjyen Phamo, informants disagreed on whether the present section and section 
68. are addressed to Kaliama, the Divirie Mother, or - flatteringly - to the cen Karcen of Ganes Kuna.  
or yet again to one of the gods whom the b m b o  visits in journeying from place to place. 

549-550: I/:i barjyo ..., cf. 24.21 3. 
55 1 : OT syabdo, cf. 32.261 note. 
552: dundi bapjyi < OT dundi bappa ? < Tib. *drun-du 'bab-pa, in the sense of 'to bow down', 'to 

prostrate oneself'. 
- apso, cf. 48.374 note. 
555-556: le:dap, cyoldap. cf. 22.206 notes. 
557: Dinjyen Phamo. the epithet of Kaliama, cf. 9.100 note and 23.21 1. 

Kaliama chya:.jalo! , 
de:wa machyu:go, damba machyu:go Djnjyen Pharno! 

560 Phamoi 1igan salnam, Phamoi I a g ~  phekhanam 
cen jyabu bomo mi Carisal Ra:iii wa:, Hosal Ra:iii wa:?, 

jyabu Karcen wa:, jyabu bomo wa:?, 
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D/ncen Ra:iii wa:, 9 a : c e n  RB:fii wa:?, 
Ma:cen RB:iii wa:, Catisal RB:fii wa:?, 
Ma:cen Rd:fii wa:, Sacen RB:fii wa:, Khelati Rh:fii wa:?, 

Phamoi lbgari sakhajyi na bongi Debge Phamo! 

[Repetition o f  10.1 18: "da:moda ... i y m u " ]  

cyi donle lay0 mejjyi, cyi donle djkpa mejjyi? 
da:moda debge phefii le, da:moda!, 

565 Phamoi ligan nanri, gMser, hoser nanri sakhajyi da:moda, 
chya:.jalo debge kui Phamo! 
phraridi phrangu sya:fiu, lqndi l g g u  sya:fiu, noccyen chyibda bralfiu! 
chya:jdo debge kui Phamo! 

0 Kaliama hail!, 
do not perturb the action (?), do not perturb the distinction 

0 Dinjyen Phamo! 
560 In finding (looking for?) the divine abode of (you 0) Phamo, 

in coming to get at the divine abode of (you 0)  Phamo ( I  ask:) 
is the beautiful cen-maiden Cansal R6:iii, is she Hosal Rd:fii?, 

is she the beautiful Karcen, is (Karcen) the beautiful cen-maiden?, 
is she Djncen Ra:iii, is she Tha:cen R6:rii?, 
is she Ma:cen Ra:iii, is she Cansal R&:iii?, 
is she Ma:cen Ra:iii, is she Sacen Rd:iii, is she Khelan Rci:fii?, 

( I )  have come to find the divine abode of (you 0) Phamo, 
0 my, the bon's, Multitude-Phamo! 

[Repetition] 

For what reason has (the cen) committed the crime of killing, 
for what reason has (she) committed (this) sin? 

Let us go and get at the mistress in the multitude (of cens). 
the mistress!, 

565 (1) have come to find the mistress in the divine abode of (you 0)  
Phamo, in the ray of light, the beam of light, 

hail 0 Phamo of the nine multitudes! 
Go and remove the phran-obstacle in the phran (=?), go and remove 

the path-obstacle on the path!, 
go and break up the union of the harmful agents! 

Hail 0 Phamo of the nine multitudes! 

Notes: 

559: de:wa, damba, cf. 9.103. 
561 : Cansal. .. Khelan, names of particular cens. cf. also 55.460-461. 
562: Debge Phamo, 'Multitude-Phamo', cf. 16.142 note. 
563: cyi donle, cf. 4 1.3 12. 
- layu, d/kpa. cf. 37.280. 
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564: "da:modaW can also be understood here as 'on behalf of the mistress = h e  patient', w h m u  in lint 
565 "dyne" refers to the cen. as it seems. 

565: OT gghser, tentatively explained as 'the rays (-%r) of the sunlight appearing at sunrise fm bchind 
the mountain crests (g@)'. Cf. also 108.1046. 

567: phrangu ..., cf. 17.154. 

- chyibda .... cf. 17.155 note. 

The bombo continues the journey: 

Saptar, MCbalan, DhHrZpiini, k j a l e  (STs) 
Sappr, MMCbalan repeated here, cf. 63.615 above. - ~r ja le  = "Archale", NE of "Dhmphi". 
No divinity mentioned. 

Do Syelgar Jyomo of Dhokarpu (ST) 
Cf. "Dhokarpur". 

Biran (ST) 
Cf. "Bor%ngV. 

The bomb0 now continues in the area lying between the i k h u  KholH and the Buri G q @ k i  
rivers, his next important station being Gangs-JamunH (section 70.): 

SBldun, KisaulI, Canaure, C h y u l d C h y B l ~ ,  G&ibar, Bcemba,  DkHgf~ii (STs) 
No divinity mentioned. Cf. "Sddung", "Chholag", "Bartamba". Ghibar is a separate Tamang 
village within the larger settlement of Gumdi, S. below. 

Syelgar Jyomo of Cybmjo (ST) 
Cybmjo = N. Cimcok = "Chimchok". 

Gumdi, Phulkharka, Diilsyin, D@ZgZii, Sa.nen, Bosyoro (STs) 
No divinity mentioned. Cf. "Gumdi", "Phulkhark", "Dangshing", "Sanon". 

GahgZ-JamunI belongs to the most popular places of pilgnmage of the area between the Trisuli 
and the Buri Gaqdaki rivers (and even beyond), and is also frequented by Tamang couples who 
desire a son. On his way to the sanctuary, which is in a cave and attended by a KhphatH ascetic. 
the pilgrim has to pass through a waterfall, and being splashed by it is believed to be equivalent 
to a ritual bath in one of the holy rivers of India. 

570 Phamo Gyiga Ra:Ai, Phamo J e u n a  Ra:fii, 
Yara.pinbin, Mara.pinbin Ra:iii. 

wsri JamunI, p&i JamunZ, wIri Gaf@, pZri GahgZ. 
Phamo Khailah Dikpo, Phamo Syelgar Jyomo, 

Phamo Cyansyar Lamo, li:i barjyo silbi Da:mo, 
lj:i di:ma da:bi Da:mo, khawai barjyo silbi Da:mo chya:.jalo!, 

Phamoda syabdo cu:jyi, Phamoda dpidi bapjyi, Phamoda apso cu:jyi. 
Phamo Gyiga Ra:fii, Phamo J-una RQ:iii. 

Yqa.pinbin. Mara.pinbin, w&i Jamuns, pZri JamunI, 
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Khailari D$po, Syelgar Jyomo. Cyahsyar Lamo, 
575 1e:dap s o ~ i  da:moda!, 

Phamoi lhgati npiri 1e:dap soniii le! 
kha Awba - salkho!, ro Aamba - salkho!, bu: A ~ b a  - salkho!, 

Ij:  ficynba - salkho!, so fiynba - salkho da:moda! 
hp Gum, khe Phamoi syabdo cu:jyi, khe Phamoi dundi bapjyi, 

Debge Pharno, 
saimp nM cu:ba, saiuap n* demba. 

570 0 Phamo Ganga Rd:iii, Phamo Jamuna R&:iii, 
Yara.pinbin, Mara.pinbin Ra:iii, 

on this side Jamunci, on the other side Jamund, 
on this side Gangd, on the other side Gangd. 

0 Phamo Khailan Dakpo, Phamo Syelgar Jyqmo, Phamo Cyansyar 
Lam,  
Mistress who washes off the defilement-damage of the body, 
Mistress who cleans out the impurity of the body, 
Mistress who washes 08 the defilement-damage 
of the snow (?), hail!, 

( I )  have paid homage to (you 0) Phamo, have attended on (you 0)  
Phamo, have put trust in (you 0) Phamo. 

0 Phamo Ganga Ra:iii, Phamo Jamuna Rd:iii, 
Yara.pinbin, Mara.pinbin, 
on this side Jamund, on the other side J a m u ~ ,  
0 Khailan Dakpo, Syelgar Jyomo, Cyansyar Lamo, 

575 let us go and ensure (your) support for the mistress!, 
let us go and ensure support in the divine abode of (you 0)  

Phamo! 
The mistress's mouth (speech) is injured - come and heal it!, 

(her) life-principle is injured - come and heal it!, 
(her) breath is injured - come and heal it!, 
(her) body is injured - come and heal it!, 
(her) vital principle is injured - come and heal it! 

ho Gliru, ( I )  have paid homage to you 0 Phamo, have attended on 
you 0 Pharno, 0 Multitude-Phamo, 

( I )  perform the incense-recitation to the rhythm of the drum (?), 
declaim (?) the incense-recitation to the rhythm of the drum (?). 

Notes: 

570: Cadga Ra:ni = Gang2 RHni ('queen'); Jamuna Ra:ni = JamunH Rmi;  Indo-Nepalese refer to the 
place as GangH-JamunH Dewi. 

571: Yara.pidbin, Mara.pinbin, explained as the names of the waterfall through which the pilgrim has 
to pass on his way to the cavern. 

- N. wari. pari, lit. 'on this side', 'on the other side' (of a river, etc.). The " w h  JarnunH, ... pPri G d g s "  
may be interpreted a5 a formulation stressing that the waterfall is both Gangs and Jamuns, no maner 
from which side one approaches it. 

572: Khailafi Dakpo, Syelgar Jyomo and Cyahsyar Lamo were said to be the names of the divinities 
residing on the rocky slope of Gangs-JamunH. Syelgar Jyomo is possibly represented by the crystal (Tib. 
Sel-dkar) inside the cavern which harbours the cult place proper. cf. also 29.240. 
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- 'the Mistress who washes off. ..' = the water of G ~ g H - J a m u ~  is considered holy, i.e.. dupcyo (cf. 
25.214). 

- Ii:i barjyo ..., cf., La., 24.21 3 and 67.549-550 
577: kha namba ..., cf. 10.118. 
578: OT khe < Tib. khyedlkhyod, 'you'. 
579: demba. 'to declaim' (?).cf. densal in 50.409 note. 

580 Mhigu. Kimijyet ,  (STs) Tasyi Gan (UN?), DGnjyet, Ddrok (STs) 
Mhhgu = "M?inbu", Dlinjyet = "Dhunchet", D6rok = ? "Dhorat", all on the eastern bank of 
the Bun Gandaki. 

Ma:bon of Gorkhii, Mhnagam Mai of Gorkhii 

Ma:bon = GorakhnBth. Mhagam Mai = MankhnH ( M a n m h a n a )  MHi,cf. 30.247-248 
notes. 

Salan-Nhlan. Bhadaure (STs) 
Cf. "NalHng", W of DhBdif~g. 

Siit Kanne (KanyP) Dewi of Dhiiding, Sri Kanne Mahiidew of Kallawiiri 
NI. DhHding, the district capital of Dhaing JiIIH. Kallawh = "KallHbSri", a Tamang village 
near SHmari BhanjyMg, NE of DhHding. 

From Dhiiding, the bombo moves northeastwards, past the area of Bhokteni and via the region 
bordering on the western bank of the Trisuli river, to the lakes in the Ganes Hirniil: 

585 Diihsyin, Gaira (STs), Sinla Sergi Burnba [= erroneously for] Sinla (PK) 
D&isyin = "Diinsing", S of K a l l a w ~ ;  Gaira = "Gain", E of Cautiii. Sinla = n. of a peak 
N of Giira; the pond below this peak is believed to be the residence of a kharda-chobda, its 
water is regarded as dupcyo. 

Amdak  Borndan, M i n e g ~ ,  Kalliri, Kiiule, Nujyet, Tijyi-Biljyi (STs) 
Cf. "Ambathiing", "Bangtiing". "Mhegaon", "JhBrkaliriW, "Kahule", "Nuchet". "Bhalche"; 
Kalliri = JhThkkalleri, the place of origin of the syjbda-ni:da, cf. 28.233. 

590 Y ~ g a r . j o n ,  Tiru, K h a r i ,  Hagu (STs), Jesur (Jayiswar) Kunda, Ganes Kunda (LKs) 
Yangar.j6n,cf. section 31. Tin and K h a f ~  ("Karm?ing") = villages near the confluence 
of the Trisuli and the Mailun KholH. Higu = ''H&uW on the westem bank of the Trisuli. 
Jayiswar/Jesurcf. section 31. Ganes Kunda (cf. 44.339 note and section 66.) was located 
"somewhere in the Ganes HimBI"; it  is not identical with the "Ganesh Kund" (NE of the 
~osBikund lakes) of the maps. 

On uttering the name "Ganes Kunda", the bornbo feels, anew, a quivering (S. p. 179), and so 
he addresses the cen Karcen of this lake: 

ganri do:na awai somgi rnendo nomla, 
syondi do:na pi:bi sorngi mendo nomla, 
lo 1e:na chyoppa 1e:la cen jyabu bornoda, 
lo male:sam chyoppa ma1e:la cen jyabu bornoda, 

595 sala ci:ji mendo, t a b d  sali mendo. gorjawali mendo, 
cendan je:bi mendo nomla, ... 
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[Long enumeration of flower names. some o f  which are repeated 
several times] 

Mhisyir f ime  bqdoi khari 10 1e:bi chyoppa cu:la, 
sergi denle syu:go, nolgi denle syu:go cen jyabu b m o !  
chya:.jalo!, 
sai t&wa m a h : g o ,  namgi kawa mathu:go cen jyabu bomo!, 

600 s ~ r a p  nari d e ~ i  le Phamo!, 
phoi lindo saliii, doi nemba geliii le Phamo!, 

phoi lindo salna, doi nemba gelna bonda syerap salyu, sorap 
b q u ! ,  
kekki b ~ d i  melun b q u ,  yongi bamdi kalbi chyudan bqyu le! ,  

p h r ~ d i  phrahgu sya:fii, l-di l e g u  sya:fii!, 
phoi lindo salfii, doi nemba geliii! 

(We) will take theflower(s) of the living air when arriving at 
the mountain, 

will take the jlower(s) of the living pi:bi when arriving at the 
river, 

if it is a good year, there will be a good sacrifice (to be offered) to the 
beautiful cen-maiden, 

i f  it is not a good year, there will be no good sacrifice (to be offered) to 
the beautiful cen-maiden, 

595 (we) will take the tiny flowers (thriving) on the earth. 
the tiban sali flower, the gorjawali flower, 
the flower lovely like the cen, ... 

[Repetitions] 

Within the period of Mahsir Purne, (we) will perform a sacrifice 
for a good year, 

throne on the golden throne, throne on the silver throne 
0 beautiful cen-maiden! 

Hail!, 
do not disturb the centre of the earth, do not disturb the kiwa (=?) 

of the sky 0 beautiful cen-maiden!, 
600 let us go and declaim (?) the incense-recitation to the rhythm 

of the drum (?) 0 Phamo!, 
let us go and heal the phoi lindo, let us go and destroy the 

doi nemba 0 Phamo!, 
(and) when healing the phoi lindo, when destroying the 
doi nemba, 
come down and make clear the alertness, come down and make 
the voice (?) of the bon expand!, 
come down and make the flame on (his) right shoulder expand, 
come down and make the sea-water (in the jug) put on (his) 
left shoulder expand!, 

let us go and remove the phran-obstacle in the phran (=:'), 
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let us go and remove the path-obstacle on the path!, 
let us go and heal the phoi lindo, let us go and destroy the 

doi nemba! 

Notes: 

591-592: ganrilgandi ... pi:bi ..., S. 53.438-439. 
593: OT lo le:na < Tib. lo(-thog) legs-na. 'whenlif it is a good/happy year'. 
- le:la < OT *le:ba, 'to be gWfavourable'. - I understand: 'if it is a favourable year (with a good harvest 

and plenty of flowers), (we) will favour the beautiful cen-maiden with a sacrifice.' 
594: male:sam, lit. 'if not good'; it is a combination of OT and MT, namely of OT ma- 'not', 'no', and 

MT -sam, 'if' (in contrast to OT -na, 'if', 'when', in "10 le:naW above). 
595: sala.. . je:bi,cf. 51.413-414, 53.437 and 53.440. 
596: OT lo le:bai < Tib. 10 legs-pa'i, lit. 'of a good/happy year'. 
597: sergi ... denle syu:go!. 'throne on the golden ... throne!', OT den < Tib. gdan. 'throne'. 'seat' (MT 

den, 'platform'), + MT syu:ba (< Tib. bZugs-pa), 'to sit' (hon.). 
599: sai ... mathu:go, cf. 28.233. 
601: OT phoi lindo was tentatively explained as the name of a particular illness of the stomach (MT 

pho). 
- doi nemba, approx. 'what is loaded down by a stone', a notion of black magic, cf. p. 60, and "nemba 

kh" in 43.329. 
- gelni < gelba, cf. 22.198. 
- syerap ... baryu, S. 8.94-96. 

The itinerary of the journey "jumps" now from the Ganes H i m 3  to the Trisuli BajL area: 

Khi:re Jo  (PK), Pa:ra Thonbana (UN). Asa L h a  (?). BaktL (ST) 

Near Trisuli Baj2r. 
Seto Bhairawi Ma:bon, K 3 0  Bhairawi Ma:bon, Bhairawi v a : d u n  N6rbu (DIVs) of Na:gor 

Epithets of the famous Bhairawi Dewi of Nuwao! = T. Na:gor (also Na:gor/Nagor). That 
Bhairawi is called Da:dun, i.e., etymologically 'blood-drinker' (S. 18.166 note), may refer 
to the custom of drinking the blood of the sacrificed animals by the Newar priest (dh-i) 
during the Dewighi! JLtr2, an annual fair which attracts a large number of Tamang, too. (cf. 
Hofer 198 1 : 163-164; Wajacirya and Sregha 2032: 3-6, 9- 1 1. 103-1 14). To my knowledge. 
the epithets "Seto" and "KHlo" ('white', 'black') are not applied to this goddess, and their use 
here might perhaps be seen as a contamination by the Seto Bhairaw and KHlo Bhairaw of the 
Kathmandu Valley. 

GhI! Dewi. SI t  Kanne (KanyI) Dewi 

GhH! Dewi = JglpH Dewi of DewighH! on the eastern bank of the Tirsuli river, worshipped 
together with Bhairawi of Nuwiiko! at the DewighH! JHtA in the spring. - SHt KanyH 
(Seven Virgins): NI. It perhaps alludes to the "sisterhood" of Bhairawi. JdpH Dewi and other 
goddesses in the Nuwiko! area. 

Batar, Darnbare (STs) 

Two settlements below Nuwiko!. Bap/Ba!!Hr is one of the stations of the pmession that 
takes place during the DewighH! JHtrH. 

Rrsul Tha:dun N6rbu (DIV) 

Perhaps with reference to the trident symbol (T. tirsul = trisul) standing in front of the temple 
of Bhairawi in NuwHko!. 
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G ~ g o f e  (ST). Sera D a r b L  

Sefi DarbP = the winter palace of king Prithwi NPLyan S~ in the valley of the TBdi Kholi. 

Syilpattar Ma:deo (DIV) of Malekol 

Syilpattar < Silapatra, 'inscription on stone'; obviously with reference to a cult place of 

MahBdew with an inscription. - Maleko! = MBlko! ("MBlBkof"), a settlement near N u ~ & ~ t .  
605 Dabla Kui Ma:bon (DIV) of Cangala (?) in the Likhu Khola area. 

NI. On Dabla cf. 26.223 note. 
Syitta Ma:deo (Siddha Mahadew) of Dhukuri (ST) 

NI. Dhukuri = Dhikure = "Dhikure" in the TBdi KholB valley. 
Aye Ransyin v u n b i  Syilpattar Ma:deo, Kiimthuni Ma:deo, Syelgar Hokki Da:bo, Syelgar Hokki 
Da:mo (DIVs) of S i k L  BEsi and fiergu-Dupjyet (STs) 

Aye ... Ma:deo, lit. 'the Self-bom MahHdew', explained as an allusion to the miraculous growth 
of a tree at the cult place of this MahBdew. On the terms ayo and ransyincf. pp. 21-23. - 
Khthun i ,  Syelgar ... Da:rno NI. - SikHr BEsi = "Sikharbyasi" in the valley of the THdi 
KholH. 

Sindere Phedi, Belsora, Chahare, Dundun, Whla Pojjo, Gdndon Mine ,  Philinne Darbar 

Places between the Tidi Kholi and the ridges bordering on the Kathmandu Valley. Chahare = 
"Chhahare", Dundun = Dhunge = "DungepauwB", both near RinipauwH. Whla Pojjo, lit. 'Red 
Peak' = Kakani. G6ndon Mane = one of the numerous mane memorials of Tamang origin 
near RBnipauwH (on mine S. p. 130). P h i l i ~ e  DarbBr = the former summer bungalow of the 
British envoys. philinne < Tib. phi-lin-pa, 'European', 'Englishman' (Das 1970: 822). 

The bombo now enters the Kathmandu Valley from the north-west: 

Jitpurphedi, Dhararnthali (STs) 
Sange Toplin, Syandan-Bandan Kharda-Chona Ma:bon (DIV) of B ~ l ~ j u  

With reference to the supine statue of NirByan (Visnu) at BHlBju, here identified with the 
Buddha (Satige) and, since the statue lies in a tank, also called kharda (cf. 12.129 note). Both 
MT toplin and MT syandan-bandan mean 'lying on one's back'. Ma:bon (cf. 19.171 note) 
seems to fulfil the function of an honorary title. 

Bais Dhara 

The water-fountains at BilBju. 
Nayibajk .  Sorakhuffe [Psti], Asanfol 

Quarters in KHthmBndu. 
Syinmon, Khasyor 

Syinmon < Tib. ('phags-pa) Sin-kun = Swayambhunath. Khasyor < Tib. (bya-run) kha-ior = 
BodhnHth (S. Wylie 1970: 20, 22). 

Haliman [Hanuman] DhokB, Singha D a r b k  

The old royal palace, and the palace with the Prime Minister's office, respectively. 
Kirtipur, Patan. Pharphing 

Pharphing is known to some Tamang as the place of the Bajrajogini temple; cf. also 43.326 
note. 

610 gyalboi lagan n@ri chya:nem, 
norgi yan tembai Da:mo, jyZnlap tembai Da:mo. 
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610 She resided in the king's divine abode, 
the Mistress who provides the riches' blessing, the Mistress who 

provides the boon. 
Notes: 

610: gyalboi Ihgah, 'the king's divine abode', with reference to the Royal Palace which is considered a 
sanctuary, since the King is an incarnation of NPayan. 

61 1: norgi yah ... tembai Da:mo, 'the Mistress whoprovides the riches' blessing...', obviously the Queen 
as an incarnation of the goddess Lacchmi (Lak~mi). 

- yah, S. 14.135. 

The bombo continues in calling at: 

Paspati T h h ,  Bauddha 
PaSupatinPth and, again, BodhnHth. 

Syjbur La 
Siwapuri Lekh = "Sheopuri Lekh", the mountain ridge on the northern border of the 
Kathmandu Valley. 

Laure Bin% 
A pass in the G o s ~ i k ~ d  massif. 

GOSS~ Kunda, Dudh Kunda, Bhairun Kunda, Issur (Iswar) Kun&, MahSdew Kunda, Sarasoti 
(Saraswati) Kunda (LKs) 

The lakes at GosPikund, cf. section 3 1.  
Lanbo (?), Thandor (ST) 

NI. 
Kulu Y6lm0 

The region commonly known as Helambu, N of the Kathmandu Valley. 
~ r j a l e  (ST), Dadon Syoh (R), Awa Lqpso Khendo (UN) 

Tentatively located in the headwater area of the Trisuli KholB. 
Diriga Cyanba, D&iga Gren (STs) 

Near the confluence of the Mailun and Trisuli rivers. 
Sarsyi Bra: (UN), ~ e ~ s ~ i  Bra: (UN) 

Rocky slopes near Hagu (S.  below). 
615 Cenjene (ST) 

Near Hagu. 
Higu (ST), Pe:ma Mhne (UN?) 

Hagu = "H%ku" on the western bank of the Trisuli river. 
Bre:.mrin G6mb0, G a l h  
(STs) 

 gal^ = N. G h a t l ~ g  = "Gadl&rigv on the western bank of the Trisuli river. 
Khelan Ma:bon (DIV) of Ronga (UN) 

Cf. section 3 1. 
Medh.budu (UN?) 

Near RasuwH? 
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The final part of the itinerary is an abbreviated version of section 31. The destination, this 
time, is Uiseme G6mbo alias S h e  Dyda  (Tib. dBu'i bSam-yas) - both as the place of origin of 
Tamang culture in general? and as the place of origin of the spirits called Wonden-Wonsya in  
particular. Wonden-Wonsya is a "union" of the spirits of four orphans who are the First Spirits 
of the Dead and stand proxy for allhpirits of the dead, all inferiors, all hungry and neglected 
drop-outs of ~ o c i e t y . ~  In Holmberg's (1989: 94, 98, 112) apt formulation, Wonden-Wonsya is 
"prototypical of all evils", the one always "going and never staying", the one which "hangs 
about in intermediate voids". Therefore, Wonden-Wonsya has to get a share on nearly every 
occasion when humans share among themselves andlor with the gods: exorcizing these four 
orphans (the main task of the specialist ihrnbu) constitutes an important part of festivals, 
life-cycle rituals and the communal ceremonies for placating the divinities of the village soil, 
the syibda-nt:da. The harvest and the acquisition of valuables by the family also necessitate a 
sacrifice to Wonden-Wonsya. "It is like the Hindus worshipping, first, the whimsical god Ganes 
before making the puja proper", as Phurba commented. 

For the bombo. "getting at" (pheba) Wonden-Wonsya in Uiseme, the very place where these 
spirits were exorcized for the first time, is tantamount to acquiring not only the power, but also 
the "sanction" for dealing with all the spirits of the dead. 

~ o l a  Brange [Dabla] Khi Ma:bon, Syabut Dabla, 0 a : b u t  Dabla, 
Hjsye Dabla, Phola Dabla, Mkme Dabla, Rhsuwa Dabla, 
Syadun Dabla, ma:dun Dabla, ... 

[Whistle] 

Phamoda syabdo cu:jyi, Phamoda [Phamoi?] dundi bapjyi. 
620 Kerun G6mb0, Kukur.ga:r G6mb0, Same Dyda,  Cinba:ca, 

Cha Bumba Nombi Da:mo, 

[Vehement drumming] 

thunbam gyagar mendu kGri thunba, 
chya:bam Same Dyda  n a ~  chya:ba, 
Mjge Ama Kormojyet Sasa Ba:ri, Wonden-Wonsya, 
nam bykap yinle djnbai Ijyet Gombo, 

4 Cf. pp. 30, 132. 
5 The four orphans are also called Mjga syi: L&n!e. wherein Itn!e/ldn!he might derive from Tib. Iha-'dre. 

lit. 'gods (and) demons', especially those whom Padmasambhava bound by an oath, but who could 
not attain salvation and thus cause all sorts of mischief (S. Blondeau 1971). The same word also 
occurs in MT jyimhu Ien!e, an expression denoting a kind of collective manifestation of 'all harmful 
superhuman beings' condensed or reified into one single archetypal being. To be possessed by the 
jyirnhu IPn!e for the first time is regarded as a proof of a bombo's "genuineness" (pakki). 

6 The most frequently used names of the Four Orphans, such as Mjga/Mjga syi:/Mjgama, might go back 
to Tib. mi-dga'-ha, lit. 'unhappy', 'unpleasant'; hence Mjga syi: ? < Tib. *m;-dga' hii, 'the Unhappy 
Four'. Since the Four Orphans are the "have-nots" par excellence, one is also reminded of the Tibetan 
concept of dga'(-ha) hii, 'the four joys', which are piety, wealth, men and land (Das 1970: 266,cf. 
also Rigzin 1986: 51). 
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[Vehement drumming] 

[Vehement drumming] 

ha:y Pharno chya:.j@o!, 
iiendum salo, thu:la gomo!, 
Chene ~ o l g i  Da:mo, Syal Sbrngi [Da:moi] syaldo [chya:.jalo]! 

0 [Dabla] Kui Ma:bon (of) ~ o l a  Brange, Syabut Dabla, Tha:but Dobla, 
Hisye Dabla, Phola Dabla, Grandfather Qablo, Rdsuwa Dabla, 
Syadun Dabla, Tha:dun Dabla ,... 

[Whistle] 

( I )  have paid homage to (you 0)  Phamo, have artended on (you 0) 
Phamo. 

620 Kerun Gbmbo, Kukur.ga:r Gbmbo, Same Dardu, Cinba:ca, 
Cha Bumba Nombi Da:mo. 

[Vehement drumming] 

As to origin, (you) originated in India's nine wombs (?), 
as ro residence, (you) reside in Same Dardu, 
0 Mjge Ama Kormojyer Sasa Ba:ri, Woizden-Wonsya, 
(and?) !jyet Gbmbo who soars in rhe atmosphere. 

[Vehement drumming] 

[Vehement drumming] 

ha:y, 0 Phamo hail!, 
listen wirh the ears, ponder in the mind!, 
[hail] to the Chene Silver Mistress, rhe Three-Faced [Mistress]! 

Notes: 

618: ~ o l a  Bradge, cf. section 32. 
- Dabla Kui Ma:bon .... cf. 26.223-225. 
- Syadub, most probably an annominative neologism coined on the model of ''Tha:dun", cf. p. 284 and 

18.166 note. 
620: Kerub ..., S. section 32. 
621: gyagar mendu,cf. 22.197 note. 
623: Mige Ama ... Ba:ri, said to be the names of the four orphans (obscure). 
624: nam barkap yidle, lit. 'sky' + 'atmosphere'; cf. 9.104 note, also 17.149-150. 
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- Uyet Grnbo, obscure, tentatively explained as a further name of (one of?) the four orphans. Cf. also 
87.748 note. 

625: phott is to make, here again, definitive what has been achieved by syott, namely the acts of "bindingW, 
and thereby separating oneself from, the evil previously "assumed" through the identification with the 
Wonden-Wonsya, cf. also 32.262 notes. 

628: Syal Sbrngi Da:mo seems to refer to the trident in the chene, cf. 18.168 note. 



2. 7he cliea~ sifting sn the mondar 
9ttde Elfe dwetltag house. 



3. A simple attiar on a bam$w tray. 



6. The rosaries, the s.wusSwA rptmo. 
and the iro~.w p k p  on the 
bmbo's back. 

5. Beating the 
drum. 

"violent side" 



3. A simple altar m a bamboo tray. 

C-,  

4. Uksare Bgmbo in front of an 
altar-platform. 
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7. Sylrjarorl B p b o  invoking the 
syjbda-n2:da ... 



9. "... who d d e s  hr the meky 
p2ta''. 

10. Restoring the eau1 ta dre patient. 



1 I .  The j&rjhr for a chiId. 



The s y i m  t o m .  

L 14. Examining the fiver of the chicken. 



16. v~ew OF the upper part of tne 
hcb K W i  Y Jley. 

17. In the country of the gods. 
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78. - 92. "Going to the gods" (lari n'iba) 

There follows, after a break of about 30 minutes, a ritual which will culminate in the bmboqs  
"going to the gods" and conclude with two acts designed to restitute the preconditions of health 
for the patient and the members of her family. 

"Going to the gods" (lari Aiba) is a label for that stage at which the bombo collapses and 
is said to lose consciousness (S. p. 209 below). Bombo informants seemed rather reluctant to 
describe what they experience in this state. One of them compared his experience with those 
"dream-like" visions that one has when the divination is made (sections 46.-49.), and hinted 
at the necessity for the b m b o  to "join the company of the most powerful gods and dreadful 
spirits" in order to be able to perform the oracle (sections 93.-96. below). What makes lari iiba 
unique is precisely the bombo's absence. "Lying there like dead", his performance is reduced to 
performing an absence.' Quite in contrast to other phases of the ritual, including the "ecstatic" 
ones, in which he is still communicating as a human or a divine subject, he now escapes the 
control of the audience. He stops interacting with the client and is, instead, directly exposed to 
the divine, experiencing by himself and for himself alone. 

There is some evidence to suggest that the conceptual background of lari Aiba might have 
originally been inspired by some esoteric rites of Tantric Buddhism, which include, among other 
things, a seclusion of the adept, and his contemplative experience of dreadful apparitions, such 
as images of death and violence, with the aim of realizing himself as a divinity. The etymology 
of some of the names in 87.746-749 seems to support such a hypothesis; it shows at least that 
some of the divinities invoked by the bombo go back to those who in the Tibetan pantheon 
are classified as "Protectors of the Doctrine" (dharmapala) and are frequently resorted to as 
identification-guides (yi-dam) in a process of meditative self-generation. Thus, the name Gbmbo 
in 87.746 and 87.748 may, in this context, derive not from Tib. dgon-pa, 'monastery', but 
from Tib. mgon-po, a collective term for those divinities who are worshipped in a sanctum of 
that monastery which they are believed to p r ~ t e c t . ~  The bombo's "Pal.hjsye Gombo" is clearly 
Tibetan dPal ye-les mGon-po mal~iikfila,~ one of those protectors. Furthermore, Palden Lima 
(said to be a name of Lasya, the First Witch) in our text certainly derives from Tib. dPal-ldan 
Lha-mo ( ~ a h d t a l i ) .  The latter is the chief protective goddess of the Buddhist pantheon; chief 
of the so-called wrathful (khro-bo, drag-gied) divinities; the "chief ma-mow (= Tamang marno); 
the "Queen of the dgra-lha" (= Tamang dabla); the consort of the Lord of the Dead, Yama, 
andtor of the king of the rakjasa demons; the divinity who determines the fate of man, and who 
is associated with divination. 

The complex structure of this part of the text, as manifest in the intertwinement of sections 
recited in Tarnang and sections recited in Nepali, was justified on the grounds that the bombo 
needed the help of both the mighty gods of the "upper region" (rorgi la) and those of the "lower 
region" (morgi la), that is, the ma:bons and dahlas of the mountains, on the one hand, and the 
mais of the Kathmandu Valley, on the other. The following sub-units can be distinguished: 

(a) lakher4: The bomb0 summons his lineage forefathers, his tutelary, the divinities of the 
cherte and the powerful Dabla Ma:bon to invade his body and "to drive back" the harmful agents 
(sections 78.-81.). 

1 I could find no clue for interpreting the collapse as a ritually staged repetition of the shamanic initiation 
involving the symbolic death of the novice. 

2 Cf.. e.g., Beyer 1973: 47 ff., and Snellgrove 1987: 150, 317. 
3 Cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 47. 
4 The term lakher was rendered by 'bringing the gods'. or 'gathering the gods': hence -kher ? < Tib. 

'khyer-ha. 'to carry away', 'to bring', 'to be overcome'. 
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(b) daksver or da:syers: Activating, first. the mais or The MBi (section 82.) and then the 
rngmos (section 83.), the divinities of the peaks and lakes in the northem mountains (sections 
84.46.) and finally Wonden-Wonsya, Urgyen Pe:ma and even Lasya (section 87.), who are 
conjured to "deal with" all the harmful agents. 

(C) Interruption by the act of lari fiiba: losing his senses, the bombo is said to "go to the 
gods". 

(d) In resuming the daksyer, first, MahBdew and the MBi (sections 88.-89.), then, again, the 
powerful Ma:bon divinities are urged to remove and annihilate the harmful agents (sections 
90.-91.). 

(e) Restoring, for the second time, her soul to the patient (bla ta:ha, section 92.), which is 
followed by 

(f) the jhdrjhur (N.), the act of "sweeping" all harmful agents off the bodies of the patient 
and the members of her family. 

One can easily perceive the "bricolage" in this part of the text, section 82. being a slightly 
varied repetition of "Invoking the MBi" (sections 1.-7.). and sections 83.-86. a more detailed 
variant of a part of "In search of the harmful agent" (sections 42.-44.), etc. 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, 
630 kekki chya: cal bumba nomla kuiba, 

yongi chya: syel bumba nomla kuiba, 
Mkme Syel Bon, Mkme Nq(u) Bon, Mam Syilikmo/Syilinmo, 

Syaryurun Bon, Mkme R*syin Bon, Mime Ta:gur Bon. 
Mkme Bildin Bon, 

bongi nkgyal chela kuiyu gyuppa mkme, bongi punma gulgul jedla 
kuiyu gyuppa mkme!, 

misal, gansal thonla kuiyu, hjsye, nbsye phela kuiyu gyuppa mkme!, 
635 ula m v a  bapla kuiyu, ula m v a  tenla kuiyu!, 

cya:na denjyi Gyuppa Phamoda, cya:na denjyi. 

ha-a-a-a-a-a, 
630 the right hand takes the cal (=?) jug ,  

the left hand rakes the crystal jug, 
0 Grandfather Syel Ban, Grandfather Nur(u) Bon, 

Grandmother ~yilikmo/~yilinmo, Syaryuruh Bon, 
Grandfather Ransyin Bon, Grandfather Ta:gur Bon. 
Grandfather- Baldiil Bon, 

come down and make the bon's urrogance groM1 
0 lineage-forefathers, come down and make the bon's 
shoulders (?) quake, 0 lineage-forefathers!, 

come down and have clear-sightedness, cleur-sensedness (?), 
come down and get at the mystical wisdom, the mystical 
knowledge (to the benefit of the bon) 0 lineage-forefathers!, 

635 come down and descend (into my body), come down and toss [sic] 

5 daksyer/da:.syer was rendered by 'causing to become violent/fierce': hence 1 < T i b  *drop-,?.fer. lit. 
'bid for violence'. - Some informants used lakher. and dcksyer as synonyms. 
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(my body?)! 
( I )  have summoned (you 0) Lineage-PhawW, ( I )  have summoned 

(you). 

Notes: 

630-632: kekki.. . BBldih Bon, S. 8.90-93. 
- nomla kuiba, OT intensive form of nomba, 'to take'. The intensive is used for all verbs (cheba. kppa, 

pheba, bappa and tenba) in the present section. 
633: hhrgyal chela kuiyu. OT intensive form of "nhrgyal cheyu" in 8.97. 
- puhma ..., S. 8.97. 
634: misal.. . hhye,cf. 18.159. - phela kuiyu seems to mean: 'come down and have the wisdom which 

enables one to get at (pheba) what is relevantlwhat applieslwhat is to be dealt with'. 
635: ula mara ..., cf. 40.302 note. 
- tehla kuiyu, obscure. tenla < tenba, 'to toss', with reference to that close interaction which is el.sewhere 

expressed by "carrying on the back, tossing with the hands" (19.179 note)? In other texts "ula mara 
dltila kuiyu" < djnba, lit. 'to soar'. 'to hover'. 

636: cya:na denjyi < OT cya:na demba. 'to summon', 'to invite to be present', ? < Tib. spyan 'dren-pa. 
'to invite'. 

- Cyuppa Phamo = the personal tutelaries (phamo) of all forefathers in the officiating bomb's own 
spiritual lineage (gyuppa); and by extension also = the bombs among the lineage forefathers of the 
officiating bombo, cf. pp. 21 ff. and 8.89 and 8.93 notes. 

noccyen thamjye derku:iiu!, 
da:bo, da:mo, lai lenchya[da] Ij:ri, son, bu:n noppa tharnjye 

derku:iiu gyuppa mime!, 
cya:na denjyi. 

640 nhwai bqdo  jyunba thamjye, chawai bqdo jyunba tharnjye derku:iiu!. 
chalam iiynbi noccyen, bulam iiynbi noccyen, syabla tewa i imbi  

noccyen, puila melun iiynbi noccyen, tinla mendo iiynbi 
noccyen, che.dqsyin. &a iiynbi noccyen derku:iiu!. 

cya:na denjyi Gyuppa Phamo, cya:na denjyi. 
layo meppi noccyen, djkpa meppi noccyen derku:fiu!, 
karbo tha:ri bappai noccyen, mqbo !ha:ri bappai noccyen derku:fiu! ,... 

[Following the same pattern, the b o m b  goes on enumerating other 
harmful agents, as mentioned in 1 1.125- 12.13 1 above] 

Go and dritv back all harmful agents!. 
go and drive back whatever does harm to the master, the mistress, 

the god's youth in the body, the rital principle, the breath, 
0 lineage-forefarhers!. 

( I )  have summoned (you). 
640 Go and drive back whichever state of illness befalls (the clients). 

whichever state of pain befalls (them)!, 
go and drirv back the harmful agent H-hich injures 
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the great-grandchildren (?), the harmful agent which injures 
the grandchildren (?), the harmful agent which injures the 
centre of the legs, the harmful agent which injures the flame of 
the knees, the harmful agent which injures the flower of the 
heart, the harmful agent which injures the life-pole. 
the respiration (?)!, 

(l) have summoned (you 0) Lineage-Phamo, have summoned (you). 
Go and drive back the harmful agent which commits the crime of 

killing, the harmful agent which commits (this) sin!. 
go and drive back the harmful agent which descends [sic] into 

the white blood, the harmful agent which descends [sic] into the 
red blood! ... 

[Repetitions] 

Notes: 

637: derku:nu < OT derku:ba. 'to drive back by chasing from behind' (as in a hunt); OT ku:ba = MT 
khu:ba < Tib. 'gugs-pa, 'to bend', 'to cause to return'. 

638: lai lqnchya, cf. 24.213 note. 
- I!:, SO, bp:, S. 10.1 18. 
640: nhwai ..., S. 9.107. 
641: chalam ... dara nambi .... cf. 10.1 18 and 12.131. 
- tinla mqndo, 'the flower oflin the heart', cf. 27.229 note. 
644: karbolmarbo tha:, 'whitelred blood', cf. 10.122 where we have "ba:baiV ('which affectslclings to'), 

instead of "bappai" ('which descends'). 

645 Phola Karbo, Phola Mqbo. Phola Syelgar Jyomo, cengi Phola, dudgi 
Phola, bqkap dudgi Phola, 

Gyagar na :dun,  Gyagar Syitta [Guru], 
Darlun Karbo, Dqlun Marbo, Dglun Karsan cya:na denjyi. 
Phurba Thilden Lajo, Hjdam T h r i n  Lajo, Timrin Karbo, 

T h r i n  Marbo, Tamrin Serbo, T h r i n  Jyanbo [sic], 
T h r i n  Singa Dikpo Cal, Hidarn Tamrin Lajo, 
Phurba Jyhmbalgi Lajo cya:na denjyi. 

Ersula Kharul Ma:deo, satauf8, nawaufa [sic] dinba, 
Syal Sbmgi Da:mo cya:na denjyi, 

650 Meme Nanle Chyu Geppu-Gemo, Lemba G?a Duba na :dun ,  
Duba Thu:j yen Chyembo, 

Khyun, Jyikhyun. Bjkhyun. Khyun Ragu Chyembo, 
Khyun Rayun Tha:yun Norbu, Khyun G ~ r a  Ma:bon 
cya:na denjyi. 

n h l a  mukpa sya:la kuifiu, sala dursa gelna kuifiu!. 
phursyin sombo ku nenla kuifiu, thalun-mjlun, sarlun-d:lrlun 

jedla kuifiu!, 
cya:na denjyi. 
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645 0 White Phola, Red Phola, Syelgar Jyomo Phola, 
Phola of the cen, Phola of the dud, Phola of the 
atmosphere-dud, 

Gyagar Th.a:dun, Gyagar Syitta [Guru], 
White Darlun, Red Dqrlun, Darlun Karsan, ( I )  have summoned (you). 
0 Phurba Thilden h j o ,  Hidam Tdmrin h j o ,  

White Tdmrin, Red Tdmrin, Yellow Tdmrin, Green Tdmrin, 
Tamrin Singa Dakpo Cal, Hidam Tdmrin Lajo, 
Phurba Jyambalg i h j o ,  ( I )  have summoned (you). 

0 Tirsula Kharul Ma:deo, (of which) seven, nine ones soar [sic], 
the Three-Faced Mistress, ( I )  have summoned (you). 

650 0 Grandfather Nanle Chyu Geppu-Gemo, 
Lemba Gara Dliba Tha:dun, Duba Thu:jyen Chyembo, 

0 Khyun, Jyakhyun, Bikhyun, Khyun Ragu Chyembo, 
Khyun Rayun Tha:yun Nbrbu, Khyun Garura Ma:bon, 
( I )  have summoned (you). 

Go and remove rhe clouds in rhe sky, go and destroy the grave on 
the earth!, 

go and load down the nine living phursyins, 
go and turn (everything of evil) topsytuny, into a jumble!, 

( I )  have summoned (you). 

Notes: 

645-647: Phola ... Darlun, cf. 18.165- 167. K a r s a  is new here. 
648: Phurba ... Tamrin, cf. 19.170-171. The association of TBmrin with different colours is obscure. - 

Jyanbo, erroneously for jyangu, 'green'. 
- Singa Dakpo Cal ? < Tib, sen-ge('i) drag-po rcal, lit. 'the terrifying prowess of the lion'. Cf. also 

" D ~ l u n  Singa Ra:fii7' in 18.167 note, and "Phurba D*po Calgi Lajo" in 19.17 1 note. 
- Jyambalgi Lajo < Tib. 'Jam-dpal-gyi Iha-chogs, lit. 'the gods of the Buddha ~aiijui;'; on the 

relationship between the ritual dagger, the phur-ba, and 'Jam-dpal sku'i Lha in Tibetan iconology cf. 
Huntington 1975: 10 f.. 62. 70. 

649: Tirsula .... cf. 18.168. 
- N. sataup, nawaup, 'seven', 'nine', erroneously for OT "sala dqa" and " n h l a  d q " ,  respectively? Cf. 

18.168 note. SR refrained from commenting on the case. 
650: Meme Nahle, another name of Chyu Geppu-Gemo alias h n a i  M ~ ,  cf. 19.175. 
- Lemba ..., cf. 19.176. 
651: Khyun .... S. 19.178. - Lines 652-653 are addressed to the Khyun. 
652: namla ... gelna kuinu. 'go and... destroy'. cf. 22.203. 
653: phursyih, cf. 43.329 note. 
- thalun-miluh, cf. 22.198 note. 
- sarlun-dirlun. cf. 57.469 note. 

655 da:mo tiingi tembai la Jyanjyen M v b o  cya:na denjyi, 
na bongi Dabla Ma:bon, ... 

[Enumeration of all Dabla names, as in 26.2251 
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... cya:na denjyi. 
Gyuppa Pharnoda cya:na denjyi, 
hyo gyiippi Pharnoda cya:na denjyi, 

660 yulgi syjbda, syargi, nupgi, jyangi ma:bon, loi ma:bon cya:na denjyi, 
syar debge, nup debge, jy@ debge, loi debge, ui debge cya:na denjyi, 
Gorkhai Ma:bon cya:na denjyi. 

[Vehement long drumming] 

655 0 clan god of the dear mistress, Jyanjyen Marbo, ( I )  have summoned (you), 
0 my, the bon's, Dabla Ma:hon ... 

[Repetitions] 

... ( I )  have summoned (you). 
( I )  have summoned (you 0 )  Lineage-Phamo, 
have summoned (you 0)  Phamo of the iyo-lineage. 

660 0 syjbda of the area, ma:bons of the east, the west, the north, 
the ma:bons of the south, ( I )  have summoned (you), 

0 east-multitude, west-multitude, north-multitude, multirude of 
the south, zenith-multitude, ( I )  have summoned (you), 

0 Ma:bon of Gorkhd, ( I )  have summoned (you). 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

655: Jyanjyen Marbo. cf. 26.223. 
659: ayo gyupp(a)i can also be translated by 'ayo-transmitting', with reference to the tutelary (phamo) 

whose charismatic quality (ayo) has been transmitted, from bombo to bqrnbo, within a spiritual 
lineage. Cf. pp. 22 ff. 

660: yulgi syjbda, S. 28.233. 
660-661: syar ... ui, cf. 44.342 (sende). 
661: debge, 'multitude', i.e., all the divinities classifiable as ma:bon, cf. 19.171 note. 
662: Gorkhai Ma:bon, cf. 30.247 note. 

The bombo shivers - which is a sign for his being "seized" (cunha) by all the gods he has 
just invoked. 

Increasingly excited, he now addresses the Mai: 

ho-0-0-0-0-o! , 
dhupa[hama?] dhup lagSii18, X X X X [distorted] 

665 car nisan khelne Siwa Mai, 
Biba Raja. Biba Rani, Kali Mgi, Rakta M%, Hariyo Mai, PahZlo Mai, 

bara Siddha M&, bara Mandali [Mandali?] M%, biira masgn 
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khelne [MBi], 
hare, cokho dhup IagHOlH MHi, 
ciirai KailBs [khelne?] Sikh-i MBi, X X X X [distorted] 
dhup IagaiilB, 

670 Harini MBi, Jogi L ~ g a  Tapasi Guru, Jogi Pat@, 
hare MBi, gijiiko dhup IagHiilB, 
hare!, 
calHu na Msi, Dakkhin MahAcHla, MahAcHli, KusundH MBi!, 
Dakkhin MahiikHla, MahAcBli, KusundH MBi, Rakta KBla [sic], 

Rakta KBli, KarnalB MBi, Kapurna M%!, 
675 hare MHi!, 

calau na MBi! ... 

[Repetition of 1.5.-7.86 with slight variations in the sequence of 
phrases and furioso] 

[Long vigorous drumming] 

ho-0-0-0-0-o!, 
(we) shall use incense [in?] the censer, x x x X, 

665 0 Siwa Mdi who plays (at the place of?) the fourflags, 
Biba Raja, Biba Rani, Kcili Mdi, Rakta Mai, Hariyo Mdi, PahPlo Mai, 

twelve Siddha MrIi, twelve Mandali [Mandali?] Mdi. 
[the Mail who plays (at the place o f )  the twelve mash, 

hail, (we)  shall use pure incense 0 Mai, 
Sikdri Mdi [who plays at?] all four Kailds, x s X X, 

(we) shall use incense, 
670 0 Harini Mdi, Jogi Lahga Tapasi Guru, Jogi Pa!!d, 

hail 0 Mai!, (we)  shall use incense of hemp, 
hail!, 
do set in motion Dakkhin Mahcikala. Mahiikali, Kusuda Mai, 0 Mai!. 
(set in motion) Dakkhin MahLikala, MahdMli, Kusunda Mdi. 

Rakta Kdla [sic], Rakta Kd i ,  Kamala Mdi. Kapurna Mdi, 
675 hail 0 Mai!. 

do set (them) in motion 0 M&! ... 

[Repetitions] 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

- X X X X = distorted on the tape, SR was unable to reconstruct these passages. 
664: dhupa? < dhup~ha, for dhup%ro, 'censer'? 
665: Siwa Mai. cf. 7.79 note. 
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- car nisan, possibly a reference to the emblematic symbols (nish, here) of the four corners. Cf. also 
2.31 note. 

666: Biba, obscure. 
- Hariyo, 'green', and Pahelo, 'yellow'; these colours (otherwise unattested as epithets) seem to have been 

added to 'black' (KHli) and 'red' (Rakta, 'blood') in order to make the list of the MHis as "completew as 
possible. Perhaps "inspired" by the example of the "eight mother goddesses" (aslamHqk8) who, in the 
Newar towns of the Kathmandu Valley, are associated with the four cardinal and the four intermediate 
corners each symbolized by a different colour. 

- Mandali, identical with Manrhiili in 2.31? Or ManGli < mqdali. 'group', 'assembly'; hence "b%a 
mqdali mHi" = 'the twelve groups [of] mHis'? 

- bara m a n  khelne ..., with reference to the twelve Miis playing in twelve places inhabited by the 
mashs? On khelnu cf. p. 73. and on mash 4.43 note. 

668: Sikari Mai, cf. 2.34 note. - carai Kailas, lit. 'all four Kailis (KailHSa)'. 
670: Harini ? < H k t i  = AjirnH (cf. 6.67 note). ~a r in i ,  the name of Visnu's mother, appears improbable. 
- Jogi Langa Tapasi Guru, tentatively identified by some informants as MahHdew, and by some others as 

the name of a great Chepang (Cepag) ascetic (jogi, tapasi) whose spirit is to be propitiated by offering 
the smoke of hemp. Cf. also 93.845. - Ladga ? < LarikH as the the mythic country of demon-ascetics 
(such as RSvqa and his grandfather who through extreme austerities succeeded in becoming as powerful 
as h e  gods). Cf. also "Lariga" and "Paldga" in 4.54 note. 

- Patp? < (Hindi) paw, 'chief', 'main'. 
674: Dakkhin .... cf. 7.79. 
- Kusunda Mai = Dakkhin KSli? Cf. 7.79 note on KusundI Phakkir. 
- Kamala, an epithet of the goddess Lacchmi/Lacchirni (~aksmi). 
- Kapurna, obscure. Tamang regularly worship Kapuma M 5  together with Dakkhin KHli, according to 

SB. 

nam bqkap  yinle djnbai, fiema ku, dawa kh nombai Ma:bon b!, 
seno Ma:bon b!, 

680 cya:gi melon khurba, s@gi melon khurbai Ma:bon, 
lay0 meppi noccyen, djkpa meppi noccyen senkhulfiu! 
fhunbam gyagar mendu kuri thunnem, 

chya:bam gyalboi lhgan nanri chya:nem, 
d!hbam Jo ~ s o r o - ~ r i s o r o  nanri djinem, 
ha:y Nansur Ma:bon, 

685 Nahsur Mamo, Ajyi Mamo, Syijyi Mamo, Chaja Mamo, 
mamoi gyaram, Neggi Ama, 

syiwala khansa gelfii, syiwala dursa gelfii, phursyin, nemba ku 
thalun-mjlun gelfii le Nansur Ma:bon b!, 

layo meppi noccyenda layo metfiu, djkpa meppi noccyenda djkpa 
metfiu, khansa, syjnsa nak i  y q  khyugpa, my- khyugpai 
noccyenda dulfiu Ma:bonjye! 

0 Ma:bon who soars in the atmosphere, who takes ( swal lo~~s .?)  
the nine suns, the nine moons, 

do act 0 Ma:hon!, 
680 0 Ma:bon (who) carries the iron melon, Ma:bon who carries 

the copper melon, 
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go and deal with the harmful agent which commits the crime of 
killing, the harmful agent which commits (this) sin! 

As to origin, (you) origimted in India's nine wombs (?), 
as to residence, (you) resided in the king's divine abode, 

as to soaring, (you) soared in JQ ~soro-~rhsoro,  
ha:y, 0 Nahsur Ma:bon, 

685 Nansur Mamo, Ajyi M u m ,  Syijyi M u m ,  Chaja Mamo, 
the come-and-go of m m o s  [sic], 0 Neggi Ama, 

let us go and destroy the homestead of the dead, let us go and 
destroy the grave of the dead, let irs go and destroy by turning 
topsyturvy the phursyin, the nine nembas. 0 Nansur Ma:bon!, 

go and commit the crime of killing against the harmful agent 
which commits the crime of killing, go and commit (this) sin 
against the harmful agent which commits (this) sin, 
go and tame the harmful agent (which) roams above, which 
roams below in the homestead, in the fields 0 Ma:bon! 

Notes: 

678: "Ma:bon who soars..., takes the nine suns, the nine moons", probably with reference to the 
Khyun, cf. 22.198. 

680: melon, cf. p. 62. 
- "who carries the irodcopper melon", obscure. Perbaps referring to the ritual implement melon (a fan 

of peacock feathers) worn as a headgear by some j h h i s  in eastern Central Nepal. Since MT melon < 
Tib. me-Ion, 'mirror', one is also led to think of the role of mirrors in Tibetan ritual and iconography: 
mirrors provided with the "seed-syllable" of the divinity are worn by the medium in the Tibetan state 
oracle and belong to the heroic outfit of the dharmapHla gods (S. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 8. 41 1. 
546). 

68 1 : ynkhulnu < s e a u l b a ,  cf. 42.322 note. 
682: gyagar mendu ..., cf. 22.197 note. 
- gyalboi Iagan, 'the king's divine abode', with reference to the myth of the m v o s ,  cf. 43.326 note. 
683: Jo ~ s o r o - ~ r ~ s o r o ,  cf. 43.326-327 notes. 
684-685: Nansur, Ajyi ..., cf. 43.328 note. Chaja, another name or kind of m e o .  
685: gyaram, lit. 'crossed'. 'crossing', here of the 'come-and-go' of a multitude of mamos. Cf. also "1- 

gyvarn" in 12.127 note. 
686: syiwala ..., S. 22.203. 
- nemba ku, cf. 43.329 note. 

687: "go and commit the crime...", that is, in dealing with the harmful agent, the m-o may commit the 
same crime the harmful agent has committed against the patient. 

- khansa ... yar(a)/mar(a) khyugpai is a blend of two phrases occurring in 10.123-124 and 11.125. 
respectively. 

The bombo now approaches the great ma:bons o f  the northern mountains and GorkhB. His 
voice turns shrieky, the tempo is accelerated, and the drum is being beaten with a maximum o f  
energy. This is the stage o f  "going mad" (myoba). 

o seno Ma:bon!, 
sa gyamjyei yinle djdbai Aye Sangul Dorjye 
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690 sa Ifnlin jediii!, 
seno Ma:bonjye!, 
Gorkhai Ma:bonjye seno le! 
Gyib Thaldon Nbrbu, Rosyari Ma:gi Gyalbo, Paldor Jo, Byindal, 

Ganes Kunda, KBlo Raha, Seto Raha, Yapden-yupgi 
Ma:bonjye, Tombo La Gelon Somgi Ma:bonjye, 
Mkme Gyiser, Mkme Hoserjye seno le! 
Mkme Tha:gi Linma, Chyu Geppu-Gemo Ma:bonjye seno le!, 

ha:y, da:moda Ij:ri, son, bu:ri noppi noccyenda seno le!, 
695 chalam iiynbi noccyen, bulam iiambi noccyen, gyabna pe:ma iiambi 

noccyen, nbnna lagu iiambi noccyen, setikhuliii le Ma:bonjye! 
ha-a-a-ay, phosyibi syimo duliii, mosyibi syimo duliii, 

lasya-demoi kuldap duliii le Ma:bonjye!, 
syabna [syabla?] tkwa, jo i i e b i  noccyen, puila melun iiynbi noccyen, 

tinna [tinla?] jo, mendoi chercher, d q a  iiambi noccyen, 
lundan iiynbi noccyen, senkhuliii Ma:bon b!, 

ha-a-a-ay, 
dyiboi si, danboi ri, phojye noppa thamjye, sy+ijye noppa thamjye, 

ri gyqa, r i  tonra, ri dakpo duliii le Ma:bon o!, 
700 ha-a-a-ay, 

Gorkhai Ma:bon, Gorkhai Khelan Ma:bon, Gorkhai va :dun  Ma:bon, 
Syhrila Joi Ma:bon, 

gyabna kha tanbai noccyen, nbnna chi: tanbai noccyen senkhuliiu 
Ma:bon!, 

bombo iiembi bonsur, I h a  chebi chesur, sandun-pr~dun ykrmai da, 
jo:gi bjdi, boimi thaldap, kharda-chona, don Obi dobon, 
syinbon, bra:bon duliii le Ma:bon! 

[Whistle] 

o, acr 0 Ma:bon!, 
0 Aye Sangul Dorjye who soars from (?) rhe earth. 

690 let us go and cause the earth to shake!, 
acr 0 Ma:bon!, 
act 0 Ma:bon of Gorkhd!, 
0 Ma:bon(s) of Gyab Thaldon Nbrbu, Rqsyan Ma:gi Gydlbo. 

Paldor Jo, Byandal, Ganes Kunda, Kcllo Raha, Sero Raha. 
Yapden-yup, Ma:bon of Tombo La Gelon Sdm. 
act 0 Grandfather Ganser, Grandfather Hoser, 
act 0 Grandfalher Tho:gi Linma, Chyu Geppu-Gemo 
Ma:bon!, 

ha:y, acr againsr rhe harmful agent which does harm ro the misrress in 
(her) body, (her) viral principle, (her) breath!, 

695 /er us go and deal with the harmful agent which injures 
the grear-grandchildren (?), the harmful agent which injures 
rhe grandchildren ( ? I ,  
rhe harmful agent which injures rhe lorus or the hack. 
the harmful agent which injures rhe god's image at thefr.onr, 
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ha-a-a-ay, let us go and tame the ghost of a dead male, let us go 
and tame the ghost of U dead femule. let us go and fame 
the magic arrow of the lasya-demo, 0 Ma:hon!, 

let us go and deal with the harmful a g ~ n t  which injures the 
centre, the tip (?) of the legs, the harmful agent which 
injures the flame of the knees, the harmful agent which injures 
the rip (?), the bud of the power of the heart, 
the respiration (?), the harmful agent which injures the 
respiration (?), 0 Ma:hon!, 

ha-a-a-ay , 
let us go and tame the si of the past, the ri of the past, 

whatever does harm from the male side, whatever does harm 
from the afinal side, the hundreds of ris, the thousands of ris, 
the frerce ri, 0 Ma:bon!, 

700 ha-a-a-ay, 
0 Ma:bon of GorkhrZ., Khelan Ma:bon of Gorkhd. Tha:dun Ma:bon 

of Gorkhd, Ma:bon of Syanla Jo!, 
go and deal with the harmful agent which presents (its) mouth at 

the hack, the harmful agent which presents (its) 
backbone at the front, 0 Ma:bon!, 

let us go and tame the bombo('s) harming magic weapon. 
the lama('s) harming magic weapon, the sandun-prahdunf's) 
magic arrow (made) of the ykma (wood). 
the yogi('s) harming formula, the swaggering, 
the kharda-chona, the dobon which stays in the courtyard. 
the syinbon, the bra:bon, 0 Ma:bon! 

[Whistle] 

Notes: 

689: sa gyamjyei yidle, instead of "sa gyamjye". Judging by the standard of other texts, this combination 
with the possessive suffix "-i" + "yinle" appears unusual; one would expect "n+ribai yinle" or "sala", 
i.e., 'in the underground sphere', or 'on/in the earth', respectively, in a context of earthquake. Cf. "sa 
gyamjye djnbai noccyen" in 11.126, and "sa gyhjye" in 9.99 note. 

- AYO Sadgul Dorjye = Aye Singal Dorjye, cf. 42.321 note. 
690: sa IOlid. S. 42.32 1. 
693: Gyab Thaldod ..., cf. sections 30.. 3 1. and 7 1. 
- Meme Gadser, Meme Hoser = ? Phamo G+riser, Phamo Hoser in section 30. 
- Meme Tha:gi Linma, lit. 'Grandfather Pond of Blood'. 
- Chyu eppu-Gemo. cf. 19.175 note. 
695: chalam ... iambi noccyen, S. 10.129. 12.13 1 and 42.322. 
696: phosyibi .... S. 11.125. 
697: syabna, instead of "syabla", as in 27.229; cf. also 10.1 18. Similarly, tinna, instead of "tinla". OT -na 

here in a locative function, as in Tibetan? Cf. also "yulna" in 85.71 1 below. 
- jo, lit. 'peak', 'top', 'tip', referring to the tip of the heart? 
- mendoi chercher, tentatively rendered by 'the bud of the flower', with reference to that while spot of 

connective tissue on the surface of the heart, which is called "flower". cf. 27.229 note and 79.641. M '  
chercher, 'bud'. 'granule', 'granulated part', ? < Tib. mjer-pa, 'excrescence'. 'wart'. 'knot'. 

699: danboi silri, cf. 1 1.126 notes. 
701: Corkhai Khelahflha:dud. further names of Gorkhai Ma:bon alias GorakhnBth, S. 30.247. 
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- Sylhla Jo, S. section 3 1. 
702: gyhbna kha tanbai ..., 'which presenls its mouth at the back (= from behind). ... its backbone at the 

front (= from ahead)', cf. 9.102 note. 
703: bpmbo nqmbi/nq:bai ... b/di. cf. 9.102 notes. 
- boimi thaldap, S. 37.283. 
- kharda-chonakharda-chobda ..., S. 12.129, 39.301. 
- Obi < MT !iba, '10 sit', 'to stay', instead of OT ne:ba. 'to dwell', as in 12.129, for example. 

Paldor Jo, Byandal, Ganes Kunda, Kale Raha, Seto Raha, 
Gydb Thaldon, Dorjye Le:ba, senkhuliiu!, 

705 cya:lair kuri, dursa ku, donbo chyembo, do ni cha:jo [nyiri] 
djnbai noccyen sedchuliiu Ma:bon b!, 

iie:ba.cenla ro ni dunma geliiu, syala huphup jediiu, tha:la syipsyip 
jedfiu, r o . d u h a  geliu Ma:bon, seno le!, 

Kudi Jo nyiri djnbai Ma:bon!, 
thunbam Gulguljyet nanri thutinem e, 
djnbam Sadati.so-Le:so naM djnnem e, 

7 10 mara bapnem e, 
Bo.kham yulna bapna 
gyalboi Iagan naM bapnem e, gyilboi llgan nanri bapna ejye 

Bai sya khelati [khurnem?], 
ha:y. Cho M q o ,  Phyuguri [Marmen Jo?], Puju Wda,  Ratna Ku 

n a ~  chya:nem e, Mkme Lasyin Dabla, 
Mam Kudun Gyilmo, Guru.cengi Ma:bon, Guru.cengi Rjnjyen, 

Yap Dorjye, Yup Dorjye, Bai sya khelah khurba, 
dalan khurbai, Kirba n a : d u n  khurbai Ma:bon b! 

715 phu: gyigai chyela yangar[mo?], j y o g m o ,  iiagyun, thiljyun, 
khaisyurgi khabut saba, 

ta:jyen nkbo, domjyen narboi khabut sabai Mkme Lasyin Dabla Kui 
Ma:bon!, 

mrawai lungi mipcyi amai khabut sabai 
Mkme Lasyin Dabla, Mam Kudun Gyalmo, Guru.cengi Ma:bon, 

Guru.cengi Rjnjyen, Yap Dorjye, Yup Dorjye, 
Bai sya khelan, dalati khurbai Ma:bon b!, 

fie:ba.cenda tha:gi linma nomfiu, syala huphup jediiu, 
tha:la syipsyip jediiu, seno Ma:bon!, 

720 kha darjyi, mkno! 

Go and deal with (them) 0 [Ma:bon ofl Paldor Jq, Byandal. 
Ganes Kunda, K610 Raha, Seto Raha, Gyah Thaldon, 
Dqrjye Le:ba!, 

705 go and deal with the harmful agent which soars [inlnear] the nine 
cya:lans, the nine graves, the great tree, the rocky place, 
0 Ma:hon!, 

go and destroy the life-heum of the one who causes harm, 
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go and cause (his) flesh to be torn asunder, go and cause (his) 
blood to be sucked out, go and destroy (his) life-beam, 
0 Ma:bon, act! 

0 Ma:bon who soars in Kudi Jo, 
as to origin, you originated in Grilguljyet, 
as to soaring, you soared in Sadan.so-Le:so, 

710 you descended (went down to Bo.kham), 
when descending to Bo.kham country, 
you descended into the king's divine abode, (and) when descending 

into the king's divine abode, you [carried?] the revenant (of) 
a Newar woman, 

ha:y, you resided in Cho Mamo, Phyuguri [Marmen Jo?], Puju Wala. 
Rama Ku, 0 Grandfather Lasyin Dabla, 

0 (you), Grandmother Kudun Gydlmo, Guru.cengi Ma:bon, 
Griru.cengi Rjnjyen, Yap Dorjye, Yup Dorjye. 
0 (you) Ma:bon (who) carried the revenont (of) 
a Newar woman, who carried (her) spectre, who carried Kirba Tha:dun, 

7 15 (0 Lasyin Dabla Kui Ma:bon who) eats in the region 
of the upland the sacrificial share (from the flesh) of the 
roebuck (?), the doe (?), the fish, the crab (?). 
of various birds (?), 

0 Grandfather Lasyin Dabla Kui Ma:bon who eats the sacrificial share 
Cfrom the flesh) of the leopard, the hear, 

who eats the sacrificial share Cfrom the flesh) of 
the peacock of the lowland, 

0 Grandfather Lasyin Dabla, Grandmother Kudun Gydlmo, 
Griru.cengi Ma:bon, Griru.cengi Rinjyen. Yap Dorjye, 
Yup Dorjye, 0 Ma:bon who carried the 
revenant, the spectre (of) a Newar woman, 

go and take (drink) a pond of blood of the one who causes harm, 
go and cause his flesh to be torn asunder, go and cause his 
blood to be sucked out, act 0 Ma:bon!, 

720 (1) have conjured (you), obey! 

Notes: 

705: cya:lan, with reference to the harmful agents which have been "loaded down" (nemba) by nine iron 
pans (cya: la) ,  cf. 43.329 and 43.334 notes. 

- do ni cha:jo = do.cha:jo, S. 28.233. On the rather obscure (deictic, euphonic?) hnction of the particle 
ni cf. p. 301. Cf. also "sa ni mera" in 20.183, "m? ni sombo" in 21.196, and "ro ni dunma" in 85.706 
below. 

706: O T  ne:ba.cen (? < Tib. *iies-pa-tan), 'the one who causes harm'; first erroneously interpreted by SB 
as meaning 'the harmful cen'. 

- OT syala huphup jeppa, 'to tear the flesh asunder'; ? < Tib. hub-hub byed-pa. 'to drink in large 
draughts' (Jaschke 1949: 597). 

- tha:la syipsyip = !ha: syipsyip in 44.344. 

707-720: Lasyin Dabla is the deified spirit of a hunter. Lasyin, who lived in a specific symbiosis (khurba) 
with the ghost of a Newar woman and with hunter divinities whom the text apostrophizes as Dabla, 
Kirba v a : d u n  [Dakpo], Gliru.cengi Ma:bon, etc. Different texts and different informants give different 
versions of the story, but all versions have in common that Lasyin provided a Newar king with game. 
and that he became associated with the ghost of a Newar woman (Bai sya h e l d )  when he once left 
the mountains and went down to the lowland to pay a visit to the king. 
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707: Kudi Jo. the name of a peak or = ? Kudi.$n, as in section 31. 
708: Culguljyet, location unknown. 
709: Sadal.sg-Lq:so, a twin settlement in South Tibet (?), according to SB. 
710: bapnem < OT bappa, 'to descend'. The use of this verb together with "lags" is likely to evoke a 

double association, namely (a) "coming down from the northern mountains to the palace (Iagh) of the 
Newar king", and (b) "descending into the bmbo ' s  altar (lagan)" (cf. 40.302 and 78.635). 

7 1 1 : Bo.kham < Tib. Bod-khams. 'Tibet'. 
712: gyalboi Iagan, 'the king's divine abode', cf. 75.610 note; here with reference to the palace of the 

Newar king. 
- MT Bai sya, 'Newar woman'. 
- MT khelah, 'revenant', especially the revenant of a lama who haunts Buddhist sanctuaries. khelan ? < 

Tib. khas-blan. '(a monk who) has taken the vows'. 
713: Cho Mamo .... Ratna Ku, explained as the places frequented by Lasyin on his hunting trips. The 

mention of Cho M q o  seems to have no contextual relationship with the myth of Lasya and Dunsur 
(cf. sections 32. and 1 10.-111.). 

- Phyuguri = ? Phyuguri Marmen Jo in section 31. 
714: Mam Kuduir Gyalmo, lit. 'Grandmother Rice-Flour Dough Queen' (in MT), the name of the Newar 

woman referred to above? 
- Guru.cengi Ma:bon/Rjnjyen, tentatively explained as the name of the gum of the cen fairies. More 

probably, Guru.cengi < Tib. gu-ru mchan-brgyad, the 'eight manifestations of the Great Teacher', i.e.. 
of Padmasambhava. Rjnjyen (< Tib. rin-then) also occurs, in Tamang texts, as part of the names of 
Padrnasambhava (Urgyen Pe:ma). These prestigious names seem to have originally been adopted to 
stress the divine nature of Lasyin. 

- YapNup Dorjye (? < OT yap, 'father', yup, 'mother'), the name of a couple? 
- OT dalab, 'revenant', 'spectre', ? < Tib. 'das-log, 'ghost'. 
- khurbai OT khurba, 'to carry', here for 'to be permanently associated with, and controlled by. a 

superhuman being', = MT man na:ba = N. bhut boknu, lit. 'to carry a spirit'. Cf. also "khurbi demojyen" 
in 47.361 note. 

7 15: phu: gangai, cf. 56.465 note. 
- chyela < OT chye, cf. 15.137 note. 
- OT yangar(mo)/yahgara 'roebuck'(?), ? < Tib. *gyag nar-po, 'ferocious (wild) yak'. 
- OT jy6garrno/j6garmo, 'doe' (?), ? Tib. *mjo-rgod nar-po, 'ferocious wild cattle', or ? < Tib. 

mjo-'gar-mo, the '(female) cross-breed of dzo'. 
- OT nagyun, 'fish' (?); more probably a bird, cf. "nga" = the 'mon81 pheasant', according to Toffin (1985: 

119). 
- OT thiljyun, 'crab' (?); more probably a bird, cf. "teljung"r'theljung" = the 'snow-grouse Lerwa lerwa 

(?)', according to Toffin (1985: 119). 
- OT khaisyur, 'various birds' (?) or 'wildfowl' (?); khaisyur ? < Tib. kha-tur, 'water-hen' (Jaschke 1949: 

37). 
- OT khabut. 'sacrificial share (set apart for the divinity)', including, i.a., syabut, !ha:but and gyuma-gyuser 

(cf. 26.223 notes and 98.922 note, respectively). 
- "who eats... the sacrificial share" is obviously alluding to the hunter being obliged to offer to Lasyin's 

spirit a share from any game killed. 
716: OT ta:jyen narbo, 'leopard'. < Tib. stag, 'tiger', + Tib. nar-po. 'ferocious'. cf. above. 
- dornjyen < OT dom (< Tib. dom, 'brown bear') 'bear'. 
717: rnapcyi ama, cf. 19.174 note. 
720: kha darjyi < kha darba, cf. 40.304 note. 
- rneno!. 'obey!' in SR's translation, but more correctly 'heed!' or 'mind!' (< M T  mkmba, 'to think', 'to 

think o r ,  'to consider', 'to want to'). 

Ma Chyembo Jo, Gan Rurai Ma:bon, 
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Gyibna Jo, Pho Jyawa Singi Larno, Sinla Sergi Bumba Mojyo Mengi 
Da:mo, Dawa n@ui djnbi Ma:bonjye seno!, 

Jesur (Jayiswar) Kunda nanri djnbi Ma:bon, 
da:bo, da:mo, lai lenchya kbda sori, bu:n noppi noccyenda 

kidu-1e:nen saiiu!, 
725 setikhuliiu Ma:bonjye!, 

kha dqjyi, mtno!, 
Jesur (Jayiswar) Kunda n@ djnbi Ma:bon, 
da:bo, da:mo, lai lenchya kbda son, bu:n noppi noccyenda seidchuliiu 

Ma:bonjye! 
Nup Nhwa Tha:ye n@n djnbi noccyenda sedchuliiu Ma:bonjye!, 

Lo Rjnjyen nyiri djnbi noccyenda setikhuliiu!, 
Jyyi Doyah n@ui djnbi noccyenda seikhuliiu!, 
Syar Do rjye Semba nyin djnbi noccyenda sedchuliiu!, 
Ui Nahbar n@ri djnbi noccyenda seMuliiu!, 

730 seno le Ma:bon!, 
Sykka:li Ma:bon, Syhrdolai Ma:bon, S y m a  Joi Ma:bon. 

Kudi.jongi Ma:bon, Ya~igar.jbngi Ma:bon, 
Mtme na :ya l  D&po, Mtme Choyal Dlcpo, 

seno! , 
melon gombo nombi Ma:bon, cya:gi melon nombi Ma:bon, 

sangi melon nombi Ma:bon, cya:gi goljya ku pheiiu!, 
cya:gi bija nomna iie:ba.cenla j qa  sombo ku geliiu, 

ma ni sombo kb geliiu, sosyin-dunma geliiu!, 
kidu-1e:nen s@u! 

735 na bonjye kha dqla mtnjyi. 

[Drumming] 

Act 0 Ma:bon of Ma Chyembo Jo. Gun Rura, 
(Ma:bon of) Gyabna Jo. 0 Pho Jyawva Singi Larno, 0 Mojyo Mengi 

Da:mo (of) Sinla Sergi Bumba. 0 Ma:bon who soars in 
Dawa!. 

0 Ma:bon who soars at Jayiswar (Jqsur) Kunda, 
go and tackle, come what may, the harmful agent which does harm 

to the master, the mistress, the god's nine youths in (their) 
vital principle, (their) breath!. 

go and deal with it 0 Ma:bon!, 
(1) have conjured (you), obey!. 
0 Ma:bon who soars at Jayiswar Kunda, 
go and deal with rhe harmful agent which does harm to rhe moster, 

the mistress, the god's nine youths in (their) vital principle. 
(their-) breath!, 

go and deal with the harmful agent which soars in (the corner 
dominated by) N p p  Nawa Tha:ye!, 
go and deal with the harmful agent rrlhich soars in (the corner 
dominated by) Lo Rlnjyen!, 
go and deal with the harmful agent which soars in (the corner 
dominated by) Jyan Doyan!. 
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go and deal with the harmfil agent which soars in (the corner 
dominated by) Syar D~r jye  Semba!, 
go and deal with the harmful agent which soars in (the corner 
dominated by) Ui Nanbar!, 

730 act 0 Ma:bon!, 
Sycirka:li Ma:bon, Ma:bon of Sydrdola, Ma:bon of Sydnla Jo, 

Ma:bon of Kudi.jdn, Ma:bon of Yangar.jdn, Grandfather 
Tha:yal Dakpo, Grandfather Choyal Dakpo, 

act!, 
0 Ma:bon who takes (carries?) heaps (of) rneloki, Ma:bon who takes 

the iron melon, Ma:bon who takes the copper melon, 
go and get at the nine iron locks!, 

in taking the iron implement (sword?), go and destroy the nine 
living roots of the one who causes harm. go and destroy (his) 
nine living trunks, go and destroy (his) life-tree-beam, 
go and tackle (him), come what may! 

735 You have obeyed as I ,  the bon, had conjured (you to do). 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

721: Ma Chyembo Jo, lit. 'Great Tree Trunk Peak', location unknown. 
- Cad Rura, S. section 30. 
722: Cyabna ... Da:mo, S. section 31. 
- Dawa, a settlement? 
723: Jayiswar, S. section 3 1. 
724: lai lenchya ku, 'the god's nine youths'. cf. 24.213 note. 
- OT kidu-le:nen saba (idiom), 'to do, come what may', 'to pursue a task through thick and thin'. 

kidu-le:nen < Tib. skyid-sdug legs-nan, lit. 'happiness (and) misery, good (and) bad', + OT saba, lit. 'to 
eat'. 

729: Nup Nawa ... Ui Nanbar. cf. 35.273 notes. 
73 1 : Syarka:li ... Dakpo, S. section 31. 
733: melon nomba = melon khurba. as in 83.680? 
- cya:gi goljya ku phenu!, 'go and get at the nine iron locks!'; MT goljya (< Tib. sgo-IEags), 'door-lock'; 

in the present context, the verb pheba may be understood in both senses: 'to get at' and 'to open'. The 
phrase refers to the bombo's effort to get access to the residence of a superhuman being, cf. 108.1039 
and 11 1.1077. Here again, the number "nine" seems to have no specif c conceptual significance. 

734: OT cya:gi boa, 'iron implement', refers, in ritual texts, to various tools, such as 'fire-poker', 'sword', 
'axe', 'matchlock'. 

- "destroy ... the roots, ... trunks,...", notice the negative context into which the imagery of the primordial 
tree is placed here. 

- sosyin-dunma < sosyin + (ro./so.)dunma. MT sosyin < Tib. srog-Sin, lit. 'life-tree',cf. note on 
"che.dqsyinW in 10.118. For the term srog-Sin, Das (1970: 1296) also gives: "... the life tree. The 
later Indian Buddhist used to preserve a particular tree, believing that the duration of his life depended 
on its existence". On the Tibetan concept of hla-Sin (soul tree) and [ha-Sin (god-tree) cf. also Stein 1962: 
192f. 

GO& Kunda, Issur (Iswar) Kunda, Dudh Kunda, Bhairun Kunda, 
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Surje Kun+, MahHdew [Kun@] naiui djnbai Ma:bon, 
Cho:na Ge:i D @ p .  GLim Urgyen Pe:ma @sum Sahge, 
Nawa Namgyal Gljru seno le!, 

[Exhausted, panting and with a hoarse voice:] 

thunbam gyagar mendu kuri thunnem, chya:bam Uiseme S h e  Dyda 
Kuri (?) chya:nern, Mlge Ama Kormojyet, Mige Arna Ta:san 

Gydlrno Kormojyet, Wonden-Wonsya. 
Rongai Ma:bon, Rongai Khelati Ma:bon, Rongai Dalan Ma:bon, 

Rongai Cho:na Ma:bon, Rongai va :dun  Ma:bon, 
740 Mtme Singal Dorjye, ma: jyjnfiu, ma: gyabfiu!, 

seno le Ma:bon!, 
syar sende, nup sende, jy* sende, lo sende, ui sende W p o  ma:bon, 

sende ma:bon n@bai yinle thimiiu, cya:lati kujye nenfiu!, 
kekki syabmjye n e ~ u ,  yongi syabmuye] neniiu!, 
seno le Ma:bon, Yatigar.jongi Ma:bon, Meme ma:yal Guru, 

MLtme Choyal D@po, do chyembo rilbi, semjen [repta 
gyurbi?] Ma:bon!, 

745 seno le ~ o l a  Br*ge(i) Syabut Dabla, ma:but Dabla, H/sye Dabla, 
Nbsye Dabla, Meme Dabla, Risuwa Dabla, Syadun. ma:dun 
Dabla, Kirba Dabla Khi Ma:bon b! 

Kerun Phaba Cere.syi:, Sykjon Gombo, Nupjon Gombo, 
Gra:ma Patisyin Gombo, Chhi&-Chondi Gbmbo, 
Lbda -End i  Gombo, Jonga Gombo, Lo Dvjyun Gombo, 
Same Dqda Gombo, Pal.usye Gombo, Cinba:ca Gbmbo, 
Cha Bumba Nombi Gombo!, 

Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Desum Saige, Guru Pe:ma Jyunne &sum S ~ g e ,  
Nawa Namgyal Guru seno le!, 

[Repetition of lines 737-7381 

bwkap yinle d/nbai Ijyet Gombo, 
nMbai yinle d!nbai M/ga Dembarjye, Palden M a ,  Nenjyurmo. 

ned duliiu le Ma:bon! 

750 Mtme Subira!, 
seno le Ma:bon b!. 
phott! 

[Drumming] 

The bonlbo collapses in front of the altar and remains lying, prone, for about eight minutes. 

0 Ma:bon who soars ar ~ o s d i  ~ u n d a .  Iswar Kunda, Dudh Kunda, 
Bhairun Kunda, Surje Kunda. Mahdden, [Kun&]. 
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0 Qakpo of Cho:na Gq:, GlSru Urgyen Pe:ma Deswn Sange, 
Nawa Namgyal Guru, act!, 

[Exhausted] 

As to origin, (you) originated in India's nine wombs (?), 
as to residence, (you) resided in nine (?) Uiseme Same Darda, 
0 Mrge A m  Korrnojyet, Mrge A m  Ta:san 

Gydlrno Kormojyet, Wqhden- Wonsya. 
0 Ma:bon of Ronga, Khelan Ma:bon of Ronga, Dalan Ma:bon of 

Ronga, Cho:na Ma:bon of Ronga, Tha:dun Ma:bon of Ronga. 
740 0 Grandfather Singal Dorjye, go and scare the ma:, go and smite 

the ma:! 
Act 0 Ma:bon!, 
go and make sink into the underground sphere, go and load down 

by nine cya:laiis the east-sende, the west-sende, 
the north-sende, the south-sende, the fierce 
zenith-sende-ma:bon, the sende-ma:bon!, 

load (them) down with the right foot, load (them) down [with] the 
Iefl foot!. 

act 0 Ma:bon, Ma:bon of Yangar.jbn, Grandfather Tha:yal Guru, 
Grandfather Choyal Dakpo. Ma:bon who turns the great stone 
over, Ma:bon [who causes] the living beings [to perish?], 

745 act 0 Syabut Dabla (of) ~ o l a  Brange, Tha:but Dabla, Hjsye Dubla, 
I\jdsye Dabla, Grandfather Dabla. Rasuwa Dabla, Syadun, Tha:dun Dabla, Kirba 
Dubla Kui Ma:bon! 

0 Kerun Phaba Ceresyi:, Syarjon G6mbo. Nupjon Gbmbo, 
Gr&:ma Pansyin Ghmbo, Chdhda-Chdndi Gbmbo, 
Landa-LPndi Gbmbo, J b n ~ a  Gbmbo, Lo Darjyun Gdmbo, 
Same Darda Gbmbo, Pal.hjsye Gbmbo, Cinba:ca Gdmbo, 
Cha Bumba Nombi Gbmbo!, 

act 0 Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Desum Sange. Guru Pe:rna Jyunne Desum 
Sange. Nawa Narngyal Guru! 

[Repetition] 

0 !;yet Gbrnbo who soars in the atmosphere, 
0 M!RU Dembarjye, Palden Mma. Nenjyurmo who soar in the 

underground sphere, go and tame the illness 0 Ma:hon!, 
750 Grandfather Subira!, 

act 0 Ma:bon! 
phog ! 

[Drumming] 

[Collapse] 
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Notes: 

736: Cos& K u n e  ... Mahhdew K u n h ,  S. section 3 1. 
- Surje (Sirya) Kunda, another lake in the Gosfikun~ massif. 
- Cho:na Ge:i Depo = Cho:na GC: Ma:bon in section 30.? Cf. also 43.328 note. 
- &sum Sange < Tib. dus-gsum sds-rgyas, 'the Buddha of the Three Ages', here as one of the names 

of Urgyen Pe:ma. 
- Nawa Namgyal ? < Tib. na-mo mm-rgyal gu-ru, 'praise to the Complete Victory Gum', adopted here 

as a further name of Urgyen Pe:ma. 
737-738: thuibam ... Wohden-Wohsya,cf. 77.621-624. 
739-740: Rongai .... Singal Dorjye, names of the Ma:hon of Ronga, S. section 31. and 42.321. 
740: ma: jyinnu < ma: jywba, 'to scare the mu:', i.e.. the (hosts of) harmful agents, such as the "sende 

&kpo ma:bonsW in line 742. Both Chyamba and SB stressed that OT jyjfiba implied, in the present 
context, the meaning 'to frighten up and cause to go mad with fear or rage'. It cannot be excluded that 
the verb was, originally, part of an idiomatic expression; perhaps, "ma: jyjhba" < Tib. *dmag 'jin-ba. 
'to make war', 'to give battle'. 

- ma: wabiiu < ma: *gydppa, cf. "ma: gyabla kuiAi" in 26.226 note. 
742: syar sende ... ma:bon, cf. 44.342 notes. 
- nanbai yinle thimnu, 'go and make sink into the underground sphere', is a variant of "nwbai tidle 

thim.gyumuW in 43.334. 
743: OT syabru, 'leg'. 'foot', with reference to dancing only; syabru ? < Tib. tabs-bro. 'dance'. Cf. also 

"syabm cu:ba" in 110.1068 note. - syabrujye nemba. 'to load/press down with the foot', alludes to the 
dance through which the harmful agent is to be "stamped into the ground. 

744: Yangar.jolgi ... Choyal Dakpo. S. section 3 1. 
- do chyembo rilbai. 'the one who turns the great stone (boulder) over', is one of the tokens of numinous 

power in the ritual texts. 
- semjen [repta gyurba1,cf. 20.183 note. 
745: ~ o l a  Brange, S. section 30. 
- Syabut Dabla ... Kui Ma:bon, S. 26.223-225. 
746: Kerun ... Cha Bumba Nombi Combo. S. section 32. 
- Pe:ma Jyunne, cf. 20.185 note. 
748: Ijyet G6mb0,cf. 77.624 note. If, in this instance, Gombo < Tib, mGon-po (cf. p. 193 above), the 

name ljyet, sometimes also pronounced Hijyet, might derive from a Tibetan expression containing the 
term yid, 'mind'. etc., or the term ye-Ses. 'wisdom': cf. Tib. yi-darn > Tamang h/dam, and Tib. ye-Ses > 
Tamang h/sye. 

749: MJga Dembarjye is said to be another name for the Four Orphans (M/ga syi:, Wonden-Wonsya). 
Possibly adopted from the epithet of another Tibetan dharmapiila divinity; Dembarjye ? < Tib. 'dren- 
pa-rie/~he. lit. 'chief/great leader'; cf. also Tib. m 'dren-pa, 'groups of companions of a dharmapiila' 
(Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 21). 

- Palden Lama and Nenjyurmo are further names for Lasya. Palden L h a  < Tib. dPal-ldan Lha-mo: 
Nenjyurmo < Tib. mal-'byor-ma. 'yoginr', cf. pp. 56-57. 

750: Subira, obscure. 

While reciting the section which follows (and in which the bombo ad-identifies himself to 
the Sun J h h ) ,  the drum is being beaten over the head of the patient so that "all evil may be 
separated from her body". 

merai Guru Dhanasri MahBdew, Buddhasri Mahsdew, 
755 nau tala [tale] &8sm8 utpanna bhaeko, 
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hare, pattil[ml], sittai tale, 
sittai dharti, 
pattilami utpatti hunubho [hunubhayo], 
Buddha Kailisa[mB] utpatti hunubho, 

760 hare BFisuki NHg, R h ,  Lacchiman!. 
hare Sri Krisna, Mahidew!, 
Buddha Kailiisa[mi] utpatti hunubho, 
Sunai Jh%, Sunai Jh&ini, 
la tp phiji ghigro-mili lagiii, 

[Whistle] 

765 sunako j h i  lag%, 
sunai gaju [gaji], sunai damburu, 
ekkai hata sunako gaju [gaja] khelaikana, 
ekkai hita damburu kheliikana, 
sailun biina, cakra b b a ,  

770 hare, kharga biina, 
hare, Muktichetra, Muktichena (?), Bhuktiparwida (?), 
Dolakhi ra Nandi pradhka [padhka?]. 

0 my Guru Dhanasri Mahddew, Buddhasri Mahddew, 
755 who originated in the nine-storeyed heavens, 

hail, [in] the underworld, the seven-storeyed (one), 
(in ?) all the seven earths, 
(you) originated in the underworld. 
originated [on] Buddha Kaildsa, 

760 hail 0 Bdsuki Ndg, Ram, Lacchiman!, 
hail 0 Sri Krisna, Mahddew!, 
(you) originated [on] Buddha Kailasa, 
0 Sun JhGkri, Sun Jhdkrini, 
in uncoiling the hair lock, in putting on the bell-string, 

[Whistle] 

765 putting on the golden robe, 
(taking?) the drumstick of pure gold, the damaru of pure gold, 
(with) the one hand making the golden drumstick play, 
(with) the other hand making the darnaru play, 
(setting in motion?) the magic sailun-arrow, the whirling magic 

arrow, 
770 hail, the magic sword-arrow, 

hail, Muktichetra, Muktichena (?). Bhuktipanvada (?), 
come (?) 0 Dolakha and Nandd! 

Notes: 

754-761: Dhanasri ... Mahadew, s. 1.8 and 1.16- 18. 
763-77 1 : Cf. 2.19-23. 
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763: Sunai ~ h i k r i ,  the emphatic -ai in Sunai influenced by "sunoi gaju/@nbum" in line 766 below? 
765: jam&, the long tube of the bmbo,  S. p. 69. 
769: sailuh, erroneously for "sabyud" (as in 89.791 below)? 
771: Muktichetra = MuktinHth (as in 2.23); Muktichena = Muktichetra ( M u k t i m ) .  As Jack- (1984: 

l I f.) notes, the name MuktinHth refers to a whole class of places of pilgrimage which probably also 
includes MuktinHth proper. 

- Bhuktiparwada, obscure. A contraction of "Bhukti(chetra)" and "(Sorga) Parpata" in 2.23? 
772: Dolakha, with reference to the famous temple of Bhimsen at Dolakhl (S. 4.49)? 
- Nanda, here as the epithet of the goddess Durgii? 
- pradhara ? < corrupt form of the Hindi verb padhml,  'to come', with a "Nepalized" imperative? 

sunai pach* X X X kheliiikana, 
yasai jananiko, 

775 hare, disari (=?), 
hare, baithau na! , 
X X X  

c a a i  jiita, ckai  barna, 
Dukkhini Raja, Dukkhini Rwi, 

780 Mah&Bli Bir, Mah&iiLi MasHn calau!, 
ufh&i, parlabi [prabhswi?] utpatti hunubho [hunubhayo], 
utha, calau na!, 
ufha, calijHu na!, 
Satte NLSyan[ko] pAorn8 utpatti hunubho, 

785 Pirthi Nkiiyan[ko] pHlornH utpatti hunubho, 
hare, dokh-docche saslnii bhaicalau na rnero Guru!, 
mero pyao  bacca ho, M%!, 
rnero a h i n i  b%n caliiu na Miii!. 

[Whistle] 

hare, kugy- caliiu na Mai!, 
790 yahi janani[lgi lsgeko] pir, docche pheri [phirg] caliiu na!, 

sabyun ban, bibyun b-, ulto-sulto [ b a ]  harin gari caliiu! 

Of pure gold behind X x X making play, 
of this morher. 

775 hail, the dis&i (=?) (of this mother), 
hail, do sir!, 
X X X  

(the beings of) the four castes, the four classes. 
779-80 set in motion Dukkhini Rajd. Dukkhini Rdni, 

MahdkcSli Bir, Mahrikali Mascin, 
arisen, mighty (?), (you) originared. 
ger up, do set in motion!, 
get up, do go away!. 
(you) originated in the time [ofl Sarte Ndrayan. 
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785 originated in the time [ofl Pirthi Ndrdyan, 
hail. minimize and set in motion all illnesses 0 my Guru!, 
(this client) is my dear child, 0 Mai!, 
do set in motion the magic arrow of my glimpse 0 Mai!, 

[Whistle] 

hail, do set in motion the black art 0 Mii!, 
790 turn back and set in motion the distress, the illness 

this mother [is suflering from]!, 
seize and set in motion the magic arrow (which comes) the right 

way round, the magic arrow (which comes) the wrong way 
round, [the magic arrow which comes] reversed! 

Notes: 

- X X X X = distorted on the tape, SR was unable to reconstruct these passages. 
779: Dukkhini .... S. 2.30. 
780: Mahakali BirIMadn, cf. 7.78 note. 
781: uthaki ? < u!h%ki < Hindi u!hnii, 'to arise', 'to originate', influenced by N. "ufhnu" in the subsequent 

line? 
783: calijau, 'go away!', unclear whether it is addressed to the Mgi or the birs and masas. 
784: Satte Ngrayan .... cf. 2.27 note. 
791: sabyun < sabbiii. 'right'. - bibyun < bibbiii, 'wrong'. - ulto-sulto, lit. 'upside-down'. Meaning: the 

magic arrows (ban) which come "the wrong way round" and "reversed" are those spells, curses, etc. 
which had originally been aimed at other persons, but have, then, been repelled by counter-magic and 
happened to hit the patient. 

There follows a long drumming sequence during which the bombo is said to "meditate on the 
Mai". 

He then urges the mountain Ma:bons again to "deal with" the harmful agents: 

ha:y, 
kha damu Ma:bon, Ij: d w u  Ma:bon!, 
layo meppi noccyen, d/kpa meppi noccyen. 

795 gyabna jo [sic] kha tanbai noccyen, nonna jo [sic] chi: tanbai noccyen. 

ha:y, 
da:moda yara syelne, mara oine, khokpai dani, rinrin-phetphet. 

thbmdom-rjri jyunbai noccyen, 
gyabna kha tairba, nbnna chi: tairbai noccyen thalun-milun cu:iiu!. 
danboi si, dyiboi ri, phosyibi syimo, mosyibi syimo geliiu!, 

800 senkhuliiu Ma:bon o!, 
sa linlin jeppi Sangul Dorjye sa linlin jediiu!, 
Ma: bon, kha darjyi, senkhuliiu!, 
sa gyamjyei gu:ri dlnbai noccyen senkhuliiu!, 
n h  barkap [tinle] phiriri dinbai noccyen senkhuliiu!, 

805 sa lihlih jeppi A ~ O  Sangul Dorjye sa linlin jedfiu!, 
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kha dpjyi, mbno! 
layo mejjyi, djkpa mejjyi - ~ M u l i i u ! ,  
ula m y a  bappai noccyen ula mqa dlhfiu!, 
d@boi kha tatiba, d @ h i  chi: tiuibai noccyen ~ ~ h u l i i u ! ,  

810 sa gyhjye i  [gu:ri?] d!rlbai noccyen mi, 
sa g y h j y e i  noccyen ula [mqa?] d.iniiu, ula [m*?] bapiiu!, 
che.&syin iiqnba, chalarn i i v b a ,  bulam i iqba ,  &a M b a i  

noccyen kidu-1e:nen s@u A ~ O  Sangul Dorjye. 
Nawa Namgyal Guru! 

[Following the same pattern, a number of further harmful agents are 
enumerated, as in 1 1.125 and 12.127- 1301 

b y ,  
go and conjure 0 Ma:bon, go and conjure (?) 0 Ma:bon!, 
(conjure) the harmful agent which commits the crime of killing, 

the harmful agent which commits (this) sin, 
795 the harmjil agenr which presents (its) mouth at the hack top 

[sic], the harmful agenr which presents (its) backbone at 
the front top [sic]!, 

b y ,  
go and turn topsyturvy the harmful agent which causes the 

mistress to be befallen by a "rinsing-up", a "JYowing-down", 
(by) a magic arrow (causing an illness in) the interior of the 
body, (by all sorts of) illnesses and ailments (?), 
(by) thbmdom-nri. 

the harmful agenr which presents (its) mouth at the back. 
which presents (its) backbone or the front!, 

go and destroy the si of the past, the ri of the past, 
the ghost of a dead male, the ghost of a dead femule!. 

800 go and deal with it 0 Ma:bon!, 
0 Sangul Dorjye who causes the earth to shake, go and cause the 

earth to shake!, 
0 Ma:bon, ( I )  have conjured (you), go and deal with it!. 
go and deal with the harmful agent which soars near the 

earth (?)!, 
go and deal with the harmful agent which soars fluttering in 

[the middle ofl the atmosphere!, 
805 0 Aye Sangul Dorjye who causes the earth to shake, go and cause 

the earth to shake!. 
( I )  have conjured (you), obey! 
(The harmful agent) has committed the crime of killing, has 

committed (this) sin - go and deal with it!, 
0 harmful agent which descends, go and soar donnwards (?) ! 
Go and deal with (the harmful agent) of the pasr, 

(which) presents (its) mouth, the harmful agent of the pasr, 
which presents (its) bac.kbone!. 

810 as to (you 0)  harmful agent which soars near the earth ( ? I ,  
0 harmful agent (which soars near) the earrh (?), go and soar 
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downwards (?), go and descend!, 
0 Aye Sangul Dorjye, Nawa Namgyal Guru, go and rackle, come what 

may, the hrmful agent which injures the life-pole, injures 
the great-grandchildren (?), injures the grandchildren (?), 
injures the respiration (?)! 

[Repetitions] 

Notes: 

793: l/: darnu < *I!: darba, obscure. A pleonastic "supplement" to the preceding idiom "kha darba". 'to 
conjure', influenced by those phrases in which the word kha ('mouth', etc.) precedes the word l!: ('body', 
etc.)? Cf. "khdfli: salyu" (8.94), "kha/lj: iiynmu" (10.1 18) or "kha/l/: nokho" (38.292). 

794: layo meppi ..., S. 37.280. 
795: gyabna jo khalnonna jo chi: tahbai, lit. 'which presents its mouth at the back toplits backbone at 

the back top', cf. pp. 304 f.. 3 10. 
797: yara syelne ... jyuirbai, S. 9.1 15- 1 17 and 34.270. 
803: sa gyhmjyei gu:ri appears to be a pleonastic "cross-breed between "sa gyamjye djnbai" (37.285) 

and "l- gyaraddursa gu:n djnbai" (12.127). Cf. also the problem of "sa gyhmjyei yinle" in 84.689 
note. 

804: nam ... phiriri, S. 19.173, 22.197 and 37.285 with reference to different beings. 
808: ula mara bappa. cf. 40.302 note and 78.635. 
- ula mara d/irnu, 'go and soar downwards (?)', obscure. 
809: dairboi khalchi: tanbai noccyen, a combination of "gyabna khalnbnna chi: mnbai" (line 798) and 

"dMboi silri" (line 799). 

seno le Ma:bon!, 
bombo fiembi fiensur, lama chebi chesur 16:fiu!, 

815 kharda-chobda, sabda-lunen, dori ne:bi dobon chyembo, chyuri ne:bi 
chyubon chyembo, syinbon, br8:bon dulfiu!, 

gyaden.tongi chyoppa phulla, gayan magarnu, 
ma: jyjnfiu! 

[Repetition of 83.681-687 (the invocation of the mamos) and 
84.691-694 (invocation of the mountain Ma:bons)] 

Mkme Tha:gi Norbu nombai Ma:bonjye, Syikila Joi Ma:bonjye, 
Gorkha J6ngi Ma:bonjye 

phu: gangai khale jumrul yonbi noccyen, danboi khelan gelfiu!, 
820 salu karbo, salu marbo, lu karbo, lu mvbo,  lu serbo, lu jyanbo 

uyangu] n@bai yinle thinuiu, cya:lan kujye nenfiu, 
kekki syabruljye] neniiu, yongi syabruljye] neniiu! 

[Repetition of 86.730-732 (invocation of further mountain Ma:bons)] 

[Drumming] 

[Repetition of 87.739-740 (invocation of Rongai Ma:bon and Singal 
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Phybguri J o  @nba[i Ma:bon], Gyhbna Phurjo, ~ b n n a  h j o  Pho 
Jyawa Singi Lamo, 

Sinla Sergi Bumba Mojyo Mengi Da:rno, Lqi G@, 
Lyi  @hbai [Ma:bon] 

setikhuliiu! 

[Drumming] 

Act 0 Ma:bon!, 
go and avert the bombo('s) harming magic weapon, 

the lama('s) harming magic weapon!. 
815 go and tame the kharda-chobda, the sabda-lunen, the great dobon 

which dwells in the courtyard, the great chyubon which dwells 
in the water, the syinbon, the brkbon!, 

(we) will offer a million sacrifices, (since the mistress) appears not 
to become happy (get better), 

go and scare the ma:! 

[Repetitions] 

0 Ma:bon who takes (along as a helper?) Grandfather Tha:gi Nbrbu. 
0 Ma:bon of Sy6nla Jo, 0 Ma:bon of Gorkha Jbn, 

go and destroy the harmful agent the portent of which comes on from 
(the direction of) the upland, (destroy) the revenant of the 
past!, 

820 go and make sink into the underground sphere, go and load down 
by nine cya:lahs, go and load down 
[with] the right foot, go and load down [with] the lefi 
foot the white salu, the red salu, the white lu. 
the red lu, the yellow lu, the green lu,! 

[Repetitions] 

[Drumming] 

[Repetitions] 

[0 Ma:bon who] soars (in) Phyuguri Jo. 0 Pho Jyan9a Singi Lamo (ofl 
Gy6bna Phurjo, ~ 6 n n a  Larjo, 

0 Moj-vo Mengi Da:mo (of) Sinla Sergi Bumba, 10 Ma:bon] who soars 
(in) k r i  Ganri. (in) Lari, 

go and deal with it! 

Notes: 

814: bornbo ... chesur, S. 9.102. 
- 10:tiu < OT 1o:ba (< Tib. zlog-pa), '10 avert'. 'to cause to return' 
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8 15: kharda-chobda ... bra:bon, cf. 12.129 notes. 
8 16: gyadehtongi ... magamu, cf. 10.121 notes. 
818: Tha:gi N6rbu and Syhnla Jo, S. sections 30. and 31. respectively. 
- Gorkha Joh = Gorkha, S. 30.247. J6n (< Tib. rjon, 'castle'), refers to the palace at Gorkha. 
819: phu: gangai, S. 56.465; khale = khari, cf. 9.108-109 notes; S. also 39.300 and 42.320. 
- MT jumrul (< Tib. rju-'phrul), 'omen', 'portent', 'apparition', mostly with a negative connotation; a 

partial synonym of temrul (9.105 note). 
- yohbai < y6nba. 'to come on'. cf. 9.102 and 47.365 notes. 
- "the portent of which comes on from the upland", perhaps an allusion to the "harmful agent which 

roams the mountain", mentioned in the divination in 48.385. 
- khelan, cf. 85.712 note. 
820: salu, cf. 46.354 note. 
- lu (< Tib. klu), believed to dwell beneath stones and near certain springs; harmful only when molested by 

man. (According to Holmberg [1989: 991, " ... each house has its attached lu", too). Informants were not 
sure whether the lu was identical with nag, even though the text treats both as categories corresponding 
to, or congruent with, each other. 

- "white, red ... lu", cf. the ndgs of different colours in 4.50-51. On the association of the klus with different 
colours corresponding to the eight points of the compass cf., e.g., Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 6-7. 

- nanbai ... nennu, S. 43.334 and 87.742. 
- kekkilyongi syabru(jye), cf. 87.743 note. 
821: Phyuguri Jo, Pho Jyawa Singi Lamo, S. section 31. 
- Gyabna Phurjo and Nonna Larjo, (erroneous?) variants of Gyhbna Jo Namjo and ~ o n n a  Jo Phurjo, 

respectively, the names of two mountain peaks. Viewed from the South, one of these peaks is situated 
behind (gylbna), and the other one before (nbnna), a third peak called Phyhguri M h e n  Jo, as explained 
by the informants. 

822: Sinla. .. Lari, S. section 3 1. 

The bombo now proceeds to the act of the second restoring of the soul (bla ta:ba,cf. 
pp. 146-147). The latter is rescued from, and with the aid of, the Mai: 

ho-0-0-0-0-0, 
825 hai, mero balI ho, 

hare, supani (?) b5lB jagaileu!, 
merai bala ho, 
gunasing jagaileu, phul jagaileu!, 
pattala kholileu na, &&a kholileu na!, 

830 merai b3la ho, 
purba calileu [cal%ileu], uttar calileu [calSileu]!, 
mero bala ho, 
sat0 bolsileu na!, 
mero bala ho, mero rani ho, 

835 pattgla, Yendra [Indra] dhasi, Yendra pholileu na, 
Syilpattar phonleu na! 

jagaileu na!, 
mero bala ho, 
sattai g a g a ,  sattai samundra jagaileu na!, 
mero bala ho, 

840 phulai phula, phula phulai jagaileu!, 
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Lahga marileu, Latiga jalilileu!, 
mero bala ho, hare, mero bail. 

ho-0-0-0-0-0, 
825 hai, (the patient) is my girl, 

hail, awaken and bring the suphi  (=?) girl!, 
(she) is my girl, 
awaken and bring the gunasing, awaken and bring the power!, 
do open and bring the underworld, do open and bring the heavens!, 

830 (she) is my girl, 
set in motion and bring the east, set in motion and bring the 

north!, 
(she) is my girl, 
do call and bring (her) soul!, 
(she) is my girl, is my queen, 

835 pierce the underworld, (the abode ofl Indra, do break open and 
bring (the abode of) Indru, do break open and bring 
Syilpattar!, 

do awaken and bring (them)!, 
(she) is my girl, 
do awaken and bring all the seven rivers, all the seven oceans!, 
(she) is my girl, 

840 awaken and bring all the flowers, every flower!, 
kill and bring Langa, burn and bring Langa!, 
(she) is my girl, hail, my girl. 

Notes: 

825: bala, lit. 'girl'. 'female child'. here as an affectionate hypocorism for the woman patient. 
826: supani ? < supHtri as the feminine form of supHtra. 'able', 'fit'. 
828: gunasing, phul, cf. 3.38 notes. 
83 1: purba ... calaileu. 'set in motion and bring the eastlnorth!', i.e., the beings inhabiting these corners? 
833: dto, 'soul', as the equivalent of MT bla, cf. 3.38 note. 
835: YendraAndra. cf. 2.36 note. 
- Syilpattar, obscure in this context; cf. "Syilpattar Ma:deo [MahLdewl" in section 73. 
840: phulai phula, phula phulai, correctly: "phulai phul, phul phulai", 'all the flowers, every flower'. 
841: Ladga jalaileu. 'bum and bring Latiga!', perhaps inspired by the motif of the firebrand devastating 

Laf~kH in the RSmHyqa; cf. also "Lariga" and "Palatiga" in 4.53-54 notes. 

The procedure of "receiving" and restoring the soul to the patient is the same as described 
above, pp. 146-147. Again, the omen turns out to be favourable. 

This is followed by the act called jhdr jh~r .~  While the drum is being beaten by one of the 
b n e n  present, the bomb0 takes the thigh-bone trumpet (kanlin) in his left hand and moves 
it around a bunch of twigs of the kPsyiA7 tree. held in his right hand - till both hands start 
trembling. He then approaches the patient and the members of her family, seated in a row, and 

6 N.  jhdrjhur. 'shaking', 'flapping' (Tumer 1965: 233). 
7 Schima wallichii. 
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flaps, gently, with the bunch of twigs over their bodies - starting, each time, with the head, 
continuing with shoulders, back, lap, knees and feet - to sweep off all evil that may cling 
to them. His conspicuous "snuggling" to the client during the treatment was explained as a 
technique designed to absorb the evil into the bombo's own body. The flapping is repeated, this 
time with the twigs being dipped into hot ashes said to "singe the harmful agents". The ritual 
of j k r j h u r  concludes with blowing the thigh-bone trumpet three times, which puts the spirits 
to flight (cf. p. 63). 
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93. - 96. The oracle (rnunai saldop) 

The oracle, called "night-saldap" and always performed in Nepali, is claimed to verify the 
results of the divination, the "evening-saldap" (sections 46.-49.). This verification derives its 
authoritativeness from the fact that the bombo declares to act, this time, as a mere mouthpiece 
of a divinity (93.846-849). 

The bombo recites standing in the "upper half' of the house between the fire-place and the 
central post (fig. 1); he is facing the clients seated in the "lower half', without looking at them, 
however. His gaze directed towards the door,' and the same slightly nasal articulation which 
prevailed in the divination, too, stress his being in a particular state of consciousness, but he 
shows no sign of what one would call a trance or medial possession. Here again, he takes care 
to recite neatly and with a solemn deliberateness, so that every word is clearly audible to the 
clients. 

Sections 93.- 95. concern the patient, while section 96. is devoted to the old woman and her 
grandson whose case was also dealt with in the divination (section 49.). 

hare manuwa!, cokho dhup lagsideu!, 
hare manuwii!, mansako dhup lagiideu!. 

845 gijdco dhup laggideu. hare manuwa!. 
hami Lahga Tapasi, 
hare manuwa!, cawarko dhup [lagaideu]!, 
h2mi Kapurna M2i ho [hati], 
hare, Dakklun Kdika, Kusunda [Mail ho [haii], [tite-IpStiko dhup 

laglideu!, 
850 hare manuwa!, Mah&&la, Mah%kBli[lBi] siit samundra[ko?] jal-dhup 

lagaideu! 
hai manuwa, laganm2, manuwa, kaunai kufi pani, manuwa, 
ghar-ghqerimii kaunai kura[ko] racchZ chaina, 
sunilinu, bujhilinu manuws! 

Hai l  0 creature!, use pure incense!. 
hail 0 creature!, use the incense offlesh!, 

845 use the incense of hemp!, hail 0 creature!. 
we (are)  Langa Tapasi. 
hail 0 creature!, [use] the incense of husked rice!, 
we are Kapurna M d i ,  
hail,  (we )  are Dakkhin Kdlikd, Kusunda [Mdi ] .  

use the incense of [tite-Ipati!, 
850 hail 0 creature, ffor] Mahdkdla, Mahakali use the water-incense 

ffrom?] the seven oceans!, 
hai. 0 creature, in the constellation, 0 creature, (there is no 

protection for)  anything, 0 creature. 
in the homestead, there is no protecrion ffor] anything. 

I The door lies in h e  direction of the ideal South-East. the "corner" associated with the mis. one of 
whom is now to speak through the bombo. 
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hear, notice 0 creature! 

Notes: 

843: mnauwg, 'man'. 'creature'. used in ceremonial language only (Turner 1965: 492). 
844: m- < Skt. m-sa. 'flesh'. 'meat'. The peculiar use of meat/rice/water as an "incense" is reminiscent 

of a 'burnt offering' (homa) on a sacred fire. - Actually, a chip from the fried egg on the altar was put 
into the censer. 

845: g&lko dhup, 'incense of hemp', is meant for Lariga Tapasi, the ascetic; cf. p. 59 and 82.670. Actually, 
some hemp was put into the censer. 

846: hami, 'we', obviously a pluralis majestatis for '1'. 
- Gwarko dhup = csmalko dhup, lit. 'incense of husked rice'. Actually, a few grains were put into the 

censer. 
848: Kapurna, cf. 82.674 note. 
849: Dakkhin ... Kusune. cf. 7.79 and 82.674 notes. 
- tite-phti = MT c?ndi,,cendiri, Artemisia sp.; cf. also 15.138 note. A twig of this plant, stuck in the jug 

(bumba), was used as an aspergill for what is referred to here as "jal-dhup". 
850: jal-dhup. 'lit. water-incense'. Actually a few drops of water from the jug were sprinkled into the 

censer. 
851: lagan, 'constellation', may also mean here 'omen' or '(specific) configuration of omina'. 
- kaunai (Hindi?) = N. kunai. 
- ghar-ghareri, used here as a compound. c ghar, 'house', + ghqr i ,  'the ground on which a house stands'. 

The artificial compound is possibly to provide a mirror-translation of OT khaha < khai~, 'house', + sa, 
'earth', 'ground'. 

- racchwracche = rakss, 'protection'. 

hare manuwii!, pattiil, bhuiciilo bSn, 
855 pattiil b%n uthaune [ufhne] ghar-ghayerimii, 

ghar-ghayerirnii bahuttai khariibi bhayo. 
kaunai kurii[ko] raccha chaina. 
hare manuwii!, 
ekkai barsa, dui barsama 

860 yahi ghar-ghayerimii ekkai murdii holii. 
sunilinu, bujhilinu manuwii!, 
pattiil bib, bhuiciilo ban kheliiune, manuwii, 
iikas b%n, Paca Bhai kheliiune, rnanuwii, 
Paca Bhiiiko pachi k d o  bir kheliiune rahecha, manuwii, 

865 yasai thapanaml uttarpaf!iko bir khelaune rahecha, rnanuwii, 
hai manuwii, yahi thapanii 
satturle [sattrule] bahuttai ikhi pani game rahecha, 
sunilinu, bujhilinu manuwii! 

854-55 Hail 0 creature!, in the homestead where the underworld[-arrow], 
the magic earthquake-arrow, the magic underworld-arrow 
emerges, 

in (this) homestead, something very bad has happened, 
there is no protection [for] anything, 
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hail 0 creature!, 
in just one year (or in) two years 

860 there may be one corpse in this homestead. 
hear, notice 0 creature!, 
(it is a witch) who makes the magic underworld-arrow, the 

magic earthquake-arrow play, 0 creature, 
who makes the magic sky-arrow (of?) Paca B&i play, 0 creature, 
it is (a witch) who, afrer Paca B h i ,  turns out to make a black bir play, 

0 creature, 
865 it is (a witch) who turns out to make a bir of the northern side play in 

in this cult place, 0 creature, 
hai, 0 creature, (on) this cult place 
the enemy turns out to have also cast a great deal of evil eye, 
hear, notice 0 creature! 

Notes: 

854: bhukalo ban, 'magic earthquake-arrow', synonymous with "pattill biin"? 
855: patUl ban, cf. 4.43 note. 
860: ekkai murda, the emphatic "ekkai" ('one') is misleading in that it conveys the meaning "the whole 

family may become one single corpse". Actually, however, the death of only one person is predicted. 
862: khelaune. '(the one) who makes play', i.e., the witch who manipulates the powers and superhuman 

beings thanks to herhis acquaintance with the appropriate mantras. Cf. 47.361 where the contrary is the 
case: the witch being controlled by the divinities. On the verb khelnu cf. p. 73. 

863: akas ban, cf. 4.43 note. 
- Paca Bhai/Paca BhaiyH. lit. 'The Five Brothers', a divinity of the "wild hunter" type, who roams about 

the forests and mountains, and shoots arrows at humans; cf. "g* khyugpai noccyen" in 48.385 note. 
864: bir, cf. 4.43 note and 7.78 note. 
865: thapanii/th%panti < sth%pan%, lit. 'establishing', 'founding', hence also 'cult place' established for the 

regular worship of a superhuman being (cf. 99.929 and also Hofer and Shrestha 1973: 54, 62). In the 
present context, thapans is a euphemism for the house of the client. 

867: sattur < sattru, 'enemy' (corresponding to OT "jo:ri nhkpo" and "m/: thama". cf. 9.102 and 36.276 
respectively), here for the witch in question. 

- bahuttai < Hindi bahut, here 'a great deal', 'to a great extent'. 

yahi janani. rnanuwii, 
870 jananiko gunasing, phulama [phulmii]. 

hare rnanuwii!, satturle &hi gard8, manuw8, 
Nepiila BglSkanne khelsune, Dakkhin Kdikii, 
DolakhI Budhbae kheliiune boksile, rnanuwii, 
yo  jananiko phul jarnrnai khiiisakeko rahecha, 

875 hare rnanuwii!, pacchimpattiko boksile 
bahuttai &hi-dabi game rahecha. 
sunilinu, bujhilinu manuwS!, 
sagare bir khelne [khelaune], rnanuwii, 
Dakkhin Kiilikii, Budhbae, Nepd Kanne kheliiune, manuwii. 

880 boksile bahuttai &hi gardii 
yo jananiko phulrnii [phul] khssakeko rahecha, 
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hare manuwI!, sunilinu, bujhilinu manuwa!, 
uttarpatti k u M  khIne deutiiki 
Jem PumemI, Mairsir Pumema ek bhiikal garne, 
yo jananile ek barsa, dui barsa[samma], manuwii, 
ahile pani nikai kasp rahecha, manuwa, 
yahi janani jogHune kiim game, laganma kaunai kurI[ko] 

raccha chaina, 
hare manuwH!, A k a  Dewi pani khelaune, manuwa, 
boksile bahuttai &hi gardo rahecha, 
Dakkhin KdikB[lii] bh&al, 
bhakti game, 
Dolakha Budhb%e[ko?] bhakti game. 
Nepal BIl&anneko bhakti garne, MankiimnI Sat Kanne Maiko bhakti game, 
bh&al, bhakti garnu manuwa!, 
Nagor [Nuwiikot] Bhairawi MSiko bhakti garnu manuwg!, 
kaunai kur&o raccha chaina. 

This mother, 0 creature, 
on (this) mother's gunasbig (and) jower, 
hail 0 creature!, the enemy has cast an evil eye and thus, 

0 creature, 
the witch who makes Nepal Bdldkanne play, who makes 

Dakkhin Kdl ih ,  
Dolakhd Budhhdre play, 0 creature, 
turns out to have already eaten up the whole flower of this mother, 
hail 0 creature!, the witch of the western side 
turns out to have cast a great deal of envying evil eye, 
hear, notice 0 creature!, 
(the witch) who makes a sagare bir play, 0 creature, 
who makes Dakkhin Kdlikd. Budhhare, Nepal Kanne play, 0 creature, 
by casting a great deal of evil eye, the witch 
turns out to have already eaten up this mother's gunasing (and) power, 
hail 0 crearure!, hear, notice 0 creature!, 
to the chicken-eating divinity (of) the northern side 
a vow (to sacrifice) on Jelh Purne, on Mansir Purne is to he made 
by rhis mother (so that she may he protected for?) one year, 

two years. 0 creature, 
(she) turns out to he very seriously ill even now, 0 crearure, 
a rite which shields rhis mother is to be carried out, 

in (her) constellation there is no protection Ifor] anything, 
hail 0 creature!, the witch who also makes A ~ S  Dewi play, 

0 creature, 
turns out to have cast a great deal of evil eye, 
a vow (to sacrifice) is to he made [to] Dakkhin Kdlikd, 
(this goddess) is to he worshipped, 
Dolakhd Budhbdre is to he worshipped, 
Nepdl Balakanne is to he worshipped, Mankdmnd Sdt Kanne Mdi 

is to he worshipped, 
make a vow (to sacrifice), worship 0 creuture!, 
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895 worship Nuwdko! Bhairawi Mdi 0 creature!, 
there is no protection for anything. 

Notes: 

870: gunasing, phul. cf. 3.38 notes. 
872: Nepal(a) Balakanne (Bd3kanyH) = BBlkumiiri = Syar Ba:la Khne.cf. 6.67-69 notes and 47.361. 

respective1 y. 
873: Dolakhh Budhbare, cf. 47.362 note. 
875: pacchimpattiko boksi, 'the witch of the western side', may be interpreted both ways, (a) a witch 

living in a house that lies to the west of the palient's own house, or (b) a witch living to the west of the 
Kathmandu Valley (the miis' residence), i.e.. a Tamang witch. 

- &hi-dabi, lit. 'envying evil eye', < dabi, 'envy', 'claim'. 
878: sagare bir, a particular kind of bir (goblin, cf. 4.43 note); sagare ? < sagar, 'ocean'. 

883: "the chicken-eating divinity of the northern side", obscure, cf. p. 228"low. 
884: Jeth Purne, the full-moon day bearing the name of the month Je!h (May-June). 
- Mansir Purne.cf. 54.446 note. It is on these two full-moon days that the so-called Gaidu Puj8 is 

performed; it is addressed to the (vegetarian) Gaidu alias Mahsdew, and the (carnivorous) goddess 
Dewi. 

886: kas@, cf. 49.397 note. 
888: A k b  Dewi, the female consort of Akas Bhairaw? 
889: &hi gardo rahecha may also be translated by '1 find. (the witch) is casting an evil eye'. 
893: Mankamna Sat Kanne Mai, MankimnH Mii = Mknagam Mai of GorkhH (30.247 and 71 S80 f.), 

here as one of the Seven (sat) Sister Goddesses? According to Unbescheid (1985: 106-108, 118, 124). 
the Nuw%kof Bhagwati of KH!hm@du, the KHlikH of Gorkha and the Bhairawi of Nuwiiko! (line 895 
below) are recognized as sisters of Mankimna. 

895: Bhairawi Dewi/Mai of Nuwakot, cf. p. 187. 

The following section is devoted to the old woman (ianani) and her grandson, without 
mentioning the latter explicitly (cf. section 49.): 

achet&o dokh-docche, 
sattruko gy3n pani hoina. 
S a t t ~ k o  b2n pani hoina, manuw8, 

900 yahi janani c%ai din, picai din, manuwa, 
sattai din, pandra din[mFi], manuw8, bahuttai kasta hola, 
tin bhHgmH dui bhHgko ek bhSg b&i rahecha. 
khiiibigar pareko, manuwa, 
tyahi thapana, manuwa, 

905 urtar bir[ko] thapana pareko rahecha. 
khaibig* pani pareko rahecha, manuw8, 
ek nan b&i rahecha, 
jogaune kiim garnu!, 
lagan[ma] raccha chaina. manuwa, 

9 10 bahuttai kaga holii. 

[Drumming] 
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Pharno chya:.jalo! 

The (cause of the) illness (as indicated by the smell) of the achet8, 
is neither the enemjl's (black) art. 
nor !he enemy's magic arrow, 0 creature, 

900 this mother may become very seriously ill /in] just four days, 
just five days, 0 creature, 

just seven days, just fifreen days, 0 creature, 
from two shares in three shares one share has remained, 
(she) is aflicted with a dietary damage, 0 creature, 
that cult place, 0 creature, 

905 turns out to have become the northern bir['s] cult place, 
(this mother) turns out to have also been aflicred with a 

dietary damage. 
one fingernail(-breadth of chance for her survival) turns out to have 

remained, 
curly out the rite that shields (her)!, 
[in] (her) constellation there is no protection. 0 creature, 

910 (she) may be very seriously ill. 

[Drumming] 

0 Phamo hail! 

Notes: 

897: achetako dokh-docche corresponds to T. "mone carimai noccyen" in 49.389. 
898-899: sattruko gyanban corresponds to "m!: tharnai kuldap/Aendapw in 49.390. 
902: "from two shares...", i.e., there is one third of probability for the client to survive. 
903: khaibigar, 'dietary damage', corresponds to OT "se:nen" and refers to the grandson, cf. 49.392 ff. 
904: thapana, here again referring to the house of the client, S. 94.865. 
905: uttar bir seems to correspond to "jyan sende" in 49.395 ff. 

The bombo puts his drum aside ... The long silence that follows is broken by the patient who 
says, with a sigh and obviously impressed by the prophecy which has turned out to be even 
more unfavourable for her than the one in the "evening saldap": "So this house may be affected 
by something very bad". The ensuing conversation revolves around the theme bir. One of the 
onlookers relates a story which stresses how exactly a bombo can succeed in foretelling the 
future; another one reports on his uncle's encounter with a bir which, assuming the shape of a 
rather fabulous bird, came to sit in the porch of his house at night. SR, jokingly and alluding 
to the belief that a bir bestows wealth upon the person who knows how to influence i t  by 
the appropriate mantra: "Tell him (your uncle) to send his bir to my home. I'm in need of 
money!" ... 
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We are now in a position to specify the claims that thc bgmbo acts as a mchpiecc of 
divinity, and that the oracle is to verify the results of the divination. Fint, if the m b o  is a me= 
mouthpiece, why does the message sometimes become as tentative a it did in the divination? 
Formulations, such as "may be", "may become", "in one year or two years". "in four or five 
or seven or fifteen days", or yet again the repeated "turns out to b-ve k n " ,  are likely co 
cast some doubt on the divine speaker's omniscience. One is thus I d  to conclude that hen, in 
the oracle, the h m b o  is a mouthpiece in the sense that he renders the divinity's analysis of 
symptoms and omina - in contrast to the divination where he rendered his own analysis.' 

Second, for what reasons is Nepali the medium chosen for "verifying" what h a  been said. 
previously, in Tamang?' And if the oracle is to verify, to what extent can it be regarded 
as a kind of "official translation" not simply from Tmang into Nepali, but also from one 
pantheon into another? A synopsis of the divination and the oracle shows. i.a.. the following 
"correspondences": 

the witch associated with the MBi and taking possession of the "flower" (47.) = 
the witch associated with the Mii. and who has eaten up the "flower" (95.) 

the 'malevolent human' (witch) (47.) = 
the 'enemy' (witch) (95.) 

the 'harmful agent which roams the mountain' (48.) n 
Paca BhBi, the "wild hunter" (95.) 

salu. sabda (earth, underworld) (46.. 48.) E I \  

'the magic underworld-amowlearthquake-arrow' (94.) - - 
'dietary damage' (49.) = 

>_ - 
'dietary damage' (96.) r 

'the fierce cen' in the northern corner (47.) z ? P' 

'he  bir of the northern side' and/or 'the chicken-eatlng divinity of the northern L 

side' (94., 95.) 
'an ailment which at times recedes, at times worsens' (48.) c ? 

'very seriously ill' (95.), 'one corpse' (94.) 
etc. 

Besides clear occurrences of translation (dqmojyen = boksi; m!: thama = sarrru, with reference 
to the 'witch'; sq:nen = khibigcir with reference to the dietary damage). there are several 
"rapprochements" which appear "oblique" (earth/underworld; the mountain-roamer) and even 
obscure (the harmful agents associated with the North). It should also be stressed that the oracle 
has no Nepali term which could be regarded as an adequate and unequivocal rendering of cen 
(a term which denotes a superhuman being specific to the Tamang pantheon). 

In the issue of the old woman and her grandson (section 96.). the ordcle may be said to 
"prove" the main results of the divination (MHi. "dietary damage"). Najom's case appears more 
complex. In it, the language of the oracle, Nepali, does not simply decode the message of the 
divination given in Tamang. The oracle "proves" the divination in confirming three facts only: 
the witch, the damage done to the "flower" of the patient. and the latter's serious state of health. 
AS to the rest, the oracle "corrects" the divination. While the divination mentioned a plurality of 
possible causes without any interdependence at work, here in the oracle, the focus is narrowed 
down on the witch being the cause of all troubles: it is the "evil eye" (envy) of the witch 
which prompts her to "make play" the "magic arrows". Paca Bh&, the "northern hir" and the 
Mai, on the one hand, and to eat up the patient's "flower", on the other. It remains. however. 

2 This seems to be supported by the fact that the expression saldup qeppu .  'to explain the saldop', is 
used indistinctly for both the divination and the oracle. 

3 Whether the divination is the historically older type of prophecy in Tamang shamanism. on to which 
the oracle has been "grafted" later in a process of continuing acculturation, is an intriguing question. 
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open to interpretation whether (a) the witch a s  a "flower-eater" in the oracle corresponds to 
the "flower-licker", the ~ e n , ~  in the divination, o r  (b) refers to a separate agent which does 
h a m  to the "flower" in addition to the cen the bombo has already diagnosed as such in section 
66. In sum, whatever remains open, oblique o r  obscure in the comparison between the two 
prophecies is likely to make the client wonder whether the oracle, too, always means what it 
says (cf. p. 154). Where translation problems arise, and where a term obstinately refers back to 
itself, the comparison tends to become suspended in a synopsis: the texts of the divination and 
the oracle offer themselves for being read "beside", or even "against", each other. Rather than 
being a hypothesis to be "verified, the divination completes, in such cases of indeterminacy, 
the oracle. 

The Tamang client is used to enduring the "re~is tance"~ the texts of prophecies develop. He 
might be said to consider both types of prophecy a supply of mementos for selective reflection6 
in which he is aided by pre-exegesis through informal talks and diagnoses before, and through 
further divinatory findings by the bombo himselp during, the skance. Some of these mementos 
may prompt him to rethink certain events in his life, while some others are ignored because they 
may appear irrelevant or too obscure, for the moment at least. The dynamics with which a certain 
meaning can gather momentum or  suddenly lose its relevance, and the extent to which the client 
foUows, ultimately, the hints given by the prophecies depend on a number of circumstances: an 
improvement or  worsening of the state of the patient immediately after the r i t ~ a l , ~  the influence 
certain opinion leaders9 within or  outside the family may exercise according to their status and/or 
experience in the interpretation of the anamnesis and diagnosis, the confidence the bombo in 
question enjoys, etc.I0 In Najom's case, except for the cen, none of the suggestions given for the 
diagnosis (salu, etc. E "magic earth-arrow", etc.; bir; witch) and none of the measures advised for 
remedy (worshipping the MSi and Bhimsen) came to prompt her family to undertake anything 
whatsoever (S. also p. 27 1). 

4 Both the witch (Lasya) and the cen are said to "lick the flower" of a female, cf. pp. 54-55. 
5 I am borrowing this term from Park who stated that "divination must 'resist' in order to produce 

conviction". Resistance "is functionally equivalent to the merely ritual or emotive dramatization found 
in other contexts", since it does not refuse, but parries, reverses and redirects questioning until the 
procedure "finally culminates in a meaningful resolution, a denoument which, ideally, suddenly reveals 
the hidden clue to the drama ..." (Park 1965: 387). 

6 One informant made the point in saying that the bombo's divination would just provide material for 
a further divination to be made by the client himself. 

7 It might be recalled that the bulk of the bombo's ritual consists of divinatory procedures as implied in 
the searches for the harmful agent, for the divinities who provide boon and protection, for the omina 
in the flesh and bones of the animals slaughtered for sacrifice, etc. (S. pp. 23 f., 26, 146, 154 ff., 163, 
219, 230, 241, 246, 248, 254, 262). 

8 The "chicken-eating divinity" (95.883) could not be identified by the informants who attended the 
ritual. When I returned to the issue a couple of years later, the husband of the patient remarked: "1 
would have tried to find out which kind of being had been meant, if she (Najom) had not felt cured 
so soon after the ritual". 

9 Ritual specialists (lama, Idrnhu, bqrnho) or elder laymen recognized as "experienced", either because 
"they have seen the world", or because they are conversant with the astrological calendar (printed in 
Nepali or Hindi) or with organizing the complex death-feast, etc. If the patient is a child, the final 
decision on interpreting the diagnosis and choosing the appropriate therapy is left 10 the mother. 

10 The confidence depends not only on his reputation, but also on the immediate results of his actual 
intervention. An old man who was highly "superstitious" even by Tamang standards, said: "The 
bombo's prophetic insight is one thing, getting cured by him is quite another". The influence the 
bombo exercises in directing the client's interpretive attempts is considerable, but not necessarily 
decisive. The client is free to consult with another bombo (in one case I counted eight bombos called 
for successively) who may either reject or reinterpret the diagnosis made by his colleague. A particular 
way of reinterpretation, frequently resorted to, consists in diagnosing a "secondary cause": Phurba. 
an ex-Gurkha soldier. used the English word "doubling" for those cases in which, say, a funher 
spirit (hitherto unperceived) or an additional dietary damage (due to the patient's negligence or to an 
incomplete first diagnosis) prevent healing. 
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97. - 103.: The ritual of the lower crossroads (nqr Igmda) 

mar lamda, lit. 'lower crossroads', contrasts with yur lumda, lit. 'upper crossroads', to be 
performed later (S. below pp. 253 ff.). The adjective 'lower' derives, according to the informants, 
from the fact that during this act, the bombo is facing the door and the courtyard which 
correspond to "below" and the (ideal) south. Yet e r ,  in this context at least, also connotes 
'dark', 'death', 'evil', 'outside', 'spiritlghost', etc. The substantive 'crossroads' refers to any 
juncture of paths, that is "below" the actual site of the rite, i.e.. downhill. 

The chief requisites are a chicken (not necessarily a cock, jyabu, as referred to in the text), 
and a group of formos modelled from dark millet-dough and collectively called syimo rormo (lit.  
'ghost-tormo') or lingo. The latter consists of (a) three condor, that is, simple, conical figures, 
and (b) three mindor, that is, anthropomorphous figures with conspicuously elongated heads said 
to symbolize, or to be "just like", the bombo's long hairlock (ralho). The largest of these three 
mindor also has dough-strips pasted crosswise on its chest and back, said to symbolize, or to be 
"just like", the rosaries and bell-strings (gomdo) of a bombo.' The whole group is arranged on 
a piece of flat stone on the edges of which a "dam" of millet-dough is erected; each of the six 
figures receives a lika mark of fresh butter, the vehicle of blessing, and a "turban" (N. phe!a) 
of some white thread taken from the hank placed on the altar. At the centre, a round "bowl" 
(kosyo) made of dough contains the offerings: bits of stale food (boiled rice. maize or millet 
and vegetables), some hookah-tobacco, and phemar2 which is being kept smouldering. Finally. 
a long white cotton thread is wound round the whole group of rormos. 

Fig. 5. The syimo tnrmo or linga. 

I = c.undor- (conical); 2 = mihdor (heads elongated = "rulbo"); 2a = main figure (mu/ rormo. with 
"r-dbo" and "gemdo"); o = "bowl" (kdsyo). 

After having been purified in the porch with a few drops of holy water from the jug. the 
chicken is brought in and is "connected" with the patient by a special thread called lamdai 

1 On the problems of interpretation cf. Appendix 1. 
2 Consisting o f  maize flour kneaded with butter and kept smouldering by a piece of glowing charcoal. 

s.phesor. in 39.297 note. 
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cwlda, lit. 'the chain of the crossroads', or simply nalrno !ups3 One half of it is coloured yellow 
with turmeric, the other half is blackened with soot. The end of the yellow-coloured half of this 
thread is wound around the right wrist of the patient, and the end of the black half is tied to the 
legs of the chicken held by a helper; a second helper holds the thread at the juncture between 
its two halves (fig. 6). 

L fire-place altar 

window I main post 

patient 

r helper 

llliga torrno A 

I 
chicken 

door helper 

Fig. 6. The setup of the mar lamda ritual. 

First. the chicken and a piece of burning incense4 are moved around the patient's head,5 
again and again, while the bombo recites sections 97.-98., inviting the harmful agents to take 
possession of the animal instead of the patient. Then, the helper takes the chicken near the 
door and tries to make it shake through splashes of holy water poured over its head. No sooner 
does he succeed in doing so, the chicken - now accepted as a sacrifice by the superhuman6 - 
is "severed" from the patient in that the second helper cuts the thread at the juncture of its 
two halves. The yellow half is wound around the patient's right wrist, while the black half is 
taken along with the chicken which the helper kills in the porch. Meanwhile, the ljnga group 
is seized (actually by the second helper) and rushed to the next "lower crossroads" where the 
bombo will turn it upside down and stamp it into the earth. While the chicken and the lihga 
are removed from the house, the bombo stands "at the rear" and drives the harmful agents out 
of the house by stabbing the tip of the handle of his drum into the (soft) mud floor and by 
throwing splinters of marblestone - "heated" by the power of special mantras - in all directions. 

3 nulrno !up = N. kzco dhirgo = raw, i.e., unrefined and undyed thread. 
4 Actually, a special kind of incense available in the bazaars. Its powdered ingredients are wrapped in 

paper which is twisted so as to form a tube; hence its name in Nepali: hri!eko dhrrp (from hdpu. 'to 
twist'). Tamang use this kind of incense in the worship of Hindu divinities. and in the actual instance 
it seems to be designed for pleasing the M i i  (cf. 100.956 below). 

5 This technique of "moving around" is called .sy!4ppa (< Tib. Irrd-pu. 'to hang'. to rub'. 'to twist'). It 
is also applied when one makes a vow and "reserves" a chicken or an egg for sacrifice to be carried 
out on the next full-moon day or on another suitable occasion. Cf. p. 266 and also Hofer 198 1 :  77 ff. 

6 The shaking is a token of divine acceptance throughout South Asia and Nepal. The MT verb for this 
type of shaking is kharha which the informants translate by Nepali mdnnu. lit. 'to accept'. A synonym 
is va: c,aha. an expression which also means 'to be proven', 'to become evident'. 
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Some bombos take the opportunity of showing their extraordinary faculties in that they rake 
bare-handed through the embers in the fire-place or seize the hot iron tripod and dance with it 
in a threatening posture7. 

There is general agreement on the function of the ritual act: The chicken is given in exchange 
(lud) for the patient to the hungry spirits and ghosts (mdn and syimo) who are to be "detached" 
from the body of their victim and separated from the luminous world of the living and sent back 
into the darkness by means of the yellow-black coloured thread (nalmo !up), the "bridge for the 
spirits", and by means of the black dough-figure (lingo or syimo tormo) which serves both as their 
bodies and as an additional gift of food.8 Both by its form and function, the thread anticipates the 
crossroads as a place of meeting and parting, and the act of alluring the spirits into the black half 
of the thread and into the black tormo was expressly interpreted as a "turning-the-black-side- 
towards-the-spirits" in order to render humans invisible to them. Informants cited in support of 
this explanation the custom of covering the head of a child with a pot. the sooted bottom of 
which serves as a screen protecting the child from the greedy glimpses of ghosts and spirits. 

Extra-textual evidence allows for further interpretations. The main figure of the lingo, which 
is modelled like a bombo (S. above), represents Thorgyap Bon andlor Donsor (also Donsor) Bon 
whom a myth introduces as the First Spirits the Tamang bombo had to deal with (S. Appendix 
I). Actually, they act on behalf of the bombo (hence the "Bon" in their names) and "drive back  
the hosts of ghosts and spirits into the linga tormo - to be cast away along with them. Casting 
away the figure of a bombo, which embodies both what is negative (harmful, "dark", "deadly") 
and positive (helping to ward off the negative), has at least one more connotative significance 
in that it suggests itself as an act by which the (human) officiating h m b o  gets rid of his own 
negative "half' implied in his institutionally-conditioned ambi~alence.~ 

Sections 97. and 98. provide a kind of introduction explaining the raison d'eue of the rite and 
inviting the harmful agents to accept the sacrificial animal in replacement of the patient, while 
section 102. constitutes the mar lamda proper, and section 103. is to finalize the result and ensure 
permanent protection (chamjo). In between, we have three sections (99.. loo., 101.) recited in 
Nepali and summoning the m i s  or the Mai (alias 'Spirit of the Kathmandu Valley') to leave the 
patient and return to their cult places. As obvious insertions, they contain no reference to the 
main acts (linga, animal sacrifice) in the ritual itself; and typologically, they anticipate that part 
of the recitation in Tamang, which - much later - dismisses the divinities (sya: solba, section 
112.). In these sections devoted to the m i s ,  the exorcizing of the evil (derku:ba, nemba) falls 
in with the dismissal (syq: solba) of the divine. The explanation lies in the very ambivalence 
of the mdis who are both goddesses (denpi) and spirits (bhut), both helpers of the bombo (cf. 
sections 2.-7.) and "foreign" (nepdli) females, both mothers and witches. The mar lamda rite 
thus provides an opportunity of neutralizing them as negative agents and demobilizing them as 
positive agents at the same time. 

7 "Destroying" the fire-place may also be interpreted as a symbolic destruction of the client's spirit- 
infested house. A similar practice among the Kham Magar shamans is explained by de Sales (1985.1: 
154 f.) as the shaman's privileged way to communicate with the ancestors. 

8 Such black Iorrnos of millet-dough are not supposed to be eaten by humans, in contrast to the "white" 
ones of maize-dough for the gods: shares of the latter type are custo~narily distributed among. and 
eaten by, the participants at the end of the ritual. - l i i ~ g o  < Tib. / in -go .  On the l ih-ga in Tibetan 
rituals cf. Klaus 1985: 368 with further references. 

9 Conspicuously. all dough-figures labelled Iihgo and serving as scape-goats in other rituals (including 
those of the lama), too, are shaped just like the main torn10 in the m a r  lam&, namely "like" a b m b o  
(cf. Appendix I and 11). - In certain Tibetan protective rituals. even effigies of the Dalai Lama or 
Padmasambhava and the tutelary divinity of the officiating priest are disposed of along with those 
representing the evil (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1956: 508-5 13). The practice conveys the idea of "ceding 
all whac is evil in the good to the evil" andfor the idea of "letting the evil be accompanied by the 
good to ensure that the former can be effectively warded off by the power of the latter". 



hay, &:m0 iiingi syai debjye, tha:gi debjye, 
n:bai debjye, karibai debjye, lpkpai debjye 
Urgyen Pe:majye damla ta:nem. 

gyalboi 18gh nyiri thunnem, 
sa ni rkkki lumbu n@ri sabai jyabu sali(i) 

gyuma-gyuser, nagu, mi:gu. khba ,  l@pa, luwa-buwa 
nomla kuisyi ludu leniiu noppi noccyen! 

9 15 noppi noccyen!, 
da:mo iiingi nawai bqdo jyunba thamjye, 

chhwai bqdo jyunba thamjye, 
y g a  syelne, mara oine, khokpai d ~ i ,  onne-byunne, 
chye:ne-wlbne jyunba thamjye salsyi ludu leniiu 
noppi noccyen! 

[Following the same pattern, further harmful agents are 
enumerated as in 1 1.125- 126 and 36.276-39.301 .] 

... bombo iiembi bonsur iie:le, lama chebi chesur iie:le, 
sandun-praridun ykrmai da, jo:gi bjdi iie:le, ludu lentiu 
noppi noccyen! 

kesa, nasa, nadin phumsum, mbwa, parga, kudin dursa, 
mangale graha, ketu graha, sanske graha, nau graha, 
jarma Ganma] graha thamjye [sya:syi?] ludu leniiu!, 

U syoso: noppi noccyen! 

[Repetition of the list of harmful agents as indicated above.] 

hay, Urgyen Pe:ma magically jived (the custom of offering a 
ransom-sacrifice) instead of the jlesh, instead of the blood, 
instead of the bones, instead of the feet, 
insread of the hands of the dear mistress. 

(The cock ro he given) originated in the king's divine abode, 
in taking the gyuma-gyuser, the nose (beak), the eyes, the legs 

the hands (wings), the downy feathers of the cock which ears 
(pecks) in the whole world, 
go and rake possession of the ransom-sacrifice 0 
harming harmful [sic] agent! 

9 15 0 harming har-mful agent!, 
in healing all states of illnesses befalling, all states of pain 

befalling the dear mistress, 
all "rinsing-ups", "flowing-downs", (all effects of) the 
magic arrow (causing an illness) of the interior of the body. 
hacking and coughing, tearing pain and burning pain befalling 
(the mistress), 
go and rake possession of the ransom-sacr.ifice 
0 harming harmful agent! 
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[Repetition] 

. . . Whether the bombo('s) harming magic hn-weapon may cause 
harm, whether the lama('s) harming magic weapon may cause 
harm, whether the s~dun-prahdun('s) magic arrow (made) 
of the ykrma (wood), the yogi's harming formula may cause 
harm, 
go and take possession of the ransom-sacrifice 
0 harming harmfil agent! 

In [removing?] all (effects of) the kesa, the nasa, the ndin phumsum, 
the mewa, the pkga, the kiidin dursa, the mangale graha. the 
ketu graha, the sansSre graha, the nau graha, the janma 
graha, go and take possession of the ransom-sacrifice!, 

U syoso:, 0 harming harmful agent! 

[Repetition] 

Notes: 

912: OT rj:ba < Tib. rus-pa, 'bone'. 
913: gyalboi Iagan, 'the king's palace', here a euphemistic exaltation of the sacrificial animal, without any 

specific mythological relevance, as it seems. 
914: sa ni rekki lumbu, on 'hi" cf. 20.183 and p. 301. 
- jyabu sali. OT jyabu < Tib. bya-pho, 'cock'. On "sali"cf. 53.437 note. 
- OT gyuma-gyuser < Tib. rgyu-ma. 'entrails'. The composition of the sacrificial share called gyuma- 

gyuser includes more than the internal organs only. In the case of a fowl, it contains the beak, larynx, 
crop, lungs, some blood, the tip of the wings and the feet. h the case of a mammal, it contains the eyes. 
nose, claws and sometimes also the tips of the ears. The difference to the share called syabut (S. 98.922) 
lies in the fact, that most parts included in the gyuma-gyuser are inedible. 

- OT nagu, m/:gu < Tib. sna, 'nose', and mig, 'eye', respectively. 
- lud(u) < Tib. glud, 'scape-goat'. 'ransom'. The paragogic -U seems to be conditioned by euphony. 
- lennu < OT lemba. 'to take possession of', was also interpreted as MT lemba, 'to lick'.cf. 47.361. 
- noppi noccyen, lit. 'harming harmful agent', a pleonasm possibly meant to underscore the fact that this 

part of the recitation addresses those among the many harmful agents which actually do harm to the 
patient. 

916: onne-byunne < OT *onba, 'to cough' (?) + MT byunba, 'to cough'. 
- chye:ne-wabne, S. 34.271 note. 

918: kesa ... kudib dursa are names of astrologically inauspicious periods and/or constellations. kesa = 
the day preceding that day of the week on which one was born. nasa = the day on which one was 
born. nadin phumsum = the inauspicious constellation (N. graha) that dominates every fifth (n6) year 
reckoned from the year of one's birth within the twelve-year cycle (MT le:gor, Tib. 10-skor) of the 
Tamang-Tibetan calendar. mewa < Tib. sme-ba = the astrological diagram used along with the spar-kha 
> OT parga (Waddell 1959: 450 ff.); the precise meaning of these words is unknown to the Tamang. 
kudid dursa = the inauspicious constellation which dominates every ninth (ku) year reckoned from the 
year of one's birth; dursa ? < Tib. dur, 'grave', + gza'. 'planet'. 

- mangale ... graha = Nepali names of inauspicious constellations enumerated without thorough acquain- 
tance with Indian astrology. madgale < N. Mdgal = the planet Mars. ketu. lit. 'comet' ("dragon's tail"). 
sansare ? < Skt. Sanaiicara = the planet Saturn. nau = 'nine'. corresponding to the nine planets; according 
10 Slusser (1982: 344 f.). the goddesses Nava Durgi and the nine grahas (nau graha) are identified. in 
the Kathmandu Valley, as one divine manifestation. janma graha. lit. 'birth graha', explained as that 
constellation by which a person is likely to be affected From his birth on. 

919: syoso: is an exhortation of spirits and ghosts to accept an offering. syoso: ? < Tib. Sog!. 'come!' + 
Tib. so!, so!. 'take, take!' (Waddell 1959: 416). 
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m e  helper continues to move the chicken around the patient's head, while the bomb0 goes 
on: 

920 da:moi syai debjye, tha:gi debjye, 
ri:bai debjye, kahbai debjye, l#pai debjye 
Urgyen Pe:majye damla ta:nem. 

gyalboi Iagah naiui thurinem, 
sa &kki lumbu kuri salbi [recte sabi?] jyabu sali; 

chyachya:ba, dumdumba, thotho:ba, kanba, l#pa, 
luwa-buwa mwarnbi jyabu sali(i) syala syabut, 
tha:la tha:but, gloma-gloser, gyurna-gyuser, nagu, mi:gu 
nomla kuisyi ludu lenfiu noppi noccyen, U syoso:! 

U syoso:! 
ta: syuba? - bla syuba, che: syuba, bn:gi hon syuba, 

norgi yah syuba, khala se: syuba, 1a:la nor syuba, 
la jyen  norbu syuba, doya:jyen n6rbu syuba. 

925 da:moda I!:ri, sori, bu:ri noppa thamjye mqdokiiu!, 
U syoso:! 

[Drumming] 

920 Urgyen Pe:ma magically fured (the custom of offering a 
ransom-sacrifice) instead of the flesh, instead of the blood, 
instead of the hones, instead of the feet, 
instead of the hands of the mistress. 

It originated in the king's divine abode, 
the cock which searches (scratches for food) in the nine whole worlds; 

in taking the share of mear from the meat, the share of blood 
from rhe blood, the gloma-gloser, the gyuma-gyuser, the nose 
(beak), the eyes of the fat, suitable cock which is as small as a handful, 
ulhich has uninjured legs, hands (wings), downy feathers, 
go and take possession of the ransom-sacrifice 
0 harming harmful agent, U syoso:! 

U syoso:! 
What do (we)  ask for? - (We) ask for the soul, ask for the fife-force, 

ask for rhe crops' blessing, ask for rhe riches' blessing, 
ask for the mouth's,food, ask for rhe riches in (one's) hand. 
ask for (the rhriving of) the precious cattle, 
ask for (the rhrivit~g of) the precious yak. 

925 Whatever- (whoever-) does harm to the mistress in (her) body, in (her) 
vital principle, in (het-) breath - go away!. 

U syoso:! 
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Notes: 

922: salbi/qbi?: In 97.914 sabtali, 'which eats'. salb(a)i c MT salba with its connotation of 'm -h' 
(here '10 search by scratching the soil') would also make sense in lhir conext. 

- syabut is, strictly speaking, a sacrificial sham of meat (taken from a rib 0r the leg) plw s piece from 
the liver, but in common p~laflce i t  is often used as a hypemnym for my sacrificial sham. including 
various parts of the entrails (colon, crop. etc.) and even what is termed h e  gyuma-gyyncr (cf. above 
97.914). -but < Tib. phud, 'a thing set apart', 'offering'. 

- 4ha:but < OT !ha: (Tib. khrag). 'blood'. The share of blood is often offered in a w t e  Ieaf-cup. 
- OT glgma-glgser is the name of a sacrificial share no longer distinguished as such. g l v a  ? c nb .  

glo-ba. 'lungs'. 
924: OT doya:jyen/dgyajyen ? Tib. *do(-po) gyagthen, lit. 'the load (carrying) precious yak'. 
925: mardoknu, translated by 'go (iiu) away!'. mwok- ? OT mip *dokp < my, 'down'. 'downwar&' 

(the direction to which the spirits and ghosts are to be sent away) + @kpa c Tib. Idog-pa. '10 return'. 
'to depart'. 'to go home' (Jaschke 1949: 292). 

In the following three sections recited in Nepali, the bombo summons the mdis to leave the 
patient's body and go back to their cult places in the Kathrnandu Valley. After repeating a part 
of the initial appeal mobilizing the &is "in the name" of the Sun Jh&ri couple (1.9-2.27). he 
reconducts them, station by station, to their residence(s). His itinerary starts from Bhokteni and 
follows the old trade route that connects Pokhafi and GorkhH with Nuwikq and the Kathmandu 
Valley. Coming from Nuwdcot, the bqmbo enters the Kathmandu Valley from the norlh-west 
(Jitpurphedi) and proceeds, then, via KHthrnNdu (old city and Dharaha) .  Kirtipur. Phqh ing  
in the southwestern corner of the Valley. PHtan, and finally back to KHFhrnfindu, to the KH!he 
Simbhu sanctuary. 

hare Dhanasri MahHdew! .... 

[Repetition of 1.9-2.271 

... yo jananilai choncalHu, soh& [saw&] calHu!. 
tapHiko laganmH, thapaniimH soh& calHu!. 

930 tapHko pratapile [pratftple] caliu na, ho!, NepHli MHi AjimH!. 
sabyun ban, bibyun bm, sola [sul] b h ,  golH bHn. jam b h .  autha bin. 

khokne bm, cherne b8n choncalHu AjimH!, 
Ing khulH [gari] calijiu!, 
khum khulH [gari] calijgu!, 
nau gunasing, nau nHri, nau nasH khulH gari calijHu AjimH MHiju!. 

935 Anarnsiju. DhanarnHiju, LHlkumHri [=? B d k u m ~ ] .  sgtsorasai 
Parameswari sohHri calHu!, 

relgli .  hawiiiljahHj.jls~ga calijiu! 

Hail 0 Dhanasri Mahdden? ... 

[Repetition] 
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... release (leave) this mother and move, please move away!, 
please move away (back) to your constellation (and) cult place!, 

930 do move by virtue of your glory, ho!, 0 Nepdli Mai Ajimd!, 
release and set in motion the magic arrow (which comes) the right way 

round, the magic arrow (which comes) the wrong way round, 
the magic colic-arrow, the magic gola-arrow, the magic 
fever-arrow, the magic autha-arrow, the magic arrow which 
causes coughing, the magic arrow which causes diarrhoea, 
0 Ajima!, 

clear the back (of this mother) and go away!, 
clear (her) shoulders and go away!, 
clear the nine gunasings, the nine veins, the nine nerves and 

go away 0 AjirruS Maiju!, 
935 0 Anamdiju, Dhanamdiju, Ldlkumdri, seven (times) sixteen hundred 

Parameswari, please move away!, 
go away with [sic] the railway train, the aeroplane! 

Notes: 

927: Dhanasri, S. 1.8. 
928: choricalau, -calIu is to be seen here as part of the idiom s a w h  caliiunu (hon.), 'to move' (hr . ) ,  'to 

go away'. 
931 : sabyun ..., cf. 89.791 note. 
- sola = sul, 'colic', 'a sudden, sharp pain'. 
- gola. obviously referring to an illness termed ganu-gala, the symptoms of which are reminiscent of 

flatulence or even the "globus hystericus". The golH, described as something roundish (golo) in the 
stomach or belly, is believed to undergo a pathological alteration when it starts "moving up and down". 
giinu-go18 is not specific to Tamang nosology alone (cf. Heller 1985: 99-1 15; Macfarlane 198 1 : 87-88; 
and also Turner 1965: 140 and 150 respectively). 

- autha is a pathologically excessive heat inside the body, as in a state of high fever. 
- khokne ban, cherne ban, 'the magic coughing-arrow', 'the magic diarrhoea-arrow', in a more literal 

translation. 
- choricalau, here (in contradistinction to line 928) with reference to the different b h s  which should be 

removed from the patient and sent away. chomu, lit. 'to let go', 'to release'. 
934: nasa, lit. 'vein', 'nerve'; the number nine is to express a symbolic totality and has no significance in 

Tamang anatomy. 
- khula, lit. 'open'. 'clear' (of the sky, etc.). Notice the contrast between, e.g.. 3.38-39 and the present 

passage: while in 3.38-39, at the beginning of the ritual, the Miii alias NepBli Bhut alias NepBli Mii 
AjimB, etc. is requested to "open". "awaken" and "bring" the gunasing, "flower" and veins (kholileu. 
jagaileu), that is, to render the patient's body accessible to the intervention by the bombo, here the same 
MBi is exhorted to "clear" the patient's body. For a second contrast cf. 2.32: "sit on the shoulders, mount 
the head" versus "clear the back .... clear the shoulders" in 99.931-933. Cf. also pp. 73-74. 

935: Anamaiju ..., S. 6.67. 
- "sixteen hundred", on the number "sixteen7'cf. 5.66 note. 

yo jananiko bramhahatya, bisnuhatys, sat gai marne hatya, guru 
marne hatya, sat kanne [kanys] marne hatyi lagla, 
he!, Gubhaju Mai, 

calau na, sat dobafo khelna sohari [sawail calau na M%!, 
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thinai thin. 
Tharpu D k i  thinai thin, 
Siirnari D;@, Trisuli Bajir [bhaeral Ajimi, Anamiiju, Gubhij" Mii, 

Dhanamiiju. Lilkumibi, 
Nigol [NuwSko!] Bhairawi-Bhairun thiinai thiin sohHri caIHu!, 
Bat!& Sahar thinai thin sohibi caliu!, 
Seri Dub& thinai thiin sohiri caliu!, 
Mitkot t hha i  thin soh* caliu!, 
Caturai. thinai thin sohibi caliu!, 
Jagatkuni thinai thiin soh* caliu!. 
Dhunge thiinai thin sohibi calHu!, 
Rinipauwi thinai thin soh&i caliu!, 
Jitpurphedi thinai thiin soh* caliu!. 
Dharamthali (Dharmathali) thiinai thin sohiri caliu!, 
Biliju Bildcanne Mii utpanna hunubhaeko thinai t h b  s o h h  caliu!. 
Ajimi, Bajimi, Anarniiju, Dhanamiiju. Wum2ui.  sitsorasai MHi, 
BWcanne Mii, Liri-Li!ini, 
Bhati-Bhateni [Bhii-Bhateni], Kheli-Khelini (?), Nausinge 

Baju-Bajuni (?), Kilo Dewi. PahElo Dewi, Nilo Dewi, 
Hariyo Dewi, Nau Dewi, Sora Dewi, Bittisora (?) Deutii 

gulgul dhup khii soh3ri caliu na! 

This mother's guilr of having killed a Brahmin, guilr of having killed 
Bisnu, guilr of having killed seven cows, guilr of having killed a 
guru, guilt of having killed seven virgins will he yours, he!,  
0 Guhhdju Mdi!, 

do move, please do move away to play on seven crossroads 0 Mdi!. 
(go) via all rhe culr places. 
via all the cult places (of) Tharpu Ddrd, 
[via] Sclmari Qdra, Trisuli Bajar, 0 Ajimd, Anamdiju, Guhhiiju Mdi, 

Dhanamiiju, LdlkumcSri, 
please move away via all the culr places (of) Bhoirawi-Bhairun ( o n  

Nuwdko!!, 
please move away via all the culr places (of) Ba!!dr Town!, 
please move away via all the cult places (at) Sera Darhir!, 
please move away via all the culr places (ar) Milko!!, 
please move away via all the culr places (at) Carurdli!. 
please move away via all the culr places (at) Jagarkund!, 
please move away via all the culr places (ar) Qhurige!. 
please mol9e away via all the culr places (at) Rdnipaunti!, 
please move away via all rhe cult places (at) Jirpurphedi!, 
please move away via all the cult places (at) Dharmathali!, 
please move away via all the cult places where Bdldkanne Mdi (of)  

Bdldju originated!, 
0 Ajirmi, Bajimd, Anamdiju, Dhanamciiju. Ldlkumari, seven (rimes) 

sixreen hundred Mdi. 
Bdldkanne Mdi, Ld!d-L&ini, 
Bhd!-Bhaleni, Kheli-Khelini. Nausinge Baju-Bajuni. Kalo Dewi, 

PahCIo Dew;, Nilo Dewi. Hariyo Deui. Nau Dewi, 
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Sora Dewi,  Birrisora Deuta, 
rake the incense of gulgul and please do move away! 

Notes: 

937: bramhahatyi, bisnuhatya ... Meaning: the patient has contracted her illness due to a grave sin 
(equivalent of having killed a Brahmin, etc.), which is conceded just to flatter and threaten the Mgi, 
Actually, as revealed in 46.-48. and 93.-95.. the illness was not impuled to any moral failure on the 
patient's pan. (Only in 49.. the divination for another client, is there mention of the goddess being 
angered by the client's conduct). - bramhahatys, 'the killing of a Brahmin', which becomes "Brarnhg 
rnarne hatyH" in the next section (101.968). The word bisnuhatyg, 'the killing of (God) Bisnu/Visnu9, is 
not attested in Nepali; its use here seems to be based on a "misunderstanding" of the term bramhahatyi 
for 'killing the (God-Creator) BrahmH'. Cf. also p. 36. 

- Gubhaju ..., S. 6.67. 
938: calau! = sawSri calBu!, S. 99.928. 
- sat dobato means, more precisely, 'a juncture of seven roads', or 'sevenfold crossroads'. SBt Dobqo is 

also the name of a locality to the south of PBtan in the Kathrnandu Valley, and this is suggestive of a 
double reference: like any harmful agent, the MPi is sent back (a) to any of the crossroads, and/or (b) 
to a particular place in the Kathmandu Valley as her residence. 

940: Tharpu ~ i r a  = a ridge SE of Bhokteni village. 
941: Samari ?$a = a ridge E of Bhokteni. 
- Trisuli Bajar = the well-known bazaar town on the western bank of the Trisuli river, on the opposite 

side to NuwBkot. 
943 ff.: Batwr/Batar ... Malko!, S. section 73. 
946: Caturali = a village near RhipauwB, on the old road between Trisuli BajBr and the Kathmandu 

Valley. 
947: Jagatkuna = a village near RinipauwH. 
948: Dhunge = DhungepauwB, S. section 73. 
949: Ranipauwa, S. section 73. 
950 ff.: Jitpurphedi, Dharmathali, Balaju, S. section 74. 
952: Balaju Balakanne Mai, obviously with reference to HHriti Ajima alias SitalB MBi with her famous 

shrine at BBlBju. 
953: Ajima ..., probably conditioned by rhythm, here the names AjimB + BajimB and AnamBiju + 

DhanamHiju are not pronounced as jingle-names, in contrast to 6.67. 
954: Law-Latini, lit. 'Dumb and Deaf Male-Dumb and Deaf Female' = ? a reference to the retinue of 

certain gods, consisting of ghosts of disabled persons. Cf. also Langa-L~ga!H in 6.67. 
955: Bhat-Bhateni, S. 6.68. 
- Kheli-Khelini ? < Ttirikhel, the name of the parade ground in KH!hmHndu, which is also the "area" of 

the goddess BhadrakBli. 
- Nausinge Baju-Bajuni = ?; nausinge, lit. 'the one with the nine horns'. 
- Kalo... Dewi, S. 82.666 note. 
- Nau Dewi = ? Nawa DurgB. - Sora Dewi, lit. 'Sixteen Goddesses' = ? 
- Bittisora = ? Bitteswar in 5.61. 
956: gulgul dhup (S. 15.138), with reference to the incense moved, along with the chicken, around the 

patient's head (S. above p. 230). 

Nepal Sahar, Kantipur [Kantipur] Sahar sohiiri [sawari] calau!, 
Nayabajar sohlri  calau! , 
Bangemulha sohiiri calau!, 

960 Dharahara sohiiri calau!, 
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Phyunali (7) sohiiri calHu!, 
Halimiin [HanumHn] DhokH s o k i  calHu!, 
Kirtipur Baj f  sohiiri caalu!, 
Pharphing SaharmH sohai calau!, 

965 Patan Sahar thbai t k  sohiin caliu na!. 
tapgko bujhaki lagan, thapanH (?), 
Kithe SimbhumH utpanna bhaeko AjimH, Bajima Bfi lhnne ho, 

LHtCLarigap ho. Bha!i-BhaKni [Bhl!-Bhawni], 
Bramha msme, Bisnu m h e ,  sHt gHi mHme, guru m h e  hatyi IHgla. 
caliu na! 

[Long, vigorous drumming] 

Please move away to Nepal Town, to Kantipur Town!, 
please move away to NayGbajdr!, 
please move away to Bdngemuyhii!, 

960 please move away to Dharahard!, 
please move away to Phyuttali!, 
please move away to Hanumdn Dhofi!, 
please move away to Kirtipur Bajcir!, 
please move away to Pharphing Town!, 

965 please move away via all the cult places (on Palan Town!, 
( I )  know (?) your constellation (?), (your) cult place, 
0 Ajima, Bajimd who originated in Ka!he Simbhu, 

it is (the cult place of ?) Bcildkanne, L.@ci-Loirga!a, 
Bh@-Bhaleni. 

The guilt of having killed BramhcS, having killed Bisnu. 
having killed seven cows, having killed a guru will be (yours), 

do move! 

[Drumming] 

Notes: 

957: Nepal Sahar = KgthmNdu; Kantipur = KHmrnqdu (S. Slusser 1982: 89 f.). 
958: ~ a ~ i b a j a r ,  S. section 74. 
959: Bangemurha = name of a ward in the northwestern part of the old city of KHfhmWu. 
960: Dharahara = the so-called Bhimsen Tower in KHthmHndu. 
961: Phyuttali = ? Puttali Sadak, the name of a road in KIthmHndu. 
962 ff.: Haliman ... Pawn, S. section 74. 

966: bujhaki, lit. 'wise', 'intelligent', emneously for "[maile] bujheko" = '[the one which I] h o w ' ?  
- @an, lit. 'auspicious time/conslellation', here perhaps in the sense of 'auspicious place'. with reference 

to the cult place (thapanH). 
967: KBthe Simbhu = Srigha Caitya in Naghal ward in the northwestern part of h e  old city of KLmmNdu. 

regarded as a replica or substitute of SwayarnbhunHth = popularly Simbhu. The text seems to refer here 
to the goddess HHritilAjimH whose shrine is in KHthe Simbhu. 

- Law-Lairgap. cf. Laiiga-LangatH in 6.67, and b!B-Ll!ini in 100.954. 
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The b m b o  continues in Tamang: 

RECITATION: SECTIONS 97. - 103. 

970 6 ljnga khri derku:go noppi noccyen!, 
om holo. holo, holo bHc3 bn:gi hondi ba:bi noccyen, 

yqa blonbi noccyen, ta:dan surbi noccyen, 
pha:dai surbi noccyen, yqa blonbi noccyen, 
mara blonbi noccyen thamjye Ijnga khri derku:jyirn kho! 

[Following the same pattern, further harmful agents are 
enumerated again, as in 11.125- 126 and 36.276-39.301 ...l 

... sem gendo-mendo maseno, khwa-cherba mgeno, 
iiembu syo:la kuigo noppi noccyen!, 

syemba-peppa malo:go, ludu leniiu noppi noccyen, kho, kho! 

The chicken is sprinkled with water to make it shake (S. above p. 230). 

cya:gi bumbajye siliii, sangi bumbajye siliii noccyen b ! ,  
975 ludu leniiu, kho, kho!, c-c-c-c-c-c !, 

nanla thurthur gomo, djla cye:nen (=?) sj:iiu!, 
kho, kho! , 
iiembu syo:la kuiiiu noppi noccyen!, 
kho, kho, ludu leniiu, kho mqlamdai noccyen b! ,  

c-c-c-c-c-c-c ! 

[The enumeration of various harmful agents is repeated, as indicated 
above.] 

980 ... syjnsari ba:bi noccyen kho, kho! 

970 May you be driven back into the nine Ijngas 0 harming harmful 
agent! 

Om holo, holo, holo bFicFi, 0 harmful agent which affects the 
crops' blessing, 
harmful agent which arises above, harmful agent which roars 
with (like) the leopard, 
harmful agent which roars with (like) the wild boar, harmful agent which arises 
above, harmful agent which arises below, 
may (you) all be driven back into the nine ljngas and come! 

[Repetitions] 

Do not be absent-minded, do not worry (?) and grieve, advance 0 
harming harmful agent!, 

do not doubt and be not ashamed, go and take possession of the 
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ransom-sacrifice, come, come! 
Let us go and wash off (the impurities of the cock) with (the 

water of) the iron jug, with the copper jug, 0 harmfil agent! 
975 Go and take possession of the ransom-sacrifice, 

come, come!, c-c-c-c-c-c !, 
ponder on the entrails (?) inside, go and see please the cye:nen 

(=?) of this (cock?), 
come, come!, 
advance 0 harming harmful agent!, 
come, come, take possession of the ransom-sacrifice, come 0 harmful 

agent of the lower crossroads!, c-c-c-c-c-c-c ! 

[Repetition] 

980 ... 0 harmful agent which affects the fields, come, come! 

Notes: 

971: om.... om, the well-known syllable o r i k l ;  holo ?; bHcH (N.), lit. 'promise', here in the sense of 
'coercive formula', such as "om holo, holo". 

- y v a  ... pha:dan ..., S. sections 9. and I I. 
- derku:jyim, notice the alternation of MT and OT conjunctive participles: -jyim (MT) here versus -syi 

(OT) in kuisyi in 98.922, e.g. 
972: MT sem gendo-mendo senba, 'to be unconcentrated/absent-minded'. 
- OT kawa-cherba senba, 'to worry (?) and grieve'; kiwa < ? Tib. &a'-ba, 'difficult', 'hardship'; cherba 

= MT cherba, 'to grieve'. 
- OT nembu syo:la kuiba, 'to advance', 'to come/go'; ? < Tib. iiam-po Sog, 'come along!' (Jaschke 1949: 

194) + OT auxiliary verb kuiba. 
973: syemba-peppa ... < MT syemba lo:ba, 'to be shy/self-conscious/reluctmt', also 'to doubt', + MT 

peppa, 'to be ashamed'. 
974: bumbajye silba, 'wash off (the impurities)', with reference to the act of pouring water on to the 

head of the chicken, which is meant both to purify and to make it shake (S. p. 230 above). 
975: C-C-c-c-C..., a series of implosive [tsl-s meant to coax the harmful agent. 
976: nanla thurthur ggmo, translated by 'ponder on the entrails (thurthur) inside!' (?). thurthur ? < Tib. 

thur-thur. 'hind quarters' (Macdonald 1971: 266). Possibly, this obscure phrase is meant to implore the 
harmful agent to produce favourable omina in the different parts of the body of the chicken which will be 
dismembered and scrupulously examined while the bombo is reciting section 103. For a similar attempt 
to ensure favourable results in advance cf. Hofer 198 1: 79 ff. 

- dila cye:nen < OT djla, 'of/in this', + OT cye:tien ? < Tib. *gi-es-(b)man, lit. 'precious offering'. On 
the concept of Tib. bman. 'Opferlohn'. cf. Tucci 1970: 221. 

The chicken has shaken. The thread (nalmo !up) is tom, and the helpers run out of the house, 
carrying the chicken and the linga tormo (S. above p. 229) ... 

While the bombo and one of the helpers rush, with the lingo tormo, to a nearby crossroads, 
the chicken is slaughtered and examined. From the position of the gall-bladder; the shape of the 
liver and the colon; and the distribution of stains on the internal organs and the subcutaneous 
surface of the muscles, etc., etc. it is concluded: "it's been struck on the spirits' side", which 
means a favourable omen.I0 

10 Some details of the haruspicium (MT yP:ra cya:ha). especially hepatoscopy, are given in Hofer 1981: 
79 ff.. 1 12. 122. 
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On ô turning into the house, the bombo recites a concluding section which is to finalise the 
results and ensure permanent protection (chamjo): 

b hoy, ma: geliiu, ma: jyjniiu Ma:bon o!, 
lay0 meppi, d+pa meppi noccyenda 
ma: jyjiliiu!, 
syai phoprai nomiiu, jha:gi phoprai nomiiu!, 

ro geliiu, cya:lai kiijye neniiu!, 
sarma kujye neniiu Ma:bon b! 

[In repeating line 984 several times, further harmful 
agents are enumerated again, as in 9.102, 1 1.125- 126 and 
36.276-39.30 1 ] 

985 thim so thim! 

b hoy, go and destroy the ma:, go and scare the ma: 0 Ma:bon!, 
the harmful agent which commits the crime of killing, which commits 

(this) sin! 
go and scare the ma:! 
go and take a mess offlesh, a mess of blood (of the harmful agent)! 

go and destroy (its) life-principle, 
go and load (it) down by nine cya:laiu!, 
go and load (it) down by nine (stalks of the) sarma grass 
0 Ma:bon! 

[Repetitions] 

985 thim so thim! 

Notes: 

981: ma: jyjliba, cf. 87.740 note. If my etymological derivation is correct, the original meaning of lines 
981-983 would be: '... go and make war upon the harmful agent which commits the crime...'. 

984: OT phoprah, vaguely translated by 'mess', 'disorderly accumulation of various parts'. 
- cya:lah, sarma, S. 43.334. 
985: thim so thim, a mantra for "loading down" the harmful agents. thim < thirnba, S. thim.gyurba in 

43.334. 
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104.: Protecting the life-tree (pa:samgi 1e:dap) 

Having secured the soul by means of sacrificing an animal, the bomb now revens to the 
floral-arboreal aspect and ensures divine protection for the life-tree, the p s a r n . l  In the present 
instance, two life-trees are to be dealt with by the bqmbo: the first one is the outer manifestation 
symbol of the patient's life-beam (ro.duiuno/so.duh~a)~ while the second one will be promised 
to the cen towards the end of the ritual (section 113.). It is to the first type that the present 
section is devoted. 

A long branch of the chestnut tree3 is tied to the post of the porch on the right side of the 
entrance to the client's house. Its lower end stands in a hole dug in the courtyard, and its "crown" 
is hung with a bunch of twigs and flowers, called c2nso-mt?nso (S. 53.431 note) and a liltle bag 
containing a few grains of maize, millet and husked rice. As a mark of consecration, the b o m b  
applies to the "trunk" three [ikds of fresh butter taken from the altar and thus enriched with 
boon. 

Standing in the courtyard and facing the life-tree throughout the ritual, the b o m b  interrupts 
his recitation - performed in allegretto and accompanied by incessant drumming - time and 
again by a dance. The long text, the recitation of which lasts about 30 minutes, first addresses 
the divine mother Kaliama, apostrophized as Pharno. and the life-tree itself in identifying it with 
the primordial tree, as the quotation from the creation myth4 in line 987 clearly shows. Then, 
repeating Lines 986-996 each time, the bombo addresses his bid for support and guardianship 
successively to (a) the divinities of the village soil (syibda) along with their story of origin 
(kerap), as in 28.233; (b) to the divinities of the various cult places around the village of the 
patient, and of the lakes and mountains in the nonh, as enumerated in the rirap from 28.235 
up to ~ o s s k u n d  in section 31 .; (c) to the clan god of the patient's husband, as in 26.223; and 
finally (d) to the gods of the door and the floor of the house, as in 27.228. On the whole, 
this "withdrawal" into the patient's home inverts the order hitheno followed in a ritual journey, 
namely: fire-place, ... clan god, ... door, courtyard, syibda, village area, ... the northern regions with 
their sacred lakes and mountains. It could not be ascertained why the enumeration in (b) stops 
at ~ o s g k u ~ d ;  in any case, it is the divinity of the lake(s) of ~os&und  which will provide, in 
section 106., the blessing for the water used for purifying the clients ... 

b Phamo chya:.j@o!, Phamoi 1e:dap sotijyi. 
sala sabsyi amai khari jara sombo khiliiu, ma ni sombo keiiu! 

ha:nga sbm chya:go, mendoi gyqa chya:go!, 
mendoi buwa chya:go, mendoi linsye chya:go!, 
mendoi gombo chya:go!, 

sala kebi dutima, n h l a  charbi dutima, 
Phamo chya:.jalo!, Phamoi 1e:dap so~ijyi. 

I MT pa:sam < Tib. dpag-bsorn(-firi). the 'Wish-granting Tree' of Indo-Tibetan cosmology. Cf., e.g.. 
Mumford (1989: 97): "The Life Tree. which in the view of the Gyasumdo shamans unites the three 
worlds, becomes for the lama the Wish-granting Tree that has its roots in the underworld treasure 
store and grows up through Mount Meru [...l. emerging at the top to provide fruits and medicines for 
the gods."Cf. also Kannay 1986: 63. 68. 

2 SB insisted that the po:sam symbolized the life-h-ees of all members of the patient's family, or. in a 
sense. even the life-tree of the homestead of the patient's family. 

3 Cf. kedan soli in 27.228 note. and rerisyiii in 56.465 note. The chesmut can be replaced by the juniper 
or the prunus (Prunus cerasoides). 1 was told. 

4 Cf. 20.195-196 and 23. 207-208. 
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990 syabla tkwa iiynba - saliii!, 
piiila melun iiynba - salfii!, 
che.dpyin Ramba - sahi!, 
da:moi ro iiynba - salba. so fiynba - salba, kha R ~ b a  - salba, 

bla fiamba - salba, bu: iiamba - salba, ro.duiuna fiamba - 
salba(i), lundair bgbai le:dap, cyoldap sonjyi. 

Phamo chya:.jalo!, Phamoi le:dap sonjyi. 
995 bgkap yihle lungi khorlo nomiiu!, 

naikap yinle TBbu N6rbu khumu!, 
gyhbna jo kha tairbai noccyen, nbma jo chi: tanbai noccyen, 

syimo, sende, bjr-masa:n, kico biiyu pharasya:syi 
khansai rawa seno, syjnsai rawa seno!, 
da:moi ro.dunma(i) le:dap, cyoldap sono! 

[Repetitions in addressing the syjbda (28.233); the divinities in 
the village area, and of the lakes and mountains (from 
28.235 up to ~ o s s k u n d  in section 31.); the clan god (26.223); and 
the gods of the door and the floor (27.228), S. above.] 

... mrabgi la Gomosyi: Ra:ja, sai la Temba Cunne 
khansai rawa sono, le:dap, cyoldap sono! 

[Drumming] 

b, 0 Phamo hail!, ( I )  have ensured the support of (you 0)  Phamo. 
Go  and grow whirling 0 living roots in the mother earth, go and 

be born 0 living trunk!, 
may there be the three branches, may there be the hundreds of 
flowers!, 
may there be the (downy) hairs offlowers, may there be the 
scores of powers!, 
may there be the heaps offlowers!, 

0 beam being born in the earth, beam thriving in the sky, 
0 Phamo hail!, ( I )  have ensured the support of (you 0) Phamo. 

990 The centre of the legs is injured - let us go and heal it!, 
the flame of the knees is injured - let us go and heal it!, 
the life-pole is injured - let us go and heal it!, 
( I )  have ensured the support, have ensured the guardianship 

(which) heal (when) the mistress's l@-principle is injured, 
heal (when her) vital principle is injured, 
heal (when her) mouth is injured, 
heal (when her) soul is injured, 
heal (when her) breath is injured, 
heal (when her) life-beam is injured, 
which make (her) respiration (?) expand. 

0 Phamo hail, ( I )  have ensured the support of (you 0)  Pkamo. 
995 Go and take the whirlwind in the atmosphere!, 

go and carry (take along?) Tabu Nbrbu in the underground 
sphere!, 
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in removing the harmful agent which presents (its) mouth at  he 
back top [sic], 
the hormful agent which presents (its) backbone a/ the 
front top [sic], 
the ghost, the sende, the b/r-masa:n, the kico bHyu, 
protect the homestead, protect the fields!, 
ensure support, ensure guardianship Cfor) the mistress's lqe-beam! 

[Repetitions] 

... 0 god of the door, Gomosyi: R6:ja, god 4 the fluor (earth) 
Temba Cunne, 
protect the homestead. ensure support (and) guardianship! 

Notes: 

987: sala sabsyi ama, lit. 'in the earth mother', OT sabsyi arna is to be understood metaphorically. 
- buwa, instead of "luwa-buwa". 'downy hairs',cf. 14.135 note. 
988: sala kebi, namla charbi, S. 5 1.41 2. 
990-993: syabla ... lundan barbai, S. 10.1 18. 13.133 and 27.229 notes. 
995: nankap = n@ba, 'underground sphere', S. 9.104 note. 
996: gyabna jo ... noccyen, cf. 90.795 note. 
- pharasya:syi < OT pharasya:ba, 'to remove', 'to shift aside', < Tib. phar, 'away'. + OT sya:ba, 

S. 17.154. 

The bombo enters the house and, facing the door which has been shut behind him, murmurs 
a long mantra "for the protection of the corner at the door". i.e., that corner through which 
harmful, hungry spirits are likely to sneak into the house. 
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105. - 107.: The sources of health: life-power and purity 

There follows a break of about two and a half hours. The bombo, seemingly tired by then, 
lies down on the mat spread in front of his altar and falls asleep. Soon, even the patient and 
the helpers doze, leaning their backs against the wall. At the first cock's crow, actually at about 
5 am., the patient's husband, who has been up all the time, wakes up the bombo and fetches 
firewood from the porch. 

The subsequent acts are to bestow on the patient and the members of her family the "life-force" 
(che:) and "life-power" (wangur) that the bombo acquires from divine sources and confers on 
to substances applied for purifying and protecting: the water of the jug is transubstantiated into 
holy water (dupcyo), a flake of fresh butter and a piece of thread are imbibed with "life-force" 
in order to be used as a !ikd and a protective "necklace" (koldo), respectively. Informants had 
difficulty in trying to draw a conceptual distinction between che: and wangur.' In a sense, 
the che: constitutes the essence of any human or animal life, and it can materialize in a white, 
snow-like substance appearing between the tips of the thumb and the forefinger of the bombo or, 
as is the case here, on the drumhead. The che: vitalizes, instils life, while the wangur, invisible, 
is a spiritual power that not only vitalizes, but also consecrates and thus transforms. 

Section 105. is a kind of ritual journey in search of the divinity who may provide the che:, 
and it starts by invoking Kaliama, the Divine Mother. 

Phamo chya:.jalo!, 
Kaliama Sergu Ra:tii, Mvgu Ra:fii, Hosye Ri:fii, Nansye Ra:tii, 

1000 da:bo, da:moda, lai 1enchya.ma:da kha salba, l!: salba, 
gyabna puiuo, nbnna daro sonbai c h e d ~  palgi wangur 
syukhajyi ... 

0 Phamo hail!, 
0 Kaliama Sergu R&:tii, Margu Rci:rii, Hosye Ra:iii, Nansye R6:iii. 

1000 ( I )  have come to ask for the invigorating, blissful (?) life-power 
(which) heals the mouth, heals the body of the master, 
the mistress, the god's youths, 
(life-power) which assists (them) at the hack, 
makes (them) strong at the front ... 

While repeating the request for life-power (line 1000) again and again, the bombo enumerates 
the names of powerful gods of mountains and lakes (cf. sections 30.-32.), some of them several 
times. Finally, he stops at Lari Ganri Phamo Yariri Dolmo, for - as the quivering in his body 
indicates - this is the divinity who will provide the che:. To "receive the che:" (che: ra:ba), he 
holds out the drum horizontally and waits until the white substance appears and is "absorbed" 
both by the flake of fresh butter which he had previously pasted on to the drumhead, and by the 
thread he had tom off from the hank on the altar and attached to the drum-frame. The butter 
flake is then shifted back to the place from where it was taken: the bomb0 smears it, with his 
thumb, on to the beak of the Khyun in the altar, to use it later for the !ikG mark. The thread 

1 rhe: < Tib. rhe, l i t .  'life'; and wangur < Tib. dhan-hskur, l i t .  'conferment of spiritual power'. 
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is laid over the cloth-strips of the symbol of prosperity and "accumulator" of good-luck, the 
d a r l u ~ , ~  in the vicinity of the Khyun, to reserve it for the koldo (section 107.). 

Notes: 

1000: da:bo ... lenchya.ma:, 'the master ... the youths', for the patient's whole family will be provided with 
the protective koldo thread. 

- OT puhro, lit. 'close friend'. < Tib. dpun-grogs, 'helper'. 
- OT daro, lit. 'helper-friend', ? < Tib. zla(-bo), 'helper', + grogs. 'friend'. 
- lai lenchya. S. 24.21 3 note. 
- chedah palgi wangur. 'invigorating, blissful (?) life-power', ? < Tib. che dari dpal-gyi dbd-bskur, lit. 

'conferment of power of life and happiness'. 

The next step is to ask for life-power (wangur) that makes the water in the jug turn into 
holy water, dupcyo. The melodious section. sung, literally, "into the drum" that produced a fine 
echo-effect, gave SR an opportunity to make the best of his performing skill. 

The invocation of Dubaru Khamburu (line 1003) is followed by a reprise (in lines 1005-1009) 
of those passages in which the flowers put in the jug are approximated to the flowers of the 
primordial trees, and which highlight the function of the holy water (S. section 25.). The rest is 
an abbreviated ritual journey (rjrap) that sets out, as usual, from the altar (chene). Invoking the 
divinities represented by the ritual implements displayed on the altar - Dvlun, the "Accumulator" 
of boon and prosperity, Tabu N6rbu. the swift Rider, or Khyun, the "raking" Explorer and flying 
Salvor, etc. - serves no other purpose than to mobilize them as helpers; the same seems to hold 
true of the divinities of the village territory (syibda) (lines 1010-1016). The wahgur itself is 
to be granted by the divinities of the "northern" mountains and lakes, the locus of purity par 
excellence (lines 1018 ff.) ... The section concludes with an invocation of Kaliama, the Origin 
of all florality, the Mother-Reproducer of all life sustained by che: and restored by wahgur. 

ha: y warigur(u)!, 
gyigai dupcyo nomba, syongai dupcyo nomba(i) sergi bumba, 

syigi bumba, 
dupcyoi watigur syukhajyi, Dubaru Khamburu, 
g@gai dupcyo nombai syigi bumba, 

syongai dupcyo nombai bumba. 
1005 mendoi gombo chya:ba, mendoi gyqa chya:ba. 

mendoi linsye chya:ba, mendoi kabu chya:ba, 
dupcyoi watigur syukhajyi. 
mendoi gyqa  nomba, m? blonba, dsya, w+ya, larisya, pha:sya, 

fiengi ~ : r i  pho:ba, karda, marda, thabsari-syobsati, 
sawai, fialwai khari pho:ba silbi syigi bumbai dupcyoi watigur 
syukhajyi, 

ke:nen bqjyo silba, 1i:nen dj:ma da:ba, khawai bqjyo silbi 
dupcyoi wagur(u), 

m!: ni fiendap, ml:i kuldap, t h ~ b i  iiendap silbi dupcyoi watigur 
syukhajyi. 

1010 Chene ~ o l ~ i  Da:mo, Chene Sergi Da:mo, Chene Bngatisyi Da:mo. 

2 S. pp. 60, 62. 
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Chene Chegara Da:moi dupcyoi wangur syukhajyi, 
D ~ l u n  Karbo, Dglufi Mvbo, Dglun Singa Rkiii, D ~ l u n  Karsan 

Rh:iii, 
Phurba v i l d e n  Lajo, @dam T M n  Lajo, Hjdam T h r i n  Norbu, 
H&a Lajo, H#i Lajo, 
Safilin-Nahlin, Chyu Geppu-Gemo, Lemba G q a  Duba v a : d u h  

Khamburu(i) dupcyoi wahgur syukhajyi, 
1015 Khyun, Jy&hyun, Bjkhyun, Serkhyun(gi) dupcyoi wangur syukhajyi, 

Bhokteni ne:bi yulgi syjbda-ni:da sahgi bumba nwri 
dupcyoi wahgur syukhajyi. 

Syar ~ e m a  Karsah Dolmo, jyangi la Jyyijyen M ~ b o ,  
Loni Lapsan Karbo, nupgi [la] Jyau MBnuhunga Rkja, 

Rosya~i Ma:gi Gyiilbo, Paldor Jo, Byihidal, Ganes Kunda, K210 Raha, 
Seto Raha, Tombo La Gelun Somgi Ma:bon, ... 

Further gods of peaks and lakes are enumerated, most of them several times, until the bombo 
feels the quivering which indicates that actually it is the lake (the divinity of one of the lakes) 
of the ~ o s g k u n d  area which has provided the wangur. Beating, now, the drum with his left 
hand, the b m b o  lifts the jug to his lips and blows through the spout to transfer the wangur to 
the water which thereby turns into dupcyo. 

... Kunda. Issur (Iswar) Kunda, Bhairun Kunda, Mahsdew 
Kunda Phamoda dupcyoi wangur syukhajyi, 

1020 Kaliama Hoser Dolmo, Kaliama k : d e n  Dolma, 
gangai dupcyo nomba. syongai dupcyo nomba. 

[Drumming] 

ha:y, 0 life-power!, 
the golden jug, the copper jug (which) rakes (receives) the holy 

water of the mountain, takes the holy water of the river, 
( I )  have come to ask for the life-power of the holy water, 

0 Dubaru Khamburu. 
(in) the copper jug for taking the holy water of the mountain, 

the jug for taking the holy warer of the river. 
1005 (Put in the jug) there are heaps of flowers. 

rhere are hundreds c?fpowers, 
there are scores ($flowers, there are buds of powers, 

( I )  have come to ask for the life-power of the holy water. 
( I )  have come to ask for the life-power of rhe holy water of the 

copper jug (which) rakes (contains) hundreds of powers, 
(the holy water) which washes off (whatever impurity) arises 
below, (which washes off whatever) has heen affected by the 
impurity of the horse-meat, the pork, the ox-mear. 
the wild boar-meat. (by the impurity) of muting. 
(which nlashes off) the karda-, marda- (and) 
thabsan-syobsa~i-impurities. 
(which washes off whatever) has heen uffected while eat in^. 
sleeprng, walking, 
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( I  have come to ask for) the life-power of the holy water 
(which) washes off the defilement-damage (cawed by) the 
childbirth-pollution, cleans out the impurity (cowed by) the 

corpse-pollution, which washes of f  the defilement-damage 
of the snow (?), 

( I )  have come to ask for the life-power of the holy water which 
washes off (the effects ofl the harming charm of humans, 
the magic arrow of humans, the hanning charm 
(which is the cause) of the thhiba (illness) ... 

1010-1018 
[Invocation of the Chene, Darlun, ... Gelun Sbmgi Ma:bon, 
untranslated] 
[Repetitions: lakes and mountains] 

[Quivering] 

...( I )  have come to ask (you 0)  Phamo G o s a ~ ~ u n ~ a ,  Iswar Kunqla, 
Bhairuh Kunda, Mahddew Kun& for the l*-power of the 
holy water, 

1020 0 Kaliama Hoser Dblmo, Kaliama Le:den Dblmo, 
( I )  take the holy water of the mountain, rake the holv water of 

the river. 

Notes: 

1003: Dubaru Khamburu, obviously identical with (a) Lemba Gara D~iba va:duh Khamburu in line 
1014 below, and (b) Lemba G q a  Wba Da:dun, Dliba Thu:jyen Chyembo, see 19.176 note. - The 
watigur-dupcyo ritual might have been inspired by the Tibetan notion of bum-skyed, i.e., the "creation 
of the divinity in the sacred vase (bum)"; and the name of the divinity with whose help the h m b o  
receives the "life-power" in the jug, namely Duba(ru) Khamburu, might go back to Tib. sgrubmkhan 
(sgrub-pa-po, mkhan-PO), the 'officiant in the ritual of creatiodrealization (sHdhana)' (S. Lessing 1976: 
3; Tucci 1970: 1 1 5 f .). 

1007: mar blodba ..., S. 9.108-109 and 25.218. 
1008: ke:hen ..., S. 24.2 13 note. 
1009: m[: ni [sic]. instead of mj:i; on ni S. p. 301. 
1015: Serkhyun. another kind or name of the Khyun bird. not mentioned in 19.178. 
1020: Le:den Dolmo, another epithet of Kaliama. Informants derived it from MT le:den, the name of a 

piece of cloth on which the new-born child is customarily laid. b :den < Tib. legs-ldan, as occurring, 
e.g., in the names of Tibetan protective deities, such as A-ma Legs-ldan, 'Mother with Good Things' 
(Snellgrove 196 1 : 192). etc. 

The final act is called d p c y o  ra:ba. 'receiving the holy water', even though it is the nlangur 
which is now "received" for a second"ime: The bomb0 takes a few grains of husked rice 
(achetdlmone) from the altar and strews them on to the skin of his drum which he holds out 
horizontally. just as he did previously to receive the che:. When, after a while, the grains have 
"absorbed" the n~angur. they are dropped into the jug. 

The following section is recited over those acts which are called "washing off the impurity", 
d!psol silha,? and "receiving the protective thread", koldo ro:ba. On concluding with the 

3 Why this is so, remains obscure. One informant even stressed that it is the jyinlap, lit. 'blessing' (S. 

5 1.422 note), rather than the wahgur, which was actually received by the hmbo. 
4 d/pso/,  synonymous with &p (< Tib. grib) 'impurity'. 'pollution'. 
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benediction (107.1034) the bombo walks over to the "women's side" (mondar) where the patient 
and her stepchildren have been sitting all the time. The patient, squatting, holds out her palms 
joined - the usual polite gesture of accepting a gift - to receive a portion of water which the 
bombo pours from the jug, and she washes, first, her hands and, then, her face in such a way 
that the water drips on to a glowing piece of charcoal in a plate on the floor. This method is 
said to make the impurity evaporate along with the water which has absorbed it. And to remove 
the rest of impurity that might still cling to her, the bombo blows repeatedly on to the patient's 
hands, head, chest and back. Having done thus, the bombo puts on to the patient's forehead a 
[ikri mark from that butter in which the che: has been stored, and hands over the koldo, the 
protective thread - likewise impregnated with che: - tied together with three knots and to be 
worn like a ne~k lace .~  

The same procedure, and the recitation of the entire section, too, is to be repeated for each 
member of the family, first for the children, then for the adults. Actually, two adolescent sons 
were absent (tending the cattle kept, at that time of the year, in the forest), and their father, 
Tbyi ,  declined the koldo because of some "very bad experience in the past", as he explained to 
me. 

[Drumming] 

kewa p:ri  phowa thamjye, syiwa *:ri phowa tharnjye, 
sbwa n&pai p:ri  phowa thamjye, ... 

hara, hara, gangmi, sunpbi ,  
... thabri thabsah, syobri syobsan phowa thamjye, 

iiengi ?:ri phowa thamjye, 
shwa nakpai p : r i  phowa thamjye, 
da:bara tharnjye da:bara gyuro!, 

1025 hara, hara, gangani, sunpmi, 
mangale graha, ketu graha, sansare graha da:bara gyuro!, 
hara, hara, gangbi, sunpani, kili, kili, hara, hara, 
da:ba thamjye da:bara gyuro! 
chedan palgi waiqyr(u), 

gyabgi pe:ma i i ~ b a  - salo!, 
nbngi lagu iiamba - salo!, 
cya:gi koldo, sergi koldo, sangi koldo, rawai koldo, 
pinja ranna rawai koldoi w ~ g u r ( u ) !  

1030 bra:ri do:na cima cu:go!, 
chyuri do:na samba cu:go!, 
yara dole rawa sono!, 
mara dole rawa sono!, 

nedjye mathono, nnjye mathono lala lakpai Ij:ri! 
gana dole nLgyal chego!, 

chalam iiamba - salo!, 
bulam iiamba - salo!, 
syabla tkwa iiamba - salo!, 

5 In some rituals 1 attended, children and relatives of the patient were given a koldo to be worn as a 
"bracelet". Any such protective thread, even the yellow half of the thread that was wound around the 
patient's right wrisl during the mar lamda sacrifice (cf. pp. 229-230), is called koldo. 
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pDila melun i i q b a  - salo pwai koldoi wahgur(u)! 
kharisai noccyen chamjo sonba. syinsai noccyen chamjo soliba, 

sadh.sb:i kuldap thamjye, iiendap thamjye(i) chamjo 
sonbai wahgur(u), ... 

[Following the same pattern, all kinds of harmful agents are 
enumerated, as in 9.102. 1 1.125-126 and 36.276-39.301 .] 

yongi b ~ d i  kalbai chyudah baro!, 
kekki bamdi kalbai melun baro!, 
syerap bgo ,  sorap salo! 

Whatever has been affected by the impurity of childbirth, 
whatever has been affected by the impuriry of death, 
whatever has been affected by the impurity of the dork (?) 
life, ... 

hara, hara, gatigsni, sunphi, 
... whatever has been affected in the thab by the thabsah, 

in the syob by the syobsan, 
whatever has been affected by the impurity of mating, 
whatever has been affected by the impurity of the dark (?) 
life, 
m y  whatever is to be cleaned our be cleaned our! 

1025 hara, hara, garigiini, sunphi, 
may the (ef fcrs  of) the matigale graha, the ketu graha, 

the sansae graha be cleaned out!, 
hara, hara, garighi, sunpani, kili, kili, ham, hara, 
may whatever is to be cleaned our be cleaned out! 
0 invigorating, blissful (?) life-ponur. 

the lotus of the hack is injured - heal it!, 
the god's statue of thefront is injured - heal it!, 
0 life-power of the iron koldo, the golden koldo, 
the copper koldo, the koldo of protection. 
the koldo of protection (as provided by) the pinja r q a !  

1030 Provide steps when arriving at the steep slope!, 
provide a bridge when arriving at the water!. 
protect (the client) when going up (above)!, 
protect (him) when going down (below). too!, 

may (he) be unperceiwd by illness, may (he) be unperceilVed by 
epidemic in (his) god-like (?) body! 

Wherever (he) may go to, make (his) arrogance grow!, (~ lhen )  
the great-grandchildren (?) are injured - heal (them)!, 
(when) the gra~ldchildren (?) are injured - heal (them)!. 
(when) the centre of the legs is injured - heal it!, 
(n~hen) the flame of the knees is injured - heal it!, 
0 lfi-power of the koldo of 

0 life-po~yer (which) binds the harmful agent (that inhabits the 
sphere) of the homestead, hinds the harmful agent 
(that inhabits the sphere) of the fields, which billds all 
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magic arrows (made) of the sadafi.sb: (wood), (which hinds) 
all harming charms.. . 

[Repetitions] 

Make the sea-water (in the jug) put on the lefr shoulder expand!. 
make the flame put on the right shoulder expand!, 
make the alertness expand [sic], make clear the voice (?)! 

Notes: 

1022: kewa and syiwa, Tibetanized pronunciation of OT keba < Tib. skye-ba, 'childbirth', and MT syiba 
< Tib. Si-ba, 'dying', 'the deceased'; S. also kebi m: in 25.218. 

- ru:, S. 9.109. 
- phowa, Tibetanized pronunciation of MT pho:ba, S. 9.108. 
- OT sowa (< Tib. 'cho-ba), 'life', 'existence'. 
- OT nakpa, ? < Tib. gnag-pa, 'black'. also 'wicked', 'sinful'. 
1023: N. hara, hara, an interjection pronounced while taking a ritual bath, as an invocation of MahIdew 

to wipe away sin (Turner 1965: 631). 
- N. gangani, obviously with reference to the purificatory power of Ganges water. The form with -ni 

(unattested to my knowledge) may allude to the Ganges as a goddess, andlor be conditioned by the 
rhyme with sunpini. 

- N. sunpani, water that has been brought into contact with some gold, acquiring thereby a purificatory 
effect. 

1024: thabsan, syobsan, originally with reference to the defilement of the fire-place, S. 25.218. - thabri < 
OT *thab < Tib. thab, 'hearth'; thabri thabsan = '(affected) in the fire-place by the fire-place defilement' 
(as its original meaning), does make sense: by contrast, if OT *syob < Tib. (thab-)giob, 'burnt smell'. 
the OT "syobri syobsan" is a pun modelled on the preceding "thabri thabsan", as it seems. 

- da:bara thamjye da:bara gyuro is Tibetan dag-par tharn-Ehad dag-par 'gyur-ro < Tib. dag-par 'gyur-ro, 
lit. 'it will betbecome clean'; gyuro is automatically interpreted as an imperative or hortative by speakers 
of modem Tamang. 

1026: mangale ...g raha, S. 97.9 18. 
1027: kili, kili ? < Skt. kilikila, lit. 'he who hits with the magical dagger' (Bischoff and Hartmann 1971: 

l l ff.). 
1029: "the lotus at the back" (gyabgi pe:ma) ..., S. 42.322. 
1030: bra:ri ... samba, S. 24.213. Notice the alternation MT do:ba (in do:na) versus OT doba (in dole). '10 

go', 'to walk' (S. p. 35). 
1031: nedjyelrinjye mathono, ('may be unperceived by illness/epidemic') < OT ned, 'illness'. + OT r!n. 

'epidemic', + OT thonba, S. 18.159. 
- OT lala lakpai I/: ,  'the god-like body' (?), as suggested by the informants; obviously borrowed from 

Tibetan *Iha-la (Iha-las) Ihag-pa'i lus, lit. 'body superior to the god(s)'. 
1034: yongi ... sorap ..., the bombo's prayer for a physical and mental condition that enables him to perform 

the ritual (S., e.g.. 8.94-97) is applied here to the patient as a formula of benediction. - "syerap barban, 
'to make the alertness expand (= grow)', instead of "syerap salba", appears to be unusual. 
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108. - 111. The ritual of the upper crossroads bar &m&) 

The yar lamda is the last act in which the b o m b  seeks "direct", ecstatic contact the 
supernatural: the "encounter" with Lasya, the First Witch, belongs to the most dramatic steps, 
and its importance emerges from the fact that the myth of its origin is also the myth of origin 
of Tamang shamanism itself (sections 1 10. and 11 1 ., S. also Appendix 11). 

The term yar lamda, lit. 'upper crossroads', implies that the bombo has to perform the ritual 
in such a way that he is facing the altar. In other words, it is in looking in the direction 
classified as "above" (MT tor = OT yur) that he "moves northwards" to meet Lasya in her 
abode (fagan) in the mystic-mythic country (he:yul) in "Tibet", - that country which is, at the 
same time, identified with the bomb ' s  altar which in turn is identical with the First Altar of 
one of the Four Primordial Bons (pp. 21-22). In contrast to the nocturnal ransom-sacrifice of 
the mar l a m b  rite directed "downwards" to repatriate the denizens of darkness, the spirits and 
ghosts (pp. 229 ff.), the present act, performed in the morning when the first rays of the sun 
appear from behind the mountain crests, addresses a being recognized - in spite, or precisely 
because, of its ambivalence - as divine (fa) and apostrophized as "Sunbeam Ma:bonW.' 

On the other hand, the term "crossroads" implies, here too, both a meeting and a parting. If 
the ransom-sacrifice in the mar lamda rite is designed for coming into close contact with the 
dead only in order to separate them from the living, then the "encounter" in the yar lamdo rite 
pursues the goal of separating the two aspects inherent in Lasya's nature, that is, neutralizing 
the negative and activating the positive component of femalehood: the Witch who renders a 
woman barren by licking her "flower", on the one hand, and the Goddess who controls and 
gives the "life-flower" to Kaliama, the divine surrogate mother, on the other (cf. pp. 54-55). 
Quenching the blood-thirst of the former by sacrificing a cock2 in exchange for the patient is not 
enough. Rather, the bombo himself is to gain control over Lasya through an encounter which is 
unique in its kind. There is general agreement about a few "facts" of this encounter, while its 
consequences or implications remain open to interpretation. The hmbo,  we are told, approaches 
with the sacrificial animal in his hand and whistles a sweet melody to allure Lasya. After having 
forced open, by means of the sound of his drum, the lock of the gate of Lasya's abode and 
having escaped the bites of her watchdog, he suddenly finds himself in front of Lasya, a huge 
figure of a woman with dishevelled hair and standing with her legs a$tride.%e encounter (OT 
ndmdur, MT k h a d ~ ) ~  culminates in the bombo's creeping through between the legs of Lasya 
and expressing his disgust by sneezing three times5 ( 1  11.1080-1084). 

This means much more than just an act of submission. The peculiar unio mysrica goes hand 
in hand with an "intimacy" not to be found in that usual type of shamanic interaction which 
we have termed ad-identification; it has a sexual connotation and is, in any case, tantamount to 
perversion. The passing through between Lasya's legs results in a position which is "impossible" 
because it breaks the taboo forbidding a woman to step over the body (and be it just over the 
legs stretched out while sitting on a mat) of a male, her husband in particular. To do so is an 

I i.e.. ~ e s e r m ~ n s e r  Ma:bon (108.1042 and 109.1055. S. also 1 1 1.1077 and 1 1  1.1079). Another name 
of Lasya, namely Nansal RB:iii ( 1  11.1080) may also allude to sunrise or sunlight: Na~isal ? < Tib. 
.man-gsal, 'bright light'. cf. p. 56. 

2 Lasya's ambivalence also emerges from the choice of the term for this sacrifice which in several texts 
is called altematingly (ransom-sacrifice for spirits) and chvoppa isacrificial gift for gods). - - 

3 Cf. pp. 56-57. 
4 The vqr. lamda rite is also called "Lusya ~ ~ 6 m " ,  approximately '(following/crossing) Lasya's path'. 
5 In one instance. the sneezing was interpreted as a means of getting rid of the impurity inhaled by 

the bombo. - On sneezing caused by a superhuman agent entering one's body cf. Brauen 1980: 147 
with regard to Ladakh, and Crooke 1968: 240-241 with regard to India. - In a myth collected in 
Maharashtra, the gods trying to reach BAgd have to pass through under the outspread legs of the 
goddess who rules over the fifty-two magical sciences. She urinates and the gods are nearly drowned 
(Sontheimer 1976: 55 f., and Sontheimer 1989: 50-56). 
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explicitly social perversion, since it corresponds to a symbolic reversal of male dominance, and 
an implicitly sexual perversion, since the posture is not only reminiscent of an illicit form of 

intercourse. but also exposes the person, who is stepped over. to the impurity of the abdomen of 

a female, more impure, sui generis, than the abdomen of a Whether or not interpretable as 
some son of a "stylized" sexual union or even a regressus ad uterum, the encounter with Lasya 
serves to absorb her impurity and thereby to "bind" and divert the negative, destructive energy 
of uncontrolled female sexuality from the patient. Lasya's perversion of a witch - also alluded 
to by the idiom which asserts that she likes licking the "flower" (womb/vulva) of a woman - 
cannot be neutralized by the bombo otherwise than by committing a counter-perversion,7 as it 
were. 

Lasya's double nature emerges from the following two sections in which Kaliarna and Lasya 
are simultaneously invoked to the extent of merging into one person: as  Kaliama, Lasya is called 
upon for protection, and as  Lasya, Kaliama is to be neutralized, if one might put it this way. 
Otherwise, the text itself is silent about the negative aspect, for, as the informants stressed, the 
bombo cannot "get at" @heba) Lasya, the wanton, coquettish and dangerous woman, without 
flattering her suitably. 

Section 108. opens with invoking the goddess of the chene, that central part of the altar 
which is to become identical with the abode of Lasya (S. above), and which is, as always, the 
starting point of a new ritual journey (108.1041-109.1062). This time, the bombo's destination 
is Cho M-o in the north (S. pp. 132-133), the place where the First Bombo, Dunsur Bon, was 
defeated and where Urgyen Pe:ma "established" Lasya in her present role (sections 110.-111.). 
Before reaching there, the divinities of lakes and peaks must be "called at" to find out which one 
among them would be "fit" to provide - additional - protection for the patient's "life-flower" 
now endangered by Lasya's presence. Here again, the "double grid" already familiar to us 
(cf. sections 51. ff.) is applied in that the enumeration of the divinities is interspersed with 
enumerations of flowers (108.1046 and 109.1058 ff.), namely those botanical species among 
which one particular flower is likely to "correspond" to the "life-flower" to be ~rotected.~ 

Let us add that a text recorded with Chyamba Bombo (who had a fortunate leaning towards 
weaving a few improvised explanations for the ethnographer into his recitation) clearly shows 
Lasya as the one who is both the destination of the bombo's journey and his companion helping 
him to reach this de~tination.~ Of particular interest is a passage in which Chyamba is requesting 
Lasya to "return" with him, the bombo, into the time and to the site of her own myth ... 

By the time the bombo begins reciting, the helpers have already arranged for the animal 
sacrifice, the setup being the same as in the mar lamda rite (S. pp. 229 ff.), with the difference 
that this time no rormo is required: a young, tiny cock1° is connected with the patient by the 

6 A similar taboo is observed in Tibet (Klaus 1985: 265, 268) and among the - mainly - Hindu 
neighbours of the Tamang. The MT verb yeppa, 'to step over' (in this sense), corresponds to Nepali 
nzghnu. - On the sexual symbolism implied in the stance of "legs astride" in Shaiva mythologycf. 
O'Flaherty 1980: 139-141 f.: K ~ I T  is prevented from imitating ~ i v a ' s  posture of dancing with one leg 
lifted high above his head (Urdhvariindava). 

7 In Tantric Buddhism, the sexual union between the adept and his female partner, the "wisdom-maiden" 
who embodies a diikint or another goddess, does include "perversion", such as the oral contact with 
excrements, S. Snellgrove 1987: 258 ff., 290 ff. 

8 Cf. pp. 54, 163. The identity of this (botanical) flower was not disclosed, it  is presumably the dbwa 
sali mendo. It remains unclear why this flower has to be identified here for a second time after it  has 
already been found out on the occasion of the cengi sahrap. The bombo contented himself, in the 
interview, with stressing the necessity of testing the results he had been obtaining previously. Be that 
as it may, it should be mentioned that, as a rule, each time he performs a ritual for a particular client, 
the bombo is obliged to have confirmed by the divinity whether the latter's special protection (Ie:da~- 
cyoldap) is still valid, "because it may happen that - between two rituals - one and the same client 
has in the meantime been 'taken over' by another divinity", as SR explained. 

9 Cf. also 11 1.1077-1079 in our text, suggesting a similar interpretation. 
10 For the sacrifice to Lasya. a cock is invariably required. 
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same type of yellow/black-coIoured thread which will be tom at the juncture of its two halves 
at exactly the moment when the h m b o  reaches Lasya's abode (section 1 1  l.)... 

[Long drumming] 

1035 ha:y Phamo chya:.jalo! 
iiendu salo, thu:la gomo! 
Chene Nolgi Da:mo, Chene Brigahsyi Da:mo, 
Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Philmen Dolmo, 
cya:gi goljya pheiii, s@gi goljya phefii!, 

1040 Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Philmen D6lm0, Lasya Ma:bon, 
Lasya Philmen! 

Gags-JamunZ(i) 1e:dap wa:?, 
Lasya Khanda:mo, ~ e s e r  Ma:bon, Phyuguri Jo. M h e n  Kii, 

Domah Kiii Da:moda [Da:mojye?] fien thupla wa:?. 
L* G*. Jesur (Jayiswar) Kundai Da:mojye fien thupla wa:?. 
Da:moi apso cu:jyi, le:dap cu:jyi. 

1045 Sybka:li, GOSS Kun@, Bhairun Kunla(i) 1e:dap soniiu da:mo[da], 
Kaliarna! 

phu: gangai mendo, pe:ma sali mendo, pe:ma dapgi mendo, 
gorjawali mendo, khaima-khaijyun mendo, ser-gulgul mendo. 
byuru sali mendo, tabari sali mendo, pahsah-lrigu sali mendo, 
chyuden-demo mendo, iiema sali mendo, +wa sali mendo, 
ganser, hoser mendo, khhwai mendo, da:moi ro.mendo, 
ro.mendoi mendo[da] 1e:dap sono Dhjyen Phamo! 

[Names of further flowers are enumerated. as in sections 53.-56.1 

1035 ha:y, 0 Phamo hail! 
Listen with the ears, ponder in the mind! 
0 Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Br!gansyi Mistress, 
Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Philmen Dblmo, 
let us go and get at (he iron lock, let us go and get at the 

copper lock!, 
1040 0 Lasya KhanQa:rno, Lasya Philmen Dblmo. Lasya Ma:bon, 

Lasya Philmen! 
(Can the client obtain) the support (of) Ganga-Jamuna?, 
will Lasya Khada:mo, ~ e s e r  Ma:bon, the Misrress(es) of 

~ h i l i ~ u r i  JP, Mbmen Kd. Doman Kli befit (to provide 
protection to the client)?, 

will the Mistress(es) of Lari Ganri, Jayisnvar K u d a  befit?, 
( I )  have put trust in the Mistress(es?), haw ensured (their?) 

support. 
1045 Go and ensure the support (of) S@rka:li, G O S ~ ~  ~ u n Q a ,  

Bhairun Kunda [in favour of7 the mistress, 0 Kaliama! 
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Ensure support, 0 Dinjyen Phamo, Cfor) the flower of the upland. 
the pe:ma sali power, the pe:ma dapgi power, 
the go rjawali flower, the khaima-khaijyun flower. 
the ser-gulgul flower, the bydru sali flower, 
the t iban sali flower, the pansah-16gu sali jlower, 
the chyuden-demo flower, the i e m a  sali power, 
the dawa sali flower, the g@ser, the hoser flower, 
the power of the snow, the life-flower, 
the power of the life-jlower [sic] of the mistress! 

[Repetitions] 

Notes: 

1038: Khanda:mo ..., on the names and epithets of Lasya S. pp. 55-57. Philmen ? < Tib. *'phel-sman, lit. 
'Remedy-for-Growth' or '(the one who acts for) the benefit of thriving', as an epithet of the Divine 
Mother who gives and protects life. 

1039: goljya (S. 86.733), referring to the lock of Lasya's gate. 
1041 : Ganga-Jamuna, S. section 70. 
1042: ~ e s e r  Ma:bon, another epithet for Lasya; iieserliienser, 'beam of sunlight', with reference to the 

early morning, the time for performing the yar lamda rite for Lasya. 
1042 ff.: Phyhguri .... on the lakes and peaks enumerated herecf. section 31. - The mistresses of some 

of these places belong to the category of cen who control the flowers and the "flowers" ("life-flowers", 
"[womb-]flowersw) of humans. 

- OT nen thuppa, 'to be fit/capable', < Tib. iien, 'risk'. 'danger', + Tib. thub-pa, 'to be able to bear'. 
1044: apso. S. 48.374. 
1046: pe:ma sali = a kind of lotus; pe:ma dapgi mendo = the flower of the pe:ma gesere tree (Bombax 

malabaricum); khaima-khaijyun = a class of flowers growing at high altitudes, according to SB.; OT 
nema sali = MT d@i sali, a kind of sunflower, according to SB. For further plant namescf. sections 
15., 53. and 55. Neither ganser mendo nor hoser mendo could be identified as botanical species. OT 
hoser, lit. 'ray of light'; the word g@ser was tentatively explained as meaning the 'rays (ser) of the 
sunlight appearing at sunrise from behind the mountain crests (gan)'. Probably, both g@ser and hoser 
mendo have to be treated as metaphoric expressions likening the brilliant colours of the flowers to the 
sunshine, and in this case ganser ? Tib. *ga-(g)zer, lit. 'full of rays'. 

- khawai mendo = flower of the snow, cf. 51.422 and 58.477 notes. 
- da:moi ... ro.mendoi mendo = the flower of the life-flower of the mistress, according to SB a pleonasm; 

however, S. also pp. 324-325. 

Following the same pattern and reciting in a kind of low-voice pensieroso, often with a brief 
pause after a name, the bombo continues his journey towards the north, the mythic-mystic region 
of he:yul that lies in the high mountains and in South Tibet. - As it consists of enumerations, 
the section does not need to be translated. 

Kaliama Phamo Khanda:mo, Kaliama Sergu D6lm0, Margu Dolmo, 
Kaliama Hosye N ~ s y e  Rkiii, 

tha:, lj: senbai Djnjyen Phamo, ... 

[Repetition of 13.133- 134: the epithets of Kaliama] 

... le:dap soniiu! 
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1050 Syar Rema Karsan D61m0, jy@gi la Jy@jyen Marbo, 
loi la Lapsah Karbo, Nup NBwa Tha:ye, 

Rosyan Ma:gi GyAbo iien thupla wa:? 
Phamo GangB-JamunH, Yara Pinbin, M q a  Pinbin Phamo Syelgar 

Jyomo, Gorkhai Ma:bonjye Aen thupla wa:? 
Rosyari Ma:gi Gyalbo, Paldor Jo, KHli Raha, Seti Raha 

Yapden-yupgi Da:mojye iien thupla wa:? 
Kaliama, Hosye Narisye D6lm0, e-e-e-e-e-e-e, 

1055 Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Nenjyurmo,   ens er Ma:bon! 
Doma~i Kui Da:mojye iien thupla wa:?, 
Gyiibna Phurjo, ~ b n n a  Larjo, Pho Jyawa Singi Lamo, 

L y i  GMri, Issur (Iswar) Kunda Aen thupla wa:?, 
Syhrka:li, Kunla, B h d  Kunda iien thupla wa:? 

[Enumeration of flowers, b e g i ~ i n g  in the same order and ending with 
the same request for protection, as in 108.10461 

Rongai Ma:bon b!, 
1060 Kerun, Syhrjon [Gombo], Nupjon Gombo, Dagar Gornbo, 

Chhnda-Chbndi Gombo, LBnda-Lkndi Gombo, J6nga Gombo, 
Lo Dqjyun Gombo, S h e  [Darda] Gombo, Gri:ma G6mb0, 
Pal.hjsye Gombo, 

Cho Mamo n@ri, Cho Mamo, Palgu Jon n@ri Gyagar Khan&:moda 
1e:dap [sono!]. 

Notes: 

1050-1053: Syar ~ e m a  ... Da:mojye, on these narnescf. section 30. 
1057-1062: Cyabna Phurjo ... Cho Mamo, Palgu Jon. on these namescf. sections 31.-32. 
1062: Cyagar Khanda:moda le:dap. '[ensure] protection for Gyagar Khanda:mo!'. or recte: Gyagar 

Khanda:mojye le:dap, '[ensure] protection 0 Gyagar Khanda:mo!'? 

Having arrived at Cho M q o ,  the bomb0 is now reciting the story of the mythical event that 
had taken place there (cf. Appendix H). As the bombo himself commented: "You must remind 
L a v a  of her being bound by Urgyen Pe:ma's damla [act of 'fixing'], and it is this damla you. 
as a bombo, are renewing." The opening formula, in quoting from the creation myth, marks 
off what follows as a "document" of primordial foundation. The conspicuously archaic, or even 
archaizing, wording of the entire section stresses the mythic character of the account. its being 
a text "as old as" the event it narrates. A few expressions appear to have been forcibly applied 
as if to link up the myth with the ritual as a whole (cf. pp. 280ff.). On the other hand, SR's 
f~rmulation, as rendered here, had been improvised to some extent; afterwards he himself found 
it "a bit confused". 

danbo-danbo, samyun meppi tinri, narnyun meppi tinri 
iiema ku !hutinem, dawa ku thunnem, 
semjen nwa repta gyumem. 
sa ni ku mera [recta: sa ni mera M] chya:nem, 
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d6nbo tharnjye meluri gyurnem, 
cadahju, pradatipri Fpta gyurnem. 

Guru Urgyen Pe:majye kha [ka?] d w l a  ta:nem, 
thu: d ~ l a  ta:nem, lala largu, mj:la mjrgu, semjen rjwa, 
chyui dwla .  doi dpnla ta:nem b. 

1065 Gliru Urgyen Jyunne muimem, Dunsur Bon thurinem wa:, 
"Ui Nahbar Nahjyen, Cho M m o ,  Palgu J6n n@ri 

kharda duliii, phep.dola kuiiii!", bjnem 
Guru Urgyen Pe:majye. 

Dunsur Bon yul ganbai khala chyejyu gormo, b.ija-bomo Dunsur 
Bonjye gydbna 1i:jye khumem, nbnna chya:jye tennem, 
Cho Mamo, Palgu J6n(gi) kharda dulna kuimarn 
dowai lpnda cyotnem. 

"iiendarn [iiendu?] salo Lasya Philmen Dolmo. na Dunsur Bon 
nanbai yinle kekki syabru cu:na, yongi syabru cu:na 
kharda dulsyi, phepnansyi fhbwai nasyin cu:go!", 
bjnem Lasya Philmen D6lmoda. 

Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunnejye namla phiriri djnna 
awai jyya n&poi l!: s e ~ a  kuina sergi denle syu:nem. 

1070 b Dunsur Bon kharda dulsyi phhrhonla kuina Lasya Philmen 
Dblrnojye syjwai nasyin cu:nem. 

Guru Urgyen Pe:majye kha [ka?] dpnla ta:na, thu: dpnla ta:na 
[Dunsur Bon] tkmba iialnem, khardajye sFem,  

khardajye s F a m  Lasya Philmen Ddlmom 
"yy  dola wa:, mar dola wa:?", bjnem, 
migla migcyun bppnem, awai sombo tapnem. 

In primordial times, amidst (the period when) there was no 
earth, amidst (the period when) there was no shy, 
nine suns originated, nine moons originated, 
all living beings perished, 
there were nine (heaps of3) ash and dust remaining, 
all trees turned into flames, 
all insects, dung-beetles (?) perished. 

Urgyen Pe:ma magically fured the mouth (speech), 
magically fuced the mind, 
magically fured the gods as gods, the humans as humans, 
the living beings, the wafer. the stone (as such) b. 

1065 Gliru Urgyen Jyunne originated, Dunsur Bon originated wa:. 
"Let us go and tame the kharda in (the heights dominated by) 

Ui Nanbar Nanjyen, ( in)  Cho Mamo, Palgu Jdn, let us 
depart!", Guru Urgyen P e : m  said. 

Dunsur Bon (gathered), in the whole (?) area, friends and 
relations, sons and daughters, Dunsur Bon carried (them) at 
the hack on the hack, tossed (them) at the front with the 
hands, while [sic] taming the kharda (of) Cho Mamo, 
Palgu Jbn, (they) travelled (to these places). 

(Dunsur) said to Lasya Philmen Dblmo: "Listen with the ears 0 
Lasya Philmen Ddlmo! Tame the kharda. proceed and operate 
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the violent (side of the) body of the drum, when I ,  Dunrur 
Bqn, step with the right foot, step with the ley? foot 
in the underground sphere!" 

[line 1068 as emended by SR: 
"Listen with the ears 0 Lasya Philmen Dhlmo! Operate the violent 

(side of the) body of the drum when I ,  Dunsur Bon, proceed to 
the underground sphere and. in taming the kharda, step with 
the left foot, step with the right foot!"] 

Afrer having soared fluttering in the sky, afier assuming the body 
of the black vulture of the air, Guru Urgyen Pe:m JyMne 
throned on the golden throne. 

1070 b Dunsur Bon tamed the kharda and when he betook himself(to the 
underground sphere?), Lasya Philmen Dblmo operated 
the mild (side of the) body of the drum. 

As Griru Urgyen Pe:rna magically fived rhe mouth (speech), as he 
magically fured the mind, [Dunsur Ban] died at once. 
the kharda ate (him) up, (and) 

as the kharda ate (him) up, Losya Philmen Ddlmo, in her rurn, 
said: "Shall ( I )  go up, shall (I)  go down?" [sic], 
(and), tears flowedfrom (her) eyes, 
(she) became dissolved in the living air ( ? I .  

Notes: 

1063: danbo-dairbo ... meppi tihri, a frequent proemial formula opening the accounl of any primordial 
event, S. also 20.181. OT samyun, namyun (in other texts also s a r n y ~  and narnyah) were translated by 
'earth' and 'sky' respectively. OT meppa < Tib. med-pa, 'to be not'. 

- OT semjen r/wa < Tib. semsEan, 'animated being', + ri-dwags, 'game'. 'wild animal'. 
1064: kha(i)/ka(i) damla ..., as already stated, there is an occasional fluctuation between &a ('word'. 

'utterance') and k h  (lit. 'mouth', 'face'), S. 20.186 note. 
1065: wa: is, here, not identical with the interrogative particle. but a padding frequently used in recitals 

of a myth. 
1066: Ui Nanbar Nahjyen [sic], the guardian god of the zenith (S. 35.273). is perhaps mentioned here to 

stress the high altitude of the place (Cho Mamo). 
- kharda = khardachobda, S. 12.129. 
- OT phep.dola kuiba < *phep.doba < Tib. pheb-pa (hon.), 'to comefgo', + 'gro-ba. 'to walk'. 
1067: yul gadbai khala, S. 39.300 (where khale, instead of khala). 
- OT chyejyu gormo, translated by 'friends and relations'; chyejyu ? < Tib. mfhed, 'brother', 'sister'; 

gormo ? < Tib. sgor-mo, lit. 'circle'. 
- OT boa-bomo < Tib. bu-cha. 'son'. + bu-mo, 'daughter'. 
- gyabna I/:jye ... tennem, 'at the back, on the back ... tossed', here applied, somewhat forcibly as it seems, 

in the sense of 'he took them along as his companions'. as the informants explained. On this expression 
(denoting a particular ritual technique) S. pp. 27 ff. 

- OT dowai lamda cyotnem, 'they travelled' (?), S. p. 281. 
1068: nendamftiendu salba. S. 8.90. 

- nanbai yidle, lit. 'in the underground sphere' (9.104 notes), here with reference to the space below the 
surface of the water of the lake. 

- OT syabru cu:ba, lit. '10 do foot' = 'to step with the foot', with reference to Dunsur's underwater 
dance to "tame" the kharda monster. As might be recalled (p. 29). the dance i s  one of the bombo's "close 
combat" methods. 
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- MT phepnahba. (hon.) 'to golcome', used in addressing a lama. 
- OT thbwai dasyid cu:ba = MT thbwa rappa, 'to beat the drum with its (so-called) violent side turned 

ahead', i.e.. towards the adversary. S. p. 68 and 16.139. 
1069: namla phiriri dinba. 'to soar fluttering in the sky', just as the peacock and the Khyun do, cf. section 

19. 
- OT awai jyara nakpo, 'black vulture of the air' (?). In other versions of the myth, it is the cuckoo into 

which Urgyen Pe:ma transforms himself; and in other ritual texts, jyara nakpo unequivocally refers to 
the raven (jyqa < Tib. bya-rog). 

- OT sergi denle, lit. 'on the golden throne', but here with reference to the walking stick on which the 
bird alias Urgyen Pe:ma sat down, cf. p. 335. den < Tib. gdan, 'seat'. 

1070: OT phurhonba ? < Tib. 'phur-ba, 'to fly', + 'on-ba. 'to come'. 
- syiwai nwyin = themmild side" of the drum, turned towards the one to be pleased or worshipped (in 

contrast to "thbwai nasyin" in line 1068 above). Disregarding Dunsur's instructions. Lasya was beating 
the drum on the "wrong" side (cf. p. 33618), to the effect that the aquatic monster could not be "tamed". 

1071: damla ta:ba refers, here, to the magic act by which Dunsur was rendered helpless in his struggle with 
the kharda; it may, at the same time, also be interpreted as an act of creation in the specifically Tamang 
sense: a "fixing" of speech and mind so that this primordial event may henceforth be commemorated 
(through speech) and conceived of (in the mind) as a precedent "establishing" a present situation as 
such, e.g., the present division of tasks between the lama and the bombo (cf. also pp. 19-20, 26). 

- OT temba nalba. 'to die at once', ? < Tib. *brtan-pa(r) iial-ba, 'to sleep soundly'. 
1072: yar dola wa:, mar dola wa:?, lit. 'Shall I go up, shall I go down?', here in the sense of 'Where 

shall 1 go to?'. The phrase seems to have been adopted from "yqa dole, mqa  dole" (e.g., in 107.1030), 
but it obviously also alludes to Lasya's dilemma between either (a) becoming a goddess by going to 
the "upper crossroads" bar  lamda) or (b) becoming a spirit by going to the "lower crossroads" (mar 
lamda), cf. p. 28 1. 

- OT migla migcyun = mi:la migcyun in 10.120. 

- OT awai sombo tappa, cf. 10.120 note. 

The story is continued: 

Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunnei bomo fha:jyunda mi:gi serne jyunnem. 
"mi:gi serne jyunbai pruldap cyi yjnjyi?", bjnem Guru 
Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunnejye, "cyi damla ta:na gayan gala, 
che: yan che:la?", bjnem. 

mone canmai khari ci d w a i . d j r i  "Dunsur Bongi pmldap", bjnem, 
"Lasya Khanda:mojye lennem nai bomo tha:jyunda." 

1075 Dunsur Bongi kawa Naru Bonjye lennem. 
N- Bon thunnem, Nam Bon thunnem, Ui Syel Bon thunnem, 

Jyan Sonam Bon thunnem, Nup Baldin Bon thunnem. 
"bon syi:la kawa syi:, b r h g e  syi: nanri, fiemai fieser nann 

cya:gi goljya phefiu!", b/na 
kha dyn la  ta:nem, thu: damla ta:nem, 

Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunnejye kha damla ta:na, thu: d c l a  ta:na 
gayan g F e m ,  che:yan che:nem. 

"bon syi:la kawa syi:, brange syi: nanri, fiemai fieser nanri 
cya:gi goljya phefiu, jyabu sali(i) lud lenla kuifiu!" 
bjna damla ta:nem, bjmarn gayan ganem, che:yan che:nem 
Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Philmen Dolmo[da]. 

1080 "fiemai fieser nanri lud lenla kuifiu Lasya Khanda:mo, Lasya Philmen 
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Dolrno, Lasya Nasa l  Ra:iii, Lasya Nenjyurmo!" 

~ccompanied by a gentle beating of the drum. the h m b o  now whistles the "sweet" melody 
which pleases Lasya. - Energetic drumming. - The "sweet" melody is whistled again. - After 
a few seconds of silence, the tinkling of the bells on his bell-strings indicates that the bombo is 
feeling the quivering which is a token of his being "seized" by Lasya. - He sneezes three times 
"for disgust" (S. above): 

achyu:! 

[Vehement drumming] 

achyu:! 

[Vehement drumming] 

[Vehement drumming] 

Giru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunne's little daughter was befallen by a disease 
of the eyes. 
"What kind of magic has caused the disease of 
the eyes to befall (my daughter)?", Urgyen Pe:ma said (and 
wondered:) "What is to be magically fued so that (she) may 
become happy, may get well?", (he) said. 

While calculating in (a divination by counting the grains on 
the pure rice, "The magic of Dunsur Bon (has caused the 
trouble)", (he) said, "Lasya Kha4a:mo has taken possession 
of (the soul o f )  my little daughrer." 

1075 Naru Bon took possession of Dunsur Bon's kawa, 
Naru Bon originated, (and afrer?) Naru Bon originated, Ui Syel 

Bon originated, Jyan Sonam Bon originated, Nup Bdldin Bon 
originated. 

In saying "Go and get at the iron lock in the four bons' four 
khwas, four altars in the beam of the sun's light!", 
(Urgyen Pe:ma) magically b e d  the mouth, magically fued 
the mind, 

(and) as Guru Urgyen Pe:ma Jyunne magically fued the mouth, 
magically fued the mind, (his daughter) became happy, 
got well. 

In saying "Go and get at the iron lock in the four bons' four 
kiwas, four altars in the beam of the sun's light, go and 
take possession of the ransom-sacrifice of the cock!", 
(Urgyen Pe:ma) magically fixed (Lasya in her role), 
(and) in saying so, Lasya Khanda:mo. Lasya Philmen Dblmo 
became happy. got ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ,  

1080 (wvhen Guru urgyen Pe:ma said:) "Go and take possession of the 
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ransom-sacr@ce in the beam of the sun's light 
0 Lasya Kha&:rno, Lasya Philmen Ddlmo, 
h s y a  Nansal Rd:iii, Lasya Nenjyurmo!" 

["Seizure"; sneezing "hchyu:!" three times] 

While the b m b o  is still drumming, the thread connecting the patient with the sacrificial 
animal is tom at the juncture of its black and yellow halves, just like in the mar lamda rite, and 
a helper rushes the cock to the porch where it is slaughtered. The head is to be thrown far away, 
and neither the women in the family of the client nor the bornbo are supposed to eat from the 
meat "for fear of turning, themselves, into witches". Actually, contrary to the usual practice, the 
husband of the patient did not find it necessary to examine the carcass for omina. 

The bombo concludes with greeting the divinity of the chene, the centre of the altar where 
his encounter with Lasya has just taken place. 

1085 Pharno chya:.jalo!, 
iiendu salo, thu:la gomo! 

Chene ~ o l g i  Da:mo, Chene Bngansyi Da:mo. 
noppi kuldap, iiendap thamjye[da] yglamdai chamjo sonjyi, 

Aye Phamoi syddo chya:.jalo! 

1085 0 Phamo hail!, 
listen with the ears, ponder in the mind! 

0 Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Br!gaAsyi Mistress, 
( I )  have bound all magic arrows, charms which do harm, 
through the y g  lwda(-ri te) ,  

hail to (you 0 )  dye Phamo! 

Notes: 

1073: OT tha:jyud < Tib. Ehun-ba, 'little', 'young'. 
- OT gayan gaba < Tib. dga' yan dga'-ba, lit. 'very good': and OT che:yan che:ba < Tib. mjes y~ 

rnjes-pa, lit. 'very beautiful'. 
1074: ci darmai.djri, 'while calculating', < OT ci darba. 'to divinate by calculation', Tib. rcis, 

'calculation', 'astrology'. + bdar-/rdar-ba, 'to examine closely'. 'to pray earnestly in casting lots and 
divination' (Das 1970: 666). mone cadma Tib. mo-nas gcd-ma, lit. 'pure divination-barley', but for 
the Tarnang informants, familiar with the rice-counting method only, 'pure rice'. 

- lennem, 'took possession', may also be understood as '(Lasya) licked (the daughter or the daughter's 
body or genitals)', depending on whether lemba is treated as an OT verb meaning 'to take possession 
of', or as a MT verb meaning 'to lick'. Cf. also p. 55 above. 

1075: kawa lemba is also to be understood here as 'to inherit or continue the spiritual descent line'. 
S. pp. 21-23. 

1076: Naru ... Nup Baldin are presented here as the bon syi:, i.e., the Four Primordial ~ o m b o s ~ c f .  
pp. 2 1 ff.. 

1077: "Go and get at the iron lock..." is addressed to the (human) bqmbos of our days. whereas "Go and 
get at the iron lock ..." in line 1079 gives the impression of being addressed in part to these bombos. in 
part to Lasya, or even to both at the same time. 
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1084: phott, the mantra for making definite the effect of an act (S. 1.3 note). hen the tffsct of the bgmboPs 
effort to neutralize the evil aspect of Lasya. 

1086: AYO Phamo = Byo gylippai phamo, addressing Nip Bqn who is SR's personal tutelary (phamo), 
i.e., the founder of his spiritual descent line, cf. pp. 21-23. 
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112. - 113. Dismissing the divinities (sya: solba and cen syuppa) 

After a short break, the second life-tree, the pa:sam for the cen, is brought into the house. The 
bqmbo, who has meanwhile taken off his bell-strings and rosaries, and also laid aside the drum 
"because he no longer needs to be and act as a bombo" (bombo sen atho:), now concludes the 
ritual with dismissing all the divinities he had been invoking the previous night. The dismissa] 
proper - called sya: solbal and also practised in a number of non-sharnanic ceremonies - in 
section 112. is to request the divinities to return to their abodes, while the following, last, section 
113. is devoted to renewing the promise made to the cen (S. sections 54., 66., 72.); the name of 
this part, cen syuppa, derives from the ritual technique applied to confirm the promise, which 
consists in moving the pa:sam in circles (syuppa) several times around the patient's head (S. 
p. 230). Both sections are recited without using the drum. 

Section 1 12. - repeating the complete itinerary of the rjrap from the altar (chene) up to Uiseme 
(Wonden-Wonsya, S. pp. 19, 190) - was interpreted by the bombo as follows: "Just as I have 
brought [invoked and mobilized for help] the gods, so I now have to accompany them back to 
their abodes." Another informant highlighted the fact that even though following the itinerary 
of the rirap, the enumeration was not to be seen as a journey in the usual sense, for here the 
bombo was "just saying" what he had been "doing" in the rjraps in the previous parts of the 
ritual. A third informant, another bombo, added that - whatever the term might exactly mean: 
'farewell!', 'be dismissed!' or 'thank you!' - the act of sya: solba aimed at acquitting the gods 
from their active participation in the ritual. The thesis of demobilization, as advocated in the latter 
comment, tallies well with the use of the formula "throne for a moment...!", which is addressed 
to the gods of the house and the clan god only2 (1 12.1091) and appears to counterbalance, as it 
were, the effect of the dismissal in expressing the wish to keep these gods in the house of the 
client. 

Phamo chya:.jalo!, ayo gyuppi Pharno!, 
Chene ~ o l ~ i  Da:mo, Chene Sergi Da:mo, 

Phola Karbo, Phola Marbo, cho:na dudgi Phola sya: solo! ... 

[Following the same pattern, all the divine ritual implements, as 
enumerated in 18.165- 168, 19.170- 178, are dismissed.] 

... sadai~so:i iiendap 16:syi sya: solo!, 
khansai rawa sensyi sya: solo!,. 
syjnsai rawa sensyi sya: solo! 

1090 debge kiii phamoi syaldo sya: solo!, 
phu:i la Alen Dewa, da:i la Da:dar Dolmo, mrabgi la Gomosyi Ra:ja, 

1 sya: solba, also sya: sol ? < Tib. bfegs-gsol, 'requesting a god to take his abode elsewhere' (Schuh 
1973a: 413), or *bSa~s-gsol,  'prayer of atonement', reinterpreted in Tamang oral tradition as 'bid 
for acquittance'? More probably, sya: < Tib. ' y ~ g - ~ a  (biag), 'to leave'. 'to abandon', 'to lay aside' 
(Jaschke 1949: 179); cf. also Snellgrove's (1967: 307) comment on hkg-pa .  - The act of syq: solha 
is reminiscent of what Lessing (1976: 3, 6, 12) terms the "Entwerdung" of the gods at the end of a 
ritual in Tibetan Buddhism: the gods are reconducted into the void from where they hail and Out of 
which they have been "created or "realized" by the officiating priest during the ritual. 

2 The same formula occurs in non-shamanic texts, too; in some of them the clan god is expressly 
requested to "reside (ne:ha) in the house" or declared to be the "inhabitant" (ne:ho),  in contrast to 
man being just a "guest" ( 4 m h o )  in it. - Cf. also 113.1 121. 
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sai la Temba Cunne, n h g i  la Gormen D6lm0, tembai la 
Jyatijyen M y b o  yhp sergi denle syu:go, yhp nolgi denle 
syu:go, sya: solo! ... 

[Following the same pattern, first the divinities of the village 
temtory (syibda-nP:da) of Bhokteni, then the divinities of the 
mythic-mystic region (be:yul) are dismissed, in the same order as 
in 28.233-234 and 30.245-32.259, respectively.] 

... Mlge Arna Kormojyet, Mige Ama Ta:sari Gyhlmo Kormojyet, 
Wonden-Wonsya sya: solo!, 

Phamo sya: solo! 

0 Phamo hail!, 0 Phamo of the ayo-lineage!, 
Chene Silver Mistress, Chene Golden Mistress, 

White Phola, Red Phola, Phola of the cho:na dud, please be 
dismissed! . . . 

[Repetitions] 

. . . avert the harming charm (conveyed by the magic arrow 
made) of the sadahsb: (wood) and please be dismissed!, 
prDtect the homestead and please be dismissed!, 
protect the fields and please be dismissed! 

1090 To the phamo(s) of the nine multitudes ( I  am addressing the 
farewell formula:) please be dismissed!, 

0 god of the fire-place, Alen Dewa, god of the (main) post, 
Du:dar Ddlmo, god of the door, Gqmosyi Ra:ja, god of the 
poor (earth), Temba Cunne, god of the ceiling (sky). 
Gormen Ddlmo, 
0 clan god. Jyanjyen Marbo, throne for a moment on the 
golden throne, throne for a moment on the silver throne. 
please be dismissed!. . . 

[Repetitions] 

... 0 M!ge Ama Kormoj~et, M!ge A m  Ta:san Gyalnlo Kormojyet, 
Wonden-Wonsya, please be dismissed!, 

0 Phamo, please be dismissed! 

Notes: 

1089: 1o:syi < OT 16:ba. 'to avert'. < Tib. zlog-pa, 'to cause to return'. 
1090: debge k3i phamo, with reference to the totality of the divinities invoked. S. 16.142 and 35.274. 
1091: OT yap (MT y h .  cf. 48.385-386). 'a moment'. 
- denle syu:ba. cf. 72.597 and 1 10.1069. 
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The final section addresses Karcen of Ganes Kunda, i.e., that cen which has been identified as 
the one responsible for the patient's barrenness (S. pp. 54. 179, 185). Rather than "dismissed like 
the gods beforehand, or expelled like the spirits in the mar Iqmda rite, Karcen is to be placakd 
so that she "detaches" herself from the patient. To this end, she is to be, literally, "brought into 
contact" (syuppa) with the second life-tree @a:sam), an act which confirms the vow to perform 
tbe great ceremony on the full-moon day called Mbsyir R m e .  This life-tree - here again a 
branch of the chestnut tree decorated with some flowers of the season in anticipation of the 
lavish flower-offerings promised - is being moved around the patient's headJ in order to allure 
the cen. At the same time, the body of the patient is purified with incense, for "a cen abhors 
impurity" (S. p. 54). 

The text of section 113. is conspicuous by its suggestive repetitions and enumerations - 
designed to "convince" the cen, as the informants explained. Both the vow to sacrifice and the 
description of the sacrifice are being repeated eight times, as if the bombo wanted his words to 
materialize in what they mean and promise, so to speak. The enumeration of the sacrificial gifts 
is interspersed with (a) enumerations of flower names (six enumerations mentioning about three 
categorial terms for flowers plus a total of at least 18 individual species of flowers. of which 
four species are repeated twice), and (b) standard text modules enumerating all sorts of troubles 
that (might) affect the various parts or organs of the patient's body. The section thus resorts to 
the strategy pursued in sections 51 .-56. ff.: a double procedure of dislocation and dispersal by 
projecting the human individual on to a divine individual and, simultaneously, projecting the 
human body on to diverse species of flowers. Again, the patient as an individual in a particular 
situation is "circumvented". Instead, the recitation focusses on an individual cen, Jyabu Karcen, 
who is made responsible for the patient's future well-being (defined, synecdochically, as the 
absence of the sum total of the various dysfunctions), and on the flowers as the "counterparts" 
of her reproductive organ "out there" in the natural world. 

san solo!, 
1095 sanba lam dajye sahba, thi:ba mendu dajye thi:ba, 

da:mo iiinda yqa  blonbai thabsan ru:ri pho:ba thamjye sah solo!, 
mara blonbai thabsan y:ri pho:ba tharnjye san solo! ... 

[Repetition of all other impurities (ru:) ,  as mentioned in 25.2181 

... sanba lam dajye s ~ b a ,  thi:ba mendu dajye thi:ba, 
jyabu bomo, mendoi gombo nomba, mendoi gyara nomba, 

c e n d ~  gawai cknso, mendan gawai mknso, jyabu bomo. 
Ganes Kunda nanri chya:bi jyabu bomo, mendoi gyara nomba, 

mendoi kabu nomba, 
1100 ganri do:na awai somgi mendo, 

syondi do:na pi:bi somgi mendo. 
cengi mendo. 
yarsari gawai mendo mayin, 
marsan gawai mendo nomba, cen jyabu bomo. 

3 This technique of bringing the beneficiary of a vow into contact with the sacrificial gift promised to a 
superhuman being is called sy!rtthernha (from syyppa, S. above p. 230). a term the informants rendered 
by the Nepali verb panc,hairdkhnu < N. panchirunu, lit. 'to put aside'. or 'to push aside' (cf. Turner 
1965: 363-364, and SamS 2019: 607). 
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1 105 chya:.j@o! 
ser.mvdal chya:den phuljyi. 

[Enumeration of flower names, starting with sala k h i  mendo, ... t a M ,  
c&ndi, gqrjawali, sdipadi ..., S. sections 5 1.-56.1 

da:moda nawai bvdo jyuhba - salo!, 
chhwai bardo jyunba - salo!, 
kha iiynba - salo!, 11: i i e b a  - salo!, so iiamba - salo! 

ro iiamba - salo!, bu: iiynba - salo!. mendo iiamba - salo!, 
che.darsyin iiynba - salo!, puila melun iiamba - salo!. 
tinla tkwa iigunba - salo!, dva  l u n d ~  iiamba - salo! 

[Enumeration of further flower names] 

11 10 Mhnsyir Mme bvdoi khari sergi Iagai cu:narn 
mana kiii tormo-torsyol. bromo-brosyol, lard-dundal, 
gyabdol, mendo cu:la cen jyabu bqmoda. 

[Repetition of 113.1095-1 110, interspersed with further flower names] 

Syar ~ e m a  Karsa  D6lm0, Laps& Karbo. Rosyai Ma:gi Gyhlbo, 
Paldor Jo, Byihdal, Ganes Kunda nangi jyabu bQmo 
chya:.jalo! 

nbnna tagu iiynba - salo!, gylbgi pe:ma iynba - salo!, 
syabla tkwa iiynba - salo!, d v a  lundah iiynba - salo!, 

jyabu Karcen! 

[Repetition of 1 13.1 1091 

yap sergi denle syu:go, yap nolgi denle syu:go!, 
1115 iisyoso:!, 

phoi l.indo salo, doi nemba gelo, ii syoso:! 
brl:ri do:na cima cu:go, chyuri do:na samba cu:go 

cen jyabu bomo! 
syai serne jyunba - salo!, tha:gi serne jyunba - salo!. 

n:bai serne jyunba - salo!. 
jyabu bomo, jyabu Karcen! 

The melodious song ends here; and in addressing the clan god. the kmbo  continues in 
prose: 

1120 chya:.jalo!, ser.mvda1 chya:den phuljyi, 
khansa ne:bi tembai la ka mathu:go, thu: mathu:go!. 

neggi ma:lo pharasya:go, nngi ma:lo pharasya:go!. 
yap sergi denle syu:go, yap nolgi denle syu:go!, 

khansai rawa seno, sy!nsai rawa seno!. 
m.igam ma:ro.jedo. rwgam thurmjedo! 
khasa  nyiri dendo syu:go!, 

chya:.j@o! 
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May incense be burnt!, 
1095 (in order) to incense, ( I )  incense with the pure laru, to 

purify. ( I )  purify with the pure mendu, 
rriiy incense be burnt (in order to purify) whatever (part of the 

body of) the dear mistress has been affected by the 
thabsh-impurity which arises above!, 
mav incense be burnt (in order to purify) whatever has been 
affected by the thabsh-impurity which arises below! ... 

[Repetition] 

...( In order) to incense, ( I )  incense with the pure lam, 
to purify. ( I )  pur i '  with the pure mendu, 

0 beautiful maiden, (l) take heaps of flowers, take hundreds of 
flowers, (take) the cknso which pleases the cen, 
the mknso which pleases the men, 
0 beautiful maiden. 

0 beautiful w i d e n  who resides at Canes Kun&, ( I )  rake hundreds 
of flowers, buds offlowers (to be offered to you), 

1 100 the flower(s) of the living air when arriving at the mountain, 
the flower(s) of the living pi:bi when arriving at the river, 
the flowerfs) of the cen. 
It is not the flower of the pleasant yarsh, 
(instead I )  take the flower of the pleasant marsan, 

0 beautiful cen-maiden, 
1 105 hail!, 

( I )  have offered the "rice-circle" with (my) hand. 

[Repetitions] 

The mistress is befallen by a state of illness - heal (her)!. 
is befallen of n stare of pain - heal (her)!, 
the mouth is injured - heal it!. the body is injured - 

heal it!, the vital principle is injured - heal it!, 
the life-principle is injured - heal it!, the breath is 
injured - heal it!, the flower is injured - heal it!, 
the life-pole is injured - heal it!, the flame in the 
knee is injured - heal it!, 
the centre in the heart is injured - heal it!. 
the respiration (?) is injured - heal it! 

[Repetitions] 

1 1 10 Within the period of Mansir Purne, when preparing a golden 
divine abode. (we) will prepare the tormo-torsyol, 
the bromo-brosyol of nine mans (of grain), the laral-dundal, 
th4 gy5bdol, the flowvr(s) to the beauriful cen-maiden. 

[Repetitions] 
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0 beautiful maiden (who resides in the areas) of 
Syar ~ e m a  Karsah Dblmo, Lapsan Karbo, 
Rosyah Ma:gi Gydlho, Paldor Jo,  Byditdal, Canes Kuda,  
hail!, 

the god's statue of the front is injured - heal (it)!, 
the lotus of the back is injured - heal (it)!, 

the centre of the legs is injured - heal (it)!, 
the respiration is injured - heal (it) 
0 beautiful Karcen! 

[Repetition] 

Throne for a moment on the golden throne, throne for a moment 
on the silver throne!. 

1115 syoso:!, 
heal the phoi ljndo, destroy the doi nembal, U syoso:! 
Provide steps when arriving or the steep slope, 

provide a bridge when arriving at the water, 
0 beautijkl cen-maiden! 

(The mistress) is befallen by a disease of the flesh - heal 1 it)!, 
befallen by a disease of the blood - heal (it)!, 
befallen by a disease of the bones - heal (it), 

0 beautiful maiden, beautiful Karcen! 
1120 Hail!. ( I )  have offered the "rice-circle" with (my) hand, 

0 clan god who dwells in the homestead, do not disturb (confuse) 
the word, do not disturb the mind!. 
remove the magic arrow of illness, remove the magic arrow of 
epidemic!, 
throne for a moment on the golden throne, 
throne for a moment on the silver throne!, 

protect rhe homestead, protect the fields!, 
weaken the others' will-power. 
strengthen one's own will-power!, 
throne in the homestead!. 

hail! 

Notes: 

1094: safi solo, 'may incense be burnt!'. < MT sari, the smoke of any substance, which is believed to have 
a purifying effect; cf. "saiba" in 15.137 note. As to solo, I follow the MT interpretation of this form as 
a hortative (or imperative), even though in this phrase the verb "solo" seems to be = Tib. gsol-10. 'it is 
servedloffered respecthlly'. 

1098: C ~ O ,  menso, with reference to the flowers of the season, with which the life-tree is decorated (S. 
53.431 ). 

1106: ser.rnanda1, "rice-circle" is a literal translation as suggested by the informants themselves. The 
term refers to the husked rice arranged in a circle usually on a (circular) plate. the grains SeWlng as 
a "bedding" for further offerings to be put on it. Cf. also Snellgrove (1979: 123) who explains that in 
Tibetan rituals, "a mqdal (so spelt in Tibetan) is a symbolic offering of the whole universe, represented 
by a set of rings of ornate metal [...l between which rice is heaped up [...l". Actually. no such ser.mandal 
was offered to Karcen, and the term might thus have been used as a euphemism for the altar-tray with 
the sy!ne-syjmrol on it (S. p. 59 f.). 
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- chya:deh. I follow the informants' rendering by 'with the hand', even though one would expect the 
instrumental "chya:jye". Since OT chya: < Tib. phyag, which means both 'hand' and 'reverence3, the 
original meaning of "chya:denV might have been 'respectfully'. 'with compliments'. 

1107-1 109: S. 10.1 18. 
1 1 10: S. 54.446. 
1 1 12- 1 1 13: S. 42.322. 
11 15: U syoso:, the surprising use of this formula (cf. 97.919 note) seems to indicate that the cen, otherwise 

classified among the gods (la), is to be treated, here, just like a spirit. 
1 1 16: phoi I/ndo ..., S. 72.601. 
1 1 18: syai serne ..., S. 34.271. 
1 12 1 : tembai la ..., 'clan god', S. 26.223. 
- mathu:go < OT [hu:ba, S. 28.233. 
- n e g i  < ned, 'illness',cf. 43.328 note on Neggi Ama. 
- ma:lo. tentatively translated by 'magic arrow'; ? < Tib. dmag-log, lit. 'the returning army', with reference 

to the hosts of evil forces and harmful agents which are likely to return and threaten one anew? 
- yap ... S Y U : ~ O ,  S. 112.1091. 
1 122: "weaken/strengthen ... will-power", a frequent concluding formula addressed to one's own clan 

god; in some other texts also "r@gam cheba, mlgarn pharnba" with approximately the same meaning, cf. 
Hofer 1981: 156-157. - The logic implied in this wish is reminiscent of the conceptual background of 
the "raising one's head" among the Limbu for whom one's own vital force cannot be "maintained but 
to the detriment of someone else's vital force,cf. the excellent analysis by Sagant (1981). 

- OT m/gam, 'the other's will-power', < m!:, 'man', 'the other one(s)', + kham. 'will-power'. 
- OT ma:ro.jedo, ma:ro = ? a petrification < Tib. dmal-ru 'gro(-ba), 'to become lower/inferior' (Goldstein 

1983: 862): + jedo < OT jeppa, 'to make'. 
- OT rahgam < r@, 'self', 'oneself', + kham as above. 
- OT thuru.j@o < *thur.jeppa (? < Tib. *mthur byed-pa), 'to make strong'. 
- OT dendo ? < Tib. gdan-du, lit. 'on the seat'. 

The bombo to the ethnographer at 7 o'clock in the morning: "Now it's finished, that's all, ... 
such is the bombo's pain (N. dukha), Saheb, what to d o  about it? Wherever I may be.sitting, 
wherever I may be walking to, they (the clients) harrass me, 'Come in and have a look at my 
child, come and have a look at our father!' It's true, there are too many sick in this area, right?" 
And while he strews a few rice grains (sergi mone, achela) towards the altar, the husband of the 
patient takes the life-tree to the top floor where it will be kept until Mansir Pume. 
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Epilogue 

The vow to perform the ritual on the Mahir Purne day was not kept. As a rule, once such 
a VOW has been made, the worship of a particular cen (cen s ~ a r h a ) ~  is to be repeated regularly 
(biannually, triannually) until the death of the woman concerned, regardless of her state of health. 
Actually, however, the ritual had been performed on the full-moon day of Jeth Fume, that is, 
about six months later than promised, as I found out afterwards. It was never repeated. After 
the patient gave birth to a son in 1973: the whole issue seems to have gradually been lost to 
sight. 

4 According to SB, the word syarba is identical with the verb meaning 'to rise', 'to shine' in 13.134 
(dawadan svarba). 

5 N ~ J o ~  attributed this to both the intervention by the bombo and the "medicine" (dozens of multi- 
vitamin pills) the ethnographer had administered to her "to strengthen her body". 
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PRAGMATICS: INTRODUCTlON 

1. Introduction 

Rather than to attempt a systematic text linguistic analysis or an essay on the effectiveness 
of symbols, the present chapter is to draw attention to a component which has until recently 
rather been neglected by students of shamanism and curing: the poeticity. To what extent is 
the bomb0 a poet, and what may be seen as specifically "sharnanic" in his poeticity? How far 
is the aesthetic effect essential for the psycho-physical effectiveness, i.e., healing, or what do 
poetic manipulations contribute to symbolic constructions? In particular, I shall try to show how 
"form" and "content", if it is at all possible to isolate them as such, condition each other in 
the process of organizing experience. This involves, among others, the quest for the pragmatic 
intent in the text, and the pragmatic effect the recitation may have on the listener. As to the 
latter, an attempt shall be made to show how in associative processes certain figural patterns, 
above all metonymies and metaphors, are decomposed, on the one hand, and how, on the 
other, the so-called zero-grade restitution resulting from this decomposition is linked back to the 
figurall. The underlying assumption is that there is an oscillatory movement establishing a kind 
of dynamic cross-reference between the non-figural and the figural, between the "norm" of the 
colloquial and the "deviation" in the poetic ~anguage.~ Finally, I shall delve into the metafigural 
"hints" in the text itself. First some problems of interpretation. 

Somatization 

If, as already stated (pp. 39 f., 43 ff.), neither the audience nor even the patient listen to the 
entire recitation with full attention, can we anticipate a pragmatic effect at all? I think we can. 
It would be erroneous to infer from the lack of attentiveness a lack of any reception. Much 
in the same way as we can write a letter or read a book and simultaneously enjoy music 
from the stereo-box without listening to it in the proper sense of the term - so we can admit 
that the recitation somehow reactivates in the Tamang layman's mind the text (the variants of) 
which he might have heard on dozens of occasions already, and from which he can often quote 
longer passages. As we learn from experimental psychology. there exists not only a dichotic 
apprehension (through which the left eye or ear apprehends one thing, and the right one quite 
another), but also a subliminal or subrational processing of information which enables words to 
be recognized and semantically analysed unconsc i~us l~ .~  Only those blinded by the "exegetic 
illusion" (S. pp. 46-48) can wonder how such a text can be recited day by day and expected to 
have an impact on reality if it is, at the same time, so poorly understood. or found so problematic 
in some respects, precisely by those who "make use" of it.4 But the truly crucial problem remains 

I The adjective "figural" is meant here to treat rhetorics as a sub-aspect of the poetic, i.e., to include 
the figurative language in the larger category of "form" and imagery. 

2 Here 1 am following Dubois et al. 1974: 39-48 ff., who also highlight the problems involved in the 
distinction between norm and deviation, and stress that the psycho-aesthetic effect, the Aristotelian 
ethos, does not depend on purely linguistic mechanisms alone. - It is to be stressed that the native 
Tamang speaker does - more or less consistently - distinguish between literal and figurative languages. 

3 Dixon 1981: 243. He subsumes subliminal perception, along with dream, intuition and creative 
Processes. under the notion of "prelogical experience" (Dixon 1981: 258). As Dixon states, conscious 
experience, even in normal subjects, is but a small flawed window on underlying knowledge and 
events; furthermore, though unrepresented in consciousness, the unperceived. the residue of subliminal 
andlor unattended inflow may have profound effects not only upon perception. memory and emotional 
responses, but also upon consciousness itself (Dixon 1981: 254 ff.. 4 ff.). 

4 Writing on music and meaning in the voices of poetry, Porter (1991: 3) stresses that "Shock of 
recognition precedes enlightenment by cognition. Eliot's suggestion that a poem may communicate 
before it is understood might be extended to proposing that it is never completely understood at all. 
It only becomes more familiar." 
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to know more about the perlocutionary "return" of the text's performance, i.e., to know why 
and how the patient as a receiver responds to the text. While we can infer from the text by what 
means it is likely to structure the receiver. we know very little of how the receiver is effectively 
structured by it, - possibly by re-structuring the structures offered according to his individual 
s i tuat i~n.~ 

Hypothetically, one may isolate three different levels of reception, the first one being the 
subliminal processing; the second one that subjective (conscious) mental processing which 
may be called understanding; and the third one that verbal expression for communication 
which may be called interpretati~n.~ The first problem is to know how these levels are 
interrelated. Presumably, the subliminal and mental processings are basic for the psycho-physical 
effectiveness, while the interpretation draws on both: one's own experience of this effectiveness 
and the others' interpretation of their own experiences, and is, ultimately, articulated in terms 
of traditional doctrinal knowledge. 

The second problem is to know how these levels become inter-relevant for each other. If, as 
shown by ample evidence, the Tamang layman is far from being Frazer's primitive "literalist", 
and if, as already stressed, both the doctrinal knowledge and the individual interpretation remain 
incomplete and disputed, are, then, subliminal processing and understanding alone to "guarantee" 
an intersubjective validity of what the text is constructing as a truth? This question is important 
since if we do not presuppose an intersubjective validity, the text (and the ritual as a whole) 
would be useless: it could not be expected to heal, nor could it succeed - as it often does - 
in healing, Evidently, the quest for the psychosomatic effectiveness cannot be pursued without 
investigating into the polymedial presentation of the text, above all into the role of music as a 
kind of catalysator. This is not our task. But if the text alone provides no sufficient basis for 
clarifying the problem of how the verbal is being somatized in the patient, we should at least 
ask how it tackles the problem of verbalizing the somatic. 

Intent and effect 

Considering the fact that the text is designed to produce an immediate effect on the patient, 
it is quite natural to expect from the "author" or from the reproducer an intent to exploit a 
repertory of traditional stylistic devices in order to communicate the conceptual ideation with 
a maximum of effect. Such an intent, however, is in many cases not easily identifiable. Often 
we have to content ourselves with stating the effect7 such devices are likely to generate in the 
listener. 

5 On the notion of the structural "rearrangement" by the receiver cf. Giilich and Raible 1977: 290 ff. - 
It is an intriguing question as to how far the bombo, in becoming an audience to himself, is exposed 
to the persuasive effect of what he is reciting. Recently, Siikala (1992: 32 ff.) has stressed the positive 
function that songs describing the world and character of the spirit-helpers have in the process of 
shamanic role-taking. 

6 The translation theorist Vermeer (1983: 3 f.), ignoring the subliminal level and referring to written 
texts, distinguishes three transfers, namely perception (Wahmehmung), apperception (Verstehen) and 
interpretation, in the processes of decoding "what is meant" in the source language and encoding the 
same in the target language. For Vermeer, apperception includes the naming of the perceived by means 
of  linguistic signs, while interpretation consists of the apperception and communication of "what is 
meant". 

7 Since we cannot identify the author of our text as a person, the intentio arrrmris is lost forever. 
Moreover, it is understood that what the listener or reader receives is never the sender's intention. 
b u ~  just a realization of this intention in text form. All we can do is to try to unravel that dialectical 
relationship between intentio operis and inrentio auditoris which is susceptible of providing what I call 
here the "effect". As Eco (1990: 706) writes: "Between the mysterious history of textual production 
and the uncontrollable drift of its future readings, the text yrra text still represents a comfortable 
presence, the point to which we can stick." 
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For example, can we infer from the conspicuous frequency of the paragogic -a a conscious 
design to make Nepali words sound like Sansh t ,  say, in imitation of Brahmins miting holy 
texts? Is the conceptual zeugma applied voluntarily to express a shamanic ad-identification 
(as suspected elsewhere, S. pp. 27-29) or is it to be regarded as a prosodically conditioned 
phenomenon? Let us consider an example (2.19-24 ff.) where both, the paragogue and the 
zeugma, occur together: 

19 "hare Suna Jh&ri, Suna J h h ,  [Suna] Jh&ini! 
20 hare, jh&i latp ghigro-miili lagiii, eka hHta 

sunako damburu, eka hHta rupako gaju, 
21 hare, khelaikana calau na Miii!, 
22 gailo biina, cakra biina, kharga b b a ,  tirsula bans, 
23 BhuktinHtha, Bhuktichetra, Sorga Parpiita, Sorga h a n d a  

Prakaa, h a n d a  Parpiit, 
24 hare, calau na Mii! ...". 

That is, 

19 'Hail 0 Suna Jh&ri, Suna J h s .  [Suna] Jhikrini!, 
20 hail, uncoil the j&kri-hairlock, put on the bell-string, and 

make play the golden damaru [with] the one hand, 
the silver-like (?) drumstick [with] the other hand, 

21 hail, make (them) play, do set in motion 0 M%, 
22 hail, the magic gailo-arrow, the whirling magic arrow. 

the magic sword-arrow, the magic trisul-arrow, 
23 Bhuktiniitha, Bhuktichetra, Sorga ParpBta. 

Sorga Ananda Prakaa, Ananda Parpiit, 
24 hail, do make them play 0 MHi! ...'. 

If extra-textual evidence is correct, that is, if lines 2.19-21 allude to an ad-identification of 
the type 

Sun Jhikri + Sun Jh&ini (divine bombos) E the bombo (actually reciting) ME (goddess). 

we may say that the passage is multipropositional for the following reasons: (a) We cannot 
exclude that line 2.21 is a further paratactic addition to what we have in the preceding lines in 
2.19-20, for there is no firm proof to determine whether or not the verbs for 'to make play' and 
'to set in motion' refer to what follows in 2.22, i.e., to the 'magic arrows' (S. below). At any 
rate, the three names (Sun Jh&ri, Sun J h s n i ,  MHi) in 2.19-21 seem to be treated as different 
subjects of the clauses, since they are not interconnected by case suffixes or conjunctions, such 
as ru = 'and'. - (b) Hare! = 'hail!', at the beginning of each line, can be both: either an 
exclamation addressed to MHi exclusively, or an exclamation addressed to each of the four 
subjects separately, that is to MHi, the Sun Jh& couple and, perhaps also to jhzkri ( = the 
bomb0 actually reciting) himself. - (c) The object(s) of the verbs caldunrr = 'to set in motion'. 
and khelaunu = 'to make play' in 2.21 cannot be determined with certainty. My translation treats 
them as an apokoinou interconnecting two lines only (2.20-21). but if one accepts extra-textual 
evidence, the apokoinou does more: it telescopes. as it were, the subjects and objects in three 
lines (2.19-21). which would imply that 

... the MIi makes play the Sun Jh% couple 
who in turn makes play the bombo (jhdkri) actually reciting 
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who (whose hand) in turn makes play the drum (damaru) 
which in turn is identical with the Sun Jhikri couple's drum 
which in turn is identical with the Mai's drum ... 

The text leaves the question open. The caldunu and kheldunu may also be seen as referring to 
the 'magic arrows', since first, in colloquial Nepali 'to play a musical instrument' (drum, etc.) 
is hajdunu, and not kheldunu; and, second, because the occurrence of caldunu and khe[dunu 
elsewhere in the text does not fully support the interpretation on which my translation is based. 
As to the latter, compare, for example, 2.35 where the absence of the locative suffixes leaves 
open whether it is the heavens, underworld, etc., or certain divinities in the heavens, underworld, 
etc. which the M6i is to 'make play and set in motion'. 

The multipropositionality8 arises chiefly from elisions of the case suffixes (Jhikri[ko], 
Jh&ri[le], etc.), personal pronouns ([ma] j h k i  = 'I the bombo'), and conjunctions (Sun Jh 
ikri [ra] majmaile = 'Sun Jh&i and 1'). It is difficult to decide whether or not these elisions 
are conditioned by prosodic constraints, since on the whole the length of lines (phrases) in 
sections 1.-7. varies to a considerable extent, and syllabic rhythm follows no regular 
Nevertheless, it is an intriguing question as to why the elision of suffixes and conjunctions goes 
hand in hand with a syllabic extension by the above-mentioned paragogues in 

Suna h & ,  Suna J h s ,  Suna J h s n i  and eka hata sunako damburu (2.19.-20). 

If we examine in which words a monosyllabic case suffix or conjunction could replace the 
paragogue, andlor to which words such a suffix or conjunction could be added, without 
"derailing" rhythm and melody, the result is as follows: Inasmuch as 

"hare-e Suna Jh&i, Suna Jh&..." 

is recited more or less in repeating the melodic pattern of "khel6u na, ... calau na" (in 1.5), 
the paragogue in Suna is a necessity from the prosodic point of view, while the addition of a 
suffix or conjunction could at least be tolerated: Jh~krinile/Jh&niko/Jh~ni sathlJhhini ra 
(= 'by/of/along with the J h h i n i '  + 'the J h h n i  and', respectively). The case with eka hcita is 
different: the -a in eka could not be suppressed without jeopardizing the syllabic rhythm, while 

8 With regard to the sections recited in Nepali, there is also an additional, cognitive, factor to be taken 
into account: the average Tarnang speaker's, and thus the bombo's, restricted command of Nepali. The 
indistinct use of the 3rd person singular of a verb ("hsmi how, instead of "h8mi haii", for 'we are'. 
etc.) alone may result in equivocality. - Another problem is posed by the use of verbs in the hortative 
1st person. MT does not distinguish between 1st person singular and 1st person plural of this mood. 
but informants were in favour of the latter and translated salhi by 'let us go and find out', or khurfii 
by 'let us go and carry', instead of 'may I go  ...' or 'let me go...'. Such "commands" are suggestive 
of a plurality of addressees (including the speaker himself) and appear to indicate that the bomb0 
carries out his tasks "together" with other agents, namely either with the patient or with a superhuman 
being to whom he actually ad-identifies himself (S. pp. 27-29). We cannot exclude thai this hortative 
is an idiom or a kind of stylistic convention; all we can say is that it can also be interpreted in the 
context of shamanic ideology as a construct expressing ad-identification. all the more as in texts of 
non-shamanic specialists the same hortative does not seem to occur. 

9 Sections 1 .-7. are executed in a t.ecirarivo interrupted here and there by a short melismatic modulation 
of  the words "hare!", "M8iV, "ho!" and "calau!" The recirarivo acc.ompagnaro changes in 2.30 into a 
,uc~ilali\~n secco; from then on, the drum is being beaten in the pauses only, i.e., in the breaks between 
the lines. Both loudness and tempo tend to increase. and longer lines containing enumerations are 
recited in haste, often detrimental to acoustic discernment. 
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the -a in hata could well be substituted by the ergative suffix -1e or the locative suffix -md (mk, 
h8tma).I0 

TO sum up, we can only guess that in the present example both factors are at work: prosodic 
and other aesthetic constraints, on the one hand, and a conceptual expressive intent, on the 
other. All we can state with some certainty is the effect the interplay of these factors is likely 
to provoke in the listener. In the present case, this effect could be confirmed by extra-textual 
evidence stemming from the informants' interpretation. We do, however, encounter other cases 
where any attempt to give a coherent interpretation is frustrated and where one must concede 
that figural patterns express nothing but themselves. Of course, recognizing the autonomy of the 
aesthetic, or at least the fact that some figural patterns are not wholly subordinate to an expressive 
intent (in the original authorial referentiality) does not mean denying their ritual effectiveness. 
Quite the contrary, the affective reaction which makes up the aesthetic effect. above all the 
experiencing of the figural as an organized self-performing movement, may very well serve as 
a means of naming, ordering and emotional mobilization. What Moore and Myerhoff remark 
on ritual in general, also applies to our text in particular: whether it is found accessible to 
interpretation or obscurely playful, the figural "is a good form for conveying a message as if 
it were unquestionable, it often is used to communicate those very things which are most in 
doubt"." 

10 Although the choice between the nominative and egative is optional in this tense, in the present 
instance. colloquial Nepali would prefer the ergative hHtle. 

l l Moore and Myerhoff 1977: 24, emphasis mine. 
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"It is probable that if the Tamang would not have an obscure or archaic language, they would 
invent one" (Holmberg 1989: 138). It is almost commonplace to say that the use of an archaic 
language or archaic expression is to stress the "holiness" of the idiom as part and parcel of 
practices and beliefs sanctioned by Tradition. The "holiness" is maintained by most Tamang - 
as an ideal. This does not mean, however, that in everyday practice the ritual idiom regarded 
as Old' Tamang would be treated indistinctly with respect or even awe and just reproduced 
slavishly. The pragmatic effect of archaisms cannot be adequately assessed without considering 
the "literary competence" which the Tamang layman has in dealing with the bmbo's recitation 
(cf. pp. 40-48). - a competence likely to complete or relativize to some extent what one may 
call his "exegetic c~mpetence".'~ 

The Dunsur-Lasya myth provides a salient illustration of the "implementation" of archaisms. 
In sections 110. (beginning from line 1065) and 11 l., there are 28 archaisms. some of them 
of repeated occurrence, out of which 14 also occur in various other sections, either prior to, or 
after, the myth.I4 

The frequence of archaisms in the two sections in question is of course to be attributed to 
their function to "make a myth what it is" and to distinguish the narrative as an account of 
the primordial past from other parts of the text. Yet those 14 archaisms, which are also to be 
found in other sections, ensure that the myth remains linked with the recitation as a whole (S. 

below and Appendix IV). What strikes one first is that from the viewpoint of modem colloquial 
Tamang, some of these 14 archaisms seem to be employed "at all costs". Thus, 

gydbna 1i:jye khurha, nbnna chya:jye tehha, a phrase denoting a particular ritual technique 
(possession or a particularly intimate closeness between interacting agents, S. p. 27), lit. 
'to carry on the back at the back, to toss with the hands at the front', 

is used here in the myth to convey the meaning 'to be accompanied by', as both the context and 
the informants suggest. This sounds as forced as does 'golden throne', sergi den, for 'walking 
stick' - even if one concedes that it is the divine Urgyen Pe:ma whose bird-appearance is meant 
here to sit on this stick (1  10.1069). The expression sergi den might have been chosen here "under 
the influence" of the high-grade honorific den.chya:ha, 'to sit', 'to throne', which is attested in 
the same context of "Urgyen Pe:ma's bird-appearance sitting" in another version of the same 
myth recorded in the field. 

The following expressions and phrases are also likely to sound forced or at least prkcieux to 
the Tamang listener: 

(a) yar dola wa:, mar dqlu wa:?, lit. 'Shall ( I )  go up, shall (1) go down?', here for 'Where 
shall 1 go to?' ( 1  10.1072, S. also below); 
(b) nunhai yihle, lit. 'in the underground sphere', here for 'inside the lake', i.e., 'below the 
surface of the lake' ( 1 10.1068); 
( C )  kekkj syahru cu:ha, yon~i  syahru cu:ha. lit. 'to putlprepare the right foot, to putlprepare the 
left foot', here for 'to dance' (MT syahu) (1 10.1068); and 

I2 Nepali is not considered, for Nepali archaisms, if there are any. would hardly be identifiable as such 
for the average Tamang speaker. 

13 1 borrow the term from J .  Culler who uses "literary competence" to denote the institutionally acquired 
ability of readers to read a text as literature and tind out what constitutes an acceptable interpretation 
of a particular work, cf. Selden 1989: 376. 

14 For a detailed list of their occurrences S. Appendix 1V. Archaic grammatical forms, such as the 
conjunc~ival verbal suftix -syi or the intensive form consisting of verb stem + /a + kuiha, etc.. are not 
counted. 
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(d) @syin cu:ba, lit. 'to putlprepare the drum-body', here for 'to beat the drum' (MT 
rappa)(I 10.1068, 1070). 

The ~ a r t l y  sylleptic use of high-grade honorific absolutives also enhances the prim solemnity 
of the narrative. Thus, the verbs phep.doba and phurhonba (1 10.1066 and l077 respectively), 
for 'to move', 'to golcome', are to my knowledge neither part of MT nor attested in other ritual 
texts, and might thus perhaps be regarded as artificial compounds. By contrast, the high-grade 
honorific phepnanba ( 1  10.1068), 'to go', 'to come', is attested in MT, but here its use in the 
first person singular and by a bombo (Dunsur Bon speaking) is surprising, to say the least, 
since phepnanba is, in MT, exclusively employed in respectfully addressing a lama. And if the 
above-mentioned phep.doba turned out to be meant as an honorific, its use here in 110.1066 in 
the 1st person plural (Urgyen Pe:ma speaking) would amount to a similar breach of the rules 
of grammar and etiquette - even in a myth and even from the mouth of the divine First Lama. 
Let us also recall in passing that rPmba iialba, translated by 'to die at once' (1 10.1071). is 
used, just as some other archaisms, in MT with a sarcastic or even pejorative connotation ('to 
croak') which seems to be supported by its derivation from Tibetan 'to sleep soundly' (S. note 
on 110.1071) ... 

On the one hand, the bombo's effort to sound solemnly archaic is likely to result in obscurity, 
as is shown by some hysteron proteron-like constructs and the confusion about the subject of 
some phrases, so much so that he himself deemed it necessary to contribute one emendment to 
what had been tape-recorded on the spot. On the other hand, his (conscious?) attempt to lrnk up 
the myth with the ritual as a whole may produce creative misunderstandings, as it seems. Thus 
the archaic dpwai lamda cyoppa (1 10.1067) is apparently Tibetan *'gro-ba'i lam-du gtod-pa, 
lit. 'to stop on the path (journey) leading to...', - in contrast to the approximate meaning the 
informants gave, namely 'to travel (on foot)'. Provided this etymology is correct, it is interesting 
to see that Tibetan lam-du, lit. 'on the path', has actually become lamda, i.e., 'crossroads', in the 
Tamang text of the myth. That is, lam-du has obviously been "transformed" in order to provide 
a meaning which is of no relevance for the narrative itself (there is no mention of a crossroads 
in the variants of the same myth I collected) but is "welcome" as an additional means to refer 
the myth to what it is said to have established, namely the ritual called yar Iumda, lit. 'upper 
crossroads'. A similar reference to the same ritual is provided by "yar dola wa:, mar dola wa:?", 
'Shall (I) go up, shall (I) go down?' (S. above). This - somewhat unusually formulated - phrase 
may also be interpreted as an allusive hint at Lasya's possible dilemma as to whether she should 
become the addressee of the yar Iamda rite, as is actually the case, or the addressee of the mar 
lamda rite (S. pp. 260, 336). 

The terms and expressions common to both the myth and other parts of the recitation, providing 
modular links between the two, are also suggestive of "parallels" and "congruencies" or even 
"identities". Suffice it to give just two examples. 

The idiom gycibna 1j:jye khurba, nonnu chya:jye tenba. 'to carry on the back at the back, to 
toss with the hands at the front', however inappropriate it may sound against the background 
of the informants' interpretation of it, appears to suggest that Dunsur, the First Bombo, had, at 
that time, the same type of intimate interaction with his "friends and relations" (1  10.1067) as 
the bombo has in our days with the superhuman beings in general. Still more striking are the 
parallels between Lasya and/or Urgyen Pe:ma's daughter, on the one hand, and the patient* who 
was actually a woman, on the other. 

Both Lasya's state after Dunsur's death and the state of the actual, human patient are described 
Partly in the same terms. Thus we have in 10.120: 

"awai sombo tapmu, mi:la migcyun brupmu" = 
'(the patient) appears to have become dissolved in the living air, tears appear to 
flow from her eyes', 
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and in 1 10.1072: 

"migla migcyun bqpnem, awai sombo tapnem" = 
'tears flowed from (Lasya's) eyes, (she) became dissolved in the living air' 

Or to give two more examples, we have in 10.12 1 : 

"gayah magamu" = 
'(the patient) appears not to become happy (get better)', 

and in 111.1073 and 111.1078: 

"gayari gala, che:yai che:la" = 
'she may become happy, may get well', 

"gayan ganem, che:yan che:nemW = 
'(Urgyen Pe:ma's daughterLasya) became happy, became well'. 

The double strand of approximation 

"Lasya = patient, Urgyen Pe:mals daughter z patient" 

is further corroborated by two parallels: In the myth, Urgyen Pe:mals daughter was made ill by 
Dunsur, and Lasya "took possession" (lcmba) of her, obviously as a kind of indemnity or as 
an act of vengeance for Dunsur's death. Urgyen Pe:ma's act of establishing the yar lamda rite 
ensured, in turn, Lasya a sacrificial gift, that is, a ransom (lud) which Lasya is summoned to 
"take possession o f '  (lemba) - first in exchange for Urgyen Pe:ma's daughter in the primordium 
and thenceforth for all human patients (cf. 1 1 1.1073-1074, 1 11.1077-1080). To sum up, Lasya, 
too, was once afflicted, literally "in the same terms", as the patient is now; and both Urgyen 
Pe:ma's daughter and Lasya were restored to health "in the same terms" as the patient is actually 
to be restored, by virtue of the same kind of ransom-sacrifice. 

The "interchangeability" of these three protagonists is further supported by Tamang belief: 
Lasya is the Queen of Witches, the First Witch who turns humans into witches by possessing 
them in a permanent manner - in contradistinction to the temporary, ecstatic type of possession. 
Lasya's "taking possession" (lemba) of Urgyen Pe:ma's daughter might also be interpreted as 
an indication that she, Lasya, caused the daughter to become a witch; it indicates at any rate an 
assimilation of the identities of the two, the appropriating Lasya and the appropriated daughter. 
And as to the identification between Lasya and the woman-patient, it should be recalled that, 
according to Tamang belief, the "life-flower" of a new-born human is "passed on" by Lasya to 
the divine Mother Kaliama (S. pp. 55-56) ... 

Let us stress that these allusive approximations "Lasya z Urgyen Pe:ma's daughter 
(woman-)patient7', i.e., approximations between mythic and human protagonists, were not Part 
of the informants' interpretation; all we can assume is their implicit, subrational impact on the 
patient, the woman-patient in particular. 

The oscillation between "archaicity" and "artificiality" counterbalancing each other is likely 
to confront the listener with a series of dilemmas: "bluff or incidence", "mystic language or 
lost meaning", "religious truth or poetic freedom", etc.; yet at the same time, it also Serves as a 
repeated cross-referencing between myth and ritual by generating an alternation of perspectives 
at times "from within", at times "from without" the myth - instead of reconciling the myth and 
the ritual so as to make both fi t  perfectly together. 

The process through which archaisms become pragmatically effective does not stop at the level 
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where the "literary competence" is prompted to distinguish - at individually varying &ps 
of certainty - "genuine" Or "appropriate" forms from "fakes" or "inappropriate" ones, On the 
one hand, archaisms, once employed within the narrative of the myth, tend to sound even 
more archaic than they do when employed in other contexts. On the other hand, many of them 
sound, in the myth, artificial, forced or even forged, precisely by their being "tom out" of, m 
"concocted" from, other contexts in other parts of the recitation. These two effects - "mhaicity" 
and "artificiality" - counterbalance each other while they, both, fulfil1 the same function, namely 
to provide explicit or allusive cross-references between the myth and the rest of the text, between 
the primordial event of the narrative and the actual event of the ritual. 

By virtue of their "archaicity", archaisms in the myth are susceptible of legitimating their 
occurrences in other parts of the text. Their "artificiality", by contrast, tends to rclativize the 
credibility of the myth and the legitimating capacity of the latter for the ritual. Conversely, 
''archaicity" tends to relativize "artificiality" inasmuch as the latter results from the same process 
which the former is initiating for the sake of the cross-references between the myth and the rest 
of the recitation. Therefore. the more convincingly and meaningfully "archaicity" is able to 
perform this task, the more the listener is led to suspect some sort of a trick in "artificiality": 
he is prompted to seek for a purpose, a sense hidden beneath what at first seem appears so 
much "out of place", so inappropriate and even funny. And il is precisely due to this effect 
that "artificiality", too, may sometimes succeed in evoking situation-relevant associations and 
producing surprising "insights" in the individual listener, we may presume. 
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3. Enumerations and related hyperpragmatic patterns 

General 

As a rule, the bombo does not excel in brachylogy, and we find in his text very few abstractions 
for reducing the manifold to a "sum". a "generic term" or a "lowest common denominatorv, 
Among these few abstractions are rPkki lumhu, 'the whole world'; dehge, 'multitude'; thumbe, 
'all'; etc. The text shows a conspicuous concern for the parts which make up the whole, for 
detailing and completing, as manifest in its preference for enurnerations of various kinds. 

About three quarters of the text consist of enumerations. Among a total of 113 sections in our 
transcript edition, only six contain no enurnerations; a further 16 sections contain what one may 
term "weak" or "restricted" enumeration, such as the multiple namings in the divination (sections 
46.-49. and 94.-96., S. also below pp. 292 ff.). Three predominant types may be distinguished: 

(1) Itinerary enumerations are what has been termed further above "ritual journey" (r!rap, 
sanrap), i.e., the recitation of names of places and divine beings following a more or less fixed 
itinerary (cf. pp. 29-31, 87'). 

(2) Categorical enumerations comprise different sub-types that may occur separately or 
combined with each other within one and the same section or context: (a) proper names: names of 
superhuman beings and ritual utensils representing superhuman beings; (b) "species": names of 
animals, plants, illnesses and their causes, kinds and devices of black magic, magic substances or 
energies (hon, che:, wan, etc.), categories of superhuman beings, kin categories, etc.; (c) parts of 
a whole: parts or organs of the human or animal body, components of the physical environment 
(lowland versus upland, etc.); (d) "properties" or "attributes": origin and specific faculties or 
origin of the items mentioned in (a) to (c), and often appearing in a specific pattern which I 
shall term "emblematic periphrasis" (S. below pp. 286 ff.). 

(3) Cumulative enumerations: (a) accumulation of synonyms or quasi-synonyms, as for 
example in the description of the mass of flowers in the creation myth and elsewhere (sections 
21., 23., 2 5 ,  104., 106. and 113.); (b) accumulation of the various names and epithets of a 
divinity, such as of Kaliama (13., 23., 105., 109.), the Khyun (19.), Lasya (108.) or Dabla (26., 
77.), etc. - In contradistinction to categorical enumerations, cumulative enumerations contain 
some names which are etymologically or conceptually obscure and cannot therefore be treated as 
epithets or other unequivocally functional or categorical specifications. The cumulative tendency 
is particularly manifest in the case of Dabla in that some of the names of this divinity are 
obviously combined together to provide further names. Thus, we have Hjsye Dabla and Phola 
Dabla, on the one hand, and their combination into Hjsye Phola Dabla, on the other. The 
same tendency seems to have led to the "invention" of names which are nonsensical from the 
etymological viewpoint at least: this is the case when the epithet Tha:duii < Tib. khrag-'thun, 
'blood-drinking', becomes completed by a Syadun which would literally mean 'flesh-drinking' 
(Tib. *$a-'thuh) (S. 77.618 note). 

All three enumeration types may occur in combinations: for example, the recitation called 
cengi sanrap (sections 51.-58. ff.) is a combination of categorical and itinerary enumerations* 
the creation myth (20.-21.) a combination of categorical and cumulative enumerations, etc. 
Often these combinations are constructed in such a way that the different enumerations not only 
intersect each other, but they also mi~tually complete or explicate each other SO as to provide 
synopses or parallel readings. Take the creation myth (sections 20.-22.) as an example. On the 
one hand, it contains "encysted" categorical enumerations in that the story of the m~thic  bird 
Khyuli also serves as a pretext for enumerating various harmful agents, etc. On the other hand* 
the myth's evolutionary sequence as a whole may be seen as an enumeration in temporality; l t  

may also be read as telling the story of what elsewhere - say, in sections 15. and 25. - appears 
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in a static enumeration, and parts of it may even be read as periphrastic enumerations of tht 
of the divine mother Kaliama or the Khyun bird (S. below pp. 288. 302, 315, 316). 

Crasis, ellipsis 

A conspicuous feature of categorical enumerations is the frequent omission of suffixes that 
serve as copulas, such as the suffix -i/-gi which is "genitive" when aflixed to a substantive and 
"participial" when affixed to a verb. 

In sections 36.-41.. the genitive suffix is consistently suppressed in all phrases of the typc 

"noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:?" (instead of "noccyengi gla:ri ...") = 
'has (the soul) been carried off to the place [ofj the harmful agent?' 

One may say that the suppression of the suffix de-specifies the relationship between the 'agent' 
and the 'place'. this becomes evident if one considers the possible types of relationships the 
Tarnang concept of pantheon allows for: 

possessed: relationship: possessor: 

the place place of origin of? 
f g l ~ : )  abode of! 
is controlled by? 

like?, etc. 
I 
1 

the harmful 
agent 
(noccyen) 

Which of these relational modalities is meant is left open." Instead, a fusion between the 'harmful 
agent' and the 'place' is asserted. The 'place' seems to have no other role than to externalize 
the evil by stressing the spatial distance that actually separates the captured soul from the body 
of the patient and, as a rule, also separates the harmful agents from healthy humans. 

Evidently, such compressions by means of crasis allow for a particularly trenchant listing: the 
enumeration remains exhaustive with regard to what is essential in the situation concerned and 
leaves the rest implicit, to be explicated elsewhere in the text or to be completed by exegetic 
knowledge. What stands in the foreground is not the specific place where the soul is held 
prisoner, but the specific harmful agent which has captivated it. The task, at this point of the 
recitation, is to "scan" a complete list of possible harmful agents. This act presupposes their 
being identified through distinctive functional epithets, such as 'which roams above' or 'of the 
lower crossroads', etc. - the same epithets with which these agents re-occur in other parts of 
the text. The ample utilisation of the recurrent in the shape of the epithets, which is of course 
likely to suggest a conceptual coherence of the text as a whole, would not be feasible without 
the economy of the implicative crases facilitating the concentration on what is essential for the 
actual task to be tackled by the bombo. 

This conclusion - let us stress it here again - states the effect, rather than the origin of the 
crasis. While the suppression of the suffix in noccyen[gi] is to be considered a metaplam. 
its origin cannot be imputed with certainty to referential intent alone. Its - possibly gradual - 
disappearance might well have been conditioned by prosodic factors in that the needs of euphony 
and a rapid pronunciation resulted in "compression" justified by the fact that the -gi was felt to 
be sufficiently represented by the subsequent g- in g1a:ri; graphically illustrated: 

l5 As a rule, to specify these modalities, a further "relator" would have been necessary, such as. say. 
!hulib(a)i in the phrase "yam khpgpai noccyen thudb(a)i pla:ri7' = 'to the place of origin of the 
harmful agent who roams above'. 
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+ 
noccyen([gi] = g)la:ri, since -gi E g-.l6 

Emblematic periphrasis 

This sub-type consists of a categorical enumeration of functional epithets describing the origin 
and the "action potential" of superhuman beings, ritual implements or magic acts. I call these 
enumerations emblematic periphrasis inasmuch as they constitute recurrent, syntactically stable 
patterns. Morphologically, two main configurations may be distinguished, namely (a) sets of 
verbal phrases, and (b) sets of participial phrases. The first configuration (a) is illustrated by 
19.172-174: 

"sala syururu djnba, fialna kuibam whgan n#ui fialba, 
sala kuibam donbo chyemboi kara sala kuiba, 
syai ama(i) bjsiri gyalboi syorai syaldo s G i  le! 

6: nhmla phiriri djnba, sala syururu djnba, 
s d a  kuibam pe:ma gesere brebu s d a  kuiba, 

mhpcyi amai melon karboi syorai syddo sanfii le phamo!" 

That is, 

'It soars scurrying on the earth, as to sleeping it sleeps in a hole, 
as to eating, it eats the syrup of the (fruits/flowers of the) great tree, 
let us go and incense the bristliness of the wild animals(') 
prickly king! 

It soars fluttering in the sky, soars scurrying on the earth, 
as to eating, it eats the fruit of the pe:ma gesere tree, 

let us go and incense the bristliness of the white (bright?) 
melon (made of the feathers) of the mother peacock 0 Phamo!' 

Formulated in phrases with a finite verb and thus presented as events rather than attributes, the 
epithets here serve as a kind of pro-text. A formally more closed variant of the same configuration 
appears in the "stories of origin" (kerap, [hunrap). Let us take as an example the emblematic 
periphrasis referring to the divinities of the village territory (syjbda-nP:da) in 28.233: 

"Bhokteni yar phola ne:bi yulgi syjbda-nkda, 
m? dola ne:bi yulgi syjbda-nkda, 
kebam gyagar mendu kuri keba, 
djnbam SyLanjo nanri djnba, 
thunbam Kalliri Gombori thunnem, 
djnbam sa rkkki lumbu kuri dlnba. 
chya:bam Bhokteni donbo chyembo, do.cha:jo, do.ragrog 
nanri chya:bai yulgi syjbda-nkda, La Whngu, 
La Gyabjyen Norbu, 
sa ne:bi syjbda, do ne:bi syjbda ,... n h g i  ... mathu:go! ..." 

16 Other words of the cvccvc type, such as kuldap. fiqndap. were affected by the same abrasion of -K;, 
whereas the use of - i  affixed to words of the cvcv or cvccv type, such as -demo, syimo or & ~ P o ,  
n6kp0, remained optional, cf. sections 36.-41. 
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That is, 

'0 syihdo-nP:da of the area, who dwells in the upper part, 
syjbda-nP:da of the area, who dwells in the lower pan of 
Bhokteni, (who), 
as to birth, was born in India's nine wombs ('!), (who). 
as to soaring, soars in Syaranjo, (who). 
as to origin. originated in Kalliri G6mb0, (who), 
as to soaring, soars in the nine whole worlds, 
syjhda-nt:aiz of the area, who, 
as to residence, resides in the great tree, the rocky place, 
the place full of boulders (within the area of) Bhokteni, 
(and whose name is) La Wihgu. La Gyhbjyen N6rbu, 
0 syjbdo who dwells in the earth (soil), syjhdo who dwells in 
the stone, 
do not disturb ... the sky!', etc. 

The deictic function of the repetition of each verb (quasi-epanalepsis) at the end of the colon 
is evident: the "infinite" form of the verb with the enclitic -m at the beginning of the colon is to 
draw attention to what follows, namely the definitory attribute which is presented as an event 
by the finite form of the same verb at the end of the colon. Thus we have: 

kebarn ... keba / djnb am... d/nba / thunbam ...t hunnem Qhunba), etc. 

This repetitive pattern does, however, more than to just frame, as it were, the names of the 
hagiographically relevant places. Its figural tectonics also enhances the persuasive impetus: i t  
lends the story a massive groundwork so as to make the truth of the utterance gain in weight 
and stability. 

The second configuration (b) groups the functional epithets in participial phrases, as illustrated. 
i.a.. by 6 1.493-496: 

493 "cen jyabu bomoda, 
mendoi gyqa nombi da:mo, mendoi lihsye nombi &:mo. 
mendoi kabu nombi da:mo. mendoi gombo nombi da:mo[dal 

494 sanrap ngi  cu:fii, saiuap-densal cu:iii le! 
495 chya:.jalo!, 
496 da:moda li:i barjyo silba, I/:i dj:ma da:ba, khawai b ~ j y o  silbai 

saimap iiembu syufii le!", etc. 

That is, 

493 'for the beautiful cen-maiden, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) hundreds of flowers, 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) scores of flowers. 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) the bud of flowers. 
the mistress who takes (up her abode in) heaps of flowers, 

494 [let us go and] perform the incense-recitation to the rhythm of 
the drum (?). let us go and perform the declamation (?) of 
the incense-recitation!, 

495 hail!. 
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496 let us go and ask (her) to listen (?) to the incense-recitation 
(which) washes off the mistress's defilement-damage of the 
body, (which) cleans out the impurity of the body, 
which washes off the defilement-damage of the snow!', etc. 

Here we have two variants: (i) In line 493, the participle nombilnombai, 'taking', and the noun 
da:mo. 'mistress', are repeated in every phrase. (ii) In line 496, the participle silbai, 'washing 
off', and the noun sanrap, 'incense-recitation', appear in the final phrase only, whereas in the 
preceding phrases. the absence of the same noun goes hand in hand with the elision of the 
participial (or adjectival) suffix - i ,  that is, with a reduction of the participle to a finite verb: 
silbai = 'washing off' > silba = 'washes off'. This variant also allows for the integration of 
different such "reduced" participles in one and the same emblematic periphrasis, as is the case 
in the following example from 24.21 3 where sonbai is the only participle, whereas cu:ba, duppa, 
cheba, silba and dq:ba are deprived of the suffix - i .  

212 "Kaliama Phamoi 1e:dap s o ~ i  le, Kaliarna Phamoi cyoldap sonfii le!, 
213 cya:gi koldo, sergi koldo, s@gi koldo, 

rawai koldoi le:dap, pinja rannai le:dap, Khyun Ma:bon!, 
br8:ri do:na cima cu:ba, chyuri do:na samba duppa, 
da:mola nirgyal cheba, lai lenchya khla li:i bqjye silba, 
li:i dj:ma da:ba, khawai bqjye silba, 
li:nen di:ma da:ba, ke:nen barjye silba, 
kuldap, fiendap silba, 
syimo, sende, bjr-masa:n, kico bayu chamjo sonbai 
pinja r q n a  rawai koldoi 1e:dap ,...", etc. 

That is. 

212 'Let us go and ensure the support of (you 0 )  Phamo Kaliarna, let us 
go and ensure the guardianship of (you 0) Phamo Kaliama!, 

213 support (by means) of the iron koldo, golden koldo, copper koldo, 
the koldo of protection, the koldo of protection (in the shape) 
of the panja ranna, 0 Khyun Ma:bon!. 
support (by means) of the koldo of protection (in the shape) 
of the panja ranna (which) provides steps when arriving 
at the steep slope. (which) provides a bridge when arriving at 
the water (river), 
(which) makes the mistress's arrogance grow, (which) washes 
off the god's nine youths' defilement-damage of the body, 
(which) cleans out the impurity of the body, (which) washes 
off the defilement-damage of the snow, 
(which) cleans out the impurity (caused by way) of the 
corpse-pollution, (which) washes off the defilement-damage 
(caused by way) of the childbirth-pollution, 
(which) washes off (the effects of) the magic arrow, 
the harming charm, 
which binds the ghost, the sgnde, the bir-masa:n, 
the kdco bayu, ...', etc. 

In the last two examples from 61.496 and 24.213, the participial suffix does not assume 11s 
task as a relator (copula) between the epithets and the nouns - except in the final phrase. Its 
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consequent elision furnishes, instead, simple, seemingly self-sufficient syntactic units in which 
the participle is replaced by the corresponding verb in the "present indicative": 

"(he/she/it) washes off the defilement-damage of the body, 
cleans out the impurity of the body", etc., 

instead of 

"(who/which) washes off ..., cleans out...", etc. 

Thus, in the sequence of the type 

-ba, -ba, -ba (finite verbs) ... -bai (participle), 

it is only the final participial member which relates the preceding members to one another, an 
accumulation of verbal phrases. by refening them to what is central to the actual context of the 
ritual. It is as if it provided a solution to a riddle. In other words, instead of the grammatically 
correct but pragmatically insufficient participial constructions (insufficient because they would 
often keep one wait quite a long time until it is revealed, in the final member, to what or 
whom they are to refer), we have quasi-protextual units - arranged in series like cartoons in a 
comic strip - that present attributes as events, or transform properties into acts. (This technique 
of "departicipalization" makes it often difficult even to native informants to recognize at once 
an emblematic periphrasis, especially in longer sequences). We may perhaps even go a step 
further. Since the "present indicative", resulting from the loss of the participial suffix, is also the 
"infinitive" of the verb in question and is treated by the Tamang themselves as a kind of lexical 
entry. its application is more suggestive of permanence or pre-established givenness than that 
of the participle, once separated from "its" noun, could ever be. 

The reliance on this suggestive potential might also explain, partly at least, why in 67.549-550 
the imperative da:go (instead of the participle da:bai + the name of the divinity) is preceded, 
here again, by verbs in the "present indicative" (whch is also the "infinitive"), such as silba 
and &:ba. 

549 "da:moda li:i bqjyo silba, li:i dj:ma da:ba, 
khawai bqjyo silba, ke:nen bqjyo silba, 

550 I/:nen d/:ma da:go o!" 

That is. 

549 '(you who) washes off the mistress's defilement-damage of the body, 
cleans out the impurity of the body, washes off the 
defilement-damage of the snow (?), washes off the 
defilement-damage (caused by way) of the 
childbirth-pollution, 

550 do clean out the impurity (caused by way) of the corpse-pollution!' 

The conspicuous shift from one mood to the other seems to betray an attempt to combine an 
emblematic periphrasis (in line 549) with a command (in line SO),  so as to coerce the execution 
of the latter by reference to the former: by an appeal to the "fact", as established by the functional 
epithets, that it is the addressee's very attribute to be ablelto be obliged to execute. 

It should be noted in concluding that both configurations, type (a) and type (b), are treated 
throughout the text as a kind of substitution frames to be filled in with various names, to be 
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protracted or widened, as required by the context to which they are actually applied to. The 
wcurrences of the emblematic periphrasis with silba(i) in sections 24., 25. and 70. may suffice 
as examples to demonstrate how, thanks to the interchangeability of the nouns le:dap, bumha, 
sunrap and &:m0 within fairly homologous sequences, the various contexts of the recitation 
become interconnected. 

The parts and the whole 

Let us examine the metonymic structures in sections 15.-19. In section 15. (incensing of the 
universe pars pro toto) we have: 

"di:ba laru dajye di:ba, rhi:ba mendu dajye thi:ba, 
mrawai lunjye sariba jesyin paina dubi gyajye sariba, 
parijye sariba parisari-lugu [dubi gyajye] sariba, 
lagai chyejye s ~ b a  syukpa pha:syu dubi gyajye sariba, 

nupjye sanba gulgul dubi gyajye sdba ,  
syarjye sariba cendiri mqbo dubi gyajye sariba, 
lojye sanba arura-bvra dubi gyajye sanba, 
chyujye sariba chyuden-demo dubi gyajye sariba, 
bra:jye s d b a  bra:jyu-noljyu dubi gyajye sariba, 
rkkki lumbu s d b a  syinne-na:jo dubi gyajye sariba." 

That is, 

'(In order) to perfume, (I) perfume with the pure laru, 
to purify, (I) purify with the pure mendu, 
to incense from the lowland, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the resin of the jesyin, 
to incense from the meadow, (I) incense (with the incense of) 
the pansan-lugu, 
to incense from the region of the upland, (I) incense with 
one hundred (portions of) the incense of the syukpa pha:syu, 

to incense from the west, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the glilgul, 
to incense from the east, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the red cendiri, 
to incense from the south, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the arura-barura, 
to incense from the water (river), (I) incense 
with one hundred (portions of) the incense of the 
chyuden-dkrmo, 
to incense from the steep slope, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions of) the incense of the bra:jyu-noljyu, 
to incense the whole world, (I) incense with one hundred 
(portions ot) the incense of the syinne-na:jo.' 

Here we have: 

(a) three points of vertical orientation, namely "high", "middle" and "low", as represented by 
la = 'upland', pan = 'meadow', and (mrawai) Iun = 'lowland' or 'valley'; 
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(b) four points of horizontal orientation, namely the four corners (one of which, the m, is 
actually missing); and 

(C) two elements, or two kinds of matter of different consistency, namely liquid vmus  solid, 
as represented by chyu = 'water', and br6: = lit. 'steep slope', but also = 'rock', since such a 
slope is by its very nature a rocky place. And 
(d) the section concludes with rtkki lumbu = 'the whole world'/'universe', which subsumes 
what has been enumerated in the preceding phrases. 

Evidently, (a) and (b) constitute coordinates defining the spatial totality within which the 
two elements (c) are distributed. And while the four corners provide absoluk coordinates, 
"high", "middle" and "low" are to some extent relative positions.17 More important, both the 
relative positions and the two elements are obviously interrelated as terms, each of which has an 
explicit association and several implicit, connotative associations. Thus, 'water' has an explicit 
association with 'valley' and consequently also with "river" or "lake"; and it has implicit 
associations with 'upland' or 'meadow' (where water is also present), and even with "rain" 
and "sky" (&m is the word for both 'rain' and 'sky'). On the other hand, 'water' must of course 
be mentioned here instead of, say, "river". inasmuch as the latter is also implicit in 'valley', and 
inasmuch as 'water' stands here for one of the two elements (liquid + solid). In the same way, the 
second element, hrd:, can be seen as being explicitly associated with 'upland', but implicitly also 
with 'valley' and 'lowland' (where rocky slopes also occur, albeit less frequently); or "zenith" 
and "nadir" (actually absent in our text, but often found in some other texts) may be regarded 
as implicit in 'upland' and 'lowland' respectively, and so forth ... 

As to the concluding 'the whole world', one is led to wonder why it is necessary at all 
to name the whole after having already named its parts so exhaustively in metonymic or 
synecdochic operations. The formula appears to complete, rather than simply subsume or explain, 
what precedes it. This kind of complementarity, we may suspect, is necessitated by a general 
insufficiency attributed to names of both the whole and the parts. It seems that while the naming 
of the whole alone is found to be too abstract to take account of the full extent of the notion 
referred to, too much "condensed" to activate the listener's associative imagination, the naming 
of the parts alone is feared to result in incompleteness or in confusion precisely because of the 
numerous implicit ~ 0 ~ 0 t a t i o n s .  In other words, there is - from the viewpoint of pragmatics - an 
unreliability inherent in synecdoches, however advantageous or even unavoidable their economy 
otherwise may be; and there is some sort of a vacuity inherent in abstractions, which results in 
their not having enough evocative potential to dispense with illustrative exemplifications, as it 
were. Thus, the name of the whole and the names of its parts complement each other, so as if 
the "sum" sought for were not just the whole as a sum of its parts, but rather the whole plus its 
parts (cf. also pp. 297-298, 299, 305, 326). 

The same inclusivism - if this is the right term - setting the totalizing perspective for 
different focuses and allowing for at times narrowing, at times widening variations, prevails 
in the subsequent sections, too. Thus, the junction between 15. and 16. is provided by the word 
s ~ i n  ('wood'. 'tree') in (a) syinne na:jo, the name of a bundle of twigs and stalks of plants 
(15.139), and (b) in A=syih, the name for the wooden frame of the kmbo's  drum. The cosmic 
scheme from the preceding section is in part reproduced, but now focussed on both the drum 
and the apparel which constitute an integral part of what one may call the "ritual body" of the 
bombo. Compare the correspondences: 

17 As emerges from the use of terminological distinctions in Tamang, a 'valley' or 'meadow' may also 
be p m  of an upland area. and, vice versa, an 'upland' may also be part of a lowland area. 
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in section 15.: in section 16.: 

Iagai chye = 'upland' 
brd: = 'steep slope' 
mran~ai lun= 'lowland' 
and 
chyu = 'water' 
four corners + 
rPkki lumbu = 'whole 
world' 

= phu: lagai = 'upland' 
- - brd: 

the kharda's watery place 
= [ (where 

the cane grows) 
kd = 'nine' (= completeness) 

z [ l!: = 'body' + sem = 'mind' 
(E totality of person) 

In section 17., the cosmic scheme from 15. is repeated at full length and completed by (a) the 
pairs sunfdaytlight versus moon/night/(darkness), and (b) atmosphere versus underground sphere. 
The concluding chyo:syi and linsyi ('four corners' and 'the four worlds') may be regarded as 
functionally identical with rPkki lumbu ('the whole world') ... 

"Differential enumeration" 

The divination in Tamang and the oracle in Nepali contain enumerations which one may term 
"differential"; they are a combination of categorical and cumulative enumerations (S. above 
pp. 284, 286). Examined more closely, many of these enumerations turn out to consist of 
redundant groupings and amplifications that result from (a) a multiplication of names either 
by variation or by translation; and from (b) explicit exclusion (paraleipsis) or explicit inclusion. 
Let us first examine a passage from the divination in Tamang (46.351-356), which, slightly 
emended for the sake of demonstration, reads as follows: 

351 "bonjye l iga i  nyiri debge phemai deso nanri / ! l  [bonda] 
352-3 khansa djla /!/ khansa djla, nanbai yinle /! l 
354 salu d&po, salu ma:bon, sabda khelan /!l, 
355 salu tha:dun, sabda-lunen /!/ 
356 [phibail sinsin-khhlkhol cu:khamu /!/ ..." 

That is, 

351 'while the bon gets at the multitude in the divine abode, 
356 a quivering appears to have been caused to come [over the hon], 
354-6 [a quivering which indicates] a salu dakpo, salu ma:hon, sahda khelan, 

salu ~ha:dun, sabda-lunen 
352-3 in this homestead, in the underground sphere ...' 

The epiphoric and in some cases also anaphoric hyperbaton semjyeno! = 'consider!', marked 
by /!/ in the quotation, repeatedly interrupts the description of the bombo's visionary experience; 
its conspicuous frequence makes it an appeal which almost pressurizes the client to cooperate 
in deciphering and verifying. Its distribution fracturizes the - eo ipso elliptically formulated - 
message without increasing its opacity, however. On the contrary, the hyperbaton seems to fulfil1 
a double function. Not only does it shift the entire responsibility to the client, it also acts as a 
pause: a pause that underscores an important noun or a phrase and/or draws attention to what is 
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being said "in-between". Due to its frequency, it is likely to protract. slow down the message 
in such a way that the client is optimally enabled to follow.~8 

~f we now examine what is enclosed by these hyperbatons, the first thing to strike us is a 
of names. In 46.354-355 we have terms which refer to different superhuman beings, 

but which, in this combination, lack conceptual clarity: salu &kpo, salu nuz:hon, sub& khelah, 
salu !ha:dun, sabdu-lunen ... All we can state first is the presence of two nouns: salu (three 
times) and sabda (twice), and their combination with terms, such as dukpo, m:bon,  [ho:duh and 
khelan. The latter seem to function as adjectives andlor classifiers specifying the former; -1uhen. 
too, may perhaps be treated as a classifier particularizing the first member of the compound, 
namely ~ a h d a . ' ~  

Compare now 48.381-382 where we have: 

"salu khelan, sabda-lunen, salu dtkpo, khelaJi ma:bonW. 

That is, khelan is combined here with salu and ma:bon (not with sabda, as in the previous 
example), and appears in the second combination as a noun, no longer as a classifier. What 
further complicates the exegesis is that the words dakpo, khelan and rnu:hon also occur as nouns 
which each denote separate classes of beings. In sum, one cannot know with certainty whether 
these two passages are to be interpreted as enumerations of nouns plus their adjectives/classifiers, 
or as enumerations of nouns only. The hiatus in the articulation, as indicated by the commas 
in my transcription, would support the former alternative, of course, but in default of clear-cut 
conceptual delimitations the Tamang listener is confronted with a series of multiple namings 
and redundant amplifications which pretend, as it were, to turn things round from end to end, 
to examine them from all sides, in all possible combinations and in every detaiL20 

The same "multiplicatory" tendency characterizes some other passages. In sections 47. and 
48., for example, the Yembui m, the 'Spirit of the Kathmandu Valley', is "broken down" into 
different divinities individualized by the locality of their places of worship: Dakkhin KHlikH, 
Gorkha KiilikB, Dolakhii Budhbae, Syar Ba:la Kinne. etc. And besides Yembui M&, the main 
cause of the trouble of one and the same patient, ten more causes are additionally named: 
demo, m!: rhama, cen dukpo thu:duh in section 47. and cen-men, si, ri, salu khelan, salu &kpo, 
sabda-lunen, khelan rna:bon in section 48. Or, to take an example from the oracle in Nepali, 
it is not easy to decide whether three or four or even five causes are meant in section 94., 
for patkil ban and bhuLcalo ban may be taken as synonyms; cSEs ban may also be beated as 
a synecdoche of the divinity Paca BhHi, and kale bir may be identical with unarpa!!iko bir... 
Needless to demonstrate in detail the amplificatory redundancy that results from the "luxury of 
translation" in that the divination in Tamang is to be "repeated" for verification in the oracle in 
Nepali. 

Exegetically less problematic are some other manifestations of the same tendency, for example 
the propensity for the explicit exclusion of the irrelevant by "crossing out what doesn't apply": 

18 Indeed, in no other part of the text do we find such an intense appeal to the audience to cooperate. - 
The atnilinu, br~jhilinr4 manunsri! = 'hear. notice 0 creature!'. in the oracle in Nepali (sections 93.-96.) 
corresponds. both from the viewpoint of its meaning and hyperbatonic position, to Tamang semjyeno!. 

19 According to some informants, sub&-luirpn denotes one particular class of being (cf. below p. 296); the 
conceptual delimitation of sobdo alone. however, was not possible for them. On salu, sabda, khelai~. 
fha:dun S. 46.354-355 notes; on &kpo and mo:bon S. 1 1.126 note and 19.171 note, respectively. 

20 As noted elsewhere (S. pp. 154-155), the bomb0 can justify this procedure by saying that he is only 
describing what appears to him in his "dim" visions. - Holmberg (1989: 160 ff.) has aptly characterized 
the bombo's rituals and self-interpretations as "shamanic suspensions". It is here, in the divination. 
that these suspensions reach their climax. as it  seems. 
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"iiemai hofla macheyumu, dawai ho!ta ka cheyumu" = 
'the beam of the sun's light appears not to have come out, 
instead, the beam of the moon's light appears to have come out' 
(46.358, 49.402), 

"m!: thamai kuldap mayin, m!: thamai iiendap mayin" = 
'it is not the magic arrow of a malevolent human, 
it is not the h m i n g  chann of a malevolent human' (49.390), 

which has its Nepali equivalent in 

"sattruko gyan pani hoina, sattruko biin pani hoina" = 
'it is neither the enemy's (black) art nor the enemy's magic arrow' 
(96.898-899). 

A specific type of amplificatory redundancy may be observed in the following examples: 

"ekkai barsa, dui barsam a... ekkai murda hola" = 
'in just one year, two years ... there may be (just) one corpse' 
(94.859-860). 

Instead of saying ek-dui barsamci = 'in one (or) two years', the bombo prefers to "pass through" 
time unit by unit. A similar retardative tendency manifests itself even more neatly in 

"c2rai din, pacai din, ... sattai din, pandra din ... bahuttai kasta hola, 
tin bhsgma dui bhagko ek bhag b&i rahecha, ... ek n h  b&i rahecha" = 

'(the client) may become very seriously ill (in) just four days, just five 
days, ... just seven days, just fifteen days, from two shares in three 
shares (just) one share has remained, ... one fingemail(-breadth of 
chance) has remained' (96.900 and 96.907). 

The progression (climax) from 4 to 15 days runs parallel to, and is in a sense also explained 
by, the degression (anticlimax) from three shares to one share. If the bombo named just "what 
applies", namely 'one third' (ek tihdi),  he would risk seizing just a state, instead of reiterating 
an entire process step by step. In making explicit, in this manner, that the whole is made UP 
of "three times one third" or of "two thirds plus one third", the figure converts an analytic 
proposition into a synthetic one, as it were (to resort to Kant's terminology). The proportion 
fixed in this operation is filled in with absolute quantities through the preceding numbers of 
days, on the one hand, and through the final 'one fingernail', on the other. Being one of the 
smallest conspicuous segments of the human body, 'one fingernail' is likely to give a particularly 
palpable concretization of "how much" this 113 is. 
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Binarisms 

For the 
two units 
I treat as 

: purpose of the present study I use the term binarism in a wider wnse for my coupling of 
(terms, phrases) into a pair justified as such by any structuring principle whatsoever." 
binarisms (a) binomials and echo-words, such as 

gyuma-gyuser = 'entrails', luwa-buwa = 'downy hairsifeathers'; 
mbn-mun = 'spirits' ('&h and related superhuman beings'); 
AjimB-BajimB = name of a goddess, etc.; 

and (b) paratactic configurations, which in some instances are identical with parallelisms, such 
as: 

"khairsai noccyen wa:? (+) syjnsai noccyen wa:?" = 
'is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the homestead? 
(+) is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the fields?' 
(10.124), 

and 

"jo:ri ndcpoi kuldap syonla, (+) jo:ri n&poi iiendap syonla" = 
'may be hurt by the ferocious enemy's magic arrow, 
(+) may be hurt by the ferocious enemy's harming charm' (9.102), 

or as a variant 

"m!: tharnai kuldap mayin, (+) m!: thamai iien&p rnayin" = 
'it is not the magic arrow of a malevolent human, 
(+) it is not the harming charm of a malevolent human' (49.390). 

etc. 

Binarisms in this sense occur frequently together with what we have termed categorical 
enumerations, and they are obviously resorted to in order to break down the listings into smaller 
units. A rapid survey shows that there'are sections with a "strong" presence. and sections with a 
"weak" presence of binarisms. A "weak" presence means that binary structures tend to remain 
inchoate in that they are interrupted by linear, basically asyndetonic enumerations (often recited 
in haste) or by enumerative configurations with predominantly triadic and tetradic patterns, or 
yet again by non-enumerative elements, such as a story, a command, a pro-text, etc.** 

More often than not, binary units are clearly audible as a kind of two-stroke modulation in the 
recitation. This does not, of course, mean that their existence is conditioned by prosody, verbal or 
musical, alone. On the contrary, what holds them together or makes them contingent is basically a 
w-nantic relationship: either they draw on opposition, such as above/below. frontlback, eartwsky, 
sunhoon, goodbad, male/female, consanguineaI/affinal etc.; or they suggest the exploitation 
of some complementary relationship. Thus, in the example above (b), the terms kuldap and 

21 Cf. Allen's (1978) excellent analysis of "canonical parallelisms" and "irreversible binomials" in 
Thulung Rai ritual texts, and Strickland's (1982: 64-104) detailed stimulating discussion of paired 
terms and other kinds of pairing in the Gurung pe. Cf. also Holmberg 1989: 87, 93 on what he terms - 
"classifi~ator~ phrases". 

22 For a "strong" presence S. sections g., 1 I., 36 ,  37., 43.. 72., 78., 83.. 92., 97., 102., 103., 107.; 
examples of a "weak" presence are to be found in sections 42.. 51., 68., 70., 84 ,  88., go., 104.. 
sporadic occurrences not counted. 
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riendap are presented as complementary to each other, in spite of the lack of a clear-cut lexical 
distinction between them. 

Nevertheless, many binarisms prove to be secondary patterns that seem to result from the 
autodynamics of a general tendency to "make two out of one". Thus, in example (c), 

"nagu (+) m!:guw = 'nose'l'beak' (+) 'eyes', 
and 

"kanba (+) lepa"  = 'legs' (+) 'hands'l'wings' (97.914) 

sound contracted into nagu-mj:gu and kanba-lakpa in the recitation, and it is indeed difficult 
to decide whether they are to be seen as complementary pairs (nose and eyes standing for the 
totality of head, feet and hands for the totality of the extremities of the body) or simply as a 
product of an irradiation, that is, a contamination by the ovemding binary modulation in the 
environment, without any semantic justification. 

By contrast, the name sabda-lunen (clearly articulated as a compound term) seems to owe its 
existence to irradiation alone. From the etymological viewpoint, it is a ghost-word, the result 
of a metanalysis through a creative misunderstanding, that derives from a standard enumeration 
in Tibetan, namely "sa-bdag, klu, grian". This enumeration, originally denoting three different 
kinds of superhuman beings (cf. 12.129 note), has become in Tamang a composit denoting one 
single kind of being. Although it is not a binarism (for it conveys no parallels, opposition andlor 
complementarity recognizable as such), sabda-lukn is a by-product of the same contractive 
tendency to form pairs, which facilitates the emergence of binary patterns in general. A similar 
precedence of the structural over the conceptual might have resulted in a genuine binarism in 
example (d): 

"yqa syelne, (+) mara syelne" = 
lit. 'rinsing-up, (+) rinsing-down', for 'vomiting' + 'diarrhoea', 
i.e., the symptoms of cholera and gastro-enteritis (34.270), 

in which yara syelne appears to be a later addition to complete mara syelne for the sake of a 
polar totality 'up' versus 'down'.23 

Let us consider a few more cases. In example (e), we have 

"phoi lindo salba, (+) doi nernba gelba" = 
'to heal the phoi lindo, (+) to destroy the do; nemba' (72.601, 72.603, 
113.1116). 

These two phrases also sound contracted in the recitation, but inasmuch as the meaning of 
phoi lindo is unknown, its opposition or complementarity to dqi nemba cannot be ascertained 

23 The phonetic difference between MT syal(-ha). 'to rinse', and syel- in OT syelne suggests that the 
latter was directly borrowed from Tibetan. The steps of the process were possibly as follows: (1) 
The starting point was Tib. dmar-hSal, 'dysentery', 'blood flux'. + Tib. hSal-nad. 'diarrhoea'. (2) 
Tib. *dmar-bSal-nod, lit. 'red-diarrhoea-illness', > OT mgra syelne wherein Tib. dmar, 'red', was 
"misunderstood" for Tib. ma(r) = OT mar(u). 'down', 'below', the "misunderstanding" being facilitated 
by the fact that OT mar(a), 'down', and OT mqr(ho), 'red' (Tib. dmar-po), have the same pitch. (3)  
OT mara, once established as such, required a completion by OT y(rr(a), 'up', 'above'. The pair thus 
obtained was semantically justifiable as referring to the well-known symptoms of cholera. Cf. also 
yara s ~ e l n e ,  mqra oine in 9.1 15-1 16 note. - Interestingly, in a ritual text collected among Eastem 
Tarnang, we have Torsyal-Marsyal, said to be the name of a cholera god, which local informants 
rendered by 'Face above-Face below', in identifying - syol with the word for 'mouthl'face' (Western 
Tamang sval), and not with that for 'to rinse', as Western Tamang informants did. 
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semantically. All one can state is that an opposition is established by what is different between 
the two ~hrases  (3 words versus 3 other words), and that what makes them where consists in a 
homoeophony of phoi and doi, the end echo -oi being common to both. 

A similar phonic equivalence (homoioptoton) is present in example (f): 

"bn:gi hoh saliii, (+) norgi yan saliii!" = 
'let us go and find the crops' blessing, (+) let us go and find the 
riches' blessing! ' (14.135). 

The equivalence appears to additionally affirm that the two phrases belong together, as if saliii, 
the verb common to both, would not suffice to delimitate them as an autonomous binary unit - 
due to the fact that saliii also occurs in some adjacent phrases: once before, and repeatedly after, 
br!:gi hon ... + n ~ r g i  yan ... 

A further type of secondary pattern results from the extension of a binomial into a paratactic 
binarism in example (g): 

"luwa-buwa f imba - saliii!, 
luwa i imba  - saliii!, 
buwa iiamba - saliii!, 
luwa-buwa iiamba - saliii!" 

That is. 

'the downy hairs are damaged - let us go and find (out its cause)!, 
the down (?) is damaged - let us go and find (out its cause)!, 
the hairs (?) are damaged - let us go and find (out its cause)!, 
the downy hairs are damaged - let us go and find (out its cause)!' (14.135). 

In colloquial Tamang, only luwa-buwa is attested. Its artificial disjunction (tmesis) into lun~a and 
blrwa (in lines 2 and 3) separates what is normally united - whereas some of the examples cited 
previously aimed at the contrary, namely to unite what is normally separate. different, opposed 
or at best contingent. The passage constitutes a movement from the whole back to the whole 
over a pseudo-parallelismus membrorum that dissects the whole into its parts so as to pretend 
a minute search to the extent of forcibly disassembling, in a kind of "exploded view", what 
is otherwise indivisible. The operation is prompted by an effort to "palpate" a totality literally 
"down to the ground", but its tautological circularity betrays at the same time the hesitation 
in which this effort ultimately gets stuck: a hesitation between the whole and its constituent 
parts. 

As example (h) shows, the same amplificatory aim can also be achieved by the contrary of 
tmesis: repetition. Thus in the names of (partly obscure) divinities, such as 

ThS-Th&Sli Mai. Langa-Langati. Gubhi-GubhSju(ni), etc., 

"mS-", "La"ga-" and "Gubh~-" are each a part of the wholes "Th&Jtgli", "LaiIgatB" and 
"GubhS~~(ni)" (7.83, 6.67). What these reduplications express is not a complementarity between 
Parts, but - conspicuously - a complementarity between the whole. on the one hand, and just 
One Pan of this whole, on the other. The binomials thus obtained are reminiscent of, and have 
most probably also been influenced by, those typical compound names which either include both 
the male and the female partner of a divine couple, such as Bh3!-Bhateni (6.68), or particularize 
a divinity by indicating its specific attribute, the locality of its worship, etc.. such as, Say, Kg10 
Bhairaw or Gorkha Kglika (5.57, 5.66 and elsewhere). While Thi- in ThIThiikdi resists any 
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further attempt at analysis. Lahga-LangatH and GubhB-Gubhiiju seem to derive their "right of 

existence" from associative ramifications: both binomials draw on a semantic plasma to make 
the reduplication appear less playful, less arbitrary, since Lahga, "grafted on to" Laigata (< 

laharo/lahlpa!cl, lit. 'lame*), does occur elsewhere in the text as an obvious derivate of L ~ B  
(Ceylon); and GubhB, "grafted on to" Gubhaju (Newar Buddhist priest), is likely to evoke the 
word guphd (lit. 'cave') in the idiomatic expression for 'initiation' (gupha pasne) (cf. 4-53-54 
note and 6.67 note).24 

In the following example (h), 

"syala syabut, (+) @a:la tha:butW = 
'the share of meat from the meat, (+) the share of blood from the 
blood' (98.922), 

the insisting repetition of sya and [ha: ('flesh'l'meat' and 'blood', respectively) aims at 
completeness in a processual sense, namely by hinting at the exact provenance of the particular 
sacrificial shares (syabur vs. [ha:bur) that are in a sense complementary to each other. 

The contrasting of two repetitions, as is the case in example (i), 

"swsam syibai temrul phetii, (+) tiensam iiembai temrul phefii!" = 
'if it is a good omen, let us go and get at the good omen, 
(+) if it is a bad omen, let us go and get at the bad omen!' 
(9.105). 

lends not only additional rhetorical emphasis to the resoluteness of facing both possibilities, 
come what may. It also stresses the opposition between these possibilities, and accommodates 
it at the same time, in a complementary relationship by means of the double repetition, namely 
the repetition of the differing and the repetition of the common. That is, while the polyptotonic 
repetitions (sansarn sanbai + iignsarn riernbai) aggrandize the difference between good and bad 
(sanba versus rigmba), the repetition of the common element, namely temrulpherii, connects good 
and bad as antithetic qualities so as to make them appear as parts constitutive of a whole. 

Let us note in passing that the same striving for completeness may also manifest itself in the 
paraleipsis-like mention of what is irrelevant (already dealt with above, p. 294), as is the case 
in example U): 

"tiemai ho~ta macheyumu, (+) dawai hofta ka cheyumu" = 
'the beam of the sun's light appears not to have come out, 
(+) instead, the beam of the moon's light appears to have come out' 
(46.358). 

The repetition can also involve a positional change: 

"phulai phul, (+) phul phulai jagiiileu!" = 
'awaken and bring all the flowers, (+) every flower!' (92.840). 

This example (k) shows how "two is made out of one" by the inversion 

phulai phul+ phul phulai, 

24 Cf. also Strickland (1982: 103) on the importance of "collateral information which can I...] be brought 
to bear upon" certain pairings in Gurung texts. 
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which takes advantage of the repetition of the emphatic particle +j. While 'all the flowers9 
delimitates a multitude in its exclusive completeness, 'every flower' specifies what this multitude 
contains and suggests a counting or checking "one by one". In contrast to example (j), in which 
the opposition is presented as a complementarity, here the complementarity of the two operations 
is turned into an opposition precisely by the chiastic position that results from the inversion. 
This type of inverted repetition appears to reveal the same distrustful hesitation between the 
whole and its parts, that was conspicuous in example (g). 

To sum up, these few quotations seem to show how a specific expressive intent (a "thinking 
in contrasts", a "striving for completeness" in terms of complementary opposition) and the 
phonic-prosodic potential of the language exploit each other; how the former gains in plasticity 
thanks to the latter, and how the latter, as an irradiation of the former, often develops its 
autodynamics in producing configurations with no lexical significance of some of their parts. 
This is not to say, of course, that "content" and "form" can be neatly isolated as such. All we 
can perceive is an interaction between the two - and it is precisely this interaction which makes 
up the truly poetic component in the self-organization of binary patterns. 

Such symmetries, linking two homologous elements in a pair, subdivide the text into smaller 
units, enhance its organizational transparency and supersede, to some extent, conscious analysis 
(cf. Jakobson 1979: 253 ff.).25 In the examples dealt with above, binarisms prove to do more 
than simply marking off sub-totalities; they also pe@orm these sub-totalities and make them 
"experiencible" through the operations which set, amplify and accommodate the empirically 
disparate in oppositions andlor complementarities. This dynamic chardcter of theirs provides 
an additional illustration of Jakobson's (1979: 254) thesis that grammatical figures can be a 
substitute for the tropes proper. 

In most cases. binarisms appear within enumerative sequences: they seize and magnify bits 
or facets of the same complete wholes the enumerations are aiming at. However, it is important 
to note that the sub-totalities of the binarisms are not synecdoches for the larger totalities in the 
enumerations, unless one employs the term synecdoche in a very broad sense. Their relationship 
is more intricate, as it seems. On the one hand, the binarism, being just a sub-unit, cannot 
of course be as exhaustive as the enumeration pretends to be. On the other hand, due to its 
symmetry, the binarism appears more closed and more compact than what comprises it, since 
the enumeration lacks any similarly strong structural geometry that could regulate its extension 
and make its exhaustiveness predictable: while the binarism is self-contained without being 
sufficient, the enumeration allows for many more details without being convincingly complete; 
it is virtually illimitable. There is, we may perhaps conclude, an interdependence between these 
two patterns. Driven by the same concern, namely that one can never name enough to seize 
enough of what is relevant and coherent, each pattern brings its own means into action and 
comes upon its own limitations - to be thrown back upon the other. The dilemma manifest 
in this interdependence seems to repeat, at a higher level, that "hesitation between the parts 
and the whole" which has been found characteristic of some of the examples discussed above 
(S. also further below pp. 305, 326). 

Binary patterns and also what we have termed "differential enumerations" ~rovide a particular 
illustration of a tendency towards detailing and multiplying. Quite a similar propensity for 
overdetermination by means of synonyms, parallelisms. etc. was found by F. Zimmermann (1982: 
150 ff.) characteristic of Ayurvedic classifications.'Wne cannot but agree with Zimmemann 
when he stipulates an intimate linkage between logic and poetry. or when he contends that 

25 It might be recalled that for some authors a "thinking in balances. antitheses, appositions and 
parallelisms is intrinsic" to oral tradition in general, S. Fimegan 1977: 128 ff. 

26 In his opinion, this kind of poetification is to be traced back to a basic property of Indian epistemology. 
namely to its pragmaticism stressing the authority of Tradition, on the one hand, and practical utility. 
on the other. - both to [he detrimen~ of analytical understanding. 
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the stereotypification through poetic language is to assert the authority of Tradition. I would, 
however. go a step further. In the bombo's text, the "form" does more than to liberate the 
perception from its habitual automatism; the formal structuredness and self-containment are, 
to some extent at least, also to mask the conceptual vagueness "behind" the many names: the 
"form" also shams the "content", instead of simply organizing and articulating it. In other words, 
the formal-structural constraints, to which the text subjects itself and to which, at the same time, 
it owes its referential freedom, also serve to fill the vacuum left by the lack of shared and 
authoritatively fixed knowledge. In particular, these constraints help to structure the semantic 
plasma accumulated by the adoption of names and terms from Hinduism and Lamaism. Of course, 
the shamming of "content" is bound to lead to creating "content", since thanks to its position, as 
determined primarily by the exigence of structure, a term may alter its meaning; and even more 
interesting are those cases in which the signifier is in a sense pre-existent to the signified, i.e., 
cases in which the epitaxis of structural requirements stimulates the "invention" of a new term, or 
a new configuration of terms, which is then - gradually, tentatively - provided with a meaning, 
as the examples of sabda-lunen (resulting from a metanalysis), syadun (completing [ha:dun) 
and yara syelne (completing mara syelne) seem to suggest. Nevertheless, such processes often 
remain incomplete, and this seems to guarantee that the autonomy of the structural is preserved 
as such. Neither listeners nor even reciters can ever determine with certainty where exactly this 
autonomy begins and where it stops being valid.27 Not only is this non-reducibility of "form" 
in line with the specificity of shamanic performance with its ludic fabrications; it is also what 
makes up the genuinely poetic in our text. 

Excursus: Parapraxis 

There are certain formulations which the Tamang informants find "odd" or even "absurd". 
Since they appear, indeed, to be slips of the tongue resulting in seemingly nonsensical mutilations 
or increments (nonsensical at least if judged by the understanding the Tamang of our days have 
of both their ritual and colloquial languages), I subsume them under the term parapraxis. It 
should be stressed, however, that such "mistakes" tend to occur repeatedly in the text, and that 
they represent anomalies from the conceptual or paradigmatic viewpoint only; structurally, by 
contrast, they seem to conform to the general organizing principles that underlie some of the 
typical figural patterns and appear as bastard offshoots of amplifications, of the characteristic 
interweaving of enumerative text modules and the like. 

We need to know more about the formation and frequency of such parapractic phenomena to 
be able to delimitate them more neatly than is possible here from corrupt archaic expressions, 
on the one hand, and from casual blunders (heterophemy, "generic ~verride"~" due to fatigue 
and other problems of individual articulation, on the other. All we can state at the present 
stage of research is this: There is a portion of conventionality inherent in such unconventional 
formulations inasmuch as they are regarded, by the Tamang, as specific of the bombo and 
conceded - ultimately - as an expression of the eccentric and even subversive individualism of 
a poet-ecstatic. We can, however, by no means regard them as spontaneous manifestations of an 
ecstatic or other "altered state of consciousness", bordering on paraphasia or glossolalia. Their 

27 The point deserves particular emphasis because the anthropologist's approach to texts is often based 
on the tacit assumption that language is a rather passive vehicle of ideas, and that any linguistic 
configuration owes its existence to an authorial referentiality or meaning that is invariably pre-existent 
to this configuration as such. 

28 "Generic override" is applied by Foley to a faulty choice between alternatives that are equivalent 
in terms of story pattern, but not in terms of actual narrative conlent. Such errors are the result of 
story-pattern congruency and the Serbo-Croatian bard's traditional impulse towards analogy (FoleY 
1990: 373-374, 377, 386-387). 
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irregular distribution alone disproves this, for such parapraxes also occur in t h w  stages of the 
ritual which do not require any "paranormal" state or experience.29 

(a) (hnpare  the two variants of the passage describing the growth of the primordial trees. 
We have in 2 1.196: 

"jqa sombo khilnem, rna ni sornbo kenem, hh:nga sbm chya:nem, mendoi 
gyara ..." = 

'the living roots grew whirling, the living trunk was born, (on it) there 
were three branches (and on these there were) hundreds of flowers...', 

and in 23.207-208: 

"jqa sombo khilnem, rna ni sorn kenem, rna ni som chya:nam hknga sbmdi 
mendoi gyara chya:nemW = 

'the living roots grew whirling, the three trunks were born, (and) 
when there were the three trunks, on the three branches there were 
hundreds of flowers'. 

The form mq ni shm struck both the informants and myself, since it is nowhere attested that the 
primordial trees had had three trunks. After some discussion, SB saw in it a mistake for ni 
sombo (as in 21.196), while the bombo himself (insisting, at first, on sorn) and a third informant 
said that both versions were possibly correct.?O 

Morphologically, mu ni sombo has its parallels in a number of other contigurations of the 
type monosyllabic noun + ni + bisyllabic noun or adjective, as in, e.g., so ni mera (20.183), 
do ni cha:jo (85.705) and ro ni dunrna (85.706), instead of the normal sa mera, do cha:jo and 
ro.dunma respectively. The alternation of forms with and without ni (etymologically identical 
with the isolating or deictic ni in Tibetan) is not conditioned by a metric adaptation to the 
respective environments; and so far I have found only one instance in which ni clearly replaced 
the genitive suffix - i ,  namely in m!: ni iiendap (106.1009), instead of the normal m!:; iiendop. 
Consequently, the insertion of ni is (has become?) a matter of convention or style in the examples 
cited, having no other function than to augment the first (monosyllabic) noun in order to establish 
a 2 + 2 syllables symmetry. 

The problem, however, is that the ominous rnq ni sdm does not establish such a symmetry, 
and that its repeated occurrence (twice in section 23. and at least once more in 58.478) 
nevertheless warns against treating it outright as a casual mistake. All we can do is to trace 
the conditions that might have facilitated its formation or, to be more precise, its interpretation 
as s8m. The fluctuation between mq ni sombo and ma ni som seems to have been conditioned 
by the intermediary position of mq ni between jara sombo and M:nga shm = 'living roots' 
and 'three branches', respectively. And the effect of the resulting interference is to stress - 
by sacrificing referential unequivocality - the metonymic contiguity that exists between roots. 
trunk and branches, each constituting an organic part of a triadic whole: the Tree. What defies 
exegesis based on extra-textual evidence may still be meaningful as a "poetic construct". 

29 Non-sharnanic specialists, by contrast, are slrpposed to recite correctly. i.e.. to render their texts word 
by word as taught by their guru. The Ibmbu even apologizes in advance by reciting: 'If I should fail 
in applying the rules of recitation. may the correct application of the rules of the ritual be regarded as 
a compensation!', and vice versa, 'If I should fail in applying the rules of the ritual, may the correct 
application of the rules of the recitation be regarded as a compensation!' (cf. Hofer 1981: 69 f.). 

30 Objectively. SB seems to be right. What SR heard (as a listener to his own recitation during the 
transcription of the text from the tape) as scim, 'three'. might be a short form of the word sombo. 
'living', cf. the fluctuation between aw~oi somho/an,ai som and pi:bi sombo/pi:bi sorn (S. 51.419 note). 
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(b) Contrary to the last example in which a subtraction (som-bo) creates confusion, in the 
present one, it is an adjection (to use a term of Dubois et al. 1974) which is likely to cast doubt 
on the b~mbo's  seriousness. Compare two variants of the emblematic periphrasis extolling the 
power of the divine mother Kaliama. In 13.133 we have 

"fha:, lj: senbai dhjyen phamo, bu:, lj: senbai djnjyen phamo, kha keba, l/: 
keba, so keba, ro keba, bu: keba ...(- i) djnjyen phamo ...". 

That is, 

'the djnjyen phamo who makes (creates) the blood, the body, the djnjyen 
phamo who makes the breath, the body, the dinjyen phamo of whom the 
mouth (speech) is born, of whom the body is born, of whom the vital 
principle is born, of whom the life-principle is born, of whom the breath is 
born...'. 

With two exceptions, 23.21 1 shows a similar pattern: 

"l!: senbai djnjyen phamo chya:nem, tha:gi li: senbai dbjyen phamo 
chya:nem, bu:i I/: senbai djnjyen phamo chya:nem, kha keppa, lj: keppa, so 
keppa, ro keppa, bu: keppa ...(- i) djnjyen phamo ...". 

That is, 

'the dinjyen phamo who makes (creates) the body resided (in the Tree's 
crown), the djnjyen phamo who makes the body of the blood resided, 
the djnjyen phamo who makes the body of the breath resided, the dinjyen phamo 
(who) gives birth to the mouth (speech), (who) gives birth to the 
body, gives birth to the vital principle, gives birth to the life-principle, 
gives birth to the breath,...'. 

The amplificatory pattern (cf. the repetition of l!: and hu:) in the first example from section 
13. develops, here in 23. and in 34.268 again, into 

lj: senbai + [ha:gi lj: senbai + bu:i lj: senbai + lj: keppa(i), bu: keppa(i), 
etc., 

wherein !ha:gi lj: and bu:i Ij: appear to have conglutinated, by means of the genitive suffix -i/-gi, 
what in 13. constituted independent members in the enumerative sequence 

[ha:, lj: ... and bu:, lj: (in 13.) + tha:gi lj: and bu:i lj: (in 23.). 

The 'body of the blood' and 'body of the breath' are obscure, and SB found my proposal to 
interpret them as 'the body as the receptacle for blood/breath9 forced. Be that as i t  may, both 
!hu:~i lj: and bu:i l!: can be regarded as amplifications of the preceding 

1.: senbai = '(divine mother) who creates the body', etc. 

The conceptual clarity thus tends to be sacrificed in favour of a formal manipulation the very 
intent of which is - paradoxically - a semantic enrichment of l ! : ,  'body'. In analogy to the 
photographic procedure of a blow up which, beyond a certain limit, results in blurring the detail 
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in the enlarged picture, adding ! h : g i  and bu:i to l!: is likely to aggrandize the importance 
or complexity of the latter by expanding it, as it were, by a pseudo-explanatory operation 
which frustrates any exegetic attempt f ~ ~ u s s i n g  on the lexical meaning of the configuration thus 
obtained in isolation. 

Let us add that in the instance in question. the hasty recitation facilitates the oddity being 
smuggled in, and that, if confronted with the problem of interpretation in a conversation 
afterwards, the Tamang layman may find a 'body of the blood' or a 'body of the breath' hard to 
imagine and yet ultimately tolerable as expressions with a possibly mystic or lost meaning and/or 
as a token of that shamanic freedom which allows for surprising eclecticisms and rollicking 
permutations. A smile or a shrug of the shoulders betray his uncertainty in deciding to what 
extent religious truth and poetic exuberance can coexist. 

(c) The confrontation between the text and the listener is more dramatic in the following case 
(90.795 and 104.996): 

"gyabna jo kha taibai noccyen, nbnna jo chi: tatibai noccyen", 

that is, 

'the harmful agent which presents its mouth at the back top (peak), 
the harmful agent which presents its backbone at the front top (peak)'. 

Formally speaking, this curious passage results from an interlocking of two elements that have 
occurred previously in the text, namely 

{ :;:::b 1 Jo kha taibai, etc ... 

from: 
- the names of two peaks ( j o )  called Gylfbna J o  and ~ d n m  Jo (alias Gjlfbm Phurjo and 

h r j o )  (86.722, 91.821); and 
- "gyabna kha  tanbai noccyen, nonno chi: ranbai noccyen" = 'the harmful agent which presents 

its mouth at the back (to swallow the victim from behind), the harmful agent which presents its 
backbone at the front (its back to carry the victim away on it)' (9.102 note, 37.281, etc.). 

The unexpected formulation (aprosdoketon) results in some son of a concrescence of the 
images of the human body and the physical landscape. Such a "lumping together" is conceptually 
unjustifiable. Astonished, the listener is prompted to oscillate between this concrescence and its 
elements which he has previously been made familiar with and which now appear so strangely 
coalesced. A fraction of a second may suffice for this oscillation to spark off its "synergetic" 
effect deadlocking the listener in a labyrinth of dilemmas (which I shall try to reconstruct 
somewhat speculatively as follows): 1s this insertion of jo an individual (conscious, spontaneous) 
creation or just a slavish reproduction by the bomb0 actually reciting? Is it the inarticulate 
product of an ecstatic enthusiasm or just an inexplicable, monstrous blunder, part of an esoteric 
word-puzzle yet to be completed or a pantagruelism just for fun, a compt expression or just 
a padding conditioned by rhythm - or all this at the same time perhaps? One finds oneself 
trapped in the confrontation between one's own paradigmatic competence and the communicative 
competence of the bomb0 and/or the original author of the text. One is caught in the dilemma 
as to whether to accept this formulation as a kind of performative truth in its own right or to 
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treat it as a denotative that grasps an un-truth. Can the impossible be trustworthy and preferred, 
in certain cases at least, to what is untrustworthy even though p ~ s s i b l e ? ~ '  

If asked later, the b m b o  is unlikely to give a convincingly serious or satisfactorily definitive 
answer (and neither did SR when confronted with the problem). The uncertainty in which he 
leaves one is, of course, likely to make the responsibility entirely his, which in turn, amounts to 
postponing the arbitration to "future hermeneutics". This may buffer the shock - after a while, 
But for the moment there is no authority to which to lodge the assumpsit; one cannot even decide 
who is defaulting or, even worse, whether there is a breach of the terms of the client-reciter and 
client-text relationship at all. And so the listener cannot help acknowledging his impasse with 
laughter and a shake of his head. 

Liminality - a state in which elements of what is familiar and possible emerge in an unfamiliar, 
impossible assemblage - is the term which lends itself best for subsuming the crisis of identities, 
resulting from the collapse of imagery. The momentary suspense of the consensual nature of the 
text (its capability of "telling" the listener what to anticipate) inevitably impeaches the identities 
of those who otherwise claim to participate in it as a discourse. 

One is also tempted to interpret this crisis as a specific type of what in modem analyses of ritual 
is called self-distancing (cf., e.g., Kapferer 1983). Generally, the self-distancing is thought to 
pave the way for catharsis in that it implies a role-reversal by means of parody, comic distortion 
or even a transposition into the absurd. In the present instance, the distortion would consist of 
a sudden conversion of the parabasis into liturgy, since the absurdity of the formulation in our 
third example is only parallelled by those derisory comments and puzzling gambados which the 
bombo otherwise affords in off-stage situations, i.e., in everyday conversations on therapy or 
diagnosis, or in the pauses of the ritual itself (cf. pp. 17, 40,45). He thus appears, in his clients' 
eyes, as distancing himself not only from his role as a holder of religious truth and curer in 
divine commission, but also from his role as a poet. But I doubt if the impasse into which he 
manoeuvres the patient as a listener is likely to generate any direct cathartic effect in the latter; 
all one can say is that the listener's laughter is an attempt to distance himself from his own 
helplessness vis-a-vis the text. If there is any catharsis to be generated in the patient, it is, then, 
likely to be triggered off by the total effect of all self-distancings in the ritual as a whole, by 
their dramaturgy and specific ordering in more or less coherent sets. Instead of considering it in 
isolation, we should examine (a) how this type of self-distancing in question is interconnected 
with, and/or contrasted to, other types of self-distancing within and even outside the framework 
of the ritual, and (b) how each of these types becomes effective, be it as a "direct supply" to 
the patient, be it as a "feed-back" via the reactions by the audience. Only then will we be in a 
position to know more about how the subtle psycho-logistics of the on-and-off arrangement of 
such self-distancings really works. All this must be reserved to a future study focussed more on 
the therapeutic strategies of the ritual as a whole and based on systematic empirical observations 
including psychological tests, medical examinations and the like. Even so it is evident that each 
type of self-distancing is bound to shift the mirrors around the bombo-~atient-public triangle, or 
to highlight, each time, a different facet of the bombo-client relationship. The primary effect of 
such shiftings appears to come close to that confusion about identities, resulting from contextual 
interference and frustrated anticipations, which social psychologists call a double-bind. And- 
perhaps, it is only in exploring this double-bind that we can amve at a better understanding of 
the transformation which is expected to take place in the patient to the effect of being cured, Or 

at least of feeling cured subjectively ... 

3 1 1 am paraphrasing Aristotle (1982: 93) who regarded this preference as a necessity for the drama to 
unfurl its eudaemonic, cathartic effect. 
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Conclusion 

~l though  itinerary enumerations make up a considerable portion of his text, the Tarnang 
shaman is travelling chiefly across words, rather than worlds." 2 y  this profusion of words? 
Evidently, enumerations and related patterns contribute to structuring the text. Not on]y do 
they render mnemotechnically more accessible "what is to be said", but by providing clear-cut 
starting points, terminations, ordering grids, etc. they enhance the plausibility of the text as a 
set of organized and purposeful progressions. 

A particular purpose, explicitly stated as such in the recitation, of the enumerative operations 
is "to hit the proper", i.e., to identify what is relevant from among a multitude of possibilities 
(pheha, S. pp. 26-27, 228'). Examined more closely, however, all this listing and naming, 
contrasting and completing, mixing and separating, detailing the total and totalizing the detail 
turn out to be procedures of a "sorting in", rather than a "sorting out". The "proper" cannot 
be such unless it is named along with all the "improper", located in, and determined as part 
of, several totalities. Enumerative operations execute integral evaluations, rather than merely 
differential diagnoses, so to speak: in moving - back and forth - across totalities they establish. 
and even perform, relationships, instead of simply isolating "what applies" as a substance (if 
one is permitted to resort to the structuralist jargon). 

The "sorting-in" tendency is also corroborated by the ritual itself in that the recitation has 
to go on even after the "proper" has been identified as such, as shown, e.g., by the cengi 
sanrap (pp. 163 ff.). But, paradoxically, the best illustration is provided by the multiplication of 
the "proper" itself. Its dissolution into facets, aspects or components - each different and yet 
contiguous or even contingent upon each other - is manifest most strikingly in the multiplication 
both the patient and the illness undergo in the course of the ritual: the patient's soul, life-principle. 
vital principle, flower (hla, ro, so, mendo), etc. have to be recuperated; a number of superhuman 
beings have to be "found out", "got at" as responsible for a plurality of causes of the trouble, 
andlor as providers of protection, blessing, purity, etc., etc. 

All this is achieved through procedures which appear often too allusive, swerving, intertwined 
or even circular. Suffice it to recall how the potential of amplifications and tmeses, synonyms 
and compounds, crases and hyperbatons is exploited, at times to expand, at times to dissect the 
object of scrutiny in varying frames of reference; or to point to the - eo ipso amplificatory - 
preference for combining, again and again, different enumerations with each other andlor with 
their corollaries into intermittent series resulting in a plethora of variations; or, yet again, to 
refer to those operations which remain in suspense between the whole and its parts, so as if 
there existed a distrust in the comprehensiveness of the metonymy and the representativeness of 
the synecdoche, or a distrust in both the "essence" and the instrumentally "significant part". The 
overdetermination resulting from the kaleidoscopic change of perspectives, at times converging, 
at times separating, is likely to blur the distinction between "what applies". on the one hand, 
and "what doesn't". on the other, to the effect that one cannot know where the suggested 
polymorphism of the former ends and where the polyvalence of the latter begins. One is thus 
led to ask: what is to be sorted in into what more precisely? Naming the "proper" together with 
the "improper", as we have put i t  above, is to locate the former in totalities; but it remains unclear 
how these totalities are connected. That "higher-level" totality, which might in a sense subsume 
them as parts of a hierarchy or a "polythetic" classification (Needham 1975), is only implicitly 
present, just as if it were unnamable. The "convincing" strength which the figurd operations 
develop, each on its own account, seems to stand in a striking contrast to the dilatoriness their 

32 His ritual journeys lead him across the physical landscape; even the abode of the gods, the hq:y~tl.  is 
part of this landscape (cf. pp. 30, 58, 87). Spheres which one would classify as the nether world. such 
as heaven or underworld. are not included in the itinerary of the r!'rap and sonrap. 
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sum total conveys. and thus to their net output with regard to a conceptual apprehensibility or 
doctrinal transparency. 

The crucial question is. of course, what carries the greater weight - the figural or the doctrinal - 
for the text to become some sort of psychological reality in the patient ... 
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4. Florality-Arboreality: Metonymy, Metaphor and Symbol 

Interweaving 

Another conspicuous structural property of the text is the interweaving of different syntactic 
units as modules.' It effects that certain modules appear in a number of conceptually different 
contexts andlor grammatically different constructions, often at the risk of sounding forced. This 
procedure is to make the lateral dimension of the text explicit by providing cross-references. 
The cross-references result from what I shall call re-referencing: the repetition or variation of 
modules in such a way that any occurrence of one and the same module constitutes an anticipation 
andor "retrocipation", an implication and/or explication (a) of its other occurrences, or (b) of 
the occurrence of other modules..The different contexts of the occurrences thus become at times 
substitutable to, at times intersected with, each other. Analogous to telescoping, lap-dissolve, 
stereoscopy, etc., the re-referencings result in an interlocking of similarity and contiguity 
operations, that is, in a network of metaphorizations and metonymizations, respectively. 

Before demonstrating this in detail, let us first point out that the large variety of syntactic units 
in our text is the outcome of a combination of a relatively restricted number of elements. Such 
elements are: a recurrent substantive and a recurrent verb constituting primary units (syntagmas). 
Variation is produced by 
- various functional markers; 
- various tenses or modes or absolutives of the same verb: 
- extension by introducing additional substantives, verbal participles or 
adjectives, providing secondary units. 

Take the occurrences of khu = 'mouth'/'speech' as an example of the variation from simple 
to complex sentences : 

b a C CI 01 C 

I da:moda kha E-ba 
2 da:moda kha iamba salo! 
3 da:moda kha iynba  salbai 1e:dap sonjyi 
4 da:moda kha fiynbai noccyen duliii 
5 da:moda kha keppa 
6 da:moda kha keppai djnjyen pharno sahi! 

a = subject/object; a1 = subject/object of the secondary unit; b = functional marker; c = verb; c l  = verbal 
participle in the secondary unit; a+c = primary predicative unit. - I: 'The mistress's mouth (speech) is 
injured.' 2: 'The mistress's mouth is injured - heal it!' 3: '(1) have come to ensure support for healing 
the mistress's mouth which has been injured.' 4: 'Let us go and tame the harmful agent which has injured 
the mistress's mouth.' 5 :  '(Who) gives birth to the mistress's mouth.' 6: 'Let us go and find the d i n ~ ~ e n  
phamo who giveslgave birth to the mistress's mouth!' 

Both the profusion of the syntactic variations thus obtained and the profusion of names these 
variations can integrate stand in a striking contrast to the parsimonious verb repertory. The 

1 My "interweaving of modules" bears some similarities to what is termed "formulaic composition" in 
oral texts (cf. Finnegan 1977: 57 ff., 129 ff.), but my "module" is not congruent with the "formula" (a 
group of words regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express an essential idea) 
as defined by Parry and Lord (for a recent critical discussion S. Foley 1990: 13 f., 122 f., 171 K.). 
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tendency to restrict the number of verbs2 is such that some of the verbs seem to be employed 
forcibly by over-exploiting their polysemy. 

Let us now examine the "pedigree" of a few modules to demonstrate how all harmful 
agents (superhuman beings, vehicles of black magic, etc.), either listed in detail or named 
synecdochically only ('homestead' vs. 'fields', 'above' vs. 'below', etc.), are brought into the 
context of different ritual acts. In the long enumeration of harmful agents to whose places the 
soul of the patient is suspected to have been carried off we have: 

"khahsai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:, 
syjnsai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:, 
mj: thamai kuldap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, 
mj: thamai iiendap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, 
y q a  khyugpai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:, 
m q a  khyugpai noccyen gla:ri khurjyi wa:, ... 
sada.sb:i kuldap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, 
sada.sb:i iiendap g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, ... 
yqlamdai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:, 
mqlamdai noccyen g1a:ri khurjyi wa:?" (cf. 36.276). 

The bulk of the passage may be seen as a combination of previous modules, namely 
(a) in 10.124: 

"khasai  noccyen wa:, syjnsai noccyen wa:?" = 
'is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the homestead, 
is it a harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the fields?' 

and (b) in 11.125: 

"sada.sb:i kuldap, sadan.sb:i iiendap, y q a  khyugpai noccyen, ... 
yarlamdai noccyen saliii!" = 

'let us go and find the magic arrow made of the sadan.so: (wood), 
the harming charm made of the sadan.s6: (wood), the harmful agent 
which roams above, ... the harmful agent of the upper crossroads!' 

The combination thus obtained further develops, among others, into: 
(c) in 43.331-332: 

"khansai noccyen, ... yarlarndai noccyen, marlamdai noccyen ..." = 
'the harmful agent (which inhabits the sphere) of the homestead, ... 
the harmful agent of the upper crossroads, the harmful agent of the 
lower crossroads (which are to be neutralized)...', etc.; 

2 A rapid survey of 14 occurrences of the verb nomha shows the following list of meanings: 'to take'l'to 
hold' (bymba in 8., c.ailsal-mqmar in 17., cya:gi hija in 86.); 'to mount as a vehicle' (luhgi khorlo in 
17., 104.); 'to remove'l'to swallow' (riqrna kli, dqwa kli in 22.. 83.); 'to tear out' ( t inso in 26.): 'to 
accept'l'to take possession of' (gyyma-gyywr, etc. in 97.); 'to contain as a receptacle' (d!4pcJ'o in 25.. 
105. etc.); 'to choose7/'to use as' (mqrsah gqwai mqndo in 1 13.); 'to take up abode in' (niqndoi g4mho. 
etc. in 51., 113.); etc. In modem colloquial Tamang at least. all these meanings could be expressed 
by a variety of verbs more adequate to the contexts. Cf. also de Sales 1985,I: 317, who States that I n  

Kham Magar shamanic texts a relatively small repertory of about 1,100 words appears in praclical1y 
innumerable metaphoric or metonymic combinations. 
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(d) in 83.687: 

"khahsa. syjnsa nMri yzy khyugpa, mar khyugpai noccyenda duMu!" = 
'go and tame the hannful agent (which) roams above, which roams 
below in the homestead, in the fields (0 Ma:bon)!'; 

(e) in 106.1009, a slightly varied segment from 36.276 is to be found, namely 

"mj: ni iiendap. mi:i kuldap, thhribi iiendap silbi dupcyoi wagur  syukhajyi." = 
'(I) have come to ask for the life-power of the holy water which 
washes off (the effects of) the harming charm of humans, the magic 
arrow of humans, the harming charm (which is the cause) of the 
rMnha illness.'; 

(f)  in 107.1033: 

"khahsai noccyen chamjo sonba, syjnsai noccyen chamjo sonba, sadai.so:i 
kuldap thamjye, iiendap thamjye(i) chamjo sonbai wahgur ..." = 

'0 life-power (which) binds the harmful agent (that inhabits the 
sphere) of the homestead, (which) binds the harmful agent (that 
inhabits the sphere) of the fields, which binds all magic arrows (made) 
of the sadan.so: (wood), (the life-power which binds) all harming charms...'; 

and finally (g) in 1 12.1089: 

"sadan.sb:i iiendap 1o:syi sya: solo, 
khansai rawa sensyi sya: solo, 
syjnsai rawa sensyi sya: solo!" = 

'avert the harming charm (transmitted by the magic arrow made) of 
the sadan.sh: (wood) and please be dismissed, 
protect the homestead and please be dismissed, 
protect the fields and please be dismissed!'. 

Or, to take a second example, the module in 9.102: 

"bonda gyfibna kha tahbai noccyen syonla, nonna chi: tahbai noccyen 
syonla ..." = 

'the bon may be hurt at the back by a harmful agent which presents 
(its) mouth, may be hurt at the front by a harmful agent which 
presents (its) backbone (back) ...' 

shows at first sight the same development: repetition and variation in 37.281, 84.702. 90.798. 
90.809 and 104.996. In addition, the module also has "collateral" variants providing diagonal 
connexions, namely in 42.322 (cf. also 84.695. 107.1029, 1.a.): 

"gyabna pe:ma i i e b i  noccyen, nonna lagu iiambi noccyen ..." = 
'(go and deal with) the harmful agent which injures the lotus at the 
back. the harmful agent which injures the god's image at the front...', 

and in 19.179 (cf. also 61.498. 66.534, 67.553. etc.): 
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"gydbna 1i:jye khuriii, nbnna chya:jye teiiii!" = 
'let us go and carry (the Khyun) at the back on the back, 
let us go and toss (the Khyun) at the front with the hands!' 

Finally, in 90.795 and 104.996, our initial module "gydbna kha tanbai ..., nbnna chi: [ohha; 
noccyen" undergoes a surprising extension and becomes 

"gydbna jo kha tanbai noccyen, nbnna jo chi: tanbai noccyen ..." = 
'the harmful agent which presents (its) mouth at the back toplpeak, 
the harmful agent which presents (its) backbone at the front toplpeak ...', 

which is an extreme development in that the interweaving of modules results in a mere 
interference - to the detriment of meaning (cf. above pp. 303-304). 

Even a cursory examination of the contextual environments of these two examples above can 
show how repetition or variation (by substituting different subject-agents, adding or subtracting 
segments, etc.) interconnect the different stages of the ritual by creating, as it were, tributaries, 
confluences and deltas ... 

Florality-Arboreality: Preliminaries 

To illustrate the role the interweaving of text modules and figural patterns plays in the process 
of symbol construction, let us concentrate on a metaphor and symbol central to the text as a 
whole: the Flower. (I shall go into more detail and also digress slightly in order to facilitate 
the orientation for the reader unfamiliar with the language). First a recapitulation of the various 
connotations of the terms mendo, 'flower', and dunma, lit. 'beam': 

MEND0 (PHUL in Nepali) = 
( 1  ) botanical (a) ' flower/blossom/bloom' 

(b) 'any low-growing, flower-bearing plant' 

(2) metaphoric 'a kind of ornamental pattern on wooden or metal objects' 

( 3 )  metaphoric 'a white spot of connective issue on the 
& symbolic outer surface of the heart' (human, animal)3 

( 4 )  metaphoric 'womb', 'vagina' 
& symbolic (human only) 

(5) metaphor-ic 'life-flower' (ro.mendo) in a child and in an adult 
& symbolic female (S. comment below) 

Let us note that children are generally said to have a 'life-flower' only. According to one 
version, from the age of 12-13, the 'life-flower' of males turns into a 'life-beam' (ro.duhma), 
while females retain their 'life-flower'. Another version holds that even adult males retain their 

3 The symbolism of the 'flower of the heart' (rinla mqndn) (3) is obscure. Its vital function can be 
inferred from its role in divination: its absence on the heart of a sacrificial animal is a portent that 
the person to whose benefit the animal has been killed will be, or has been, tormented by a witch (cf. 
Hofer 1981: 79  ff.). In the preseni text, there is mention of the patient's own 'flower of the heart' 
injured by a harmful agent (79.641, probably also in 43.335 and 53.443). 
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'life-flower' besides their 'life-beam', and that even adult females develop a 'life-beam' in 
addition to their 'life-flower'. Our text seems to corroborate the latter version in that it r c p c d l y  
refers both to the 'life-flower' and the 'life-beam' of the woman parient in question. It also clearly 
indicates an organic continuity between the two, which amounts to suggesting a metonymic 
relationship between the "florality" and "arboreality" of the human person in geneml, as we shall 
see. The Flower as a fruit-bearing organ that grows on the branches of a tree is a key-image 
above all in the creation myth. And the TreelTrunk/Bearn/Pole ( d 6 h h o / m q / d ~ h m / ~ l h )  is both 
a poetic metaphor and a ritual symbol of the backbone or the whole body in shamanic spiritual 
anatomy: 

botanical symbolic object 
in the ritual 

in shamanic anatomy 

tree (donbo) kedah/pa:sam = the d6nbo = 'uee' 
trunk (ma) saplinglbranch erected ma = 'trunk' 

in the courtyard, duiuna = 'beam' + 
symbolizing the its synonyms: 
'life-tree' ro.duhma 
of the patient sosyili 

che.d+rsyin 
gunasing (Nepali) 
~o .duhma*~ 
sosyin-dunma 
rosyin-duiuna* 
ayo.duiunak 

All these terms connote associatively: 'erect', 'hard' (as wood), 'organic'. 'organismic' and 
'living'; and the last connotation obtains a particular stress when -syin occurs in a compound 
with so-, ro- or the(:)-, all three meaning 'life'l'life-force'. In addition, from myths and the 
symbolism of the death-ritual we can also infer the following: (a) h magic fights. the adversary 
is annihilated no sooner his duhma/ro.dl?hmo is "pulled out". This happens to the primordial 
shaman Dunsur Bon (cf. pp. 336-338). (b) Prior to cremation, the lama tears out a tuft of hair 
from the fontanel of the corpse's head. (It is the same tuft [N. tupi. T. hroirdo] which, similar 
to Hindu custom, adult males keep even after shaving the head). This may also be regarded as 
an act of "pulling out" of the ro.dunma, for the removal of the hair tuft is explicitly stated to 
"definitely make dead" the person for whom the death-ritual is going to be celebrated. 

If there is anything like a hypogramme underlying those sections which elaborate on the theme 
of florality-arboreality, a part of it might, then, be represented as in fig. 7. 

4 Words marked with an * do not occur in the present text. - For ro, so and chc.dars~yiir S. 10.1 18 notes; 
for sos)lin S. 86.734 note. -The -syin < syin, lit. 'wood'. frequently appears in names of trees, wooden 
tools and wooden elements of the house construction. Irrespective of its unclear etymology. the last 
syllable in the Nepali synonym gurtaslhg sounds - in the Tamang pronunciation of Nepali - like the 
Tamang word syih. namely [jjig], cf. 3.38 note. 
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ndm iicnm + dvwa 
'sky' 'sun' + 'rnmn' - - 

1,: 
'human body' 

mrndu - mendo 
"flower" - 'flower(s)' 
I 'won~b'  

'life-team' = pu:sam 

dr~i~nimn nta 

.s"r)rn pr.mu grsere 

lrpe + tdhu,, 'Ice 
grass 

prlrnordial 
) and presenl 

vcgelalion 

r n h  hgrkap mukpu + num ueJal .s,~ntho gqti 
'alrnospherc' 'cloud' + 'ram' 'Ilvtnp, air' l'!) 'rnoun~a~n' 

2 'upland' 
'rnounla~n' 

(llrpcyo 

so nqnhu 
'undelground 
sphere' 

f a  
'eanh' 

Fig. 7. Body, plant, world. 

mrawor lun 5vun 
- 'lowland' 

Fig. 7: The different levels of florality-arboreality (roots - grass - tree trunk - flowers on the branches) as 
referred to both the human and the cosmo-mythical dimension (left); and the circulation of the holy water 
(right); = basically metonymic/synecdochic link; = metaphoric link; z congruent/approx. identical. 

valley 

L 
- chg1, + do - 

'waler' + 'slone' 

Let us now demonstrate how the multicontextual utilization of metaphors and text modules 
result in a series of "re-referencings", and how the latter provide a totalizing network of 
metonyms. 

Introducing the theme 

Section 3. contains the first mention of the womb-'flower' (phul)  as one of the vital organs 
to be "activated" for examination: '...awaken and bring the gunasitig, ... the flower...'. In section 
10.1 18, the 'flower' (mendo = 'womb' here) appears again, along with the 'life-pole' and other 
vital organs and functions. Of particular interest is line 120 in which the dissolution of the body 
into the elements wind, water and air. and its transformation into a trees are announced: 

'unawares, the breath appears to have turned into wind, 
the body appears to have withered into illness. 

5 In some other texts, the dissolution is more elaborate in that the blood turns into water, the bones into 
stone, etc. 



the body appears to have turned into water, 
the body appears to have turned into a tree, 
(it) appears to have become dissolved in the living 
air (?), tears appear to flow from the eyes, (and even) 

when offering a million sacrifices, the mistress appears 
not to (get better)...'. 

Thus, human anatomy, as specitied in line 118, becomes extended into "external nature", 
anticipating the step which in the creation myth and elsewhere will elaborate on the cosmic 
dimension of the human person and organism (section 20. ff.). However, in striking contrast to the 
creation myth and numerous other sections where the arboreality is extolled as the quintessence 
of Life, - the term 'tree' stands here for 'dead body' or 'body-about-to-decompose'. One may 
object that the "body withering into illness" is sufficiently emphatic to infer that a dead tree 
is meant, yet it remains a fact that - contrary to our expectation - we have 'tree', and not 
'wood', nor 'withered treel."ere, 'tree' counts as just one of those non-organismic and/or 
dead substances into which the human organism gets dissolved. It is as if the passage wanted 
to denounce the arbitrariness of any metaphor or symbol, and warn against conceiving the 
relationship between the living body and the living tree otherwise than as an ad-hoc metaphoric 
relationship, i.e., not as a kind of ontological identity. but merely as a partial similarity or mutual 
referability. And yet if read "against" the creation myth (in 20.-21. in particular), this theme 
of the human body's withering and dissolution turns out to be a regression that constitutes, in 
part at least, an inversion of the evolutionary progression alluded to in the myth: water + grass 
+ tree + flower + fruit,.etc. One may also see the disintegration as a disindividualization 
and thus as a movement reversing the successive individualization the creation myth initiates 
inasmuch as the primordial vegetation shall prove, from section 5 1. onwards, just as a prototype 
of the different species that "correspond" to the human individuals' life-trees and life-flowers 
(cf. pp. 54-55, 163). 

In sum, once read "against" the myth, the figure in 10.120 gains in propositional depth. The 
"naturalization" of the body in dissolution turns out to be much more than a hyperbolic metaphor 
that rests on more or less incidental similarities: it reveals itself as part of a system of symbolic 
thought. To this, we shall return below (pp. 320 ff.). Meanwhile it should be noted that nowhere 
else in our text is it said with the same explicitness as here that the human body is or becomes 
a tree. 

In section 12., the passage referring to the harmful agent which injures the womb (S. 12.131 
note), namely 

"chalam iiambi noccyen ..., bularn i i q b i  noccyen" 

alludes to the connection between fertility and the 'flower'=womb, inasmuch as this passage is 
followed immediately by a section addressing the divine mother Kaliama. Her close association 
with florality par excellence, emergent in section 23.. among others, is anticipated in section 
13.: 

"iiemadari chebi ..., dawadari syarbai ... Kaliama" = 
'Kaliama ... growing with the sun, ... rising with the moon'. 

which is the emblematic periphrasis (cf. pp. 286-290) applied both to Kaliarna and to (botanical) 
species of flowers, as is the case in sections 51. and 55. for example... 

6 One informant understood rcjhbo. lit. 'indifferent'. 'senseless'. instead of dhilbo. 'tree'. in the passage 
in question. 
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Section 15.: The enumeration of plants, providing incense and each connected with one of the 
elements of the "world landscape", is the first step to anchor the floral and arboreal in a cosmic 
scheme. The cosmic perspective is extended to various further entities, thus in 
section 16.: (a) to the b m b o ' s  ritual apparel; in 
sections 16.-19.: (b) to the most important ritual implements;' and is, finally, treated in 
sections 20.-23. in terms of Origin and Time. 

The creation myth 

Our myth is not a comprehensive story of the origin of the world; it rather contents itself with 
focussing on the key-episteme of Life: florality-arboreality. 

Section 20.: Total destruction of the old world. The vegetal life in the new world originates 
thanks to both heavenly and underground waters, and starts in 

section 21 .: with the appearance of, first, the dubo grass (taban) and, then, the surjen tree: 

"... tiban sombo chyu mandal nandi fhunnem, 
taban sombo thunnarn yy-a damdam. mara damdam cu:nem, 

195 luwa-buwa kena surjen d6nbo thunnem, 
surjen ddnbo thunna nanbai yinle j q a  sombo khilnem, 

ma ni sombo kenem, ha:nga som chya:nem, 
mendoi gyqa  chya:nem, mendoi gombo chya:nem, 
mendoi linsye chya:nem, mendoi kabu chya:nem, 
rnendoi brebu thunnem." 

That is, 

'...the living dubo grass originated in the round lake, 
as the living dubo grass originated, 
it grew densely above, densely below, 

195 as the downy hairs were born, the surjen tree originated, 
as the surjen tree originated, (its) living roots grew 

whirling in the underground sphere, 
(its) living trunk was born, (and on it) there were three 
branches, (and on these) 
there were hundreds of flowers, there were heaps of flowers, 
there were scores of flowers, there were buds of flowers, 
(and) the fruit of (from) the flower originated.' 

What strikes one first is the order of phrases suggestive of a direct evolution of tree-ness 
out of grass-ness. The 'birth of the downy hairs' appears inserted, as if to mark the transition 
from grass to tree.R One might also say that this transition remains in a sense hidden behind a 
downy-fuzzy-fluffy something of which it is not known to what it refers: to the hairiness of the 
flower or of the roots of either the grass or the tree, or yet again, to some sort of an archi-plant 

7 The cosmic scheme in section 15. is repeated at full length and completed by (a) the pairs sunldayllight 
versus moon/night/(darkness), and (b) atmosphere versus underground sphere in section 17. (S. P. 105). 
On the whole. the static and spatial model here stands in a contrast to Lhe dynamic. evolutionary model 
of the creation myth in sections 20.-23.. as we shall see... 

8 As already noted. 'downy hairs' (luwu-h!r~)o) occurs in ritual texts as an essential part of both vegetal 
and animal organisms, cf. 14.135 note. 
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in-between the two? Whatever may be the case, the evolutionary sequence is represented in 
terms of synecdochic relationships: the duho grass stands for all non-arborescent Nmts, 
the surjen tree, later completed by the p e : m  gesere tree (in section 23.). for t res  in g e m ] ;  
or the 'densely grew abovebelow' (= upwards/downwards) of the gfass anticipates both the 
whirling growth of the roots of the tree below and the density of the innumerable flowers on the 
tree above. Supported by recurrent text modules, such synecdoches at the same time anticipate 
the next stages of the evolution, and the convergence/divergence, as manifest in these stages, 
may also be regarded as basically synecdochic operations: on the one hand, the two primordial 
trees converge in one Tree, namely the pu:sam (to be erected in the courtyard) symbolizing the 
patient's life-tree as a genus; on the other. these primordial trees diverge in all those botanical 
tree species, one of which is the individual life-weerlife-beam' of the patient. 

In the second part of 2 1.196, the vertical evolutionary sequence from roots to fruit is intempted 
and gives way to a retardative amplification as manifest in a symploke: the fivefold occurrence 
of mfndo, 'flower', and chya:nem, 'there was', furthermore the three quasi-synonymous words 
for 'multitude' vividly evoke the largeness of the Tree's crown repleted with flowers. Not only 
does this figure draw attention to the symbol that is central to the ritual as a whole, but it also 
anticipates those sections in which the pa:sam "tree", adorned with the flowers of the season and 
erected in the courtyard, will be extolled as the life-tree of the patient (cf. p. 243). Variants of the 
same symploke occur in several contexts, thus in 25.. 58., 104. and 106. with direct reference 
to both the patient's life-tree and "flower", and in 51., 53. and 61. with indirect reference to 
the patient, namely as an emblematic periphrasis of the cen divinity supposed to do harm to the 
patient's floral-arboreal organism. 

Let us now demonstrate .how the mythical bird, the Khyun, - first mentioned in section 19. 
where it provides a pretext for interrupting an enumeration and beginning with, instead, the 
creation myth - serves as an actor (grammatical subject) integrating a number of adjectival and 
verbal modules into the myth. In section 22., the Khyun "retrocipates" the following modules 
from previous sections: 
- from 1 1.126 (subject: bomboflineage forefathers): 'find (here: tame) hundreds, thousands of 
the si and ri of the past', etc.; and 'find (here: tame) what does harm from the male and affinal 
side', etc.; 
- from 12.129 (subject: bombo): 'find (here: tame) the il-hordo-chobda. the great &bolt, the 
great chyubon, syinbon. brd:bon', etc.; 
- from 17.149 (subject: bombo/his tutelary): 'take the whirlwind'. 

At the same time, the Khyui~ also introduces, in section 22.. some new modules that anticipate 
other occurrences or variants with partly other subjects in the subsequent sections, such as: 
- in 38.294 (as a variation of 22.198 and 20.183): sa mera ku  thalun-rnilun jeppi noccyen = 
'the harmful agent which turns the nine (heaps of?) ash and dust topsyturvy'. (the expression 
thaluh-rniluh = 'topsyturvy' will occur four more times combined with the verbs 'to make' or 
'to destroy' in 43.329, 80.651-653. 83.686 and 90.798); 
- in 39.301 (as a variation of 22.203): dgrsa ku nuilri diitbai nncscyen = 'the harmful agent which 
soars in the nine graves'; 
- in 43.329 (as a variation of 22.203): n&tla mukpo sva:riu, solo dursa ,qelriu. s!'iwala khanso,... 
gelfiu ... 0 Nqhsur. Ma:bo,~! = 'go and remove the clouds in the sky, go and destroy the grave 
on the earth,... the homestead of the dead ... 0 Nansur Ma:bon!' (a variant of this module is 
repeated in 83.685-686); and 
- in 43.334 (as a variation of 22.199 and 12.129): concerning the khrda-chobda (here: 
X-harda-chona), the great dobon and chsuhon. etc. 

These few examples show how the validity of the truth-establishing creation myth is extended 
to farther contexts through "retrocipations" and anticipations plus their inte~eaving - sometimes 
even at the risk of resulting in stiff mannerism. Thus, the afore-mentioned module in 38.2g4: 



'the harmful agent which turns the nine (heaps of?) ash and dust topsyturvy' 

may be seen as a further elaboration on the cosmic dimension of Body and Illness in that it 
refers one back to the creation myth. Precisely by its recourse to the phraseology of sections 
20. and 22.. this module equates the power of the harmful agent to that of the divine helper 
and CO-creator, the Khyun, and suggests in addition that the harmful agent's doings threaten the 
world order to the extent of bringing about a cataclysm like the one in the primordium. 

Mother and Flower 

Kaliama, the Divine Mother, is the most important protagonist for referring the myth to the 
floral-arboreal human organism. In section 13., she has already been approximated to a flower 
by the 

'growing with (shining like) the sun, ... rising with (shining like) the moon', 

epithets which will be employed again to extol the beauty of flowers from section 51. onwards 
(S. pp. 320ff.). Here, in the next part of the creation myth, namely in section 23., we find a 
double approximation. First, in line 209, Kaliama is suggestively presented as just one of the 
flowers covering the branches of the primordial pe:ma gesere tree; then, in lines 210-21 1, she 
emerges as the "Flower", the Divine Womb or the Organ which generates and shapes the organs 
of the human body. (The double approximation owes its existence to the "homogeneizing" 
effect of the repeated chyu:nem, the verbal predicate of both Kaliama and the flowers). The first 
approximation (Kaliama z botanical flower), new here, thus provides a reading that explicates 
the second approximation (Kaliama E "flower" [life-flower/womb]), executed, allusively though, 
in section 13. already.' 

Flowers in holy water 

A further explicating development takes place in sections 24. and 25. where the crasis assumes 
a dominant role in elaborating on the correspondences between Kaliama, Flower and Purity, on 
the one hand, and between the myth and the ritual, on the other. 

214 "gigigai dupcyo nomba, syongai dupcyo nomba. 
215 mendoi gombo chya:ba, mendoi linsye chya:ba, mendoi gyara chya:ba, 

mendoi kabu chya:ba, 
216 mendoi jara khilba, 
217 cya:gi bumba, sergi bumba, nolgi bumba, sangi bumba. 

gangai dupcyo nomba, syongai dupcyo nombai sergi, sangi 
bumba, 

218 da:bo, da:mola, lai lenchyala yar blonba, mar 'blonba, 
tasya, wasya, lansyai y : r i  pho:ba thamjye silba. 
kebi ~ : r i ,  tiengi ru:ri pho:ba thamjye silba, 
thabsan-syobsan y : r i  pho:ba thamjye silba, 
karda, marda, thabsan-syobsan q : r i  pho:ba thamjye silba, 

S) Lines 23.210-21 1 repeat. with slight variations, section 13., and it is perhaps not incidental that in 
the enumeration of the organs in the latter section, the word mendo is missing. Cf. also 67.557 and 
109. IW8 where the same epithets, 'growing with the sun...'. etc., are applied to Kaliama. 
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sawai, iialwai khan ?:ri pho:ba thamjye silbai sangi bumba, 

219 mi:i kuldap silba, mi:i iiendap silba, rn* ggbkpa, thhribi iiendap 
thamjye silbai syigi bumba." 

While lines 215-216 "retrocipate" the creation myth, lines 214 and 217 introduce new 
elements: it is here that 'holy water' (dupcyo) and 'jug' (humba) are mentioned for the first 
time. The suppression of the -i in nomba(i), chya:ba(i) and khilba(i), and a short pause in the 
actual recitation after khilba in line 216 allow for two different readings: lines 214-216 are 
either (a) verbal phrases grammatically independent from what follows in the rest of the section 
(217-219), or (b) an integral part of an emblematic periphrasis the sole grammatical subject of 
which is the jug. The first version (a) - spontaneously preferred, but later questioned by the 
informants - would read as follows: 

"gangai dupcyo, syongai dupcyo nomba" = 
'(I) take the holy water of the mountain, take the holy water of the 
river', 

and 

"rnendoi gombo chya:ba, mendoi linsye chya:ba, mendoi gyqa chya:ba, 
rnendoi kabu chya:ba, mendoi j q a  khilba" = 

'(put in the jug) there are heaps of flowers, there are scores of 
flowers, there are hundreds of flowers, there are buds of flowers, 
the roots of the flowers grow whirling'. 

In this version (a), line 214 refers to the bombo's ritual act of using the water in the jug for 
purifying the clients, while the symploke in lines 215-216 is a quotation in the present tense from 
the creation myth (cf. 21.196, 23.207-208). The combination of the three lines is to conjure up, 
as it were, an event from the myth, and to assert it to be as real or objectively as valid as what 
the bombo is actually doing in his clients' presence. In other words, the parallelism between 
what is actually being done in manipulating the jug, and what is being told in 25.214 about the 
same manipulation of the jug is effective as a "proof', and this "proof-effect" is, by way of 
irradiationI0 into 25.215-216, likely to "prove" the reality of the creation myth. too. 

The second version (b) in which lines 214-216 are part of an emblematic periphrasis of the 
jug, reads as follows: 

'the copper ... jug (which) takes [= receives/contains] the holy water from 
the mountain, ... (in which) there are heaps of flowers. ... scores of flowers. ... 
(in which) the flowers' roots grow whirling ,... (the water in the jug) which 
washes off whatever has been affected by the impurity', etc ... 

10 The "proof-effect" and its irradiation are close to the device of paralogism or ~erisimilitude~cf. 
Tedlock's (1983: 159 ff.) comments on Zuni tale-telling. 
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Fig. 8. The humha. 
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These two versions mutually reinforce, rather than exclude, each other. The suppression of 
the suffix -i in khilbafi) (line 216) allows for a literal quotation from the myth, and it is t h d s  to 
the momentary amphibology that the approximation of the jug to the primordial scenery receives 
a double emphasis. The confusion khilba(i) has caused is "corrected" in line 217 which repeats 
line 214, but this time without crasis (gan~a i  ... dypcyo nombai ... bumha). 

The structural "looseness" at its onset (lines 214-216) is also made good by the density 
of - anaphoric or cataphoric, explicating or implicating - references in the .second part of the 
emblematic periphrasis. For example, the hyperbolic assertion that the jug is of iron, gold, silver 
and copper (while in reality there is only one jug used in the ritual) is an anaphoric reference to 
the protective bracelet panja ranna mentioned in the preceding section (24.2 13). Traditionally, 
this bracelet contains the five metals (iron, gold, silver, copper and brass) known for their 
magic protective powers. So the hyperbole is to "explain" that purification is also protection, 
and vice versa, protection is also purification. It "explains" why the protective power (rawa, 
le:dap, chamjo) of the special bracelet has a purifying effect, too: because the jug, the utensil 
for purification, is "made" of the same metals; and it also "explains" that precisely due to these 
metals, the water in the jug possesses a protective power." 

To sum up, both the amphibology resulting from the crasis and the inkrweaving of text 
modules in the present section illustrate how the text can be endowed with a persuasive potential. 
By establishing the approximations 

water in the jug E holy water E primordial water (the origin of primordial 
vegetation, hence) flowers in the jug z primordial vegetation, etc. 

it is "proved" that the bombo actually manipulates the jug by virtue of the mythical ursrifrung, 
and it is anticipated that this manipulation is to have a direct bearing on the patient's floral 
organism in general, and "flower" in particular. It must be borne in mind that the purification 
with holy water and the tying of the protective thread (koldo, asserted to be equivalent to the 
bracelet made of the five metals) constitute two particularly important acts of the ritual (S. 

sections 105.-107.). 

Life-tree, life-beam 

The focus is then shifted from florality, predominant in sections 23.-25., to arboreality. In 
section 27., new terms and new approximations are introduced: it is here that the terms kedait 
sali dunma = pa:sam (the material symbol of the life-tree) and ro.dunma = 'life-beam' appear 
for the first time, and as it emerges from the text, these two kinds of d!ditma are approximated: 
kedan S ro.dqtAma.12 A further parallelism between kedan (as dunma) and the two primordial 

I I It is no1 a coincident that the act of purifying the clients with holy water is immediately followed by 
the act of tying the protective thread (koldo. euphemistically equated to the bracelet of five metals) 
around the client's wrist. S. sections 106. and 107. - Compare also section 25. with sections 9.. 24. 
and 106.. in particular. Thus. in 25.218-219. lhe only new module (to be re-used in 37.281 below) 
is man gdkpa, rhaitbi fiendup rhamj~e = 'all bad dreams, harming charms (which are the cause) of 
the rhanha (illness)'. The rest is in part a slightly modified quotation from 9.108-109 and 9.102.. 
and in pan a paraphrasis of 24.213. This paraphrasis amounts to "saying the same in other and more 
words". That is. seen apart from the obscure X-lid~~a. 24.213 is explicated by 25.218-219 in that the 
latter enumerates in detail the sources andor  kinds of impurities which the former mentions rather 
summarily: the 'defilement-damape (caused by way) of the childbirth-pollution' (b@r$e. ke:hen) is 
now told to result from 'whatever has been affected by the impurity of childbirth' (kebi ru:ri ph0:ba 
rhamjyej; and the 'magic arrow' and the 'harming charm' now turn out to stem from humans (m!:; 
krtldap, nr!:i ri~ndap), etc. 

12 Cf. pp. 3 10-3 12 above. - The term duirma replaces here dhnbo, 'tree'. and mu. 'trunk', that were used 
in the creation myth. 
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trees. is only alluded to here; their approximation shall be made explicit much later in sections 
58. and 104. (S. pp. 321 ff.) where 

the 'flower of the cen' 

I 
the 'life-beam' (ro.dunma) of 

kedan/pa:sam E the patient 
the primordial trees 
Kaliama the Divine Mother 

From figure to symbol 

Sections 5 1 .-77. make up what is called "the incense-recitation for the cen" (cengi sunrap), 
and it should be recalled that this part of the text is linked with an important ritual act, namely 
the identification of the particular cerr which has caused the trouble. I shall first concentrate 
on two strategies emergent in the metonymic and metaphoric operations: (a) particularization 
which implies a propensity for individualizing and concretizing, as manifest in the naming of 
species or individuals, and in the focus on the material or object world; and (b) condensation 
which aims at a "fusion" of the concrete with the imaginary, the external world of nature with 
the internal world of the human body, the symbolizing with the ~ymbolized. '~ 

Let us first briefly review a few passages preceding the "incense-recitation for the cen": Thus 
in 4 1.3 13, the phrase 

'has (the soul) been carried off to the place of a harmful agent which soars 
near various flowers, scores of flowers, the nine multitudes of flowers?' 

anticipates the search for the cen (who is believed to dwell in flowers). A little further, the oracle 
in 46.359 first states that actually the patient's 'flower' (life-flower, womb-flower?) is injured 
and diagnoses, then, in 48.367-368 

'the magic of a cen which eats various flowers ...' 

as one of the causes of the trouble. 
These three passages may be seen as the first steps towards locating the particular within the 

general. towards applying the symbolic sceneries of myth, ritual act and spiritual anatomy - 
stereoscoped, as it were, by re-referencings - to an individual case. What strikes one first in 
sections 51.-77. is that the enumeration of flower species is resorted to in order to identify 
not just the particular cen divinity, but also that botanical species which "corresponds" to the 
patient's individual 'life-flower' andlor 'life-beam'. 

Section 51. starts with enumerating categories of flowers which, from section 53. on, are 
specified: about forty species of plants and trees are mentioned and interwoven, here again, 
with modules "retrocipating" the primordial vegetation andlor bearing on the floral anatomy of 
humans. The strategy of condensation becomes effective in sections 5 1. and 53. already, where 
the botanical species are addressed as 

- 'flowers of the cen' (abode of/controlled byladoming the cen); 
- 'flowers lovely like the cen' (reminiscent of the belief that flowers 

13 For a lucid analysis of the Kham Magar shaman as an agent of particularization, whose task is to 
"connect" words with objects in such a way that his recitation obtains a relevance for the particular 
situation of the patient, cf. de Sales 1985.1: 314 ff. 
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are the jewels of the cen); and 
- 'flowers which provide the boon (for the fertility of the womb), ...' 

The condensation is further enhanced by the respectful greeting chya:.jalo which, as suggested 
by its position, is addressed to the botanical species, too. As confirmed by further occurrences, 
for example in 55.448-452 (cf. also 54., 61., 66. and 68.), through this prosopopoeia, the three 
aspects botanicalflower + symbolic-metaphoricjhwer (lifeflowerlwomb) + cenl~aliama become 
almost fused or at least blurred into one another. 

The second strategy, particularization, reverses the progression hitherto pursued. As may be 
recalled, the text started with the 'flower' as a metaphor and as the symbolized with reference to 
anatomy (section 10.), it then went on to the botanical flower as a genus and as an (imaginary) 
element of the primordial vegetation (sections 21.-23.), and, finally, to the botanical flower as 
a genus and as a concrete (physically present) specimen placed in the jug (section 25.). In the 
sections (51. ff.) under consideration here, the progression takes place in the reverse order: (a) 
the transition from nature to supernature, from the botanical flowers to the divine florality of the 
cen, corresponds to a transition from the symbolizing to the symbolized; (b) at the same time, 
the general is replaced by the particular: names of species of plants and names of individual 
cen. It should be pointed out that the botanical species undergo a further concretizing by being 
projected on to the real landscape: not only are the flowers located in their respective biotopes, 
such as valley, upland, etc., but their enumeration is interspersed with the enumeration of places 
in connection with the ritual journey that starts in section 58. from the house of the patient.I4 

The more the text elaborates on the concreteness of the flowers the more the character 
of The Flower as the merely symbolizing is stressed, while the condensation, along with 
re-referencingsI5, gradually enriches this Flower with symbolized content. It is here, in sections 
5 1 .-77., that the transformation of the metaphoric link flower = life$ower/womb into a genuine 
symbolic relationship, the transfiguration of the sense-image16 Flower into a religious symbol 
reaches its climax. This is achieved in that an element of the object world is treated in such 
a way that while it gains in material presence, it at the same time comes to stand for a whole 
nexus of associations centred around ideas such as Life, Motherhood, Health, Purity, etc. 

Section 58. provides perhaps the most illustrative example of how such a nexus is constructed 
by operations mutually completing each other, such as explicating what has already been 
implicit, elaborating on what has already been anticipated, equating what has already been 
approximated or set into parallel, and condensating to the effect that the hitherto disparate 
appears interconnected. 

"mrabgi la Gomosyi Ra:ja. sai la Temba Cunne, 
namgi la Gormen D6lmo. doi la Dobon Chyembo, 
da:mo iiinla kha keppa. l!: keppa, ro keppa, so keppa, bu: keppa, 

lundan bvba, lundan keppa, i i e m a d ~  cheba, dawadan 
syarba(i) kedah sali dunma. 

475 da:moi ro.dunma, da:moi nargyal chebi ro.dunma, 
cengi mendo. 

14 Strictly speaking, this ritual journey starts from the altar referred to in section 50. already. 
15 Needless to demonstrate in detail how the floral landscape. as displayed in the intercutting of biotopes 

and the stages of the ritual journey, is made to refer back to the sceneries of the creation myth and the 
jug with the flowers stuck into it. Cf. also 53.432 and 61.493 where the modules originally describing 
the mass of flowers on the branches of the primordial tree. now appear converted into epithets of the 
cen. 

16 Leach (I98 1: 14-17 ff.) prefers "sense-image" to "sound-image" in order to extend de Saussure's 
notion to non-verbal communication. - By "religious symbol" I understand an object or image which 
not only refers to, but also represents, what it stands for. 
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khilwadah bappi mendo, jyjnlap tembi mendo chya:.jdo! 
j v a  somboi le:dap, ma ni sbmgi [sic] le:dap, hh:nga sbmgi le:dap, 

rncndoi gyva(i) le:dap, mendoi gombo(i) le:dap, mendoi 
linsye(i) 1e:dap [syukhajyi (?)l ." 

That is, 

'0 god of the door, Gomosyi Ri:ja, god of the floor (earth), 
Temba Cunne, 

god of the ceiling (sky), Gormen Dblmo, god of the courtyard, 
Dobon Chyembo, 

0 kedan sali-beam (which) gives birth to the mouth, gives birth 
to the body, gives birth to the life-principle, gives birth to 
the vital principle, gives birth to the breath, 
(which) makes the respiration (?) expand, gives birth to 
the respiration (?) of the dear mistress, 
( 0  kedan soli) growing with the sun (shining like the sun?), 
rising with the moon (shining like the moon?), 

475 0 life-beam of the mistress, life-beam which makes the mistress's 
arrogance grow, 

flower of the cen, 
flower descending with the snow (falling like the snow?), 

flower which provides the boon, hail! 
[I have come to ask for (?)l support for the living roots, 

support for the three trunks [sic], support for the three 
branches, support (for) the hundreds of flowers, support (for) 
the heaps of flowers, support (for) the scores of flowers.' 

Notice, first, the interconnections: 

(473:) god of the courtyard (in which the symbolic life-tree = pa:sam shall be 
erected); 
(474:) the vital organs and functions of the patient, which are produced fkeppa) 

by 
the life-tree (kedai~/~a:sam) which is identical with 
(475:) the patient's 'life-beam' (r.o.dunma, which as a tree brings forth the 
flower which, in turn, is) 
(476:) the flower of the cen (and, in turn, is) 
(477:) the flower which bestows life-generating boon (and which grows on 
the tree alias 'life-beam' = ro.dunma alias life-tree = kedan alias 
primordial tree with its) 
(478:) roots, trunk, three branches and innumerable flowers blossoming. 

The nexus is also laterally widened by applying the epithet 'growing with the sun, rising with 
the moon' to both the life-tree and the 'life beam' - an epithet of the divine mother Kaliama 
and the botanical species (cf. 13.134, 23.21 1, etc. and 5 1.420 respectively). In sum, the section 
reaffirms what has already been affirmed by several anticipations and implications, namely the 
metonymic ties between 'tree' and 'flower' in all their connotations and contexts, on the one 
hand, and those between the primordial scenery, the actual ritual and the patient's body. on the 
other. Obviously, the nexus is now tight enough to allow for omitting the 'life-flower' and the 
'(womb-)flower' in the enumeration of the vital organs ... 
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In addition to nexus-tightening, the prosopopoeia proves to be a particularly powerful device 
for symbolic construction. Its role in the strategy of condensation has already been dealt with 
above. It can also be resorted to as a means of particularization: whatever it "personalizes" 
is likely to become individualized and thus tractable as a partner for interaction. Turning the 
referent into an addressee also contributes to endowing it with external authority. Rather than 
a mere literary convention, the personification is part of a rhetoric objectification, and it serves 
as a persuasive tool, for, as the text amply demonstrates, the b m b o  aims at altering the state 
of the 'flowers' in the human organism by exerting influence on both the divinities who control 
these 'flowers' and the botanical species which "correspond" to these 'flowers'. 

It is interesting to see how the prosopopoeia is likely to unfurl its persuasive potential. For 
example, while the cen is addressed in the imperative mood right from section 5 1. onward, the 
personification of the botanical species remains, first, at the level of what may be called an 
"in-vocative" mood, as is manifest in the flowers being greeted. It is only much later, in section 
104.. that the botanical species, too, is approached in the imperative in that the materialization of 
the life-tree or 'life-beam', the pa:sam (which has just been erected in the courtyard), is enjoined 
as follows: 

"sala sabsyi amai khari jqa  sombo khiliiu, ma ni sombo keiiu, 
hl:nga som chya:go, mendoi gyara chya:go, mendoi (luwa-)buwa 
chya:go, mendoi linsye chya:go, mendoi gombo chya:go!, 

sala kebi dunma, nlmla charbi dunma ...". 

That is, 

'go and grow whirling 0 living roots in the mother earth, go and be born 0 
living trunk, 
may there be the three branches, may there be the hundreds of 
flowers, may there be the downy hairs of flowers. may there be the 
scores of flowers, may there be the heaps of flowers!, 

0 beam being born in the earth, 0 beam thriving in the sky...'. 

The blurring of the (grammatical) subjects or objects into one another, which has been initiated 
by the prosopopoeia in particular, may also result from the indeterminacy of a referent. For 
example, certain occurrences of the word do:mo = 'mistress', an honorific term applied to both 
female divinities and the woman patient, make it often difficult for the listener to decide at 
once as to whom it refers. This is the case, e. g., in 68.562-565 with regard to the cen and 
the patient. Obviously, such blurrings and identity fluxes further widen the depth of focus on 
Mendo (Flower) to wake up to what is part of the doctrinal knowledge: the particular mendo 
owned by the patient is the mendo owned and controlled by the cen, which, in turn, implies a 
kind of correspondence between external nature (botanical species), internal nature ('life-beam', 
'life-flower', '[womb-]flower9) and supernature (cen, etc.). 

Back to figure? 

We have seen how different strategies intersect and interpenetrate each other in order to tighten 
a nexus of associations to the extent of suggesting a oneness of thing, thought and word. One is 
prompted to ask how this fusing process can be developed any further. In this regard, a passage 
recited long after the sections hitherto discussed seems to deserve our attention. In 108.1046 we 
have an enumeration of flowers: 
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"phu: g@gai mendo, pe:ma sali mendo, pe:ma dapgi mendo, 
gorjawali mendo, khaima-khaijyun mendo, ser-gulgul mendo, 
byuru sali mendo, thban sali mendo, pairsari-lugu sali mendo, 
chyuden-demo mendo, iiema sali mendo, dawa sali mendo, 
ganser, hoser mendo, khhwai mendo, da:moi ro.mendo, 
ro.mendoi mendo[da] 1e:dap sono Djnjyen Phamo!" 

That is, 

'Ensure support, 0 D!njyen Phamo, (for) the flower of the upland, 
the pe:ma sali flower, the pe:ma dapgi flower, 
the gorjawali flower, the khaima-khaijyun flower, 
the ser-glilgul flower, the byliru sali flower, 
the tdban sali flower, the pansan-lligu sali flower, 
the chyuden-dkrmo flower, the iiema sali flower, 
the dawa sali flower, the ganser, the hoser flower, 
the flower of the snow, the life-flower, 
the flower of the life-flower of the mistress!' 

The enumeration of botanical species ends with dawa sali mgndo; the subsequent gqhser 
mendo and hoser mendo are probably mere metaphoric names adumbrating the sunlight-like 
brilliance of any flower; and khawai mendo obviously refers to the potential of any flower to 
provide boon (khdwa) (S. 108.1046 notes). The shift from the concrete and particular to the 
metaphoric and general (from (kiwa to khawa) is, then, followed by a shift to the metaphoric 
and particular with reference to the human body: 'the life-flower of the mistress'. But how 
should one interpret the last member of the enumeration, namely 'the flower of the life-flower' 
(ro.mendoi mendo)? SB regarded the adding of mendo to ro.mendo as a pleonasm, whereas SR 
did not find it necessary to make any emendments. Correct or wrong (from the viewpoint of an 
original authorial intention andlor the doctrinal knowledge), since this formulation was used on 
the spot it appears expedient to examine it as such. 

If it is not a pleonasm, the word mendo may perhaps be interpreted as referring to that 
particular botanical species which corresponds to the individual 'life-flower' of the patient. If, 
by contrast, it is a pleonasm and its occurrence cannot thus be justified by doctrinal knowledge, 
it may still make sense from the pragmatic viewpoint in that - just like some other figural 
patterns - it leaves open the question as to what is the religious truth and what the "merely 
poetic" operation in the text. Pleonasm or not pleonasm - the formulation may be seen as a 
metafigural figure which furnishes a rectification of what may be thought or felt to be implied 
in the mendo-ness of both the 'life-flower' and the '(womb-)flower'. It tends to denounce the 
symbolic, built up in sections 5 1 .-77., as a purely metaphoric and metonymic construct. It is as 
if mendoi mendo, 'flower of the flower', were to refer one back to the concrete, to the botanical, 
and to warn against a "substantialistic superstition" that would mistake the (material) symbol 
for the symbolized and believe in their being fused, since what connects the two - flower and 
'flower' - is just a certain grade of homology, rather than identity. It is as if this sudden shift 
back to the concrete asserted a tautology: ultimately, the connection consists merely by virtue 
of the fact that it is a connection at all - a tautology which, at the same time, betrays one's 
helplessness in realizing that nothing can bring to one's mind the symbolized better than the 
symbolizing, i.e., that what stands for it out there in the material world with its masses, shapes 
and colours. The term mendo thus turns out to be just a shorthand - but still the best one - 
for what thousands of words, dozens of images and their manifold interweavings attempt 
circumscribe: something ultimately as unspecific as is florality-arboreality. And to recognize the 
term mendo as a shorthand for much more than just the botanical phenomenon is. of course* 
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also to recognize its autonomy as a figural con~truct.'~ One is reminded of the fact, banal as 
it may sound, that the thing Flower provides just another name for what is called 'life-flower' 
(metaphor) or what is called 'life-beam' (metonymy). 

17 As Todorov (1971: 50 f.) remarks, to call a ship navire is to annihilate both the object and the word. 
while calling it, say, voile is to make our glimpse cling to the word. The same glimpse which kills 
Eurydice gives life to the figure - which is a beautiful reformulation of the well-known Jakobsonian 
thesis that poeticity is present whenever the word is felt as a word, and not as a mere representation - - 
of the object being named. 
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5. Conclusion 

Metonymy and metaphor 

The first thing which strikes the student of the text is the verbosity of the bombo. Evolutions 
from the less to the more alternate with regressions from the more to the less, and explicating 
operations may be preceded or followed by, or intertwined with, implicative operations. 
Basically, all these operations are metonymic or metaphoric ones. The first characteristic to 
be noticed is their interdependence. While metonymies are bound to observe "natural" limits 
(not everything can be part of everything else), metaphors live on the free interchangeability of 
things (virtually anything can be projected on to anything else) and are capable of converging 
what is empirically disparate. On the one hand, the metaphor sets in where the metonymy has 
reached its limits, while on the other, the metaphor itself rests on a synecdochic link and is thus 
also a metonymic operation in the last analysis.lR 

There is a second characteristic to be stressed. As we have seen, many of these metonymic and 
metaphoric figures are textual ones in the sense that both the (metonymic) "series connection" 
and the (metaphoric) interpenetration of images owe their existence to the movement "across" 
the text as a texture resulting from "re-referencings", prosopopoeia and the like. In addition to 
this movement which creates them, both metaphors and metonyms create a movement within 
themselves. The inner dynamics of metonymic operations, as manifest in what we have termed 
the "hesitation between the parts and the whole", has already been pointed out. The inner 
dynamics of the metaphor, by contrast, is not as demonstratively "performed" by our text as that 
of the metonymy; i t  remains hidden in the tension inherent in the metaphor's very nature. 

Our text suggests a plea for a synthesis of two theories of metaphor: the interactional and the 
synecdochical one.19 There is a metonymic relationship inside the metaphor, namely between 
the substituting and the substituted elements, inasmuch as the latter remains "virtually present" 
as Jallat (1975: 173 f.) notes. One may elaborate on her idea by stating that the metaphoric 
substitution is by necessity incomplete precisely because of the incongruency it implies: Given 
the virtual presence of the substituted (which we automatically associate when "reading" a 
metaphor), the operation does not fully replace the latter; the metaphor is not a static image, 
it rather tends to be experienced as a process in which the substituting is projected over the 
substituted in such a way that the latter still gleams through the former. If one calls the genitals 
of a female a 'flower', it is a concrescence of two images one produces mentally, a concrescence 
which is initatingly anomalous, since it is - after all -just a thin link of common properties, that 
"holds together" two things which are otherwise distinct. What is common to both is stressed 
to excess so that it ignores or supplants the differences for a while. (The metaphor is more a 
"synattribution" than a simple substitution). At the same time, it is precisely to this irritation 
that the metaphor owes all its power, for the tension built-in prompts an oscillatory movement 
between the substituting and the substituted and thus facilitates the experience of what lies 

18 Classical rhetorics treats the synecdoche as a particular form of metonymy, while for de Man (1988: 
96, 114 f.) it is a marginal figure between metonymy and metaphor. 

19 While Jakobson stresses the epistemological incompatibility between metaphor and metonymy, others 
(a )  maintain that what is metaphoric in one context may be meronymic in another (Selden 1989: 
371 ff.). or (b) regard the metaphor not as a substitution, but as a double synecdoche resulting from 
intersecting semes (Dubois et al. 1974: 176 ff.), or, (c) yet again, assert that when we use metaphor 
we have two thoughts of different things active together and supported by a single word or phrase 
whose meaning is a resultant of this interaction (Ducrot and Todorov 1987: 275 ff.). 
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between the two: the unnamed. It is partly in this sense that Paul Valdry calls the metaphor (and 
the figure in general) an 

Interim constructs 

Conspicuously, the bombo's verbosity lacks a hierarchy of arguments. His evolutions and 
regressions, his meticulous distinctions and blurring projections avoid naming the "essential", 
the "core-formula". The listener is guided, back and forth, to pathways which are often landslided 
by seemingly alien materials and yet on the whole follow circular lines of "telling", just like 
in a labyrinth of mirrors with no centre and no exit. The verb dlnba, lit. 'to soar', 'to hover'. 
describing the bombo's own movement across the double grid of the ritual journey and the 
enumeration of names, provides a good illustration of this specificity of the shamanic discourse 
as a whole. 

As recognized by Paul ValCry already, in poetic discourse there always remains something 
unverbalizable, something we can only approach, encircle and "make feel" through a plurality 
of words and images, but never reduce, as it were, to a subsuming formulation, to what 
he called I'informe, l a  non-figure or I'innommable. This non-figure is the referent without 
symbol, the "thing" without name, of which we only have a vision but no abstra~tion.~' The 
verbosity is indeed one of the chief characteristics of Valery's "Dionysian language". Precisely 
the incoherence resulting from applying dissimilar images enables Dionysus to have a better 
command of the unity his eyes perceive only dimly. The things he aims at are inexpressible. 
and so he tells just what they are nor by means of countless names "less the proper" (moins 
le p r ~ p r e ) . ~ ~  The "proper" thus lies in the intervals: it is in between the names and figures, 
rather than inscribed in, or described by, them. Gregory Bateson (1973) means the same when 
he states that a work of art is never "about" just one signified, but rather "about" the manifold 
relationships between a whole range of possible signifieds. 

The circulation in the labyrinth of the bombo's text, its progressions from figure to figure, 
corresponds to Valery's concept of IorCralitP. This laterality, the very dimension of the nonlfigure, 
results from what Jallat (1975: 171 ff.) calls the "metonymization of metaphors" at the discourse 
level. In short, single metaphoric operations are not fitted together in a suprasyntagmatic 
synthesis, traditionally called allegory: rather, they turn out to be related metonymically, each 
being a metonymy of another metaphor which is, in turn, a metonymy of a third metaphor, 
etc. This effects a "metonymic escape" in that one is being constantly referred to the next 
metonymy - and thus to the implicit which cannot be contained but in the "plural" of names 
and connotations, that is, in the intervals between the latter. There is no need to demonstrate 
how far this is valid for the bombo's text, too ... 

All that is figural in our text, especially the metaphor with its tension built-in, is to be 
regarded as "interim c o n s t r ~ c t s " ~ ~  of which one cannot know in advance if they just "compress". 
"solidify" pseudo-evidences by way of poetification or if they are capable of generating individual 

20 Cf. Jallat 1982: 57 f., and also Jallat 1975: 164. 173 ff. - Dubois et al. 1974: 39 ff. put forward a 
similar argument without stressing the oscillation. however: a metaphor cannot be perceived as such 
unless it refers to both the "original" and the figurative meaning. Rather than the deviation alone, it 
is the norm-deviation relationship which makes up style. 

21 Cf. Jallat 1982: 19-30 ff., and also Jallat 1975: 163. 
22 Quoted in Jallat 1975: 178. 
23 "Interim construct" is a term applied by Blumenberg (1986: 405) to metaphor in natural science: 

metaphors on the structure of matter, etc. render the world "readable"; once recognized as such, they 
problematicize themselves and serve as a device for screening what is necessary as heuristic venture 
in them and what is irresponsible as a mere suggestion imposed by their endo-figural logic - until 
they are dismantled by the progress of theory. 
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experience that is felt as authentic in the sense of imposing itself as an experience of objective 
truth. In any case. such constructs tend to become virulent in situations of strain precisely 
because of their indispensability, faure de mieux, as heuristic problem-solving strategies. 
a metaphor or metonymy, Mendo (Flower) cannot do more than to pretend to be capable of 
making the patient's subjectivity tractable and thinkable by mediating, as Michael Jackson puts 
it, a transference from the area of greatest stress, the body, to a neutral area in the external 
world, and by suggesting that the latter is an "objective correlative" of the former.24 

We are led to the conclusion that to formulate any sense or meaning, the interpreter (the 
Tamang informant and in a sense the ethnographer, too) simply continues what the text itself 
is doing, namely "saying the same with other words", adding further figures to those already 
in the text, adding further permutations to its paraphrases and periphrases, quoting from other 
texts or other rituals - with less organizational discipline than the text itself does, but perhaps 
with all the more freedom in making bits of it relevant for one's own situation as an individual. 
This is not to take the extremist stand and suggest that a text can mean anything you like. It is 
simply to recall that there is a relatively wide range of possible understandings within one and 
the same culture, and that the meaning these understandings try to formulate ultimately consist 
in references to what remains unsaid. The impossibility of reducing all these figural formulations 
of meaning to a "meaning of meanings" (to alienate the title of a well-known book), to a formula 
that could claim to be exclusively valid and perfect in its "coverage" - as ought to be the ideal 
allegoresis in traditional exegesis - refers to a realm beyond that of language and verbality. If 
there is anything like a "meaning of meanings" of intersubjective validity, it is a psychological, 
or better, a psycho-somatic reality. Whether accessible to exegesis or obscurely playful, the 
figural appears to be designed as part of that nomination and ordering which "speak directly to 
the body": it is not the mind, but the body which should take metaphors literally, to paraphrase 
Bourdieu (1989: 13) writing on Kaka.  

It is perhaps his awareness of this non-subsumability of the figural which accounts for the 
bombo's evasiveness and resorting to anecdotes or even to word-by-word quotations from his 
own texts when pressed hard to try some sort of a pre-exegesis for the ethnographer. The same 
awareness lies, at any rate, at the root of the bombo's verbosity: one can never say enough to 
seize enough. It even explains, partly at least, his option for executing the text as a musical 
ritual drama. Verbal figurality can only be further completed by the figural repertory of other 
media, additionally concretized in the symbolic gestures and even made to assume some more 
reality in the emotional response to musical sound.25 

24 Cf. Jackson (1983) who in a particularly stimulating essay on "poetry as therapy" argues that critical 
situations are likely to activate anthropomorphic catacreses as metaphors that are to effect a double 
transformation, namely (a) a shift "from the domain of individual anatomy to the comparatively neutral 
domain of landscape", and (b) a "scale reduction" in which the individual body and its objectification 
are "made to assume the same proportions" (Jackson 1983: 141). For Kapferer (1983: 233 ff.),  healing 
is produced by relating the patient's subjective identity with the experience of [normal, healthy] others. 
i.e., by making the patient's experience meaningful by reference to the outer world. On the shifting of 
"domains of experience" through the manipulation of images in Nepalese shamanism cf. also Desjarlais 
1989; and on the theme of activation of metaphors S. Bellman's (1983: chapter 7) excellent analysis 
of Poro initiation ritual. - As a contrast, Susan Sontag's theses on "illness as metaphor" may also 
be recalled here: for her, the healthiest way to be ill is to break away from a thinking in metaphors 
(Sontag 1989: 5). 

25 The process through which the essentially digital code of language becomes completed by the 
analogical code of symbolic gestures (dance, manipulation of objects and bodies) and musical 
articulation resembles what Antonin Artaud saw in the rapprochement between the verbal and the 
"spatial" languages in theatre: through the specific articulation and the use of gestures, the verbal 
becomes concretized, the signified (always likely to be supplanted by a purely verbal medium) gains 
in autonomy and is more readily grasped; the words - sounds stressed. vibrating. pounded to trodden 
rhythms - are thus relinked to those physical movements which have given them birth (Todorov 
1971 : 21 3 H.). - For an excellent anthropological interpretation of multimediality in healing ritualscf. 
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To conclude, i t  is the aesthetic, not the religious as belief, which seems to provide the basis 
for the intersubjectivity of experience. The (re)production of the text by the bmbo  and its 
reception by the client are grounded in the same experience. namely in that of the inadequacy 
of the sign-object relationship which Jakobson (1979) showed to be the very raison d'itre of 
poetics. This is not to deny the existence of a demand for meaning. quite the contrary; it is to 
presume that what is decisive for the effectiveness of the recitation, and the ritual as a whole, 
is not the access to an "exact" meaning of the terms and symbols, but the order, combination 
and variation in which single terms and symbols can be experienced, - both consciously and 
subliminally. 

Valery's ars poetica applies admirably to the bombo's work as an artist-curer: One should not 
seek for the truth, but cultivate those forces and organizations which create it.26 This is precisely 
what the Tarnang b m b o  is doing when performing his recitation, when he makes music speak 
and language sing or dance, to quote Valery once again.27 

Kapferer 1983. Cf. also Holrnberg 1989: 133 on the relationship between language and non-verbal 
action in the Tarnang context. 

26 In Jallat's (1982: 32) rendering: "..A faut non pas chercher la 'vtritk' mais 'culliver les forces et les 
organisations' qui la font". 

27 " ... faire parler la musique et chanter ou dancer le langage" (Hytier 1953: 121 ). 
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The origins of the mar kmda rite1 

The following version of the myth was told2 and explained by Uksare Bomb.  It deals with 
the confrontation between two spirits (alternately called man or syimo) by the names of Thorgyap 
Bon and Donsor BonDonsor Bon, on the one hand, and four human bombos, on the other. (In 
another version, Thorgyap and DonsorDonsor occur as the ghosts of two young men who once 
starved to death and now live in a forest "without paths, without fire, without food"). 

One night, attracted by the light of an oil-lamp, Thorgyap and Donsor (enter the village and) 
lurk around the house in which three bombos are busy worshipping the gods (la) (who are 
present) in the altar (brange). "We have no chyoppa (offering to the gods)", remarks one (of 
the two spirits), and in order to get a share they sneak closer to the door, snatch and eat the 
syqccye3 (offering to the spirits) the three h m b o s  have thrown through the window. (The same 
happens in the next night, but) in the third night, one of the two spirits persuades his companion, 
who is at first reluctant, that they should both sneak into the house (and make an attempt to 
climb the altar where the chyoppa for the gods is displayed). He says: "If the gods cannot see 
us, then they are no gods, and we can test this by trying to make their disciples weep". And 
behold!, they actually succeed in doing so. The three bombos stop sobbing only after the two 
spirits have withdrawn to the courtyard. "What's wrong, what's the matter?", the three hmbos  
wonder. (The gods, of course, did perceive the two spirits, in contrast to the bombs,  as Lkksare 
added later). 

Inside the house again, the two spirits sidle up to the first bombo from behind and break off 
his long hairlock (ralho) which turns out to be of millet-dough! Then they mount the back of 
the second bombo (with the same result because) his ralbo, too, is of millet-dough .... Dazzled 
by the success, the two grope their way to the (third, fourth?) bombo, Lemba, - but as his 
ralbo is of iron, the attempt fails. Lemba, now aware of the presence of some spirits, shouts 
"syo~!", and the two spirits land in the courtyard. Lemba mumbling (Iemba = mute, dumb): 
"Come on!", and as the two spirits sneak in again to get hold of the rormos (= both the bodies 
of, and offerings to, the gods), he in vain tries to smash them with his drum. (He fails to hit 
them, since they are invisible, but) as he shouts "syog!", the two are hurled out of the house 
again. Lemba (provoking them afresh) mumbles: "Come on!", and this time the "syotf!" hurls 
them back at the moment they pop their heads in from the threshold. (Later, Lkksare added a 
detail he had omitted: Lemba, the mute bombo, chases the two spirits, hitherto invisible, into 
the altar, hrqi~ge, on which - as usual - an oil lamp is kept burning. and it is in the light of the 
lamp that he gets a glimpse of Donsor standing upright amidst the offerings). 

1 Cf. sections 97.-98. and 102.-103. 
2 I render it in the present tense and neglect the prosodic features of the narration. 
3 c h v ~ p p o  = chyoc.cy ? < Tib. mrhod-byed. 'offerings'. 'libations' (Das 1970: 439); sypccye ? < MT 

~J'O!!!. the exclamation for driving away spirits and ghosts. cf. 32.262 note. As a.rule, a chyoccve is 
given in three separate portions and consists of fresh food; a syoccye. by contrast, is given in one 
portion and consists of stale food. i.e., left-overs in cooking pots. 
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Since then the b m b o  has had to perform the mqr lamda rite in enjoining the spirits and 
ghosts: "Go to that corner where the 'lower crossroads' are!" This, too. was "fixed" (dam/a 
ta:h) by Urgyen Pe:ma (Padmasambhava). 

(1) When, some time later. I confronted him with a second, formal, i.e., recited, version 
recorded from Chyamba Bombo, Lkksare made some further comments: 

(a) As this second version has it, the four bombos are identical with the Four Primordial Bans 
(hon syi:) who, unable to manage the two spirits, call Lemba for help. Eksare: No, the bombos 
(in his version) are not the Four Primordial ones, rather they deal with the gods in the altar 
(brahge) of the Four Primordial Bons. (Any altar of the bombos in our days is identified with 
the altar(s) of these four mythical bombos, S. pp. 21-22, 31). 

(b) Who are Thorgyap Bon and Donsor Bon, and why are they called bon = bombo? Whether 
DonsorPonsor Bon is identical with the Dunsur Bon of the yar lamda myth (S. Appendix 11) 
could not be ascertained convincingly, but at any rate, three informants, including Eksare, 
denied their being one and the same person. Lkksare could provide no explanation for the word 
" h n "  in the names of Thorgyap and Donsor, while Chyamba's version clearly suggests that the 
epithet "bon" is applied to them because they, as a kind of helper-spirits whose role as such was 
"fixed" by Urgyen Pe:ma, do the work of dqrku:ba for, or together with, the officiating bombo: 
they "round up" and chase all harmful beings into the lingo, that tormo of black millet-dough 
which will be cast away at the crossroads. In Chyamba's version, the two are also apostrophized 
as Ma:bon, that is, as 'leaders' of the same class of beings to which they themselves belong: 
the spirits and ghosts (mdn and syimo respectively). 

(C) Whom does the main figure in the linga tornlo represent? As might be recalled, this figure 
is provided with dough-stripes that cross each other on its back and chest, looking like the 
rosaries and bell-strings (gomdo) of a bombo; and its head is elongated so as to form a tip 
which, bent downwards, is reminiscent of the bombo's long hairlock (ralbo). Interestingly, SB 
expressed doubt as to whether these additions were meant to symbolize a bombo's apparel at 
all; SR gave an evasive answer; while LCksare and Chyamba insisted that - whether or not 
modelled as a bombo - the figure represented Thorgyap and Donsor in one. One cannot help 
finding this indeterminacy striking, since in Chyamba's own recited version (which is unique in 
that it describes more details of the ritual than other texts do) the linga rormo is expressively 
referred to as having both a ralbo and a g ~ m d o  and identified as the one offered to Thorgyap 
Bon. 

(2) While Chyamba's (recited) version explains the origins of the ritual by giving a fairly 
detailed description of its First Performance, LCksare's account (told in conversational prose, 
and in the presence of another informant), more dramatic and elliptic, concentrates on the very 
event that necessitated The Performance. As such, i t  is a narrative, a myth in its own right. 
Yet the text also proposes itself as just a fragment of a context within the triangle of evidence 
furnished by itself, the ritual and shared belief. The context is a network of contingencies 
and approximations which are likely to produce inter-relevances between the myth and the 
ritual beyond or "beneath" the informants' spontaneous exegetic comments. To give just a few 
examples: 

Lemba Bombo (whose droll demeanour LCksare mimed with conspicuous hilarity and 
pleasure) is a specific variant of the "holy fool" or the "divine clown" whose figure expresses a 
series of implicit, unmarked contrasts. The word Iemha. meaning both 'mute' and 'imbecile' or 
'foolish' (but not 'mad'), in his name stresses that a clear articulation (the hallmark of artistic 
quality in the clients's eye) is of little importance in comparison to shamanic clear-Sightedness. 
Lemba's success contrasts him, the amusingly disabled, the apparent clown, with the abled. 
artistically perfect bombo who is denounced as a mere entertainer. The success also contrasts 
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him, the genuine h m b o  whose ralbo is of iron, with those whose rulbo is of millet-dough: 
iron being the metal capable of keeping off or "loading down" harmful spirits (S. pp. 117-1 18, 
149-150). millet-dough being the stuff (body and food) of the spirits. Again, the contrast obtains 
further relevance through the episode of breaking off the rulho of millet-dough. That Lemba's 
unfortunate colleagues have themselves become what the millet-dough "stands for", namely 
spirits, "follows" from the belief that a bombo who has been deprived of his ralho (in a fight 
with a rival, etc.), loses his tutelary @furno) and turns into a ghost. This, in turn, is likely to 
"explain" a detail in the mar larnda rite: the main figure of the linga tormo, shaped "like" a 
bomb0 (S. above) and made of millet-dough, becomes "equated with the unfortunate bqnbos. 
In the light of these contrasts and approximations, the mar lamda rite can also be seen as an act 
designed to liberate the bombo himself from his inherent ambivalence by separating him from 
what is "dark", "lower", "ghostly", in sum, negative in him. 
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The origins of shamanism and the yar lqmda rite:4 
Urgyen Pe:ma, Dunsur Bon and Lasya. 

The account below, toldS and commented by Lkksare Bombo, is just one of several versions 
that exist both among Western and Eastern Tarnang  group^.^ Regardless of the relative diversity 
of its versions, the myth is a specifically Tamang myth inasmuch as all its variants substantiate 
a situation specific to the Tamang: the present divisions of tasks between the lama and the 
bombo. The story doubtless draws on, and transforms (in the LCvi-Straussian sense), a number 
of mythemes common to Indo-Tibetan, and especially Himalayan, mythology, as it seems. Thus 
the confrontation between two ritual specialists already appears in some documents of Tibetan 
Bon literature, where the priest of the "popular religion", first resorted to, fails to mediate 
between man and the gods and must yield to the priest of the orthodoxy, who finally succeeds 
in curing the sick and overcoming even death.' A similar confrontation is the theme of the 
well-known Tibetan legend of the Buddhist saint Mi-la ras-pa's victory over a Bon-po shaman 
whose name, Na-ro bon-Ehun, might have survived in the Naru Bon of the Tarnang myth.8 The 
"fight inlnear a lake" appears in a number of accounts, for example, (i) in the subduing of 
the demoness Gans dkar-mo in a lake by Padmasari~bhava;~ and (ii) in the magic competition 
between two perfect (siddha) yogis in the valley (lake) of Jumlii in Far Western Nepal.lo The 
"struggle with an aquatic monster" (the kharda in the Tamang myth), in particular, is echoed 
(iii) by the confrontation between the masters of rain and water, the ndgas, on the one hand, and 
Gorakhniith or some "male outsiders with power over control of water"," on the other, in the 
Macchendraniith myth in the Kathmandu Valley; and is (iv) anchored in the general opposition 
between the aquatic-subterranean beings (ndgalklu) and the mythic bird12 GarudaKhyun in 
Indo-Tibetan mythology ... The "struggle with the aquatic monster" may also be connected with 
(V) the theme of the conflict between "nature" and "civilization". Thus, in two myths collected 
from Tamang informants in the Trisuli Watershed Area by Jest (1990) and in Timgl (to the 
southeast of the Kathmandu Valley) by myself, the bombo emerges as a "dragon-killer" and 
cultural hero: he defeats the nag of a lake, whereupon the water disappears, thus allowing man 
to utilize the bottom of the lake for cultivation. (In one episode of Jest's version, the bomb0 is 
assisted by a woman in the wrong way - a close parallel to Lasya's fatal mistake in the myth 
of Dunsur discussed below). The theme has also some parallels in ancient Tibetan concepts. In 
some of the Bon manuscripts of Tunhuang, the subject of a masterly study by Stein (1971: 483 
ff.), the conflict takes place between the "homo faber" and those who were there prior to him: 

4 Cf. sections 1 10.- 1 1 1. 
5 I render it in the present tense and neglect the prosodic features of its narralion. 
6 For Western Tamang versions S. also Holmberg 1980: 340 H.; one Eastern Tamang version was 

recorded by me in the TimSl area in 1968. 
7 Stein 1971: 483 f. 
8 Cf., e.g., Hoffmann 1950: 266-277. 
9 Toussaint 1933: 244 f., Blondeau 1971: 75 f. 

10 Bouillier 1989: 199. 
11 Allen 1986: 78 f.. 91. 
12 Cf. the flight of Urgyen Pe:ma/Naru and Kalden metamorphosed into a bird in the Tamang myth 
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the masters of the natural world, such as the klu, the so-bdug and the hcan; and it is a divinity 
or a divine preceptor, the mythic prototype of the Bon priest, who acts as a mediator between 
the two parties. 

The present (Uksare Bombo's) version confronts two lamas and two hmbos. namely Urgyen 
Pe:ma and Khlden S h g e  (or Khlden L h a ) ,  on the one hand, and Dunsur Bon and N- Bon, 
on the other. While NW, as a bombo, and Khlden, as a lama, clearly represent "normal" 
prototypes of those specialists who act in our days, Urgyen Pe:ma and Dunsur are presented 
as "supernormal" or exceptional protagonists, the former being a triumphant cultural hero who 
creates (and redresses) order, the latter an abonive cultural hero who transgresses the rules. 

In the present version, Khlden is an ally or assistant of Urgyen Pe:ma; NW's wife is Lasya. 
his daughter Menjyun; Dunsur's wife is Sumjo; and part of the plot will be Lasya's elopement 
with Dunsur. 

N- A = Lasya + Dunsur A = Sumjo 

l 
Menjyun 

Dunsur Bon (arrogates the lama's privilege of intervening in the transition from life to death 
and) performs the death ritual over his own wife Sumjo whose corpse is placed in a basket". He 
notices, to his surprise, that Sumjo is eating (the offerings) inside the basket - quite in contrast 
to the corpse in charge of Khlden L h a .  Khlden declares that Sumjo is not really dead. and 
to make her really dead he, Kglden, performs the phonla14 for her. Urgyen Pe:ma (stresses the 
disorder arising from a "false" ritual by a "false" specialist over a "false" corpse in pointing 
Out that, unlike the lama) the bombo is not in possession of syo:syo (= paperbook) and chye: 
(C Tib. Ehos = religion, dha rm) .  A person who is really dead does not eat really (but only 
symbolically), he says. 

On seeing that his wife is really dead, Dunsur curses both Urgyen Pe:ma and Khlden Lama. 
(Probably to avenge his defeat and/or the loss of his wife) Dunsur elopes with N c ' s  wife Lasya 
whom he makes believe that both NW and Kilden have died. Dunsur also steals Naru's ritual 
implements and exclaims: "The kdwas of Khlden and NW have been wiped out, the kLi~a '~  of 
Dunsur has grown!" And they both, Dunsur and Lasya, dance to the frenetic rhythm of NW's 
drum (beaten by Dunsur?). 

Three days later, NW returns home and is informed by his daughter about the elopement. 
Now. (having decided to challenge Dunsur) Khlden L h a  transforms himself into a cuckoo; he, 
then, transforms his ally Naru Ban, too, into a cuckoo with Urgyen Pe:maas help. (In some other 
versions, it is Urgyen Pe:ma himself who assumes the form of a cuckoo or vulture, and takes UP 
the fight with Dunsur). The two birds fly to the lake of Cho M m o  in the northern mountains 
(S. pp. 121, 132, 257). and on arriving there, they sit down on their walking sticks which have 
been sent on for them (by magic). They watch. from the western shore, Dunsur dancing on the 
eastern shore of the lake. Khlden shouts to Dunsur: "Let's tame the khorda (the aquatic monster 

13 In Tamang mortuary rituals, the effigy of the deceased is shaped like a basket. 
14 phon7a refers here to the ritual act which in a sense finalizes one's death: the lama takes a few hairs 

from the fontanelle of the dead person's skull, coils them around the powerbolt symbol (dyrJyell1aJra) 
and tears them out. 

15 kdn~a = spiritual descent line, S. pp. 21-24. 
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residing in the lake. S. p. 258 f.)!" He then takes out his spoon, turns it upside down, and (as a 
result) the whole area of the lake is turned upside down to the effect that Dunsur falls into the 
water. (Yet Dunsur is not afraid and boasts loudly:) "The kharda can't do any h a m  to me!" 
And while fighting with the monster, he sends (pippa) a curse (fien) which makes one eye of 
Menjyuli (daughter of Naru) burst. (As they notice this, the two allies) Naru and Kalden both 
weep and laugh at the same time. Finally, Kilden asks Dunsur: "What kind of pa:sam, what 
kind of dunma should we send?" Dunsur: "Do send (pippa) whatever it may be!" And while 
Kalden is reciting from his book, NW sends (throws?) successively four dunmas into the water, 
(namely the life-beams [ro.dunmo] of the Four Primordial Bombos:) 
- the trunk of the syukpa (juniper) tree, which is the ro.dunma of NW himself; 
- the trunk of the b i l  (rhododendron) tree, which is the ro.dunma of Jy@ Sonam Bon; 
- the trunk of the byuru (prunus) tree, which is the ro.dunma of Syar Yurun Bon; (and) 
- the trunk of the tensyin (chestnut) tree, which is the ro.dunma of Nup Biddin Bon. 

Nyu,  then, sends the trunks of various other trees (without any result). Finally, he sends a 
stalk of the sarsyi shrub (N. amreso/amliso) which is the ro.dunma of Cal Bon, another mythic 
bombo, and succeeds in coiling Dunsur's hairlock (ralbo) around the stalk.I6 This being done, 
Kalden performs the phowa (S. above) by tearing out Dunsur's hairlock. Dunsur (dies" and his 
soul) is banished to a place called Syar.degan. "May you become Dunsur Mamo forever!". (thus 
being cursed) Dunsur's Mwa becomes extinct. 

LasyaIR, lonely, starts sobbing: "What shall become of me? Where shall I go to?" Kilden 
"fixes" (dumla ta:ba) Lasya by saying: "From now on you are the Witch of the Four Primordial 
Bombos (bon syi:i demo)". This is why the bombo has to perform the yar lamda rite (devoted 
to Lasya). 

(1) In several respects, the message of the myth is clear. It confirms the superiority of the lama 
over the bombo and substantiates the ritual. The new order, on which the ritual rests, is finalized 
by a double "fixing" by mantra-like pronouncements (damla): Lasya acquires her divine status, 
albeit "just" as The Witch, by being admitted to the "altar" (brange) of the Four Primordial 
Bombos, and thus the altar of all human bombos, while Dunsur is "damned" and expelled from 
the divine community. 

(2) Several aspects appear to remain fragmentary, and a comparison with other versions is 
often rather confusing. And yet, in a sense, the story is the more "telling" the more it leaves 
the details obscure and the more it comes into conflict with its different versions and their 
different interpretations. The different versions, at times seemingly complementing, at times 
obviously contradicting each other, provide a plurality of perspectives. At some points, these 
perspectives intersect one another to the effect that divergences appear interconnected to the 
extent of suggesting themselves as meaningful ambiguities, or to the effect that identities and 
symbolic relevances become widened. The problem is that most of these interconnections and 
widenings provide hardly more than extrapolative evidence for which one finds no unequivocal 
confirmation in the recitation texts or in the doctrinal knowledge. (When asked, informants tend 
to answer evasively or to find - after some reflection - one of the solutions suggested by the 

16 The stalk of the sorsyi is used as a kind of harpoon, as it seems. The heads of this plant feel smooth 
when stroked with one's finger in the direction of growth, but coarse when stroked in the opposite 
direction; hairs or fibres of cotton or wool are likely to get caught on its tiny "barbs". 

17 This is parallelled by the belief that if, in our days, the long hairlock of a bombo is cut by a rival the 
former loses his tutelary @hamn) and turns into a ghost. 

l 8  The present version makes no mention of Lasya's fatal failure in handling the drum during Dynsur's 
struggle with the monster. cf. section 110. of our text. 
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ethnographer's questions to be appropriate, or to acknowledge the "multivocal" character of a 
detail). To give just a few examples: 

(a) Lasya, the goddess-witch, is generally recognized as an ambivalent being, and the gaps 
and discrepancies in the parts she plays in the different versions of the myth confirm and funher 
enhance this ambivalence, as it seems. The present version of the myth excuses Lasya by showing 
her to be a victim of Dunsur's lie. But in the version of our text (sections 1 10.- 1 1 1 .) the question 
of her guilt is open to different interpretations. Is she victim or culprit or both? Is she the victim 
of her being unaware of the unholy plot in which she is involved, the victim of her own psychic 
mechanisms or the mechanisms of fate? Is her disregard for Dunsur's instructions for handling 
the drum to be seen as the outcome of unattentiveness of a woman who is innocent because of 
her own ignorance of the method, and who is pressurized by the impostor, or the outcome of 
evil will towards Dunsur (the impostor against the impostor), - a will which is also "good" 
because it thus contributes to the defeat of Dunsur? And is her "taking possession" of Urgyen 
Pe:ma's daughter the wilful act of a principally evil woman, or the automatic reaction of a 
faithful woman avenging the loss of her consort? ... - The version of our text (section 110.) 
also allows Lasya ultimately to be understood as a victim of her own androgynous ambivalence 
which arises from the fact that she endeavours to beat the drum and thus does something which, 
in our days, no woman is supposed to do: shamanizing. 

(b) All versions known to me converge in stressing Dunsur's final and complete defeat in that 
he becomes alienated to the shaman's institution and is transformed into a being who is "apart" 
and radically different from what is "good" and "normal"; however, most versions (and their 
interpretations) diverge in determining the closer identity of this being. The present version, 
as told and explained by Lkksare Bombo, stresses that Dunsur became a mamo (S. below) and 
his kawa (spiritual descent line) was extinguished, while another version, told by a layman 
(Hofer 1975), concludes by stating that Dunsur reappeared among the Chepang19 and became 
the tutelary of their shamans. Again, the version in our text (1 11.1075) says that Dunsur's kawa 
was "taken" by the good/normal bombo Nyu,  but the corresponding OT verb lemha, 'to take', 
'to take possession of', may be interpreted in both ways: it niay mean that N ~ J  has taken ol'er- 
to continue, or taken away to annihilate, the descent line. Lnterpreted in the latter sense. it may 
refer, elliptically, to NW's act (in Liksare's version) of extirpating Dunsur's hairlock (ralbo) 
as the synecdochic equivalent of his descent line ... 

(C) In Liksare's interpretation, Dunsur has been excluded forever from the world of the gods 
and humans, just as, in our time, the spirits and ghosts (man, syimo) are. He has been turned 
into an evil spirit (a~yahi man) which, in our time, is represented by a large linga [or-mo of 
dark millet-dough that the bombo turns upside down, then stamps into the earth with his feet 
and finally. "loads down" with some twigs of the sarsyi shrub (S. above) - the same shrub by 
means of which, in the myth. Dunsur was deprived of his hairlock. of his hmbo-ness, of life. 
The l i n ~ a  tor-mo, called SangenZo Tormo, is provided with dough-strips laid crosswise on its 
chest and back, and has an elongated head, said to symbolize Dunsur's rosaries plus bell-strings 
(g~mdo)  and his hairlock respectively. 

(d) The "turning the lake upside down" (a mytheme occurring in almost all versions) obviously 
marks a turning point: it is a rel'cr-sal of positions that paves the way for eliminating the disorder 
that has resulted from a r - ~ ~ ~ c r s a l  of roles. (The reversal is accompanied. in the present version, 
by a "classical symptom" of liminality, a state of "neither-nor", that appears to be conveyed by 
''NW and Khlden both weeping and laughing at the same time"). In addition, the "turn" can 
also be seen as an act initiating Dunsur's transformation into an evil spirit: Dunsur is "reversed" 

19 Cepfig. the ethnic group. cf. p. 36. and 6.75 note. 
20 The name Sangen was derived by the informants from MT sai~a ken. 'cooked millet'. The casting 

away of the Sangen T o m o  is part of several rituals, including those of the lamas. 
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and thus becomes associated with all malevolent spirits and ghosts who, in our days, are to be 
expelled "downwards" (cf. "lower crossroads" below). 

(e) Is Dunsur a paragon or master or ancestor of all spirits and ghosts? The mar l e m h  
rite2' serves to send "down" ( w r )  and separate all harmful spirits and ghosts from the worlds 
of humans and gods. The "chief' of the tormo figures representing these spirits and ghosts is 
similar to the S ~ g e n  Tormo alias Dunsur Bon described above: it, too, is modelled from dark 
millet-dough, has the same elongated head and the same dough-strips pasted crosswise on chest 
and back, which in the case of the Sangen Tormo have been identified as symbolizing Dunsur's 
ralbo and gomdo. Are the two tormos identical? I could obtain no satisfying answer to the 
question as to why the torrno. symbolizing an epitome of all spirits and ghosts, is to be shaped 
"like" a bmbo .  

(f) Furthennore, how should the sentence "Become Dunsur M q o ! "  in the present version of 
the myth be interpreted? The mqmos are recognized as "the evil ... in pure form" (as Holmberg 
1990: l8  f. rightly calls them): ogresses, the embodiments of the "negative mother", who are 
expelled in specific rituals. Has Dunsur undergone a change of sex, too? Conspicuously, the lake 
at which Dunsur was defeated is called Cho Mamo in several versions (S. pp. 121,132). 

2 1 S. Appendix I and pp. 229 ff. 
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The terms yarso, marso and yarsan, ~ r s a r i ~ ~  

In ritual texts, terms denoting certain periods or seasons of the year occur in three antonymic 
configurations: 
- yarso versus mgrso, 
- yarsan/yarson versus mqrsanlmarsoh, and 
- yarsan versus gonsan. 
The terms yarso/yarson, on the one hand, and rnars~lmqrsan/~rson, on the other, are probably 
synoriymous, meaning 'upper Cyar) half of the year' = 'spring + summer', and 'lower (mar) half 
of the year' = 'autumn + winter', respectively. The fluctuation between yarsan (high-level pitch) 
and yarson (deep-level pitch) is confusing,23 and we can only presume that, originally, yarsan 
was used as the antonym of gonsan exclusively. We would thus have as original pairs: 

(a) yarsan versus gonsan, wherein yar- < Tib. dbyar, 'summer', gon- < Tib. dgun, 'winter', 
and -sun < Tib. bzan, lit. 'fine', 'auspicious'; 
(b) yarson versus e r s o n ,  wherein yar- < Tib. yar, 'upper', mqr c Tib. mar, 'lower', and -son 
? < Tib. zun, 'a pair', 'a couple', 'a single piecevt4; 
and as a probable synonym, 
(C) yarso versus mqrso, wherein yar- and mar- have the same etymology as in yarson and 
marson ('upper', 'lower'), while -so ? < Tib. salso, 'stage', 'division', 'state'. 

As can be concluded from the names of the (ritually relevant) full-moon days, 

- yarsan = recte: yars~n/*~arsan denotes the period from the first day of the month Mdgh 
(January-February), i.e., the Mdgh Sankrdnti day which is also called New Year (Lo.sa) in 
Tam~ang,~~ until the full-moon day called Bhadau Fume which is generally in the month of 
Bhadau (August-September); while 
- mqrsan denotes the period which begins with Bhadau Pume itself and ends on the last day of 
the month Pus (December-January). The original reckoning might have been based on the lunar 
calendar exclusively in that the beginning of the yarson-half of the year also coincided with a 
full-moon day. This is suggested by Holmberg's (1980: 157) data: according to his informants, 
the period of "yharsung"26 lasts from the full moon of February-March until the full moon 
of August-September, on the one hand, and the period of "mharsung" from the full moon of 
August-September until the full moon of February-March, on the other. 

22 Cf. 47.366 and 66.543 notes. 
23 At first, some informants tentatively rendered yar~an/~arson by 'summer' = 'rainy season' (MT syi:). 

and rnarsah/rnor.sori by 'winter' = 'cold, dry season' (MT serga). 
24 This would be reminiscent of the words for 'upper' (yar, srod) and 'lower' (mar, smad) in Tibetan 

expiessions denoting the first and the second half of a seasodthe lunar monthlthe night, respectively. - 
For Tib. zun cf. the entries in Jhchke 1949: 488 and Das 1970: 1095. 

25 On Lq.sa cf. Hofer 1981: 165. 
26 In Holmberg's spelling the "yh-" obviously indicates breathiness and thus a deep pitch, which confirms 

that there does exist both a high-toned "orsoh and a low-toned yarson/*.~qrsan. 
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Archaisms in the myth of Dunsur and Lasya2' 

Archaisms in the myth (sections 110. and 11 1.) and their occurrence elsewhere in the text 
(indented column) with reference to: 

l 10.1067: yul ganbai khala/khale 
39.300: harmful agent 

110.1067: gyhbna I/:jye khurba, nbnna chya:jye tenba 
19.179, 22.205: Khyun (mythical bird) 
26.224: clan god Dabla 
40.303: harmful agent 
6 1.498: cen divinity 
67.553: goddess Kaliama 

1 10.1068: iiendaliiendu salba 
8.90, 17.144, 46.350, etc.: client 
50.405, 50.407, 77.627, 108.1036, 11 1.1086: godslclients 

1 10.1068: n@bai yinle/tinle/linle 
17.150: Tabu Norbu (god) 
20.189: water (creation myth) 
21.196, 23.207: roots (creation myth) 
46.353: harmful agent 
87.749: gods 

1 10.1069: n w l a  phiriri djnba 
19.173: peacock 
22.197: Khyun 
90.804: harmful agent 

l 10.1069: sergi den 
72.597: cen 
112.1091, 113.1 121: clan god 
113.1 114: cen 

1 10.1072: yar doba, mar doba 
107.1030: clientlpatient 

l 10.1072: migla/mi:la migcyun bruppa 
10.120: clientlpatient 

27 Cf. pp. 280 ff. 
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1 10.1072: awai sombo tappa 
10.120: client/patient 

1 1 1.1073: cyi 
38.290, 41.3 12. 41.3 14: harmful agent 
68.563: cen 

11 1.1073: gayati gaba, che:yan che:ba 
10.12 1,  9 1.8 16: clientlpatient 

1 1 1.1077: iiemai iieser/iienser 
12.130: harmful agent 
the synonymous iiemai hotfa in 17.146: lamp, and in 46.358, 49.402: divination 

1 1 1.1079: jyabu 
38.293: harmful agent 
39.297, 98.922: sacrifice 
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INDEXES 

I. SUBJECT INDEX 

For place names referred to in the recitation S. Index 11. E. Gurung, Magar, Kiriti, etc. terms are 
rendered in italics. 

Aegle mannelos 170 
h u  KholH 126 ff., 129 f., 177 f.. 183 
altar (S. also 18ga, br*ge) 22, 30f.. 42, 58 ff., 

101. 106ff., 121, 134. 145, 163. 169, 254, 
269 

ambivalence 17 f., 41, 45, 55 ff., 72 ff., 134, 231, 
253. 333, 337 

Amyris agallochum 102 
Anaphalis sp. 170 
anatomy 94 f., 31 1, 313, 320 
animal sacrifice 19,58,229 ff., 241,254 f., 262 
approximation (S. also text) 332 f. 
aquatic monster 62. 64-67, 334 f. 
arboreal 3 10 ff., S. also flower 
arrogance 29. S. also ~ikrgyal 
Artemisia japonica 168 
Artemisia sp. 64, 102, 222 
ascetic, asceticism 18, 23, 36, 69 ff., 200. S. also 

KSnphaG 
astrology 233. 262 
atmosphere 91, 292, 314, S. also barkap, nim 

bqkap 
Ayurveda 299 

Bauhinia sp. 67 
bard 70 
Bauddha (ManBslu) 129 
bell, bell-strings 69-71, 78, 229. 264, 337 
Bengal 86 
Bheri river 64 
Bhote Kosi 126 
Bhujel 61 
Bhutan 30 
Bihar 87 
Bombax malabaricum 1 17 
bombo-client relationship 9. 18 ff., 39 ff.. 45 f.. 

57 ff., 193, 226, 228. 270, 275 f., 280, 282 f., 
292 f.. 300-304 

bombo: role, role-type 17 f.. 334 ff. 
Bon religion 18. 93. 98, 334 
Brahmin 13, 20, 36f.. 69, 98, 128 
Buddhism 21, 23, 32.43. 56.67, 70.85, 125. 193, 

208. 264, S.  also Old Sect. Tantrism. Tibet 
Buri Gandaki 126, 177. 183 

butter: vehicle of boon 166, 229, 243, 246, 250 

calendar 339 
calling (sharnanic C.) 18, 23 f., 44. 92 
Castanopsis hystrix 124. 17 1 
Castanopsis tribuloides 124, 17 1 
catharsis 304 
Central Nepal 18. 62 
Chantel 57, 81 
charisma 17, 21 ff., 44, 57. 91 
Chepang 13, 36, 85, 87, 200, 337 
chestnut 124, 171, 243 
China 63 
Citwan (Tafii) 86 
clan god 8 1, I21 f., 129, 159, 243 f., 264, 267 
cosmic egg 1 10 f. 
cosmic tree S. primordial tree 
costume 69-7 1 
creation myth 19f., 54, 87. 101, 1 [Off., 173, 243, 

257, 284, 311, 313ff.. 316-319, 321 f. 
crossroads 229f., 238. 253, 332, S. also liyda, 

dobHfo, l- gypam 
cuckoo 260. 335 
curing 1 8, S. also healing 
Cynodon dactylon 1 13 

dagger 60. 62. 108 f., S. also phurba 
dance 29, 33.56 f., 89, 163, 21 1,254, 259, 335 
Daphnephyllum 1 13 
Darjeeling 18. 60, 77 f.. 85 
 ass 33, l l l 
death-ritual, death-feast 32 f., 40, 58, 228. 31 1 ,  

335 
"defilement-damage" 1 19, 3 19 
Dhaulagiri 64 
Didymocarpus 102 
"dietary damage" 226 f. 
Djmdun clan 13 1 
divination 26 f., 35, 43, 152, 154 ff.. 221, 227 f., 

262, 292 ff. 
"divine abode" 30 f., 133, S. also ligan. altar 
divine horse S. Tibu N6rbu 
divine mother S .  Lasya, Kaliarna, rnai 
double-bind 17, 304 
dough-figure S. torrno in 11. A. 



"downy hairs" 314 f., S. also luwa-buwa 
drum 25. 29, 38, 64 ff., 73 f., 77 f., 87, 89, 101, 

110, 135. 146, 163, 201, 21 1, 219, 243, 246ff.. 
260. 264, 277 f.. 291, 331, 335 ff. 

earth 259 
"earth-born" shaman 9 1 
Eastern Nepal 41, 157 
Eastern Tamang 9, 38, 61, 69, l l l ,  334 
ecstasy S. ritual techniques and possession 
Eleocarpus ganitmdsphaericus 69 
Eremurns spectabilis 102 
evil eye 225, 227, S. also witch 

fairy S. cen in 11. A. 
fan S. melon in 11. A. 
Ficus Iacor 171 
First Shaman/Bombo S. Dunsur Bon 
flower, floral symbolism 53 ff., 79, 99, 101, 124, 

163, 166, 172 f., 228, 243 ff., 247, 253 f., 256, 
266, 284, 310-325 

"four altars" 22, 30 
four corners (eight points of the compass) 106, 

129. 138, 200. 218, 291 f. 
Four Orphans S. Wonden-Wonsya 
Four Primordial Bombos 21 f., 30,42,70,89, 133, 

332. 336 f. 
full-moon day 339, S. also pume in 11. B. 

Ganges 78, 252 
Ghale 161 
ghost S. spirit 
gnosis 57 
god of the ceiling 123 
god of the courtyard 124, 243 f. 
god of the door 123, 243 f. 
god of the fire-place 121 f. 
god of the floor 123 
god of the main post 121 f. 
gods of the house 264 
gods of the soil, of the village territory 121, 125 
Goddess 30, s.also mother goddesses, Lasya, 

Kaliama 
Gorakhpur 87 
guru 23 ff.. 37. 91, 134 
guru-adept relationship 24 f., 37 f., 77 
Gurung 9, 21, 38 f., 63 f., 81, 125, 295, 298 
Gyasumdo 60, 63, 243 

hairlock 25, 69 ff., 74, 122, 3 1 1, 336 ff., S. also 
ralbo, brondo, lag2 

harmful agent 92, 134, 285 f.. S. also noccyen 
haruspicium 241. 262 
healing 18. 41, 134, 228, 271, 282, 304, 327 ff. 
heavens 78, S. also sky 
hemp 60, 63 
Hindi 13, 36 
Hindu religion, caste 18, 20, 35 f., 43, 55, 59, 62, 

64,70,72f. ,78, 190,230,231,300,311 
hlewri 38 f. 
holy water (dupcyo) 63, 127, 130, 166,246-250 

hombill 60. 64, 101, 108 f.. S. also khyuh 
house: spatial symbolism 58 f., 121 ff., 229.243 

identity of the actors 88, 134, 142, 144, 163, 
291 
> A >  

incense 101, 103, 222, 230, 238, 266, 269 
India (religion, mythology) 37, 62, 72, 81, 1013, 

110 f., 115, 183, 253 
Indo-Nepalese 62, 77. 157 
Indo-Tibetan religion, mythology 57, 64, 68, 243, 

334 
Indonesia 39 
initiation 24, 30, 89 

Jaisi Brahmin 98 
Jijirko! 18, 38, 8 1 
Janai Pumima 38 
journey S. ritual techniques 
jug (bumba) 60. 63 f.. 120, 246-250, 316 ff. 
Jumla 334 
juniper 102, 243 

Kimi 67 
Kfinphali 36, 62 f., 70 f., 78, 92, 13 1, 183 
Kataragama 70 
Kham Magar 18, 21, 25, 31, 57,64,67,81,91, 

231. 308, 320 
~ i r i t i  18, 32 
Kodiri 131 
Kumaon 71 
Kusunda (Kusundi) 87 

Ladakh 59. 103, 108. 113, 143, 253 
lakes (sacred lakes) 30, 128-131, 151 f., 243 f., 

246-248, 254 
lama (lama) 19 ff., 23, 32, 34, 36, 69, 31 1 
Lamaism 30, 300, S. also Buddhism, Old Sect, 

Tibet 
lambu 23, S. also in 11. A. 
lamp 60, 62. 105. 331 
L2ngtiing river 126 
"life-beam" 101, 124, 171 f., 310-312 ff., 319f.. 

325 S. also "life-tree", ro.dunma, pa:sarn 
"life-flower" 101, 253, 282, 310-312ff., 324f., 

S. also flower, floral symbolism 
"life-force" S. che: in 11. A. 
"life-pole" S. che.darsyin in 11. A. 
"life-power" S. wangur in 11. A. 
"life-principle" S .  ro in 11. A. 
"life-tree" 208, 243, 264, 270, 313, 315 f.. 319f., 

S. also ro.dunma, sosyin, pa:sarn 
Likhu Khola 188 
Limbu 18, 41, 61, 85. 270 
liminality 17, 304, 337 
lineage forefathers S. gylippa meme in 11. A. 
Lubra 94 

mad saint 17, 110 
Midi river 129 
Magar 152, S. also Kham Magar 
"magic arrow" 96, 214, 227, 270 



"magic projectile" S. da, bser,  dasyu in 11. A. 
Maharashtra 253 
Mailun KholI 126 ff.. 177 f.. 185. 189 
male-female polarity 57, S. also sexual symbol- 

ism 
MBnahg 9 
Manblu 129 
Melanesia 48 
memorial 128, S. also mine, kungar 
Meru (Sumeru) 59. 102, 243 
Mewahang Rii 32. 63 
millet-dough 331 ff.. 337. S. also tormo 
mirror 20 1 
monastery S. g6mbo in 11. A. 
mother goddesses 28 f., 35 f., 55 fr., 72 ff., 157, 

160 f., 198, 200, S. also Goddess, mai 
mountain peaks (sacred peaks) 30. 128. 151 f., 

243 f., 246-248 
muddum (mundhum) 32 
Murmi 9 
myth and ritual 19 f., 57, 254, 257, 281 ff., 316, 

33 1 ff., 334 ff. 
"mythic-mystic country" S. k:yul in 11. A. 

NIg Paiicami 67 
Na-khi 63 
Nar 9 
necklace S. rosary, protective thread 
Nepali 12, 32. 34 ff., 48 f.. 72. 152, S. also text 
Newar 43, 70ff.. 85, 148, 150, 157, 187, 205 

ogress 72, S. also mamo 
Old Sect (of Tibetan Buddhism) 19, 26, 30, 56 
oracle 35, 43, 162, 193, 221, 227 f., 293 f. 

Rbil 126 
paju 38 f., 64 
Paradise 78 
paranomal experience 18, 26, 107 
p i  38. 295 
peacock 60, 62, 108, 110, 126, 132, 201 
"Pekhu Tso" 126, 132 
pheasant 61 
pilgrimage 20 f.. 29 f.. 130 f. 
Pirthi Niiriyan ( ~ f l h v i  NLHyqa) 78, 188 
polythetic classification 305 
porcupine 49 f., 60, 108, 1 10 
possession 27 f., 39, 73 f., 221 
primordial cosmic tree(s) 101, I lOff., 243, 249, 

30 1 
protective thread/necklacebracelet 1 18. 3 19 
proto-institutionalization 26, 101, 1 I I 
Prunus cerasoides 170, 243 
psychodrama 39 
psycholinguistics 44 
Pterocarpus santalinus 1 13 
pupillary succession 23 
purification 249 f., 266, 316 ff. 

ramo 6 1 
ransom-sacrifice 23 1. 253. 282 

raven 260 
Rhododendron 1 70 f. 
rice (for divination, etc.) 68, 159 f., S. also m m ,  

achelZL 
"rice-circle" 269 
ritual implements and paraphernalia 59ff.. 87. 

103-120. 247. 314 
ritual specialists (division of tasks) l9 ff., 29,33 f,, 

44 f., 334 ff. 
ritual techniques (specific to the bpnbo) 
- general 26 ff. 
- "activating" (mobilizing, setting in motion) 70. 

73 f., 148, 152 f.. 193 f., 253 f., 262, 277 f. 
- "ad-identification" 27 ff., 73 f,, 88. 21 1, 253, 

277 f. 
- "appropriating energy" 27. 29, 45 
- bead-telling 69 f., 105 
- blessing (conferment of) 166, 229. 243. 246, 

250 
- "bringing into contact" ("moving around") 230 f.. 

266 
- "carrying on the back ..." 27 f., S. also gyPbna 

1j:jye khurba ... 
- "coercing by mantra" 26. 192. 263 
- "conjuring", 145, 194 
- dance 163, 21 1, 259, 335 
- "dealing with" 134 f.. 193 f. 
- diagnosis 18, 228, S. also "distinguishing" 
- dismissal ("demobilizing", "detaching") 23 l ,  

236. 262. 264. 266 
- "distinguishing" (divinatory, meditative, visio- 

nary) 24, 26, 60, 70, 92, 154 ff., 159 f., 162 f., 
172, 179, 185, 227 f.. 241. 261 f., 292 H. 

- "driving back" (derku:ba) 193 f.. 23 1, 332 
- drum (use of) 29, 68, 146, 260 
- ecstasy 17, 26 ff., S. also possession 
- "encounter" (in the altar, etc.) 22, 29 H.. 60. 

145, 253 f., 262 
- exorcism ("sending off', "sweeping off". "clea- 

ring") 148, 193 f., 219 f., 230f.. 236. 266 
- "fixing" (damla) 26, 159. 254, 257. 260, 336 
- "getting at" 26, 60, 146. 208, 262, 305 
- "going mad" 29, 201 
- "going to the gods" 193 
- incensing 101, 222, 266, 269, 290 
- "loading down" 150, 205. 21 1,  242 
- "mounting the bodyback" 27, 73 f. 
- neutralizing 27, 231. 253 f. 
- "playing" 29, 73 f., 223, 277 f. 
- protecting 230 f., 243. 245. 249 f. 
- purifying 243 f., 246-250, 266 
- quivering 26, 163. 179, 185. 261 
- "receiving" (the soul, etc.) 146 f.. 246 f., 249 
- restoring the soul 134f.. 193f.. 218 
- "returning into the myth" 30. 57, 254 
- ritual journey 29 ff., 57.60.87.99, 121 ff.. 163. 

174, 243 f.. 246 ff.. 254, 284, 321. 327 
- "seizure" 27, 29, 198, 261 
- shaking (trembling) 26 8.. 230. 241 
- vitalizing S. che:. waiigur in Index 11. A. 
- vision S. "distinguishing" 



rituals of the bgmbo 19 
rosary 60,63,69 ff., 78, 101,229,264,332,337 
robe 71. 101, 104 

sandalwood 1 13 
Sanskrit 13, 32 
Saussurea gossypiphora 102 
scapegoat 231, 233 
Schima wallichii 166 
self-distancing 304 
"self-produced" b m b o  23. 37, 39. 9 1 
Serb-Croatian epic 300 
Seti river 129 
sexual symbolism 53-57, 253 f., S. also ambiva- 

lence, flower 
shaman 18, 41 
shamanic flight 29, 61 
shamanic illness 23 f. 
shamanic initiation 193 
shamanism 70, 227 
Shorea robusta 102 
sin 112, 141, 145, 238 
sky 123, 125, 259 
sneezing 253, 261 
soul 79. 134, 136. 194, 218 
spirits (of the dead, etc.) 8 1,206,229 ff., 33 1, 333, 

337 
spiritual descenttlineage 21 ff., 42, 134, 195, 198, 

263 
Sri Lanka 70, S. also LarikH in 11. E. 2. 
sucking horn 149 
Sunuwar 18. 61. 63. 81 
symbol 31 1, 3 13, 3 15, 32 1, 324 f., S. also text 
symbolic death 193 

THdi Khola 126, 188 
Tagetes erecta 168 
Tamang language 9, 48 ff., S. also text 
Tamang religion, society 9, 12 f., 18, 20 f., 30, 

46 ff., 55, 334-338. S. also Eastern Tamang, 
Western Tamang 

Tamil bow song 37 
Tantrism 29, 38, 56 f., 64, 70, 73, 108 
Tar% 113, 87 
Terminalia chebula/belerica 102 
text (of the recitation) 
- adjection 302 
- aesthetic aspect 40 ff., 329, S. also poeticity 
- allegory 327 
- amphibology 319 
- amplification 292 ff., 297 f., 305, 315 
- anaphoric 3 19 
- anticlimax 294 
- apokoinou 78, 277 
- aprosdoketon 303 
- approximation 28 1 f., 316, 3 19 f. 
- archaism 257, 280 ff.. 340 f. 
- artificiality 281 ff. 
- asyndeton 295 
- audience 9, 39 fr., 275 f. 
- binarism 295 ff. 

- binomial 295, 297 
- catacresis 328 
- cataphoric 3 19 
- chiasmus 299 
- climax 294 
- competence (literary, exegetic) 9, 40 f., 44 R., 

280, 283, 285, 303 
- complementarity 291. 297. 299 
- components of the text 37, 257 
- composition-in-performance 37, 48 
- conceptual zeugma 28. 277 
- concrete (versus imaginary) 295. 320 f. 
- condensation strategy 320-323 
- constitutio textus 48 
- crasis (ellipsis) 285 f., 305 
- decomposition 275 
- delivery (performance) 37-39 ff., 47 f., 135, 

154f., 193, 201, 221, 256, 278, 292f., 301, 
332 

- echo-word 295 
- elision 278, 288 F. 
- ellipsis 292 S. also crasis 
- emblematic periphrasis 118, 284, 286 ff., 302, 

313. 315, 317 
- enumeration 26, 40, 121, 134 f., 155, 163, 254, 

256, 266, 284 ff., 292, 295 f., 299 ff., 305, 316, 
320-324, 327 

- epanalepsis 287 
- epithet 284-287, 321 f. 
- exegesis 301, 303. 332, 336f.. S. also compe- 

tence, interpretation, meaning 
- figurality 275 f., 324, 327 
- "form and content" 275, 278 f., 299 f. 

305 f. 
- formulaic composition 307 
- "future hermeneutics" 46, 304 
- genera litteraria 33 
- generic override 300 
- homoeophony 82, 297 
- homoioptoton 297 
- honorific form 281 
- hyperbaton 292 f., 305 
- hyperbole 3 19 
- hypemepalism 87, 177 
- hysteron proteron 28 1 
- imagery 275 
- improvisation 37 f., 257 
- "incense-recitation" S. sanrap in 11. A. 
- "l'infonne" 327 
- intent and effect 276 ff., 285 f. 
- "interim construct" 327 f. 
- interpretation 46-49, 276, 298 f. 
- irradiation 296, 3 17 
- language (ritual language) 34 ff., 39, 280 
- learning 37 f., 43 
- mannerism 3 1 S, S. also artificiality 
- mantra 44f.. 76 
- meaning 9, 41 ff., 46 ff., 228, 328 
- metanalysis 296. 300 
- metaphor 134, 245. 256, 275, 307, 310-3137 

3 19-32 1 ,  324-326 ff: 



- metonymy 275, 290f., 301, 305, 307, 31 1 f., 
319 f.. 326 ff. 

- multipropositionality 277 
- mythical past (tense) 154 
- Nepali (versus Tamang) in the text 72, 194. 

31 1 
- nomenclature (luxury of) 72, S. also amplifica- 

tion 
- orality 32-34 ff., 47 ff. 
- overdetermination 299 f.. 305 
- parabasis 304 
- paragogue 277 
- paraleipsis 292, 298 
- parallelism 295. 299 
- parallelismus membrorum 297 
- paralogism 317 
- paraphrasis 3 19, 328 
- parapraxis 300 ff. 
- paronomasy 36 
- particularization strategy 320-323 
- pastiche 20, 35 
- performance 33 f., 37 f., 44 f., 275 f., 300, 329, 

S. also delivery 
- periphrasis 328, S. also emblematic periphra- 

sis 
- perlocution 276 
- persuasive potential 3 19, 323 
- pleonasm 133. 324 
- poeticity 34, 275, 299, 301, 303 f., 324f.. 

327 ff. 
- polyptoton 298 
- pragmatics 275 ff. 
- proemial formula 259 
- prosody, prosodic constraints 277, 285 f., 295, 

30 1 
- prosopopoeia 321, 323, 326 
- pro-text 289, 295 
- reduplication 297 f. 
- "re-referencing" 307. 3 12. 326 
- sense-image 321 
- "shamanic discourse" 327 f. 
- "story of origin" S. kerap, munrap in 11. A. 
- subliminal, subrational 275 f., 282, 329 
- subtraction 302 
- syllepsis 28, 281 
- symbol construction 275. 310ff., 315, 320- 

324 f. 
- symploke 315. 317 
- synecdoche 291, 293. 305. 308, 312, 315, 326, 

337 
- text module 37. 139. 307 ff.. 3 12 

- textuality, textual fixity 20, 37 f., 301 
- tmesis 297, 305 
- translation 35 f., 48 ff., 153,222,227 ff., 293 f. 
- understanding 49, 276. 328 
- verb-repertory 307 f. 
- verisimilitude 3 17 
Thakali (ThaBli) 9, 87, 94 
thigh-bone trumpet 60, 63, 108, I 10 
Thulung Rai 63, 295 
thunderbolt symbol 67 
Thysanoleana agrestis 15 1 
Tibet 30. 87, 121, 126, 131, 206. 256 
Tibetan language 1 3, 34 H.. 94 
Tibetan religion 12. 18 f., 32, 46f., 54ff., 59, 

62ff.. 89, 103, 108, 110f.. 117, 122f.. 130, 
132, 148, 150, 190, 193f., 197, 201, 208, 231, 
249, 264, 269, 334 

TirnHl 334 
tortoise 60. 64 
training 18, 37 f., 43 
tradition 32 ff.. 47 f.. 299 
trident 60, 63, 68, 108, 192 
Trisuli river 126, 183, 185. 189. 334 
Tunhuang 334 
tutelary 21 ff., 76, 92. 134, 138, 195, 198, 263 

underground sphere 150, 203, 259, 292, 3 14 
underworld 3 1, 67, 76, 78 
unio mystica 29, 56 f., 99, 253 ff. 
"union" (of superhuman beings) 178, 190 

"vertiginous play" 28 
virgin 72, S. also kanyi. kumHri 
vital principle S. so in 11. A. 
vow 264. 266, 271 

Wiiba clan 13 1 
Wendlandia sp. 17 1 
Western Nepal 57, 70, 334 
Western Tamang 9, 32 
"wife-givers", "wife-takers" 57 f. 
"wild hunter*' 78, 122, 131, 159, 205, 223, 227 
will-power (vital force) 270 
wish-granting tree 243 
witch, witchcraft 54ff.. 69.96, 152, 157, 159,223, 

225, 227 f., 253 f., 262, 282, 310, 336 

iariiun language 2 1,  159 
zenith 259 





cengi s w a p  163. 254. 284, 305, 320 
ctnso 168, 269 
cknso-mtnso 243 
ci dqha 262 
cima 118 
cutiba 27, 29, 54, 198 
cu:ba 9 1, 156, 159, 260, 28 1, 288 

chilba S. chhwa 
chalam 98 
chalam-bulam 98, 151, 166, 312 
chamjo 119, 231, 319 
charba 165 
chilwa (chhba) 93 
cheba 99, 156. 288 
chen 142 
chene59ff., 107, 121, 145, 163, 166, 193,247, 

254, 262, 264 
chene brigdsyi da:mo 107 
che.d+rsyin 79, 94, 3 1 1 
chegara s@mo 108 
chercher 203 
chesur 92 
che: 68, 246 f., 250, 284. 31 1 
che: ta:ba 246 
che:yd che:ba 262. 282, 341 
chi: 92. 303. 309 f. 
cho:na 108 
cho:na dudgi phola 62 

cya: 104 
cya:gi bija 208 
cya:gi gosum 69 
cya:ld 150. 205 
cya:na demba 195 
cyen.dqnba 166 
cye:rien 241 
cyi 35, 142, 341 
cyi donle 146 
cyig 35 
cyolba 19, 116 
cyoldap 116, 254 
cyoppa 28 1 

chyan 93 
chya: 27, 270 
chya:ba 112, 141. 315 f.. 319 
chya:den 270 
chya:.jalo 88, 321 
chye 102, 292 
chyegu 21 
chyejyu gomo 259 
chyekpa 26 f. 
chyembo 98 
chye: 335 
chye:lu 32 
chye:ne-wabne 137 
chyibda 106. 178 
chyoccye 331 
chyoppa 95, 180, 253, 331 
chybwa 37 

chyo:syi 106, 291 f. 
chyu 291 f., 312 
chyu rnan&tl 1 13 
chyubon 64.98, 31 5 
chyudan 89 
chyudendkrmo 102 
chyudirid 65, 67 
chyu:ba 92 

da 92. S. also &i, &ser, 
W b a  92, 156 
dqndarn 1 13 
&lah 206 
dqnla ta:ba 26,44,106,110, 159,257,260,336 
&ni/dini 137 
Wbo 1 12. 259 
Wboi  gy6t 34 
darlun 60,62, 108, 247 
dqa  100 
&ra luddah 94 
dyba 21 1 
d q o  247 
&ser 98 
&syu 96, 141 
dawa 98. 308. 312 
da: 122 
&:ba 35, 119, 252, 288 ff. 
&:bara ... gyurba 35. 252 
&:h 35, 39 
&:m0 39.60, 78, 176, 288, 290, 323 
debge 63, 105, 138. 146. 156, 198. 265.284 
den 187, 260, 270, 280, 340 
den.chya:ba 280 
dendo 270 
derku:ba 196, 23 1, 332 
deso n@ri 156 
dqwa 92 
dikpa 119, 141. 145 
djla 156, 241 
dim kybmba 19, 35 
d@ba 49 f., 96, 142, 164, 216, 287, 315, 327, 

340 
do 98, 112, 124, 142, 312 
dobon 64, 98, 124, 3 15 
do.cha:jo 125, 301 
do chyembo 142 
doi nemba 60, 64, 187, 296 f. 
dola (mar dola) 125 
domjyen 206 
d6nbo 311 ff., 319 
do~igi wai 33 
do.r;igrog 125 
dorjye 335 
dorjye g y m  67 
dorjye lobon 91. 137 
doyajyen 235 
do:ba 35, 1 18 
dubi 102 
dud 62. 108, 134 
dqlba 1 16. 307 
dumsyin mm: 60 



dabla 81, 122, 131, 193 
d&p 30.97, 109, 122, 13 1, 286, 292 f. 
Wsyer1da:syer 194 
&]in 122 
d+ra 108 
@wa 171, 254, 324 
d~rnba 185, 195 
(Lerno 286, 293, 336 
dernojyen 157, 227 
densal 35. 164 
dinjyen 181 
djnjyen phamo 9 1, 302, 307 
d/p 249 
d/psol silba 249 
d/:ba 60. 102 
d/:ma 1 19 
dobaldowa 35, 93, 118, 280, 340 
dglati 92 
d6lmo 56. 104 
d6rnbo 264 
#owa S. doba 
duba 110 
duba phurba 62 
dundi bappa 18 1 
~ U F Y O  30, 63, 120, 128, 185, 246 ff., 308, 3 12, 

317, 319 
dupcyo ta: ba 249 
duppa 288 

g+na 136 
gan 136. 159 
g ~ s a l  107. 154, S. also miss] 
g@ser 183. 256. 324 
 gay^ gaba 95, 262, 282, 341 
gawdgaba 168, 308 
ga: 117 
gelba 116, 315 
geppu 91 
gla: 285 f. 
gloma-gloser 235 
go 27, 62 
goila-gpijyen 104 
goljya 256, 208 
gomba 70, 89, 154, 241 
g h b o  30, 125, 131, 193 
gomdo 69. 229. 332, 337, 338, s.also 

gomdo 
gonsai~ 339 
gona 144 
gori yuba 27 
gorjawali 168 
gosum 69, 104 
gral 32 
grilgul 102 
gulgul jeppa 89, 1 5 l 
gu: 98 
gyab 148 

ralbo- 

gy6bdoVgySb@l 69, 169 
gylbla kuiba 122 

gylbna l/:jye khurba, ribnna chya:jye tenba 27, 
110, 148, 280f., 310. 340 

, -  - 

gy aden. ton 95 
gyagar 108, 115 
gyagar mendu ku 1 15 
gyagar phola 62 
gyajye 102 
gyllbo 97. 146, 150 
gyilrno 206 
gyqa 97, 114 
gyararn 98, 104, 177,201 
gyulam 21 
gYuma-gyuser 206. 233. 295, 308 
gyljppa 23, 122, 195, I 98, 263 
gyuppa mhme 21 ff., 87 ff. 
gyurba 35. 95, 252 

haha-hjhi lajo 64 ff.. 104, 109 
h8:nga 1 14 
ha:y 95 
hidarn 109 
hisye 44, 57. 107. 154 
hoi linma 33 
homa 100 
hon 100, 284, 297 
hosal 56 
hoser 256 
hotp 106 
huphup 205 

jqa 114, 301. 312 
@a-nqa 104 
jeppa 148 
jesyin 102. 170 
jqba 165 
jo 203. 303. 310 
jo:ri nikpo 92, 223 
jumrul 92, 21 8 

jyabu 142, 167, 229, 
jyan 102 
jyangu 108, 197 
jyara 260 
jyjmbu lknte 190 
jyjnda 92 
jyjnlap 166. 249 
jyjnba 142 
jy6garmo 206 
jyomo 127 
jyunba 93 

ka 56, 1 12. 259 
kabu 1 14 
kalba 24, 89 
kaiba 1 W, 296 
kanlifi 60, 63. 219 
kara 1 l0 
karbo 95, 108 



karbo *a: 95 
karda 93 
kasfa (N.) 161, S. also 11. B 
kawa 23.42, 125, 262. 335 ff. 
kawa-cherba 241 
kawai lenchya 23 
kebakewa 35, 99, 287, 3 19 
ked (kekki) 280 
kedan 124, I73,243,311f. ,312,319f. ,322 
keppa 99, 161, 307 
kerap 37, 42, 57, 243, 286 
kesa 233 
ktsyin 2 19 
kewa 252, S. also keba 
ke:nen 1 19, 3 19 
kidu 1e:nen saba 35, 49. 208 
kola cyolba 19 
koldo 1 18, 246, 250, 3 19 
koldo ta:ba 249 f. 
kona 62 
kbsyo 229 
krassu phunda 69 
krkd 104 
ku 98, 104 f., 1 12, 292 
kudin dursa 233 
kudun 206 
kuiba 1 10, 157, 195, 280 
kuldap 63, 92, 226, 286, 295, 319 
kungar 130 
khma 171 

kha 27, 89, 259. 307, 309 f., S. also khala, khale, 
khari 

kha d ~ b a  145, 157, 206 
kha nolba. l!: nolba 27 
khaba 13 
khabut 206 
khadhwai 1 12 
khadu 253 
khaima-khaijyun 256 
khaisyur 206 
khala 1 13, S. also khari 
khale 144, 2 18, S. also khari 
khha 136 
khanda:mo 56 
khansa 95. 1 16. 222. 308. 3 15 
khkrba 230 
khardakharda-chobdalkharda-chona 64, 98, 104, 

116, 178, 292, 315, 334 ff. 
khari 93, 169. S. also kha 
khawa 1 19, 166, 173, 319, 324 
khe 185 
khtd.1~: 32, 34 f. 
khelan 156, 206, 292 f. 
khelu 32 
khtppa 33 f. 
khilba 1 14, 319 
khokpa 137 
khokpai dani/dani 137 
khorlo 106 
khurba 27, 106, 136, 145, 157, 205 f., 278 

khyugpa 96, 159 
khyugu 142 
khyun m, 64, I 10,247, 249 
khyun.den 64 
khyurba 91 

la 42, 193. 33 1 
la 102, 290, S. also lagai 
ladar 60. 63, 169, S. also laral-dun&] 
lagai chye 102, 292 
IhgaIi 31, 59f., 87, 113, 116, 133, 146, 150, 156, 

169, 176, 180, 189, 206, 253 
lagan salba 87 
lagu 148 
lai yul 30. 130 
lajo 109 
l&pa 100, 104, 296, S. also la: 
lakher 193 f. 
lala lakpai l/: 35. 252 
lam 98 
lqn g y F m  98 
l h a  19 f., 33 
l h b u  19ff.. 33. 190. 301 
lqnda 96, 28 1 
lqndai cyalda 229 f. 
lam0 127 
I*gu 106 
lhjyen norbu 100 
laral-dun@ 169 
largu 113 
lari iiiba 193 f. 
lam 102 
lasya 55, 96 
lasya-demo 96 
lasya g y h  253 
layo 141. 145 
la: 100, S. also l@pa 
lemba 157, 233, 262, 282, 337 
lenchya 23, 39. 1 18 f., 208 
lknfe 190 
le:ba 187 
1e:dap 1 16. 243, 254. 290, 307, 319 
1e:den 249 
1e:gor 233 
le:ro 38 
lin 92. 117 
ljnga torrno 229. 241, 332 f., 337 
linlin jeppa 148. 152 
linsyi 106, 292 
l!: 27, 56, 89, 292, 302 f., 312 
l!: darba 21 6 
1j:mam 161 
1j:nen 119 
10 le:ba 187 
lo.sa 13, 339 
1o:ba 217. 265 
lu 36, 66, 81, 128, 218 
lud 23 1. 233. 253. 282 
lun 106 
lun 290 
lundan 94 



l u g i  khorlo 106, 1 15, 308 
l u g u  2 1 
luwa-buwa 100, 113, 295, 297, 314f. 
lu: 32 

rna 114, 117. 301, 31 1 f., 319 
rnai (N. rnHi) 13 
rnPiba 163 
rnam 206 
r n e o  35 f., 55, 85, 132, 134, 148, 150, 193 f., 

336 f., 338 
rnana (N. rnmi) 169 
mine 30, 33, 128, 130 
m& 42, 72 f., 231, 295. 331 f., 337 
rnM-rnun 295 
rnafi g6kpa 120. 3 19 
rnasyir (N. rnarisir) 169 
rnapcyi arna 110 
rnar(a) 93, 229, 260, 280 f., 339 ff. 
mar lamda 35, 96, 229, 231, 250, 253, 260, 262, 

266, 281, 331, 338 
rnqa syelne 296, 300, S. also yara syelne 
rnarbo 108 
rnarda 93 
rnqdokpa 235 
rnqsari 180, 308, 339 
rnqso 157, 180, 339 
rnqson 339 
rnlsa:n (N. rnasHn) 98 
"rnayin" 91 
rna: 35, 122, S. also rna:bon 
rna: gyhppa 35, 122 
rna: jylnba 211 
rna:bon 30, 109. 115. 122, 147, 193. 201, 292 f. 
ma:lo 270 
rna:ro.jeppa 270 
melon 60, 62, 89, 110, 201 
melun 89, 95 
mtrnba 206 
men 62, 98, 159, 293 
rnendo 35, 53 f., 94, 124, 165, 169, 173, 203, 305, 

308, 310ff.. 315f.. 323f., 328 
rnendo nonba 53 
rnendu 102. 1 15 
rnknso 168, 269 
rneppa 13, 141, 259 
meralrnerulmyara 1 1 2 
rnewa 233 
rn/gam 270 
migcyunlrnigcyu 95, S. also rnigla1rni:la rnigcyun 
migla rnigcyun b ~ p p a  260. 281 f., S. also rni:la 

m. 
mindor 144, 229 
rn/rgu 11  3 
rnisal 26, 107, 154 
m/: tharna 139, 157, 223, 227 
mj:gu 233, 296 
rni:la rnigcyun bruppa 340, S. also rnigla m. b. 
rnondar 58 f.. 250 
mone 59, 146, 226, 249, 262, 270 
rnone canma l 6 1 

rnonelrnudu syit 146, 160, S. also rnone 
rnoni 96 
rnrawai lun 102, 290, 292, 3 12 
rnudu syit S. rnone syit 
rnukpa 113. 312. 315 
rnukpa rh:ru S. r a : ~  
rnunai saldap 43, 154 
rnyqa S. mera 
rnyoba 29. 201 

naba S. nawa 
naba 35 
nagu 233, 296 
n&pa 252 
nalrno !up 230. 241 
n h  123, 125, 291, 312, 315, 340 
nim barkap linle/tinle/yinle 91 
narnba ku 104 
narnyun 259 
nanba 92, 1 17, 280, 3 12 
nanbai linleltinlelyinle 92, 259, 280, 340 
nankap 245 
nanri 1 12 
nansal 56 
nasa 233 
nawdnhba 93 
na: krtd 65 
na:dah gro: 61 
na:jo 146 
ned 124, 252 
nernba 150, 21 1, 23 1 ,  S. also doi nernba 
nenjyurmo 56 
neppa 23 
neppa kybrnba 19, 35 
ne: 30 
ne: gorna 30, 130 
ne:ba 264 
ne:bo 264 
ni 112, 114, 117, 205, 249, 301 
noccyen 24, 92, 134, 233, 285 f., 307, 309 f. 
nolba 27, 172 
nornba 120. 195. 287 f., 308, 317 
nonba 53 
noppa 97 
nor 100, 189, 297 
norbu 100, 108 

fiagyun 206 
iialbalfialwa 93, 110, 260. 281 
fialwa S. iialba 
fiamba 307 
iierna 98, 308, 3 12 
fierna sali 256 
fiernba 298 
fiernbu 125 
iiernbu syo:la kuiba 116, 241 
fien 93 
hen thuppa 256 
iien 336 
iiendap 92. 226. 286, 296, 301, 3 19 
fienduliienda salba 88, 340 



fienjye salba 156 
fienserlileser 56. 98, 341 
fieser/iiqnser 256 
iie:ba.cen 205 
fiin, irinba 92. 95 
Aisyi saldap 43, 87, 154 

109, 233 
na 29, 65, 28 1 
hadin phumsum 233 
nagor 65 
n&pa 286 
nara 159 
nhgyal 29, 45, 89, 118 
nM 164 
niyjya 65, 67 
nasyin 49, 65, 67, 104, 291 
nasyin cu:ba 49, 281 
nasyin lamo 68 
na.yu 66 f. 
na: 44, 159 
noidub 29 
no1 107 
nbmdar 3 1. 253 
nbnna 148. 303. 309 f. 
nbsye 57, 107, 154 

paina 102 
phda  108 
panja ranna 1 18, 3 19 
pati 290 
patilep 122 
patisati-lligu 102 
phga 233 
pa:sam 124, 243, 264, 266, 3 1 1 f., 3 15, 3 19 f., 

322 f.. 336 
pa:samgi le:dap 243 
pA:to 171 
pe:ma 148. 256 
pe:ma cya:ri syi: 66. 104 
pe:ma dapgi mendo 256 
pe:ma gesere 1 10, 1 17, 3 12, 3 14 ff. 
pe:@im 32 
pi.djna yin ... 35, 122 
pippa 336 
pi:bi 39 
pi:bi som/sombo 166, 301 
pradatipri 1 12 
pruldap 159 
pui 95 
pukhri chi: 60, 63 
punrna 89 
punro 247 
pume (N. purne, purnim2) 169 

phamo 13. 21 ff., 70, 88, 91 f.. 105, 132, 138. 163. 
176. 181, 195. 263. 265, 333, 336 

phamo kalba 24, 89 

phamo neppa 23 
pharasya:ba 245 
pha: 96 
~heba  26, 29 f., 40, 60, 92, 133, 146, 156, Im, 

190. 208, 254. 298, 305 
phemar 143. 229 
phep.doba 259, 28 1 
phepnariba 260. 281 
phesor 143 
phiriri l 10, 340 
pho 97 
phoi lindo 187, 296 f. 
phola 60, 62 f., 122, 125 (yar ph.), 166 
phoni 96 
phoprari 242 
phoy 133, 192. 263 
phowa 252. 335 f. ,  S. also pho:ba 
pho:ba 93. 145, 3 19, S. also phowa 
phrari 106 
phrknma 69. 104 
phrknma g y y m  104 
phurba 62, 68. 109 
phurba Ihilden lajo 109 
phhrhonba 260, 28 1 
phursyin 150 
phu: 104. 171, 292 
phu: g@gai ... 171 
phu: lagai ... 292 

rabu 100 
ralba 148 
ralbo 69 f . ,  78, 104, 229, 331 ff., 336 ff. 
ralbo-gomdo 69 
Wgam 270 
r@syin 23, S. also Ayo r. 
rappa 29, 68, 281 
rawa 118, 319 
ri:ni (N. mi) 108 
r i : ~  113 
rkkki lumbu 102, 184, 291 f. 
repta gyurba 112 
ri 96, 293, 315 
nlba 142 
nn 124. 252 
rinrin-phetphet 93 
nrap 29 ff., 33. 60, 87. 121. 163, 243, 247. 264, 

284, 305 
ri!!he pa:ni 104 
n:ba 233 
ro 94, 305, 3 1 1 
ro.dunma 35. 54, 79, 94, 124. 243, 301, 3 10 ff., 

320, 322. 336 
ro.mendo 54. 256. 3 10. 324 
rosyin-dMma 3 1 1 
~ r a  109 
F: 93, 319 

sa 123, 312, 315 
sa gyh jye  91. 203, 216 
sa rnera 301. 3 15, S. also rnera 
sabalsawa 93. 208 



sabda 156, 292 f. sornbo/som 95, 1 13 f., 150. 301 
sabda-luhen 98. 292 f., 296, 300 sonde-demo 96 
sabsyi ama 245 sonba 172. 288, 307, S. also spnba 
s aa . sb :  % sorap 89 
siiipadi 168 sosyin 94, 208, 31 1 
sala ci:ji mendo 165 sosyid-dunrna 208, 3 1 1 
salba 23 f.. 26.60, 87, 89,93, 139, 235, 278, 297, sbwa 252 

307, 340 sDrjen 110, 113, 312, 314f. 
saldap 43, 154 f., 159 f., 162. 221 
sali 124. 168 
salu 156, 228, 292 f. 
samba 118 
sarndul-namdul 66, 104 
samyun 259 
sati 269 
sMa ken 337 
satiba 87, 102 
s@ba 92, 298 
sahdun 92 
satigen 337 
sa@~l 148 
satilin-n&lin 1 l0  
satitno 104 
safrap 33, 60, 87, 125, 163, 166, 284, 288, 290, 

305, 320 
sarlun-dlrlun 172 
sarma 151. S. also sarsyi 
sarsyi 15 1, 336 f. 
sawdsaba 93 
sern 156. 292 
sern cyemba 156, 292 
sem diynba sonba 156 
sern gendo-rnendo senba 24 1 
sernjen 1 12 
sernjen rjwa 259 
sendetsande 96, 152. 160 f., 226 
senbalsonba 172 
senkhulba 134, 148 
ser 107, 144 
serbo 108 
serga 339 
sergi mone 59 
sergi phola 62 
ser.rn~dal 269 
ser.rnendo 54 
seme 137 
se: 62, 100 
se:nen 161, 226 f. 
si 96 f. ,  293, 315 
silba 35. 1 19, 241. 288 ff. 
simsirn 1 13 
siAga 108 
singa gyae 69 
sinsin 65, 104 
sinsiri-kholkhol 26. 156 
so 94, 305, 3 1 1 
so.duArna 243, 3 1 1 
soisoi-darndarn 172 
solba 269, S. also sya: S. 

sorn 114, 1 17, 301 
sorn, S. sombo 

sya ('wife') 206 
sya ('flesh') 110, 298 
syab 124, 203 
syhba 29.280 
syabdo cu:ba 35, 133 
syabru 21 1, 280 
syabru cu:ba 259. 280 
syabut 122, 206, 235, 298 
syadun 284, 300 
syai arna 1 10 
syajyik 142 
syal 108, 296 
syalba 93, 296 
syaldo 110. 164 
s y a n d ~ - b y d ~  188 
syan 97 
syahyan rolmo 69 f.. 104 
syarba 99, 27 1 
syar .deg~ chyo: 1 16 
sya:ba 106, 315 
sya: solba 23 1. 264 
syel 89, 104 
syel burnba 89 
syelgar 128. 184 
syelgar phola 62 
syelgi fhMa 104 
syelne 93. 296. S. also yqa sy. 
syqrnba-peppa lo:ba 24 1 
syembu 91 
syeppa 154 
syerap 89 
syero 38 
syibdsyiwa 1 16 
syjbda-nt:da 19, 81, 125, 190, 243, 247. 
syimo 96, 23 1 ,  286, 33 1 f., 337 
syimo tomo 229 
syjne-syjrnrol 59 f. 
syin 291. 3 1 1 
syinbon 98, 315 
sy inne-na:jo 103, 29 1 
syjnsa 95. 308 
syipsyip 152 
syitta (N.  siddha) 108 
syiwa/syiba 116. 252, 315 
sy/wai lajo 68 
syjwai nasyin 260 
syi: 34, 122 
syi: 339 
syobsan, S. thabsan 
syoccye 33 1 
syon 312 
syonba 92. 309 f. 



syora 110 
syott 133, 192, 33 1 
"syb:" 166 
sy0:syo 335 
syo:syo khkppa 34 
syuba 125 
syukpa 336 
syukpa pha:syu 102 
syuppa 230, 264. 266 
SyUrUN 1 10 
syutthernba 266 
syu:ba 187 

tibai~ 113, 168, 312, 314 
tabu n6rbu 62, 247 
tarnail 9 
tarnba 33 
tahba 92, 303, 309 f. 
ta~isar-hosar 104 
tappa 341 
ta: 96 
t i :  35 
ta:jyen nLbo 206 
ternba 166, 189 
tkrnba i g b a  35, 260, 281 
ternbai la 122 
ternml 92, 218, 298 
tenba 27, 195 
tensyin 171, 243, 336 
ttwa 95, 124 f. 
te:nen 92, 141 
tin 92, 95, 124, 203, 310 
tinso 122, 308 
tirsul(a) (N. hisul) 63, 108 
to 93 
tondar 58 f. 
tbnbo 3 13 
tonra 97 
toplin 188 
torno 19,40, 169, 229, 23 1, 254, 331 f., 337 f. 
torrno-torsyol 169 

thab 152 
thabsan-syobsa~i 120, 252 
thalun-rnjlun 1 16, 3 15 
tharnjye 1 12, 284, 319 
thhibdthanrna 120. 3 19 
thhirndthhiba 141 
thirn so thirn 242 
thirnba 150, 2 1 1 ,  242 
thingu 108 
thbrndorn-riri 93 
thonba 107 
thudam/thu:dam 26. 44, 57, 92 
thur(u).jeppa 270 
thunhur 24 1 
thu: 92, 1 13 
thu:darn S. thudam 
thu:la gomba 89 

flba 204 
plba 132 f. 
fulgu 21 

*a: 95, 298, 302 f. 
!ha:but 122, 206, 235, 298 
tha:dun 108 f., 156, 187, 284, 300 
fha:jyik 142 
!ha:jyun 262 
fhMa 104 
fhiljyun 206 
fhi:ba 102 
fhbwai lajo 68 
!hbwai neyin 260 
fhunba 142, 285 
thurirap 37, 42, 57, 286 
fhu: m&po 161 
*u:ba 125, 270 

u syoso: 233, 270 
ula rng-a bppa 145 
ula rng-a djnba 216 
U: 178 

W? (w+sya) 93 
wai 33 
waIi 92, 284 
warigur 68. 246 ff.. 
warrarra 33 
wa: 259 

yalyal-dupdup 159 
y h  159, S. also yap 
yai~ 62, 100, 189, 297 
yaIigm0 206 
yap 206 
yap 265 
y+da) 93, 253. 260, 280 f., 296, 339 f. 
yar l w d a  96, 99, 229, 253 f., 260, 281 f., 332, 

334 
yara syelne, rnqa oine 93 
yqa syelne, rnara syelne 296, 300 
yarsd 180. 339 
ygso 157, 180. 339 
ygson 339 
ya: caba 230 
yeppa 254 
yPrma 92 
ykra cya:ba 241 
yin 91 f., 203, 259. 280 
yolyu 122 
yon 280 
yonba 92, 157 
yorom 1 12 
yu S. yo 
yuba 27, 156, 159 
yul 125 
yul g#ba 144, 340 
yulsd 166 
YUP 206 



B. Nepali terms 

ache@ 59, 74, 226, 249, 270 
agaru 1 13 
ajimii 35 f., 72, 85, 148, 236, 238, S. also in 11. 
D. 

amreso/amliso 15 1, 336 
artha 57 
arura 102 
a,vtamtiqkri 72, 200 
aule cilHune 166 
autha 236 
&as b&n 81, 14 1, 293, S.. also b%n 
Mg 27, 74 
MgmH cqhnu 27, 74 
iyuh 2 1 
$chi garnu 225 
&hi-dHbi 225 

bahut 223 
bajiun! 278 
ban jhikri 77, S. also Sun Jhkri in 11. D. 
barro 102 
bHcH 241 
bHgh 177 
bHghini 177 
bHlH 157. 219, 225 
bi3n 63, 78, 141, 223, 226, 236, 293, s.also &%S 

b., bhu~cHlo b., pattHl b., etc., and da in 11. A. 
biteko dhyp 230 
bHyu, S. kaco bHyu 
bed (veda) 32 
be1 170 
bibyun (= bibbiii) 214 
bidhi 92 
bijuwi 61, 83 
bir (&a) 28, 73, 81, 98, 106, 144, 214, 225 f., 

228 f., 293 
biracche (biraksH, virakjd) 79 
bisnuhatyH 36, 238 
bndhicitta 57 
bodhisarma 56 
boksi 225, 227 
bramhahatyl 36, 238 
bujhilinu S. sunilinu ... 
bulhi 85, 125 
burhi 85 

Bhadau Pume 339 
bhairawi (bhairav9 72 
bhawHn (= ? bhawan) 83 
bhed 8 1 
bhik 83 
bhu~cHlo bSn 223. 293 
bhut 73, 81, 231, 236 
bhut boknu 206 

cakra 81 
caliunu 73, 214, 236, 277 f.  
calnu 214 

cqhnu 74, S. also Lrigma c. 
ciimal S. cawar 
c k  bama (varna) chattis j8t 78 
c k  killl 81 
ciwar (carnal) 222 
cilLune 78 
cokho 42 

chHlo (= ? chHro) 81 
chomu 236 

dalin 122 
darSan 28 
~ a s a i  32 
dHbi S. iikhi-d. 
din 108 
deurHli 127 
devj (dewi) 56 f. 
dewi (devij 72. 162, 23 1 
didi 87 
dobIto 238 
dobhHn 83 
dokh 8 1 
dokh-docche 8 1, 226 
dubo (durvci) 1 13, 168, 31 5 
dukha 270 

dhanapati 81 
dharma 21,73, 335 
dharmapcila 193, 2 1 1 
dhami 70, 187 
dhup 222, 230. 238 
dhupha (= ? dhuplo) 199 
dhupSro 59, 199 

damburu S. damaru 
damaru 77 f.. 278 
&kin; 55 ff.. 72, 254 
diphe 61 

dhyangro 64 

ekkai 223 

gangai 252 
garilyHunu S. lyaunu 
gamd 108, 127, S. also garul 
garul 108 
gaiilH 83 
ggu-go18 236 
gijH 60, 222 
gohatyH 36 
golH 236 
graha 233 
gubhHju 72, 85 
gulgul 102, 238 
guphL 298 
guphi pasne 298 



gunauihg 35. 79, 236, 31 1 ff. 
guru 76 
gym (iMno) 8 1. 153. 226 

jagar3 (= ? jagalp) 83 
jagiunu 236 
jajmh 108 
jal 87 
jal dhup 222 
janani 78, 225 
janma graha 233 
japa 44 
japnu 70 
jari 104 
jafi 70 
jatiimukuta 70 
jimii 69, 71. 213 
jitri 30 
Jefh Pume 225 
jogi bog$ 200 
jumo 27 

jhg'hur 194, 21 9 f. 
jh% 18, 36, 61 f., 64, 69ff., 73f.. 77, 88, 21 1, 

213, 277 ff. 
jhikro 18, 69 

hara 252 
hare 76, 277 
hariyo 200 
harro 102 
hatyi S. bramhahatyi, bisnuhatyk gohatyi. Siwahatyi 
h h i  222 
hit 69 
hig% 1 14 
homa 222 

kacci 45 
kalas (kolafa) 64 
kanne S, kanyi 
kanydkanne 72 f., 76, 85, 157, 174, 187, 225 
karuwi 63 
kaga 161 
kaurnari ( k o u ~ r . 9  72, 85 
kili 200 
k k o  biyu 98 
kico dhigo 230 
kii:li 177 
ketu graha 233 
kili 252 
kubhed 81 
kugyb 81 
kul deuti 81 
kurn baithaunu 36 
kum c w u  74 
kumsri (kurn&ij 72, 85 
kumbha 64 

kheuiiu 223,277 r., a h  kklnu 
ldaclnu 24. 73. 223 . . 
kholnu 236 
khulil 236 

lagan 79, 222, 239 
lhgata (law), l d g q l )  85, 298 
lqv 70, 711 
16syo 56 
latg 238 f. 
lylunu 73 

mokara 67 
manm 38.44 f., 73 
manukhya 85 
manuwl 222, 293 
mahsa (&ha )  222 
M g a l c  graha 233 
Matisir Pumc 157, 169, I SO, 225 
mapja1 269 
m a ~ a l a  59, l 13 
rnaq@li (= ? mapjali) 200 
maqtha! (= ? -maqgal) 83 
maresyi S, syi 
mash 73, 81, 98, 106, 144. 153. UW). 214 
MHgh Sahkrhti 127, 339 
mii ( r d )  13. 28 1.. 55 f., 72 ff.. 79. 134, 147 f., 

152. 157. 193.200.214.221.225,227,2U)f., 
235 f. 

mliju 72 
mill 70. 78 
r n h i  59, 169 
m h n u  230 
mciq 56 
mitriki (matrki) 56. 72 
mere 76 
rnonal 206 
mukh 69 
mukhiyi 2 1 
murdi 223 

narsing sarma 83 
nasi236 
nau durgH (mva  d u q i )  72, 83. 233 
mu graha 233 
nag ( M R ~ )  36. 64. 67. 127. 218. 334 
niig-n&gini 8 1 
nini 174 
nWnQi 79 
nighnu 254 
ne@i mC 23 1 
nish 78. 200 

pahelo 200 
pakki 45 
panchiiunu 266 
p@@ 108 
panll b&n 81, 141. 233, 293 



pal@ (= ? p a p )  200 
pauwH 30 
p@ 108, 145 
piip boknu 145 
p* 184 
pHsmH 
pHmu 73 
pithi 60 
pH!i 30 
pH* gamu 34 
prajfiri 56 
prasiid 166 
puj& 33 
pume (pirmimd) 157, 169, 180, 225, 339 
Pus/Pus 339 

raechWracche (rak~a)  79, 222 
rakta 200 
rHcches (rak~asa) 8 1, 193 
13jH 123, 129, 175 
riik~asa s. rHcches 
rZni 99, 108, 175 
ritJho 69, 104 
rog 108 
rudracche (rudrtik~a) 60, 63, 68 ff.. 104 

sabyun (= sabbil) 214 
saipatri 168 
sakti (Sakti) 83 
samundra/samudra 78 
sansae graha 233 
safkha (Sankha) 128 
sastinH 81 
sattru 223, 227 
sawHri 73 
sawLi calHunu 73, 236, 238 
stidhana 249 
sHgar 225 
sagare bif 225 
sHin S. sy5 
sit 102. 170 
sat0 79, 2 19 
siddha 78, 108, 125, 334 
sikari 78, 200 
she-bhume 8 1 
sir cqhnu 36, 74, 145 

A-ma legs-ldan 249 
a-rag 93 
a-m-ru 102 
A-su-ra'i brag-phug 150 

sirrna r3khnu 74 
sola (sul) 236 
sora 83 
sorasai 83 
sri ( i r 9  174 
sun 73 
"sunilinu, bujhilinu" 293 
sunpSni 252 
sy$siyi (sain) 8 1 

Sahda 38 
hkti  56 
Silapatra (T. syilpattar) 188 
SiwahatyH (Siva-) 36 
Sri 68, 76 

tcindava 56 
tirsul S. trisul 
trisul (rriSlila) 60, 63, 67, 108, 187 
tirtha (ththo) 108 
tite-piti 222 

thapanUthHpan2 (sthdpand) 223. 226 
than 30, 60 
th%nmH milnu 60 
thHpanH S. thapane 
thurnse 59 

u~!o-SU~!O 2 14 
usnLJa 70 
iibhauli 157 
iidhauli 157 
lirdhvat@dava 254 

vajra (bajra) 335 
vajrdctitya 9 1 
win 184 
veda (bed) 32 
vidyti 56 
vba S. bir 

yoRini- 56, 72, 1 17, 2 1 1 ,  S. also nenjyurmo in 
Index 11. A. 

jogi, and Kinphafi in Index I. 

C. Tibetan terms and names 

a-y U (zaniun) 2 1 

ba-gla 93. 102 
ba-mo 100 



ba-m-ra 102 
'bab-pa 91, 181 
'bag-pa 95 
Bal-po rjod 150 
dban 23. 92 
dbah-bskur 246 f. 
bar-thod (bar-Chad) 1 19 
bar-do 93 
bar-skabs 91 
sbas-yul 30. 130 
bla 136 
bla-brgyud 23 
bla-Sin 208 
Bod-kharns 206 
bon-po 18. 20, 334 
dbon-po I8 
bon-bu 62 
brag 102 
brag-kha 104 
bran-rgyas 59 
'bras-bu 110 
bre 59 
bro 92 
'bm 100, 107 
sbrul 104 
bu 98 
bu-cha 259 
bu-rno 167, 259 
dbu 145 
Ibu-bddbu-ba 100 
dBu'i bSam-yas 30, 132. 190 
burn-pa 63 
burn-skyed 249 
bya-fhen 1 10 
bya-pho 142, 233 
bya-rog 260 
Bya-run kha-lor 188 
byah 138 
Byah-sahs-rgyas don-yod grub-pa 1 17 
dbyar 339 
'byed-pa 26 
sbyin-bdag 92 
byin-rlabs 166 
dbyins 91 
'byun-ba 93 

rca-ba 23 
rcal 89 
bcan 54. 63 
cari-rna 262 
rcis 262 

cha 98 
rnchams gtod-pa 1 19 
rnchan 142 
che 2 1,94, 246 f. 
che-burn 63 
ches dga'-ba 108 
chigs 92 
'cho-ba 252 
chon-sna 108 

fhags-pa 1 12 
fhah 93 
'Char-ba W, 165 
r n W  259 
then-~CI 98. 142 
&hod-byad 33 1 
mehod-gnas 59. 107 
mehod-pa 95 
dhod-rien ("chthen") 94. 128, 1 U) 
'Ehol-ba 116 
Chos 335 
Chos-lugs 32 
f hos-sku 2 1 
fhu-srin 67 
Ehu-srin sder-mo 102 
'Chug-pd'phyugs-pa 92 
fhun-ba 262 

rnda' 92. 98 
rnda'dar 62, 108 
rnda'-gZu 96 
da-ra 100 
'dab-zurCan 1 13 
bdag-mo 107 
dag-pa. 'dag-pa 102. 1 19, 252 
dam-chig 117 
dam-la 'dogs-pa 26 
'darn-pa 92 
gdan 260. 270 
g&s 92 
rndans 94 
dardpyahs 108 
dar-gin 94 
Mar-ba 145, 262 
brdar-Sa 94 
'das-log 206 
sde 116 
sde-brgyad 105 
'debs-pa 92. 1 16 
sdig-pa 141 
sdins 92 
rndo 125 
rdo 98. 112, 142 
d o - p  235 
do-rie 109 
rDo-ye drag-po-rcal 109 
d o - r ~  lob-dpon 91 
do-rje phur-pa 109 
rdo-rie rgya-gram 177 
rDo-rje sernsdpa' 129 
Idog-pa 235 
dorn 206 
don 145 



drag-g8ed 193 
drag-gfer 194 
drag-po rcal-gyi Iha-chogs 109 
drags-po 97 
'dral-ba 148 
'dre-mo 96 
'dre-rno-f 157 
'dren-pa-rje 2 l 1 
dri-rna 102, 1 19 
drin-f an pha-ma 9 1 
*drurl-du 'bab-pa 18 1 
dub-dub (Anfun) 159 
dud-pa 102 
bdud 108 
'dul-ba 1 16 
gdun-rna 
dur 98, 233 
dus 156 
Dus-gsum Sds-rgyas 21 1 

dgal-ba 168. 262 
dga'-ba bii 190 
dga'-y& dga'-ba 95, 262 
rgad-PO 91 
gah 107 
gai-ba 144 
Gahs-dkar-mo 334 
glin 117 
glin bii 106 
glo-ba 235 
glud 233 
sgo-gsum 69 
sgo-Ifags 208 
sgo-mo 130 
sgo-na 144 
*'go]-thag 1 18 
sgom-pa 89 
sgom-thag 69 
dgon-pa 125, 13 1, 193 
mgon-po 13 1, 193 
sgor-mo 259 
gos 104 
dgra-lha/dgra-bla 63, 122, 193 
gral-ma 1 12 
grib 249 
sgril-ba 142 
'gro-ba 93. 259, 281 
grogs 247 
sgrol-ma 56 
sgrub-Ehu 120. 127 
sgrub-mkhan 249 
dgu 104, 113 
gu-gul 102 
Gu-ru mchan-brgyad 206 
'gugs-pa 106, 196 
'gul-ba 89 
dgun 339 
rgya-gar/rgya-dkar 108, 1 15 
rgya-gar mkhal-'gro-ma 133 
rgya-gram 98 
brgya 102 

brgya-phrag 97 
brgya theirs ston 95 
rgyab-yol 169 
rgyd-po 97 
gYam 9 1 
sgyel-ba 116 
rgyu-ma 233 
rgyu-skar l l5  
brgyud 23 
rgyug-Pa 96 
'gyur-ba 95, 252 
gy- S. also gy- 

Iha 63, 1 12, 252 
1Ha kun-tu bza-po 128, 175 
Iha-chogs 109 
Iha-dgu 1 13 
Iha-'dre 190 
Iha'i dbafi-po 125 
Iha'i dmag-dpon 1 15 
Iha-khd 59 
Iha-mo 127 
lha-rjas 63 
Iha-sku 148 
lha-iin 208 
Iha-tho 63 
ha-ha 104 
Ihag-pa 252 
hi-hi 104 
Iho 138 
hub-hub byed-pa 205 

'jam-dpal-gyi Iha-chogs 197 
'jam-dpal sku'i lha 197 
mjes-pa 165. 262 
mjes-yaIi mjes-pa 262 
'jin-ba 2 11 
mjo-rgod 206 
rjon 2 18 
rju-'phrul 2 18 

'jag-po 167 
Ijan-khu 108 
'jibs-pa 152 
'jigs-pa 142 
jo-rno 127 

bka' 1 12 
ka-ba 23, 42. 125 
dka'-ba 241 
ka-ra 1 10 
rka~i-glin 63 
rkan-pa 104 
dkar-po 95, 108, 144 
klu 63, 98, 218, 296. 334 
sku S. lha-sku 
skul-ba 92 
skya-ba l06 
skye-ba 99. 252 
skyed-pa 99. 1 19 
skyel-bdar 63 





'0-ma 100 
'od 99 
'od-gsal 56 
'od-gzer 98 
'od-spro 106 
'on-ba 260, S. also yon-ba 

pad-ma 104 
pad-rna ge-sar 1 17 
dpag-bsarn-Sin 243 
dpal 107, 247 
dpal-be'u 67 
dPal-ldan Iha-mo 148, 193, 21 1 
dPal-ye-Ses mgon-po 132 
dPal-ye-Ses mgon-po MahaHla 193 
spari-leb 122 
spar-kha 233 
dpe 32 
pi-pi 166 
sprul-ba 159 
sprul-pa 133 
sprul-sku 21 
dpun-grogs 247 
dpun-pa 89 
spyan 'dren-pa 166, 195 
spyan-pa 156 

pha 21 
pha-ma 21 
'phags-'khmns 1 15 
'phags-yul 1 15 

'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs 13 1 
'Phags-pa Sin-kun 188 
phar 245 
pheb-pa 259 
*phel-sman 256 
phi-lin-pa 188 
pho 97 
pho-lha 63, 122 
'phogs-pa 93 
phral-ba 106 
'phran 106 
'phren-ba 104 
'phrul 159 
phu 104, 125 
phud 235 
'phur-ba 260 
phur-pa 62, 64, 109, 197 
phur-pa khri-ldan Iha-chogs 109 
phyag 270 
phyag 'chal-lo 88 
phye-mar 143 
phyogs 102, 116 
phyogs bii. l06 
'phyugs-pa 92 

ra-ba 118 
ra-pho 100 

ral-pa 70 
rari-biin-gy is 23 
rari-byun 23 
ri-dwags 259 
ri-phag 96 
Ri-rab Ihun-po 102 
rig-rig 93 
rims 124 
rin-then 206 
rlun 94 
rlun-dar 108 
rlun-gi 'khor-lo 106 
rol-rno l04 
~ s - p a  233 
r- S. also sr- 

sa 104, 125 
salso 339 
sa-bdag 98, 156, 296 
sa-yi Ite-ba 125 
gsal 107 
gsal-btab-pa 154 
Saris-rgyas don-yod sgrub-pa 138 
Sans-rgyas rdo-rje sems-dpa' 138 
Saris-rgyas rin-fhen 'byun-gnas 138 
Saris-rgyas marn-par snari-mjad 138 
Saris-rgyas snah-ba rntha'-yas 138 
bsaris 102 
sems 156 
sems-f an 1 12. 259 
sen-ge S. sin-ga 
sen-ge'i drag-po rcal 197 
gser 107, 144 
ser-po 108 
gser-sku 99 
bsil-ba 1 19 
sin-ga 108 
SO S. sa 
"so, so" 233 
so-so 172 
gsol-ba 269 
gson-'dre 'dre-mo 96 
gson-po 95, 1 1 3 
sri 96 f. 
sro 89, 94 
srog 94 
srog-Sin 94, 208 
bsur 143 

Sa 142 
*Sa-'thun 284 
bial-ba 93 
bial-nad 93, 296 
gsai 104 
Sar 116, 138 
Sar-ba 99 
biegs-gsol 264 
Sel 89 
Sel-dkar 128, 184 
Sel-'phren-ba 104 
Ses-rab 89 



Si-ba 252 
Sin-nas sna-chogs 103 
@or-ba 1 10 

rta-dmag 32 
rTa-mgrin 62. 109 
rta-po 106 
stag 96, 206 
brTan-pa btu-gAis 123 
*brtan-par iial-ba 260 
Itas-nan 141 
*Itas-'ph~l 92 
Ite-ba 95, 125 
brten-pa'i Iha 122 
It0 93 
stod 339 
ston-phrag 97 
gtor-ma 94. 144 

tha-ma 139 
thab 120, 252 
thab-giob 120 
thab-lha 120 
thal-ba 141 
thams-f ad 1 12 
thim-pa 150 
mthin 108 
thom(s)-pa 93 
mthon-ba 107 
thub-pa 256 
lhugs 89, 1 13 
*mthur byed-pa 270 
thur-thur 241 

ya S. yar 
yab 128 
yab-yum 57 
gyag 206. 235 
yal-ba 159 
gyan 100 
yar 339 
ye-Ses 107, 21 1 
yel-ye1 159 

yi-dam 109, 193, 211 
yi-dam rta-mgrin khrag-'thun 109 
yon-ba 157 
gyu 122 
yul 125 
yul-b& 166 
yul-lha 125 
yum 128 

gza' 233 
za-ba 93 
za-'dre 96 
zam-pa 1 18 
bzali 339 
bzd-mo 108 
bzali-po 92 
zaris l04 
zas loo 
gzer 98, 256 
gzer-ba 137 
zla-ba 98 
zla-bo 247 
zlog-pa 21 7. 265 
zlog- S. also Idog- 
bzod-pa 159 
zor 92 
zun 339 

iabs-bro 2 1 1 
iabs-tog 133 
biag-pa 264 
ial 110, 164 
gian-pa 9 1 
iali-PO 97 
bii 34 
ii-ba'i Iha-chogs 68 
gii-bdag, gnas-bdag 125 
gii-gnas 59 
iin-sa 95 
giob 252 
iol 169 
iu-ba 125 
iud-pa 230 
biugs-pa 187 

D. 1. Names of superhuman beings: Tamang 

Ajyi Mamo 85. 248. 250 
Alen Dewa 122 
Ama Yunja 132. S. also Myunja 
Ayo Ransyin ... Ma:deo (MahFidew) 188 
Ayo SangulISingal Dorjye 148, 152,203,216 f. 

Be:yul Honga Ra:ja/Ra:iii 130 
Blkhyun l 10, S. also Khyun 

Cal Bon 336 

Cha Bumba Nombi Da:mo 132 
Chaja Myno 2 10 
Chhida-Chondi Gombo 13 1 
Chene Bngarisyi Da:mo 107 
Chene Chegara Syimo 108 



Chem Nolgi Dg:mo 107 
Chene Sergi Da:mo 107 
Chona Ma: bon Ndrbu 178 
Choyal Dlcpo (Mtme Ch. D.) 13 1 
Cho:na Ge:i D&po 129, 21 1 
Cho:na Ge:i Ma:bon 129, 150 

Cyatisyar Larno 127 f.. 130, 177, 184 
Cye:na Chirih 129 
Cyobb Guru 85 

Chyu Geppu-Gemo l 10, 128. 197 

Damjyi D6lrno (Kaliarna) 1 17 
D ~ l u n  247 
Darlun Karbo/Mqbo/Serbo/Jy@gu~ingu 108 
Diyluh K a r s ~  197 
Dqlun Sidga R6:iii 108 
Da:dar Ddlmo 122 
&sum S a g e  128, 21 1 
Djncen 171 
Do Syelgar Jyorno 178, 183, S. also Syelgar Jy. 
Dobon Chyernbo Akamba:ri 122, 124 
Do1 Bon 22 
Dorniui Kui Da:rno 130 
DonsorPonsor Bon 23 1, 33 1 
Dorjye Le:ba 129 
Dud Legen Chyembo 174 f., 177 
Dunsur Bon 19 f., 22, 29.67, 1 10, 132, 150, 206, 

254, 259f., 280ff., 31 1, 332, 334, 336, 338, 
340 

Dabla 108, 122, 131, 191, 205, 284, 340, S. also 
11. A. 

Dabla Kui Ma:bon 122, 131. 188 
Dabla Ma:bon 193 
Dakpo Calgi Lajo 109, S. also &kpo in II. A. 
Djnjyen Phamo 168, 181 
Dolrno 99, 104, S. also 11. A. 
Dliba 110 
Dliba(ru) Khamburu 110, 247,249, S. also Lemba 

Giya Duba ... 

Gyi Ransyin Ma:bon 129 
Gan Rura Ma:bon 129 
Ganga Rkiii, Jarnuna Ri:iii 183, S. also Gangs- 

Jarnun2 in 11. D. 2 
Garura Ma:bon 177 
Gelun Sorngi Ma:bon 129 
Gombo 193, 21 1 
Gornosyi Ra:ja 123 
Gongowali Cen 178 
Gorkha J6ngi Ma:bon 2 18 
Gorkhai Khelan Ma:bon 203 
Gorkhai Ma:bon 108. 130, 203 
Gorkhai na:dun Ma:bon 203 
Gomen Dolrno 122 
Gra:ma Pansyin Gornbo 13 1 
Guru.cengi Dakpo 13 1 
Guru.cengi Ma:bon 13 1 ,  205 f. 
Guru.cengi Rjnjyen 206 

GyBle Mensyar Jyomo 177 
G y h d i  Cengi Da:mo 178 
Gyhb Thaldon 129 
Gyagar Khanda:mo 55, 133, 257 
Gyagar Phnda 108 
Gyagar Syitta Guru 108 
Gyagar va:dun ... Syitta Guru 62 
Gyagar Da:dun N6rbu 108 

Hqha (h%) Lajo 104, 109 
H/dam Tgmrin Lajo 109 
Hjdam Tamrin Da:dun 109, S. also T M n  
Hjhi ( N B ~ )  Lajo 104, 109 
Hjsye Dabla 122, 13 1, 284 
HIsye Phola Dabla 284 
Hoser Bon (MErne H. B.) 178, 180 

Ijyet G6rnbo 192, 21 1 

Jesur (Jayiswar) Kunda RB:W 130 
J6nga G6rnbo 132 

Jygkhyun 110 
Jyan Doya~i Duba 117, 129, 138, 157, 284 f., 

315 f., 334, 340 
Jypijyen Marbo 81, 129 
Jyanjyen Mqbo Dabla Khi Ma:bon 122 
Jypisonarn Bon 22, 262, 336 
Jyawa Jyunne 130 

Kalden Sarige ( L h a )  335 f. 
Kaliarna 55 f., 91, 98 f., 101, 117, 121, 132, 135, 

138, 163, 18 1,243,246 f., 249,253 f., 280,282, 
284 f., 302, 3 13, 31 6, 320. 322. 340 

Karcen (Jyabu K., K. Rkiii) 171, 178, 180, 185, 
266, 269 

Karyul Jyomo 127, 176 f. 
Kerun Phaba Cere.syj: S. Phaba Ceresyj: 
Kirba Dabla 108. 122 
Kirba pa:dun Dakpo 205 
Kudi.jongi Ma:bon 13 1 
Kudun Gyalrno 130 f., 206 
Kukur.ga:r Gombo 132 
Kungarsyi: Be:yul Khi Da:rno 130 

Khailari D&po 184 
Kharnja Ra:iii 130 
Khanda:rno R6:iii (Kaliarna) 99 
Kharda-Chona Ma:bon 188 
Kharda Garura Chyernbo 177 
Khelan Ra:fii 182 
Khyun 101, 110, 116, 150f., 197,201.246f.. 260, 

284 f.. 3 15 f., 334. 340 
Khyun G e r a  Ma:bon 1 10 
Khyun Ragu Chyernbo 1 l0  

La Gyabjyen 125 
La Kundu Sanbo 128, 176 
La Megdun Remo 128, 176 
La Wanguba Wanbo 125 
Lagan Ku Phebi, Tulbi Da:mo 132 



Urna Kudiui S w o  130 
L h a  Khilden D&po 128 
Landa-Undi Gdrnbo 132 
Lamn-LurunJLanrd-Lunmh 129 
Lasya 55 ff., 69,96,98, 121, 132 C, 134, 138, 193, 

206, 21 l ,  228, 253 ff., 256, 260ff., 280 ff., 284, 
334, 340 

Lasya Khanda:rno 256 
Lasya Nenjyurrno 21 1 
Lasyin Dabla (Mtrne L. D:) 13 1, 205 f. 
Lernba B o m b  33 1 ff. 
Lernba G p a  Duba 22, 110 
&:den D6lrno 249 
Lo Dqjyun Gornbo 132 
Lo Rjnjyen KuL. R. Jyunne 138 
Lqnai M i i ~  l 10, 197 
Loyurun Bon 22 

Marn Syilinrno/Syilikrno 89 
Minagam Mai 185 
Marn Kudun Gyalmo S. Kudun Gy. 
Mqgu D 6 h o  (Kaliama) 99 
M h e n  Dolrno 130 
Mayi Mihi 157 
Ma:bon 178. 185, 194, 201, 216 
Ma:cen 171, 178 
Ma:deo S. Mahgdew in 11. D. 2 
Mtrne Ganser 203 
Mime Hpser 203 
Mtrne NaIile 197 
Mtrne Da:gi Linrna 203 
Menjyun 335 
Mjga Dernbarjye 21 1 
Miga syi: Unte 190 
Mige Ama Korrnojyet Sasa Ba:ri 191 
Mojyo Mengi Da:rno 130 
Myunja RB:fiiNunja R. 132 

Namdul 67 
NaIisal Ra:iii (Lasya) 253 
Nansur Ma:bon 150, 3 15 
Nqu Bon 19, 89, 116, 262 f., 334 ff. 
Nawa Narngyal Guru 2 1 1 
Na:ni Syjri Khne  Ma:deo 174 
Neggi Arna 148. 150 

Nenjyurmo (Lasya) 56, 21 1 
Norja D6lrno 130 
Nup Baldin Bon 22, 89. 262, 336 
Nup Nhwa Mhnuhunga Ra:ja 129 
Nup Nawa Tha:ye 138 
Nupjon Gornbo 13 1 

~esermenser Ma:bon (Lasya) 253, 256 

~ a s ~ i n  Larno 104 
Nosye Dabla 122. 131 

Palden Lama (Lasya) 55. 193, 21 1 
Paldor Jo 129 
Pal.hjsye Gdrnbo 132, 193 

Pe:rna Jyynne S. Urgym Pe:m and Padnu- 
sarhbhava in 11. D. 2 

Phaba Cere.syj: 131 
Phamo Gplser 129 
Phamo Hoser 129 
Pharno Phebinulbi Da:mo 132 
Philrnen D6lrno (Lasya) 256 
Pho Jyawa Sihgi Larno 130, 177 
Phola Dabla 122, 284 
Phola Karbo. Ph. Miybo 108 
Phola Syelgar Jyorno 108 
Phurba 64 
Phurba Jyhbalgi Lajo 197 
Phurba milden Lajo 109 

Ra Miki 161 
RMsyiri B* 89 
Rhsuwa Dabla 122 
Rayun na:yun Nbbu 110 
Rd:ja-Rkiii 175 
Ryigai Ma:bon 108. 148, 21 1, 216 
Rongai Dalan/Khelah Ma:bon 130 f.. 189 
Rosya~i Ma:gi Gyilbo 129 
Rura S. T h r i n  R. 

S ~ e n  171 
Sarndul 67 
Samdul-Narndul 104 
S h e  D* Gornbo 132, S. also Uiseme in 

11. E I 
Sahga Ma:deo (Mahaew) 128 
S a g e  Toplin 188 
Sahlin-Nadin 1 10 
Sergu Wlmo (Kaliama) 99 
Serkhyun 249 
SMga D&po Cal s. T h r i d  S. 
Sirisin Dolrno 104 
Sinsin Ra:iii 130 
Si:si Ra:fii Gyirndi Cen D&po 178 
Surnjo 335 

Syabut Dabla 122. 13 1 
Syadun Dabla 191, 284 
SyandaIi-BandaIi Kharda-Chona Ma:bon 188 
Syikila Joi Ma:bon 131 
Syal Sorngi Da:rno 108. 192 
Syardola Ma:bn 131 
S yarjon Gornbo 1 3 1 
Syarka:li Ma:bon 131 
Syaryurun Bon 22, 89,336 
Syar Ba:la Kanne 85. 157. 160 f., 225, 293 
Syar Dorjye Sernba 129. 138 
Syar ~ e r n a  KarsaIi Dolrno 129 
Syel Bon 89 
Syelgar Bon 22 
Syelgar Hokki Da:bo/Da:rno 188 
Syelgar Jyomo 62, 108. 128, 130. 174, 178, 

183 f. 
Syijyi Marno 150 
Syilinrno S. Marn Sy. 



Syilpattar Ma:deo (Mahiidew) 219 
Syjri K h e  Ma:deo 128 
Syjri Syltta Ma:deo 175 
Syitla Mg:deo 188 
Syjwai Lajo 104 

Tabu Bungu 62 
Tabu N6rbu 62, 106, 247, 340 
T h r i n  62, 108 
Tamrih Karbo/Marbo/Serbo/Jyyigu 1 97 
Tirnrin Singa D&po Cal 197 
Tamrin Rura Ma:bon 109 
T h r i n  ?'ha:dun N6rbu 109 
Ta:gur B p  89 
Temba Cunne 123 
Tirsul na :dun  N6rbu 187 
Tirsul(a) Kharul Ma:deo 108 

Thorgyap Bon 231, 331 

va:but  Dabla 122, 13 1 
va :cen  171, 178 
ma:dun Dabla 122. 284 

n a : g i  N6rbu (Mtme m. N.) 129 
na:yal  D&po (Mtme v. D.) 131 
n b w a i  Lajo 104 

Ui Nahbar N ~ j y e  138, 259 
Ui Syel Bon 262 
Urgyen Pe:ma JyunneN. P. Desurn S d g e  19, 

26, 1 10 ff., 128, 194, 206, 2 1 1, 254, 257, 260, 
280 ff.. 332. 334 ff. 

Wonden-Wonsya 19, 190, 194, 21 1, 264 

Yajyo-G@jyo 128 
Ya1igar.j6ngi Ma:bon 131 
Yanri D6lmo 246 
Yap Dorjye, Yup Dorjye 206, 131 
Yapden-Yupgi Da:rno 128 
Yapden-Yupgi Ma:bon 129 
Yembui Mih 72 f., 293 
Yendra (Indra) 78 
Yup Dorjye S. Yap D. 

D. 2. Names of superhuman beings: Nepali 

AjimL 56, 72, 85, 148, 200, 236, 239 
Ajirnl-Bajims 85, 238, 295 
Arnitdbho 138 
Arnoghasiddhi 1 17, 138 
AnarnBiju-DhanarnHiju 85, 238 
Avt~lnkireSvaro 13 1 
~ k i s  Bhairaw 225 
@as Dewi 225 
Akhini-BBghini 83 

Bajrajogini (Vojrovogin~3 188 
Ban Dqwi 78 
Ban JhZkri 77. l l0  
Bangali (Bai@li?) 86 
Barauli MasBn 87 
BBgh-BBghini Dewi 177 
Bighini 83 
BBlHkanne (-kany8) 85, 225, 238 
BBlkurniri 85, 225 
BBlakaumBri (-koumcirfi 85 
BBlBju BBIHkanne MBi 238 
BHra Baf~gBli MBi 86 
BBsuki (Vasuki) NBg 67, 76 
Biba Raja, Biba Rini 200 
Bijeswari 83 
Bijuwa Mii 83 
Bisnu (Vis!~lr) 36, 79, 238 
Bitteswara (Bijeswari?) 83 
Brarnh8 (Brohmd) 38, 238 
Buddha 56.72.76. I l l .  128, 138, 176, 188, 197 
Buddhasri 76 
BurhB Siddha MahBdew 85 

Bhagwati (~hagovatfi 225 
Bhagw8n 79 
Bhairaw (Bhuiravo) 72, 83, 85, 187 
Bhairawi 108, 187, 225 
Bhairun 83 
Bhawsni 83 
BhBy-Bha!eni 85, 297 f. 
Bhimsen (~hhloseno) 81, 159, 213, 228 
Bhutan Kanne Dewi 83 

Camps Dewi 83 
ClmundB 72. 86 
Candra 76 

Dakkhin Kali/KBlika 86, 157, 293 
Dakkhin MahBkBla-MahBkBli 86, 200 
Dsmdar (Dgrnodar) DeurBli 127 
Devr(Dewi) 57, 148 
Didi-Didini 87 
Dolakhi Budhbsre Bhut 157, 293 
Dukkhini RajdRBni 78 
Durga 57, 64, 72, 76, 83, 85 f., 125, 177, 2 13 

Dhanasri (Dhaneswar?) 76 
Dhankurniri 72. 85 
Dhyhi Buddha 69, 74 

Gaidu 225 
Gajuwa DhBrni 83 
Ganes (GaneSa) 62, 190 



Gdgi-Jamuni Dewi 183 f. 
GarugGarura (Car&) 6 4 6 7 .  110. 127, 334 
GolH-Golhi 85 
GorakhnHth 74, 130, 150, 177, 185, 203 
GorkhH KalikH 83, 128. 176. 293, 297 
GubhB-GubhHju(ni) 72, 85, 297 f. 
Gwa MHiju 85 

GhH! Dewi 187 

HanumHn 82 
Harini (Harinfi MHi 200 
Hariyo MHi 200 
Hayagrha 62. 109 
Hfuiti (Harita 72, 200. 239 
H%riti AjimH 238 
Herukci 108 

lndra ("Yendra") 78 f. 
lndra (Indar) Dewi 128, 177 

Jal DewiIJal MHi 87 
Jaleswar 87 
Jalmukhini Dewi 177 
JBlpH Dewi 187 
Jaya Vcig~?vari 85 
Jogi Langa Tapasi GUN 200 
Jogi Pay@ 200 
Jvcilamukhi' 177 

Kallen DhBmi 78 
KamalH MHi 200 
Kanne NBg 128 
Kapuma MHi 200 
K H ~ I B - ~ H ~ I B  Dewi 177 
Kali (Kcilij 55, 72, 87, 254 
KBli MHi 200 
KBli NBg 125, 127 f. 
KBlikB 128, 174, 225 
KBlo Bhairaw 187. 297 
K810 Bhairawi ... 187 
KBmthuni MahBdew (T. Ma:deo) 188 
Kcjrttikeya 1 15 
~ e l i t i  Guru 153 
Krisna (Knya) 76 
K[trikcj 1 15 
Kumcira 85 
KumIri MHi 85 
KusundH MBi 200 
KusundB Phakkir 87. 200 

Kheli-Khelini 238 

Lacchiman (Lakgnana) 76 
Lacchmi (Lukjma 189, 200 
Langa-Larigap 85, 238, 297 f. 
Langa Tapasi S. Jogi L. T. 
LBlkumLi 85 
Lcjs.vci 56 
LBfB-L~ga!H 239 
LBtB-LBfini 238 

MacchendranPth (Matsyendraniith) 334 
Mahaew (Mahddeva) 30, 63, 72. 74, 76. 78, 85. 

87f.. 108, 115, 125f., 128, 174f.. 188, 194, 
219.225, 252 

MahHkala 29, 1 l0 
MahaLBli 86. 1 10. 193 
Mahakiili BirhIas2.n 86 
MahWlikii 125 
Mahdutra (MaMrsrdrd?) Dewi 125 
MankHmnB Dewl/MC 130, 152, 185, 225 
MankHmnP SHt Kanne MHi 225 
Manmaiju 85 
Manjusri 197 
Mdgala (Mai~galii) Dewi 83, 153 
ManWi MHi 78, 200 
Mandili (Manlali'!) 128 
MqDHli 78 
MHi 29 f., 157, 194, 198,200,227 f., 230 f., 235 f., 

277 f., S. also mHi in 11. B. 
Mdmaki 56 
Mhaipi Ajirn2 72, 85 

Nandii 213 
Narasimha 83 
Narsingha 83 
Nau Dewi 238 
Nau DurgdNawa Durgi/Nava D. 71 f., 76. 83. 

233. 238, S. also nau durgH and mHi in U. B. 
Nau Kanne Sarasoti 76 
Nausinge Baju-Bajuni 238 
NLHyan (Ndrcivana) 188 f. 
Nepal BBl%kme 157, 225. S. also BHlSkanne 
NepBli Bhut 72 f., 236 
NepHli MHi (AjimH) 236 

Paca Bhaiyflaca BhC 159, 223, 227 
Paca Linga 86 
Pacali Bhairaw 83. 86 
Padmasarhbhava (Padmasamhhva) 19.57. 109 H.. 

150, 190, 206, 23 1, 332, 334 ff. 
Pahelo MHi 200 
Paiicalinga MahHdew 86 
PmatiPfubati (Pdmotfi 56 f., 83, 85 
Pujpci 56 

Phaudiri MBi 85 

Rakta KHla, Rakta KHldMHi 86. 200 
Ratnasamhhava 138 
R h  (Rdma) 76, 82 
~ e m a t i  132. 148 
Ri!the Guru 177 

S ~ g a l i  (Sdkari?) 8 I 
Saikari (Sarilkarfi 8 1 
Sarasoti/Saraswati (Soras~-ari) 76 
Sane NfuHyan ( S a ~ a  Ncirciyana) 36, 78 
SHt Kanne Dewi 185. 187 
S I  Kanne MBi 225 



Seto Bhairaw/Bhairawi 187 
Siddha MahHdew 128 
Siddha M~ 200 
S i k h  MSi 78 
Singha RajWRiini 83 
Singhini 83 
Simhovakrri 83 
SitalH ( S h l i )  56, 72, 85 
SitalH MHi 238 
Siwa Dewi ( ~ i v i  Dpv;?) 87 
Skonda 115 
SobhH Bhagwati 72 
Sora Dewi 238 
Sorga ParpIt 78 
Sri Kanne MabLdew ( ~ r L ~ a n ~ a )  185 
Sun ~ h b ~ h k i n i  73, 77f.. 88. 110, 211. 213, 

235 
S u j e  (SCrya) 76 

Siw 36, 56 f., 63, 70 f., 85, 87, 254, S. also 
Mahadew 

Sibd 87 
~ r ;  ~ e v ;  148 

ThI-ThiikHli MHi 72, 87, 297 ff. 

Teku M a s h  83 

Vairocano 138 
Vajrasam~a 1 38 
Vasuki 76 
Vi~nu 36, 78 f., 83. 127, 188, 200. 238 
Vvigravaktr8 83 

Yama 193 
Yendra S. Indra 

E. 1. Important place names: Tamang (S. also Subject Index) 

ksoro-~rasoro 150, 2 10 
Balbu J6n 150 
Bo.kham 206 
Cho M y o  30, 121, 132 f., 206, 254, 259, 335, 

338 
Dorjye Le:ba 129 
Gorkha J6n 218, S. also Gorkhi in 11. E. 2 
Gyagar 108, 115 
Jarnan 178 
Jesur (Jayiswar Kunp) 130, 185 
Jo Asoro-PrAsoro S. Asoro-Pr. 
Kirunjyet (Katunje) 177 
Kerun (Kyirong) 12 1, 13 1 
Kulu Yolmo (Helambu) 189 
Khasyor (Bodhnith) 188 

L y i  Gahri 130, 246 
Na:gor (Nuw&oy) 150, 187 
~ o l a  BrNge 13 1 
Paldor (PHldor) 129 
Palgu Jon 132, 150 
Pa:sam Jo 178 
Rasuwa (RasuwL) 122 
Ronga 131. 189 
Same Darda 132, 190, S. also Uiseme G6mbo 
Syaranjo (Sirancok) 125 
Syinmon (SwayarnbhunHth) 188 
Tawal-Dhusyini 178 
Uiseme G6mbo 30, 132, 163, 190, 264 
Yernbu S. Kafhmwdu in 11. E. 2 

E. 2. Important place names: Nepali (S. also Subject Index) 

BaikunfhabIs (Vaikun!ha-) 79 
B2lIju 188, 238 
Bijeswari 83 
Bodhnith (Bauddha) 32, 188 f. 
Bhaktapur 73 
Bhokteni 53, 125, 127, 174, 185, 235, 238 
Bauddha S. Bodhnath 
Dakkhin Kali 86, S. also 11. D. 
DewighI! 187 
DewpB!an 85 
Dolakha 157, 21 3 
Dhgding 9, 185 
Ganes HimIl 30, 127 ff., 152, 185, 187 
Ganes Kund(a) 152, 157, 180 f., 185, 266 

Gangs-Jamuna 38. 183 ff. 
GorkhI 83, 121, 130, 152. 185, 201, 225, 

235 
Gosiii Kund (lake) 13 1, 189 
GosIikund (massif) 30, 12 1,  13 1,  189, 2 1 1, 243, 

248 
Helambu 189 
Kailas (Kailiia) 76, 200 
Kakani 188 
Kalliri (JhIrkalleri) 125, 185 
Kali Raha 129 
Kantipur 239 
Kilhe Simbhu ( ~ r i ~ h a  Caitya) 235, 239 
KByhmandu (Town, Valley) 30, 50,56 f., 67.72 ff., 



76, 8 1. 83, 85 ff., 150, 157, 187 ff., 200, 225, 
231, 235, 238 f., 293 

Kumbheswar 38 
KunHghH! 87 
Langa S. LahkH 
LihgtHng HimHl 128 ff. 
Lahkl 82, 219, 298 
Macchegsc 83 
Mirpik 177 
Muktichetra 21 3 
Muktinith 78, 213 
NepPl Sahar (KSthmiindu) 239 
Nuwiko! 9, 150, 187, 225, 235, 238 
Paspati Th%n S. Pasupatinsth 

Pasupatinath (PoJupotinath) 76, 189 
Piitan 38, 238 
Pokhar5 235 
Pharphing 150. 188 
RasuwH 9, 122 
Rwipauwl 188. 238 
Seto Raha 129 
Simbhuthh S. Swayarnbhunith 
Sorga (Svorga) 78 
Swayambhunilh 85, 188 
Trisuli Baj* 187, 238 
Th& KhoU R7 
Teku Dobh%n 83 
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